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Preface

In March 1993 the third "SSC Physics Symposium" was held at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison. In a series of talks recent advances and prospects for physics at
hadron supercolliders were summarized. In addition this meeting provided the start of
an extended workshop on hadron collider physics which culminated in a four day long
"Workshop on Physics at Current Accelerators and the Supercollider" which was held
at Argonne National Laboratory June 2-5, 1993.

The format of an extended workshop was chosen to provide enough time to the
participants of the working groups to address the complex questions typical of present
day collider physics. At the same time the full infrastructure of the participants home
institutions was available to work out solutions to the questions identified in Madison.

These proceedings contain the results of this effort as summarized by the repre-
sentatives of the individual working groups on the last day of the Argonne meeting.
These summaries are augmented by contributions of individual working group members
which provide additional details on the results obtained during the extended workshop.

As in any workshop the topics which were covered reflect the interests of the
individuals who bore the burden of the work. In order to provide a more rounded
overview of collider and accelerator physics the Argonne meeting started out with a
series of review talks by invited speakers. It is the collection of these review talks which
open these proceedings. They are followed by the working group summaries and the
individual contributions submitted to each of the working groups.

As coordinators of the Argonne workshop and the Madison SSC physics sympo-
sium we would like to thank the invited speakers, the leaders of the working groups and
all the working group members for their clear presentations, their enthusiasm and for
the hard work which has made this extended workshop a success. Our special appre-
ciation goes to Ms. Mary Burke and Ms. Linda Dolan whose expertise and dedicated
effort was absolutely crucial for organizing this workshop. We also thank Frank Fraclin.
Associate Director for Physical Research at Argonne National Laboratory, the U.S.
Department of Energy and the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission for
their generous support.

For the organizing committee,
JoAnne Hewett, Alan White, and Dieter Zeppenfeld

Scientific Organizing Committee

V. Barger
F. Halzen
J. Hewett
M. Olsson

L. Price
A. White
D. Zeppenfeld
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PHYSICS MOTIVATIONS FOR

SSC/LHC DETECTORS *
Ian Hinchlifle

Physics Division, laurentt Berkeley Lttoniarf
Berkeley CA 97710, USA

ABSTRACT

In this Ulk, I review the some of the physics goals mnd simulation work done in tbe SSC and

LHC experimental proposal. I select the processes that illustrate the strength* and weaknesiea the

proposed detector*.

1 Overview

An impressive amount of work has been done on simulation of physics at both the SSC
and LHC. The gaol of most of this work has been to optimize the design of the detectors.
Many documents have been produced by the collaborations and proto-coUaborations. For
SSC, the SDC[1] and GEM[2] collaborations have produced technical design reports. For
LHC there are letters of intent from ATLAS [3] and CMS [4]; more detailed design report*
should appear soon [5], While emphasizing different aspects of SSC physics, ail of these
detector* aim to cover most of the new physics for which the SSC/LHC is being built. AU of
the detectors have a central tracker that covers |n| £2.5, a calorimeter system that reaches
|n| ~ 5.5 (slightly less for the LHC detectors), and a muon system covering |n| £2.5

The SDC and GEM detectors have different strengths. SDC is built around a powerful
tracking system that has very high momentum resolution of Spt/pt = .16(pj/TVV) © .003
at IJ = 0. The resolution is almost independent of f) for |r)| < 1.5, it then degrades,
becoming about 4 times worse at |i)| = 2.5 where the tracking coverage ends. Outside
the superconducting solenoid is a scintillating tile electromagnetic calorimeter that covers
|rj| < 3 with good resolution SE/E ~ 0.14/\/£ ® -01 , ' a hadron calorimeter and muon
system. The combined calorimeters result in an energy resolution for jets of order SE/E ~
0.61 </El®M. The iron toroid muon system in conjunction with the central tracker provides
a momentum resolution for muons of 10% at |nj = 0 and p, = 500 GeV.

"This work was supported by the Director, Office of Euergy Research, Office of Ilif !> Energy and Nuclear
Physics, Divuion of High Energy Physic* of the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-ACOJ-
76SFO0OM.

'Ualeas otherwise Hated, «ll energies are iu GeV.

By contrast, GEM is built entirely within a large solenoid that provide* the bending
power for a muon system that has a resolution of order 5% at |i;| = 0 and p, — 500 GeV.
Two large iron structures shape the magnetic field in the forward region so that the muon
resolution is only degrades by a factor of 2.5 at |n| = 2.5. The muon system is very robust
and will provide good resolution even at very high luminosities when the central trackers
may have died. Inside the muon system are the hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters.
The former has a jet resolution similar to SDC. The liquid argon or krypton electromagnetic
calorimeter has excellent resolution SE/E •* .06/\/£ffi.004. The small tracking system has
resolution Sp,/p, ~ 1.2{p,/TeV) © .03 at |n| = 0.

The ATLAS detector is similar in concept to SDC. The tracking volume is smaller
and the tracking resolution worse than SDC. The electromagnetic calorimeter resolution is
slightly worse than that of GEM and bettor than SDC. The muon system use* air cored
toroid* and consequently has resolution of of order 8% at |n| = 0 and p» = 500 GeV even
whan the inner tracker is not used. The ability to operate without the inner tracker is more
important at LHC than SSC since the machine is expected to operate at higher luminosity.

CMS is the most ambitious of the detectors. It uses a 4 Tesla solenoid to achieve a
tracing resolution of of order 2.5% at |n| = 0 and pi s 100 GeV in a small tracking volume.
Its muon resolution is of order 4% at |r/| = 0 and p, = 500 GeV, better than any other
detector.

The higher design luminosity of LHC is designed to compensate for the higher energy
of the SSC (14 u*. 40 TeV), so that the physics capabilities are roughly comparable. Figure
1 shows the rate for some selected particles as a function of the center of mas* energy. ' It
can be seen from this figure that the trade-off between energy and luminosity is dependent
upon the mass of the produced object. For particles of low mass (an extreme example is the
6-quark) the cross section rises only slowly with energy. At very high masses, the rate rises
rapidly with energy. For example, at SSC the rate for production of a Higgs of mass 100
(800) GeV is 3 time* (5) larger than at LHC. For a new Z of mass 1 (4) TeV the factor is
5 (20). Even when the luminosity compensates for the energy so that the rate is the same,
the signal/background ratio is likely to favor the higher energy machine.

2 Top quark properties
It is likely that the top quark will have been discovered before SSC/LHC experiments
have data. However, SSC/LHC experiments will garner enormous numbers of top decays
enabling detailed studies to be carried out. Two things have been studied in detail; the

'The LHC detector studies are mostly done with an energy of 16 TeV. However as reported at this
•Meting{3] Uw current LHC dais* energy is 14 TeV. The LUC riles quoted in this article refer to It TeV
unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 1: The total cross-section for the production of a set of particles as a function of
the center of mass energy in pjS. The solid line* (highest to lowest) correspond to a new Z
(standard model couplings) of mass 1,2,4 and 7 TeV. The lower (upper) dashed line upper
to lower correspond to a Higgs of mass 800 (100) GeV. The dotted lines (highest to lowest)
correspond to a heavy quark of mass 150 and 1000 and 2000 GeV.

precise determination of the top quark mass and the search for a top decay to a Biggs boson.
The latter is discussed below. There are two main methods for determining the man. A
determination based on the event rate will not be very accurate since it depends on the
assumption that the branching ratio of the top quark into the observed channel is known
and on the QCD calculation of the tt production rate which is uncertain at the 20% level
I6)-

The first method is based upon the detection of an isolated lepton (I either eorj i )
and a nou-isolated p of the opposite charge that is close in rapidity-azimuth space. One
is attempting to find the decay t - Wb - . ti/pvc There is a correlation between the
dilepton invariant mass distribution and the top quark mass. The errors on the inference of
the top mass will be dominated by systematic errors which are mainly due to two effects.
The fragmentation function of a 6 quark determines the momentum distribution of the non-
isolated muon in the 4-quark rest frame. This fragmentation function is measured at LEP
(7); the current errors on it imply an uncertainty on the top mass of order 2% according
to ATLAS {3] and 1% according to GEM and SDC. There is an additional error from the
transverse momentum distribution oi the top quark. This error is due to uncertainties in
the QCD calculations of the shape of the distribution (errors in the normalization are not
relevant). ATLAS estimates this erior at ±2 GeV. Hence it is reasonable to expect a total

error of about 4 (5) GeV if the top mass is 200 (250) GeV. The error can be expected to
decrease as 6-quark fragmentation is better understood.

The second method involves searching for the final state it — WbWl - tishfib. The
Jepton from the W decay serves as a trigger; combinations of jet invariant masse* are
then formed. A two-jet mass distribution is made and events are selected around the W
mass. This dijet system is then combined with another jet, and a peak searched for. The
background arises dominantly from IV + jets events and can be reduced by requiring the
pretence of 6 quark jets in the events. This can be done either by looking for the serai-
leptonic Mecays that give a muon inside a jet or by looking for jets with vertices that are
not at the interaction point and that arise from the decays of 6 hadrons. A peak in the
three jet mas* distribution should be visible even without this fc-tag [3], but the tag greatly
improves the clarity of the signal. The dominant systematic error is the jet energy Kale.
This is affected by calorimeter response, jet definitions and jet fragmentation effects. The
dijet peak at the W maw can be used to correct the energy scale. To the extent that the
• quark does not fragment into hadrons in the same way as a u, d, e or s quark, there is
a residual systematic error. ATLAS estimates a total systematic error of 6 GeV, SDC is
more optimistic quoting 3 GeV.

3 Higg* B o s o n s

A vast amount of simulation effort has been expanded on methods to search fcr the Higgs
boson. A general purpose detector should be able to find a Higgs if its mass lies anywhere
in the allowed range. Since a Higgs bosom of mass below about 80 GeV or so should be
detectable at LEPII and one of mass greater than 800 GeV or so is not consistent in the
minimal standard modd[8], a detector must cover the range between these values. In the
mass range above ~ MO GeV, the finar-state H -> ZZ - 41, where I is either an electron
or muoo, provides a clean signal above background. The limitation on detection is provided
only by the small crow-section at the upper end of this range. A Higgs of this large mass has
a large width which can be measured easily by any of the detectors. This mode does not
impose any significant constraints on the muon systems or electromagnetic calorimeters.
In view of the small event rate at very large masses, it will be useful to be able to find
confirming evidence in at least one more final state. // - . Z(-» vv)(Z — It) provides such
a state. Here the signal shows up as an excess of events in the transverse mass distribution
of the reconstructed Z -> It and the missing transverse energy, carried off by neutrinos.
Background arises from ZZ events and from Z + jtta events where the missing transverse
energy comes from mismeasurement of the hadronic energy. This is one of the processes
that constrain* the calorimeter coverage. A detector without a forward calorimeter can
generate a fake missing Et signal from jets lost into the uncovered region.
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Figure 2: The distribution of dijet invariant masses from H — W(— jets)W(-t tu) solid
line and W - f » dashed line (see text), figure from SDC; the relative normalization of
the signal arid background is arbitrary.

There is also the possibility that the final states H -> Z(— tt)Z(-» jets) or H -»
W ( - tv)W(— jets) can be reconstructed. In the former case there is background from the
final state Z ( - « )+ j e t s . This background can be reduced by requiring that the jet system
has invariant mass near the Z mass. The cute used by the SDC collaboration are typical.
One U looking for two boosted jets arising from the decay of a Z at large p,. The»e jets are
typically narrower than QCD jets of the same p,. Jets are tint selected using a rather wide
cone in rapidity azimuth space of AR = 0.6. Within this cone event* are selected if there a n
two jets of p, > 25 GeV and of size Afl < 0.15. The mass distribution of the invariant mass
in the big cone is now looked at; see Figure 2. The signal now shows a peak at the Z or (W)

mass while the background does not. The clarity of the peak is affected by the segmentation
and resolution of the calorimeter. As the segmentation and resolution are improved, the
peak becomes sharper. There is a limit provided by the spread of hadronic showers and
clustering effects due to jet fragmentation and additional energy entering the jet cone from
the underlying events. Segmentation of Si, x $4 = 0.1 x 0.1 is adequate. Event* can now
be selected if they have a jet system consistent with the Z (or W) mass. By boosting to
the rest frame of the two thin jets and looking at the angular distribution of the fastest jet
relative to the boost direction (&•), additional background rejection is possible [lj. The W

decay produces a distribution that is fairly Mat in cos««, whereas the background, reflecting
the collinear singularities of perturbative QCD, is peaked near cos*" = 1. An invariant
mass plot of the Z ( - « ) Z ( - jets) mass distribution can be made. For an 800 GeV Higgs,

th« GEM collaboration finds a signal/background ratio of about 1/3. Unfortunately the
signal and the background have the same shape, so the extraction of a signal depends on
the ability to carefully estimate the background. The conclusion about the shape of the
signal and background is shared by the ATLAS collaboration but not by CMS which shows
apeak in the signal but not in the background at the Higgs mass.

In the case of the WW final state, while jet mass cuts are effective in reducing the
W +jeU background, then cannot be used to reject the backgrc ind from « event* since
these events lead to W pair final states. There have been many studies using cuts on the jet
activity in candidate evenU.[9] The basic idea is that the signal process qq - . qqH produces
two jets *t large rapidity. Since no color is exchanged between the two quarks, there is not
expected to be much jet activity in the central region of rapidity. On the other hand there
is no reason for the Z+jet* or it final states to result in forward going jets. Furthermore
there is expected to be more jet activity in the it event* which are initiated by gluon-gluou
fusion.

Then ideas lead to the concepts of forward jet tagging and central jet vetoing. Event*
are selected that have jet* at M > 3 and rejected if there is significant jet activity in the
central, fo| < 3, region. The ZZ case was studied by SDC and GEM. SDC requires a tagging
jet to be in the range 2.5 < |ij| < 5 and to be reconstructed in a cone of size AA = 0.8. In
the tingle (double) tag case the jet is required to have B > 3{1.5)TeV and p, > SOGeV.
The events from qq — qqH have a tagging efficiency of 23% for a single tag and 5% for a
double tag. For the Z + jets (or IV + jets) background the efficiencies are 11% and 0.5%,
while for tf events they are 3.5% and 0.2%. In the case or the ZZ final state therefore, the
single (double) tag can be used to enhance the signal/background ratio by a factor of 2 (10)
at the cost of the loss of 75% (95%) of the signal. Event rates are not large, so the double
tag ia not useful. The GEM collaboration state that "tagging was studied and not found
to be effective".

ATLAS have studied the tagging in the case of a 1 TeV Higgs decaying to WW. Their
tagging cuts are somewhat looser than SDC but the conclusions are similar. The select
tagging jets with 2 £ fo| g 5, E > 600 GeV, p, > 25 GeV and Afl = 0.5. They get a
single (double) tagging efficiency of 61% (14%) for the signal and 18% (0.8%) for the it

barigroiuid. ' . Central jet vetoing, which appears to be quite effective in partonic studies
[10] has not been investigated.

As the Higgs mass falls below MO GeV or so, its branching ratio into 4 charged leptons
becomes too small for this mode to be viable. One must then search in the two photon
final state. There is a large background from the production of photon pairs from the qq~

and gg initial state*. In a bin of width AM - 1.5 GeV the signal to background ratio is

'Recall tktt tki. ii tlit dominMit bwksrounrl in this channel



Higgs Mass (GeV)
80

100

120
140

SDC
180
40

15
10

GEM
50
12

4

2

ATLAS
250
60
25
12

Table 1: The integrated luminosity in fb~l required to establish a 5<7 signal in / / -

various Higgs masses and detectors.

• 77 for

of order 1/60 (1/12) for a Higgs of mass 80 (130) GeV. Event rates are large, but good
resolution is needed to extract a signal, particularly at very low masses. In order to get
the desired mass resolution, the event vertex must be known with great precision. This
is only a problem if there is more than one interaction per beam crossing, since all of the
other (charged) particles in the event can then be used to find Che vertex. At SSC, where
the mean number of interactions per beam crossing is 1.8, one can use the vertex with
the largest multiplicity as it is unlikely that the additional events will also contain a hard
scattering. The GEM detector has the ability to find the direction of the photon using the
shower shape and can therefore correctly assign the vertex. The problem at LHC (which
has about 10 times as many interactions per beam crossing) is more severe. There, the
unresolved vertex ambiguity is equivalent to a resolution in the diphoton mass of 1.5% [11].
The LHC detectors need to have direction resolution on the photons in order to overcome
this problem.

In addition to the background from photon pairs, there are backgrounds from the
jet -jet and jet — 7 final states, where the jet fragments in such a way that it looks to the
detector to be a photon. Figure 3 shows the "if jet rejection factor that must be achieved so
that the these backgrounds are equal to the irreducible 77 rate. In order to contribute to
the background a jet must yield an isolated ir° or photon. The jet background can therefore
be reduced by requiring that the "photon" be isolated. The shape of the EM shower can
also be used to discriminate against ir°'s (in the case of GEM [2] this contributes a factor
of 4). The rejection factor obtained is different for quark and gluon jets, owing to the
different fragmentation properties. ' The rejection factors are somewhat large; at larger
Higgs masses, GEM gets factors ranging from 1.2 x 10~4 (4.1 X 10~4) for gluon (quark) jets
at MH = 80 GeV to 0.83 x 10"4 (3.4 x 10"4) at Mil - 1-10 GeV. The jet-jet background
is dominated by gluon jets while the jet - 7 is dominated by quark jets. If I require a

'Quark jetj have B harder fragmentation distribution and hence isolation mull* in a smaller rejection
factor.
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Figure 3: The rejection factor needed to make the jet - jet (solid and dotted lines) and
jet—7 (dashed and dotduhed lines) rate the same as the 7 — 7 rate as a function of the 77
invariant mass. All photons and jets are required to have |rj| < 1.5. The solid and dashed
(dotted and dot-dashed) lines are for SSC (LHC)

Scr statistical significance for discovery, I can use the studies of the various detectors to
compare them. Table 1 shows the integrated luminosity needed to establish a 5c signal. It
can be seen that the better EM calorimeter of GEM enables it to be more effective than
SDC. Note that at these low masses the extra luminosity of LHC (if it can be exploited)
more than compensates for the reduced energy.

In view of the poor signal/background ratio of this channel, the production of a Higgs
in association with a IV or tlpair can be'eonsidered. Here an additional isolated lepton from
the decay of the W is detected. This has two advantages; its tags the vertex and has a larger
signal/background ratio (of order 1). Its disadvantage is its low rate (approximately 1/40
of the direct production rate). Table 2 shows the integrated luminosity needed to establish
& 5a signal in this channel. It can be seen that the increased signal to background in this
channel is such that the better EM calorimeter of GEM less of an advantage over SDC.
By combining the channels (and possibly the experiments), it should be possible to cover
the entire range of interesting masses, although several years of running may be needed for
MH < 100 GeV.

Very difficult to detect ate tlio signals fur a "strongly coupled weak sector".[13] Here
there is no conventional Higgs boson, but the dynamics of weak symmetry breaking is
manifested in the strong coupling between (longitudinal!)' polarized) IK and Z bosons at



Iliggs Mass (GeV)
SO

110

SDC
55
40

GEM
40
30

ATLAS

125
75

Table 2: The integrated luminosity in /6"1 required vo establish a 6a signal in H - • 77 for

various Higgs masses and detectors. The events are required to have an additional isolated

lepton.

large invariant mass. The dynamics responsible for the breaking may produce bound states
in the two gauge boson channels (technicolor models). In certain cases, these bound itates
may be narrow and, although they have small production rates, be easy to detect. An
example is the wj- - • Zy, a particle that can appear in certain models. The resonance it
clearly identifiable in the final state Z(— U) + 7[1][3]; there is little background. If there
are no narrow resonances, the signals will manifest themselves as excesses of events over
standard mcde! expectations. In this case it will be easier to establish a signal if the channel
has very few events in the standard model. W+W~ and ZZ have substantial contributions
from q-q initial states. Better is W*W+ (or H'-IV"). The inability to reconstruct the
invariant mass of the WW system in the final state WW —• tvtv due to the two missing
neutrinos is not a problem since one does not expect to see any narrow peaks.
' In order to measure this channel, the detector must be able to determine the sign of

the leptons. Backgrounds arise from the final states II - . WbWb -> t+vfvbl where the
lepton charge is mismeasured, and from « - • H'(-» l*)bWb\— <+). Figure 4 shows these
backgrounds as well as well as the signal to be expected in a model. It can be seen from the
figure that the signal/background ratio increases at large transverse momentum. In order
to reject the background from oppositely charged leptons, the resolution must be excellent.
SDC has considered the tails of the tracking resolution and concluded that it can obtain
a wrong charge rejection of better than 10"3 for pt = 500 GeV even at a luminosity of
3 X 10s3 cm"2 sec"1. This is adequate to reject the opposite sign background. The GEM
detector has much worse tracking resolution and is therefore probably restricted to the final
state 11*n~ with the concomitant loss of a factor of four in rate. The leptons arising from
b decay are not isolated from other hadrons, hence isolation cuts can be used to reduce
this background. ". Rejection frdors of order 10"3 can be obtained for p( > 100 GeV
hy requiring that thrrp lie Ins than 5 GeV of transverse energy in a cone of Afl = 0.3
around the lepton at SSC [1]. The isolation requirements at LHC (12 GeV in AH = 0.2
(3j) are somewhat looser due to the pile up of underlying events and hence the rejection not

"Isolation dors not hflp to reduce the o{>|>osit? sign 1jM.kgiotind

2 0 0 400 600 800
Lepton p, (GeV)

Figure 4: The transverse momentum distribution for leptons (electron or muon) in events
with a pair of leptons at SSC (there are 2 entries per event). Events are required to have
two leptons of {r/| < 2.5. The solid histogram is the signal for a model of a strongly coupled
W+W+ lystem. The dashed (dotted) is from tt - I V ( - < + W ( - l')bl ( « -« W{—
tt)WbWb\— t*X)). The dot dashed is the qq — l l ' ( - t*)W{-^ /") rate

quite so good. Additional rejection of the (I background may be needed and will require
topobgical cuts [12]. This process is easier to detect at SSC than LHC for two reasons; the
isolation requirements needed to reject the fr-quark background are more effective at lower
luminosity and the cross-section in approximately a factor of 10 larger at SSC that at 14
TeV. [14]

There have been studies of the defection possibilities for non-standard Higgs bosons.
Most of this work has concentrated on the Higgs bosons in the minimal supersymmetric
model [15]. There are three neutral and one charged bosons in this model. At least one of
thew botont is quite light. There is a problem in that the branching ratio to ZZ is never
large, so this relatively straightforward channel is not very useful. The 7 — 7 final state can
be used. It may also be possible to detect the decay 11° —> T*T~[16]. If supersymmetry is
the correct model, the other new particles will be easier to detect than the neutral Higgs
bosons.

The charged Higgs bosons will ho detectable if they can be produced in the decay of
top quarks. If kinematically allowed, the Imimliing rations I - • Wb and I -• Wn will b*
comparable. The decay of top quarks will then be tli£ dominant sourre of charge Higgs
bosons. The dominant charged Iliggs ili:ray modes are expected to be to TV or ci. One
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searches for the former by looking Tor .1 violation of r//i/r miivcisalily in it evcnls.[2, 3, lj.
The latter can be detected by looking for the final state it — Wbllb — lubdS which
manifest!: itself as an isolated lepton and some hadronic jets. The c3 decay can be detected
by Marching for a peak in the dijet mass distribution [3, 1] If the decay t —* Hb is not
allowed kinematically, "then the process qq — H+H~ will be dominant. This has a very
small rate and the detection of it is difficult.

4 Supersymmetry
The supersymmetric particles that are easiest to detect are the squarks and gluinos since
they have the largest production rate. Sleptons and electro-weak gauginos (the mass eigen-
states of the partners of the \V, Z, 7 and Iliggs bosons) are produced directly with small
rates, although the electro-weak gauginos are produced in the decays of squarks and gluino*
and these rates are likely to dominate over direct production. The detection of directly pro-
duced weak gauginos has been studied [17]; detailed detector simulations are lacking.

There are several possible final states that are reached by decays or squarks and gluinos
viz. g - V « X + ( - j^ei/), g - qqX°A~ \°Z), g - ? « ? ( - X°TC) 9 - «3x°. 9 - ?X + ( - ) -
Here x is used generically to denote a weak gaugino. The strong decays q —• gq or g -»qq

will dominate if they are kinematically allowed. x° is assumed to be weakly interacting
and sufficiently long lived so that it exists >.'ne detector giving rise to a missing energy
signature. The GEM and ATLAS collaborations choose a set of parameters in the minimal
supersymmetric model [18] and then analyse the signals in that case. SDC autimea that
the gluino is lighter than the squark, so that the Utter production is negligible, and then
analyses the signal with certain (reasonable) assumptions concerning the decay modes of
the gluino. There are basically three types of signals that have been studied; the final state
of jets and missing transverse energy; leptons and jets, usually same sign dileptons; and Z'«
plus jets.

The first of these cannot be observed if the detector lacks a forward calorimeter. In
all of the designs such a device is present and the dominant background arises from final
states that contain neutrinos (such as Z(— uu) + jets). The signal is not visible in the
inclusive missing transverse energy spectrum [2]. Topological cuts are needed to reduce
these backgrounds below the signal. The calorimeter resolution is not critical to the ability
to extract a signal. Figure 5 shows an example. One cannot easily determine the gluino
mass from the event rate since the branching ratios are unknown, but some information can
be obtained from the shape of the missing energy spectrum [2J.

The second process where each of a pair of gluinos decays to a lepton of the same sign

(recall that the gluino is a Majorana fermion) has a background mainly from tt events. The

background can be eliminated almost entirely by requiring that both leptons be isolated.
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Figure S: The missing transverse energy distributions from gluinos of mass 300 GeV (solid
line) and background (histogram). The gluino decays are assumed to be g - • <7?x° >nd
9 ~* OTxTC*-* X°?5) "i'l1 * combined branching ratio of 4%. Events are required to have at
least 3 jets with E, > 70 GeV separated by All > 0.7. Events are rejected if one of the
jets is within 40° is azimuth of the missing transverse energy vector. Squark production is
ignored . Figure from SDC

since, in order to get two leptons of the same sign, at least one of must come from a 6 or
c decay and will not be isolated. Note that because of the cascade decays the transverse
momenta of the leptons rarely exceeds 600 GeV, the background from oppositely charged
lepton pairs where one charge is mismeasured is not a problem even for GEM. These final
state are more useful in determining tlfc masses [1, 19,20].

5 6-physics
One aspect of SSC/LHC physics that has not received much attention is that of bottom

physics. While not associated directly with the understanding of weak symmetry breaking, a

detailed understanding of 6 particle decays, in particular those connected with CP violation,

can help lead to an understanding of the flavor problems in the standard model. The cross

section for the production of b quarks at SSC/LHC is very large Rates of order 0.1 to

1 mb can be expected at LUC. The rate at SSC is larger by a factor of 2 or so. There

are substantial uncertainties in three retimnlos arising from structure functions at small

values of 1 (preliminary data from 111(21] and 7.EU.S[>2] indicate that commonly used

structure functions may be an underestimate) and from uncertainties in the perturbative

QCD estimates of the rates. The pprtmbative QCD estimates are expected to be much
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more unreliable at SSC energies than they are at the Tewtlron. Indeed it is difficult to

speak with any confidence of a perturbative QCD result. The uncertainties are less once

the bquarks !;...•« appreciable transverse momentum; this is usually required in order to

trigger.

The ATLAS and CMS collaborations have studied the possibility of observing CP

violation via the decay Bd -* </>(-• /i+p-)ffs(-» *+ir~)- Since 6 quarks are produced in 65

pairs, the determination of the sign of one of the quarks is sufficient to tag the other one as

being a 6 or a 6. The simplest tag is provided by the scmileptonic decay to a muon. The

sign of the muon then tags the quark that produced it as a 6 or b. Defining AT,,* as the

number of events where a flj - . $(— fi+^")A's(— »+*") is reconstructed in events with

such a muon tag, define

A = -

Since the final state V'A's is a CP eigenstate that can be reached from either Bd or Hi, A
is CP violating and can be related to the angle 0 in the unitarity triangle of the Cabbibo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [23].

a = Dsin20?~
r

Here D is a dilution factor that takes account of the fact that, due to B-Tt mixing, the tag
is occasionally incorrect. Note that if the tagging B is charged, there is no ambiguity. There
is also the possibility of a wrong tag by detecting the lepton from the charm produced in
the decay of the fc-quark. i j = Am/F, where Am is the mass difference between the weak
eigenstates of the lldBj system and T is the average width.

ATLAS requires a single muon trigger with p, > 20 GeV and |r/| < 2; this result* in
a rate of approximately 100 Hz at a luminosity of 1033 cm"'sec"'. The decay products
from the V> and Ks are required to have p, > 1 GeV and |q| < 2, the i> to have ft > 10
GeV (so that the muons can be identified in the muon system) and the Ks decay path to
be between 1 cm and 30 cm. They obtain a reconstruction efficiency of 0.1 and D = 0.77,
leading to the conclusion that sin 20 can be measured to ±0.1 with 10 ib"1 of data. If the
time dependence could be measured using the vertex system, this error could be reduced.
This preliminary study is encouraging, indeed it is competitive with the proposed e+e~ b

factories (24]. The conclusions of the CMS collaboration are similar. The powerful tracking
system of SDC should ensure that they are at least competitive.

Other decay modes of the B have not been investigated. The angle a of the unitarity

triangle can be measured using the decay B ~ **»•". The branching ratios for irir and

V'(-> /j+;i~)ft's are comparable, so the final slate irir may be accessible This channel h=i*

much more background than 4>l<s- However CDF has demonstrated that by requiring

that the decay products come from a separated vertex, the background to 6 events from
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non-b decays can be substantially reduced ['25). Assuming that such a requirement can
eliminate the non-b background, one is left with the background from B -> Kir which has a
comparable briuicliing ratio (the Cr.EO data arc not yet able to separate them (20)). None
of the proposed SSC/LHC detectors has any particle identification so that the only way to
separate the modes is via mass resolution. Since this mode is very difficult to use at the
t+t~ b factories due to its small rate, it it worthy of further study. At both SSC and LHC
there have been expressions of interest in dedicated 6 physics detectors [27], The general
question of how much 6 physics can be done by the general purpose detectors is not resolved.

6 Other processes
Many other signals for new physics have been investigated in detail. These include: the
(earth for a new gauge boson via its decay to e+e~, p+/j- (2,1,3,4] or T*T~ [1]; deviations
in the jet cross section at large transverse momentum as a signal for quark compositenest
(2,1, 3, 4]; deviations in the Drell-Yan cross-section at large dilepton invariant mass as a
signal for quark-lepton compositeness [2].

7 Conclus ion!

The general purpose detectors have studied many of the physics processes that might be
expected to show up at SSC/LHC energies. One must hope that this generic set of processes
is sufficient that if a detector is able to observe them, it will be able to observe the process
that we have not thought of.
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ABSTRACT

A summary of results from the recently concluded 1992-93 Temtron m u pretested. Selected
topics from b physics and exotic particle Marches from the CDF aad DO collaboration! are renewed.
Preliminary results from the CDF top icarch, using I2pb~l from the 1992-93 run, are given. la
particular, the lepton + Mag and dilepton analyse! are discasied. Preumtnary results from the
CDF dilepton analyiii places a lower limit on the top quark mass of 10SGeV/c} at the 95% C.L.

1 Introduction

The Tevatron has recently completed its 1992-93 collider run. This run marked the
resumption of data taking at CDF after a three year shutdown and the successful
commissioning of the new DO experiment.

1.1 The CDF Detector

Between the 1938-89 and 1992-93 runs, numerous upgrades have been made to the
CDF detector. Of particular interest are the upgraded muon system and the addi-
tion of a silicon tracking detector around the beampipe. A new central preradiator
system, consisting of MWPC's mounted between the solenoid coil and the central
EM calorimeter, gives an additional factor of 2-3 in electron-pion separation. Many
other improvements were also made, including upgrades to the lepton triggers and
improved electron systems.

The upgraded muon system consists of two parts. The Central Muon upgrade
(CMP) adds a steel wall of - 3 hadronic interaction lengths and additional layers of
muon chambers outside the previous Central Muon system (CMU). This increases
the total number of interaction lengths to ~ 8 to 10 in the region | 17 |< 0.6. The
Central Muon extension (CMX) provides muon identification in the region out to
0.0 < |!)| < 1.

The Silicon Vertex detector (SVX) consists cf two barrels in the region
111< 28cm. There are four layers of single-sided silicon wafers per barrel, provid-
ing precision r* tracking information. The layers are arranged from r = 3 to tern.
This covers a region out to | >j |< 1.9 at the outermost layer. The impact parameter
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resolution of the device is better than 40n>n for tracks with FT > IGcV/c. Using pre-
liminary alignment constants, we obtaii, ,,n impact parameter resolution of ~ 13pm
for tracks with PT > lOGcV/c. Readout of the 46080 SVX channels is made possible
by sparsifica'ion performed on the readout chips mounted next to the silicon wafers'.

1.2 The DO Detector

DO, the second major Tevatron detector, was commissioned for the 1992-93 run.
This detector is a large multipurpose detector, whose design stresses uniform, her-
metic, fine-grained calorimetry, large solid angle coverage, and excellent muon de-
tection. The detector is composed of three major components: the inner central
tracking system, the liquid argon calorimeter, and the muon system.

The central tracking system consists of the Vertex Chamber, Transition Ra-
diation Detector, Central Drift Chamber, and Forward Drift Chambers. The Tran-
sition Radiation Detector provides an additional factor of ~ so in electron-pion
separation. The Central Drift Chamber, in addition to charged particle tracking,
provides dB/dx measurements which can be used to discriminate photon conversions.
The Forward Drift Chambers provide tracking down to S*.

DO use* uranium and liquid argon sampling calorimeters in both the cen-
tral and forward regions. Each region contains an electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeter with resolutions of approximately 15X/-/E and 50%/-/E, respectively.
The calorimeters provide essentially hermetic coverage.

The DO wide angle muon system consists of large iron toroids and sandwiched
by layers of proportional drift tubes in the central and forward regions. The wide
angle system identifies muons to hi < l.T. With the small angle muon system in the
far forward and backward regions, DO has muon coverage down to |IJ| < 3.4.

2 Selected Results in 6 Physics at the Tevatron

The large » cross section at the Tevatron provides an excellent opportunity to study
• production and decay. Using the 1992-93 data, » production cross sections are
being measured at CDF and DO through inclusive electron, muon, and dilepton
final states. A partial list of topics under study at the Tentron experiments include
exclusive final state reconstruction, lifetimes, mixing, and rare decays. Three topics,
• lifetimes, the observation and mass measurement of the £„ and B°W mixing will
be summarized in the following sections.

2.1 Incluiinc ana! £zcltui*e 6 Lifetimes from CDF

The average B hadron lifetime in a high statistics sample of B — J/iX decays has
been measured at CDF [1]. Using J/+ candidates from the dimuon trigger, muon
tracks passing strict quality cuts are vertexed. The dimuon system is required to
have a good reconstructed vertex in the SVX, with invariant mass within sOMeV/c*
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of the Jl* mass. For each J/+ candidate, a two-dimensional decay length I,, if
calculated. The proper time of the B decay is then estimated by the 'pieudo-cr':

'-u"pJ7J
where F is a correction factor to get the actual PT of the B from the measured
P". The resultant 'pseudo-cr' distribution is shown in figure 1. This distribution is
fitted to three sources of dimuon events in the Jft region:

• Jft'i from B decays, parameterized by a Gaussian convoluted with an expo-
nential. The fit parameter /» gives the fraction of J/t coming from B.

• J/t'* directly produced in pf collisions or resulting from decay of short-lived
intermediate states (e.». *,). This is parameterized by a Gaussian centered at
A=0.

• Background from processes whose invariant mass accidentally falls within the
Jft mass window. This contribution it obtained from the J/t matt sidebands.
The background fraction fsan is determined from the sidebands and is not a
free parameter to the overall fit.

The overall fit gives an inclusive B hadron lifetime of 1.46 ± 0.06(fiaf) ± 0.0t(«p)|M.
In addition the the inclusive lifetime, exclusive B hadron lifetimes have been

measured at CDF. These measurements are similar to tke inclusive measurement,
but no correction factor F is needed for the fully reconstructed states, and there it no
prompt background component to subtract. The B* lifetime it measured through
the decay B* - J/+K*. In addition to the J/t — pp selection, a JC± candidate
is required with Fr(f *) > IGtV/c. The three tracks are then fitted to a common
vertex. A preliminary measurement of the Bi lifetime gives 1.58 ± 0.27 db O.lTpi.

The neutral i lifetime is measured in the process B" — J/+K', with K' — Ktr.
The K* candidates are required to have an invariant matt within 10JfcV/c* of the
K' mass, with PT(K*) > 2GtV/c. The four tracks are then fitted to a common vertex.
A preliminary measurement of the B" lifetime gives 1.33 ± 0.31 ± 0.17s«.

2.2 ObitrvaUon and Matt Mtuunment of the B, at CDF

CDF has observed fully reconstructed B° mesons through the decay chain B° —
J/tt, with Jit - ii+it~ and 4 — K+K' [2]. J/t candidates are obtained from the
dimuon trigger with a threshold of PT{h) > iGtV/c. The candidates are selected
by requiring the difference between the dimuon mast and the world average J/t
mass of 30H.«MeV/c3 to be consistent within 3<r, where r it the mast uncertainty
calculated for each dimuon candidate. 4 candidates are selected by requiring the
invariant mass of two oppositely charged tracks assigned kaon masses to be within
mUcV/e' of the lt)l»AkitV/c* 4 man. The it¥irK¥K- system it vertex constrained
while simultaneously constraining the dimuon mass to the world average Jit mass.
The resultant J/tK*K- mass distribution is shown in figure 2. The matt of the Bj

» Unbinned Likelihood Fit
Entries 15667
cr
r, (Eff. dependent): 15.1 ±0.67.
•• : 5.7%

1 -
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Figate 1: 'PKwlo-er1 X dMribttio* for tkc ngaal rtf»«. S«t«impoMd «ie ubiaacd Ukdikood
RU to b«ck(to»d, sifail, >ad prompt dtcayi. Tkc duk-iktdcd Kgioa u tkc coatribatioa from
b««k(n>ud. The Kaht-ikaacd ttpat is tkc amm of tkc twek|to«ad aad • G m i u coanhtcd wilk
the expoatatial bosi B — JtX. Tke rmiiliig auktded ana is tkc G i n i u ccatcrcd at i = 0
die to prospt decays. The dashed c « n tepteicats the OTCIIII tX.

meson it determined from a binned maximum likelihood fit to the J/tK*K~ mast
distribution using a linear background and a Gaussian signal distribution. The fit
result is 14.0 ± 4.7 fully reconstructed J5? candidates at a mass of 5383.3 ± «.5(»t«ii ±

2.3 BT3 Mixinf Measurement at DO

DO hat made a preliminary measurement of B°lfi mixing through the process ff -*
«•«*, where B* — **vX and 5 1 — B° - . p+vX. Event! with two muont, each
with PT > 2GtV/c and H < 1, are selected. To remove dimuoni from //+ and cascade
decays, the dimuon matt it required to be above tGtV/c7. Cuts on &4 and df remove
cosmic rays. In addition to the muon selection, a jet with ET > >GcV is required. In
a preliminary data (ample of 5.»j*-', DO measures A, the ratio of like-sign dimuon
events to unlike-tign dimuon events, to be 0.S1 ± O.M(.UJ) ± 0.02(.y«). Accounting
for all procescst which lead to dimuon final states, the mixing parameter x can be
calculated.

ii*vX) + Bf(fl° — B°-~ it'VX
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DO obtains a preliminary value of x = 0.14 ± 0.03(ila() ± O.M(«y»).

3 Selected Results in Exotic Physics at the Tevatron

3.1 Excited Quarks Search at CDF

A search for excited quarks (f*), produced via quark-gluon fusion and decaying into
common quarks through the emission of a photon (jf -» q' — rr), has been made
at CDF. From 3.3j*~' of data from the 1988-89 run and a preliminary sample of
9.5J*-' from the 1992-93 run, events with a well identified isolated photon are se-
lected. Cuts of Er(-t) > SOQeV and > 70GiV are made on the 88-89 and 92-93 data,
respectively. To reduce systematic uncertainties and statistical errors, no subtrac-
tion of residual isolated neutral mesons (ir°,i7,K°) which mimic isolated photons is
made. The leading jet in each event is assumed to be from the final state quark
from the «• decay. Assuming a 2-body decay, the excited quark mass is given by
the photon+jet mass M = 2Pr(-r)cMai,", where if = (if, - <j>,t)/3. To reduce QCD
background, kinematic cuts of |i7,,,| < 2 and |IJ*| < 0.8 are made.

The resultant photon+jet mass distribution is shown in figure 3. Abo shown
is the NLO QCD calculation for 7+ jet. Using a binned maximum likelihood fit,
the mass spectrum can be compared to that expected from a hypothetical excited
quark signal plus QCD background, where the q' theoretical prediction is from
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reference [3]. The resultant 95% C.L. upper limit on the «' cross section as a function
of «' mass is shown in figure 4. From this data, a lower mass limit of Ur > ftOGtV/c1

at the 95% C.L. can be placed on the hypothetical excited quark. This preliminary
limit includes statistical uncertainties only.

3.2 Leptoquark Search at DO

DO is searching for strong pair production of a first generation scalar leptoquark
LQi, where LQi — e«, or i/f. Two search methods are currently being employed. The
first looks for the process •# — LQiLQl — ««€f by selecting events with two electrons
and two jets. Event selection starts from the dielectron triggers. In a preliminary
sample of T.5si~', 2486 events contain two electron candidates, each with PT > lSGeV.
The events are then required to have two good electrons, each with £T > 20CtV, and
two jet:, each with ET > lOGcV. There are 14 events passing the electron quality
cuts and kinematic cuts. Dielectrons with mass consistent with the Z mass are
discarded. After all cuts, no events remain. The calculated efficiency for these cuts
is 14.0 ± 1.8% for a leptoquark of mass lOOGeV/c3 and rises with increasing mats.

The second method selects events with one electron, missing £r> and two
jets. This corresponds to the case where one of the leptoquarks decays into c« and
the other to vq. For this search, events are required to have one good electron
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with ET > lOCeV, fT > 30CeV, and two jeti, each with £r > VXttV. There are 171
event! pasting the electron quality cuts and kinematic cuts. To remove W +1 jet
background, a requirement of MT > tSGtV/c' is made on the iv trantrerte mat*. In
addition, if £T(r)- tr < 2SGeV, then the electron + cannot be within 0.4 radians
of the back-to-back direction of the fr. After all cuts, no events remain. The
calculated efficiency for these cuts is a.2 ± o.»% for a leptoquark of mass lOOCeV/c'
and rises with increasing mass.

Based on the observation of 0 events in the two search methods, limits on
the first generation leptoquark mass can be placed as a function of Br(LQ\ — ««).
Results are plotted in figure S. At the 95% C.L., the combined result places lower
limits on the leptoquark mass at USCcV/c1 for Bt(LQ\ — e«) = 100% and lOIGeV/c1

for Br(LQ, — ;«) = S0%.

4 Search for the Top Quark at CDF

4.1 Standard Model Top

At the Tevatron, Standard Model top quarks are expected to be pair produced in
Pf-ti through quark annihilation and gluon fusion. Total cross sections fall with
increasing top mass, from lOOpo at m(t) < 100GeV/c2 to Ipo above 200GeV/eJ [4] [5].
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Figue 5: «5% C.L. limits on the leptoqaatk mm u a ftnelioi of Br{LQt — et). The ec Matek
renlta ace ( ivn bjr the triaagki. The tv Maieh lenlti ate girtm by the ». The combiaad leniu
ate g i m br tin cadet. Tie tetwii exdided bjr LEP exptrimata • to the left of the vertical list.

Standard Model top quark decays proceed through t — W*h. The final state
signatures follow from the W branching ratios. The dominant mode is it — 6 jets.
However, this mode suffers from large backgrounds and will not be covered in this
review. The most promising channels in which to search for top are those with
a high PT lepton coming from W — lv. Considering only electrons and muoni,
approximately 37% of <| events contain at least one iepton and 5% contain at least
two leptons from W — tv or iiv.

4.2 Prcviotu CDF Toy Limits

In previous CDF runs, several analyses using inclusive lepton channels were used.
For the 1988-89 run, final states with ee, MM, and ep were looked for. In addition,
CDF has searched for a low-transverse-momentum muon as a tag of the » quark
in events wi'.h a high JV electron or muon and at least 2 jets. From a 4.1**~' data
sample, a lower limit of m[t) > ilGeV/e' was set at the (5% confidence level [6).

Additional constraints on the top mass can be placed from electroweak mea-
surements. Using measurements of the W mass and assuming a Higgs mass of less
than iOfiOCeV/e1, an upper limit on m,,, of approximately 12iGtVf<? is obtained at
94% C.L. This implies that the relevant mass range for Standard Model top searches
is »1 to ~ 2l5GtV/c'. Current estimates based on standard model parameters give a



top nun of ~ WbGcV/c1.
The following section! summarize the top search at COF using the high Pr

single lepton and dilepton channels. For the single lepton channel, a Mag, either
using the SVX or soft lepton, is also employed. In addition to these methods, CDF
is studying the u>e of the single lepton channel with kinematic cuts, all-hadror.ic
decay channels, and r decay channels. These analyses will not be covered in this

5 Top Search with fr-Tagging >t CDF

The high Pr lepton + jet* channel, with its relatively high branching ratio (~ 3T%),
provides a good way to select II events. The signature of such events is at least one
high FT electron or muon, missing energy from the accompanying neutrino, and ».t
least two 6 jets. However, w+jets background may prove troublesome for higher
mass top. Using kinematical cuts alone, a signal to noise ratio of worse than 1 to
1 for a top mass greater than lOOGeV/c1 is obtained. By tagging at least one of the
accompanying t jets, the background can be substantially reduced. For the 1992-
93 Tevatron run, two methods of Magging are being employed at CDF. The first
utilizes the tracking information from the SVX, and tags the 1 through displaced
tracks. The second, an extension of the soft lepton analysis used in the 88-89 CDF
run, looks for a semileptonic decay of the 6.

5.1 b-Tagging with the SVX

With its precision tracking information, the SVX can be used to tag the decay prod-
ucts of long-lived particles, in particular ^flavored hadrons. These decay products
can be tagged by their impact parameter (i) relative to the primary event vertex.
We also use impact parameter significance (s4), which is the impact parameter i
dividtd by <rj, the total error in d. The Sd distribution for tracks which are daughters
oft-flavored hadrons falls slowly with increasing Sj.

Displaced tracks are selected by requiring a minimum i or St for each track.
Minimum requirements on Pt are also made to reject very low momentum tracks
which typically have poorer tracking resolution. Displaced tracks in an event can
then be grouped into candidate » jets by various algorithms. Among the algorithms
currently under study at CDF are Jet Vertexing, Jet Probability, and d> Clustering.
These three algorithms are briefly described here.

• Jet Veriexinf: In the Jet Vertexing algorithm, which relies on reconstructing
the secondary decay vertex of the t, displaced SVX tracks are assigned to jets
if the track is within 25' of the jet axis. The displaced tracks in a given jet
are vertex constrained. Tracks which contribute more than 20 to the total x1

of the fit are discarded. The vertexing is then iterated. Jets with at least two
surviving tracks are tagged cs » jet candidates.
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• Jet Probability: The Jet Probability algorithm assigns a probability, based on
the SVX resolution function, to each SVX track that it comes from the primary
vertex. The probabilities for individual tracks are combined to give an overall
probability for each jet in the event. Jets with a low probability that it comes
from the primary are tagged as I jets.

• d+ Cluttering: The 14 Clustering algorithm looks for correlations in d and *,
where i is the impact parameter and 4 '• the usual azimutbal angle in the
transverse plane, Tracks from a secondary vertex lie on a sinusoid in i+ space,
while tracks from the primary lie near d = 0. Clusters of tracks along sinusoidal
segments are tagged as * jets.

For m,,, = ltOGtV/e1, these algorithms give SVX tagging efficiencies of about 21%,
rising slightly with top mass. These efficiencies include SVX acceptance, but dn not
include any kinematic or high PT lepton cuts.

In addition to selecting a high PT lepton and SVX Magging, kinematic cuts
are needed to suppress the tv+jeti background. In particular, kinematic cuts should
be extremely useful in reducing the WU background in the Mags [7]. Many different
variables have been studied, including jet counting, energy variables, sueh as SET
and i, and shape variables, such at sphericity and aplanarity. The simplest, jet
counting, is about as effective as any other method. For the top search, 3 or more
jets are required. Preliminary results using a ~ V sample of high Pr electron and
muon events with f T > lOGtV are shown in figure 6. Two events are tagged in the
signal region. A partial background calculation gives ~ O.I events expected in the
signal region, where contributions from non-W events such as A have not yet been
included.

5.2 6-Taffinf with Soft Ltptoiu

Another method cf Magging is to look for soft leptons from the processes » -• IvX
and i — cX —• WX. Naively, every ti event will have two » and two e quarks. Using
Br(i — IX) ~ 20% and Br(c -> IX) - 20%, where 1 = t,fi, this means - 57% of all «
events will have at least one electron or muon from • or e. These leptons will have
low PT, with tLs spectrum peaked towards 0. Preliminary efficiency calculations
are given in table 1. Electron backgrounds arise from residual conversion electrons
and early showering hadrons. Muon backgrounds arise from x -> j>, X — p, and
punch-throughs. The fake tag rate is on the order of 10~* per track.

Preliminary results using a ~ 10p»~' sample of electron and muon events
with $T > WGeV are shown in figure 7. For the top search, at least two jets with
ET > MGcV and at least one additional jet with ET > lOGeV are required.

6 Top Search with Dileptons at CDF

The high Pr « , w>> and ep dilepton channels hrve a total branching fraction of only
- S%, but has the advantage of low background rates. The signature of such events is
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Soft Ltpton Efficiencies Per Evant

Soft lepton cut
PT > IGtV/c
PT > 4G«V/c

Top
100
I S * .
13%

Mass
120
23*
17%

(GtV/e')
140
23%
18%

Table 1: Soft lepton tag efficiencies for various top muses. Efficiencies do not include kimematic
aad kigk PT lepton cuts.

two high PT leptons and missing energy from the neutrinos. Processes contributing
to the background include QCD »i, Z — ti ur — rr, diboson production, and Drell-
Yan lepton production.

In » preliminary data sample from the 1992-93 run, CDF requires the fol-
lowing:

• At least two leptons (e or j»), each with />(') > 30C«V/e

• At least one lepton is isolated {PT < ZGtV/c in a cone of 0.25)

• BT > 25GeV
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KO*

• Reject ee or MM events with 7(7 < Mn < UOGeV/e1

The expected number of top events as a function of top mass for lOrt"1 is given
in table 2. For M,^ < l50GeV/e3, the diboson background is small compared to the
signal. For higher mass top, a cut on the minimum amount of jet activity can be
used to reduce backgrounds by a factor of — 10 to 100.

In a preliminary data sample of 12at~', one event passes all of the dilepton
selection criteria. These preliminary results are plotted in figure 8, together with
the theoretical calculation of <r,t to order a3, [5]. Combining this preliminary analysis
with previously published CDF analyses [6], CDF can set a lower limit of **,„ >
10»GeV/eJ at the 95% C.L.

7 Summary

CDF and DO have concluded successful 1992-93 data runs. Initial physics results
have already been presented on a variety of topics, with more forthcoming. Sum-
maries of • physics and exotic physics, two of the major areas of interest at CDF
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fi—l x Br (%)
top event! (lOpo'1)
background (10j*~')

To
100
91

U.87
7.9

i Man
120
35

l.UU
3.5

(QtVI
140
16

1.30
ii.O

1.38 ±0.3

<?)
160
7.7
1.55
1.2

Tabk 2: Summirr of prelimiaur dikpton uul/iif for 10ft'' of data. Shorn are top CTOM Kctioni,
acceptaaces, aad expected aitmbei of event! as a function of top maw. Also skowa u tke expected
aambet of backgroaad eveats in lOpl"1.

and DO, hare been presented.
Another area of major interest is the search for top. CDF is working on a

number of top search algorithms, including the dilepton and lepton + *-tag chan-
nels. The SVX provides a powerful new selection method for tagging • jets, which
complements the soft lepton t-teg algorithm. With a I2(i~' data sample, prelimi-
nary results from the CDF dilepton analysis places a lower limit on the top quark
mass of lOBGeV/e1 at the 95% C.L.
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Electro-Weak, QCD, and Top Physics at the
Tevatron
H. T. DIEHL

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
P.O. Box S00, Bltavia, II, 60510

ABSTRACT

The 1992-1993 Tevttron collider lun ended yesterday. ~ 21 (IS)]*"1 of pf
tolliiions >l i/S = 1(00 GeV were collected mt CDF (DO). New measurements of the
IV and Z crou lection x bunching rmtioi indicate that T{W) it 3.033±0.0«0±O.OS7
GeV. The upper limit for the top qaart mm, if it it produced ia IV denjri, ii 82
GeV/c1. Gange botoa paii production studies are begiaaing to constrain electro-weak
parameter!. No neitril gaage bosons with maw > M» have appeared, bdanve jet
production and aagalar diitributioa stadies ate compared to NLO peitarbatire QCD
predictions. A new topological jet analysis from CDP ii teaiitWe to the low z glaon
diilribnlion. The direct photon crow sectioa shows a steeper fall-off with Ct thaa
does the theory prediction. DO hw one candidate iiereal ia the diltploa mode. The
lower limit on MT#, hai been raited to 99 GeV/c'.

1 Introduction
The June l i t end of the 1992-1993 Teratron collider run signaled the beginning of
a new, rich period in Fermilab high energy physics at the Tevatron for two reuom.
Firit, the accelerator delivered world-record luminosity which will enable the ex-
perimenten to puih the limiti of physici. Second, there were two general purpoie
detector! taking advantage of that luminosity; for this was the inaugural run of the
DO detector which joined CDF in studying proton-antiprotons collisions at the
Teratron. This conference is the lint which has occurred since the end of the run.

This paper detcribes new measurements in Electro-Weak and QCD physics at
CDF and DO as well as top quark physics at DO. In selecting among the topics
available I chose to give preference to those which either show subitantial improve-
ment over previous measurements, offer interesting comparisons between the two
experiments or take advantage of innovative analysis methods. Time and space con-
straints require me to retort to merely mentioning some analyses. While this ii the
first opportunity to see remits which have been compiled with the full data sample,
many results are presented from analysis of partial data sets. For CDF, the full data
set represents about 21pl"' of collisions. For DO, the necessity of inhibiting triggers
during Main Ring injection and ramping reduced that to about 16pt"'. All results
which are shown are presumed to be preliminary unless otherwise stated.

2 Electro-Weak Physics at DO and CDF
CDF and DO are studing a variety of electro-weak topics. These include W and Z
production and branching ratios, W width, gauge boson pair production, Z' search,
and the W mass measurement.
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2.1 Summary of W and Z Production at DO and CDF
DO has analyzed 3.45 pb~' of their 16p6"' dataset in looking for decay modes involv-
ing electrons. 2824 W -* ev and 172 Z -* ee decays were found. The cross section
times branching ratio for W -» ev. u • B(W -* ev), is 2.48 ± 0.05 ± 0.26 ± 0.30
where the error bars are based on statistical, systematic, and luminosity uncertain-
ties. For the Z -» ee decays, <r • B(Z -* ee) is 0.235 ± 0.019 ± 0.040 ± 0.028. The
ratio a • B(W -» ev)/tr • B(Z ~» ee) U 10.55 ± 0.87 ± 1.07. The uncertainty in the
luminosity has cancelled in taking this ratio,

DO has found 1576 W -» jtii> and 93 Z -» pp. in a 7.3pb'x data subset. The
combination of a tight event selection with a trigger prescale at high luminosities
caused a lower efficiency than for the electron channels. For W decays, <r • B(W —•
/«>) is 2.0 ± 0.07 ± 0.41 ± 0.24. For the Z, a • B[Z -» pp.) is 0.20 ± 0.02 ± 0.05 ± 0.02.
The ratio is 10.0 ± 1.1 ± 2.4.

CDF has analysed 18.4pA~' in the decay modes involving electrons. They have
found 10991 Yf -* ev and 1146 Z -» ee events. They have quoted the ratio of the
ctott section times branching fractions as 10.65±0.36±0 27 where the uncertainties
are statistical and systematic, respectively. In the full data set, CDF reports 7612
W -» fti/ and 710 Z -» fifi decays.

2.2 W Width
The ratio tr-B{W —* ei>)/o- • B(Z —• ee), R, provides a measurement of the W boson
width. For,

R „(#-. Z + X) r(Z-H) l ' l J

The ratio of cross sections is taken from Martin, Stirling and Roberts to be 3.23 ±
0.03. The uncertainty is mainly from uncertainty in the structure functions and W
and Z masses. Measurements of j in'tV and the W and Z masses provide the ratio of
the partial widths, f (Z), taken from LEP measurements,' is 2.487±0.010. The CDF
result for T(W) is 2.033 ± 0.069 ± 0.057 GeV. Solving instead for T{W)/T(W -* Iv)
and using the value, 29.97 ± 0.20, for the total width over the partial width of the
Z, R provides T(W)/T(W - Iv) = 9.09 ± 0.30 ± 0.25.

The ratio T( W ) / r ( W -»Iv) is sensitive to non-standard W decays. For example,
if the top quark was lighter than the W, W -> t i would be possible. The heavier the
top, the less phase space available for the decay. Measurement of R allows a lower
bound to be set on the top quark mass at 62 GeV/c*, independant ol decay modes,
by CDF. Figure [l] shows the standard model prediction for T(W)/V(W -» if) w
a function of the top mass as well as the new measurement.

2.3 Gauge Boson Pair Production
Gauge boson pair production cross sections and final state kinematics provides the
strength of the trilincar gauge boson couplings and measurements of the electro-
magnetic multipole moments of the W and Z.
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Figure 1: The standard model prediction for Y{W)jT{W -» Iv) is shown as a
function of MT^ for tops with mass < Mw- The new CDF result is shown.

The W~f and Zf photon angular distributions are particularly sensitive to the
electromagnetic multipole moments. The magnetic dipole moment and electric
quadrupole moment of the W are parameterized by A and it. The W magnetic
moment is written JJJ(1 + K + A) and the electric quadrupole moment - J|I(IC - A).
In the standard model K = 1 and A = 0. The multiple moments of the Z are
expected to be zero. Departures of electromagnetic moments from expectations has
a long history as a signal of compositness. For example, that the magnetic dipole
moments of the proton and neutron were not consistent with point-like charged (un-
charged) particles was an early signal that these particles have a structure. CDF
has a new result from analysis of the 1988-89 data. Fixing « = X, A = 0.0 ±2 .0 ±0 .3 .
Fixing A = 0, K = O.OiJ.J ± 0.6. These limits are comparable to those from UA2*.
Both DO and CDF are expected to have results from the new data fairly soon.

WZ production has an predicted cross section of 0.9 to 1.4pi, It was expected
that DO or CDF might observe one event in some trilepton mode. CDF has observed
one WZ event where the W decayed to ei/ and the Z decayed to ee.

W pair production has an predicted cross section of about lOpi. Therefore,
CDF and DO should have a few W pairs in dilepton decay modes. Once thought to
be smothered by top, W pairs can be distinguished by the lack of two b jets. Work
ii progressing on both DO and CDF on the new data.
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Figure 2: Z' Search. The two electron mass spectrum from CDF is shown. There is
1 event with Af« > 200 GeV/c1 . Drell-Yan processes are expected to produce l.S
events with Mm > 200 GeV/c".

2.4 Z' Search
CDF has searched lOpi"1 of the new data for a neutral gauge boson, in addition
to the Z, which decays to high transverse energy electron pairs. The mass plot of
electron pairs is shown in Figure [2]. There is one event with a two electron mass
above 200 GeV/c' . Drell-Yan production is expected to contribute 1.5 events with
two electron mass greater than 200 GeV/c1. One concludes that no new resonances
are appearing in this data.

2.5 W Boson Mass
The plum and principal goal of the electro-weak studies at both DO and CDF is
the measurement of the W boson mass. This provides a handle on the size of
electro-weak radiative corrections involving the top quark and Higgs boson and, as
a consequence, an estimate of their masses. The radiative corrections grow loga-
rithmically with the Higgs mass and quadratically with the top mass. The W mass
measurement is made by understandiug the shape of the transverse mass of the
lepton-neutrino pair. CDF will be using the electron and muon decay modes. DO
will rely the electron mode for the present. Neither experiment has made an an-
nouncement of the W mass based on the nsw data. They have set the goal of an
uncertainty of 250W»V in each W decay mode. With IOOpi"1 of data, a precision
of lOOMeV will be possible. Xlie largest uncertainties will be due to the parton
distribution functions and the contribution of the underlying events to the energy
due to multiple interaction crossings.



3 Jet and PDF Studies at DO and CDF

CDF and DO have rich programs in the study of QCD, jets, and parton distribution
functions (PDFs) which span a wide variety of topics including jet production cross
section and angular distribution, direct photon production, W + jet production,
and a search of 4 jet events for double parton interactions. Among the topics I
have skipped are color coherence, direct photon pair mass distribution, W charge
asymmetry, and the photon-jet angular distribution. Rapidity gaps are treated
elsewhere in this conference .

Despite the differences in the calorimeters, DO and CDF use very similar jet
identification techniques. A cone of radius R s VAeV' + An1 = 0.7 is defined
around a 3 GeV seed tower. The energy within the cone is summed to form the jet.
If two jets share more than 50% (75%) of their energy DO (CDF) merges them into
one, otherwise the energy is divided between the two. DO has a minimum jet Et of 8
GeV. DO uses a jet energy correction from photon-jet events which was invented at
CDF. They use similar dijet balancing algorithms and make energy scale corrections.

3.1 Inclusive Jet Production and Dijet Angular Distribu-
tion

Nfeasurement of the inclusive jet cross section and Jijet angular distribution provides
a fundamental test of QCD. The inclusive cross section is sensitive at low Et to the
PDFs and at high Et provides a measure of quark compositness. The angular
distribuition is sensitive to compositeness independant of the PDFs. Because of the
strong E, dependance of the cross section, CDF and DO use a variety of triggers
with overlapping Et range in this measurement. Each has a different effective cross
section. CDF has analyzed 15pi~* and DO has analyied a subsample of 4pt~1 as of
this time.

Figure [3] shows the inclusive jet cross section at CDF and DO. It is difficult
to compare the two plots for two reasons. First, they are different 17 ranges. CDF
requires that the jets have absolute detector n from 0.1-0.7. DO requires that \q\ <
0.9 or that 2 < |n| < 3 and promises to fill in the hole before very long. Second,
while CDF unsmears their data, DO is, for now, smearing the theory predictions.
The CDF data is compared to the NLO theory prediction" with HMRSB PDFs.
There is good agreement below 300 GeV. For E, above 300 GeV the data is slightly
higher than the theory prediction. Also superimposed is the theory prediction with
a contact term with A = 1.4 TeV, which corresponds to the previously published
limit , included in the Lagrangian. The DO results are compared to and ate in good
agreement with the HMRS B0 theory prediction.

In the dijet angular distribution analysis, the jet pseudorapidities, iji and nj, are
calculated in dijet center-of-mass reference frame. Defining 5* as i(iji - ^j) then
cos f is tanh q'. The angular distributions are displayed as da/dx vs. x where
Y s (1 + cos»")/(l - cos**). For pointlike scattering of spin 1/2 objects, i(t/ix
vs. x >s proportional to a constant. QCD must account for the difference between

Inclusive jtt Cross Section

m in
Tnmni tmtrp *rta« Jtt c«v

Figure 3: Plot a) is the inclusive jet cross section for 0.1 < |ij| < 0.7 as measured by
CDF compared witk a NLO QCD and QCD -I- contac* term predictions. Plot b) is
from DO for »larger ij range. CDF unsmears the data. DO has smeared the theory
prediction.
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Figure 4: Dijet angular distribution measured by DO for Mjj > 27S GeV/e' com-
pared to leading order QCD predictions.

Ru.nerford scattering of a quark and antiquark and the measured cross section.
The DO measurement of the dijet angular distribution for 4pi~* of data is shown

in Figure [4]. The dijet mass was required to be greater than 275 GeV/c1. The
leading order QCD prediction is shown for comparison. This curve represents more
than a factor of 2 improvement in x range over previous results" with only l/4th
of the data.

The CDF jet sample provides the highest energy event teen at the Tevatron. It
is a 4 jet event with 1237 GeV of total energy and 864 GeV E, ! It is shown in
Figure [5].

3.2 Two Jet Differential Cross Section
A new topologies! jet analysis from CDF is very sensitive to low x PDFs. After
requiring that |i;i| - Wil there are two possible event toplogiet. If the jett are back-
to-back in ii, i.e. f)i = -i)i, the topology it called "opposite sign" (O.S.). If the
jets have ijx = i;,, they are called "same sign" (5.5.). Same sign events probe large
|xt - 1 , | and the low x region. Dividing by the opposite sign events cancels detector
fiducial effects such as the transition regions between calorimeteit. This is done by
forming the ratio, R, defined as #S.S./#O.S.. Figure [6a] shows R as a function
of iji for 8.4po~* integrated from 27 < E, < 60 GeV. Also shown is the LO QCD
calculation for E, = 35 GeV, which is a guess at the average parton E, of the data,
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Figure 5: This is the highest transverse energy collision observed at the Tevatron.

with various structure functions. One sees that R is very sensitive to the PDFs.
On the other hand Figure [6b], which displays the theory calculation for R vs. i; at
four different parton energies, shows that it is important to correctly untmear the
jet energies because low energy jets which feed up and increase the contribution to
R at higii values of i\ cause the gluon distribution at low x to be overestimated.

3.3 Direct Photon Production
Both DO and CDF have studied the direct photon cross section. The new data
samples extend the E, range at both the high and low Et ends compared with
previous measurements . Figure [7] shows the CDF and DO direct photon cross
sections along with NLO predictions. The CDF data has a steeper fall-off with £,
than does the theory. The DO data exhibits similar behavior.

3.4 4 Jet Events and Double Parton Interactions
CDF has completed a study of four jets events including a search for double parton
interaction in their 1(88-89 data. Events with 4 jets with Et greater than 25 GeV/c
and with EEi > 140 GeV are selected. The jets are ordered by E,. The highest Et

jet is paired with the second highest and the 3rd highest with the 4th. The pair of
jet axes are required to have separation Afl > 1.0. Of the surviving events 5.4115%
are double parton interactions. The reit are double bremsstrahlung. Based on this
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Figure 6: Jet topological analyiii. Figure a) ihowi R vi. 77 for a Et range 27-60 GeV
and the LO QCD prediction for parton E, - 35 GeV uiing variout PDFf. Figure b)
ihowi the LO QCD prediction! for R TI. »J with Tarioui PDFi for a range of parton
Et valuei.
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GeV/c'
100
120
140

No Jrt Cuts
Eff'y %

22
25
28

3j>20GrV
Eff'y %

8.8
19
21

4 j>20 GeV
Eff'y %

3.4
10
12

5 j>20 GeV
Eff'y %

0.6
2.6
3.1

Table 1: Efficiency vs. Jet Cuts for various top quark masses. The strong depen-
dance of the efficiency on the energy of the b-quark jets is apparent. The cross
section times branching ratio assumed for MTV = 100, 120, and 140 GcV/c3 is
14.8,6.0 and 3.0p&-'.

result, double parton interactions will dominate the cross section below Et ~ 40
GeV at the SSC. CDF published this result" shortly after the conference.

4 Top Quark search at DO

DO assumes the top quark is substantially heavier than the W boson and decays via
Wb. The different final states are determined by the different W decay modes. The
final state signatures are: dilepton + 2 b-quark jets + iSqr, lepton + jets + 2 b-quark
jets + if, and 4 jets + 2 b-quark jets. It is possible to require a low-pt lepton to
identify one or more the jets a* b-quark candidates. CDF has the additional handle
of using their SVX to identify a jet as a b-jet candidate. DO is searching for top in
all of these possible decay modes. I report on results from analysis of the dilepton
and the lepton + jets decay modes. Analysis of the all jets decay mode, which has
the highest branching ratio but is the hardest to distinguish from multi-jet QCD
backgrounds, is proceeding and results are expected soon.

DO takes the predictions for the top production cross section from Berends, Tausk
and Giele .

4.1 Lepton -f Jets
DO searches for top to electron + jets by analyzing triggers which have a 20 GeV
electromagnetic cluster and 20 GeV of ^ r - In 10.2 .-t 1.2p6~l there were 61000 such
triggers. Adding the requirement that the clutter have a matching track and that
the angle, A^, between the electron and the highest E, jet be < 165* reduces the
sample to 8478 candidates. Next, jet requirements are imposed on the candidates.
Jets are formed using a cone of size R — 0.5. One then counts the number of
events with n jets above 20 GeV. The efficiency for identifying top events comes
from Monte Carlo simulation. It is shown in Table [1], Figure [8] shows the cross
srction vs. number of jets in the candidates which survive » 20 GeV E, cut. Also
shown is a VECBOS Monte Carlo simulation for the background due to W + n
jet production. The data is consistent with the expected background. The need for

Jet Multiplicity in W->e Events in iO.2pb
Compared to VECBOS MC Predictions

I
u
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Sg
o

0 1 2 3 4 S 6
Number of Jets

Figure 8: The jet multiplicity in W + jets events is shown. The jets have a 20 GeV
Ei cut.

the addition of s b-tag U obvious. DO is making rapid progress towards that end
from identifying low ft muoni. The efficiency is expected to vary from 5 to 25 %
depending on the jet p,.

The muon 4- jets analysis is proceeding and results are expected in the early fall.

4.2 Dileptons
DO uses three trigger! in the two electron top decay mode. The single electron
trigger require* a 20 GeV Et electromagnetic cluster and 20 GeV of &fr. The two
electron trigger requires 2 em clusters with more than 20 GeV E,. The electron +
jets trigger requires an em cluster with more than 15 GeV E,, tlf > 20GeV, and
2 jets with E, > 16 GeV. 7.Sp*"' has been analyzed as of this conference. Offline
requirements start by demanding at least one electromagnetic cluster has >- track
match which identifies it as an electron. This reduces the sample to 1159 candidates.
Next, requiring at least two jets (cone size = 0.5) where the highest energy jet has

.more than 12.5 GeV E, and another has at least 10 GeV E, reduces the sample
•to 70 candidates. The fy vs. Af(ee) for these candidates are shown in Figure [9].
'The final event selection, which requires that M{te) is not consistent with the Z
boson mass u d that ^ r > 20 GeV, eliminates all of these as top candidates. The
efficiency and expected number of events are shown in Table (2|. The backgrounds
come from two general sources. The primary physics backgrounds include W pair
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A/r.,
GeV/c1

80
100
120
140

U-B
(Pb)
4.6
1.3
0.5
0.2

Efficiency
%
11
18
28
32

in 7.3j*-»
3.7
1.7
1.0
0.5

Table 2: Efficiency vs. top quark mass for ft -» ee + X.

M r ,
GeV/c'

80
100
120
140

<r-B
(Pb)
9.1
2.5
1.0
0.5

Efficiency
%
9.0
15
22
26

in 7.5J*"1

6.1
2.8
1.7
1.0

Table 3: Efficiency vs. top quark mass for it -» e/i + X.

production, Z -> rr, and high mass Drell-Yan r pairs. The other backgrounds arise
from misidentifying jets as electrons. The total background expected in this sample
is 0.22 candidates.

The dirauon analysis is proceeding and results are expected in the early fall.
DO uses three triggers in the e/t mode. The first requires an electron with Et > 7

GeV and an muon with P| > 5 GeV. The muon + jets trigger requires a muon with
P,>5 GeV, Ap > 12 GeV and 2 jets with E, > 15 GeV. The electron -i- jets trigger
requires an em cluster with E, > 12 GeV, fSp> 20 GeV and 2 jets with E, > 20
GeV. 7.5 pi"1 has been analyzed as of this conference. Only 77 events remain after
offline event selection which requires that the muon and em cluster have more than
15 GeV £(. A muon isolation cut is applied; events where Ai2(/i —jet) < 0.5 are
eliminated. Requiring tip > 20 GeV and eliminating events with collinear and wide-
angle muon bremsstrahlung photons reduces the sample to 6 candidates. Finally,
requiring at least 2 jets (cone site = 0.5) where one has at least 12.5 GeV E, and
the other at least 10.0 GeV E, reduces the sample to one event. The efficiencies
and expected number of events as function of the top mass are shown in Table (3).
The physics backgrounds arise from sources similar to the di-electron mode. The
fakes include contributions from fake muons as well as fake electrons. The expected
background after 7.5S4'1 is 0.65 events.

Much ado has been made about the one top candidate in the ep sample. The em
cluster has a track match indicating it is an electron. The electron Et is 96.9 ± 2.0
GeV. It is well isolated from the nearest jet. The muon has 101+JJ GeV p,. The
error bars are asymmetric because it comes from uncertainty in the bend angle in

1+3

00 pr«liminory

" • 1 •
• 1""-

9 IK 141 \$$ \m Ml
m(ee) (GeV)

Figure 9: Misting E, n . dielectron mass. Event selection removes candidates with
missing Bt < 20 GeV or wiuch are near the peak.

the toroid magnet. The ft it 6 a above the 15 GeV cut. The muon hat a track
match aad calorimeter confirmation. It is also well isolated from the nearest jet.
The tf is 74i~, GeV ond is directed nearly perpendicular to the leptons in +. Two
jets, one with E, = 29.5 ± 5.3 and the other with Et = 27.6 ± 5.0, are found using
the cone site 0.5. If the conesise is increased to 0.7, a third jet, with E, = 13.6 ± 2.4
GeV is found. The 4 integral view of this event is shown in Figure [10]. A note of
caution mutt be injected at this ttage. DO does not tay thit event is a top quark
event. It is merely a candidate.

A lower limit cam be placed on the top quark matt from the dileptont analysis.
With one candidate event in the combined te and ep analyses, MT* > B9 GeV/c'
with 95% confidence. Hone subtracts the expected 0.87 event background, the limit
it 103 GeV/c1 with 95 % confidence. If the ep candidate it interpreted at a top quark
event, MTrr it not likely to be lower than 115 GeV/c'. A Dalitz-like analysis places
the mat* peak in the neighborhood of 150 GeV/c'.

5 Conclusion
I have discusied tome of the newest results in Electro-weak, QCD and Top quark
physics at the Tevatron. DO and CDF have unprecedented numbers of W bosons
from which to estimate its mass. The lower limit on the mass of a top quark produced
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in IV decay hai been railed to 62 GeV/c1. Gauge boion pair production is cloiing-in
on conitrainti to W and Z itructure and if opening the door to measuring electro-
weak coupling!. A rich and varied program of jet itudiei ii enhancing QCD and
constraining PDFi. The topological-baied two jet analysis U an innovative way
for CDF to take better advantage of their calorimeter coverage than put analyse*.
The double parton interaction itudy ihowi promising potential for penetrating the
correlation between parton distributions. The top quark is not yet discovered. DO
has set a lower limit on the mass at 99 GeV/c'. After analysis of the reit of the
dilepton data and including the lepton + jets decay modes, the limit could be as
high as 120 GeV/c'. Even though a few interesting events exist, DO or CDF would
have to be very lucky to discover a ISO GeV/c1 Top when the limits are at 110-130
GeV/c».

The 1992-1993 Tevatron collider run ended yesterday. Early indications are that
this is merely the beginning of a rich period of discovery at Fermilab.
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1. Introduction

As we have heard throughout this conference, the standard model of particle
physics is in excellent agreement with experiment. Precision measurements have
confirmed that the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces are described by a
nonabeliiui gauge theory based on the group SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). This is a
remarkable achievement, one for which particle physicists hare every right to feel
proud.

To date, however, there has been no experimental evidence in favor of the
Higgs boson H. The Higgs is a central feature of the standard model because its
vacuum expectation value v gives mass to bosons and fermions alike. On general
grounds, we know that the Higgs must appear at SSC energies [1, 2]. But for now,
we are frustrated by the fact that all experiments can be described by a Higgs-free
standard model.

The present situation can be summarized by the Lagrangian

C = + CSB (1)

where CSM denotes the gauge part of the standard model and CSB 'he source
of electroweak symmetry breaking. In the standard model, CSB contains the Higgs
boson H, but of course, it could always contain something else - new physics beyond
the standard model. In this talk we will study several possibilities for C$B and assess
the reach of the SSC for discovering the physics of clcctroweak symmetry breaking.

Although present experiments have little to say about £50, there arc a few
basic facts that we will use to guide our discussion:

• The H'* and Z have nonzero masses. This implies that CSB contains at least
three would-be Goldstone bosons. The Goldstone bosons arise from breaking
a group G down to'a subgroup H.

* Mw = il/zcos9. This tells us that the group G contains SU(2) x SU(2), and
that H contains SU(2). For the purposes of this talk, we will call this SU(2)
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"isospin." The wolllcl-lii Cinlilstimi? bosons form ;i tripli;L iinilrr I his isiispiii
symmetry.

• CSB >* described by a relativistic quantum field theory. This provides a frame-
work for discussing alternatives to the standard model. In this talk we will
assume that CSB >S described by a strongly-coupled field theory, such as might
arise from a technicolor model.

Therefore, in the spirit of tcchuicolor models, we will assume that the only
new particles below 1 TeV are the Goldst.one and pseudo-Goldstone bosons asso-
ciated with breaking the symmetry group G down to H. The couplings of these
particles are determined by a gauged chiral Lagrangian, which provides a model-
independent description of their interactions [3]. The analysis presented here rep-
resents a potential "worst-case" scenario for clcctroweak symmetry breaking at the
SSC.

2. Gauged Chiral Lagrangian

We will now construct the gauged chiral Lagrangian that describes the elec-
troweak symmetry-breaking sector. The chiral Lagrangian lias the great advantage
that it gives a consistent and calculable framework for studying new physics beyond
the standard model. It correctly incorporates the chiral symmetries associated with
the group G and clarifies the limits of validity for this approach to symmetry break-
ing M-

For simplicity, we assume the minimal number of Goldstone particles and
take G = SU(2) x SU(2) and H = SU(2). We then introduce the Goldstone fields
w" and the gauge fields VI" and B through the matrices

wH = w ; ,

r Wr], (2)

where the r* are Pauli matrices, normalized so that Tr (r"rl) = <S"'/2. The derivative

D^ = 0,,S + i9U',,S - ifl'^Sr1 (3)

transforms covariantly under SU(2) x SU(2),

where L,R 6 SU(2) and g,<f arc the coupling constants of the gauged SU(2)t and
U(l)»- respectively.
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Fig. 1. The operators in Cm give rise to anomalous gauge-boson
couplings in the unitary gauge.

The covariant derivative (3) allows us to construct the effective Lagrangian
as a power series in momenta.

CSB = Cm + £ ( 4 ) + . . . + £ < " " + . . . . (5)

This is a nonlinear, nonrenormalizable Lagrangian, which must be understood as
a power series in momenta, valid below some scale A & 4*v. It contains terms
£(n>, built out of n powers of the covariant derivatives DE and £>S', as well as
contributions £'"*' from any explicit TeV-scale resonances.

To leading order in the momentum expansion, the Lagrangian £*2' has no
free parameters:

Cm = j T r C E ' / ^ E . (6)

The couplings of the would-be Goldstone bosons to the SU(2)i X U(l)y gauge fields
are fixed by the covariant derivative. In unitary gauge, with K = 1, the Lagrangian
(6) gives rise to mass terms for the IV* and Z,

1
(T)

with Mv = Mzcos9.
The ncxt-to-lcading order terms in the effective Lagrangian count as four

powers of momentum [5]. TJmy contain five free parameters:*

- igLo,. (^ a S ' - ig'L9R (—} TrBTD,,Z<D,S

*\V> linve nunnalizrfl tlie coefficients » they twe O(l).

gV/A2
g2s/A2

S2/V2A2

Fig. 2. The diagrams of enhanced electroweak strength are amplified
by factors of s/A/,2K, where s = E2 and Mr = gv/2. The dashed lines
represent longitudinally-polarized vector bosons.

(5) (8)

To this order, they are the only terms when G = SU{2) x SU(2) and H = SU(2),
broken only by the hypercharge coupling c/.

The terms in £(4) are most easily interpreted in the unitary gauge. From
Fig. 1 we see that LID gives a correction to the gauge-boson two-point function;
it is proportional to the Peskin-Takeuchi parameter S [6J. Similarly, £9/ and L9K

give corrections to the gauge-boson three-point functions, while Li and £j give
corrections to the four-gauge-boson couplings.

Therefore we can interpret the L, as representing the anomalous gauge-boson
couplings that come from integrating out new physics at the scale A. For example,
Li, Li, Lti and L?R can be obtained by integrating out a TeV-scale tcchni-rlio.
while Li is induced by a heavy Higgs boson H [7].

The Lagrangiau (8) is very usrful in estimating the size of anomalous gauge-
boson couplings. These couplings arc often presented in the form [8]
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% V,

Fig. 3. Diagrams of enhanced clectrowoak strength that contribute to
ViVL production at hadron supercolliders.

Comparing with equation (8), in unitary gauge, we find [9]

e2i»L fv2\ 4e2£.in (vt\
gz = 1 + A9z as 1 + - ^ 3 - (75) + M^_g7) [jpj
9, = 1

KZ = 1 +

IC, = 1 +

A z = 0

A, = 0 ,

=i 1 J-

3(Ln + L,n - 4&to)
«2 (i)

(10)

where s = sin 8 and c = cosfl. Thus, for A ~ 1 TeV, we expect Agz and A«v
to be of order a few percent. If we tu-- the argument around, we see that it is
inconsistent to let Agz and AKV be of order one: if the variations are of order one,
then v ~ A, and the effective Lagrangian has broken down [10, 11].

The effective Lagrangian is also useful in the calculation of high-energy scat-
tering amplitudes. According to the clectroweak equivalence theorem [1, 2, 12],
longitudinally-polarized W*'s and Z's can be replaced by their would-be Goldstone
bosons at energies E 3> M\v- Then from the covariant derivative

(11)

we see that scattering amplitudes with transversely-polarized gauge bosons are sup-
pressed relative to amplitudes with longitudinally-polarized gauge bosons by factors
of M\y/E <£ 1. This implies that the most important diagrams arc those of en-
hanced plccfrowfiak strength, tli.it is, diagrams with longitudinally-polarized W^'a
mid Z's in loops and external legs [11, 13]. Other diagrams are less important, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Therefore, at liiidroii supi.Tcolliilms like the SiiC. we expeel the bust signals
for new physics to be given by the processes [11, 14, 15, 1G]

and

(TO

VLVL

(12)

(13)

where VL = (IV*, Z/,), as shown in Fig. 3. The gg initial state probes L9L and I9«
while the Ktl-i initial state is sensitive to £i and L?. The diagrams of enhanced
electroweak strength dominate the search for electroweak symmetry breaking at
high energy supercolliders.'

3 . Supercollider Signals and Backgrounds

For the rest of this talk, we will focus on the VLVL scattering subprocess
shown in Fig. 3b. This subprocess has the advantage that it produces final states
of all charge combinations. It is sensitive to resonant physics of any isospin, as well
as to the parameters L\ and £?. This subprocess has the additional advantage that
it is enhanced by (E/Mw)4-

The problem with VLVL scattering is that the backgrounds are huge at hadron
supercolliders. For example, there is a large irreducible background from QCD
and standard-model electroweak processes, where the final states are transversely-
polarized W±'s and Z's, as shown in Fig. 4. There is also a large reducible back-
ground from top decays. These backgrounds are much larger than the signal and
must be suppressed by appropriate cuts.

Fortunately, the transversely-polarized background is essentially independent
of CSB- Therefore it can be computed once and for all using the standard model
with a light Higgs, say Mn = 100 GeV. The result can then be used to create a sot
of cuts that suppress the transversely-polarized background without affecting the
longitudinally-polarized signal.

A particularly promising approach w;is developed in Ruf. [16]. It has throe
parts:

1. Focus on the e and n final states. Restricting attention to the "gold-plated"
final states eliminates many backgrounds that arise when the H-±'s and Z's

K t witk photons n the rstPrnnl *tnte nrc nupprrswil hy fiM-tnr< of MwfE. H(«Tvpt, tfir? might
still be plK*o««K>logiailly important brcause the photon it ilitectly olorrvablc, while the useful modes in

* mill Z drtrctioB have imnll briwrhinK fraction*.
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a)

b)
W,

Fig. 4. The dominant backgrounds are a) irreducible and b) reducible
production of transversely-polarized W*'s and Z'a.

decay to jets. Imposing stringent cuts on the leptons, requiring that they
be central, energetic, isolated and back-to-back, suppresses the irreducible
transverse background relative to the longitudinally-polarized signal.

2. Impose a forward jet tag. Tagging on the presence of an energetic, \ov-pj- jet
in the forward calorimeter identifies the jet that radiated the initial-state IV"*
or Z. This tag reduces the background from q<j annihilation in the W+W~,
W±Z and ZZ channels [17].

3. Finally, impose a central jet veto. This tag suppresses the reducible back-
ground from top decay. It is effective in the W+W~, W*Z and W±Wi

channels [18].

The precise set of cuts is listed in Table 1, and is discussed more fully in K. Cheung's
contribution to these proceedings [19],

To verify that the cuts are effective in isolating the signal from background,
one can compute the signal and background using the standard model with a 1
TcV Higgs. Assuming an annual luminosity of 10 fb~' and an energy of y/s = 40
TcV, one finds 21 e, /i background events in the W+W~ channel, 2.5 in the W*Z
channel, 1.0 in the ZZ channel and 3.5 in the IV+W+ channel. This compares
favorably with the signal in the U'+H'~ (3G events) and ZZ (6.8 events) channels,
as expected for an isospin-zcro resonance. (These signals were computed from the
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TMtlo 1. SSC ruts. Lugs AM) vcrtics, by tmiili*.

W+W- Leptou cuts Tag and Veto ZZ Lepton cuts Tag only
|vd < 2.0
jn,t > 100 GeV
Apr,« > 450 GeV
cos0{{ < —0.8
Ma > 250 GeV

E,., > 1.5 TeV
3 0 < y,., < 5.0
pr,,., > 40 GeV
pr,M(<> > 30 GeV
lv«io < 3.0

M < 2.5
pr.e > 40 GeV
PT.z > J 1 / A / i z -
Mzz > 500 GeV

E,., > 1.0 TeV
3.0 < y,.t < 5.0
PTJ., > 40 GeV

W*Z Lcpton cuts Tag and Veto WHV+ Lepton cuts Veto only
N<2.5
PT.t > 40 GeV
PT.mi,. > 75 GeV
PT,z > \MT

Mr > 500 GeV

£, . , > 2.0 TeV
3.0 < y,m, < 5.0
pr,t.f > 40 GeV

«„ > 60 ^eV
| < 3 . 0

\yt\ < 2.0
Pr,t > 100 GeV
Apr.« > 200 GeV
cos&t < -0.8
Mtt > 250 GeV

PT...1. > 00 GeV
ll/ntol < 3.0

O(Q 2 ) matrix elements in the standard model [16].)

4. Models for Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

The above procedure can be used to study electroweak symmetry breaking
for * variety of possible models. In this section we will discuss several models that
are in accord with all experimental measurements to date. Then in the next we
will use these models to assess the reach of the SSC for discovering the origin of
electroweak symmetry breaking.

The first major distinction between models is whether or not they are reso-
nant in the VLVL channel. If a model is resonant, it can be classified by the spin and
isospin of the resonance. If it is not, it can be described using the next-to-leading
order effective Lagrangian discussed above. In what follows, we will restrict our
attention to nonresonant models, and to models with spin-zero, isospin-zero reso-
nances (like the Higgs), and spin-one, isospin-one resonances (like the techni-rho).

Spin-zero, Isospin-zero Resonances
1) Standard Model. The standard model is the prototype of a theory with

a spin-zero, isospin-zero resonance. The I (,1't scattering amplitudes are unitarized
by exchange of the Higgs particle H. The Higgs is contained in a complex scalar
doublet, • = (« + H)exp(2iui*r"/iO, whose four components split into a triplet
w* and a singlet H under isospin.

The standard-model Higgs potential is invariant under an SU(2) x SU(2)
symmetry. The vacuum expectation vsilue {*) = v breaks the symmetry to the
diagonal SU(2). In the perturbative limit, it also gives mass to the Higgs. For the
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purposes of this talk, we will take A/,/ = 1 TeV.
2) 0(8N). The second model represents an attempt to describe the standard-

model Higgs in the nonperturbative domain [20]. In the perturbatively-coupled
standard model, the mass of the Higgs is proportional to the square root of the
scalar self-coupling A. Heavy Higgs particles correspond to large values of A. For
\{H £ 1 TeV, naive perturbation theory breaks down, and a new approach is needed.

One possibility is to exploit the isomorphism between SU(2) x SU(2) and
0(4). Using a large-JV approximation, one can solve the O(2N) model for all val-
ues of A, to leading order in ljN. The resulting scattering amplitudes can be
parametrized by the scale A of the Landau pole. Large values of A correspond to
small couplings A and relatively light Higgs particles. In contrast, small values of A
correspond to large A and describe the nonperturbative regime. In this talk we will
take A = 3 TeV to represent the strongly-coupled standard model.

Spin-one, Isospin-one Resonances
1) Vector. This model provides a relatively model-independent description

of the techni-rho resonance that arises in most technicolor theories [21]. As above,
one can use nonlinear realizations to construct the effective Lagrangian. The basic
fields are f = e\p(ttc'r*/tr) and a vector /?,„ which transform as follows under SU(2)
x SU(2),

(14)Upl,U'+ig"-lUdl.U
t ,

where U(L, i?,?) € SU(2).
For the processes of interest., the effective Lagrangian depends on just two

couplings, the mass and the width of the resonance. In what follows we will choose
Mp = 2.0 TeV, r , = 700 GeV and M, = 2.5 TeV, T, = 1300 GeV. These values
preserve unitarity up to 3 TeV.

Nonrcsonant models
The final models we consider arc nonrcsonant at SSC energies. In this case

new physics contributes to the effective Lngrnnginn through the coefficients If. As
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T;tl»lt>3. Evi'jit rulii |>rr SSC-jrar, a-vstjniiiig in, — i-ll) CIt'V, y/s

aid an annual luminosity of 10 fl>~'.

W*W~
Ml, > 0.25
Ma > 0.5
Ma > 1-0
W+Z
MT > 0.5
MT > 10
MT > 15

ZZ
Mzz > 0.5
Mza > 1.0
Mzz > 1.5

W+W+
Mu > 0.25
Afe > 0.5
Ma > 10

Bkgd
21
17
3.6

Bkgd
2.5
0.8
0.3

Bkgd
1.0
0.3
0.1

Bkgd
3.5
1.5
0.2

SM 1.0
48
46
3.8

SM 1.0
1.3
0.5
0.2

SM1.0
11
4.1
0.5

SM1.0
G.4
3.2
0.7

O(2N)
24
23
2.7

O(2N)
1.5
0.7
0.3

O(2N)
5.2
2.0
0.5

O(2N)
7.1
3.9
0.9

Vec 2.0
15
15
6.5

Vcc 2.0
9.5
7.9
5.5

Vec 2.0
1.1
0.4
0.1

Vec 2.0
7.8
3.8
0.5

Vcc 2.5
12
12
4.9

Vec 2.5
6.2
4.7
3.2

Vec 2.5
1.5
0.7
0.3

Vec 2.5
11
6.3
1.2

= 10 1V-V,

LETCG
1C
15
5.3

LETCG
5.8
4.1
2.6

LETCG
2.6
1.6
0.9

LETCG
25
19
7.6

Delay K
11
11
4.G

Delay K
6.0
4.6
3.2

Delay K
1.6
0.8
0.4

Delay K
15
11
5.2

ditctmed above, only L, and Lj contribute to V/,VL scattering to order p* in the
energy expansion.

The difficulty with this approach is that the scattering amplitudes violate
unitarity between 1 and 2 TeV. This is an indication that new physics is uza, but
there is no guarantee that new resonances lie within the reach of the SSC. We choose
to treat the uncertainties of unitarization in two ways:

1) LET CG. We take L\ = I j = 0, and cut off the partial wave amplitudes
when they saturate the unitarity bound. This is the original model considered by
Chanowitz and Gaillard [2, 22].

2) Delay K. We take L, = -0.26 and Lj = 0.23, a choice that preserves
unitarity up to 2 TeV. Beyond that scale, we unitarize the scattering amplitudes
with a K matrix [23].
These two models describe possible noiircsonniit new physics at the SSC.

5. Results and Discussion

For each of the above models, one can compute the signal and background
at the SSC. As discussed previously, the background is the same for all models,
and can be computed using the full standard model with a 100 GeV Higgs. The
signal, however, must be computed independently for each model. The calculation
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Fig. 5. Invariant mass distributions for the e,/i final states that arise
from the processes pp -+ W*W~X, pp -4 W+ZX, pp -> ZZX and
pp -> ir+H'+A", for y/s = 40 TeV and / Cdt = 10 ftr1. The darkest
histogram always contains the background, that is, the standard model
with a 100 GeV Higgs. In the W+W and ZZ channels, the medium
histogram includes the signal plus background for the O(2N) model,
while the light histogram contains the signal plus background for the
standard mode] with a 1 TeV Higgs. In the W+Z channel the light
histogram contains the contribution from a vector isovcctor resonance
with Mf = 2 TeV and Yp = 700 GeV, while the medium histogram gives
the result for A/, = 2.5 T«V and T, = 1300 GcV. The W*W* channel
includes the signnl plus background from two nonrcsonant models. The
light histogram contains the LET CG; the medium, Delay K.

can be simplified by using tin; effective H" approximation [24] and the elcctroweak
equivalence theorem [1. 2. 12] to identify the terms of enhanced clectroweak strength
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Table 4. Number of SSC-ycun (if < 10) required for u 95% rolifiili'tire h-wl signal

Channel \ Model

w+w-W+Z
ZZ

SM 1.0
0.25

_
1.2
3.2

O(2N)
0.75

—
3.0
2.2

Vec 2.0
1.2

0.75
—
2.5

Vcc2.5
1.8
1.5
-
1.2

LETCG
1.2
1.8
4.0

0.25

Delay K
2.0
1.5
—

0.50

[11, 13]. One can then apply efficiencies for jet tagging and vetoing, derived from
the exact standard model calculation with a 1 TeV Higgs. (The efficiencies are
collected in Table 2.) This proceduie has been shown to work for the standard
model with a heavy Higgs, and since the efficiencies depend on the kinematics of
the initial state, and not on the details of the hard scattering, they should hold
equally well for all the models considered here [16].

The final results, including efficiencies and branching fractions into the e, ft
final states, are listed in Table 3. The rates are given in events per SSC-year,
assuming f Cdt = 10 fb"1. They are presented as a function of an invariant mass
cut on the final-state observable*: Ma, the dilepton invariant mass in the H'+IV'~
and W*W+ channels; Mzz, the ZZ invariant mass in the ZZ channel; and Mr.
the cluster transverse mass in the W+Z channel. (Similar results hold for the LHC
provided that overlapping events can be separated and the forward jet tag imposed.)

From Table 3 we see that the total event rates are rather low. As expected,
they are largest in the resonant channels. The events are clean, but the low rates
make it difficult to hunt for bumps. This is emphasized in Fig. 5, where invariant
mass distributions are presented for several of the models [16].

To clarify these results, let us define a signal to be observable if the maximum
background at 95% C.L. is less than the minimum signal plus background at the
same confidence level. Then one can tabulate the number of years required to see
the signal in each channel. This is done in Table 4, where the middle invariant mass
cut is used for each mode. Table 4 shows that each model is observable in some
mode after a few years of SSC operation [16],

The results in Tables 3 and 4 indicate that all channels must be measured if
one is to be sure to see electroweak symmetry breaking at the SSC. For example,
isospin-zero resonances give the best signal in the W+\V~ and ZZ channels, while
isospin-one resonances dominate the \V*Z channel. The nonresonant models tend
to show up in the IK+H'+ final state, so there is a complementarity between the
different channels [25].

Clearly, because of the low rates, one cannot cut corners. Accurate back-
ground studies are essential if one is ki separate signal from background. One
must try to measure all decay modes of the JK* and Z, including Z -* vv and
\V±,Z -» jets, and one must work to optimize the cuts that are applied to each
final state. Finally, one must leave open the possibility of a luminosity upgrade
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for the SSC. Nevertheless, the results presented here indicate that, with a mature
long-term program, SSC experiments should indeed discover the origin of mass.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is to explore the
nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking sector and, in the process, possibly
provide a first glimpse beyond the familiar physics of the minimal standard model
(MSM). With the realization of the SSC on the horizon, the phenomenology of a
MSM Higgs boson between 80 GeV < MH < 800 GeV has been repeatedly reworked
in order to demonstrate the feasibility of a comprehensive search1. But aside from
the tangible goal of the Higgs boson there could also be new phenomena awaiting
us in the domain of multi-TeV weak interactions.

In this paper we discuss the phenomenology of possible surprises in multi-TeV
weak interactions at hadron supercolliders. In particular we investigate whether
multiple weak gauge boson production can effectively signal the presence of non-
perturbative phenomena in either the electroweak symmetry breaking sector or the
weak gauge sector. For definitcness, we concentrate on two specific scenarios: 1)
a toy model for strong dynamics in the weak symmetry breaking sector where the
inelastic scattering of longitudinal weak gauge boson* is patterned after inelastic
hadronic nultipion processes2 and 2) a model in which nonperturbative effects in
the weak gauge sector lead to potentially large cross sections for the production
of > O(aw) ^ 30 weak gauge bosons3"*. We focus on these scenarios not because
there is convincing theoretical justification for either but rather because both ad-
mit a straightforward analysis which suggests the prospects for their obaeivation
(if indeed they exist at all). Our analysis will typify the requirements for exposing
new phenomena involving multiple gauge boson production in the environment of
a hadron supercollider.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In sect. 2 we present the conven-
tional expectations for multiple gauge boson production at hadron colliders. Sect. 3
discusses a strongly interacting Higgs sector modeled after hadronic multipion pro-
cesses and sect. 4 outlines the spectacular signatures anticipated if nonperturbative
phenomena in the weak gauge sector appear above parton-parton center of mass
energies in the multi-TeV range. In sect. 5 we summarize our results and conclude.
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2. Conventional Perturbativc Results

Since the 1983 CERN debut of the IV and Z bosons, progress in accelerator
technology has fostered the notion that current and future facilities effectively act
as W and Z factories. The SSC and LHC will take the industrialization of weak
gauge boson production well beyond the current prolific success of LEP and lead to
the production rates of 0(10* - 103) bosons/s (see Fig. 1). Not only will hadron
supercolliders make single weak gauge boson production typical, but also they will
advance the study of multiple weak gauge boson processes.

to

to io3

1O*

1O1

10°

10"

Fig. 1. Production rates of weak gauge bosons at accelerators assuming:
£srtS = 6 X 103* cm"1 s"1 with two detectors at ^i^ » .S3 TeV;
£i»»uw - 6 X 10* cm"1 «"' with two detectors at y/i^ =* l.S TeV;
£ t E F = 1.1 X 10" cm"11"1 with four detecton at v / *7v r « 91.17 GeV;
£SJC = 10" cm"1 •"' with two detecton at ,/SJJ * 40 TeV;
£LRC » 10" an"11"1 with two detectors at Js^ « 14.6 TeV. Rates are
dominated by processes involving single W and Z production. Hadron coUider
cross sections are from Ref. 8.

Figure 2 indicates the relative importance of various perturbatively calcula-
ble processes relevant to weak gauge bonon production at the SSC. One of the most
notable features is the role of ( quark contributions: each ( quark decay in the stan-
dard model produces a W boson. As pointed out by Burger, Stange and Phillips"
copious IV production from the weak decays of strongly produced t quarks presents
a serious background to processes such as nonrcsonant H'U'WIV production.
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Fig. 2 Perturbative cross sections relevant to weak gauge boson production
at the SSC. Processes involving strongly produced t quarks are indicated
by darker shading. a( W* + W) and o(Z) are from Ref. 0. Rates for
nonresonant WWWW and ZZZZ production are from Ref. t; o{ WWWZ),
a( WWZZ) and <7( WZZZ) are estimated assuming a{4Z) > / V ( 4 IV) »
that each additional Z reduces the cross section by / 2: .43. Nonresonant fir
rate is estimated amuming o~(6t)/o~(4t) = o(it)/o{2t). Remaining cross
section* are compiled from Ref. 7.

By multiplying the processes of Fig. 2 by the appropriate branching fractions
to weak gauge bosons, one obtains in Fig. 3 the SSC cross section as a function
of the total weak gauge boson multiplicity nw + nz. An annual SSC integrated
luminosity of 10 fb"1 suggests the production of (but not necessarily detection of!)
0(1) event/year containing five or more weak gauge bosons. This provides us with a
useful reference point for our subsequent discussion of more speculative mechanisms
for multiple gauge boson production.
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3. A Strongly Interacting Symmetry Breaking Sector?

The MSM has repeatedly defended its position as an accurate and economi-
cal description of Nature at all energy scales probed by experiment* to date. This
is not to say that the MSM is a definitive model; rather, we have not yet achieved
laboratory energies sufficient to test all its attendant features — this is the purpose
of the SSC. Aside from searching for the Higgs boson, supercolliders can also inves-
tigate the nature of the breakdown of SU(2)L x U(\)Y. Whereas the Higgs potential
of the MSM can accommodate a weakly coupled theory, it might turn out that the
breakdown of SU[2)i x U{l)y is actually due to underlying strong dynamics (e.g.,
like technicolor*).

The obvious place to look for possible effects of underlying strong dynam-
ics is in the scattering of longitudinal weak gauge bosons WL ~ H'*. ZL which,
through the equivalence theorem of Cornwall, Levin and Tiktopoulos10, are inti-
mately related to the corresponding Goldstone bosons «• ~ ID*. : ensuing from
symmetry breakdown. The simplest manifestation of strong dynamics would be the



appearance of resonances in assorted ww -+ ww channels*. Though there is not
yet a preferred candidate for a theory of such resonances, a variety of phenomenc-
logical models involving resonances has been studied with moderately encouraging
results". In this section we wish to go beyond strong (2 -> 2) scattering in the
symmetry breaking sector and discuss the possibility of inelastic (2 -+ many) pro-
cesses. Though sucb channels may not be a priority for discovering underlying
strong dynamics, they would nevertheless be present and should be investigated.

The absence of a viable theory of strong dynamics for UIUI -+ ww scattering
is exacerbated when one contemplates ww -» multi-w processes. To circumvent
this problem, consider the following analogy. The symmetry-breaking Lagrangian
of the MSM is that of a SU{2)L x SU(2)* chirally symmetric linear a model: the
same type of model that successfully describe* low-energy xir scattering (e.g., for
V7*" 5 "00 MeV). The correspondence between the two theories is expressed by
lue associations

u; <-
H « -

v=;246GeV 4-

-+ T,

-+ a.
-> / ,2 i93MeV,

(1)
(2)
(3)

so that, at least formally, linear a model predictions for low-energy TT scattering
are related to MSM predictions for ww scattering at a cms energy •/&** by equating

ft
2600V*". (4)

The logical leap we propose is to take the analogy between the low-energy
limits of two models (i.e., between the linear a model below •/$" ;S 700 MeV and
the MSM symmetry breaking sector below , / J" < 2 TeV) and, by fiat, to extend
the analogy to higher energies. By doing so, we treat ww -> multi—w processes
as scaled-up versions of inultipion production (with the same scaling factor as in
Eq. 4). Admittedly, there is no compelling physics reason why Nature should use
inelastic pion physics as a detailed template for ww scattering — we adopt this
ansatz simply for its definiteness. In general, if the underlying strong dynamics
does not replicate pion physics there will be additional weak Goldstone bosons in
the spectrum12 and the scaling in Eq. 4 is modified with the consequence that
inelastic multi-w phenomena generally appear below v'*"" — 2 TeV.

Once the decision is made to pattern ww -> multi—w processes after multi-
pion production, many details follow naturally. As one anticipates a near-constant
irir cross section of (TJJ,, ~ O(15 mb) above v^Xd-iic £ O{1 GeV) due to the
production and decay of many low-lying hadronic resonances, one might similarly
expect

a(ww -> multi-w) = ffj"6(«-" - JJ""). (5)

"For the ran&inder of this section we will exploit the equivalence theorem and expraa our reiulti
in terms of the equivalent Goldstone bosoni w ~ {*•*, z}.
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where *f- = [fm/v)2 x crjjj as O(l nb) and v^jp = (»// .) * yfiZ^Z = O(2 TeV).
Just as the total inelastic mr cross section receives contributions from final states
with variable multiplicity, so too must <jj'" be partitioned. In practice one assumes
a Poisson multiplicity distribution with a mean determined by the average pion
multiplicity for the corresponding Tin process2. Limited transverse momentum in
hadronic reactions suggests (pr). =; (w//») x (PT)QCD - i TeV. The cms energies
of the SSC and LHC are actually too low for such "limited" {p,)w to be of concern
— for all practical purposes multi-w final state* would be essentially isotropic.

The pp cros* section for multi-w production follows from Eq. 5 by using the
effective vector boson approximation'3 and writing

E / (6)

The double sum extend* over wt~ {w±,z} where /.,(x) is the distribution function
of IT, carrying a fraction x of the original proton momentum. Specifically,

(7)

where /t(y) is the distribution function for quarks or antiquaries of species it inside
a proton. The splitting function PWin(x) is the probability that a Goklstooe boson
Wi carries away a momentum fraction x from a parent quark of specie* k. Figure 4
compares the multi-w cross sections at the SSC and LHC (for of = 1 nb, -fif* =
2 TeV) to the conventional contributions of Fig. 3. Before any w or z decays are •
taken into account, <r£Hl_. =: 33 fb (.85 fb) at the SSC (LHC).

Practical signatures of multiple weak gauge boson production should be
phrased in terms of jet* and high-pr leptons. To do this one must impose the
relevant IV and Z branching fractions on the mujti-u) signal, the background pro-
cesses of Fig. 2 a* well a* on processes related to those of Fig. 2 by additional QCD
bremwtrahlung. A simple parton-level analysis bated on counting the number of
jets plus leptons then gives an idea of the signatures required to see multiple-w
production.

Consider multi-ui signatures composed of nz leptonically reconstructed Z\
n; prompts leptons (excluding those from Z decay) and n^ hadronic jets. Assuming
a?" = 1 nb and v^o* = 2 TeV the SSC cross section for signatures with nz = 0.
">u/2 + ni > 9 (with n( > 2, n^, > 6) is ~ .5 fb with a background of s: .02 fb.
Requiring one leptonically reconstructed Z (n z = 1) and nj.,/2 + n\ > 6 (with ni >
l,>>j«< > 6) results in a signal (background) of =s .6 fb (~ .03) fb. Requiring more
than one leptonically reconstructed Z doe* not enhance the signal. In summary,
the ~ 33 fb total yield of multi-ID production is reduced to 0 (1 fb) of usable signal
which corresponds the production of > 6 Goldstone bosons. Though such a simple
analysis can not be considered conclusive, it nevertheless gives a flavour of the
signatures required.
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Fig. 4. Contribution! to multiple weak gauge boson production
the SSC (jolid) and LHC (dashed) from conventional processes
(see Fig. 2) and a Wrongly interacting Higgs Mctor modeled after
inelastic *jr physics. The multi<ur curves correspond to df* »
1 nb, v/Jf5 « 2 TeV in Eq. 6.

4. A Nonperturbative Weak Gauge Sector?

Considerable excitement was generated a few years ago when Ringwald1 and
Espinosa4 pointed out a curious problem involving the production of O(ajy) a 30
weak gauge bosons in the multi-TeV range. The excitement (and controversy)
concerned the results of a classical approximation to a nonperturbative problem in-
volving the violation of baryon plus lepton number in high energy standard model
processes. Whereas it was generally believed that the amplitudes for such processes
are exponentially suppressed by a tunneling factor e'7'1"" cs 10"*5, Ringwald and
Espinosa demonstrated that enormous combinatorial factors arising from the large
number of final state particles might come to the rescue and compensate for the pre-
sumed suppression. Unfortunately, the classical approximation is known to become
unreliable in precisely the region where the interesting claims were being made; in
this context it is difficult to say whether the suggestions of relatively unauppressed
multiple gauge boson production should be taken seriously or whether they are
simply calculation*) artifacts.

The findings of Ringwald and Espinosa inspired considerable activity intent
on sorting fact from fiction concerning multiple gauge boson production. Cornwall14

and Goldberg19 pointed out that dreams of unsuppressed multiple gauge boson
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production need not be restricted to baryon plus lepton number violating processes:
the failure of weak perturbation theory for the production of O[o^) weak bosons is
a generic feature of large-order processes. The situation today remains unresolved.
While no one hat demonstrated the theoretical necessity for observably large cross
sections for nonperturbative processes involving multiple gauge boson production,
likewise no one has produced irrefutable opposing arguments. The only consensus
is that perturbation theory, when applied to large order processes ( e.g., like the
production of O[o^) weak bosons) breaks down somewhere in the multi-TeV range;
the SSC can test whether or not the corresponding physical cross sections are large
or small.

Whereas the iionperturbative niulti-ur processes discussed in Sect. 3 were due
to a strongly c jpled theory and produced only a handful of Goldstone bosons, the
nonperturbative phenomena we wish to discuss in this section are due to the failure
of perturbation theory for the production of 0(30) weak gauge bosons in a weakly
coupled theory. To distinguish between these two cases, let us refer to the former
as multi-w processes (emphasizing the role of strong dynamics between Goldstone
bosons m1, i in the Higgs sector) and to the latter M multi-W processes (which in
principle can act in gauge sector).

In the absence of firm theoretical guidance, we parameterize nonperturbative
parton-parton multi-W processes by

multi - W) = (8)

where the scale *{*''*' is set by the breakdown of perturbation theory for processes
involving the production of O{a^) — 30 weak gauge bosons (i.e., ^s t

v l t ' > 30Af»- =:
2.4 TeV). While there is no strong motivation for the range of <rJKH', an optimistic
range to consider might encompass

where the lower limit is characteristic of a geometrical weak cross section and the
upper limit follows from an analogy between the weak SU(2) gauge sector and the
color SU(3) gauge sector9.

Folding the qq cross section with quark distribution functions yields

(10)

Figure 5 shows the expected cross sections at the SSC and LHC for dfw = 1 pb.
y'J|*»r = 10 TeV. For this set of parameters aZ,M.w =; 300 fb (.02 fb) at the SSC
(LHC). We interpret oj" v as the parton-parton cross section bummed over all gauge
boson multiplicities: for purposes of illustration. Fig. 5 partitions the cross section
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according to a Poisson distribution with a mean or 30. The enormous multiplicity
of central hadrons, photons and prompt leptons from the simultaneous decays of
30 gang* bosons has no conceivable background in the MSM. The striking nature
of such events at colliding beam facilities, especially their central nature and large
traverse energy would make even one or two events sufficient to demonstrate the
presence of phenomena beyond that expected from perturbation theory5'1*.

1ab

LHC_
'. conventional

nonperturbative multi-W

10

nw+ nz

Fig. S. Contributions to multiple n i l gauge boson precedes at
the SSC (solid) and LHC (dathed) from ronventional perturb*-
lively calculable processes (tee Fig. 2) and hypothetical nonper-
turbative processes involving the production of O(a^,') 2: 30
weak gauge bosom. The multi-W curvet correspond to dt

1 pb, JiYw = 10 TeV in Eq. 10.

)

Given the spectacular nature of multi-W processes, one might wonder if
their existence might not already be constrained by cosmic ray physics experi-
ments. Surprisingly, non-accelerator experiments impose few firm constraints on
such phenomena". If / { j ^ < 10 TeV and 6$* > 100 nb only 0(1 - 1000)
extensive air showers of multi-W origin induced by cosmic protons would be ex-
pected in an 100 km* surface array in one year. Unfortunately, the characteristics
of such air showers would be exceedingly difficult to distinguish from fluctuations
in a background which is O(104 - 10s) times larger.

A more promising scenario, but one which involves an additional degree
of speculation, involves the possibility of observing multi-W processes induced by
cosmic neutrinos. Unlike proton-induced multi-W processes which must competf
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with C(l0O nib) Rflirric luwlronic- prm-msm, neiitrino-iiirlurril irmUi-W prnr.num,
compete only with O(nb) generic charged current cross sections — hut one has to
first assume that a sizeable flux of ultrahigh energy neutrinos exists!

Among the signatures of neutrino-induced phenomena is the underground
detection of energetic, spatially compact bundles of muons: typical reactions occur
underground so that only 2-3 prompt muons from W decays reach the detector.
Fig. 6 shows contours in (^*Jf*, a$w) parameter space for the expected number of
horizontal muon bundles per year in the underwater detector DUMAND" amiming
a cosmic neutrino flux at the level proposed by Stecker tt a/.". Assuming the same
cosmic neutrino flux, the Fly's EyeM, an array which is sensitive to extensive air
showers, excludes the shaded region of Fig. 6. Of course if the required flux of
ultrahigh energy neutrinos is absent then absolutely no constraints can be put on
multi-W processes in this manner: one must then wait for the SSC and LHC. For
comparison. Fig. 6 also shows contours for 1 and 10 multi-W events in one year of
operation of the SSC and LHC.

100 lib
10

1 nb -

h
1 nb

Fig. 6. Regioni of multi-W parameter space accessed by accelerator
and non-accelerator experiments. DUMAND contour* correspond to i he
number of muon bundles (2-3 mums/bundle) in 10T > at zenith angle*
greater than 80* assuming the comic neutrino flux of Sleeker el •!.".
Shaded region is minded by the Fly's Eye array if the Stecker el *t.
neutrino flux is aanimed. SSC and LHC contour* correspond to the
number of multi-W events expected in 10' s of operation.
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5. Summary

It is an open question whether or not the behavior of the electroweak sym-
metry breaking sector at the SSC and LHC will be described in detail by a weakly
coupled MSM. If the Higgs sector is strongly coupled, new dynamics may be present
with the possibility of multiple weak gauge boson production. We have examined
a scenario in which underlying strong dynamics in the Higgs sector is patterned
after hadronic mtiltipion production and found O(fb) signals for the production of
5; 6 Goldstone bosons. Though such a model is not intended to be taken liter-
ally, it typifies the obstacles encountered if one wishes to exploit the features of
nonperturbative phenomena in the Higgs'sector.

We have also reviewed the implications of possible large cross sections for
the production of O(30) weak gauge bosons due to nonperturbative phenomena in
the standard model. The SSC and LHC will be the definitive tools for deciding
whether or not the cross sections for such processes are large.
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OBSERVING DISORIENTED CHIRAL CONDENSATES
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ABSTRACT

We speculate that, in very high energy hadronic collisions, large fireballs
may be produced with interiors which have anomalous chiral order parameters.
Such a process would result in radiation of pions with distinctive momentum and
isospin distributions, and may provide an explanation of Centauro and related phe-
nomena in cosmic-ray events. The phenomenology of such events is reviewed, with
emphasis on the possibility of observing such phenomena at Fermilab experiment
T-864 (MiniMax), or at a Full Acceptance Detector (FAD) at the SSC.

1. Introduction

The vacuum is a very complicated place. As understood in
quantum field theory, it can carry long-range order parameters, and
thus it may be possible to study coherent phenomena associated with
the alteration of the properties of the vacuum over long distances [I].

The first question one might ask is: "suppose that one does
disorient the vacuum over some region of spacetime. How would one
know?*' We address this question in the context of the vacuum of
the strong interactions [2-8]. This is almost degenerate owing to the
approximate St/(2)i x SU(2)K chiral symmetry. This symmetry is spon-
taneously broken in a way analogous to what is supposed to occur in
the Higgs sector. This phenomenon is described by the chiral fields

where

nnil

The fields
(•>

(ff.if) form an 0(4)

-r + if

f =

= <«>

» «» fMIt,

C)
= / . * 0 .

4-vector.
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Now suppose that in some rcgiiin of sparrtintr tin- vacuum
orientation dinVrs, and is tilted into one- of tin- piou dilr< tioir,

(<T>=/,COS» (*) = /,5sin» . .'

If we neglect the interface between this region and the exterior, it
costs relatively little energy,

AE= j/»J(»3) = j/iJ/3»inJ* = (10 MeV/fm3)t\n'f.

arising from the pion mass in the effective Hamiltonian, to disorient
tlie vacuum.

How might such a region be formed? Consider high-multiplicity,
high transverse energy collisions at collider energies. The collision de-
bris from such an interaction will expand outward at essentially the
speed of light for a considerable distance before hadronization occurs.
At intermediate times, it is thus plausible that the geometry is that of
a 'hot', relatively thin shell surrounding a 'cool' interior. (While this
picture has support even in the case of ideal hydrodynamic expansion
[9], the opposite extreme of free-streaming, without local thermody-
namic equilibrium is closer to the picture we have in mind.) Since the
interior is protected from the exterior by the hot shell, there seems
little reason to expect the interior orientation to be the same as the
exterior.

These qualitative arguments can be made a little more sub-
stantive by appealing to a linear sigma-model description of the dy-
namics. The basic point is that if the interior is 'cold', and initially in
a symmetric state, long-wavelength fluctuations will grot/ while short
wave-length fluctuations will be suppressed due to the instability of
the meta-sta'ole state. Of course, eventually the finite mass of the pion
will restore the interior to the 'true' vacuum, but numerical simula-
tions suggest that excursions to 'disoriented chiral condensates' (dec)
may be possible [6-8]. Evidently, there are still many uncertainties
and much work to do!

Eventually, after hadronization, the surface tension will cause
the bubble of chiral condensate to collapse. The interior vacuum will
align itself with the vacuum of the rest of the universe, radiating
pions in the process. If the bubble of condensate is large enough to
be semi-classical, then one can study the evolution of the condensate
using the equations of motion of the sigma model. This process has
a distinctive signature: it will be coherent, and event-by-event, of
a given (cartesian) isospin. In events in which the deflection of the
vacuum is in the »* direction, the produced pious will be neutral; in
other events in which the orientation is orthogonal to the »* direction,
the particles will be charged.
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Our ran mnkr a spi-rific prediction for the distribution of the
neutral fraction of such pions fairly easily. A priori, it is equally
probable that the condensate will be disoriented towards any of the
(cartesian) isospin directions. Remembering that the fields represent
probability amplitudes, it follows that

where / is the fraction of the pions which are neutral [3].
Lest one worry that we are violating conservation of isospin in

this argument, we note that it has a quantum mechanical analog. For
simplicity, let us consider restricting the quantum mechanical ampli-
tude describing the system to a single spacetime mode, and project-
ing onto a number basis. If the system started as an isosinglet, for
instance, then this must be reflected in each element of the expan-
sion of the amplitude: each such element must be annihilated by the
isospin generators. It follows that such a state of (sharp) isospin zero
must have an even number of pions in it, and must be of the form

where the a] are the pion creation operators. FYom this, it is possible
to determine the probability for seeing Jn neutral pions out of 2N total
pions in such a state [6,10):

Using Stirling's approximation, it follows that P(n, N) ~ l/y/n/N in the
limit that bath n and N become large, thus recovering the l/v7 found
above.

This distribution is significantly different from the distributions
normally expected in multiparticle production, even for fairly small
values of W. In conventional multiparticle production, the distribution
should be be strongly peaked about / = 1/3. It is is obvious that
a high percentage of dec's would produce events with anomolously
small neutral fractions; by the same token, there would also be a
significant number of events with anomalously large neutral fractions.
We illustrate this by comparing the isosinglet dec distribution with
a binomial distribution with the same mean for N = 8 in figures l(a)
and l(b).
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Figure 1 (a). Probability distributions of the number of neutral pions Tor

total multiplicity N=6 for the binomial distribution.
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Figure 1 (b). Probability dwtributioM of the number of neutral pions for

total multiplicity N=6 for (he iminglel dec distribution.

Before turning to the question of production mechanisms, it is
appropriate to pause for inspiration from cosmic ray experiments.

2. Are Centauro's Signals of Disoriented Chiral Conden-
sates?

Centaurc events arc cosmic ray events exhibiting [11]:
• Large (~ 100) numbers of hadrons;
• Little apparent electromagnetic energy and hence, no V's;
• 'High' hadronic pi, reported as fc,(p,) = 0.55 ± .15 GeV, where

t, is the gamma-ray inelasticity.

In addition to the Centauro events, a class of hadron-enriched
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rvrnts has also boon reported [12). Cosmic ray events with £ E,,t >
10(1 7>r arr presented on a scatter plot (if the number of hmlrons
Ms versus the fraction Q» = £ £2/(£ Ej + £ E») °f 'he visible energy
which these hadrons constitute. When compared with Monte-Carlo
simulations of families based on models of the strong interactions,
and assuming that cosmic ray primaries are predominantly protons,
there are far too many (~ 20%) events in regions not populated by
the Monte-Cnrlo. These events show fluctuations in hadron number
and/or energy fraction.

Before continuing, it is probably necessary to briefly review
the status of candidate Cent&uro events. The 5 'classic' Centauro
events were seen in the two-storeyed emulsion chamber experiment of
the Brazil-Japan collaboration, located at 5220 m at the Chacaltaya
observatory in Bolivia. At least two additional candidate Centauro
events have also been seen in Chacaltaya chambers. At least one ad-
ditional candidate has been seen in the Pamir emulsion chamber ex-
periment. On the other hand, it is claimed that Centauro* have not
been observed in emulsion chambe ? at Mt. Kanbala (5500 m, China-
Japan Collaboration) or at Mt. Fuji (3750 m., Mt. Fuji Collabora-
tion), despite comparable cumulative exposures [13]. More precisely,
the China-Japan collaboration reports an upper limit of the fraction
of such events among hadron families with energy greater than 100
TeV to be 3% at the 95% confidence level. This appears to be a limit
incompatible with the rate at which Chacatalya ha* observed Centau-
ros. This comparison may be too glib, however, because of differences
in emulsion chamber design and data analysis. Of particular impor-
tance may be the differing techniques for separating hadronic showers
from others.

The two groups are similarly divided on the (non)observation
of the more general clan of hadron-enriched events mentioned above.
In this context, the debate (which has been going on for over a decade)
seems to reduce to a question of whether the data signal a change in
the composition of cosmic ray primaries at these energies, or whether
they signal a change in the hadronic interactions.

If these events are real, might they be signals of the formation
of disoriented chiral condensates?

We begin with the characteristic feature of Centauro's and the
hadron- enriched events: anomalously large amounts of energy in the
hadron component. The suppression of »*'s which this implies is often
taken to indicate a suppression of pions altogether. The argument is
basically statistical: one would ordinarily expect the neutral fraction
to be given by essentially a binomial distribution, resulting in events
sharply peaked about 1/3. As we have seen above, however, the dis-
tribution for an isospiu-zero coherent state of pions is - l/v7. with

/ ~ 0 being the most probable frartion. (Note, however, that we still
have (/) = 1/3.) Tims, one is tempter! to interpret the classir CVutaurn
events as signals of a disoriented chiral condensate.
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But what about the other end of the dec distribution, where
wf expert events with an anomalously Urge neutral fraction? The
IACEE collaboration has observed interesting candidate events [14],
one of which we display in Figure 2. It is initiated by a single charged
primary, and the collision oc-".rs within the detector. Almost all the
trading particles are photons. The 7's appear to cluster into two
groups. The leading cluster, indicated by the circle, consists of about
32 T'S with (pi)» 200 MeV and only one accompanying charged parti-
cle. A possibly distinct cluster has three times as many 7's as charged
hadrons (about 54 T'S versus about 17 charged). This event is one out
of a sample of 70 or so. The r/charged ratio for the generic sample
is unity; normal events are seen! However the events are found in the
emulsion by scanning for the leading photon showers. So there is a
"trigger bias" in favor of a large neutral fraction.

There have been three systematic searches for Centauros at
the CERN collider at Ji = S40 GeV [15], y/i = M« GeV [16], and
y/i = 90C GeV [17| and all have yielded negative results. The UA5 Cen-
tauro searches [16, 17] definitively ruled out Centauros up to energies
of *Js = 900 GeV; the experiment was rather inefficient in detecting
photons, particularly in the forward direction, and provides no limits
on anti-Centauros. The simplest reconciliation of these experiments
with the cosn.ic ray events is that the experimental energies are below
the threshold for the Centauro mechanism, which can be argued, on
the basis of the analysis of the cosmic ray data, to be near or above
Tevatron energies [6, 17, 18). Nothing like Centauros have been seen
so far at Fermilab, although a systematic search among minimum
bias events has yet to be carried out. In this context, Goulianos [18]
has pointed out that at the Tevatron the ^-distribution of a diffrac-
tively produced Centauro is such that events of this type would not
have been observed in the 1988-89 run, in which data were collected
requiring a coincidence between two scintillation counter arrays cov-
ering the region 3.24 < |IJ| < 5.90 on both sides of the interaction region.
In any rase, it appears to be very difficult for either CDF or DO to ef-
ficiently cotmt both low p, charged particles and low p, photons in the
forward direction as dec interpretation of the cosmic ray data suggests
may really be required.

The. upshot of all of this is that we regard the interpretation of
the cosmic ray events in terms of dec's as rather speculative. Never-
theless, we believe that this interpretation opens an avenue towards
an experimental search for this phenomena.

.1. How to find Disoriented Chiral Condensates

These cosmic ray data, if they are signals of dec's, indicate that
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the signal is rather clean in the forward direction. We now turn to
the question of where one should look in an accelerator environment,
using these events as a guide.

Centauro I was close enough to the Brazil-Japan emulsion
chamber that the position of the interaction vertex could be deter-
mined by the angular divergence of the showers in the detector. What
was measured is

/£<•»)» \
* * *' = *,(p.) = 0.35 ± 0.15 GeV,

ti

where £j is the portion of a hadron's energy which is converted to
(visible) electromagnetic energy, Rk is the distance of the hadron from
the center of the event, and H is the height of production of the
hadron. In order to determine p,, however, one needs to know the value
of the gamma-ray inelasticity, fc,. The value of t, is usually quoted as
t, ~ 0.2-0.4, with the lower end being preferred for nucleons, while the
higher end it preferred for pions. Direct measurement of i , in emulsion
chambers is impossible because of the high energy threshold (~ 1 TeV).
As a result, estimates are based on extrapolating accelerator data or
on Monte-Carlo simulations. These seem to indicate that one should
use i , ~ 0.4 or larger [19]. We would thus estimate that (r,) - 0.875 ±
0.375 GeV, with large systematic uncertainty.

Note that most analyses of the Centauro events have followed
the Japan-Brazil collaboration and have used *T = 0.2, based on the
assumption that the hadrons are nucleons.

So where should one look for such events at the Tevatron?
To really answer this question, one needs a better understanding of
the overall event structure than is possible either from our theoreti-
cal speculations or from the Centauro data. In particular, we know
essentially nothing about the central-region production of Centauros
since the Chacaltaya detector is only sensitive to hadrons with typical
hadronic transverse momenta for pseudorapidities of it ~ 9 or greater.
However, we can use the data to put upper limits on the central ra-
pidity a Centauro fireball would have at the Tevatron.

For this purpose, we assume that Centauros are diffra^tive fire-
balls, recoiling against a proton or antiproton. This interpretation
(with, however, the identification of the hadrons as nucleons) has been
argued by K. Goulianos [18j. Under such assumptions, the center of
the Centauro fireball would be located at

, <*>
(E/{N))

where E = 900 GeV is the Tevatron beam energy and (;V) = 75 is the
estimated mean multiplicity of the Centauro fireballs. Using the above
estimate for p, based on the assumption that the fireball is composed
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of pious, we find that the central rapidity of a Centatiro fireball at the
Tevatron is

ije a 3.3 ± 0.5.

This number is essentially consistent with the JACEE event
which we have suggested as an example of an anti-Centauro fluctu-
ation. In this event, the photons have (*) ~ 0.2 GeV. The rapidity
densities are comparable to those of the Centauro events, and thus we
would estimate from this event that 17, - 4.1 were it produced at the
Tevatron.

Thus we conclude that in order to definitively search for Cen-
tauro events at the Tevatron, under the assumption that they repre-
sent signals of dec'*, one should be sensitive to fireballs of rapidity at
least as high at 17 ~ 4.

Having discussed where one should look, we next turn to the
question of how one should look for these events.

A useful way to assess the sensitivity of the dec Ceritauro signa-
ture is to calculate the probability of observing an event with neutral
fraction / smaller than some fixed value. For the anti-Centauro signa-
ture, one calculate* the probability for observing / larger than some
fixed value. In both cases, it is useful to s»udy this as a function
of the total pion multiplicity. Any contamination from conventional
processes (which we illustrate using the binomial distribution) will
fall off exponentially with increasing N, while the disoriented conden-
sate part will give a constant contribution. So in principle one would
search for a break in the falling exponential.

log P
- 1

- 2

-3

-4

N

binomial
Figure 3. Loj « of th< probability of finding anti-Centauro-like configu-

ration! (/ > 0.9) u a function of total multiplicity N. Th» lop line repretent
/'(/ > 0.9) fur a ilcc while the lower line ilepicU / ' ( / > OS) for the hitiomiil
distribution.
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One observation which is useful in assessing how large the ac-
ceptance <>f a detector should lie is that liotli the Centauro events and
the JACEE event have multiplicity densities which are large com-
pared compared to those of typical hadronic events. Just cutting on
multiplicity is likely to enrich the sample rather dramatically.

4. T-864 (MiniMax): A Chiral Condensate Search at the
Tevatron

The highest hadrou collider energies are essential. However,
at the Fermilab Tevatron, it appears to be very difficult for CDF
or DO to count both low-p, charged particles and low-p, photons effi-
ciently, particularly in the far-forward direction. This experiment was
part of the agenda of a proposal for a Maximum Acceptance Detector
("MAX", Ftirmilab P-864, Bjorken and Longo co-spokesmen [20]) at
the Tevatron which, however, was rejected. Consequently, a small test
program to initiate the study of this physics (T-864, "MiniMax", J.
Bjorken and C. Taylor co-spokesmen [21]) has been proposed and ap-
proved for installation at the CO collision area of the Tevatron during
the current summer shutdown.

T-864 is a simple, staged test program of very modest scope,
cost, and impact on the laboratory which responds to the suggestion
of the Fermilab Physics Advisory Committee that it "hopes that ef-
forts will continue to develop possible methods for exploring the large
rapidity regime." The experiment will initially investigate the back-
ground environment in the forward direction at the CO collision area
with a minimal "maximum acceptance" detector (MiniMax). This
will be done initially in noncollider mode in the far forward direction
using only MWPC tracking elements and a simple scintiUator-based
triggering system. Pending successful completion of the initial test
program, MiniMax will then carry out studies of charged particles
and gamma rays in the fiducial region defined by the MWPC tele-
scope. Physics goals include both generic inultiparticle production
studies and, of course, a disoriented chiral condensate search. Both
studies will proceed'in non-collider mode initially, with requests for
short collider runs following the successful completion of the initial
program. (Under normal operating conditions of the Tevatron, elec-
trostatic separators prevent collisions from occurring in the CO hull.)

Because of the aggressive schedule (proposed in April, approved
in May, installed by October of this year), limited resources, and con-
straints from the CO physical environment, MiniMax is designed to be
extremely flexible, in the hope Mint we will he able to opportunistically
exploit short unscheduled shutdowns of the Tevutron tn umdify the
npp&ratus. Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the MiniMax detector.
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The heart of the detector is a telescope of approximately 12
multi-wire proportional chambers with wire spacings of 2.5 mm and
with an active area of about 32 rm x .12 cm, pointed towards the nominal
collision vertex, located 5-6 meters away from the collision point.
Approximately 2 radiation lengths of converter will be placed midway
throught the telescope. This converts 80% of the incident photons
while leaving 93% of the charged tracks noninteracting and should be
adequate for the statistical study of the dec's.

The MWPC's will be mounted on frames which allow easy
change of position both along the beam pipe, and in position and
orientation relative to the beam pipe. This flexibility should enable
us to understand the background environment, and will also permit
us to survey a larger range of pseudorapidities than a fixed geometry
would allow.

In first approximation, each plane will have a different orienta-
tion, permitting the efficient use of a Hough transform algorithm for
reconstructing charged tracks and locating the vertex, Monte-Carlo
simulations indicate that this strategy is robust in the presence f
backgrounds arising from showers originating in the beampipe near
the detector elements.

The triggering system builds on the experience of E-735, which
previously occupied the CO collision hall. In addition to scintillator
placed 2 m upstream and downstream of the collision point, there will
be scintillator hodoscopes before and in the middle of the tracking
telescope. There will also be a lead-scintillator stack at the back of
the telescope. The trigger logic is designed to be versatile; the rough
intention is to operate with as loose a trigger as possible. The total
channel count for the trigger is approximately 70.

How sensitive might we be? Monte-Carlo studies based on
Pythia indicate that events such as the JACEE event are extremely
unusual according to conventional wisdom, even as seen by such a
limited acceptance as that of the MiniMax detector. If such events
occur, and if the MiniMax detector performs well and can be well
understood, it should be possible to draw significant conclusions from
the data. A sensitivity limit of on« such event per 10,000 minimum
bias events would seem to be a conservative goal.

4. Future Directions

It is clear that there is a good deal of additional work to be
done, both experimentally and theoretically.

On the theorrtir.il side, whilo the plausibility nf the formation
of iliir.il condensates has been explored in various idealized situations
(22-26|, tlitre is substantial room for improvement. Even within the
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context of the various idealizations, the implications of the finite pion
mass have not been adequately investigated, nor has the question of
estimating the domain size of chiral condensate been fully answered.
While the long-term development of this physics will necessarily be
data driven, there is much that can and should be done now.

On the experimental side, there are a number of directions
which should be pursued in the coming years. While MiniMax will be
able to do an initial survey of the large rapidity regime at the Tevatron,
it may make sense to follow this up with a Maximum Acceptance
Detector in the future. Similar studies should lie complemented by
work in the large rapidity regime at RHIC, where the conditions of
the cosmic ray events may be more nearly matched in proton-nucleus
collisions. Finally, we believe that it is extremely important that large-
rapidity physics issues such as those considered here be on the agenda
of the SSC and LHC. Indeed, most of the work described in this paper
began in support of the inititiative to build a Full Acceptance Detector
(FAD) at the SSC.

The large-rapidity regime is one in which we have few reliable
theoretical tools and insufficient data, but what we have learned so
far is extremely tantalizing. Onward!
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HARD DIFFRACTION AND RAPIDITY GAPS
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ABSTRACT

Remits u i preteated flam studies of j i t eveati *t two dUTereat pjS experuncats. The ( n t aaalysis
is of eveats Ukc> i l v i = 430 GeV *I the CERN SppS-Collidcr u d coataiaiag a lagged protoa
or aatiprotoa which possesses more tkaa SOX of t i e iacideat b u m momeatum. The kaid scatter-
iag which ocean betwtea a paitoa ia a beam particle and aaoiher ia t i e soft residual compoant
(Pomeron-domiaated) of the tagged ptoloa allows the Pomeioa'i paltoak itractute to IM inves-
tigated. Tae Pomeroa exhibits a hard structure like ( 1 - J ) , but with aa additional {-fuaetioa-lixe
compoueat, in which the eatixe momealum of the Pomecoa seems to participate ia the hard acal-
teriag. The secoad study, a search for jet tveats with rapidity gaps, was performed at the Tevatroa
collider at y/i = l.S TcV aad aaalysed with the D 0 detector. Ia this analysis, the fractioa of eveati
with rapidity gaps is measured a> a fraction of the pseudo-rapidity duTereace betwtea the cone edges
of the leadiag two j<U (Afe), where a rapidity gap ia expcrimeataOy cleaned as ao electromagaetic
calorimeter towers above threshold ia this A*> region. Aa upper limit at the 90% coafldeace level
of 0.0093 oa the fractioa of eveats with ao particles betweea the jets is givea for eveata with Aifc>3
and jet traasverse eaergies greater thaa 30 GeV usiag a 0.7 radius jet eoae.

1. Introduction

The two topics of this paper, hard diffraction and rapidity gaps in jet events,
are related by Pomeron exchange. Hard diffractive scattering, which occurs when
jets are produced in an event in which one of the initial state particles retains
its identity in the final state (diffractive scattering), is believed to be dominated by
Pomeron exchange. This subject was pioneered by Ingelman and Schlein1 and stud-
ied by the UA8 collaboration2'3. At Ji = 1.8 TeV, Pomeron exchange is expected
to be the dominant process for producing jet events with rapidity gaps. This sub-
ject is currently being investigated by the D0 collaboration4. The discussion of the
recently published 0A8 results3 will be brief (see Refs. 3 and 5 for more detail),
while the bulk of the paper will be devoted to the new D0 result.

2. UA8 Experiment

The UA8 experiment used a Roman pot spectrometer to trigger on events
with a final state proton (p) with more than 90% of the beam momentum". The UA2

detector7-* was used to search for jets. The primary jet trigger was the signature of
a proton in one of the UA8 spectrometers and transverse energy above a threshold
in the UA2 detector. Jets were observed in some of these events with a tagged
final state proton recorded during a short collider run in 1985, establishing that the
Pomeron exhibits partonic structure3. A higher statistics run containing 300 two
jet events ha* been used to distinguish between extreme choices for the partonic
structure of the Pomeron, as proposed by Ingelman and Schlein1. The data is
compared to Monte Carlo events generated using a modified version of PYTHIA9

in which the Pomeron is defined as a beam particle, with a standard QCD hard
scattering occurring between a parton in the Pomeron and a parton in the proton.
Different choices for the Pomeron structure were generated, and the hadronized
events were passed through the UA2 detector simulation10 for comparison with
uncorrected data.

The discussion of the Pomeron structure appearing below is extracted from
A. Brandt et al. (UA8 Collaboration)3.

As explained in Refs. 1 and 2, the primary variable used, s(l-jet), is
the momentum component of a jet in the t' (Pomeron-proton) center-of-
mass along the incident Pomeron-proton axis, normalized to its maximum
possible value of \ftj2. Note that the boost of a jet 4-vector to the *'
frame is uniquely defined for each event by its recoil proton momentum.
Because of the motion of the «' system in the lab, there is essentially full
acceptance in the Pomeron hemisphere, where z(l-jet) > 0, but somewhat
smaller acceptance in the proton hemisphere. A hard structure in the
Pomeron of the type i ( l — z) or (1 - z) leads to a forward-backward
asymmetry in the i(l-jet) variable and hence to a more extended tail in
the Pomeron hemisphere.

The >(l-jet) distributions are shown in Figs. l(a,b,c) for the three
bins of ir, together with the Monte Carlo predictions for the hard and
soft effective Pomeron structure functions. Since there are essentially
no differences between predictions for gluon and quark structure of the
Pomeron, only the gluonic predictions are shown. The hard structure
function is in rather good agreement with the data tor all cp ranges,
while the soft structure function is clearly disfavored. For example, the
curves agree with the data in Fig. l(b) with X7 per degree of freedom of
4.4 and 23.3 for the hard and soft functions, respectively. Note that we
do rot expect ideal X2/DF values, because we are not "measuring" the
structure function, but simply testing the relative compatibility of two
extreme hypotheses with the data.

A variable related to *(l-jet), the pseudo-rapidity q(l-jet) of a jet axis
in the laboratory, is shown in Figs. l(d,e,f). The hard Monte Carlo is
again preferred over the soft one with x1 per degree of freedom (x'/DF)
of 6.5 and 25.0, respectively, in Fig. l(e).

At large values of i^l-jet) in Figs. l(d,e,f), there appears to be an
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Figure 1: DUctimiutioa betweea kud u d «oft Pomeroa ittucUie fuctiou, u deKiibed ia tke
text. (a-c) i(l-jet) foi tkiee but of*,. See text foi deuitioa of z(l-jet). Soau of tke foil-off below
i(l-jet) about 0.1 a due to acceptaace IOM, U dac»Med U tke text, (d-f) Pteudo-iapidity ia tke
laboratory of iadividaal jeti foi wat eveaU med im (a-c). Solid carves ue piedictiou fot «(1 — x)
itiuclare fuclio*; duked curvet u t for (1 - z)*. All diatribntiou ate aormaliied to aait *ie».

exeat of event* over the hard structure function prediction!, viiiblc in
mil bint of zp. Thi< itmc effect is also present, although leu obviouily, in
Figs. l(a,b,c). We come back to this matter below in a diicuiiion of the
events with two detected jets.

We have investigated possible sensitivities of the conclusions from
Pigs. 1 on many possible systematic uncertainties in the Monte Carlo
generation and in the data9. For example, we have carried out the analy-
sis independently for 1-jet and 2-jet data samples and find no significant
differences. Similarly, the analysis has been repeated for: (a) jet E,
thresholds of 6 and 10 GeV; (b) with and without E E, being used in the
online trigger; (c) with and without tuning the Monte Carlo generation
to agree with the underlying event; (d) using, in turn, the EHLQ and
Duke-Owens parameterization* of the proton structure; (e) with various
settings of the minimum transverse momentum, QTM1N, for the parton-
parton hard scattering in the PYTHIA event generation; (f) with and
without resolution smearing within an xp bin; (g) with and without var-
ious fiducial cuts made on the calorimeter data. No sensitivity of the
conclusions on any of these procedures can be found. We thus believe
that the preference for the harder structure function is sound although,
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as in Ref. 2, it should be noted that we have no discriminating power on
whether or not the factor z exists in z(l - z).

The longitudinal momentum of the complete 2-jet system along the
Pomeron-proton axis in the t' system more directly reflects the differ-
ences between the parton distributions in the Pomeron and in the proton.
Thus, we define the variable *(2-jet), which is this longitudinal momen-
tum normalixed to yfiji. In the absence of gluon radiation, jet-finding
and detector effects, x(2-jet) in a given event is related to the parton
momenta in Pomeron and proton, respectively, by:

*(2-jet) = z(Pomeron) - i(proton) (1)

The observed x(2-jet) distribution is shown in Fig. 2(a) and compared
with expectations for the same hard and soft structure functions used in
Figs. 1. We see a remarkable effect, in that the data have a component at
large z(2-jet), which is harder than predicted by the hard *(l-z) function.
This effect is similar to, but more visible than, the one seen above in
Figs. 1, because z(2-jet) is more sensitive to this enhanced tail. These



results show that an unexpectedly Urge fraction of the Pomeron's
momentum participates in the hard scattering a significant fraction
of the time.

If all the momentum of the Pomeron enters into the hard scatter-
ing process, as predicted for a perturbative Pomeron by Frankfurt and
Strikmar.'1, where the Pomeron structure function has a {-function like
component, Kq. 1 reduces to:

z(2-jet) = 1 - *(proton) (2)

This parton level distribution is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 2(b) for
zp = 0.93 and has a shape which mirrors the proton structure function,
z(proton).

Predictions for this "Super-Hard" process have been estimated with
the use of our Monte Carlo chain, with the approximation in PYTHIA
that the Pomeron is a 2-gluon system, with one gluon constrained to
carry 99% of the Pomeron momentum. The other (soft) gluon acts as
a spectator and insures that color is conserved. The dashed curve in
Fig. 2(b) is a first estimate of the z(2-jet) distribution, after final state
radiation, hadronization and jet finding in an idealized calorimeter, but
before the full UA2 calorimeter simulation. The peak is broader and
shifted to lower z(2-jet) values. Finally, the dotted curve shows the ex-
pected z(2-jet) distribution after the UA2 calorimeter simulation.

It is evident from the dotted curve in Fig. 2, that a component of this
type added to the hard structure function we have been discussing could
adequately account for the observed distribution in c(2-jet) • We have
fit the data to a sum of these two components and find that the data
require about a 30% contribution from the Super-Hard mechanism. This
magnitude is found to be essentially independent of whether or not we
also allow an admixture of the soft (1 - *)* distribution, but an acceptable
fit can not be obtained with only soft and Super-Hard contributions.
When all three possibilities are used in the fit, we find 30% Super-Hard,
5?% hard and 13% soft (x'/DF = 0.6). When soft is not included, the
fit yields 29% Super-Hard and 71% hard (x7DF = 0.9).

To check the internal consistency of our data, we have also indepen-
dently performed fits of this model to the z(l-jet) distributions. Approx-
imately the same amount of Super-Hard component is consistently found
(29% for the 2-jet events and 26% for all events). The amounts of hard
and soft components are close to the above values.

3. Rapidity Gap Expectations

Rapidity Kaps, which are regions of rapidity cmtitiniiig no particles, have
typically been associated with low transverse momentum processes such as elastic
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and diffractive scattering. Recent work by Bjorken'1 based on ideas of Dokshitzer,
Troyan and Khoze" suggests that rapidity gaps in jet events could be a useful signa-
ture for Higgs production at the SSC. While the cross section for Higgs production
is believed to be small14 at Ji = 1,8 TeV, many of the issues of rapidity gap analyses
can be studied at the Tev&tron Collider.

Rapidity gaps are expected between jets when a color singlet is exchanged
by the interacting partons of the beam particles. The lack of color connecting
the interacting partons results in destructive interference between the initial and
final state radiation. Therefore, hadrons are produced only between the outgoing
jets and the spectator partons, resulting in a region of phase space between the
jets with no particles. The exchange of a photon, W- or Z-boson is expected to
give such a rapidity gap topology. In standard QCD interactions (single gluon
or quark exchange), however, color connects the jets and rapidity gaps are rarely
produced for large jet separations. Observation of rapidity gap* would requiri
a large data sample if there were no strongly interacting color singlet, since the
cross section for eleetroweak exchange is small compared to single gluon or quark
exchange" VEW/'QCD ~ 10~J- Bjorken11 has noted that a hard Pomeron, which
has been shown to be associated with jet production3, is a color singlet which
may have a significant cross section. Using • two-gluon model of the Pomeroo he
obtains r^l'QCD ~ 10"1. Chehime et al." point out that there is a Urge theoretical
uncertainty in this estimate.

The exchange of a color singlet is not enough to insure a rapidity gap, how-
ever, since interactions between the spectator partons will produce particles between
the jets most of the time. The probability of having no spectator interaction, the
survival probability of the gap < \S2\ >, has been estimated to be 10-30% depending
on different model assumptions12'15'1*. While both the cross section for produc-
ing rapidity gap* from the hard scattering c^, and the survival probability are
of theoretical interest, experiments are only directly sensitive to the product of
these factors. An experimentally accessible quantity is the fraction of events with
a rapidity gap, defined as

(3)

where v(Aifc) is the cross section for producing jets with Aijt separation between
the jet cone edges. The pseudo-rapidity separation between the jet axes Aij and the
separation between the jet edges Aifc are simply related by Aijc = A17 - 2R where R
is the radius of the jet cone.

Using a conservative value of < |S'| > = 0.1 combined with the previous cross
section estimates referenced above, an order of magnitude prediction of the gap
fraction due to color singlet exchange of 10~2 < / < 10"1 is obtained. Since the
suivivability and the ratio of the cross sections are not expected to have strong
dependence on Aijt, the gap fraction due to color singlet exchange is also relatively
independent of AIJ, (a detailed tlieiiritic.il calculation lias recently hern ilmu< by Oil
Duca and Tang17.



The cross section tr^f has a component other than color singlet exchange,
namely the cross section for standard QCO events (color octet exchange) fluctuating
to give zero particles between the jet edges. These fake gap events are prevalent
at small Aifc but become increasingly suppressed for large Aifc assuming that the
average particle multiplicity between jets scales linearly with Aifc as in e+e~ jet
events" and minimum bias events"'20. A Poisson multiplicity distribution, for
example, implies an exponential decrease in the fraction of event* with fake gaps
with increasing Aifc, while for a negative binomial distribution the gap fraction due
to fluctuations falls oft* less steeply. Fake gaps are estimated to occur in less than
one out of 104 events for Aifc > 2 from charged current HERA21 and PYTHIA Monte
Carlo studies15. This rate of fake gap events predicted by Monte Carlos is much
smaller than the few percent observed in D0 minimum bias events, due to the larger
average multiplicity of jet events22.

The theoretical estimates presented here are subject to large uncertainties.
It is clear that the survivability of the gap and the fraction of gap events both
from color singlet and color octet exchange are quantities that must be determined
experimentally.

4. The D 0 Detector

The D0 detector ha* been described in detail elsewhere13. This analy-
sis utilizes the uranium-liquid argon calorimeter* which have full coverage for a
pseudo-rapidity range of |rj| <4.1. The calorimeters arc aximuthally symmetric and
have excellent electromagnetic and hadronic resolution of 1S%/VE and 60%/\/E,
respectively. The calorimeters are transversely segmented into projective towers of
AT; x A^ = 0.1 x 0.1 and longitudinally into four electromagnetic layers and four to
six hadronic layers. The electromagnetic section averages approximately 21 radia-
tion lengths and the hadronic section contains approximately 9 nuclear interaction
lengths.

The trigger system ha* hardware and software components. A coincidence
of beam-beam scintillator hodoscopes is required to insure an inelastic collision and
allows for a requirement on the vertex position. The hodoscopes are on opposite
sides of the interaction point and cover a range in pseudo-rapidity of 1.9<|q|<4.3
with nearly full coverage for 2.3 < |IJ| < 3.9. The calorimeter hardware trigger it
based on trigger tower* of size Ai) x A^ = 0.2 x 0.2. The number of towers, as well
as the transverse energy (£j-) threshold and IJ region of the towers can be specified
at this level. For the 1992-1993 data the trigger was instrumented for towers with
|r/| < 2.2. The software niter is then applied to events passing the hardware trigger
by invoking a jet cone algorithm to find jets with cone size R = \/Aij2+A^J = 0.7
using trigger towers as seed towers for jet finding. Additional 7 topology cuts may
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Figure 3: Tae amber oTenab is plaited u bin of A*, tke ttpuatioa ui pmdo-npidity betweca
tke c m edges of the leadiag two jeU, for tke iacluive trigger (toUd liae) aad tae kifk A * trigger
(datked fat). Negative vahus of Ait- are due to tke ovetkppug of jet eoaes ia 4.

be applied in the filter to select certain jet pseudo-rapidity configurations.

5. Rapidity Gap Data Sample

Two trigger* are utilised in this analysis: a standard inclusive jet trigger
for small values of Aife and a high Arfc trigger implemented in order to increase
the statistics for this analysis. The inclusive jet trigger require* only one jet with
ET > 30 GeV while the high Aifc trigger require* Aijc > 2.6 for any two jets with
ET > 25 GeV and |i|| > 2. Figure 3 is a histogram of Aifc for the two triggers,
where each event includes at least two jets with Er>30 GeV. The enhancement in
statistics in the large Aifc region is due solely to the fact that for the more restrictive
high Aij. trigger it is possible-to record a larger fraction of the events on tape. The
number of events taken with the inclusive trigger is 551,000 based on an integrated
luminosity of 180 nt~', while the high Aifc trigger pasted 73,500 event* from 5.1 *4~'.
The triggers do not include requirements on the multiplicity or energy between the
jet*, as this would cause a bias on the measured fraction of events with a gap.

In the offline analysis, jets axe reconstructed using an iterative jet cone
algorithm" with a radius of 0.7. If two jet cones overlap with more than 50%
01 the ET of one jet in the overlap region, the jets are merged and a new jet is
formed. If the jets share less than 50% of the £T, the shared energy is split equally



between them. Events with spurious jets due to detector effects are removed with
a series of cuts that result in a 15% reduction in the data sample and are estimated
to be more than 95% efficient at rejecting fake jets while removing only 4% of real
jet events25. These cuts also remove background from electrons and direct photons.
The transverse energy of the remaining jets is corrected for nonlinear response and
geometrical inefficiencies in the calorimeter, as well as out-of-cone effects, the un-
derlying event, and the overall energy scale. An Er correction of approximately
20% is applied to the jets in this data sample".

The remaining events are subjected to fiducial cuts. Events are required
to have a measured vertex within 2a (50 cm) of the average since the detector is
optimized for interactions near z — 0. A cut of Aifc > 0 is also imposed to remove
uninteresting events in which the jet cones overlap in i/. Finally, the leading two jets
are each required to have Et- > 30 GeV. The final event sample has 95,500 events
with Aijc < 2.6 in the inclusive trigger and 34,300 events with Aije > 2.C in the high
Ai)c trigger.

0. Rapidity Gap Analysis

The data samples are used to measure the fraction of jet events with rapidity
gaps (see Eq. 3). Since the gap fraction measures the ratio of two cross sections,
the luminosity and trigger efficiencies cancel and the equation for the gap fraction
can be simplified. In an ideal detector, the gap fraction is simply the fraction of
events with jet edges separated by Aijt that have no particles in this interval:

JVn-o(Anc) , .
= M I . ) • (*)

This measurement is not possible with the D 0 detector, as the tracking chambers
are only sensitive to charged particles and the calorimeters only measure the energy
flow. These detectors also have inefficiencies which depend on particle type and
energy. Furthermore, this analysis is restricted to a compressed data set which does
not include tracking information and contains only calorimeter tower information,
where a tower is denned as the sum of all layers in a 0.1 x 0.1 region in 1-4 space.
While both the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter information is available,
the hadronic layers are more subject to uranium noise which complicates the anal-
ysis. Therefore, only electromagnetic (EM) layers are used, with a tower transverse
energy threshold of 200 MeV, in order to determine the fraction of jet events with
rapidity gaps:

Test beam studies indicate that this EM tower cut is 96-100% efficient in detecting
2-10 GeV electrons and neutral pions and 40-62% efficient in detecting 2-10 GrV
charged pions.

In Fig. 4 /(Aifc) as denned in Eq. 5 is plotted. The gap fraction is observed
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to decrease as Aijc increases, presumably due to the decrease in fluctuations giving
fake gaps. For Aifc > 3 a relatively flat region is observed for which the uncorrected
gap fraction is calculated as

/(Aifc > 3) = (2.4 ± 0.3l"">) X 10"3. («)

This measurement of the gap fraction is dearly detector dependent. The particle
detection inefficiencies resulting from upstream dead material, decreased response to
low energy particles, and non-uniform geometric acceptance, especially in the region
between calorimeters, cause the measured value to be higher than the true value.
Effects such as multiple interactions, out-of-cone fragmentation and showering, and
noisy calorimeter cells, produce extra hit towers between the jets and result in a
measurement lower than the true value.

In order to quote an upper limit on the gap fraction, it is sufficient to correct
only for those effects which have decreased the measured value of /(&.%). The largest
correction is due to the occurrence of a second interaction in the same bunch crossing
of the hadron beams. This interaction would most likely be a minimum bias event,
which is observed at D 0 to give at least one hit tower in a rapidity interval of
Atjc > 3 in about 95% of the events. Using the average instantaneous luminosity
of the sample and assuming Poisson statistics it is estimated that 45% ± 10% of the
events with \ , j > 3 have at least one hit tower due to an additional interactiun. The
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effect on the gap fraction from out-of-cone effects at D0 is measured to be at most
20% ± 10% by comparing the gap fraction using various cone sizes. Calorimeter noise
arising from the use of uranium absorber plates and other instrumental effects is
estimated to contaminate 20% ± 10% of the events.

These corrections are then applied to the measured gap fraction in order to
obtain a corrected value for f(Arjc>3}:

/(A>jc>3)"'"Mte' = (6.8± 0.8'"°'' ± 1.7<"">) X 10"3
(7)

This value of the gap fraction corresponds to an upper limit at the 90% confidence
level of /(Aifc > 3) < 9.3 x 10"3.

7. Conclusions

The observation by UA8 of jets in diffractive events, which implies a partonic
structure of the Pomeron, should encourage similar efforts at D0, CDF, and HERA.
The existence of jet events with rapidity gaps at a level significantly above that
expected from electroweak exchange would be further evidence for a hard Pomeron.
While D0 observes such events (where a gap is defined as no EM calorimeter towers
above threshold), in order to make the association with color singlet exchange it is
necessary to show that these events cannot be explained by ^-dependent efficiencies
or by multiplicity fluctuations in QCD events. An early search for rapidity gap
events has yielded a meaningful upper limit on the fraction of events with rapidity
gap events even though the gap definition is not ideal. Future improvements in the
gap definition will increase efficiencies and result in a decreased limit. This is clearly
an interesting and promising area of QCD and both CDF27 and D0 are planning
further studies on hard diffraction and rapidity gaps.
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THE SEARCH FOR NEW PHYSICS AT LEP

KEITH RILES
University of Mickiftn, Physics Department

Ann Arhr. MI W09, U.S.A.

1. Introduction

Since beginning operation in 1989, the LEP accelerator has provided a wealth
of physics through copious production of Z bosons at cm. energies near 91 GeV.
Much effort has gone into precise measurements of electroweak parameters and into
the study of heavy quark properties, especially b quark decays [1].

In parallel with these measurements and tests of conventional theory, LEP
physicists have also searched for evidence of new phenomena in the form of new
particles and unexpected Z decays. There have been searches for particles pro-
duced singly or in pairs, including a host of postulated supersymmetric partners of
conventional partices and including of course the Higgs boson(s), as predicted in
the Standard Model and its many considered extensions. Searches have also been
carried out for rare or strictly forbidden Z decays. A handful of unusual events
have been found, which are marginally consistent with rare Standard Model back-
grounds. These events more than likely provide object lessons in the hazards of
low statistics, but, if we are lucky, they may point the way to an interesting future.
That future will include operation at higher energies, above the threshold for W*W~
production, where one can search for more massive particles and begin seriously to
constrain supersymmetric theories.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the status
of Marches for new pair-produced particles, for which cross sections are typically
well defined. Consequently, unambiguous mass limits can usually be determined,
limits bounded roughly by the beam energy. Section 3 discusses searches for new
particles produced together with a light, conventional partner, where cross sections
depend on unknown mixing parameters, but where the mass reach of searches can
extend well beyond the beam energy. Section 4 describes in more detail searches for
supersymmetric particles, especially gauginos. Section 5 considers the continuing
search for the Higgs boson(s), as expected in both the Standard Model and many
extensions, in particular, minimal supersymmetry. Section 6 describes searches for
exotic (a.k.a. miscellaneous) new phenomena, including monopoles, free quarks,
rare Z decays, CP violation, and contact interactions. Section 7 discusses two
unexpected apparent anomalies that each excited attention for a while, but which
now appear to have arisen from statistical fluctuations. Section 8 concludes with a
brief consideration >jf the outlook for the future at LEP 200.

This article emphasizes Hnct searches for new phenomena. One can also
obtain useful limits on new processes through indirect means. For example, for
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particles that are difficult to ilittrrt, sucli as new stable iiriitrinoK, or whirli limil to
final states nearly indistinguishable from conventional Z decays, limits on deviations
of the measured partial and total decay widths of the Z from expectation constrain
the allowed production of new particles. Most notably, limits on the so-called
invisible width of the Z, presumed to arise only from decays to the three known
neutrino families, preclude not only a fourth generation of light neutrinos, but
other potential contributions, such as from smmtrinos.

Other indirect limits come from comparison of the Z line shape and the
fernuon-antifermion asymmetries measured in Z decays with expectation from the
Standard Model. These comparisons allow limits to be placed, for example, on the
top quark mass (and in principle on the Higgs mass). Limits can also be placed
on couplings and masses of a higher mass Z' and on theories of Technicolor. Such
indirect constraints are considered in detail by Langacker [2].

For lack of space, the four major LEP experiments will not be described in de-
tail here. AU are reasonably hermetic 4r general-purpose, cylindricially symmetric
detectors. Each detects charged particles with inner tracking devices surrounding
the beam pipe and immersed in a solenoids! magnetic field. An electromagnetic
calorimeter envelops the tracking detectors and is in turn surrounded by a hadronic
calorimeter. Beyond the hadronic calorimeter are detectors for escaping muons.
Much more detail may be found in [3, 4, 5, 6|. As of the end of 1992, each of the
four detectors had collected more than 10* hadronic and leptonic Z decays, from an
integrated luminosity of about 40 pb~' at cm. energies near the Z resonance.

2. Pair Production

The Z boson has the virtue of coupling to nearly every known elementary
particle, and in most plausible extensions of the standard model, the Z also couples
to predicted new particles, often with a well defined strength. In particular, the ex-
pected rate of pair production of a new particle via Z decay is typically well known
given a hypothetical mass. Moreover, that rate is typically large for masses not too
close to the beam energy, where limited phase space suppresses production. The re-
sult is that for many pair production searches, one can place limits on the mass that
approach or exceed the mean beam energy. Table 1 presents lower limits (95% C.L.)
on mass of a variety of new particles expected in modest extensions of the Standard
Model. These are new heavy quarks and charged or neutral leptons. Limits on the
top quark mass are given only for completeness; searches at the Tevatron provide
much better sensitivity. Table 2 shows 95% CL lower limiti on masses of excited
fermions. Table 3 shows similar limits for supersymmetric particles (discussed fur-
ther in section 4). Table 4 gives limits on charged Higgs masses (discussed further in
section 5) and on masses of leptoquarks of various charge/generation assignments.

3. Singlet Production with Conventional Partner

The mass limits based on direct searches for pair-produced particles are
limited to values near the beam energy. It is possible to extend the mass reach.
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Table 1: Lower limits (95% CL) on mass (CeV) for various conventional panicles that would be pair
produced in 7, decays. The limits shown in this and the following tables are from iintl fearches
only. In tome cases, slightly more stringent lower limits may be derived indirectly from comparison
of the Z total and partial widths with expectation within the Standard Model.

Particle
t
b'
t± (stable)
L* (unstable)
L" (Dirac)
V (Majorana)

ALEPH
PI

45.8
46.0

—
—

42.7
—

DELPHI
[8,9]
44.0
44.5

—
—
—

38.2

L3
[10]
—
—

44.6
44.3
46.4
45.1

OPAL
[11,12, 13, 14]

44.5
45.2
42.8
44.3
45.7
—

Table 2: Lower limits (9596 CL) on mai
produced in Z decays.

> (GeV) for various excited fermions that would be pair

Particle
e*
0*
r*
vm

<T

ALEPH
[15]
46.1
46.1
46.0
47
45

DELPHI
[16]
45.6
45.6
45.3

—

L3
[17, 18, 19]

45.6
45.6
45.6

45

OPAL
[20]
44.9
44.9
44.9

—

Table 3: Lower limits (95% CL) on mas* (GeV) for various supersymmetric particles that would be
pair produced in Z d*cay*.

Particle

xf
i
it
f
/(stable)
i
u
f

ALEPH
[15]
45.2
45
45
45
—
—
—
—

DELPHI
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25]

45
44
44
44
40
42
43
37

L3
[26, 17]

44t
46
46
46
—

—
—

OPAL
|27]
45

43.4
43.0
43.0

—

—
1 Assumes \f = H"*.
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Tabfe 4: Lower limits (95% CL) on maw (GeV) for various singly and doubly charged Higgs bosons
and for leptoquarks Di of different electric charge where i refers to the fermion generation to which
the leptoquark couples.

Particle
//*
H**

Dt(Q — —•
0j (Q = —.

D.W = +;

ALEPH
[15]
41.7

) 44
) 44
) 45

| Z

\ I

DELPHI
[28, 29]

37

42
42
42
42
42
42

—

L3
[30, 31)

36.5

43.2
43.4

44.6
44.7
41.6

—

OPAL
[32, 33, 34]

35
45.6
44.2
44.2
41.4

—

45.5
45.5
43.3

however, by looking for a new particle that can be produced together with a lighter
conventional partner. An excited charged lepton, for example, may well be produced
together with its ground-state partner with a coupling strength parametrized at the
<*"-/±-(Z,7) vertex by f/A, where A characterizes the scale of compositeness. One
event signature is pair production of charged leptons accompanied by an energetic
isolated photon emitted in the excited lepton decay (**-><*?. For «" there is also
t-channel production of (t)n where one electron is lost along the beam direction.
Distortions in the angular distribution of 77 final states can also indicate t-channel
exchange of e*. Using all of these signatures, the ALEPH[15] experiment finds limits
[O(10-<) GeV-1] on //A for m,- well above the beam energy. The other three LEP
experiments have found similar results [16,35,20], One can also search for single ex-
cited neutrino production, where the nominal signature is a single energetic photon
in the detector from *" — tn decay. ALEPHJ36) and L3[18) have searched without
success for such events and consequently place limits on the coupling strength for
lf-v-Z comparable to those for /**-f*-Z. These limits assume h(v' — in) * 100%-
The L3 experiment has relaxed this requirement and also searched for v' — /*«•*
decay. The energetic single photon signature has also been used to search for neu-
tralinos (ALEPH[15], OPAL(37]), a composite Z(L3|38]), and a superlight gravitino

(L3[38]).
The OPAL[14] and L3[39] experiments have searched for single production of

an unstable isoringlet neutral heavy lepton (INHL) accompanied by a conventional
light neutrino. These searches are complicated by the many possible charged- and
neutral-current decay modes one must consider for the INHL and by the strong
dependence of the difference signatures on the assumed INHL mass. The recent L3
results, based on data taken through the end of 1992 imply upper limits smaller
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Table 5: Expected fermions and bojons enpected in minimal supersymmettic theories.

Conventional
Particles

'U$
»L

n.w
}

W'*, H*

Supersymmctric
Partners

ft

9
x?.*S.*S.xS

xt.xl

Charged Sleptons
Sneutrinos
Squarks
Gluino
Neutraltnos (mixed states)
Charginos (mixed states)

than O0O-1) on \Vt? for «3 GeV < ML < »50 GeV, where Vt is the effective mixing
parameter between I and vt for I = e,/i,f. Upper limits on Cf(|J smaller than O(10~3)
persist for ML as high as *70 GeV.
4. Supersymmetric Particle Searches (non-Higgs)

According to supersymmetry theory (see, e.g., [40]), every known elemen-
tary particle has a supersymmetric partner with identical quantum numbers except
for intrinsic spin, which differs by half of a unit. Masses differ too, of course, the
difference depending on the energy scale at which supersymmetry is broken. Un-
fortunately, the predicted masses of supersymmetry particles (sparticles) depend
on unknown parameters, such as p, which characterizes the Higgs mass scale, Un/3
which gives the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the Higgs doublet, and M>
(i = 1,2,3), the unbroken gaugino masses. Depending upon the author, additional
constraints, such as equality of the Mi at the grand unification scale, may be applied
to yield "Minimal SUSY." One fairly strong theoretical prejudice is the expectation
that tan S > i, given the apparently large ratio of top quark to bottom quark masses.
At least at tree-level, there are also strong constraints on allowed Higgs masses, as
described in section 5.

Table 5 lists conventional particles and their partners. Some of these, such
as sleptons and charginos would be pair produced copiously in Z decay if light
enough, giving distinct event signatures, lhus they have been excluded for masses
below * Mill, as shown in table 3. If light enough, sneutrinos would also be pair
produced but if the sneutrino were the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) and
R-parity were conserved, the final state would be invisible. One could look for
the final state of a single photon, as has been done for neutrino counting, but a
more powerful limit can he. derived from combined fits to line shape parameters
that constrain the "invisible" Z decay width. The most recent measurements oi
electroweak parameters[l] yield m; > 43 GeV.

In general, neutralinos are far more difficult to exclude than charginos, not
only because the final stats may well be invisible, but also because the coupling!
to the Z are not known, as the expected four neutralino eigenstates (x°,i = 1,2,3,4)
are unknown mixtures of 7,Z,HI,#J. In particular the Z-j-y coupling vanishes.
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Figure 1: lUpou excluded by ALEPH is the plane of pbotno muf (denned m appropriate mixture
of xf —»titastataa) « . I w teak parameter p (both M* aad p it* divided by the Z BUM MJ).
Exclw4*& Kpo— t**on ht lu/I * \fi t*i timfi x 4. The litktly (haded ttfiMf are «cMed
by indirect eoMtniatt from Z width meaMuemnU. The darkly shaded npom are excluded from
direct Marchea for aeutrakwM. The dotted contour indicate! the limit of the kiaenutK domain
sccettible to Z decay* ialo aeutralinot and charf ioor. The daahed eeutowr it the tame, exebding
the mviiible mode Z->x'Xi-

thwarting attempt! to let indirect limits on *> production from the invisible 7
width, as m done for i production. There is still hope, however, of detecting neu-
tralino production via the proeesKS t*t~ —> x\x\ (">xa + mxj < Mt) and t*t~ — x'x'
(mx» < Mi/I) where x\ decays into the invisible x' with emittion of a f̂ rmion-
antifennion pair, a higgi particle, or ponibly a photon. All of these processes
lead to distinctive final states. Unsuccessful searches by three LEP experiments
(ALEPH[15),DELPHI[41]OPAL[37]) have led to limits on the coupling parameters
f,;,;i and »,;x;i- Together with limits on the Z invisible width, these allow exclu-
sions in the plane of "photino mass'' (defined as the appropriate mixture of x. mass
states) M. the parameter it. Such contours are shown in fig. 1 from the ALEPH ex-
periment for two choices of tan£(s »i/v>). For higher values of Ua0, one can derive
absolute lower limits on the photino mass of about 20 GeV.

The above limits assume that the LSP is indeed stable, that is, R-parity
is conserved. The OPAL experiment [42] has also looked for pair production of
an unstable photino (through t-cbannel selectron exchange) where each pbotino
decays (violating lepton flavor conservation) to two conventional charged leptoos
and a neutrino, as in the model of (43). No candidates were found, permitting
exclusion of selectron masses up to 130 GeV and unstable pbotino masses between
about 5 and 42 GeV.

5. Hifff Searches

5.1. SUnitri Uoitl Si))s
No particle search at LEP has created as much interest as that for the elu-
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sive Higgs boson(s). In the Staiidnid Model, tin- pruduction rate of n single Higgs
in Z decays is predicted absolutely, given the Higgs mass. Moreover, except for
some difficult mass regions where non-perturbative QCD effects are somewhat un-
certain, the Higgs decay channels are known, and their rates can be calculated with
confidence [44, 45].

Although the channel e+e-—Hay (via loop diagrams containing fermions and
charged bosons) potentially provides a distinctive signature of a hard, monoener-
getic photon, the production rate is quite small. For Higgs masses below about 80
GeV, the Bjorken [46] bremsstrahlung process t*f— Z—//°(Z*~//) dominates.

Because its coupling to fermions is proportional to their masses, the Higgs
tends to decay predominantly into the heaviest fermion-antifermion pair that is
kinematically accessible. As a result, the branching ratios into various channels
vary dramatically as the hypothetical mass rises from zero through the various
lepton and quark thresholds. Relative stability sets in for m°H > 15 GeV, where W
(«87%), « (w7%), and r+T" (»6%) make up the bulk of the decays. This persists
for Higgs masses accessible at LEP.

For very light Higgs masses (0 < M». < 2M,), the allowed decay modes are
Ho _7 T i ,+,.- . AS the Higgs mass is allowed to decrease, the lifetime steadily increases
until a large fraction of decays occur beyond the outside of the detector, making the
Higgs effectively invisible. On the other hand, the virtual Z decays into hadronic
final states about 70% of the time, into each charged lepton channel about 3%
of the time, and about 20% into a vv final state. Distinctive signatures therefore
are scoplanar lepton pairs from [ti° -»inviiiUe, Z — l+l~] and isolated showers in
the electromagnetic calorimetry from (H°^[yr,t+t-),Z~vi]. All experiments have
searched in vain for such decays and exclude the region M»' < 2Mr [47, 48, 17, 49].

The so-called intermediate region (for LEP) of Higgs masses (2Mr < MH' <
15 GeV) is messy, particularly below 3 GeV, where hadronization effects in the
hadronic Higgs decays are important. All four experiments have looked without
success in this region under varying assumptions about hadronic branching ratios
[47, 50, 17, 51]. Perhaps the most conservative analysis comes from OPAL, which
has set a model-independent lower limit on M«» by searching for two complementary
cases: 1) tf°—"Ecal" with Z~vi> and 2) /f"—"Not-EcaT with Z-e+e-,pV~, where
"Ecal" indicates the presence of showering in the electromagnetic calorimeter from
Higgs decay products. The limits on T(Z-~Z-H)/T(Z->Z'HSM) found by OPAL are
shown in fig. 2.

For Mic > 15 GeV, there are two main channels that prove useful: 1) H°->
«,Z — vv («19% of Higgs events produced) and 2) If — «,Z-»t*l~ with I = e,/i
(»6%). The remaining Higgs events are either completely hadronic and thus hard
to distinguish from QCD multi-jet backgrounds or contain r decays whose associated
decay neutrinos make clean identification difficult. The first signal is characterized
by acoplanar jets (or monojets for low AfH.) with missing energy and transverse
momentum from the neutrinos. The main potential backgrounds to this signature
comes from extreme tails of Standard Model Z—fj with missing momentum due to
semi-leptonic heavy quark decay, from cracks in detector acceptance that lead to
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H',,, Mass (GeV/c1)

Figure 2: Upper limits (95% CL) from the OPAL experiment on the production rate of a minimi!
Standard Model Higgt bc*on given ai fraction of the expected decay width T(Z—HSMZ').

Table 6: Lover limits (95% CL) on man (GeV) for a neutral bigg* boton in the Standard Model.

ALEPH[53]
58.4

DELPHI[54]
50

L3[55]
57.7

OPAL[56]
57.5

Combined
62.5

false missing momentum, and from gross mismeasurement of hadronic jet energies in
Z—«. None of the four experiments has yet reported a surviving Higgs candidate
in channel 1). Several candidates have been reported for channel 2), however,
candidate* which appear consistent with expected Standard Model backgrounds
from four-fermion production. L3 has two such high-mat* Higgs candidates, at 68
and 70 GeV, a mass region where Standard Model backgrounds are expected to
dominate. The effect of these candidates can be teen in fig. 3 from L3, where the
limit on Higgs production rate is plotted ». Higgs mass, along with the number of
events expected after correction for efficency loss in the detector. From these curvet,
which show rates expected for both channels 1) and 2) above, L3 derives a lower
limit on the Standard Model Higgs mass of 57.7 GeV. Table 6 shows the best lower
limits to date from the four experiments on this quantity. Combining the curves
corresponding to those in fig. 3 for all four experiments gives an approximate LEP
lower limit of 62.5 GeV. It has been pointed out [52] that sensitivity at LEP 100
(Ecu « Mz) to the Higgs mats it approaching ;»turatkm, i.e., ever greater integrated
luminosities are required to increment the lower limit on «„• by a given amount.
Given the steady tightening of event selection requirements with time in order to
exclude encroaching backgrounds in both channels 1) and 2), [52] concludes that
LEP 100 limits are unlikely much to exceed by much the value 65 GeV.
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Figure 3: Number of Standard Model Higgi event! expected by the L3 experiment in variom pro-
duction channels M. the Higgi man. The 95% CL line ii abo shown; the structure in that line below
36 GeV and above K GeV arise from candidate events. The arrow indicates the resulting 95% CL
lower limit on the Higgs man of 57.7 GeV.

5.1. Beyond Standard Model Biggs
The simplest extension of the Higgs sector in the Standard Model is to a

complex doublet with eight degrees of freedom. Three of these degrees are "used
up" in imparting masses to the weak vector bosons, leaving five real physical Higgs
states: two CP-even particles n° and H° (A0 < H°), one CP-odd particle A", and
a charged pair H*. In general, six free parameters are needed to define the Higgs
sector, one set being the four physical masses, tan£ (defined above in context of
supersymmetry), and a, the mixing angle between h" and H°.

In searching for the the lighter neutral scalar A°, two complementary ap-
proaches are normally used. One can search for the reaction analogous to that
described above for the Standard Model Higgs (Z — kPZ'), and in fact the Stan-
dard Model limits can be applied immediately to limits on n° using the rela-
tion T(Z - h'Z') = T(Z - Z-HSM)tin'(0 - a). The other approach is to search
for Z — h°A° (assuming M» + MA. < Mz) for which the following relation holds:
nZ-h'A') = 0Wk.,MA,,Mz?ll]T(Z->vP)ci»>{0-a), where 0~ < 1. Thus despite the
arbitrariness of the parameters 0,a in the general case, one can obtain unambiguous
limits in the Mh>,MA* plane by simultaneously constraining the values of CM5(0-O1
and tin'(/? - a).

If one now considers a special case, that of minimal supersymmetry, then
further constraints are imposed on the Higgs sector. The six free parameters above
are reduced to two. The pair usually preferred by experimentalists are (Afk.,Af .̂),
while theorists generally prefer (MA-,fn 0) or (MH±, tan 0). These additional relations
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MA.

Figure 4: Region in the MAt-Mip plane excluded (95% CL) by the ALEPB experiment within the
minimal tupertymmetric model. The legion toward the right it excluded by theory <br Af, < 180
GeV and M; > Mt. The region toward the upper left U excluded by theory and by searches for
Z—yfZ'. The region toward the lower left if excluded by Marches for Z—h'A'.

yield direct constraints on the Higgs mass spectrum. At tree-level, one expects
Mw> <MZ< V«.; W». < MA>; and Mw < MH±. Thus one expects •( kut «»t Higgs
boson with mass smaller than Mz. Unfortunately, as realized in 1991, there are
important radiative corrections [57) that can distort these relations considerably,
corrections that depend on the top quark and stop squark masses; relaxing GUTS
constraints introduces further uncertainties. As a result, it is no longer necessarily
true that M». < Mt or even that Mk. < MA-. In fact, one can have UA> < 2M*. so that
h'->A'A° is allowed. These new uncertainties complicate both the search strategy
one must use and the interpretation given to the negative result of a search. For
example, a point in the Mif-UA» plane may be excluded for one value of tanj), but
not for another, where both satisfy the theoretical expectation tanfl > 1.

All four LEP experiments have carried out new susy Higgs searches [58,
59, 60, 61] with these uncertainties in mind and have reevaluated previous limits.
Figure 4 from ALEPH is representative of the constraints obtained on Mt# and MA>
when thz tan£ ambiguity and the present uncertainty on the top quark mass are
taken into account. Taking the worst cases, ALEPH finds absolute lower limits
of 44 GeV and 21 GeV on MK. and MA., respectively. As in the Standard Model
Higgs search, mass constraints are near saturation. Increasing integrated luminosity
tenfold at present cm. energies while observing no new candidates would increase
the excluded region in fig. 4 only slightly.
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The above searches havr assumed docny of 't° into visible particles. For low
values of land (disfavored theoretically), one has the possibility of fc° —xixi- If X° >s

indeed the LSP and R-parity is conserved, the h" decay products would be invisible.
ALEPH has searched for this process via Z->(/>°—.*?Yi).(Z"—iq,t*(-), which leads
to a signature of a pair of acoplanar leptons or hadronic jets. One interesting
candidate is found in the Ieptonic channel where an electron pair of mass 3.3 GeV
and transverse momentum 20.3 GeV recoils against undetected particles of total
mass 61 GeV. About one such event is expected in their data from Standard Model
processes giving e+rr — t+t-vv, but both the candidate's relatively large mass and
its large transverse momentum make it quite unusual. Further events with this
signature are eagerly awaited. From this search, ALEPH sets limits on the ratio
r(Z ->fc°Z*)/r(Z -• HSMZ') VS. M4., under the assumption of invisible decay modes.
The upper limit on this ratio is found to vary from « 3 x 10~3 at zero mass to unity
at * 65 GeV.

Searches have also been carried out for single and doubly charged Higgs
particles. The singly charged Higgs is expected to be amply pair-produced in Z
decay and for heavy Higgs mass, to decay predominantly into TV and ci. Even
allowing for uncertainties in the relative leptonic mid hadronic branching ratios,
mass lower limits near Mz/2 were set by all four LEP experiments relatively early
on [62, 28, 30, 32]. Results are shown in table 4. In certain models one expects
doubly charged Higgs particles that decay into two like-sign charged leptons. At
LEP, one would expect an abundance of four-lepton events. OPAL[33] has searched
without success for such events and places lower limits on the doubly charged Higgs
mass of Mz/2 except for a narrow range of gnu coupling where finite lifetime effects
degrade detection efficiency.

6. Exotica

In this section, we consider miscellaneous searches for new phenomena that
do not fall naturally into the categories considered above. These include searches
for contact interactions, lepton flavor violation, new stable particles, CP violation,
and rare Z decays.

All four LEP experiments [15, 63, 64, 65] have searched for evidence of a
contact interaction in the QED process e+e- —rr, parametrizing the angular distri-
bution according to

da

dn, t l -cc*»»T 2 A:
- 0 + «*'«•>)

Since generally good agreement is seen between the data and QED expectation,
each experiment has set limits on A+ and A_, as shown in table 7. In addition, the
ALEPH experiment has looked for evidence of distortion of the angular distribution
in t*t- —/+<- events as an indication of a four-lepton contact interaction [66]. No
distortion is observed, and lower limits in the range 0.9 to 4.7 TeV are placed on
the scale Ay characterizing such a contact interaction among the charged leptons.

Each LEP experiment has also looked for lepton flavor violation [67, 68, 69,
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Table 7: Lower limit* (95% CL) on A* which parametrizes deviations in the angular distribution of
e*e~ ->7> from QED expectation.

A+
A"

T.blc 8:

Channel
Z~ip
Z~tT
Z-»/ir

ALEPH[15]
120
129

DELPHI[63]
113
95

Upper limits (95% CL) on B(Z — tftj)

ALEPH[67]
1.0
8.0
5.5

DELPHI[68]
3.2
11
14

L3[64]
139
108

x 1 0 s w h e r e i,j

L3[69, 70]
1.5
1.4
2.2

OPAL[65]
117
110

= e,/i ,r with i J& j .

OPAL[71]
4.6
7.2
35

70, 71] via Z—lflf where i,j = e,/j,r) with i / ; . The signature for </i production is
extremely clean, with back-to-back beam-energy electrons and muons. This channel
is not competitive, however, with limits derived from low-energy searches for ( i - m
[72]. The er and /ir channels are more interesting, but backgrounds do exist from
radiative electron and muon pair production and (more importantly) from the end-
point spectra of r -• evv and r — jif p decays. These backgrounds place a premium
on precise energy resolution for electrons and muons. Table 8 shows the limits on
B(Z-»<+<5") obtained by the four experiments.

Although one expects in QCD that neither quarks nor gluons can be observed
in a free energy itate, it doesn't hurt to look just to make sure. ALEPH has
searched for free quarks [73] with charges \Q\ = J, J, J via unusual ionization in their
time projection chamber. No evidence of fractionally charged particles was found,
allowing the limit <r(e+«- — Q$ + Wron))/ff(e+e- -./i+/r) < 3 x 10"3 to be placed for
5 GeV < mo < 43 GeV. The OPAL experiment has looked for free gluons [74],
expected to leave isolated and neutral hadronic showers in the calorimetry. No
excess of such showers over expected backgrounds was observed, placing a limit on
the gluon confining potential [75] of VH > « GeV.

Aside from the four major LEP experiments considered so far, there is also
a small experiment called MODAL, located in one of LEP's small, alternate in-
teraction region and dedicated to searching for production of magnetic monopoles
via their expected high ionization in layers of CR-9 plastic. No evidence of such
ionization has been observed, allowing MODAL [76] to place a lower limit on the
magnetic monopole mass of 44.9 GeV.

A nonzero weak dipole moment for the r lepton could lead to manifest CP
violation in Z — r*f decays. One useful signature [77] is a nonzero expectation
value for the manifestly CP-odd tensor elements defined by

T« = ( C - f + M C ***)> + t'->l

where f* are the 3-momenta of the charged decays products of the r*. In an effective



Table 9: Upper limits (95% I'l.) on Imtieliing ratios II x 10* for various Z decays expected to bf
very rate or forbidden.

Decay ALEPH[80] DELPHI[63,81] L3[64] OPAL[65|

Z — n°i
Z-17
z-v'i
2-777
z-sai

—
16
2.9
2.5
0.9
9.2

—
15
28
—

2.3
—

12
12
18
—

3.3
—

14
14
20

6.6

Table 10: Upper limits (95% CL) on branching ratios B x 10s from the ALEPH experiment [80jfor
additional Z decays expected to be tare.

Z Decay Channel **W± K*W± p*W* D*IV*

ALEPH Limit 3.7 2.2 2.2 2.6 4.4

theory of CP violation, the expectation value of the elements of this tensor can be
expressed:

M 0 -i
o o

0

where i = 3 indicates the beam direction. A, is the weak dipole moment of the
r, and c.i are decay-mode-dependent coefficents. Using the most sensitive tensor
element, 733, OPAL searched in 1991 [78] for lepton-Iepton, lepton-hadron, and
hadron-hadron decay mode combinations, and found no significant deviation from
zero for T33, allowing the limit |rf,| < 7.0 x 10"" e-cm to be placed. Using a large
number of exclusive decay channels (to reduce degradation from averaging over
different c.i), ALEPH also searched without success [79] for non-vanishing 7*33. This
resulted in a limit At < 3.7 x 10"" e-cm.

A number of rare or forbidden Z decays to conventional particles offer the
prospect of detecting the indirect effects of new physics at energies higher than
presently accessible. Potentially interesting rare decays include Z ->x°7, Z -» 777,
and Z -• jit- Limits on the forbidden decay Z — 77 are obtained by searching for
resonant behavior with respect to s/i among the e+e" —• 77 events expected from
QED. Each LEP experiment has searched without success for some or all of these
dways, with resulting limits shown in table 9. In addition, the ALEPH experiment
has searched [80] for Z—htW* [n = hadron(s)] and obtained limits shown in table 10.

7. The Unexpected - Hints or Herrings?

. The searches described up to this point were designed from the beginning to
look for a given phenomenon, but failed to find evidence of it. Invariably, though,
when casting the net for unusual events, one finds something unexpected. We now
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Figure S: Original distribution in W , , observed by the L3 experiment for e+e~ - • t*l'fi events
with l = e,it,r using the 1990,1991, and partial 1992 data. Data arc ildkatcd by points and Monte
Carlo expectation by the histogram.

consider two such surprises: 1) an apparent excess of e+e" — r+r" *V events reported
in 1991 by ALEPH in 1991, and 2) an apparent excess of t*e-->t*t-ft events with
nvr, w 60 GeV reported by L3 in 1992. The r+r""V" excess will be discussed only
briefly below, while the more recent t*l-ii excess will be discussed at greater length.

ALEPH [82] found in its 1990 data 15 events of the type t+r - r+r-"V-
where V indicates a charged particle and its antiparticle (hadron or lepton). Only
3.2 such events were expected from Standard Model four-fermion production. No
excess was observed in the e+e~ —e+e-"V" or e+e" —11*11-"V" channels; the mass
spectra of the V pain showed no obvious evidence of new-particle production. This
excess did not reoccur in ALEPH's 1991 data [83], and no corroboration came from
the other LEP experiments[83,84]. The original excess of T*T- "V" events in ALEPH
data now appears to have been merely a statistical fluctuation of Standard Model
backgrounds.

More recently, L3 [85] observed four e+e-—f*/-77 events with m ,̂ * 60 GeV
in the 1990,1991 and partial 1992 data samples, three in the M+>""n and one in the
e+e"77 channels. Figure 5 shows the invariant mass spectrum for t+e-fi, /<+/i"-n,
and 77 events for the original L3 data sample. The probability estimated for a QED
fluctuation giving four events with m,7 within 5 GeV of one another and all greater
than 50 GeV was estimated by L3 to be 0(10-').

A natural mechanism for producing an excess of such events would be Bjorken
bremsstrahlung of a new particle X from the Z, where X-.77 and Z — t*t~. This
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explanation runs into serious (lilliaiUics, howrvrr, as 1) no excess of A' —*yi,Z' ~*qq
events is seen at m,, as 60 GeV, despite an expected production rate » 7 times that
for .V -* 77,Z-*(*t~\ and 2) no excess of ,V-• 77.Z —< vv events is seen, despite a
nearly complete absence of background, high efficiency, and a nominal production
rate twice that for t*l-yy. In addition, the four L3 events are not consistent with a
single ra» value. Explaining the excess as A' production then requires reducing the
number of signal events by at least one or postulating a large decay width Tx > 1
GeV. Such n large width would be unexpected for a particle whose only apparent
decay mode is 77 (for comparison, o1 x 60 GeV « 3 MeV). The kinematics of the
events also suggest caution, as three of the four events contain an opening angle
between a photon and final-state lepton smaller than 20 degrees, or cot ff(7 > 0.94, a
characteristic one expects from QED background.

The reported excess prompted the other experiments to reexamine their data
(OPAL had already reported in 1991 [86] on t**-—t*t-y production without ob-
serving unusual behavior among the t*l~ii events), and further data arrived in
1992 before the end of the run, increasing total event samples by »i70%. In the
new data L3 found no new candidates at m,, » ISO GeV, causing the calculated
probability of QED fluctuation to rise from O(l0"s) to 0(10-*). More important,
the other three experiments (87, 88, 89] failed to corroborate a significant excess at
60 GeV. The combined m17 distribution reported by the other three collaborations
for m-rt > 20 GeV is shown in fig. 6 (caution: the four experiments used various se-
lection cuts and have differing acceptances, making the combined m,, distribution
useful for ««i/ilifi«t comparisons only). Although there are three events from the
other experiments just below 60 GeV, the rest of the combined m^ distribution
suggests these are consistent with QED background. The other experiments also
fail to see an excess of ffp" or vvij events, with the possible exception of ALEPH,
which sees one interesting event with two photons of m,, = 58.5 GeV and no charged
particles. The presence of a third, low-energy neutral electromagnetic shower and
the relatively small missing transverse momentum of the event make this event
questionable, however, as signature for new physics. .

Other cross checks come from looking for e+c~ ->(e+e")A', where the final state
electrons escape along the beam direction. Given the apparently large decay width
of A" implied b}- the four L3 events, one might expect a relatively large ciosa section
for this two-photon production of X. ALEPH, DELPHI, and OPAL have searched
for this process, characterized by a coplanar but acolinear pair of photons in the
detector with m,, = 60 GeV. Candidates are found that are consistent with expected
background from doubly radiative Bhabha scattering. The absence of excess allows
the following limits to be placed on the product rx B{X^yy)7: ALEPH(2.9 MeV),
DELPHI(5 MeV), and OPAL(2.6 MeV). These are inconsistent with Tx > 1 GeV,
given the apparent predominance of the A'—77 channel. Finally, searches have been
conducted without success by the TRISTAN experiments for an enhancement in
thr cross section for r*i-~— r> in thr vicinity of v/S = 60 GeV [90].

Although one cannot rule out the possibility of a true excess of t+ryy events
at m,, = 60 GeV. the evidence in favor of such an excess is not compelling. As
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ALEPH + DELPHI + OPAL

Figure «: Dutribution in M,, obterved by the filer ikne LEP experiments for e+e" — t*fri
cvmb. Tke apparent luge excel, at * /„ 160 GeV in Sg. S» »ot coafirmed. Note: the four expet-
imeiU aned vwiow selection « U u d h»« differing acceptance*, m«ii»g tait combined distribution
awful for only fuMtlitu compuuoni.

one would expect, the original L3 publication prompted the rapid appearance of
theoretical publications attempting to explain the apparent excess. It should be
noted, however, that the model of Kang and White [91] which predicts massive >*
particles with 77 decay modes predated the L3 publication.

8. Summary and Outlook for the Future

So far the results of »earches for new phenomena at LEP have been disap-
pointing. The searches have not been fruitless, since much that had been thought
-possible before LEP began taking data has been excluded. For example, limits on
the Standard Model Higgs mass, which had been controversial and wrik four years
ago are now unambiguous, ruling out a mass below 62.5 GeV. In addition, we now
know with overwhelming certainty that nature contain! only three fermion gener-
ations with light, conventional neutrinos. Nevertheless, discovering a new particle
would have livened up the field of high energy physics considerably. With most
plausibly motivated particle searches at LEP 100 approaching saturation, one has
little hope of such a discovery appearing in the remaining data at -Ji 1 Mi.

Fortunately, there is relief in sight, namely the anticipated rtart of LEP 200
running in early 1995, with an initial cm. energy of 176 GeV, well above threshold
for W*W- production. The cm. energy is expected to be raised still higher in later
years, the ultimate limit of *240 GeV coming from the dipole magnets, with perhaps
a more immediate limit coming from financial constraints. At these higher energies,
one should relatively quickly explore the mass range for pair-produced particles up
to V*/2- Searches for Standard Model Higgs will also benefit dramatically from the
increase in energy. Instead of searching for 2 — HZ', one will look for Z' — HZ,
giving a mass reach for 500 pb"1 of M«. a f> - 100 GeV [92]. For M*. * Mz, there
is a potentially serious background from e*e-—ZZ, but the silicon vertex detectors
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now installed in every detector should provide powerful b-jet tagging to enhance
the relative fraction of Higgs events.

Similarly, searches for supersymmetric Higgs particles will benefit directly
from the increase in energy, with a mass reach for h" close to that for Hsu- Direct
sensitivity to MA, via h"A<> production is expected to saturate at «90-100 GeV [92].
For t*e~ — h°A° searches, a potential background is «V"->W+W-, which as above,
can be greatly suppressed with b-tagging requirements. Raising LEP 200 energy to
the highest possible value holds out the promise of finally confirming or excluding
minimal supersymmetry via the Higgs sector.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SYNOPSIS

PHYSICS AT e+e~ LINEAR COLLIDERS

P.M. Zerwas
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY

D-22603 Hamburg, FRG

Abstract

The physici potential of t*e- linear colliders expected to operate in a lint
phase between 300 and 500 GeV and later at about 2 TeV, is briefly sum-
marized in this report. These machines will enable us to perform precision
studies of the top quark and the electroweak gauge bosons. They are ideal
instruments to search for Higgs particles and to explore their characteris-
tic properties, in particular in the intermediate mass range. The machines
also provide unique opportunities for the investigation of supersymmetric
particle. The physics programme of e+e" linear colliders is largely comple-
mentary to the programme of pp colliders.

1.1 The Physical Basis

The search for the fundamental constituents of matter and the exploration of their
interactions have been greatly advanced in the past two decades by operating e+c~
colliders. Joined with the results that have been obtained by other experimental
methods, hadron-hadron and lepton-nucleon scattering experiments, a coherent pic-
ture of the structure of matter has emerged, that is adequately described by the
Standard Model [SM) at a level of unprecedented accuracy.

. However, even within the Standard Model a variety of problems remain to be
solved.

(i) The maw of the top quark is apparently greater than that of the electroweak gauge
bosons. Understanding the role of this particle in Nature is therefore an important
goal for the future. The experimental exploration of the It threshold region in e*e~
collisions will allow the measurement of the top quark mass to better than 500 MeV.
This is a desirable goal since future theories of flavor dynamics should provide relations
among the fentikm masses and mixing angles in which the heavy top quark is expected
to play a key role. In addition, most stringent tests of the electroweak sector in the
Standard Model can be canied out when the top mats is known very accurately.
Helicity analyses of the (7 production vertex and the ( decay vertex will determine
the magnetic dipole moments of the top quark and the chirality of the ((6) decay
current. Bounds on the CV violating electric dipole moments of the t quark can be
set in the same way.

(ii) To study the dynamics of the electroweak gauge borons is another important
task of high energy e+e~ colliders. The form and the strength of the triple and
quartic couplings of these particles are uniquely prescribed by the gauge symmetries
in renormalizable theories. The triple gauge boson couplings define the electroweak
charges, the magnetic dipole moments and the electric quadnipole moments of the
W* bosons in the static limit. By destroying the unitarity cancellations, which in the
Standard Model are associated with the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the gauge
bosons, any small deviation from the SM values will be magnified by increasing the
energy and the bounds will tighten.

(iii) e+t~ colliders with an energy between 300 and 500 GeV are ideal instruments
to search for Higgs particles throughout the mats range characterized by the scale
of electroweak symmetry breaking. The intermediate mast range below ~ 200 GeV
is theoretically one of the most attractive regions for Higgs masses. In this scenario
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MIRRS pnrliili'srrmain wpakly iuti'rm-ting up to thr scale of the grand unification, thus
providing a l>asis for the observed value of the electroweak mixing angle. The lliggs
particle can be searched for in several independent production channels, irrespectively
of the decay modes. Once the particle is found, its properties must be investigated
thoroughly. Tin* external quantum numbers Jvc can be verified by analyzing angular
correlations in production and decay processes. The Higgs couplings to the W,Z
gauge bosons can be determined through the production rates, the couplings to heavy
fermions through the Higgs decay branching ratios and Higgs radiation off top quarks.
These arc fundamental tests of the Higgs mechanism which predicts the couplings to
grow with the masses of the particles.

Even though present experimental data support the Standard Model with very
high accuracy, extensions can nevertheless be anticipated theoretically. Besides the
unification of the gauge symmetries, a very attractive extension of the Standard
Model is provided by supersymmetry. This symmetry stabilizes moderate mass values
of Higgs particles in the context of very high energy scales as demanded by grand
unified theories. Supersymmetry may even build up the physical basis for the Higgs
phenomenon itself. This picture is strongly supported by the successful prediction of
the electroweak mixing angle in the minimal version of the theory. Many new particles
are predicted in such a theory. In the Higgs sector a spectrum of several neutral and
charged Higgs bosons, the mass of the lightest Higgs boson being probably less than
~ 150 GeV. The scalar partners of the leptons could have masses in the range of
~ 200 GeV while squarks are expected to be considerably heavier. The lightest
supersymmetric states are likely to be fermionic non-colored gaugino/Higgsino states
with masses possibly in the 100 GeV range. Searching for these supersymmetric
particles will be one of the most important tasks of future colliders.

While new high-mass vector bosons and particles carrying color quantum numbers
can be searched for very efficiently at hadron colliders, e+e~ colliders are in many
ways unique in their ability to detect and explore non-colored particles, Higgs bosons,
sleptons and many other novel particles [1-3].

1.2 Characteristica of Linear Colliders

To avoid prohibitive synchrotron radiation losses, e*t~ colliders beyond LEPII must
be linear machines, a type of accelerator that has been pioneered by the SLC. These
machines will probably be realized in two phases. In the first phase the energy range
above LEPli up to ~ 500 GeV will be covered, in the second phase an energy of
about 1 to 2 TeV will be reached [3-5].
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The cross sections of most of the reactions which will be investigated at e.+e~
linear colliders, arf of the order of the ;i pair cross section. Given a luminosity
C = 1033 cm"2 sec"1 this leads to about 5.000 /i-pairs per year at a cm. energy
of 500 GeV. To generate the same number of events at higher e+e" energies, the
luminosity must be scaled up as the squarr of the enprgy.

The required high luminosity will be achieved by squeezing the electrons and
positrons into bunches of extremely small transverse dimensions. Table 1. Due to the
large electromagnetic fields at these small distances, the trajectories of the electrons
traversing the positron bunch - and vice versa - are bent so that the particles emit
synchrotron light during the bunch collisions \bcamstrahlung\. As a result, a fraction
of the electron and positron energies is lost and the initially sharp e+e" cm. energy
is slightly smeared out. However, in narrow-band beam designs, these effects can
be reduced to a level of a percent and less, not exceeding the intrinsic initial state
radiation in any e+e~ collision process.

cm. Energy [GeV]
Gradient [MV/m]
Active Length [km]

°'J°\ M
a, [/im]
Luminosity [ l fPci rTVJ
T

DLC

500
17

30

400/33
500
2.4
0.06

NLC

500
38
14

300/3
100
5.7
0.1

JLC

500
28
17

300/3
80
3.5

0.11

VLEPP

500
96
6.4

2000/4
750
12

0.06

TESLA

500
25
20

640/100
1000
2.6
0.07

CLIC

500
73/78

6.6

90/8
170

0.7/2.7
0.15

Table 1: Parameter list of design studies for 500 GeV e*e~ linear colliders; excerpt from
a compilation of Ref.[S).

By illuminating the incoming electron and positron bunches by laser light, hard
Compton back-scattering of the laser photons can be exploited to transform e+e"
colliders into e~t or 77 colliders ["]. With the overall luminosity comparable to the
original e+e" luminosity, the tri spectrum is strongly peaked at about 90% of the
total e*e~ energy. The distribution of the 77 invariant energies is broader, yet it can
be enhanced strongly near 80% of the total e+e~ energy by using polarized beams.
There is a broad spectrum of physics problems which caii be addressed at ei and
77 colliders which has recently been reviewed comprehensively [8|. Some specific
problems, like Majorana neutrino physics [9], can be studied better in e"c" collisions
than e+e" collisions; this option deserves further studies in the future.
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2. TOP QUARK PFIYSICS

Top quarks are the heaviest matter particles in the 3-family Standard Model. In-
t roduccd to allow for CV violation in the left-handed charged current sector, strong
indirect evidence for the existence of top quarks had been accumulated quite early,
based on the SM gauge symmetry pattern. Deviations from the doublet/singlet
pattern of the first two families in the third family would lead to a breaking of the
GIM mechanism and thus induce FCNC decays of B mesons at a level several orders
above tho observed bounds. The isospin quantum numbers of the 6 quarks can be
measured directly through the J?-decay width and the forward-backward asymmetry
of b quarks in e+e" annihilation, the result !£(!>)„, = -0.494 ± 0.012 -» - 1 / 2 de-
manding the existence of an isospin partner that carries the quantum numbers of the
top quark [10].

The top mass enters the p parameter, the relative strength between NC and CC
processes, quadratically through radiative corrections. Within the framework of the
Standard Model, the electroweak high-precision measurements allow us to estimate
the value of the top mass [11],

m, = 162tl?tj; GsV

Top candidate events have been reported by the Tevatron experiments [12], corre-
sponding to a lower limit of the top mass of ~ 113 GeV. Final state topologies would
be compatible with a top mass of ~ 152 GeV, yet within very large errors. If all these
candidate events were background events, the lower limit of the top mass would rise
to about 160 GeV.

2.1 Profile of the Top Quark

For a top mass larger than the W mass the channel

( _• 6 + W*

is the dominant SM decay mode. The top quark width grows rapidly, Fig. 1, from
small values above the W decay threshold to 0 ( 1 GeV) in the mass range m, — 150
GeV: T(t -> 6VV+) ~ 175 MeV • [m,/mw]3 [13]. The rapid growth is expected from
the equivalence theorem since the longitudinal W component, dominating for large
I masses, can be identified with the charged Goldstonc boson the coupling of which
grows with the ( mass. The width of the top quark is known to one-loop QCD and
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rlectroweak corrections [11]. The QCD corrections vary sluwly from - 8 % down to
--10% fitr top masses aliovi1 I (Ml iU'\'\ t.hv t'lvclntwrnk rorrfctions turn nut Ut l»- stuaU.
» +2% for a Higgs mass of ~ 100 GeV. and nearly independent of the top mass.

The measurement of the top quark width is very difficult. Three methods have
been discussed in the literature, (i) The width of the remnant 15 toponium state
is given by twice the top width; the smearing due to beamstrahlung however sets
stringent limits to the accuracy of this method [15]. (ii) The angular distribution
of soft gluons is affected by the non-zro width of the top quark since the finite
lifetime leads to a suppression of late ir. ':arcd and collinear gluon radiation [16). The
sensitivity of the spectra to f( however is very low. (iii) A promising method appears
to be the analysis of the forward-backward asymmetry of t quarks near the e+£~
production threshold which may provide an accuracy of 10% [17].

Non-standard top decays could occur in supersymmetric extensions of the Stan-
dard Model, top decays into charged Higgs bosons and/or top decays to stop particles,

t - • b + H+ and t - » t + %\

if H* and t are lighter than the top quark. If kinematically allowed, branching ratios
of order 10% are expected in both cases [18]. Since the SUSy parameter space
is multi-dimensional, phenomenological constraints on the mass spectrum and the
couplings are rather weak beyond the direct limits obtained from Z decays. However,
embedding the low-energy minimal SUSy model into a supergravity motivated grand
unified theory and demanding radiative breaking of the electroweak symmetry in
this framework, stringent constraints can be derived from the non-observation of
supersymmetric particles at LEP and at the Tevatron. They are tightened, Fig. 2,
if constraints from photonic B decays are taken into account, mediated by pengiun
diagrams to which charged Higgs bosons [19] but also charginos and other SUSy
states, all channels interfering destructively, can contribute [20]. Besides, FCNC
decays like t —• cfc", negligible in the SM, may be enhanced to a detectable level in
non-standard Higgs sectors [21].

2.2 Static Top Parameters

The main production mechanism for top quarks in e+e~ collisions is the annihilation
channel [22], Fig. 3,

e+e- 2£ u _ [b\V*)(bW-)
From the subsequent decays \V± -» / / ' the helicitics of the W bosons can be deter-
mined so that detailed analyses of the production and decay mechanisms are possi-
ble. Because of the large t mass, deviations from the Standard Model may manifest
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80 tt) 120 VB 160 tt) 200
m,(GeVl

Fig. 1: The top decay width T, in the Standard Model, Ref.[13]. The degree of bngitudina
W polarization is shown in the insert.

m , - 150 G«V

80 100 120 140
mH- (GeV)

Fig. 2: (a) The allowed range of [MH+, tgfl] value; eomtnined by the present non
observation ofSUSy particles, in GUT models with radiative electrowtak symmetry break
ing, Re[.[!O], (b) The breaking of r vs. e,fi universality in t •* bH* — I* decays.
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themselves first in the top quark sector. Examples in which the largo t mass is cru-
cial, are provided by multi-lliggs double!, models, models of dynamical symmetry
breaking and compositeness. These effects can globally be described by form factors,
parametrizing the electroweak (ft) production current and the weak (tft) decay cur-
rent. As a result of the short lifetime of the t quark, the t quark can be treated as
a free particle so that the spin information is not diluted by fragmentation effects.
While the general helicity analysis can be found in the literature [23], we shall focus
here on a few physically interesting examples.

Magnetic dipole moments of the top quark

If the electrons in e+e~ —> it are left-handedly polarized, the top quarks are produced
preferentially a* left-handed particles in the forward direction while only a small
fraction is produced as right-handed particles in the backward direction [24]. As a
consequence of the SM prediction, the backward direction it most sensitive to small
anomalous magnetic moments of the top quarks. It is apparent from Fig. 4 that the
anomalous magnetic moments can be bounded to a few percent by measuring the
angular dependence of the ( quark cross section.

Electric dipole moments of the top quark

Electric dipole moments are generated by CP-non invariant interactions. Non-zero
values of these moments can be signalled by non-vanishing expectation values of CP
odd momentum tensors such as Ta = (?+ - «-)i(»+ x «-); with q* being the unit
momentum vectors of the IV-decay leptons. Sensitivity limits to 7, Z electric dipole
moments are listed in the following table [25] for a top mass of 150 GeV and an
integrated luminosity of JC = 10 fb"1:

300 GeV
500 GeV

< 7.0 x 10"1" e cm
< 2.8 x 10"'• e cm

Other correlations and energy asymmetries can be defined that are sensitive to CV
violation in the decay current.
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5.101

»(tV - it) [|»1

Bor» + OCD corr.

Fig. 3: 71** emulation a(e*e~ - » « ) [including QCD corrections]for three representative
values of the top mass.

-1

Fig. 4: Angular distributions of the t production cross sections for fixed t andl helicities
in polarized e£ej annihilation. The parameter 6 measures the anomalous magnetic (7, Z)
dipolt moment of the top quark. From Ref.[!4].

\ i \

Chirality of the (tb) decay current

The precise determination of the weak isospin quantum numbers docs not allow for
large deviations of the (tb) decay current from the left-handed SM prescription.
Nevertheless, since V+A admixtures may grow with the masses of the quarks involved
[through mixing with heavy mirror quarks, for instance], it is necessary to check the
chirality of the decay current directly. The l+ energy distribution in the scmileptonic
decay chain t —• W* —• I* depends on the chirality of the current. Any deviation
from the standard V - A current would lead to a stiffening of the spectrum and. in
particular, to a non-zero value at the upper end-point of the energy distribution. A
sensitivity to a V + A admixture of 5% can be reached experimentally [26].

2.3 The Threshold Region

Quark-antiquark production near the threshold in e+e~ collisions is of exceptional
interest. The long t: ce during which the particles stay close together, allows the
strong interactions to build up rich structures of bound states and resonances. This
picture applies to top quarks up to the mass range of ~ 130 GeV. Beyond this value,
the rapid top decay changes the picture quite dramatically: The decay time of the
states becomes shorter than the revolution time of the constituents so that toponium
resonances cannot be formed any more [13,27]. For a while, remnants of the IS state
lead to a peak in the excitation curve, yet it disappears gradually for I masses up to
180 GeV. Nevertheless, across this range the resonance remnants induce a steep rise
of the cross section near the threshold.

Since the rapid t decay restricts the interaction region to small distances, the
excitation curve can be predicted in perturbative QCD [28,29], based essentially on
the Coulombic interquark potential V(R) = - 4 / 3 • a,{R)/R. The cross section is
built-up by the superposition of all nS states; this sum can conveniently be performed
by using Green's function techniques. The form and the height of the excitation
curve are sensitive to the mass of the top quark and the value of the strong coupling
constant. Fig. 5. Since an increase of the coupling constant (which lowers the energy
levels] can be compensated by a rising top quark mass, the measurement errors of the
two parameters are strongly correlated.

This problem can be solved by measuring the momentum spectrum of the top
quarks (30] which is determined by the Fourier transform of the wave functions of
the overlapping toponium resonances. Since the quarks are confined by the QCD
potential, they will have average momenta of order (p) ~ o,m,. corresponding to
about 15 GeV. With the product n,m, fixed, the two parameters are not positively
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correlated any more so that this measurement is orthogonal to the analysis of the
excitation curve.

Detailed experimental simulations predict the following sensitivity to the top mass
and the strong coupling constant when combining the two methods [32]:

m, [GeV]

120
150
180

6m, [MeV] 6a,

130 0.005
300 0.006
520 0.009

At proton colliders a sensitivity of about 3 GeV can be reached by reconstructing top
quarks from jet and lepton final states. Thus, e*e~ colliders improve the measurement
of the top quark mats by about an order of magnitude.

3. ELECTROWEAK GAUGE BOSONS

3.1 W, Z Bosons in the Standard Model

The fundamental electroweak and strong forces appear to be of g»uge theoretical
origin. This is one of the outstanding results of theoretical and experimental analyses
in the past three decades. While the non-abelian gauge theoretical nature of QCD
has been successfully demonstrated by evaluating the distribution of hadronic jets
in Z decays, only indirect evidence has been accumulated so far for the dectrowrak
W*, Z, ^ sector, based on loop corrections to electroweak low-energy parameters
and Z observables. HERA, LEP200 and the Tevatron can shed light, for the first
time directly, on the triple couplings of the electroweak gauge bosons as prescribed
by the gauge symmetries. Since deviations from the gauge symmetry prescriptions
manifest themselves in experimental observables with coefficients (07)'. °n|y the very
high energies of future pp end e+e' colliders will allow, however, stringent direct
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tests of the self-couplings of the electroweak gauge bosons. The high eflv
reconstructing H\ Z bosons in the clean environment of e+e~ collisions ma
C!eV collider superior even to the SSC in this context.

e high efficiency for
llisions makes a 500

The gauge symmetries of the Standard Model determine the form and the strength
of the self-interactions of the electroweak bosons, triple couplings WW-y, WWZ and
quartic couplings. Deviations from the gauge symmetry form of these vertices, as
wcli as novel couplings like ZZZ in addition to the canonical SM couplings, could
be expected in more general scenarios. In models with composite W, Z bosons for
instance, corrections could alter the vertices to order [Mw/Anmp]' and induce new
types of couplings [33,34]. Other examples are provided by models in which the W, Z
bosons are generated dynamically or interact strongly with each other.

While the experimental analyses of the self-couplings of the electroweak bosons
can be carried out at collider energies of 500 GeV with high accuracy, WW scattering
can only be studied at energies in the TeV range. This is a very important process
to be investigated if light Higgs particles do not exist and W bosons become strongly
interacting particles at high energies.

The triple gauge boson couplings

The couplings W*W~y and W*W~Z are in general described by seven parameters
each. Assuming C,P and T invariance in the pure electroweak boson sector, the
number of parameters can be reduced to three [35],

"^" + «'77rH';,,H>F l , ,
"w

which may be identified with the y,Z charges of the W bosons and the related
magnetic dipole moments and electric quadrupole moments,

It-, = >-,) and [y — Z\

and h-Z]

The gauge symmetries of the SM demand K = 1 and A = 0, i.e. / i , = e/Afiv and
Q-. = —e/Mfy etc. The magnetic dipole and the electric quadrupole moments can be
mnuiurH directly through the production of electroweak boson Wy and WZ pairs at
Pplpp colliders and IV'H" pairs at c+e" [and iy\ colliders.
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(a) Agnostic approach

Couplings among weakly interacting vector bosons must be of non-abelian gauge
structure in order to be compatible with the requirements of unitarity at asymptotic
energies. However, if new physical structures appear at a finite scale A, associated for
instance with a non-zero size of the vector bosons, the triple and quartic couplings will
be modified at order [Mw/\]'. For a minimum scale A ~ 1 TeV and j = 2. corrections
of a few percent could plausibly be expected. Detailed experimental analyses [see Refs.
[1-3]] have been carried out for the reaction

e+e" — • W+W~ -> ( M ( w ' )

demonstrating that bounds of order

AK>,.\J < ± 0 . 0 2

can be reached at collider energies of 500 GeV. For K, the bound obtained at the
e+e~ collider is significantly better than the bound at proton colliders. Fig. 6. The
bounds improve to ~ 0.002 if the e+e" energy is raised to 1.5 TeV. Note that in both
cases the range being probed extends beyond the energy scale accessible directly —
not much though.

(b ) Orthodox approach

It is a theoretically attractive concept to assume that any deviations from the Stan-
dard Model due to new physics may phenomenologically manifest themselves in
SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) gauge invariant SM singlet operators [37]. To the extent
that the operators affect the gauge boson propagators, they are stringently constraint
by the high-precision low-energy data from Z boson physics etc. These operators
affect the triple boson couplings at a level of less than IO~3. However, there are sets of
operators which are only weakly constrained by propagator effects so that deviations
from the Standard Model of order 10~ l cannot be excluded [38]. Classifying these
operators as

k

with Omew = tr [W3] and OWIB = ( />*)"(»'/B)(W), the five free triple boson
couplings can be expressed through three parameters,

Ml

= A , =
2Al

fw

fwww
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Two-parameter fit*, Fig. 7, give very stringent bounds on the boson couplings for 500
GeV and / £ = 50 /4"1:

Aih,tLKZ< ±0.006, ±0.006
Ait,,A< ±0.008, ±0.02

(c) CMnistic approach

In theories without light Higgt particles, the electroweak gauge bosons interact
strongly with each other above ~ 1 TeV. Such a scenario can be described by a
non-linear realization of the symmetry in a chiral Lagrangian formalism (40),

SC tr [gwWlu,DrU*D.U] - i ^ t r WrBm,DmV+DJJ\

For i , ~ O(l) the anomalous moments acquire values of O(l0~*). Experimental
analyses have shown, Fig. 8, that for 500 GeV the parameter z» can be constraint to
values less than 5 to 10. However, energies of ~ 1.5 TeV are needed to suppress it to
a value less than unity.
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Strongly interacting W, Z bosons

If the scenario in which W, Z, Higgs bosons are weakly interacting up to the GUT
scale [requiring a Higgs mass of less than 200 CeVJ is not realized in Nature, the
next possible scenario is a strongly interacting W, Z sector. Without a light Higgs of
Ires than about 1 TeV, the elcctroweak bosons must become strongly interacting at
energies of about 1.2 TeV to fulfill the requirements of unitarity for the WW scattering
amplitudes (42). New strong interactions may build up the longitudinal degrees of
freedom of the massive vector bosons in technicolor theories, for instance. In such
a case, new types of resonances could be realized in the (7(1 TeV) energy range;
however, the formation of resonances in WLWL scattering could also be delayed until
severs! TeV.

In the strongly interacting vector boson scenario, WLWL scattering must be stud-
ied at energies of order 1 TeV which require the highest energies possible in the 1.5
to 2 TeV range at e+e~ colliders. (Quasi)elastic WW scattering can be investigated
by using W bosons radiated off the e* beams, or by exploiting final state interactions
in e+e~ annihilation to W pairs. All possible (isospin, angular momentum) combina-
tions in WW scattering amplitudes au can be realized in the first process. The cross

v«.e-

e*e": W*W~— W*W" ZZ

W*Z— V^Z.ZZ-ZZ

e-tf\- W"W—

sections however arc small as long as no resonances are formed. A complementary
method is the rescattering method in e+e" annihilation to W+W~ pairs in which the
(/../) = ( 1,1) WW scattering phase shift enters through the Omnes factor,

= «!°>exp|-
'-s)

Building up the vector boson masses through spontaneous breaking of the elec-
troweak symmetries, the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the vector bosons can be
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identified at high energies with the Goldstonc bosons associated with the spontaneous
symmetry breaking. In analogy to the i v low-energy theorems, the first term in the
energy expansion of the WW scattering amplitudes is determined independently of
dynamical details, am = +fi,fln = +l,i'-.o = - 2 in units of I/96TH3 . The attractive
/ = 0 and 1 channels may form Higg; and /f-type resonances »t high energies. While
"H,p" resonances would alter the scattering amplitudes dramatically compared with
the predictions in a light-Higgs scenario, the low-energy theorems nevertheless affect
the cross sections significantly, too. For Js = 1.5 TeV and Jsww > 500 GeV. the
predictions for the scattering cross sections in the weak scenario with a light Higgs
mass are confronted with the strong scenario in the following table [43]:

'[fb]
e+e- -*WWW
e*e~ -> VvZZ

Weak Scenario Strong Scenario
0.45 0.68
0.37 0.74

Similar effecti would also be observed in <7(e+e~ - W*W~). (J,J) = (1,1)
resonance effects would be noticeable at ^/s = 1 TeV up to resonance masses of
about 5 TeV in angular distributions of the W decay final states [44].

3.2 Extended Gauge Theories

Despite its tremendous success in describing the experimental data within the range
of energies available today, the Standard Model based on the gauge symmetry
SU(3) x SU(2) x U(I) is widely believed not to be the ultima nlio. Besides the
fact that it has too many parameters which are merely incorporated by hand, the
SM does not unify the electroweak and strong forces in a satisfactory way since the
coupling constants of these interactions are different and appear to be independent.
Therefore one would expect that a more fundamental theory exists which describes
the three forces within the context of a single gauge group and hence, with only one
coupling constant. This grand unified theory will be based on a gauge group contain-
ing SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) as a subgroup and it will be reduced to this symmetry at
low energies.

Two predictions of grand unified theories may have dramatic phenomenotogical
consequences in the energy range of a few hundred GeV [45]:

(i) The unifying symmetry group must be spontaneously broken at the unification
scale, AGUT > 10" GeV in order to be compatible with the experimental bounds on



the proton lifetime. However, it is possible that the breaking to the SM group
orrurs in srvpral steps and that some subgroups remain unbroken down to a scale of
order I TeV. In this case the surviving group factors allow for new gauge bosons with
masses not far from the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking. Besides SU(5), two
other unifying groups have received much attention in recent years. In SO(10) three
new gauge bosons W£, ZR are predicted, while in E(6) a light neutral Z' may exist
in the TeV range.

The virtual effects of a new Z' associated with the most general effec-
tive theories which arise from breaking E(6), SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) x U ( l ) v , and
SO(10),S1J(2)L x S U ( 2 ) R x U( l ) , have been investigated in Ref. [46,47]. Assuming
that the 2' is heavier than the c m . energy, its propagator effects on various observ-
ables of the process e+e" - • / / have been studied. The effects of the new Z' can
be probed between 1.5 and 3 TeV at a 500 GeV collider, Fig. 9a, while they may be
produced directly up to ~ 5 TeV at hadron colliders. However, the e+e" collider can
help to identify the physical nature of the new boson, Fig. 9b. At a 1.5 TeV collider,
the mass window can be extended up to 4.5 .... 9 TeV, far beyond the reach of proton
colliders. Additional information can be obtained from W-pair production [48].

•0.5 0.5

Fig. 9: (a) Z' mass limits in motets with
on film U(l) and left-right models. Solid
(dotted) lines: without (with) polarization.

Fig. 9: (b) Distinction between models
with an extra U(l) and left-right mod-
els. Top (bottom): Mr =1.5 (t) TtV.
Ref.[46j.

(ii) The grand unified groups incorporate extended fermion representations in
which a complete generation of SM quarks and leptons can be naturally embedded.
These representations accommodate a variety of additional new fermions. It is con-
ceivable that the new fermious [if they are protected by symmctrirs, for instance]
acquire masses not much larger than the Fermi scale. This is very likely, and even
necessary if the predicted new gauge bosons are relatively light. SO(10) is the sim-
plest group in which the 15 Weyl spinors of each SM generation of fermions can be
embedded into a single multiplet. This representation has dimension 16 and contains
a right-handed neutrino. The group E(6) contains SU(S) and SO(I0) as subgroups.
In E(6), each quark-lepton generation lies in a representation of dimension 27. To
complete this representation, twelve new Reids are needed in addition to the SM
fermion fields. For each family one has two additional isodoublets of leptons. two
isosinglet neutrinos and an isosinglet quark with charge - 1 / 3 .

If the new particles have non-zero electromagnetic and weak charges, they can be
pair produced if their masses are smaller than the beam energy of the e*e~ collider.
In general, the processes are built-up by a superposition of 7 and Z exchange, but
additional contributions could come from the extra neutral bosons if their masses are
not much larger than the c m . energy [49]. At a 500 GeV collider, the cross sections
are fairly large, apart from phase space suppression factors, of the order of the point-
like QED cross section a(e+e" -» FT) ~ o-o - 400 fb. This leads to samples of several
thousands of event*. The large number of events allows to probe masses up to the
kinematical limit of 250 GeV. Fermion mixing, if large enough, leads to an additional
production mechanism for the new fermions: single production in association with
their light partners. In thi* case, masses very close to the total energy of the e+e~
collider can be reached. For the second and third generation of leptons [if inter-
generational mixing is neglected] and for quarks, the process proceeds only through
j-channel Z exchange and leads to relatively small cross lections. But in the case of
the first generation leptons, additional {-channel exchanges [W exchange for neutral
leptons and Z exchange for charged leptons] are present, increasing the cross sections
eventually by several orders of magnitude to a level of 10 l to 103fb.
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4. HIGGS BOSONS

The Higgs mechanism is a cornerstone in the electroweak sector of the Standard
Model. The fundamental particles, leptons, quarks and weak gauge bosons, acquire
their masses through the interaction with a scalar field To accommodate the well-
established electromagnetic and weak phenomena, the Higgs mechanism requires the
existence of at least one weak iso-doublet scalar field. After absorbing three Goldstone
modes to build up the longitudinal polarization states of the W*,Z bosons, one
degree of freedom is left-over, corresponding to a real scalar particle. The discovery
of this Higgs particle is the ezpcrimentvm crucis for the standard formulation of the
electroweak interactions.

The only unknown parameter in the SM Higgs sector is the mass of the Higgs
particle. Interesting constraints on the mass can, however, be derived from assump-
tions on the energy range within which the model be valid before perturbation theory
breaks down at a scale A and new dynamical phenomena would emerge [SO]. The
strength of the Higgs self-interaction is determined by the Higgs mass itself at the
scale MH- Increasing the scale, the quartic self- coupling of the Higgs field grows log-
arithmically with the energy scale, similarly to the electromagnetic coupling in QED.
If the Higgs mass is small, the energy cut-off A is large at which the coupling grows
beyond any bound; conversely, if the Higgs mass is large, the cut-off A is small. The
condition MH < A sets an upper limit on the Higgs man in the Standard Model.
Analyses of the non-perturbative regime near the cut-off lend to an estimate of about
630 GeV for the upper limit of MH- However, if the Higgs man is less than 180 to 200
GeV, the Standard Model can be extended up to the GUT seals AQUT ~ 10" GeV,
with the particles remaining weakly interacting. The hypothesis that interactions
between W, Z bosons and Higgs particles remain weak up to the GUT scale plays a
key role in explaining the experimental value of the electroweak mixing parameter
sin19w. Based on the SM particle spectrum, the mixing parameter evolves from the
symmetry value 3/8 at the GUT scale down to ~ 0.2 at O(100 GeV). Even though
additional degrees of freedom are needed to account for the [small] discrepancy to
the experimentally observed value 0.23, the hypothesis that the particle interactions
remain weak up to the GUT scale, is nevertheless qualitatively supported by this re-
sult. From this assumption and the additional requirement of vacuum stability, upper
and lower bounds on the Higgs mass can be derived. Based on these arguments, the
Higgs mass could be expected in the window 100 < MJI < 180 GeV for a top mass
value of about 150 GeV.

A large variety of channels can be exploited to search for Higgs particles in the
bremsstrahl and fusion processes of e+e" colliders [SI). In the bremsstrahl process
e+e" -• ZH, missing-mass techniques can be exploited in events with leptonic Z
decays or the Higgs particle may be reconstructed in H -» 54, WW directly. The
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WW fusion process e+e~ -* vuH requires the reconstruction of the Iliggs particle,
while missing-mass techniques can also br. used in Z7, fusion.

Once the Higgs boson has been found, it will be very important to explore its
properties. This is poMible at great detail in the dean environment of t*t~ colliders.
The zero-spin of the Higgs particle is reflected in the anguUr. distribution of the
bremsstrahl process which asymptotically must follow the sin'fl law. Of tantamount
importance is the measurement of the couplings to gauge bosons and matter particles.
The strength of the couplings to Z and W bosons is reflected in the magnitude of the
e+e" production cross sections. The strength of the couplings to fermions is accessible
through the decay branching ratios and Higgs bremsstrahlung off top quarks.

From the preceding discussion we conclude that e+e" linear colliders with energies
in the range of 300 to 500 GeV are ideal instruments to search for Higgs particles in
the intermediate mas* range which, a priori, may be considered as a very important
part in the entire range of possible Higgs mass values.

An even stronger case for linear colliders is made by supersymmetric extensions
of the Standard Model. In particular, the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the
Standard Model (MSSM) incorporates a Higgs scenario which, beyond any doubt,
can best be explored in e+c~ colliders. Even though the MSSM is a specific realiza-
tion of supersymmetry, some of the key features arc expected to be realized in more
general SUSy models too, so that the analysis can be considered as representative
for a wide clan of models.

The MSSM requires the existence of two iso-doublets of scalar fields, giving mass
separately to up and down-typeietmions. Three neutral [fc°/tf °(CP = +), A"[CV =
- ) ] and a pair of charged scalar particles (//*) are introduced by this extension of the
Higgs sector. At tree level, the man of the lightest Higgs boson h° is smaller than
the Z mass. Radiative corrections however, which grow as the fourth power of the
top quark mats, can shift the upper bound from Mj to ~ 130 GeV. Beyond ~ 90
GeV, Higgs particle* are not accessible Anymore at LEP200 and higher energies are
required to produce these particles. The maases of the heavy neutral and charged
Higgs bosons can be expected, with high probability, in the range of the electroweak
symmetry breaking scale so 'hat a large part of the mass parameter space can be cov-
ered at an e+e~ collider with an energy of 500 GeV. At hadron colliders the detection
of these particles is not guaranteed. Combining all e+e~ production channels at least
the lightest of the neutral Higgs particles must be found at the linear collider. If not,
the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model is ruled out. Further-
more, in a large part of the parameter space til the neutral Higgs particles and the
charged Higgs particles can be found. The detailed comparison of branching ratios
and production cron sections with the predictions of the MSSM will eventually
shed light on the physical basis of the extended Higgs sector.



4.1 Higgs in the Standard Model

Decay and production

The profile of the SM Higgs particle is uniquely determined if the Higgs mass is
fixed. For Higgs particles in the intermediate mass range Mz < MH < IMz the main
decay modes are decays into 66 pairs and WW, ZZ pairs with one of the gauge bosons
bring virtual below the respective threshold. Above the IVH' threshold, the Higgs
particles decay almost exclusively into these channels. Below 140 GeV, the decays
/ / -» T^T-^C and gg are also of significance besides the dominating 66 channel. By
adding up all possible decay channels, we obtain the total Higgs decay width shown
in Pig. 10 for m, = 150 GeV. Up to masses of 140 GeV, the Higgs particle is very
narrow, V(H) < 10 MeV. After opening the [virtual] gauge boson channels, the state
becomes rapidly wider, reaching ~ 1 GeV at the ZZ threshold. The width cannot
be measured directly in the intermediate mass range. Only above MH 2 200 GeV it
becomes wide enough to be resolved experimentally.

The main production mechanisms for Higgs particles in e*e~ collisions are Higgs
bremsstrahlung off the Z boson line

e+e--» (Z) -*Z + H
and the fusion processes

e+e" - Pi/ (WW) - P v + H

t+e- -* e*e-(ZZ) - e+e" + H
with the [virtual] vector bosons radiated off the initial electrons and positrons.

The cross section for the bremsstrahl process and the fusion processes [52-54] are
shown in Fig. 11 for 300 and 500 GeV c m . energy. A rate of ~ 2,000 Higgs particles
will be produced for an integrated luminosity of / £ = 10 fb~*. With rising energy
the bremsstrahl cross section scales ~ j ~ l while ihe fusion cross section! increase
logarithmically ~ Af£?log s/M^,, becoming dominant above 500 GeV.

The recoiling Z boson in the two-body reaction e+e~ -* ZH is mono-energetic
and the mass can be derived from the energy of the Z boson, W j = J—2y/sEi + M\.
Initial state bremsstrahlung and beamstrahlung smear out the peak slightly. ZZ
production does not pose a background problem; if 6 tagging devices are used, even
not for Higgs masses close to the Z mass, as shown in Fig. 12. A similarly clear peak
can be observed in the fusion process e+e" - • VvH by collecting the decay products of
the Higgs boson. The dominant background process in this case is the reaction e+e~
-» (e+)i/.lV", with the final state positron travelling along the beam pipe; however,
this background is negligible for Higgs masses above ~ 110 GeV even if experimental
resolution effects are taken into account.
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The profile of the SM Higgs particle

The angular distribution of the Z/H bosons in the bremsstrthl process is sensitive to
spin and parity of the Higgs particle [S3]. Since the amplitude is given by A(0*) ~
el • ej, the Z boson is produced in a state of longitudinal polarization at high energies,
— in accord with the equivalence theorem. As a result, the angular distribution
d<7/dcos0 ~ A sin3 9 + 8Af|/j approaches the spin-zero law sin3 8 asymptotically.
This may be contrasted with the distribution ~* 1 + cos3 0 for negative parity states,
following from the transverse polarization amplitude .4(0') ~ C\ x ej • kz. It is also
characteristically different from the background process e+e~ -» ZZ which is strongly
peaked in the forward/backward direction, Fig. 13.

Since the fundamental particles acquire masses through the interaction with the
Higgs field, the scale of the Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons is set by
the masses of these particles. It will be mandatory to measure the Higgs couplings
to the fundamental particles, which are uniquely predicted by the very nature of
the Higgs mechanism. The Higgs couplings to massive gauge bosons can directly be
determined from the measurement of the production cross sections with an accuracy
of ±3%: the HZZ coupling in the bremsstrahl and the HWW coupling in the fusion
process. For Higgs couplings to fermions, either loop effects in H *± gg, 77 [mediated
by top quarkoj must be exploited, or the measurement of branching ratios / / —•
ih,cc, r*T~,gg in the lower part of the intermediate mass range. This is exemplified
for a Higgs mass of 140 GeV in Fig. 14. A direct way to determine the Yukawa coupling
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Fig. 13: Angular distribution of the bremsstrahl process e*e~ — ZH, confronted with
pseudosctUr particle production and ZZ background final stales [53].
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of the intermediate mass Higgs boson to the top quark in the range m» < 120 GeV is
provided liy the liremsslralil process c*c~ -• till in high energy e*c~ colliders [57].
For large Higgs masses above the It threshold, the decay channel H -* tl increases
the cross section of e*e~ -> ttZ through the reaction t*e~ -» Z/ / ( -» ti) [58]. Higgs
exchange between ft quarks affects also the excitation curve near the threshold at a
level of a few percent.

4.2 SUSy Higgs Particles

Supersymmetric theories ate most appealing extensions of the Standard Model. They
provide a theoretical framework in which the problems of hierarchy and naturalness
are solved while retaining the Higgs bosons as elementary spin-zero particles. The
Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model may serve as a useful
guideline into this area. Though some of the phenomena will be specific to this
minimal version, many of the patterns will also be valid in more general extensions.

The Higgs spectrum in the MSSM consists of five states, h,H,A and H±. Be-
sides the masses, two mixing angles define the properties of the scalar particles and
their interactions with gauge bosons and fermions, the ratio of the two vacuum ex-
pectation values tg/3 = V]/vi and a mixing angle a in the neutral CP-even sector.
Supersymmetry leads to several relations among these parameters and, in fact, only
two of them are independent. These relations impose a strong hierarchical structure
on the mass spectrum [Mi, < Mz,MA < MH and Mw < MH*) which however is
broken by radiative corrections if the top quark mass is large [59].

The couplings of the various neutral Higgs bosons to fermions and gauge bosons
will in general depend on the angles a and /?. The pseudoscalar boson A does not have
tree-level couplings to gauge bosons, and its couplings to down (up) type fermions
are (inversely) proportional to tg/?. The couplings depend in general strongly on the
input parameters tg0 and the masses. The couplings to down (up) type fermions are
enhanced (suppressed) compared to the SM Higgs couplings. If Mi, is very close to
its upper limit for a given value of tg/?, the couplings to fermions and gauge bosons
are SM like.

Decay Modes

The lightest neutral Higgs boson will decay mainly into fermion pairs since its mass
is smaller than ~ 130 GeV, Fig. 15. This is also the dominant decay mode of the

pseudoscalar boson A. For values of tg/) larger than unity and for masses less than ~
140 OeV, the main deray modes of the neutral Iliggs hosons are derays into hh an«f
T*T~ pairs; the branching ratios being always larger than ~ 90% and 8%. respectively.
The decays into cc pairs and gluons [proceeding through t and 6 quark loops] are
strongly suppressed especially for large tg/3. For large masses, the top deray channels
H, A -* It open up; yet this mode remains suppressed for large lg/8. For large tgi?.
the neutral Higgs bosons decay almost universally into bb and T*T~ pair*. If the mass
is high enough, the heavy CP-even Higgs bnson // can in principle decay into weak
gauge bosons H -> WW, ZZ. Since the partial widths are proportional to COS 2 ( / ? -Q) .
they are strongly suppressed and the gold-plated ZZ signal of the heavy SM Higgs
boson is lost in the supersymmetric extension. The heavy neutral Higgs boson H can
also decay into two lighter Higgs bosons. These modes, however, are restricted to
very small domains in the parameter space.

Other possible channels are decays into supersymmetric particles. While sfermions
are likely too heavy to affect Higgs decays in the mass range considered here, Higgs
boson decays into charginos and neutralinos could eventually be important since the
masses of some of these particles are expected to be of order Mz- These new channels
are kinematically accessible at least for the heavy Higgs bosons H, A and # * ; in fact,
the branching fractions can be very large and they can even be dominant in some
regions of the MSSM parameter space [60]. Decays of n into the lightest neutralinos
{LSP) are also important, exceeding 50% in some corners of the SUSy parameter
space. These decays strongly affect experimental search techniques. In particular,
neutral Higgs decays into the LSP which would be invisible, could jeopardize the
search for the Higgs particles at hadron colliders where these decay modes are very
difficult to detect. At e+e~ colliders however, missing mats techniques allow us to
isolate these events easily, at least for the CP-even Higgs bosons which can be pro-
duced in association with the Z boson. [Other invisible decay modes of Higgs bosons
are summarized in Ref.[61J.)

The charged Higgs particles decay into fermions but also, if allowed ktnematically.
into the lightest neutral Higgs and a IV boson. Below the Ib and H'A thresholds,
the charged Higgs particles will decay mostly into TV, and cs pairs, the former being
dominant for tg0 > 1. For large A///t and tg/? values, the top-bottom decay mode
H* - » i b becomes dominant.

Adding up the various decay modes, the width of all five Higgs bosons remains
very narrow, being of order 1 GeV even for large muses.
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Production Procewei

The tench for the neutral SUSy Higgs borons at 500 GeV e+e~ colliders will be a
direct continuation of the March to be performed at LEP200. This collider is expected
to cover the mass range up to ~ 85 GeV for neutral Higgs bosons. Higher energies,
i/s ~ 240 GeV, are required to sweep the entire parameter space of the MSSM.
The main production mechanisms of neutral Higgs bosons at e*e~ colliders [62,60]
are the bremsstrahl process and pair production,

(a) bremsstrahlung e+

(b) pair production e+

as well as the fusion processes,

(c) fusion processes
e*e-

>{Z)-*Z + h/H
. (Z) - . A + h/H

• i/ v {WW) - . v v + h/U
e*e- -* e*e'(ZZ) -> e+e" + h/H

TheCP-odd Higgs boson A cannot be produced in fusion processes to leading order.
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The cross sections for the four bremsstrahi and pair production processes can be
expressed as

a(c+e" - • Zh) = sinJ(0 - a) OSM

u{e+e- -* ZH) = cos2(/3 - a) aSM

o(e*e~ -» Ak) •- co3*(/8 - a) <JSM A

(7(e+e" -» /iff) = sin2(/J - a) crSM A

where <JSM is the 5 X cros3 section for Higgs bremsstrahlung and the factor A ~
X](j/\xJj accounts for the correct suppression of the P-wave cross sections near the
threshold. The cross sections for the bremsstrahlung and for the pair production as
well as the cross sections for the production of the light and the heavy neutral Higgs
bosons h and / / are mutually complementary to each other, coming either with a
coefficient sin2(/3 - a) or cos'(/? - a). As a result, since OSM is large, at least the
lightest CV-even Higgs boson must be detected.

The cross sections for the various production mechanisms of the neutral Higgs
bosons are shown as functions of the Higgs mass in Fig. 16, for tg/3 = 20. The
cross section for hZ is large for large values of Mi, where it is of the order of ~ 50 fb,
corresponding to ~ 500 events for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb"1. By contrast, the
cross section for HZ is large for light h [implying small Mn\. In the case of k [and also
for H in most of the parameter space] the signal consists of & Z boson accompanied by
a 66 or a T*T~ pair. The signal is easy to separate from the background which comes
mainly from ZZ production if the Higgs mass is close to Mz. For the associated
channels e+e~ —> Ah and AH, the situation is opposite to the previous case: The
cross section for Ah is large for light h whereas AH production is preferred in the
complementary region. The sum of the two cross sections decreases from ~ 50 to
10 fb if MA increases from ~ 50 to 200 GeV. In major parts of the parameter space,
the signals consist of four b quarks in the final state, requiring facilities for efficient
6 quark tagging. Mass constraints will help to eliminate the backgrounds from QCD
jets as well as ZZ final states. For the WW fusion mechanism, the cross sections
are larger than for the bremsstrahl process if the Higgs mass is moderately small —
less than 160 GeV at </s = 500 GeV. However, since the final state cannot be fully
reconstructed, the signal is more difficult to extract. As in the case of the bremsstrahl
process, the production of light h and heavy / / Higgs bosons are complementary. The
cross sections for the ZZ fusion mechanism are about an order of magnitude smaller
than for the WW fusion process. ZZ fusion will nevertheless be useful since the final
state can be fully reconstructed.

An interesting problem is the discrimination of the negative parity of the pseu-
doscalar Higgs boson A from the positive parity of the Higgs bosons A, H. Since A
couples to the Z boson only through loops, the rate e+e~ —• ZA is too small to exploit
the angular distribution of this process in practice. However, 77 collisions appear to
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provide a viable alternative [63]. The fusion of Higgs particles in linearly polarized
photon beams depends on the angle between the polarization vectors. For scalar par-
ticles the production amplitude ~ ej • £j is non-zero only for parallel vectors while
pseudotcalar particles with amplitudes ~ c\ x <?2 require perpendicular polarization
vectors. For typical experimental set-ups for Compton back-scattering of laser light,
the maximum degree of linear polarization of the generated hard photon beams is
less than about 30% so that the efficiency for two polarized beams is reduced to less
than 10%. This method therefore requires high luminosities, and, moreover, a careful
analysis of background rejection due to the enormous number of 65 pairs produced in
77 collisions.

The charged Higgs bosons, if lighter than the top quark, can be produced in top
decays, t -» b + H+, with a branching ratio varying between 2% and 20% in the
kinematically allowed region. Since the cross section for top pair production is of
order 0.5 pb at y/s = 500 GeV, this corresponds to 200 to 2000 charged Higgs bosons
at a luminosity JC = 10/6" 1 . Since for tg/3 larger than unity, the charged Higgs
bosons will decay mainly into re , , this results in a surplus of r final states over e,/i
final states in t decays, an apparent breaking of lepton universality. For large Higgs
masses the dominant decay mode is the top decay H* —» ib. In this case the charged
Higgs particles must be pair produced in colliders:

The cross section depends only on the charged Higgs mass [and does not depend on
any extra parameter]. For small Higgs masses the cross section is of order 100 fb,
but it drops very quickly due to the P-wave suppression ~ (P near the threshold.
For Mn± — 220 GeV, the cross section falls to a level of ~ 5 fb, which for an inte-
grated luminosity of 10/6~' corresponds to 50 events. Search strategies have been
investigated in Ref. [64].

The preceding discussion of the MSSM Higgs sector at e+e~ linear colliders can
be summarized in the following points [Fig. 16]:

(») The lightest CV-tvea Higgs particle h can be detected in the entire range of the
MSSM parameter space, either through the bremsstrahl process c+e~ —> hZ or
through pair production e+e~ —» hA. In fact, this conclusion holds true even at a
c m . energy of 300 GeV, independently of the top and squark mass values, and also
if invisible neutralino decays are allowed for.

(u) There is a substantial area of the [Mh,l%0\ parameter space where all
Higgs bosons can be discovered at a %0 GeV collider. This is possible if the masses
of the heavy scalar H, the pseudcacalar A boson and the charged Higgs boson H*
are less than ~ 230 GeV.
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{Hi) In some part of the MSSM parameter space, the lightest Iliggs particle A can
be (lHectril but it cannot be <listinf;iiislicil from thfl SM HigRj boson. This happens
if, for a given value of tg/?, MK is very close to its maximum. Then H, A and H* are
too heavy to be produced in association and deviations of BR(h -» bl) from the SM
value are too small to be detected [for mA > 300 GeV), since the couplings of h to
gauge bosons and fermions become SM like [65]. Virtual effects of supersymmetric
particles on the h couplings to SM particles are in general rather small.

5. SUPERSYMMETRIC PARTICLES

Even though there it no experimental evidence so far for the realization of super-
symmetry in nature, this concept has so many attractive features that it may be
considered a* one of the prime targets of present and future experimental particle
research. Arguments in favor of supersymmetry are deeply rooted in particle physics.
Supersymmetry is the most general symmetry of the S matrix in quantum field the-
ory and it may play an important role in a quantum theory of gravity. In relating
particles of different spins to each other, fermions and bosons, low-energy supersym-
metry, broken at the electroweak scale, stabilizes the masses of fundamental Higgs
scalars in the context of very high energy scales associated with grand unification.
Besides solving this hierarchy problem, supersymmetry may even be closely related
to the physical origin of the Higgs phenomenon itself. In a supergravity inspired GUT
realization with universal scalar masses at the GUT scale, the evolution of one of the
scalar masses squared can become negative and thus lead to spontaneous symmetry
breaking if the top mats has a value between about 100 to 200 GeV while all other

i squared of squarks and sleptons remain positive.

The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model is based on the SM
group SU(3) x SU{2) x [/(I). The gauginos are the supersymmetric spin-* partners
of the gauge bosons. The quar': and lepton matter particles are associated with
scalar supersymmetric particles, squarks and sleptons. To preserve supersymmetry.
two Higgs doublets are needed, the supersymmetric partners of which arc spin-1
Higgsinos. Supersymmetric partners carry a multiplicative quantum number It = - 1
(fi = +1 for ordinary particles) which is conserved in this model. Snprrsyminrtrir
particles are therefore generated in pairs and the lightest state LSP is stable.

In the GUT related formulation of the theory, four parameters specify basically the
supersymmetric particle sector. The scalar mass parameter m0, the SU{2) gaugino
mass M, the coupling ji of the Higgs doublets in the superpotential, and tan 0, the
ratio of the vacuum expectation values vj/ui. M is related to the gluino mass by
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M/m- a OJ/Q.I ~ 0.3. The Higgs sector requires another parameter which is in
grmTAl tiltMililirti with thr mass of the? psciuloscalnr lliggfl bosun VIA. Evolving the
scalar masses from the GUT scale down to low energies, it turns out that non-colored
particles are significantly lighter than colored particles. A range of mass values,
compatible with present low-energy high-precision data and based on the requirement
of no unnatural fine-tuning, is shown in the following table. The non-colored Winos
and charged Higgsinos mix in general to form the chargino mass eigenstates xt(* —
1.2) while the Zinos and neutral Higgsinos form the neutralinos x?(' = I , • • • ,4 ) .

Parameters

Gauginos

Sleptons

Squarks

Higgs &

Higgsinos

mi/i

mo

IM>
m,

Un0

7
Z;W

9

k
IR

«t, cj,; dt, 5t

81. 3.
<&. * B . b R

tl,\ OL

i%
A'0

H±;Aa

H°
H±

140 230
190 120
190 —120
160 100
21 5

57 83
99; 99 120; 112

354 559
220 206
195 146

365; 373 511; 517
359 495
358 491

325; 335 491; 497
273 452

91,264 84,221
276; 264 232; 218
205, 225 139, 226

229 227

Table 2: Estimate of possible mass ranges of supersymmetric particles [66] based on
present high-precision data and the requirement of no fine-tuning; masses in Ge V; see also
Refs. [tO,61j.

Support for a spectrum of the MSSM in the mass range of several hundred GeV
follows from the r leasurement of the electroweak mixing angle sin2 i>w (68). The value
sin* \1w = 0.2334 ± 0.0026 predicted by the MSSM is matched surprisingly well by
the present experimental value sin2 i)iv = 0.2324 ± 0.0006.
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5.1 Gauginos and Higgsinos

The two charginos \f and the four neutralinos $?, mixtures of the [non-colored] gaug-
inos and Higgsinos, are expected to be the lightest supersymmetric particles. In the
MSSM with conserved 71-parity, the neutralino xi with the smallest mass, assumed
to be the lightest supersymmetric particle altogether, is stable. The heavier neutrali-
nos and the charginos decay into (possibly virtual) gauge and Higgs bosons plus the
LSP, X? —» X°+Z and Xi+W, °" 'f Ihcy are heavy enough, into neutralino/chargino
cascades, and leptons plus sleptons [69].

Neutralinos and charginos are difficult to observe at hadron colliders, but they are
easy to detect at e+e~ colliders. They are produced in pairs

xt + Xj [«../ = 1.2]

through a-channel y,Z exchange and t-channel selectron or sneutrino exchange.
The kinematically accenible SUSy parameter range in the [M,/i] plane for various
chargino and neutralino pairs is shown in Fig. 17, for various chargino and neutralino
production procettet at a 500 GeV t*e~ collider. Compared to the region which can
be explored by LEP200, a substantial extension can be expected. Since the cross
sections are at large at O(100 fb), enough events will be produced to discover these
particles for masses nearly up to the kinematical limit. It has been demonstrated
by detailed experimental simulations, in fact, that these particles can be found with
masses up to the beam energy if the mass difference m(x) — m{\°) is not less than
about 20 GeV [70].

The properties of the neutralinos and charginoa can be studied at great detail in
t*e~ collisions. From the fast onset ~ p of the excitation curve near the threshold,
the masses can be measured very accurately within a few hundred MeV. The decay
spectrum in xt -» X?+W+ allows us to measure the mass of the LSP within ± 2 GeV,
Fig. 18. Using polarized e* beams, the decomposition of the states, x* = a\V*+fiH*
into Wino and Higgsino components can be determined since left-handed electrons
couple to sneutrinos in the {-channel but right-handed electrons do not, so that the
energy and angular dependence of the cross sections will be different [71].

5.2 Sleptons

The siiperpnrtners of the right-handed leptons decay into the associated SM part-
ners and neutralinos/charginos. In major parts of the SUSy parameter space the
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dominant decay mode is /in —» ;i +
fiaiiftrd slnplons. the flrray pattrrn

[69.72,73]. For the supprpartnrts of the Irft
nligfitly itiorf rornplifatcrl sinrr hr-strlf?; (ftr>

channels, decays into leptons and charginos are also possible.
sleptons arc produced in pairs

In collision!:.

For charged sleptons, the production proceeds via 7, Z exchange in the .<-channel.
In the case of selectrons, an additional t-channel neutralino exchange, which is al<o
responsible for the creation of the mixed left and right-handed selectron states, is
present, Fig. 19. For sneutrinos, the process is mediated by s-channel ^-exchange
and, in the case of electron-sneutrinos, also by (-channel exchange of charginos.

The cross sections for the pair production of sleptons are of the order of 10"' to
10~2 pb so that their discovery is very easy up to the kinematical limit. Enough
events will be produced to study their detailed properties. The polarization of the e*
beams will help considerably to identify the couplings of these particles. From the
decay spectra the mass of the LSP can be determined up to a level of ±1 GeV [71],
Fig. 20.

Selectrons can also be produced in association with photinos [~ Xi] <» e 7 collisions,

n - «x?
For small photino masses, the kinematic range of the selectron mass extends beyond
the e* beam energy [74]. However, it seems difficult to exploit this window in practice,
since for masses beyond the e* beam energies the rates are qmte low.

If one of the stop states is light enough due to the strong LR Yukawa mixing, also
these particles may be pair produced at a 500 GeV collider. By measuring the LR
asymmetry of the production cross sections, the iijln mixing angle can be determined
[75].

While colored squarks and gluinos can be detected up to 0 (1 TeV) at proton
colliders, the search for sleptons at these colliders is very difficult, on the other hand,
due to the low production rates and the large backgrounds so that c^c" colliders arc
unique facilities in this sector.
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DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING RESULTS
FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF HERA OPERATION

STEPHEN R. MAGILL
HEP Diviiian, Arjonne Naliontl Laboratory

Argonne, fllinoii 60439, USA

ABSTRACT

The first yen of operation of the HERA electron - proton collider h u resulted in
Deep Ineliutic Scattering (DIS) Phyiicj renlts from both the HI and ZEUS exper-
iment!. Reported here are the HI and ZEUS measuemeats of the proton structure
function Fi at higher Q7 and lower « than previously reported from ftxed target ex-
periment*. Also included are the results of QCD itvdief on hadronic Itnal states and
jet-,, and the obiervation of high Q' charged current events from both experiments.
Finally, the observation of events with large rapidity gaps by the ZEUS collaboration
is also reported.

1. Introduction to HERA

The HERA electron-proton collider at DESY1 began operation in 1992, de-
livering ~ 30 n6~' of luminosity to the HI and ZEUS detectors. Presented here are
results of the analyses of Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) events from both Hi and
ZEUS from this first year's run. The results include the measurement of the struc-
ture function F, at significantly lower z than has been seen so far, measurements of
energy distributions and jet production in the hadronic final state with comparisons
to various Monte Carlo models, the observation of charged current DIS events, and
the first observation of events with large rapidity gaps by the ZEUS Collaboration.

In this first running period, the instantaneous luminosity obtained by HERA
was ~ 1/300 of the design goal stated for the accelerator. Much of this factor
is expected to be made up in the current year's run (1993). These first results
are indicative of the wide range of interesting topics in DIS physics which will be
explored in even more detail in the future.

2. Detectors at HERA

The HI and ZEUS detectors are both large, multi-purpose detectors which
rely on accurate charged particle tracking in a magnetic field, precise electromag-
netic and hadronic calorimetry, and muon detection, in order to study aspects of
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high Q* processes (DIS neutral ciirmit and charged current rvents). lew Q' pro-
cesses (photoproduction and diffractive physics), and searches for exotic processes
(leptoquarks and leptogluons. and excited electrons).

1.1. The Hi Detector

Figure 1 shows a cutaway view of the Hi detector which is described in
detail elsewhere'. In this paper, only those components of the detector used for the
analyses reported here will be discussed.

Figure 1: The HI detector at HERA.

Charged particles originating at the interaction point are tracked in the for-
ward, central, and backward tracking chambers. The forward tracker is made of 3
modules of drift chambers and multiwire proportional chambers. It provides cov-
erage in polar angle, $, from 7* to 25*. The central tracker consists of two jet
drift chamber modules, two longitudinal drift chambers, and two multiwire pro-
portional chambers for triggering. The polar angle coverage of these chambers is
15* < • < 170*. The backward tracker is made of 4 wire planes of multiwire propor-
tional chambers and has an angular acceptance of 155* to 175*:

Calorimetry is provided by a liquid argon calorimeter covering the forward
and central regions and the Backward Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC). The
BEMC is made of lead-scintillator sandwich stacks corresponding to a depth of 22 X,
and provides coverage in • from 154* to 176*. The energy resolution of the BEMC
is a[E)/E = O.ll/y/E for electrons. The liquid argon calorimeter has an electromag-
netic section with lead absorber and a hadronic section with steel absorber, covering
polar angles from 4* < • < 155*. The total depth of the liquid argon calorimeter
varies from 4.5 to 8 interaction lengths. The energy resolutions for the liquid argon
calorimeter are o(E)/E = 0.12/</E for electrons and e(E)/E = 0.50/VE for hadrons.

The liquid argon calorimeter and the tracking detectors are surrounded in
the central region by a superconducting solenoid which provides a uniform field of
1.2 Tufa.

A Time-of-Flight (TOF) system, located behind the BEMC and consisting
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of two scintillator planes with a time resolution of 3 n«t allows the vetoing of proton
brain-gas events orrurinR upstream of thr detector.

'Hie <• p luiiiiiinsity w.is measured by tagging electrons and photons in coin-
cidence and comparing to the known rate of the bremstrahlung process tp -> ejry.
Both the electron detector and the photon detector are TICl/TlBr crystal calorime-
ters.

t.t. The ZEUS Detector

Figure 2 shows a cutaway view of the ZEUS detector. The details of the com-
ponents of the ZEUS detector are described elsewhere'. Again, only the components
used in the analyse;; reported in this paper will be discussed here.

Figure 2: Tie ZEUS detector it HERA.

The principle component used in the ZEUS DIS analyses is the uranium
scintillator calorimeter4 with photomultiplier tube (PMT) readout. The three sec-
tions, forward (FCAL), barrel (BCAL), and rear (RCAL), were constructed in an
identical manner using alternating layers of uranium sheet* and scintillator tiles.
The relative thickness of the components of this sandwich structure was chosen to
make the calorimeter fully compensating. The depth of the calorimeter is 7 interac-
tion lengths in the FCAL, 5 in the BCAL and 4 in the RCAL, measured at normal
incidence. The calorimeter provides coverage in polar angle, I, ranging from 2.2' to
ITS.y, which represents 99.7R of 4ir. The resolution of the calorimeter has been mea-
sured in test beams4•' to be a{B)/E = 0.W/-/E for electrons and <r{E)/E = 0.35/i/E
for hadrons where E is in GtV. The calorimeter yields & time resolution of < 1 n*
for energy deposits > 4.5 GtV. The calibration of the calorimeter is stable to ~ 0.2%
and was monitored using the uranium noise signal, charge injection to the input of
the readout electronics, and light from LEDs and lasers incident at the face of the
PMTs.

Charged particle tracks are measured in the central tracking detector (CTD)'
which surrounds the beampipe. This chamber consists of 72 drift chamber layers
arranged in 9 superlayers. In 1992, three superlayers were instrumented with Z-
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by-timing readout electronics. The CTD tracks provided a vertex resolution of
ITJ = 4 em and axr — 1 "im.

A thin (0.9 radiation length) superconducting solenoid is located inside the
calorimeter, surrounding the tracking chambers. The solenoid was operated with a
central magnetic field of 1.43 Tetla.

Two lead scintillator counters (CS) partially surround the beampipe at the
rear of the RCAL. These were used as a veto in the trigger for proton - gas back-
ground and to measure the timing and longitudinal spread of both the electron and
proton beams. An instrumented iron vetowall, upstream of the detector, was also
used to veto beam halo background.

The e-p luminosity was measured by tagging electrons and photons in coin-
cidence in the same manner as in the HI detector. Both the electron detector and
the photon detector are lead-'rintillator sandwich calorimeters.

3 . Deep Inelastic Scattering Kinematics at HERA

The DIS process is mediated by the exchange of a virtual boson, usually a
victual photon at low x and low Q*, between the incoming electron and proton. If the
momentum transfer (q) is large enough, the proton breaks up into a struck quark
and the proton remnant which fragment into the observed final state particles.
The important kinematic variables in DIS are the square of the four momentum
transfer, Q', the fraction of the momentum carried by the struck quark, « = z,j in
the frame in which the incoming proton momentum is large, and the normalized
fraction of energy transferred, y. These variables can be determined several ways
using information gathered by the detectors from the scattered electron and final
state hadrons'. From the scattered electron energy (E1.) and polar angle (V,) :

(1)

(2)

(3)

where E, is the electron beam energy. The Jacquet-Blondel method gives :

where the sums are performed over all of the hadrons. In addition to these, the
"Double Angle Method" can be used which determines the kinematic variables from
the polar angles of the scattered electron and the hadronic system. The angle of
the hadronic system (which is the scattered angle of the struck quark in the Quark
Parton Model (QPM)), is given by :

(5)
(£»ft)' - P . ) ) 1
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and the kinematics arc given by :
V 4E.Vin7>(l-t-co5fl'.)

' (sin yh + »in«»f - sinfa + 61.)) (6)

' (sin7» + »in«:-«n(7» + fl;)) v>
The variable x, is determined from the relation x = Q l/jy, where * is given by
* = 4E,Er, and Er is the proton beam energy. Figure 3 shows the x-Q* kinematic
plane at HERA with contours of scattered electron energy and angle and also current
jet energy and angle. The current jet energy and angle are calculated from the
kinematic variables and correspond to the properties of the struck quark in the
QPM.

Figure 3: * - Q* kinematic plane at HERA with contours of (a) scattered electron energy which is
dominated by the Irinematically favored B', = 26.7 GeV at x = 26.7/820 = 0.033, (b) scattered
electron angle with the smallest angle corresponding to the edge of the ZEUS RCAL at low Q', (c)
QPM carrent jet energy again showing the singalarity « t E = 26.7 GcV, and (d) QPM carreat jet
angle with the angle corresponding to the forward edge of the ZEES FCAL shown at m y low y.
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4. Deep Inelastic Scattering Results

4-1- Proton Structure Function F2

Fixed target experiments hare measured the proton structure function F2

very precisely* down to x = 0.008, at Q* < 4 GtV'. At HERA, F, can also be
measured, but at higher Q' values and at very low *, e.g., Q* = 10 GeV* at z =
1x10'*. For the first time, the transition between perturbative and non-perturbaCive
QCD can be studied in the low x region.

The structure function F, is related to the measured neutral current DIS
cross section according to the formula :

dxdQ* xQ*
-[2(1-1 (8)

where R is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse cross sections for virtual photon
absorption. In both the HI and ZEUS analyses, a suitable value for R is chosen and
the variation of the resultant F> measurement with R becomes part of the reported
systematic error. In the limit of large proton momentum, F» is related to the parton
distributions by:

ft=*!>+*) w
and so is a measure of the number of quarks and anti-quarks (weighted by their
momentum fraction) in the proton.

The HI analysis was done in two independent ways as a check on the size of
the systematic errors. The first method used only the scattered electron variables
to determine the event kinematics. The bins were chosen corresponding to detector
variables y/E\ and ¥,. The radiative tail was subtracted in one pass. This method
minimized the unknown structure function dependence for the corrections, which
was included in the estimate of the systematic error. The second analysis was
done in bins of * and Q*, where these variables were calculated using a "mixed"
method involving both the electron and hadronic variables. Radiative corrections
were applied multiplicatively and the procedure was iterated several times until the
result was constant within errors. A special bin was evaluated at Q1 = 15 GeV*
and for the i range from 0.01 - 1 . This point was used as a normalization check by
comparing it with the fixed target NMC and BCDMS results'. Figure 4 shows the
Fi results from the HI collaboration for the two methods used and the normalization
point. The measured F2 values arc compared to the NMC and BCDMS results and
several F> parametrizations generated from fitted parton distribution functions'.
A 12% normalization uncertainty applies to all points and is not included in the
systematic errors.

The ZEUS analysis was done in bins of z and <?', using the double-angle
method to calculate the kinematic variables. Multiplicative radiative corrections
were applied iteratively until the resultant F, value converged within errors. The
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Figure 4: HI preliminary results for F , u i function of x for <?' values of (a) 15 Gel" **d (b)
30 GtV1.

estimate of the final systematic errors was done by repeating the analysis in several
different ways; applying different event selection cuts, using only the scattered elec-
tron variables, changing the input structure function, and changing the calorimeter
energy scale. In all bins, the largest deviation was never more than one standard
deviation away from the nominal result as calculated from the statistics of the bin.
Figure 5 shows the F, results from the ZEUS collaboration compared to several F,
paratnetrizations* as a function of z lot various <Jl values, and as a function of Q7

for various x values with the NMC results overlaid*. In addition to the statistical
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Figure 5: ZEUS preliminary results for P, as a function of x tot Q* values of (a) 15 GtV7, (b)
30 CeV, (c) 60 GeV1, (d) 120 GeV\ (e) 240 GeV», (f) 480 G«V\ aad (g) a. a function of
Q for the various z values at indicated including the multiplicative factors in parentheses used for
display purposes.

am! systematic error liars as shown, a 5% normalization uncertainty applies to all
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points.
In Figure 6, the results from HI and ZEUS are compared for the two com-

mon bins of Q* = 15 GeV and Q1 = 30 GtV'. The results are consistent within

Figure 6: CoBptnot of the F, results from Bl and ZEUS at a function of sc in the bins (a)
Q* = 15 GtV* and (b) Q* = 30 GcV.

the measured statistical errors, estimated systematic errors, and the normalization
uncertainties. Both indicate a steep rise in F, at low x.

j.Z EUronic Final SUtci and Jeh
The final state hadron energy flow was evaluated by both experiments in

several ways with particular emphasis on comparison of the results to various QCD-
' <ised Monte Carlo models. Jet production has also been investigated, leading to
preliminary measurements of the (2 +1) jet rate as a function of Q7, a measure
which is very sensitive to the value of the basic QCD quantities A and a, (and
also the gluon content of the proton). At present, the Monte Carlo models used
in DIS include nibprocesses to O{a.) exact);, employing various approximations
to simulate the higher order contributions. The measurements described here are
sensitive to the value of the higher order contributions, and therefore can be used
to check different approximation schemes and to push the theoretical calculation of
exact higher order terms.

The first measurements from HERA were compared to 3 different parton level
treatments of the DIS process coupled with two different final state fragmentation
schemes. The basic method used to describe the DtS process has been the Lund
matrix element (ME) calulation to O(a.) with hadronization determined by a string
fragmentation model". Since higher order QCD processes are needed to describe
the data, several attempts to include them have been tried - namely Lund parton
showers (PS)» and the ARIADNE Color Dipole Model (CDM)". The Lund parton



shower Monte Carlo with string fragmentation was compared to the data with the
struck quark maximum virtuality scale set by the different choices - Q1 (PS(Q')),
W (PS(H")), and Q'(l - z)fiuu(l,ln(l/z)) (PS(<?»(1 -*))) . Also, the Lund matrix
element calculation to O{a,) was used to determine the initial hard scattering, with
higher order processes simulated by the addition of parton showers with the scale
set by the O(a.) hard process (ME+PS). This model also uses string fragmentation
to hadronize colored objects. In addition, the HERWIG parton shower scheme with
a cluster fragmentation model1' was compared to the data both with and without
th* audition of a soft underlying event (SUE). Finally, the Color Dipole Model
with string fragmentation was used with the inclusion of the boson - gluon fusion
subprocess (CDM+BGF).

The first result shown in Figure 7a is the average transverse momentum
squared as a function of zr»»n>« for positive ir,,,*,.,, in the hadronic center-of-
mass frame as reported by HI". This is one half of the well-known "seagull plot".
In the ZEUS detector, "condensates" are formed using a clustering algorithm which

Figure 7: (a) < pr1 > versus i f , , , , , , in the bubonic center-of-mus-frame (Kigali plot) for
z'«r»»4» > 0 compued to several Monte Carlo models from HI, aid (b) £ ? weighted z distribution
of events compared to several Monte Carlo models from ZEUS.

combines adjacent calorimeter cells with energy deposits. Monte Carlo studies us-
ing this algorithm show that the correlation between condensates and final state
particles is very good in the region used in this analysis. Figure 7b shows the trans-
verse energy (£*•) weighted calorimeter condensate distribution as a function of z
compared to the various Monte Carlo models mentioned.

The final state hadron energy flow was also evaluated in terms of 7n, the polar
angle of the hadronic system", and Aij, which is defined as ij,.iw(miU, „« - tiQ,Mj,t
where t j a w , j . , is calculated from the quantity 7» as «*,«, j . , = -0.5 lnftanfo^)). For
x < 10"', is points in the backward direction. Figure 8 shows the energy weighted
At) distribution at low z (x < 10"3) from the ZEUS collaboration, again compared
to the models described above.
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Figure 8: The energy weighted A»; of the htdronic system with respect to ft at low z. The ZEUS
data points are show, M dots. U (a), the full histogram is ME+PS, dashed is PS(W), doited
if PS{Q*), aad dash-dotted is ME. In (b), the full histogram U CDM+BGF, dashed u CDM, and
dotted is PSfQ'(l - z)). U (c), the full histogram is HERWIG without the SUE and the dathed
histogram u HERWIG including the SUE.

The data reveal several interesting features of the hadron energy flow. As z
decreases, the transverse energy of the hadronic system increases. In the AT; analysis
at low x (z < 10"'), the current peak in the data is shifted towards the remnant
(large A17) with most of the energy appearing between the expected value of 74
and the remnant. For both the HI seagull plot and the ZEUS energy distributions,
the predictions of the Color Dipole Model with boson-gluon fusion (CDM+BGF),
the Lund ME+PS, and the HERWIG parton shower model reasonably describe the
data. In contrast, the Lund ME and the Lund PS models, scaled by the three
choices indicated above, fail to describe the data.

The multi-jet analyses of both HI and ZEUS were done using calorimeter cells
as input to the jet-finding algorithm. The algorithm used is the JADE algorithm"
with & pseudoparticle carrying the missing longitudinal momentum in the event
into the forward beampipe. Calorimeter cells are merged into jets by comparing
the invariant mass of two cells to a pre-determined cutoff parameter, *<„, which
defines the jet resolution. The jet counting notation used always counts the proton
remnant jet (corresponding to the jet formed by the pseudoparticle) as +1, with
the other jets in the event each counted separately. In this way, (0 + 1) means that
the current jet and remnant jet are merged, (1 + 1) corresponds to the basic QPM
process, and (2 +1) jets represent the O(a,) processes of boson-gluon fusion (BGF)
and QCD Compton. The ratio : /,

(2 + 1) jtt X - icction
*"">= Total X-action = C ° - (10)
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where e is a function of yn, and the event kinematics, shows that the (2 +1 / jet rate
is directly proportional to a,. Therefore, by fixing y«., and x, the ratio H<i+i) versus
Q' yields a,(Q'). Figure 9a shows flfi+u versus Q* from the Hi analysis using ay,,,
of 0.02, but allowing both x and Q1 to vary. The observed rate is consistent with an
increase in thf (2 +1) jet rate with Q' due to the increasing phase space available
when the kinematics are not fixid. Figure 9b shows the ZEUS result, but with the
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Figure 9: Prolimiiujr Rn+i) TCIIU Q' for y n t = 0.02 from' (t>) HI, complied to tke nltet
from tke ME4PS Ms=*.* Culo (enented with coiiUnt a, and witk t u u a f a,, u d (b) ZEUS,
compared to the O[a,) c«kl)»tion witk tuniag a, "id witk couUit a,.

kinematics fixed by choosing a small x range (0.01 < x < 0.04). The observed rate
shows the expected decrease in a, as a function of Q* for fixed kinematics.

Evident in both the HI and ZEUS multi-jet analyses is the ability to measure
the Q' dependence of a, in a single experiment. With an increase in data of a factor
of ~ 10 expected in the current year and with the availability of higher order a,
calculations, both the value of a, and its Q' dependence will be measured at HERA.

4.3. Charged Current DIS
At HERA, the large maximum Q7 attainable (Q1 > Mi,) means that charged

current events should be seen. Between the detectors HI and ZEUS, for the lumi-
nosity achieved in the first years run, it was expected that ~ 1 charged current
event should be seen by each detector. Both detectors have seen at least 1 charged
-current event; Figure 10a shows a candidate event of Q1 = 1815 GtV* in the HI
detector and Figure 10b shows a candidate event of Q* = 14000 GeV in the ZEUS
detector".
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Zeus Run 4211 Event 126*9«ft-X»«»>«IUIk>- 1

Figure 10: Ckxged cultent e n l in (») the HI detector (<?' = 181$ GcV\z = 0.1, y = 0.2),
and (b) tke ZEUS detector (Q1 = 14000 GeV', x = 0.44, * = 0.35).
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•i{- Events with Large Rapidity Gaps from ZEUS

It was noticed by the ZEUS collaboration that there is present in the data
sample a subset of events in which no evidence of the fragmentation of the proton
remnant is seen. In DIS events, most of the energy of the proton remnant is carried
down the forward beampipe, but the tail of the remnant fragmentation distribution
is seen as a large energy deposit in the cells of the FCAL around the beampipe. In
subsequent comparisons with DIS Monte Carlos, a clear excess of events with very
little energy around the forward beampipe (FCAL energy < 1 GeV) is seen in the
data. This excess also shows up as a smalt maximum pseudorapidity (t;m.. < 1.5) of
the calorii.ieter condensates in an event when compared to the DIS Monte Carlo.
Since the edge of the FCAL corresponds to i) ~ 4, this means that there is a pseu-
dorapidity gap of > 2 units present in these events, which is not described by the
QCD based fragmentation models used in the Monte Carlo and is also not typical
of DIS deta (see Figure 8). Diffractive dissociation of the virtual photon involving
pomeron exchange in DIS is expected to produce events with large rapidity gaps".
Furthermore, in the pomeron description of dim-active scattering, the rapidity dis-
tribution of the recoiling hadrons is expected to be flat. Figure 11 ihows the the
distribution of the maximum pseudorapidity (ifr,..) which is related to the pseu-
dorapidity of the recoiling hadronic state. For ifc,., < 1.6, the excess of events in

3

10 J

1O

RCAL I BCALJ
• ZEUS doJo

• I Mont« Corio

FCAL

- 2

Figure 11: Maximum pseudor.piditjr (!/„„) dutribntioi of dtts compared to DIS Monte Culo
with no diifraetive events.

the data compared to the non-diftractive Monte Carlo exhibits a flat distribution,
consistent with the pomeron description of diffractive scattering. In Figure 12 the
mass distribution of the recoiling hadronic system in the data sample given by :

»t c«l cat c«l

is shown as a function of the invariant mass W of the event for the whole DIS sample.
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The distribution shows that there is a correlation between the invariant mass as
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seen in the calorimeter (M.) and the invariant mass calculated from the kinematic
variables (W) for the events with >;„.. > 1.5, while the events with %•„ < 1.5 are
characterized by small M. which is nearly independent of W.

The presence of a pseudorapidity gap, the flatness of the 17*,.. distribution,
and the invariant mass distribution of the hadronic final itate are all characteristics
of diffractive scattering mediated by pomeron exchange between a virtual photon
of high Q1 and the proton.

S. Conclusions

The first year of data-taking at the HERA e-p collider has been successfully
completed, with both detectors, Hi and ZEUS, reporting results on a wide variety
of physics topics. Perhaps the most anticipated result was the low z behavior
of the proton structure function, F2. Both experiments have reported consistent
results showing a large rise in F, at x values two orders of magnitude lower than
previously measured. Studies of QCD effects in the hadronic energy flow have
verified qualitative features of parton fragmentation and have rejected some specific
Monte Carlo models consistently in both experiment*. Multi-jet event* have been
seen in DIS and the ability to use them to measure basic QCD quantities has
been demonstrated. Also, both experiments have seen charged current DIS events
in numbers consistent with theoretical expectations. The ZEUS collaboration has
reported the observation of events exhibiting large rapidity gaps, with a cross section
consistent with theoretically predicted Pomeron exchange. In addition to the above
results, both HI and ZEUS have published papers on the DIS cross sections, the
total photoproduction cross section, observation of resolved photoproduction, and
mass limits from seaches for leptoquiirks, leptogluons, and excited leptons'-"1"-"-".
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Improvements and upgrades to both detectors and the anticipated large in-
rrrasc in iMivrrrrl luminosity l>y HERA in tin1 current year will yield additional
physics results in the near future.
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Weak and Superwenk Interactions at HERA

W. Buchmulkr
DeulMchel EUktronin-Synchrotron DBSY, 1000 /fomkurf 51, Germany

Abstract

The prospect* for testing the eUclzowetk theory and new phvsks at HERA, t ie reTiewed.
We consider neutral Mid charged current processes, vector-boson production, the paysiet of
D-mewiu, contact interactions and the production of new particle*.

1. Introduction
At the electron-proton storage ring HERA inelastic scattering processes of

electrons and protons can be studied at center-of-mass energies up to 314 GtV which,
on the average, correponds to a c.m.s energy of about 130 GtV in the electron-quark
subsystem. The investigation of ey-scattering at HERA is complementary to the
study of e+e~-annihilation at LEP and pj-annihilation at the Tevatron.

Since the c.m.s. energy at HERA exceeds the masses of the intermediats
vector bosons of the electroweak interactions, it is possible to perform novel tests
of the electroweak theory in the electron-quark sector. As we shall see, the study
of the charged current at large momentum transfer will be of particular interest.
Further, the production of W-bosons and Z-bosons will probe vector-boson self-
couplings. These processes are also important as a source of background to signals
of new physics.

Physics beyond the standard model could be revealed through new short
range interactions, induced by the exchange of new particles which are too heavy to
be produced directly. The flavour structure and the strength of such contact inter-
actions would then allow to draw conclusions on the dynamics and the mass scale
of the new physics. Of course, one can also directly produce new heavy particles in
electron-quark scattering. Depending on the quantum numbers, some particles are
more effectively produced in ep-scattering than in «*«"- or ^-annihilation. Very in-
teresting is also the study of rare decays of D-mesons which are copiously produced
at HERA.

In the following chapters we shall discuss these topics in turn. We shall first
describe the different electroweak processes, i.e., neutral and charged current inelas-
tic scattering, the corresponding electroweak precision tests, and the production of
vector bosons. This will bo followed by a discussion of rare D-dccays and contact
interactions. There is a variety of new particles which can be produced in high-
enrrjy electron-proton scattering. In some detail we shall consider the production
of super-particles, leptoquarks and heavy neutrinos.

To a large extent these lectures are based on results obtained in two work-
shops on Physics at HERA which took place in recent years at DESY [1], [2]. Some
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complementary discussions can tie found in [3| - [5].

2. Electroweak processes

The two main electroweak processes are inelastic neutral current (NCI and
charged current (CC) scattering. Of interest are also the production of charged and
neutral intermediate vector bosons, and radiative charged current scattering. All
these processes test certain aspects of the electroweak theory, and we will discuss
them one by one. From LEP we know that the standard model Higgs boson is
heavier than about 80 GtV. The production cross section for Higgs bosons in this
mass range in ep-scattering is too small to be of relevance at HERA [6].
I.I Neutral current and charged current prnrr.«.<<M

yZ{W)

Fifare 1. hetmttic elcefreioptvfcm $<mllerin§

The inelastic scattering of left-handed and rieht-handed electrons off protons
(<* fig.(i)),

»£.,•.(*)-rpW-* «£,.(*')+*(;» , (1)
is described by the differential cross section

d V c , . ,

(2)

Here J, Q1, x and y arc the usual kinematic variables *

•We Mb* tae »t«liM >f (T|
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which, neglecting masses, nntisfy the relation

In eq. (2) we have neglected the proton mass compared to the c.m.s. energy
f. which at HERA is 314 GtV. At large values of * and <?', which are relevant for
tests of the electrowcak theory, the Callan-Gross relation

F^|JI = 2 a FL'K (5)

holds to good approximation. QCD corrections, which violate this relation, arc
negligable, and the number of independent structure functions in eq. (2) is reduced
from three to two. Note, however, that the Callan-Gross relation docs not neces-
sarily hold for spin-i partons. As we shall discuss in sect. 4, chirality changing
interactions could lead to observable deviations.

In the quark-parton model the structure functions are obtained by summing
incoherently over all elastic electron-quark and electron-antiquark scattering pro-
cesses. In this way the structure functions axe related to the parton densities in the
proton:

«. <?')) V?•

where /, and / , denote the quark and anti-quark densities, respectively. The elec-
troweak form factors Vf

l*(Q') and A\•"((?») depend on the electric charges (Q,, Q,)
and the vector («„ *,) and axial-vector (a, ,«,) couplings of electron and quarks to
the Z-boson:

These form factors arise from the interference between photon and Z-boson ex-
change.

In the standard model of electroweak interactions vector and axial-vector
couplings of electron and quarks can be expressed in terms of electric charge, weak
isospin Tr») and the weak angle tw, or, equivalently, in terms of the Fermi constant
Gr, the Z-boson mass m; and the fine-structure constant a (/ = «,f):

(T/-2Q,™ (10)

where

The relation between the weak angle and the vector boson masses holds at tree-
level. If radiative corrections are included this is one possible definition of the weak
angle.
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In addition to neutral current processes charged current reactions an- of
importance at HERA. The stnndnnl moilrl predicts thr differential rross srrtinn

(12)

The structure of the differential cross is very similar to the neutral current rross
section, yet the relation between structure functions and parton densities is different.

(13)

where the sum extends over the three families.
The order of magnitude of the total charged current cross section is «-£f ~

Gj.i/4* ~ 100?* at the HERA c.m.s energy. Hence, one year of running at the design
luminosity of ~ lOOpi'1 is expected to yield about 10* charged current events.

Y.Z

Y.Z

W

Y.Z

(a)

(bl

Fi(we 2. Ont*l**p <lceW«nk rmiimtiwt e«rrcefi»m t* ntntvt tmrrtnt i
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1.1 ElectToweak precision tests
Higher order elcrtroweak corrections to neutral current scattering involves

electromagnetic bremsstrahlunr and electroweak virtual corrections (fig. (21). A
complete evaluation of the one-loop corrections has been performed independently
by two groups [8]-[10j. The bremsstrahlung contribution has to be integrated over
the region of phase space where the additional photon cannot be observed. This
yields particularly large corrections at small values of * and <}'. However, for
electroweak precision tests the region Q' > 10'CeV* is important, and here the
bremsstrahlung contribution is rather small.

In order to discuss next-to-leading order electroweak corrections one has to
specify first of all a renormalization scheme. Convenient and transparent with
respect to its physical meaning is the on-shell scheme where the electromagnetic
fine-structure constant a and the masses of W-boson (mtr), Z-boson (mj), Higgs-
boson (mjr) and top-quark (mi) appear as independent parameters. The Fermi
constant, as measured in /*-decay, is then a dependent quantity,

ff» = G,{o,mw.mj,mM,mt) . (15)

l.V*

1.03

1.00

0.08

0.06

• • • • • ' • • • • ! • • •

u

-

• . . . . 1 . . . . 1 . . .

• i ;,

•

-

. I .
50 100

sqrt(0
, 150
)

i = 0.3. [II].
IN GtV. Tkt AmnMal itUti Kn< amif**t

Since the Fermi-constant is known to high precision it is often convenient to use
instead a modified on-shell scheme where G, replaces mir as independent variable.
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One then has
mw = mwia^^mj.mn.mt) . (lg)

Since the dependence on mK is rather wrak. the present knowlnlgc of vcrior boson
mssses and gauge couplings provides interesting upper and lower bounds on the
mass of the top-quark.

0.2375 -

0.23S0 **•

0.2325

100 , ISO
•qrt(O

Fifwe 4. Tht i/tiUn mimim, Myk . ^ ^ /«r m, = 130 GtV. Tk, ktrittnlttfrlt lint itnmUi «• ' •» ,
A, M W C K e m u H i l> •i.'#ir(l +cotf»)A?. i . 0.3. Am [It].

The sum of the Born-amplitude and the one-loop corrections shown in fig. (2) can
be expressed as sum of a dressed photon exhange amplitude and a dressed Z-boson
exchange amplitude. The structure of the dressed amplitudes [11] is similar to the
Born amplitudes, the main difference is the appearance of a variety of form factors.
From eqs. (8)-(ll) it is clear that the strength of the Z-exchange amplitudes are
proportional to G,m\. The one-loop corrections lead to a formfactor [11]

where

Here
/>.,(*, 0») = 1 + &p + A.t(*. Q>)

(17)

(18)

is a universal part and A^ an additional non-universal correction. Similarly, the
mixing angle which appears in the vector coupling »/ (cf. (10)) now becomes a form
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factor which depends on the quark species [11]

sin** -> •.,(*.<?')

where

(20)

A, is again a nonuniversal contribution. In addition to the formfaetors which affect
normalization and Z ~j - mixing there arc also some nonfactorizable terms [ l l j .
The magnitude of the one-loop corrections to the Born amplitudes is of order 1
The (J'-dependence of some formfactors p., and »,, is shown in figs. (3),(4).

^constraint

80S

[OeVJ

80.6

80.4

80.2

80.0

79.8

1» 200
m, [GtV)

Figw S. Iff.C0fil*«rj •Ifatnftf ^tnl m mcaj«f«iit«ftt •/ R- fir tw vfllwt •/ Ihc Biff* n w . Tfc« !«•

Inci an Me w n i n ' a i wuMiii fnm iht i n n ii/iinM. A*m (llj. What can we learn from

precision measurements at HERA for the theory of electroweak interactions? A
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particularly useful quantity is the ratio

v-,45) ' < M )

integrated over some optimized range in * and (f. According to the analysis of
Brisson et al. [12] a measurement of R_ with 1% accuracy appears ultimately
feasible at HERA. For each Higgs mass this measurement defines a thin band in
the mtr-mi-plane. For two Higgs masses these bands are shown in fig. (5). Also
shown are the corresponding lines which result from the Gr constraint. There is
a difference in curvature due to the propagator effect. Clearly, the measurement
of R. is effectively a determination of the Fermi "constant" at large values of if.
wheras muon decay yields a determination at Q* = 0. Both measurements restrict
the W-boson mass with comparable accuracy. For instance, let us assume that
the top-quark mass is known with an error of 10 GtV and that the central value is
130 GtV (a result with such an accuracy may eventually be obtained by the Te'.-atron
experiments). One then reads off from fig. (5) that the R. measurement restricts
the lV-mass with an error of

imw = ± 1(0 MtV (2J)

It is a non-trivial test of the electroweak theory that the "Fermi-constants" at small
and large values of Q1 yield consistent values of mw. A further crucial test of
the standard model, and a restriction on physics beyond the standard model, is th»
consistency between the W-boson masses determined from the propagator and from
W-pair production at LEPII.
1.3 Production of vector bosons

In inelastic electron-proton collisions photons, W-bosons and Z-bosons can
be produced. There are two classes of processes

In recent years detailed calculations for vector boson production in ep-collisions have
been carried out [13]. For the total production cross section one finds [13]

(25)1|* ~3r"'{er->ZX)

Particularly interesting are the clean diffractive processes

f , - + *Zt . ( M )

The cross sections are about 1/3 of the corresponding inelastic cross section (cf.
[13]).

The production of vector bosons at HERA can be used to test the standard
model predictions for the couplings of W-bosons to photons. In extensions of the
standard model the effective lagrsngian for the interactions of photons and W-
bosons has to be invariant only under the U(l) symmetry of electromagnetism. One
then has (cf. [14]):

C = -ie(Wi.
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where W,. = drW, - B,Wr and ¥„ = 6,A, - tl,hr arc tho tisiial field strength tensors.
The parameters « anil A arc related to the magnetic dipole moment and the electric
qtiailmpolc moment of the W-busun:

,QW = - j (28)

In the standard model one has * - 1 = 0, A = 0. The most general effective la-
grangian (27) contains further parity and C-parity breaking terms which, however,
cannot be probed at HERA.

The cross sections for the production of vector bosons are sensitive to the
anomalous couplings * - 1 and A. Based on the leptonic decays W* -t «*v, filu and
an integrated luminosity of 1000 pi'1 Baur and Zeppenfeld [15] estimate for the lr
errors of the anomalous couplings, which can be obtained at HERA,

K - 1 ~ ± 0. J« (0.62), X~±0.SS (O.«») (29)

Here an uncertainty of the standard model production cross section due to unknown
QCD corrections of 10% (30%) has been assumed. The resolved photon contribution
has not been taken into account explicitly.

Alternatively, one can consider charged current radiative events [16]-[18],

*9 ~* vfX , (30)

where the anomalous couplings lead to an enhancement of isolated photons with
large transverse, unbalanced momentum. For an integrated luminosity of 1000 i*-1

Hetbig and Spiesberger [16] find a sensitivity which corresponds to the l<r errors

it - 1 ~ ± 1.0, A = ± 1.2 . (SI)

Hence, the sensitivity to anomalous couplings seems to be smaller in radiative
charged current scattering than in vector boson production. On the other hand,
the radiative charged current events are free from the possibly large unknown QCD
corrections pr.'jent in vector boson production. In general, the limits on anomalous
gauge couplings obtainable at HERA appear to be weaker than the bounds which
can be expected from the Tsvatron and LEPII within the next few years [18].

3. D-mesons

In electron-proton collisions heavy quark-antiquark pairs can be produced in
photon-gluon fusion (cf. fig. (6)). The production cross-section for charm quarks is
0(1**), i.e., an integrated luminosity of 100 j*" 1 will lead to 0(10*) rf pairs yielding
about 10' 0*-mesons. The production of heavy quarks is an important process to
study the gluon content of the proton. However, the large amount of produced D-
mesons can also be used to study interesting rare decays which probe the strength
of flavour changing neutral currents.

A detailed analysis has been carried out by Egli et at. [19]. As an example
let us consider the decay of D*-mesons into two leptons,

If
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c*«*mf D'-i,c, in

In the standard model the lepton-number conserving processes are induced at one
loop due to the mixing of quark flavours (cf. fig. (6b)). The corresponding branch-
ing ratios are very small, of order 10-", and therefore unobservable for the forseeable
future. However, in many extensions of the standard model branching ratios into
two leptons are sizeable. Leptoquark exchange (cf. fig. {6c)), for instance, can lead
to branching ratios up to the present experimental upper bounds. In table (1) the
current limits are compared with the limits obtainable at HERA. An improvement
of about two orders of magnitude appears feasible.

current limits

HERA

e~
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T»Me 1: Brmchmt ntiot of D* into Iw hftmi. From [19}.
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4. Contact interactions

Low energy effects of new interactions with a mass scale A larger than the
Fermi scale of weak interactions, A > l/VGr, can be systematically studied by means
of an offrrtU'p, non-rcnormalizablc lngrangian of the form

~

Here Ct is the standard model lagrangian, and C\ consists of the single term

(33)

(34)

which, after spontaneous symmetry breaking, gives rise to Maiorana neutrino masses.
Out of the many dimension-6 operators contained in £> the following contribute to
Irpton-nucleon scattering (cf., e.g. [20]);

Cv = <lW"(

C$ =

(35)

(30)

(17)

The S(/(2)-doublets t = (*,e) and « = («,*) denote left-handed fields ( « = *,£» = «,£ =
i ^ ) and the SU(l)-singlets c, « and d represent right-handed electron, up-quark
and down-quark (IU = *,JJ« = n,/M = d,S = m"). Possible tensor contact terms
in the effective lagrangian (35) can be obtained by Fierz transformations from the
terms already present.

From eq. (35) one obtains the effective lagrangian for neutral current pro-
cesses [21].[22J:

(38)

Note, that due to the underlying SU{2) x (/(I) symmetry only three of the possible
six helicity flip terms appear. Furthermore, among the helicity conserving contact
terms one has the relation

ih. = iKL • («)
AH other terms are independent. Of course, many relations between neutral and
charged current contact terms can be read off from eq. (35). However, in the
following we shall mainly consider neutral current contact terms which have been
most extensively studied [23].
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Contact interactions are generated by the exchange of heavy intermediate
partirles. Examples are leptnquarks (c.f. sect. 5.2) or the heavy neutral Z'-vcctor
Imson in left-right symmetric models. Different exchange particles lead to different
sets of non-vanishing ^-coefficients. Therefore it is important to disentangle the
various different contact terms in order to identify the underlying physics.

The effect of contact terms on the neutral current cross sections for left-
handpd and right-handed electrons is easily evaluated. The result can be expressed
as a change of the functions Vf-K(Q7) and A%-R{Q*) defined in sect. (2.1). One finds
(cf. [23]):

(42)

An observed deviation from the standard model prediction for the neutral current
cross section can now be related to a size of any single ir-eoefficient which is assumed
to be non-zero. Recently, a detailed combined analysis for all 8 17-parameters of
the chirality conserving contact terms has been performed [23]. The sensitivity
depends on the integrated luminosity and on the polarization of the incident electron
or positron. In the general analysis one considers the 28 projections in the 8-
dimensional 7-space (cf. fig. (7)). The same technique has also been used to study
systematically the effect of exchanged Z'-bosons [24|.

The study of contact interactions is not very relevant for weakly coupled
new particles. In this case the obtained mass bounds are so low that the particle
under consideration can usually be directly produced. Interesting mass bounds are
obtained for strongly coupled particles. For instance, for the Stf (5)-type leptoquark
Si with coupling \L = Vw one obtains the mass bound m$ * 3-STtV. In other cases,
and also for the chirality changing contact terms, one can reach the mass scale
( / A ' )

A » 7TtV . (44)
Even more stringent bounds can be obtained from a combination of neutral and
charged current contact terms, which are related by £tf(2)-invariance. In the case
of the leptoquark S» Doncheski and Hewett found the large mass scale [25]

A » UTeV . (45)

In the same way one can obtain strong bounds on new charged W-bosons [26].
The advantage of a contact term analysis is its model independence. As the above
discussion shows a combined analysis of all contact terms, including charged current
ones, can yield very stringent bounds on new interactions.

5. New particles

The structure of the standard model of strong and electroweak interactions
gives rise to a number of questions which lead us beyond the standard model:

• Do elementary scalar particles exist ? This question applies first of all to the
Higgs boson which is a crucial ingredient of the standard model. Unfortunately,
the cross section for the electroproduction of Higgs bosons with masses above
(0 GtV, the present mass limit from LEP, is too small to be measured at HERA.
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However, other scalar particles may exist which could be produced at HERA.
All theories with quark-lepton unification predict leptnquarks with couplings
to rmark-lepton pairs. In some unified theories, especially those motivated t>y
superstring theories, such leptoquarks are expected to have masses accessible
at present and future accelerators.

• Is lepton number related to an exact or an approximate symmetry ? The-
oretically most appealing is the idea that lepton number is a spontaneously
broken local symmetry. This is the case in extended gauge theories based on
symmetry groups such as SU{i)c x SU[2)L x tf(l)r * V(l)r- or SU(3)C x SU{2)L x
SU{2)it x U(1)B-L- These theories predict neutrino masses and also the existence
of additional, very heavy neutrinos. If the mass scale of fl - L - breaking is in
the TeV range, one expects heavy neutrinos with masses between a few tens
and a few hundred GeV.

• Are the mass scales of electroweak symmetry breaking and supersymmetry
breaking the same? In this case we can look forward to whole zoo of new
particles which should be discovered in the not to distant future. An intriguing
hint in this direction is the non-trivial unification of gauge couplings [27] in the
supersytnmetric standard model which, however, could also just be a misleading
numerical accident.

5.1 SuftraymmtiTf
Let us first discuss the prospects for producing super-particles at HERA. In

the supersymmetric standard model the particle content is rouphly doubled. We
have a set of matter and gauge fields {•(,.} where the index t labels the species within
the standard model, i.e., quarks, leptons, gauge bosons and Higgs particles, a = 2
then corresponds to all super-partners. Due to supersymmetry no new couplings
are introduced whereas the mass spectrum of the super-particles is largely arbitrary.

Recently, several calculations of super-particle masses have been performed
where the unification of the gauge couplings, the idea of radiative electroweak sym-
metry breaking and some constraints concerning fine-tuning of parameters have
been implemented [28]. In a large class of models the masses of photino (7), zino
(i), winos (*), scalar leptons (f), scalar quarks ({) and gluino («) satisfy the inequal-
ities

mftn>f,ma < mj < mf < rrif , (46)

where the electroweak gaugino masses are of order 100 GeV, the masses of scalar
leptons are of order 200 GtV, and sealer quark masses vary from 350 GtV to 600 GtV.

eL.R

e—•—
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At HERA the most obvious production process foi super-particles is [29] (cf.
fi>. (8))

ep~4fiX. (47)

The total cross section falls below 0.05 j * for m, + mi > 200GeV [31] (cf. fig. (12)).
Hence, in view of the present mass bounds for scalar leptons and scalar quarks from
LEP and the Tevatron. this process will very likely not be of relevance at HERA.

For light photinos a very interesting process is [30] (cf. fig. (9))

(48)

It is a Compton-type process with a bremsstrahlung photon radiated by the proton.
This process is of higher order in the coupling than the previous one, but for m, =
20 GeV and m< = 80 GeV the cross section is still about 0.0S pi [31]. This process
could be seen at HERA although scalar electrons in this mass range are likely to be
discovered at LEP1I.

Fifuc 10. Ru Me fnitHtm «/I fit ifelrM mni fkttmt

A few years ago, Drees and Zeppenfeld [32] pointed out that the cross section
for elastic production of scalar electrons and photinos (cf. fig. (10)) is as large as
the inelastic cross section:

»(«p » ijX). («)
The elastic process is interesting, especially since it leads to a very clean final
state. The total cross section [33] for the inelastic, the elastic and the quasi-elastic
processes are shown in fig. (12).
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b.t Leptoquarh
The theoretical framework for leptoquarks with Yukawa couplings to quark-

irpton pairs are extended gauge theories. It i.i of interest that such scalar particles
with masses of order 100 GeV can be consistent with all constraints from rare pro-
cesses (cf. [34], [35]). However, one should be aware of the fact that for most
leptoquarks some fine tuning of couplings is required and that the most general
couplings to qtiark-lepton pairs are usually not compatible with constraints from
low energy data. In composite models and technicolour theories leptoquarks usu-
ally appear as pscudo-Golds tone bosons which have derivative couplings to fermions
pairs.

Leptoquarks with dimensionless couplings to fermions pairs must have spin 0
or spin 1. If, by convention, they all carry lepton number +1, their baryon number
can be +1 or —|. The couplings of all possible leptoquarks to quark-lepton pairs are
discussed in {36]. A particularly well studied example is the S</(5)-type leptoquark
Si whose couplings to 5[T(2)-doublets are:

+ c.c. . (60)

The couplings of scalar leptoquarks are of Yukawa type, and therefore their size
may be similar to the size of Higgs boson couplings. In ordinary grand unified
theories leptoquark masses are oforder 10" GeV or larger. However, in theories
where Yukawa couplings violate the unified symmetry, leptoquarks may have masses
of order mw. In this case baryon- and lepton-number are conserved in the low-energy
effective theory.

LQ

Fifin 13. t | I W K I > M «• «fclr>».ftur» mniMbtim

At HERA leptoquarks can be produced as s-channel resonances in the electron
quark subprocess shown in fig. (13). Since their width is small they appear as nar-
row resonances in the x-distnbutions of neutral and charged current cross sections.
The electron-proton cross section reads

(51)

(5J)
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Here «(z) is tin- relevant quark distribution inside the proton, and Tin - AJ/1B*
is thr partial width for the decay of the leptoquark into the quark-lepton pair in the
iniliiil stiilr. Irm i> K-plnqiinrk muss ni|,g - 20UC.VV one lina IT, - O(10')p*. Dri-misc
of this rather large cross section HERA is well suited to search for leptoquarks. For
ato ~ a,m leptoquatks can be discovered up to the kinematic limit, i.e., mtg ~
300 GeV. and for the small coupling OLQ ~ 10~*a,m one can still find leptoquarks
up to mlq ~ tMGeV. Discovery limit* for all the leptoquarks listed in table (3)
are shown in fig. (14) The limits are based on a Monte Carlo study assuming an
integrated luminosity of 100 pi'1 [37]. Mass bounds obtainable for the leptoquark
S|/j from direct search and virtual effects are shown in fig. (15).

First bounds on leptoquark masses have recently been obtained by the col-
laborations HI anrl ZEUS at DESY based on an integrated luminosity of 25 nl~'.
For left-handed coupling and oip = u , . both collaborations find a lower bound of
about 170 GtV [38],[39].

In supersymmetric models with broken R-parity single production of super-
particles is possible. In these models scalar quarks can have direct couplings to
electron-quark pairs. Hence, they can be produced in cp-scattering like leptoquarks
and similar bounds on their masses can be expected from HERA experiments [40],
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5.3 Hetvy neutrinos
In extended gauge theories lepton number corresponds to a spontaneously

broken, local symp^try. A priori the scale of this symmetry breaking can be any-
where between the Fermi-sc?Je of weak interactions and the grand unification scale
\avr ~ 10"C*V. A large scale of B - L - breaking implies very small neutrino
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masses, which may be in the range needed to explain the solar neutrino deficit by
means of the MSW-mechanisin. In this rase we oxpoct no uriitral heavy lrptim's
mul aim fin new wcttor bosuns, surh ns n ?.', nt. mprnirs arrrssiblc with arorlrrators.

Alternatively, some theories predict a low scale of B - L - breaking O(lTtV).
In this case, the ordinary neutrinos are expected to have masses close to the present
experimental upper limits. Furthermore, additional vector bosons (tV* and/or Z')
and new heavy neutrinos with masses in the range from a few tens of GeV to a few
hundred GeV are predicted. Low energy processes and LEP data require the WR-
boson to be heavier than 45Q GeV [421,(43]. The lower bound increases to 520 GtV.
if the lightest right-handed neutrino has a mass below IS GeV [44]. This leaves an
interesting range of i/« and WK masses which can be probed for the first time at
HERA. In left-right symmetric mcdels with spontaneous parity breaking Wn bosons
have to be heavier than I - 3 TeV (45). This mass range lies beyond the sensitivity
of HERA.

Heavy neutrinos are the simplest example of new heavy leptons and quuks
which can be produced via mixing in charged and neutral current processes in er
scattering. In the literature new heavy fermions have been discussed in connection
with E, unified theories, a fourth generation and mirror families [46], [47].

Spontaneous symmetry breaking generates the following mass terms in th»
neutrino sector:

i + he (53)

where mD = »• , m = fc»'. Here g and h are complex S x 3 matrices, and the vac-
uum expectation values »' and » break the extended gauge symmetry to SV(3)C x
SU[2)L x t/(l)r and to SU(i)c x I7(l)m, respectively. The entire mass matrix has to
be ditgonalized in order to obtain the couplings of W and Z bosons to neutrino
mass eigenstates. The matrix m can always be chosen diagonal and real. Assuming
i <kt(mi>) |< <W(m), the weak eigenstates »« and vL can be expressed in terms of the
Majorana mass eigenstates v and N as power series in ( = m^i (cf. (48j),

(M)

(S5)^ 2 1 ( A T - * ' " - ! « T « * W +OK 1 ) )

The corresponding masses of the heavy and light Majorana neutrinos H and v are
given by

m* = m + O( - ) , m, = -m i , i -m£ + O( -ij) . (M)
"I in tn

e"— N / *
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The light Majorana neutrinos v are identified with v,, vr and i/,. Since the Majorana
mass matrix m is large compared to the Dirac mass matrix mo, the smallness of the
ordinary neutrino masses is naturally explained [49].

In order to calculate production cross sections for heavy neutrinos one has
to express charged and neutral currents in terms of the mass eigenstates. The
couplings to the ordinary W-boson and Z-boson are given by

where

+ (!-») ('(1 ~ ») - » M
where * and y are restricted to the intervals

(U)

Here V is a unitary, Kobayashi-Maskawatype mixing matrix in the lepton sector. In
addition there are couplings to a heavy Z'-vector boson and, in the case of left-right
symmetric models, are to a heavy charged W«-boson. Constraints from low energy
experiments on elements of the mixing matrix (i/ typically yield | ( |< 0.1 [50]. In
left-right symmetric models the dominant decay proceeds via a virtual W« into a
charged lepton and three quarks.

The differential cross section for the production of heavy neutrinos via Wx
exchange is easily evaluated. One finds:

(60)

2 * . (81)

Here «, c, 4 and a denote the densities of up, charm, down and strange quarks in
the proton, which depend on the renormalization scale ft- The total cross section
for the production of heavy neutrinos via mixing is obtained by the replacement
!/(»« + ""tr,)1 ~* I (Whit I* /(W+™»r)*'" eq. (60).

The total cross section is obtained from eq. (60) after numerical integration
over * and y. The result is shown in fig. (17) as function of mw for two different
WK masses and the HERA c.m.s. energy -ft = 314 GtV. A rough estimate of the
discovery limits for neutrino and Vt% masses with an integrated luminosity of MO j * " 1

is obtained by requiring 5 events. This yields a maximal neutrino mass of 120 GtV
and ?, maximal vector boson mass of about 700 GtV. The total cross section for
the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos via mixing is plotted in fig. (18) for
three values of the center of mass energy, corresponding to HERA (y/i = 314 GtV),
an upgraded version of HERA (ft = 4S0 GeV) and LEP e LHC (ji = 1300 GtV) .
Here (V()tH - 0.1 has been assumed. The discovery limits for the heavy neutrino
are 180. 330 and 870 GeV for ft - 314, 450, 1300 GtV, respectively. A detailed Monte
Carlo study, including background processes, has been carried out in [51],[52).
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A comprehensive study of other heavy leptons which could be produced at
HERA has been carried out in (53|. For charged heavy leptons, which couple to
cli'ilrons via mixing in the neutral current, the production cross section is slightly
smaller than for heavy neutrinos. In composite models heavy states can couple
to ordinary leptons and vector bosons via non-renormajizable derivative couplings.
For a compositeness scale of 1 TtV one is sensitive to excited electrons and neutrinos
with masses up to about 200 GtV and 150 GtV, respectively.

A low scale of B - L - breaking 0(1 TtV) predicts new particles, heavy vector
bosons and new heavy leptons, which could be produced at present and future
colliders. However, from a cosmological point of view this possibility appears to
be disfavoured. The requirement to generate the cosmological baryon asymmetry
imposes stringent constraints on the masses of the new states. They have to be
much heavier than the W-boson unless the baryon-asymmetry can be generated at
the electroweak phase transition [54].

0. Summary

In the previous sections we have discussed what we can hope to learn from
electron-proton scattering at HERA about electroweak interactions and about physics
beyond the standard model. Among the electroweak processes, i.e., the production
of vector bosons and inelastic cKarged and neutral current scattering, the measure-
ment of the strength of the charged current at <f « 104 GtV' appears to be most
interesting. Within the standard model, after the discovery of the top-quark, one
expects to reach an accuracy for the W-boson mass of

Imw = ± HO MtV . (»J)

This mass, extracted from the W-propagator, can then be compared with the on-
shell maS3 measured in W-pair production at LEPII.

The cross section for the production of charm quark-antiquark pairs in photon-
gluon fusion is of order 1 /it at HERA. Hence, in one year of running at the design
luminosity one will obtain about 10r C-mesons. This will allow a considerable im-
provement of bounds on branching ratios for rare decays. For two-Iepton final states
a sensitivity of O(10"T) can be reached.

A model independent window to new physics are contact interactions. For
chirality conserving and chirality changing neutral current contact tenns HERA
experiments will be sensitive to mass scales up to

A ~ ITtV . (H)

A combined analysis of neutral and charged current processes can lead to even more
stringent bounds.

In comparison with the Tevatron and LEPII the search for super-particles is
essentially limited to models with broken R-parity. In this case single production of
scalar quarks is possible, which is very similar to leptoquark production for which
HERA is an ideal collider. Even for small couplings rather large leptoquark masses
can be probed:

~ 300 GeV,
~ 300 GtV,

<*LQ

~ 10-'<».m
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Also interesting is the single production of charged and neutral heavy leptons.
Heavy neutrinos, for instance, could be produced up to a mass of ' t

mH ~ 160 GeV . . (64)

The production of heavy leptons in e^-scattering is the pendant to the production
of new heavy vector bosons in ^collisions.
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RARE B MESON DECAYS AT CLEO

STEPHEN M. PLAYFER
Dtpt. of Paynes, Sfnaut Unntrriti

Siracase, NY 1S1U, USA

ABSTRACT

Tke CLEO II detector at tke Conell electro, storage rial (CESR), ku collected a sample of well
orer a millioa SB eveats at tke T(4S). ThU Urge data tample kai bee* a»ed to obtaia a aaraber
of iaietestiag tenltt ia B pkysks. la tkis paper I will coaceatlaU oa aew retails oa rare B deeays,
indadiag aa improved meaiaieateat of V.» bom tke iaelaaive leptoa spectram, evideace foi ckatmleai
kadioak B decays, and tke Xnt observatioa of tke ekctromagaetk decay B — K'l.

1. Introduction

1.1 The Pkitict of Ran B Meson Deaf
Siacc tke top quark man is large, B mesoas are expected to be tke oaly weakly decaying

moon coataiaiag qaarks of tke tkitd geaeratioa. Tkeir decays are a aaiqu wiadow oa tke Cabibbo-
Kobayaiai-Maskawa (CKM) Matrix ekmeaU Kt, V.t, V,., aad Vu, deseribiag tke eoapfiags of tke
t',:ird geacratioa of qaarki to tke Bgkter qaarkl. Tke anal B meson decays, nek as B - • D'lv
aad fl -» Dn, depead oa oaly one of tkatt fear ekmeaU, Y*. Proaa tke obaervatioa of B° - B°
mudafW tke ekmeat V,t caa be dedaced, bat oaly if tke kadroak factors BB aad /» are kaowa.

Rare B raewa decays probe tke snail CKM elemeat V.», tke magaitade of wkick teU
important boaads oa Ike combiaatioa p3 + ij' ia tke YVoUeaiteia panmetrisaUoa of tke CKM
matrix'2'. Ia additioa tkey caa probe tke elemeat V,, tkroagk tke oae-loop 1 avor-ckaagiag aeatral
caneat diagrams kaowa as peagaias!*'. Peagaia diagrams were origiaally ialrodaced to describe
tke A/ = \ rale ia IT — -n decay!4!. Later tkey were Ibaad to be importaat ia tke staadard model
predietioa of tke parameter «*/« describiag direct CP violatioa ill tke aeairal Kaoa system. la B
mesoa decays, tke top qaark contribute, to tke loop kaa a large eoapliag Vn oa oae side of tke
loop, so peagaia diagrams are expected to be importaat ia maay rare B mesoa decays. Tke recent
observatioa by CLEO15' of oae of tke clearest sigaatares lor peagaia diagrams, B — K'j, will be
described ia sectioa 4.1 of tkis paper.

A kng term goal of researck in B pkysics is to observe CP violatioa ia tke fl mesoa
system"'. Tke aaitarity or tke CKM matrix implies V;kV.t+V;tVcl+V,\VU = 0. Tkis is represeated
geometrically by a aaitarity triaagle. Tke tkree aagles of tkis triaagle, known as o, 0 aad 1,
determine tke CP violatioa ia tke decay modes B° — * + »~, Bf -• +K, aad fl. -• pK. respectively.
Tkas CP violatioa caaaot be small ia all tkree of tkese decay modes, aad • probably qaite large
(>20%) ia at least two of tkem. Uaforlaaately oaly tke decay B° — +K. kas a tersoaaUy large
braackiag ratio of 8 x 10"* I7'. Tke experimeatal slatas of tke decay B" — I + T " will b* discassed
ia sectioa 3.2.
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Tke large coatribatioa of tke peagaia diagram to maay rare decays, aad tke possibility of
iaterfere.ee betweea peagaia aad spectator amplitudes, kas led to discassioas of possible direct CP
violatioa ia botk B" aad Bf decays!*'. Aa example woald be a dilfereace betweea tke decay rates
for Bf — K*x- aad S" — K"T+. Wkile aa obtervatioa of direct CP violatioa woald be iaterestiag
ia itself, tke tkeorelkal iaterpretatioa depeads oa kadroak Haal sUte iateractioas aad pkases.

l.t Tke CLEO II Detector
Tkc CLEO II detector!*' is de.ii.ed to delect botk diarged aad aeatral particles witk

eicelleat resolatioa aad etacieacy. Tke ckarged particle trackiag system coasisu of a six-layer
straw tube ckassber, a tea-layer vertex drill ckamber, aad a Sl-laycr maia drift ckamber. Tke
auia drift ckamber provides specific ioaisatioa i.formelios (iF/iz) (or particle ideatiacatioa. Tke
trackiag system is sarroaaded by a time-or-aigkt (TOF) system aad aa ekctromagaetk skower
detector coaaistiag of 7800 cesiam iodide crystals. All of tkese systems are iaslaDed iaside a 1.5 T
sapereoadactiag saagaet. Oatside tke magaet coil is iroa iaterspersed witk maoa ckambers.

Tke moateatasa resolatioa of Ike trackiag system is give, by (*>/»' = (O.OOlSpf+lOMS)1,
wane pis ia GeV/e. Tke eaergy resolatioa of tke dectromagaetk calorimeter for isolated skowers is
fE/E{%)=«M/E°n+l.t - 0.1E, wkere £ is ia GeV. Siagle pkotoas are separated trom <r°s ap to
eaergies greater tkaa 3 GeV asiag skower skape aaalysis. Ekctroas are ideatiaed froai tkeir eaergy
depoattioa ia tke cakxiawter aad from dEfi* measaremeats ia tke drift ckamber. Maoas above
1.0(l.«,3.1) GeV/c are ideatiaed by tkeir ability to peaetrate 3(5,7) iateractioa leagtks of iroa.

3. Charmless: SemHeptonic B Decayi

t.l EuloHctl Renew
Tke list desaoastratioa tkat tke CKM matrix elemeat V,, is aot eqaal to sero came from

Ike observatioa of » - . ulv semileptoak decays by tke CLEO>10' aad ARGUS'11' colabonlioas.
Tkis observatkn was saade by stadyiag tke iaclasive leptoa spectram ia tke momeatam regie. 2.4-
2.( GeV/c betweea tke kiaematk eadpoiat for tke asaal i — dv decays, aad tke kiaematk eadpoiat
lor tke rare decays a —• Wv. After sabtractiag a large backgroaad from tke e+e* -* ff coatiaaam
(f = «,s!,stc), botk experimeats Ibaad sigaiacaat excesses of eveats ia tkis regtoa. Additioaal
evideace for s - . mlv was foaad betweea 2.2 aad 2.4 GeV/c after Ike sabtractk-a of aa expected
a - . eh/ co.trib.tioa. ARGUS foaad a » - . alw sigaal of 41 ± 10 eveato betweea 2.3 aad 2.1 GeV/e,
wkile CLEO Ibaad sigaals of « ± 4 0 eveats aad 7«±20 eveaU ia tke raages 2.2-2.4 aad 2.4-2.( GeV/e
respectively. From tlnse resahs |V.»/V^l was estimated to lie ia Ike raage 0.0*-0.1(. Tke large raage
ofvahes for |r^t/VU| relecU tke strong model depeadeace of Ike expected fractioa of tke • — alv
spectram ia tke eadpoiat regie*. Sabseqaeatly ARGUS presented evideace for Ike eiclmire decay
B- - fl-tfl*, bat tkis kss aot bee. coatraied by CLEOf1".

Witk Ike large data sample available from tke CLEO II detector, a aew measaremeat of tke
yield of ckarmkss semileptoaic decays ia tke eadpoiat region kas bee. made. Since tkis measurement
give* remits tkat are si(aiacaatly smaller tkaa tke previoas measiiremeats, I will describe it ia some
detail. After reviewiag tke model depeadeace of tke extraction of a valae for V,t, I wiH coadade
witk a brief diseassioa of aa aasaeeessfa] searck for tke exelasive decays B —• wlv, plv and w(p.
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t.l The Nev Measurement bf CLEO
A new measurement of tke inclusive lepton endpoint spectrum kas recently been completed

by CLEO<14> using 0.92 I V ' of data taken oa tke T(4S), and 0.42 ft"1 of date taken oa tke
continuum just below the resonance. Two analyses kave been made using different cats to suppress
the continuum background. Tke first uses a cat on tke Fox-Wolfram parameter JO < O.^1*), and a
cat on tke direction or tke missing momentum vector relative to tke beam direction \an*mi,, | < 0.9.
This analysis is similar to Ike original CLEO analysis!10). A second analysis makes additional cats
on tke magnitude of tke musing momeatam vector, Ipmiul > 1.0, and oa its direction relative to
the leploa, eoili, < 0.0. A tigkter eat is also made on K2 < 0.2. This second analysis is ratker
similar to tke original ARGUS analysis!11), but benefits from tke better hetmetieity of tke CLEO
II detector. Tke results from tke two analyses are shown in Figure 1. It can be seea tknt tke

Figare 1: Leploa momenlam spectra (a) witk Rt < 0.2 and ft»i>. cuts (b) witk an flJ < 0.3 cut.
Tke filled points are tke on resoaaace data, Ike open points are tke scaled off resonance dnta. Tke
solid carve is tke * - • civ contribution, and tke dotted curve is the fitted off resoannce coatribation.
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tigkter Rl cat and the additional eati on mining momentam significantly reduce Ike continaam
backgroand, and give a mack clearer rignal for tke lepton endpoiat excess attributable to s - . mlv.

Tke net • — alp ligaal between 2.3 and 2.0 GeV/c if 107 ± 15 ± 11 eventi witk theie tight call,
and 236 ± 39 ± 30 event* witk the looter R2 < 0.3 cat. A more detailed breakdown of tke yieldi
including tke h ~* elf sabtraetion and corrections for lepton fakes and »> coatribalionf ia given in
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Table 1. While tke excess ia the 2.4-2.* GeV/c region ii inaemitive to these correction!, the excess
ia the 2.3-2.4 GeV/e region kaa a large correction for the • --• dv contribution.

Table 1: Lepton yield! and backgrounds

Momeitam
Call

Km

Fakes

i-dv
» — «iV

2.3-2.4 GeV/e
R2 < 0.2,»w...

122
10.1±l.«
S.2±l.»
2.2±0.S
2«.1±2.5

«4.3±11.4±4.4

«2<0.3
474

107.1±5.8
22.T±t.2
ll.T±2.3
105,«±«.J

«I.I±23.S±14.«

2.4-2.8 GeV/c
J22 < 0.1,pm,.,

»-0
ti.8±3.7
1.7±0.»
1.4±0.4
IMO.t

43.0±10.2±«7

K2 < 0.3

4«3
143.«±9.8
3.T±2.3
C.lil .8
«.2±2.0

12«.4±2«.3±15.3

Tke h —• eftr anbieactioa kaf been ttvdied carefaUr. Tke mif measarement of track momenta
t oat the ateeaiy laling a - • dv speclram into Ike region we are etadying. To reduce tku

elect tke geometric acceptance for tke leptoa IKCII if restricted to tke angular range \cowt,\ < 0.15.
Wei Manured tracks arc selected by cute on tke traek impact parameters relative to tke eveat vertex,
tke track It residual, and tke numbet of drift ekamber wire kits uied oa tke track. Tke momentum
resolution function fee tkese tracks kas been investigated by emfccddiag maont from e*e" - • »»*>" '"
Iwdtonk evenU, aad in (bund to kave no appreciable non-Gaassian tails. Another uncertainty in tke
l — dv subtraction coaaes rrom tke motion of tke B meson. »kick kas a momentum distribution
centered at 320 MeV/c witk a widtk of aboat 50 MeV/e. This distribution is sensitive to the
beans energy dintribation. of CESR. It ka* beea determined experimentally nsing fully recoail acted
kadnrnk B meson cUcays, aad kas then been used in tke Monte Carlo simulation to boost tke B

n o w by tke right amoaat.

To calculate the partial branching fraction for • - . •If, Afl.i, we use a Monte Carlo simu-
lation of tke detection dHoeacy. As discussed in the next section tke efficiency is somewkat • .•x'.tl

dependeat because of the • ' dependence of tke cuts used to suppress tke continaam baekgroaad.
Values fee tke partial bruaeuag fractions in Ike endpoiat region are given in Table 2. Values o! AB.t
obtained from tke two momentum bias separately, aad from tke analysis witk only aa Jt2 < 0.3 cut,
agree wel with Ike results given in T.Me 2. A comparison wilk tke earlier measuremeati by CLEO
and ARGUS is complicated by tke need to determine tke model dependent efficiency for each set
of eats. It • estimated that the new measurements of tke yield are at least a factor of Swo smaller
tkaa tke previous •swamremcats, and disagree witk them by 1.5 - 2.5» >14>.

1.3 Exlnction of V.t
Several models are used lo interpret Ike signal for » ~ «lv. Tkere is an inclusive model

based oa tke calculations of AHareHi et al. (ACM) I1*, witk a simple fragmentation recipe for the

hadroaic system ( I 7 ) . There are also several models which sum together a small number or exclusive

Xnal states where tke kadronic system forms a low mass resonance. In tke models of Korner aad

Sender {KSfil, asm Wnbd el al. (WSB)'1", tke lept« eadpoiul region is dominated by tke plv

Hani tUU. Tke mode! of Isgu' et al. (1SGW) I3OI also kas a large M" contributioa, but includes

saore exclasive Itaal states.
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Table 2: RMUUI from v»fiom theoretical modeb for endpoint friction! (J(p)), detection efficiencies
(e), partial braaching fractions (AB.t), and the corresponding values of |V.,/Vrt|. Results are givea
for the R2 < 0.2 and n,,-,, call, and for the combined momentum iiternl 2.3-2.J GeV/c.

Model
ISGW
KS
WSB
ACM

"•(»)

0.11
0.35
0.21
0.2S

e
0.23 ± 0.02
0.25 dt 0.02
0.23 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.02

AB., x 10*
121 ± 17 ± 16
115 ± 1« ± 15
122 ± 17 ± 11
154 d: 22 ± 20

|V.»/V«»i
0.101±0.010
0.058±0.004
0.07J±0.007
0.07«±0.00l

Figate 2: Deteetioa efficiency at a fuaclioa off1. Tke dashed line k for the A2 < 0.3 cat, and tke
dot-daahed liae it for the S3 < 0.2 and awntt cuts.
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Tke models differ in tkeii prediction! for tke fraction of Ike kptoa tptclram in tke eadpoint
region, f{r), and in the the facton 7. a»d •»« denned by T(» - . alv) = 7.|V.,|J and r ( . - C/K) =
TelKtl* respectively. Tke*e differences ate summarised by the nibble •"(») = }(rYt'h<- There ue
also differences in the prediction! for the •* diatribntion of Ike ercntt in the endpoint region. The
importance of the «•* dependence can be teen from Fig. 2 which thorn the detection efficiency of the
CLEO tseasartmeat, «, aa a faaction off'. For the tight cat* there it a itroag «' dependence of tke
efflckney. laWe 2 drain the nlaea of •"(»), t, Ike partial branching ftaetioM in the endpoint region,
AB.t, and the conetponding nlaei of |V.i/Vek| extracted bom each model. The amalleit nlaet of
IKi/Ktl are from tke KS model, and the Urgest nlaet are from the ISGW model. Thk k primarily
becaaie of the different nlaet of d{p) from thete modeb. The range of variation between tke modek
it mack larger than the experimental lueertainty in tke event yield, to tke extraction of a value for
V., k preteatly limited by tke theoretical ancertaiaties ia a"(»). We are currently iavMtigaling the
pottibility of coattraiaiag tke tkeoretical modeb by making experimental meataremcnU of tke e1

diitribatioa in tke eadpoint region.
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1.4 Upper Limits on Exclusive Final States
Last year CLEO published 90% C.L. upper limits of 2 - 4 x 10"1 oa tke exclusive decays

B° - . a*!"*-, B~ - . tPl'v aad B- — ul~v t13l. Tkese apper limits do not support an earlier resalt
on B- - y i - s . of (1.0 ± 0.4) x 10"3 bom ARGUSl12!, but are not in eonlict with tke value, of
|V.s/Vd| givea ia Table 2. Both the CLEO and ARGUS aaalyses used the expected kiaematict to
suppress backgrounds aad tkea searcked for resonance peaks in the two aad three pion maaa spectra.

Ia a aew analysis CLEO k using the missing momeatam vector at aa expbeit measure of the
aeatriao. The combiaatioa of thk aeutrino meatwemeat with tke lepton and Ike kadroaic system
givea a faUy reconstructed B mesoa. Thk summer the Krst resalU botn thk method are being
presented on fi° — jr+l-i/f21). An apper limit of 3.3 x 10-' has been obtained wing the ISGW
model to determine Ike detection efficiency. Tke hope k that with aa iacreate ia experimeatal
statistics it will be possible to observe char sigaab for exclusive Dual slates witk thk method.

S. Charmleu Hadronic B decays

S.I Tktontic*l Predictions
Rare hadroaic B decays differ from the usual decays of the form » — c because tke spectator

diagram, Fig. J(a), k anppreated by the factor |V.,/K*|. Thk sup->ressioa makes it possible for other
diagrams to make coatribatioaa at the tame level at the spectator diagram. The most important
of these additional diagrams k the one-loop, favor-changing neutral carreat diagram known at tke
peagaia diagram shown in Fig. 3(b).

Figare 3: Feyamaa Diagrams for Charmless Hadroaic B decays (a) Spectator (b) Peagaia

(•) (b)

Decays tack aa B* - • *+*-, B~ -• a—»°, &> — *+sr aad B~ — w"p~, are expected to
be described mainly by the spectator diagram, altkoagk there k a possible small contribution from
a a — a" peagaia diagram. Prediclioas for the branching ratios for these decay modes have been
mask by Baaer,Sleek and Wirbel (BSW)I221, and recently by Deaadrea et al. (DBGN)!23!. Both
theoretical papers igaore the pengain contribution, assume Cscloritalioa of Ike amplilade, and dejfae
coemckata ait and «j for the external and inUrnal contribation to the amplitude. BSW extrapolate
boat a It to charm decay data to obtaia a, = 1.1 aad a, - -0.24, while DBGN ate a It to recent
data oa a - . e decays'7) to obtaia a, = 1.0 and a3 = +0.27. The predictions of the two modeh for
several decay modes are givea ia Table 3. I have updated the BSW predictions with the most recent
nines of |V.,/Vrt|=0.075, |Vrt|=0.0« aad rB=1.4ps. Differences between the two modeb are dae



lo differences in Ike magniUde and relative ligii of m, and « j , and to different assumptions for Ike
form factors for B — * and B ~> p.

Table 3: Tkeoretkal prediclioas for B -* n and B - > r / >

Model
B Decay
* • • « -

**P~
w-p*

*v

DBGN
r in 10"»"'

1.5af|VviV'J^
O.T(ai + aiClK.tK.'jl'

4-0a?|V«.V.".|J

0.3aJ|K..V | | | '
0.14(ai + 3.toi)*|VatV.*d|3

2.0(«i +0.26aj)'|V.»V."(,j
J

B.R.XI0"*
l . l iO.I
IA±O.«
4.S±Z9
O.4±0.T
0.7±0.l
2.7±1.2

BSW
rinio'V

O.4(«| + «j)'|K»V.*< |1

2.2aJ|Vs|Va*<|3

0.5n}|V,»l'"<|1

0.28(a, + 30»j)1 |V.kV;J |1

l . l (a , + 0.50«1)>|V.|V."jj>

B . R . X 1 0 -
1.1
0.3
2.9
O.T
0.3
1.1

Decayi to Itaal states containing a* > quark are expected to k m a signincut contribution
from a * - • » pengaia diagram, altkoagk tkey can alto oeear tkroagk a Cabibbo-»ppiei*ed • - • •
spectator diagram, Tke wdasive rale for Ike kadronk pengain diagram k -* *§ n estimated to
be aboat 1%, bat tke fragmentation ialo exclatiire Had .tales is difficult to d e l a t e btcamie tke
simple assamptions about factoriiatioii of tke amplitude Med for tke spectator diagram are aaKkdy
to be ralid ibr loop diagrams. Tkere are two recent sets of tkcorelkal prediction u Ik* BUratare
from Deskpacde et al. I34), and from Ckaa et al.P5l. Tkete cakalatioM take ialo i c t m t bolk
pengaia aad spectator eontribations aad make predictions fot a large mambct of ckarmleM kadroaic
B decays. A selection of tkese predictions are skown in table 4.

Table 4: Tkeoretical predictions for » -» »f dtcay modes

Model
B Decay

K-*«
K'W
K°i°
K-t>+
*V
XV
JtV

Deskpaade et al.
B.R.xlO-»

1.1
O.S
1.1
O.S
0

0.01
0

0.01

Ckaa el al
B.R.X10"*

J.T
o.a
1.2
0.6
0.2

0.06
0.03
0.04

Model
B Decay
K'~n*
jr-«°
*f°»-
X'V
K~+
K»*
K-*

Deskpaade el al.
B.R.X10"1

0.6
0.3
0.6
0.3
1.1
1.1
3.1
3.1

Ckaa et al.
B.R.xl0-»

1.9
0.9
0.9
O.S
1.4
0.9
O.<
0.9

A* examination of Tables 3 and 4 indicates tkat tke prtdktioM k a n an uncertainty of at
least a factor of two. Tke branckiag ratios are expected to be of order 10"*, wkkk is j« i t witkin
tke range of sensitivity Ikat coaM be rcacked wilk a sample of 10' B mesons. A itwdj of tke
experimental detection elRcieacy and >ke eoatiaaam backgroand iadkates Ikat tke two-body decays
B° — i * x " and B° -• K+r- olTer tkc best kope of observing a signal. Tkese are also among tke
most interesting of tke decay modes for reasons diseassed in tke introduction.
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S.I Experiment*! RetulU on B° - . »+*- arts! B" -• K**-

A data sample of 1.3T Ib"1 taken on Ike T(4S) kas been searcked for tke decay modes
B* - » + * - , B» - . K+*-, aad B° - /r*ff - lM). A sample of O.i4 IJ.-' l a i n just below tkt
teaoMnce ia nsed to stady tke eoalin«am backgroand. Since B mesons are prodaced nearly at rest
OB tke T(45), tke Cnal state kas two almost back-to-back tracks wilk momenta of - 2 . 9 GeV/c.
A candidate ia reqaired to kave bolk tracks weumeaaited (tee section 2.2 for details), and tke
tkraet axis of tke two tracks relative lo tke beam axis mast satisfy |OM«| < 0.1. Tke dHTereace
between tke total energy of Ik* two tracks and tke beam energy, A C = E, + E 3 - £ h a m , and Ike
"beam-coaatnined- mam, m = Y / F £ . , . - (pi + p , ) ' , are ased to identify candidates for B meson
decays from continuum backgroand. Tke r.m.s. resolatioat on A B aad m are 25 MeV and 2.5 MeV
respectively.

Separation between n , Kr and KK eventa ia provided by tke A S variable, and by tke
alE/ebiafotmttioa. from tke mam drill ckamber. Tke A £skift between K> aad n ; events n 42 MeV
if K, aad C , are delermiasd asiag Ike pion mass. Tkis ia 1.7»a E . Tke dE/ii separation between
kaoaa aad pious at 2.6 GeV/e ia fonnd to be (1.1 ± O . i y from a stndy of a sample of 0*+-tagged
I? — *-** decays. Stadias of tke erect of these separations nsing moate carlo teckniqnes indicate
that tke separatioa anrnded by A E and dE/im is samcient for tke limited statistics of tke present
date sample, bat tkat better separation, are needed in tke Tatare.

Tke bacKgnmad arises almost entirely from tke continaam wkere tke two-jet stractare of
tkc events caa ptedace kigk momeMam, baek-to-back tracks. Tkese m s l i can be diacrimiaated
again*! by cakalaUag tke angle, #r, between tke tkratt axis of tke candidate tracks, and tke tkrast
axis of Ike rett of Ike event. Tke distribution otco**r m peaked al ±1 for coalinaam events, aad
is nearly ta t for BB event.. A cat ia made at kostVI < O.T. Additional diacrimmatie* is provided
by a Fisher •*eriaaiaaa|!M- 27>, T = £ ," , , ai%. Tke inpala n arc tke dkectio. of Ike candidate
tkraet axis, Ike B m o o n ligkt direction, and nine variables BHaaarmg Ike energy l o w of Ike rot
of tke event. Tke coemoeaU <»j are ckoten to maximiae tkc separation betweea BS signal eveats
aad coatina^zi backgroand evcals.

Two approackas are n*ed io evalaate tkc amoaal of signal in tke daU sample. In tke tat
approack a cat ia mad* on T aad eveats are claasiKeil at **, Jf* or KK accordi;ig to tke mott
probaUe kypotkeais from Ike dB/di iabrmatioa. A aigaal region ia dellned by | A £ | < SO MeV,
S.2T5 < m < «.3gS GeV, and a sideband region for baekgroaad estimation by - 1 1 5 < AE <
140 MeV, 5.200 < m < 5.274 GeV. Tkc signal and baekgronnd •amber, are f i re , ia Table 5. Tke
emaeacy for Ike correct ideatitcatio* «f a signal event in tkis aaalyaai if 19%.

Table 5: Event yields, Kited brancaing ratios aad 90% C.I. apper limit, for Bf — ***-, B° —

Decay mode
* • * -
K+T-
K+K-
w+r~ or K*ir~

Sigaal Events
6
«
0
12

Backgroand
1.4±0.2
1.5±0.2
l.l±0.1
2.9db0.3 "••ili

B . R . X 1 0 -

i.sij;»±o.2
I. l !S±M

0.01SJ
2.4!g;?±0.2

O.L.xlO-'
<2.9
<2.C
<o.v
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To inciriur the efficiency of the wnrch and to eiploit the information contained in the
distribution! of the A S . m , ? and iB/dz vaiiablel, the cuts deiciibed in the previous paragraph ate
removed, and an tinbinned maximum-likelihood fit is made. la thu HI the signal and background
distributions aie defined by probability denrily fraction! derived from monte carlo •tadiel. The lit
determines tke relative contribution! of «•«-, X r and X X signal and background. The belt lit values
for the signal yields N,w,NKw and NXK, are given in Table 5. Fignre 4 ihowi tkc tur contours in
the plane N.wti.NKw, and Figure 5 i k o n the projection! of the likelihood lit onto tke m and &E

axes compared to the events coupled inside tke c i t s in tke fits! analysis. Tke efficiency for a signal
erenl to be included in tke likelikood analysis is 38%.

Figure 4: Likelikood contours for Ike JSt to N,r and JV>,. The best fit is indicated by the cross,
Ike tut contour! by solid lines, and the 1.21c contour by tke dotted line.

Bold N,r and N*r differ from selo by between 2.S and 3<r. This is below tke level of

significance to claim the observation of eilker decay mode. However, it can be seen that tke point

Nw, = NKW = 0 is well outiide the \<r contour in Fig. 4. E v u after syitematk uncertainties are

taken into account tke sum of N.. + NK. still differs from sero by 4r . This indicates that either

I I or X * or botk are piesent in tke data. The central values and upper limits obtained from the

likelihood lit are given in Table S. For » * and Kx tke upper limits and tke centra) values of the

bnt fit ate close to tke theoretical predictions in Tables 3 and 4.

3.3 Searches for other Decay Model

The other decay modes listed in Tables 3 and 4 can be divided into two categories. There

ate decays for which there is little continuum background, but for wkkh tke detection efficiency is

not high enough to observe a statistically significant signal from tke present data sample. Decays

in tkis category are particularity interesting because they include modes such as X s ' 0 and K°+

which would provide rather striking evidence for the hadronic penguin diagram a — ««. There are
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Figure S: Comparison ofon-rrsonance data (histngiam) with projreiioas or the likelihood fit (,oM
curve), (a) Projection onto m after cuts o» A E and T (b) Projection onto AE after cuts oa m and
T. Tke skaded portions of tke histogram ate xr events, the unshaded ate X * events. Tke dolled
and dot-dasked line* in (b) indicate the fit projections for X * aad » T separately.

5.29

-100. 0.
AE (MeV)

100.

prenmmaty rzsultt f ro* CLEO on K* aad K'4 modes'2*]. No sifnals are observed, and Ike M%
C.L. upper luuts ate 1.7X 10"» (*"•»), t.4 x 10"' ( « • * ) • 1 » x K~* ( X ' V ) "<« 1 1 x 10*4 ( J f " * ) .
Hole that Ike upper k'mit on K~4 is close to tke predictions in Table 4.

Moat of Ike tare kadronic decay modes ate difficult foe CLEO to observe because of tke
large continuum background. In tkis category are *-*', r-p', *-,+, K'tc', K'*r-, X**>- aad
It" 1 ! 1 , an of which art audei study at present. Many of these modes contain a kigk energy i* for
wkkk tke eaergy resolulion of Ike CLEO II Csl calorimeter altkragk excellent, is still a factor of
two worse tkan tke resolution for a charged particle of tke same energy. We hope to eventually reach
Ik* reqaiied experimental sensitivity to observe tkese decays with additional statistics and furtker
improvements in our techniques for suppressing tke continuum background.

4. Electromagnetic Penguin Decays

'./ OlserMttan of B -> K'(l*7)y
The fttti observation of Ike electromagnetic decay B - . X'y by CLEO hai just been

published!5'. Since tke details are available in this paper, I will give only a brief summary here.
A data sample of 1.31 pb~" taken on tke T(4S) resonance was searcked for bolk B" — X * * T and
B- — K—T, where tke X " was detected in its K+*' decay mode, and the K~ in both Ike
Jf " i * aad K,*~ decay modes. The X* caadidates were combined with an isolated gamma vith an
energy between 2.1 and 2.* GeV. Tke gamma candidates must kave shower skapes consistent wilk
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an isolated pkotoa, md o u t lot form a »" or IJ when combined witk mother shower. Tkt energy
A£ = £*• + ET - Bummt *ad the beam-eoasiraiaed maw, m = ^/^i,am ~ (PK• + PT)3< •*• UK(1
ic ideality candidates foe B n a n dscays from eoatinaam beckgroanl. Tkt r.ra.i. resolutions oi
A£ u d m arc 40 McV aid 3.S McV respectively.

Table «: Summary of results for B — X"T

Sigaal Evcats
Coafaaara Background
B B Backgroand
Detection Efficiency
Branching Ratio

If - K-y
K'" - K+r-

8
1.110.2

0.3010.15
(11.911.1)%

(4.0±l.T10.«)xI0-'

B~ - • K"y
K" — K.w~ K" — K'*0

2 3
0.0510.03 0.110.3
0.0110.01 0.1010.05

(2.010.3)% (3.110.5)%
(5.T±J.l±l.l)xW-»

Tknc ai< two m«ia »aKM of backgroand bom tkt continuum, ff jets aid iaitial itatc
ladiatiaa (ISR). TktM an sappnseed by a wmb« of e»u, tkt most important of wkkk k tkc
ihml axk eat |au#rl < O.T dcKiibtd U section 3.2. Tk«c k al» a imall «mo«at of backgioaad
(com otket BB decays, including a feeddowa contribution bom otktr ^ — ̂ J deeujra. Tfcii fttddon
ka> bttB aalbiated ana( tktofctkal modeb for • - • 17 (KC lectio* 4.3). Tkc nambct of tifaal
cveau aad tkc atimattd backfioaadi ate prea ia TaUc «. Tkc «fkt K'"f aid H>c JT*~T tnaU
ia tkc (ifaal repo., \&E\ < «0 MtV aad 5.274 < m < S.28« GcV, an a cleat tifaal £» tkc decay
fl - K-y (Fig. «).

Figazc i: Tkc beau-coMtxaiaed 1
tkaded, K,r'y aaakaded

• diilributioa for B — JT'T camdidatet: K*T~I tolid, K't

Man (K^.)

3.200 S.220 5.210 5.280 S.2N 5.J00
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Axmninf thai B° - . / f 'V aad B" -1 J f r arc eqaal, tkc average bruckiag ratio ia (4.5 ±
1.5±0.») x 10"9. TkU ia ia cicdleat sfintneal with ikeorelkal pfedkliont from tke eketromegaelk
pcagaia diagrai*!1'. Siaee coatribatioM otker tkaa tke peagaia diagraat arc expected to be imaU^'l,
Ikia ia atroag endeacc for tkc oiateace of ;hc peagaia diagram.

4-t Tktonlicml Imylicttiont of »-»r
Tkere ate a u y cakaktioaa of tkc isduin rate for • -> n uiag tkc ckctromagaetk

ptagnia diagiaa^*- M>. Tkt top qaaik maw eaten ialo tkoc cakalatioal Iktolgk in coatribatioa
to the loop, aad there are abo hrge leading order QCD torieelioaa that iaereaie tke rate by a
factot of—3.5. Tke aiieerUiatka ia the lop quark aim aad tke QCD correetioai kad to a raage of
predielioaf for tke iadmim rate of (2-4) xIO"4.

Tke fractio* of the iadaaive rate that hadroaim to a paltkalai eiclaiivt (aal itate ia mach
htm idiably pradkled. At ct al.l'l pcedkt the mam of tke X. tytttm aMag aa citimatc of tkc Feiiai
momealam of tke apceutor qaatk. From tkk ipectram tke Ctactio* of K'(Wl) k ntimated to be
(1313)% by iategratiag Ike ipectram ap to 1 GeV aad ammiag tkia region k domiaated by tkc
X* naoaaace. Other papert awkc prcdklioai betweea 5% and 40% for the fraction of K'(*»2)<sll.
A reaaoaablc catimate that conn moat of the theoretical prtdktiona k (i3±«)%.

There haa been reeeat iatcrest in a -* <r as a probe of phytki beyond the standard
mooVll12' "I. There are poiaible additional eonlribationf to Ike loop from a chaffed Higft aad
from tapenymmetric partklct. Bewcttl13! ku coaiidered a two Higgt doabkt model and tkowa
that contribationa of order 10~4 arc expected for a charged Biggi maia or order 100 GeV. Saper-
aymmetric modtk hart contribatiou to the loop from chwgiaoa aad iqaaiki that tend to cancel
the charged Higga contribation (ia anbfoken •apcnymmeliy the coalribationa to the loop diagram
woald caned exactly). Several receat paperi"3' iaveitigate the parameter ipacc aUowed by » - • 17
for pattkahu modeb of the bceakiag of the taperiymmetty. For moat of the parameter apace ike
charged fligga contribation ia the dominant one. Tkere arc some coabiaaliona of parameter! that
gin a huge negatin contribution aBowiag the late for • - • #T to be (mailer lhaa the ttnndard

4.3 Limiti on the Ineliuiwt R*te for •—»T

The inelaain tatc for * — «T can be meanred from the endpoiat of the iadaain famma
•ptctiam from B decays. Tkie aaalytii ia similar to tke kptoa eadpoiat analysia detcribed in
aeclioa 2.2, bat differs ia a cracial respect. Tke signal for a -• n k expected to peak ia tkc
region 2.2 < Ey < 2.T GeV, witk only 15% of the rate expected to be oataidc thk range*3'. Thas
the tkaoretieal aneertaintkt that wen the Gmitiag factor in the kptoa analytk are mach lesa of a
ptobkm tath — ty.

The experimeatal sitaatioa k skowa in Figare 7. There is aa excess of events from B decays
in the region 2.2 < E, < 2.T GcV, bat it k of limited sUtktkal significance. Tke contribution
dae to gammas coming from » — c decays k belkved to be small, bat k still being stadicd. A
conservative npper limit of S.4 x 10"« (*S% C.L.), U obtaintd by not making a » - . e sabtractioa,
and by asaaming only 70% of Ike t — rr rate k in tkc energy window"4'. Tkk limit k akeady
rather dote to the theoretical pfedktions, so it k reasonable to aseame that CLEO will soon either
meaeate tkk rate, or wiM set hmits ia conlkt witk tke standard model predktion.

An alternative approach to measariag the inclusive rate k to 1st the observed exdaiin rate
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Kigutt 7: Inclusive gamin ft spectrum (*) On trmM»nce (M*\U\ tine) am)
line) (b) excess of gunmu from B decays

»ff ccmnance (tlmihrd

400

200 -

I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

2.5 3.0
Gamma Energy (GeV)

fot B -> K'i. Tlii> metkad require! Ike model dependent atimate of(13±«)% for th« fraction of
If' in the iadasive late. Combinimg this aamber witk the meatvred braacking ratio for B — K'j a
lower limit of « x 10"1 is obtained for tke iadaiive nte (95% C.L.). Tke apptr limit from tail method
a larger Iku Ikal from Ike iiclaiive gamma uutlyau. Tke model dependence of tkU metkod c u
be tedaeed by obiefviiig additional eiclaiive ekamela and addiag tke cxdauri ekaaatb togetker.
A* aaaljrtu is in progrew tkat looki for kigker maw X, $ysttmt decaying into K,tafl^.
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1. Introduction

Extracting CKM parameters from B decays

Isard Dunietz
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Theoretical Physics Department
P.O. Box 500, Batavia, II 60510

Abstract

This note extracts CKM (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) parameters from currently
triggerable B-decay modes. The elastic B* — J/<l>k's asymmetry measures the angle
(3, one of the angles of the CKM unitarity triangle. The other angles of that triangle
are more difficult to extract. A tagged, time-dependent study of B, — Jf$+ extracts
the angle 7. Such a study of Bt — Jf^ip" independently determines 7, where Bt —
J/4'K' needs to be studied for normalization purposes. A tagged study of the classic
Bi — T+T~ extracts a if the penguin amplitude is negligible. The penguin may
be sizeable, however. An involved isospin analysis is then required. It measures a
by disentangling the penguin from the tree amplitude. At hadron accelerators, this
isospin analysis would require a tagged, time-dependent study of Bj — x°xa, which
is currently impossible. This note presents alternatives for measuring a. The angle
could be obtained from studies of exclusive modes that are governed by 6 — d C*l~,
such as B — pl+t~. The branching ratio for such an exclusive mode is tiny, at
the few I0~* level. Another method for measuring this angle requires the study of

both — x*it~ and B, — K*K~. Many more modes could be used to extract
CKM parameters, if triggering on secondary vertices becomes feasible. The methods
discussed here require high precision. They require tremendous effort experimentally
ami theoretically. Experiment will guide us toward the feasible modes and theory must
accurately estimate ratios of related strong matrix elements.

Not all the three angles a,(3, and 7 of the CKM (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) [1] unitarity
triangle [2] can be straightforwardly extracted; see Figure 1. The angle 3 is the easiest to
extract and can be obtained from the B+ —» J/<l> Ks asymmetry with negligible hadronic un-
certainty [3]. The uncertainty of strong matrix-elements cancels in a ratio which determines
the Bj —* J/4<Ks asymmetry.

The determination of a and 7 is more difficult on two fronts. First, the straightforward
asymmetries, such as for Bt —» »"»+ and B, -» p°A's. may not suffice to determine the
angle* of the CKM triangle, because of penguin diagrams. Elaborate methods have been
proposed to overcome this problem [4] - [11]. Second, all existing methods employ modes
that cannot currently be triggered on at hadron accelerators.

This note shows how triggerable modes, those with di-leptons in the final state, can
extract all the angles of the unitarity triangle: a,f) and 7. Further, all the angle* can be
obtained from triggerable Bd modes alone. Additional triggerable B, mode* are available
for the extraction, if the resolution is good enough to observe time-dependent effects of the
B,. Time-integrated rate-asymmetries are not as useful, because they are badly diluted by
the large mixing parameter 1,,

1mA
for large x,. (1)

Before turning to the triggerable modes, we briefly review the existing methods. The
angle a can be determined from the Bj —> ir+ir", />*ir*,afir* asymmetries [4], when pen-
guin contributions are negligible. For sizeable penguins, elaborate isospin analyses extract
a by disentangling the penguin from the tree [5]. Since the xx isospin analysis requires
time-dependent studies of Bd -> *0*0 decays at hadron machines, it will not work, in the
foreseeable future [6]. A combined Dalitz plot and isospin analysis of B -» pir may be able
to determine a (7). The angle a can also be extracted from six decay nimlos related to
Bj -» &Ks (8), or variants thereof [9].

Most methods extract 7 from tagged, lime-dependent studies of sixwific tfj-decaya. Ex-

perimentalists will have to learn hGW to observe the rapid #,-oscillations for very large B,

mixing,
i , & 20 . (2)

The B, -* p°Ks asymmetry would measure 7, if penguins could be neglected. But penguins
may not be negligible, and 7 cannot be- cleanly extracted from the asymmetry. Anyway, the
branching ratio of this color-suppressed mode is expected to be tiny, at the 10"' level [10].
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Tin" aiu;!"" 7 ran 1><" extracted from tagged, time-dependent studies of [10] B, —* DfK*

tit II, ' l>"6 |S|. IVngtiiiis <»iiiiol eunlrilmte .IIKI tin- liruiicliing ratio for tin: color-favored

li, — 0 * A'T mode is expected to be large,

B(B, - • Of A ' * ) ~ 2 x ICT* . (3)

Modes of beautiful hadrons with neutral D's can be used to extract 7. Neither tagging

nor time-dependence is required for this extraction. The angle 7 is obtained by measuring

the rates of six processes, B -» D°A', tfiK, ffcpK and their CP-conjugated partners [8],

[II]. Here Dgp denotes tliat the neutral D is seen in modes with definite CP parity.

We designate by A'r those resonances of A'0 which can appreciably be seen both in modes

that determine their kaon flavor and in modes where the kaon flavor is lost. The K'CP denotes

CP-eigenmodes of the Kr resonance, which are modes with undetermined kaon flavor. Two

such resonances are A'"0 and Ki (1270). The A"0 is seen in its A'+ir~ mode two-thirds of the

time and in its A'sir0 mode one-sixth of the time. Because the ir° may be difficult to detect

in a hadronic environment, we consider the ft, (1270). It is not too broad, X a 90 MeV, and

is seen appreciably in the A'J+(1430)>i-~ and K'+ir~ modes that tag the original kaon-flavor.

A mode where the original kaon-flavor is lost is

fl(A',(1270) = 0.07 . (4)

A Dalitz plot analysis distinguishes among the various modes of ft'i(1270).

Time-dependent studies are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 shows that a tagged, time-

dependent study of B, -> J/4"j> measures 7 or alternatively a. It notes, in passing, that

a similar study of color-allowed modes, B, -* D*D~, D?D\~, D*D',~, 0 ; + D ~ , extracts

the same CKM angle. Section 4 mentions that the b -* d + cc transition involves non-

spectator amplitudes at the few percent level compared to the dominant spectator one. The

interference between the non-spectator with the spectator amplitude could result in direct

CP violation [12]. Section 5 exploits this interference to measure 7 from a tagged, time-

dependent study of any of the following processes of B4 -> J/tf> p°,J/il>u,J/1>ir'',B, - t

J/v As, B, -» y / 0 A''0, B, -» Jf*l> Kr. The measurement of 7 can be performed regardless

of whether direct CP violation occurs. Section 6 sketches the extraction of the angle a from

CKM suppressed exclusive rare decays governed by b—td+l*l~, such as B —• p l*t~,B —»

* (*t',B —• u t*t~. If we could succeed in triggering on secondary vertices, many more

modes could be used to measure CKM parameters. Although some of those modes are

briefly discussed in Sections 3 and 5, Sections 7 and 8 arc devoted entirely to them. Section

T determines 0. from the flj -» TT+;T~ mode when the penguin graph contributes sizeably,

without recourse to an isospin analysis. Tlie determination of CKM parameters from many

additional modes, governed by 6 —></-)• charmless, is covered in Section 8. The short hind

b —' d + charmless denotes any of the 6 —• </uu,6 -* dild and b —> tlsi quark transitions.

Sections 5 - 8 extract the CKM angles up to discrete ambiguities. We ct>c«e not to discuss

them because the treatment would become more cumbersome. The time to analyze all the

possible ambiguities is when data has been accumulated. Unfortunately this lies many years

into the future. Conclusions can be found in Section 9.

The CKM angles can be extracted only when ratios of related strong matrix elements

are accurately known, except in the method described in Section 3. Those ratios will have

to be analyzed carefully.

We have organized this report in terms of measuring the CKM angles a, /?, and 7, because

this has become the popular description of the CKM model. However, on a more fundamental

level, the CKM matrix can be parametrized by a single CP-violating parameter and three

magnitudes. Within that context, the report extracts various CKM combinations. The

extractions allow the overdetermination of the CKM model.

2. Time-Dependence

Th'u section reviews time-dependent amplitudes for the decay of a neutral B to a final

itate / [13, 14, 4]. This intriguing phenomenon occurs because of B" - fl° mixing- The

time-evolutions of initially unmixed B" and B° are

(5)

where

(6)

(7)

s(O = e- ; : ; ' -r : '" e-¥Sm=p. (8)

The parameters q and p are the coefficients which relate the B° and 8° to the mass-

eigenstates. The CKM model predicts

Ii/P\ * 1. (9)
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to an accuracy of I0"3 for the B* system, and to 10"4 for the B, system. The ratio q/p is

•'.wilt ially •! phase given by

q V,: V,,

P V» V,i
where x = d or s for the Bt or B, system. Define the CP-conjugated final-state as

(10)

I/) = CP\f) . (11)

Consider the four time-dependent rates of an initially unmixed neutral B to f and / .

r(B°(«W)
- |(/|B°)|JImAsinAmi},

|(/|B°>|2IraAsinAmt},

|(/|B°)|JImA'sinAm(},

sin Amt},

where

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

The distinction between an initial unmixed B" and B° is called tagging. Whenever we

speak about a tagged, time-dependent study of B° -» / , we mean the study of all four

time-dependent rates, Eqs. (12)-(15). For final states which are CP eigenstates, only two
distinrt ttme-drppndent rates exist.

A tagged, time-dependent study measures the magnitudes of the unmixed amplitudes.

K/|B°)I. I(/|B°)|, I(/|S°)|, I</|B°)I . (18)

and
Im \(B°-*n, lmX{B°->f). (19)

Strictly speaking the four time-dependent rates of Eqs. (12)-(15) were derived under the

assumption that there is no lifetime difference (Af) between the heavy and light B°. While

AT may be observable in the B, system [15, 16],

Ar/r ~ 10%, (20)

it is negligible for the B* system. Tagged, time-dependent fits with non-zero AT extract, in

addition to the above observables, Eqs. (18)-(19), the quantities [13]

Re A(B° - . / ) and Re A(B° - / ) . (21)

The A's will be known without any ambiguity.

3. 7 (or a) from Ba -> J/tp(l>

The angle 7 can be extracted from tagged, time-dependent measurements of B, —* Jji' <j>

[13,17]. The unmixed B, -> J/$ <j> amplitude is dominated by the CKM combination K*l£,

and B(B, -> J/V> *) « 10"3 can be inferred from the measured B(Bt - . J/0A'"0) [18]. The

amplitude with the different CKM combination V^V'J1, is negligible, because it is suppressed

by three orders of magnitude [12]. A tagged, time-dependent study of B, -* J/V> <t> measures

A =
s vc,

(22)

The final state has both CP-even and CP-odd components, diluting the CP asymmetry.

An angular analysis can disentangle the CP-odd from the CP-evcn contributions [19, 20].

It extracts A without loss in statistical accuracy when one CP-parity dominates. But even

when no CP-parity dominates, the full angular distribution measures ImA with a statistical

accuracy that at worst would require no more than four times the statistics compared to

a definite CP eigenstate [20]. CLEO and ARGUS results indicate that the helicity-zero

Bd -> J/1> A'"0 amplitude is dominant [21]. This result suggests that the final state of

B, -» Jji< 4> is mainly CP-even.
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Tin" taggnl, ti»ip-(!<rp îi<lciit distribution (for the Cl'-even part) is

V I If, (I) -* J/tl< A ~ e'n 11 - !"• A sin Ami > ,

whi-rr I' denotes the H" lifrtinu", Am the positive //" - fl' mass difference, and

IinA = 2 | K J | y-

= 2

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

The sine of the Cabibbo angle is denoted by 9 = sin 9C = 0.22.

Measuring ImA requires the tagged, time-dependent study of B, -* J/ip ^. Once ImA
is measured, we can either choose to determine sin 7 by using Eq. (24) with the by then
accurate measurement of |Vyi/Kt|. Or sin a can be extracted from Eq. (26) with the by
then well known quantities |V,jVuk/K:J|.

The CKM model predicts large values for 7,

0.3£sin7<l. (27)

Equation (27) and present measurements of |VWKt| guarantee that the interference term
never vanishes,

0.01 & ImA £ 0.05. (28)

Thus the CKM model predicts nonvanishing CP violation at the 0* level. Measuring ImA =
0.05 (to Za) requires the observation of 3600 tagged B, -» J/V1 <l> decays, assuming perfect
lagging and time-resolution.

The same CP violating interference term occurs for the modes governed by 6 —» ccs, such
as « , - . DtU-,D'*U;->UiD;-,D;*D;. Those modes are dominantiy CP-cven [16]. To
increase the data sample, they could be added and measure ImA up to a correction that
depends upon the dilution coming from the CP-odd parity.

4. Direct CP Violation with 6 -> d(cc)

The branching ratio for the color and CKM suppressed exclusive decay mode //» -> HtJ/<.-
is,

) ~ 5 x - I 0 - s . (29)

Here //» (Mj) denotes a bottom (down)-quark flavored hadron. Hate asymmetries at the few-
percent level are possible [12]. They require neither tagging nor time-dependences, except
for modes of neutral B mesons where Hi decays into a CP eigenstate.

The comparison between the //» -• lltJ/il' process with its CP-transformed partner ma*
exhibit CP violation not only in a rate comparison, but in other decay parameters as well.
For instance, compare

B~ —• J/V"ir~ versus B* —> J/1>x*,

B~ —• J/i>a^ versus B* —» J/t/>a*,

B~ —» JI4<p~ versus B* —• J/^/>+,

B, -> J/1>K'° versus B, -> J/V>A"°,

B, -» J/il>K*it~ versus B, •

Ej —» J/V"A versus §J •

$!£• —» J/0H" versus fif —» J/^H+ .

The amplitude for the process is

while that for the CP-conjugated process is

A = A(fli -* HtJ/il>) = goj + go. . (31)

Here

'«. = Vi»V;;, 9 = u.c.J. (32)

are CKM combinations, and a2 and «„ strong matrix elements which probably differ in
their final-state phases. Unitarity of the CKM matrix eliminated the it contribution to the
amplitude. One CP violating observable is the rate asymmetry,

M l 2 - I
Asym = — !

=: - 2 S i n 7 I m ( ^ (33)
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Tin- ('KM mo.li-l prciliits sin y In In- largo, Ki|. (27). A roicnt report has shown that (12]

|o , /a , | ~ 0.05 , (34)

where <zu is estimated from the one-loop electroweak contributions. The conventional non-

leptonic penguin amplitude requires at least three gluons to create the J/4>- The final-state

phase difference is currently being investigated [22].

There is no need to limit ourselves to the lh —* J/i>Hd modes. CP asymmetries at the

1 % level occur for the truly semi-inclusive 6 —» ccd mode. For instance, the asymmetry would

show up when all the B~ modes governed by b —» dec are summed over, such » B " - » D~ D°,

n—Da,D~Dm°, D'-D-°,J/^ir-,J/tl>p-,J/tl>aJ, etc. Neither tagging nor time-dependences

are required to observe this CP violating effect. The inclusive b —> dec asymmetry can be

more reliably calculated than the exclusive ones. It is trivial to obtain the asymmetry from

the existing literature which considered b —» d + charmless. Some choice exclusive modes

have been studied [23, 24]. The CPT theorem requires that [25]

r ( 6 - . d c c ) - r ( 6 - . d c e ) = -(V(b—d + charmless) - F (& - • d +charmless)) (35)

Thus the inclusive b -> dec asymmetry can be estimated from the published calculations

of b —• d + charmless [26]. But let us review what is involved in calculating the inclusive

6 —» dec asymmetry. First, the q7 dependence of the virtual gluon of the penguin graph is

tightly constrained, 4ml < q1 < mj. The gluon is hard and can be treated perturbstively.

Further, the absorptive part relevant for CP violation emerging from the u-quark loop is

not kinematically suppressed. Asymmetries at the percent level result. This perturbative

treatment is more justifiable for the inclusive b -» dec process than for the exclusive modes,

such as B~ -> D°D~, 0 ° D ~ , D*D~, D*D'~, because of scatter ing among them. It is

possible that some of the exclusive modes will show larger CP-violating effects, which will

be compensated by smaller effects with other modes.

In conclusion, the CKM-suppressed modes governed by the b—* dec transition may show

direct CP violating effects at best at the few percent level. Although sin 7 is proportional

to the rate asymmetry, we cannot extract it, due to our lack of understanding about final-

state interactions. The eifects of final state interactions largely cancel in ratios of related

processes. Such ratios may then allow the extraction of CKM parameters, which will be the

topic of the next sections.

5. 7 from Dd -»•

Section 4 focussed on exclusive modes governed by b —> dec. Those modes involve two inter-

fering amplitudes with the relative CKM angle 7. If the strong matrix elements could

be calculated from first principles, the CKM parameters could be extracted from CP-

violating effects and other observables. However, our ability to estimate strong matrix

elements is meager. Although we arc currently not able to estimate strong matrix ••la-

ments, we may be able to estimate their ratios more reliably. This note extracts CKM

parameters by using such ratios. The extraction of 7 will be illustrated with the B± ->

J/iifi" mode, where B4 -* JjfK'" serves as normalization. However, each of the modes,

Bd -» JM>xa,JI$u>,D+D-,D'*D-,D+D~,D'*D", etc., extracts 7, with the normal-

ization coming from Bt -> J/4>h's,J/<l>K'0,D+D-,D',+D~,D+D—,D;+D'-, etc., respec-

tively.

For the exclusive modes governed by 6 -» dec, factorization applied to the effective

Hamiltonian predicts a penguin to tree amplitude-ratio of a few percent [12, 22], |o»/aj| ~

0.05. This section demonstrates that 7 can be extracted regardless of whether or not the

final-state phase difference—that is, the phase of a,/aj—vanishes.

Consider then the Bt -» J/V"P° mode and use flj -» J/i'K'0 as normalization. The

amplitude of the unmixed 64 -» J/tpp" is

A = < JH,pa\Bt)

while that for the unmixed Bt —• J/4'p" ls

,[l + «""] = (ca2l, (36)

(37)

The normalization comes from the CKM favored mode B*

ia. = v'ca,{\ + O(10" 3 ) ] , (33)

where t>, = V^V^. Since the final state consists of two spin one particles, three helicity

amplitudes contribute. A full arigular analysis disentangles them, as shown in Appendix

A. The helicity zero amplitude probably dominates the decay, as in Bt -> J/tf-rV0 [21].

We assume that to be the case so as to illustrate thr point most simply. Otherwise a

full angular analysis will obtain the CKM-parameter; see Appendix A. A tagged, time-

dependent Bt -» J/tj/p0 study determines

\A\\ and

The last observable combined with the observation of CP-violation in

arg(6/6), because

(39)

J/i'h's yields
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Here r is the ratio of the strong matrix elements aj and will come from theory [27],

• J/4>P°)

Ui(Bd
( 4 2 )

It must be accurately calculated and need not be close to 1. Eq. (41) determines |6|, since
IKrf/H.I *s9, r will be given from theory, and the left-hand -ide of Eq. (41) is a ratio of
rates. Fig. 2 shows the two amplitude triangles,

6 = = l + z e i i r . (43)

The points B and B are equidistant from 0 , and the angle between OS and OB is 2f. Let
us extract 7 from the observables, which are |6|, |6| and arg(6/6).

We measure the lengths of 6 and 6 and the angle between them. Let us draw them. The
point O is not yet fixed. It is equidistant from points B and B, that is-point O is somewhere
on line if, see Fig. 2. However, normalization demands that EO is of unit length. The
location of point 0 is thus determined, and the angle 7 can be obtained.

Studies of /?j -» •//</>/>" and fo -» J/il>l\'° extract the angle 7. The extraction is ac-
complished by observing the interference between the spectator and non-spectator diagrams.
Tin: angle 7 > HJI b<: <;xlr;i<:lv<l wbi'tlnT or not direct (Jl1 violation occurs -that is, whether z
has a phase or is real—as long as |:| docs not vanish. The extraction requires the knowledge
of the ratio of matrix elements, r.

The specific mode Bj —• J/i'p" suffers from drawbacks. The small phase of 6/6 must be
disentangled from the large CP violating interference terms, A(/?j —• J/ipKs) and A(0j —»
•)/<l'P°), see Eq. (40). The linal-state interactions may differ for the J/^A'*° and JH>pa

modes, and thus r may not be able to be calculated accurately. Furthermore, even within

the SU{3) limit, the ratio r is not exactly 1, because the IV-exchange diagram contributes
to Bd — J/ipp" but does not to lit -> J/0A'*°. This is an academic problem, because the
W-exchange diagram is expected to be highly suppressed compared to the spectator one.
Those drawbacks can be overcome by tagged, time-dependent studies of specific B, modes
as shown in Appendix B.

What makes this method difficult is that the interfering amplitudes, which are governed
by different CKM combinations, are so unequal, | i | <£ 1. Tagged, time-dependent studies
of B, -» DfK* and B, -* J/1P4 are most likely superior in extracting 7. Our motivation
to present the Dd —• J/t/ip" method is two-fold. It may not be possible to study time-
dependences of B, accurately, if x, is large. Secondly, we wanted to point out that, in
principle, triggerable i?°-rnodes allow the extraction of CKM parameters in addition to 0.

An analogous method extracts a from exclusive modes governed by the 6 —• dt*l~
transition. This is the topic of the next section. The interfering amplitudes are of similar
strength, and the interference term yields the phase between the two unmixed amplitude!
without any disentangling. Those are two important advantages over the modes discussed
in this section. The branching ratio is miniscule, however.

6. a from B ->• p l+£~

The angle a can be extracted from the once CKM-suppreued exclusive rare processes, gov-
erned byb-tdt*l~. The branching ratio is tiny, at the few xlCT* level.

B(B-* pt+C) ~10"T- 10- (44)

The modes of interest are three body decays, such as B -> pt+l~,ir(*t-,cnt+t~,B. —
Rml+l~, etc. The amplitude varies around the Dalitz plot. The variation [28] and theshort-
and long-distance [29] contributions have been theoretically analyzed for the CKM-favored
6 -> st*l~ modes. The analyses can be modified to apply to the modes of interest here
6 -» dl*t~ [30). Our aim is only to sketch several ways to extract a. We thus simplify and
treat the amplitude as a complex number. We are currently investigating how to optimize
the extraction of a. The unmixed amplitudes arc

= t > , £ . (45)

where z, is a strong matrix element, and i depends on ratios of strong matrix elements and
on the magnitude of the CKM combination |V'utl'i,w|/|Kiliwl- This parameter : differs from
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the one in Section 5 and varies around the Dalitz plot. An honest determination of a must
take lite IMli.lliim iul<» arrouiit. wlurh lunvever is ignored here as slated above.

Large direct CP violation occurs with exclusive rare modes gu 'erned by b —• dl*l~ [30].
The parameter i is of order unity with a large final state phase difference [30]. A few options
exist to determine a. The Bj —• h'°(*(" mode can be used as normalizatic ,,

( iCe*r \n d ) = v;z,{i + O(io- l)j. (4C)

where we omit an S(/(3) breaking ratio of order unity, for simplicity. Clearly, by the time
experiments capable of measuring this ratio will be feasible, the CKM ratio |1WV!»| will be
well-known. A tagged, time-dependent study of Bd -* p°l*t~ yields

|£ | , | £ | and (48)

lm\{Bd -»p°l*r) = Imf. (49)
The moduli of the unmixed amplitudes can also be obtained from the isospin related charged
B decays, B* -> p* 1*1". Neither tagging nor time-dependence is required. Note that the
interference term informs us directly about the relative phase between E and E, without
having to involve another CP-vioIating measurement, in contrast to Eq. (40). The angle
a is extracted "in analogy" to the extraction of 7 from Bd -> p"J/i> [31]. If time-dependent
/^•measurements are feasible, a could also be determined from B, modes; see Appendix B.

A second variant could be to measure only the moduli of the two "unmixed" amplitudes
and use the calculated 2. This suffices to extract a. The moduli could be obtained from
the charged B-decays, B* -> »*£+*-, afl*f, etc. The mode B ~* Kl'1l*l~ would provide
the normalization. The two moduli could alternatively come from B, —* /?"°/*c'~ and
B, -> K'al*t~, which are self-tagging since A""0 is seen in its A'+ir~ mode. Theoretical
uncertainties are probably reduced since the fij-mode with identical particle content Bd —*
l\""l¥l~ could be used for normalization. Neither tagging nor time-dependence would ever
be necessary. A third variant eliminates normalization. The two moduli of the unmixed
amplitudes, the interference tain arg(/j'//i'), and the calculated 2 suffice to determine a.

The amplitude ratio : is of order unity for the exclusive b-* d 1*1' processes, in contrast
to the exclusive b -> I/J/I/I modes where it is tiny at the few percent level. Thus, the angle
a may be more readily extracted than the angle 7 by the method discussed here.

The extrartion of n is also possible from modes with a photon, by using variant 2. The
angle a cannot be extracted from methods that involve an interference term A, for modes

with a photon. The interference term vanishes because only one helicitv occurs from the
/)"-<lfray ami tin- otluT from the /)" ileray [:I2]. Variant '.> ineasiirrs the moduli of the iwn
amplitudes of B* —» a*i and B~ — a("7, or B* -* p^f. It normalizes from B —• K'f. The
two moduli of B, —» A'"°7 and B, —> A'°7 also extract or, where the normalization comes
from Bt — A'*7 or alternatively from R, —» 4n- The parameter z here is different from that
of Bt -* p°l*t~ or B -» p'JJi1, and is in principle calculable. A first step was taken by
Soares, who calculated [32]

* SJ (0.09 + i 0 .13) |K»/^ | . (50)

More theoretical work is required in calculating this z reliably. Because the final state is
simpler than non leptonic modes, there is more hope that theory will estimate 2 reliably.

In summary, exclusive modes governed by the b -» d transition extract the angle a.
In addition to the information coming from the relevant modes, the extraction requires
experimental and theoretical input. Experiments must inform us about |V^/Vi,|, and theory
about z and about ratio* of strong matrix elements.

7. a from Bj -» TT+IT~ and Bs -> K+K~

The tagged Bd —* r+r~ mode extracts a, for negligible penguin amplitudes. It may occur,
however, that penguin contributions are significant compared to the tree one. An elaborate
isospin analysis could determine Of by disentangling the tree from the penguin [5]. At hadron
accelerators, it requires a tagged, time-dependent study of the Bd — ir°jr° mode, which at
present cannot be achieved [6].

This section presents alternative measurements of a in the case of large penguins. We as-
sume that flavor 5(/(3) for B-decays [33] and its breaking terms will be well understood. One
way could be to have a tagged, time-dependent Bd —»i*x~ study with the normalization
coming from Bd -> K*K~. This method is analogous to the extraction of 7 from the tagged,
time-dependent Bd —* J/i>p9 study, where the normalization comes from Bd —• J/rpK', see
Section 5.

The accuracy on a depends on how dominant the penguin is over the tree amplitude in
Bd —» K**~. The more dominant the penguin compared t» the tree, the iimrr atvuratelj
a could, in principle, be extracted. Information as to the strength of the penguin amplitudes
could be obtained by comparing the branching ratio of the JT+T" mode to the K*x~ one
and to those of pure penguin modes, such as B" —• A"~#, A'JT", Bd —• cVA's-

Another alternative uses tagged, time-dependent studies of the charged two-bo-',, modes,
Bd -»ir+«r" and B, — K*h'~. This method will be the focus of the section. The unmixed
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„«. = Z,a,( 1 + i e")

The interference term is given by

(51)

(52)

(53)

Hern i, are the relevant CKM combinations, a,, a. are the two strong matrix elements, and

z depends on their ratio and on the ratio |{./fi |- Note that a,,au, and z denote different

quantities from the ones of previous sections. The two unmixed fi.-amplitudes and the

interference term are

( K+h'-\B.)

{ K+K-\B.)

A .

t>,ai[l + rze~")

= v,aib ,

(54)

The 6, A and r differ from the ones defined in Section 5. For simplicity, SU[3) flavor

symmetry is assumed, although much effort will have to be directed toward estimating

corrections to it. The parameter r is a ratio of CKM elements and will be well known:

IV.wK.l
(55)

(56)

and so will the relative normalization of the unmixed Bj- and 0,-amplitudes,

It.,! lv,.|-
The tagged, time-dependent study of Bj -» jr+ir~ informs about |o|, |S|, and arg (a/a), while

that of B, -t K+h'~ measures |6|,|6|, and arg (6/4). Figure 3 shows the two dw-amplitude

triangles,

and the two B, ones,

6 = 1 + r;e+hr , 6 = 1 + rze'*1 . (58)

The angle LACA is 2a, while LtiCB is 27.

We wish now to demonstrate the extraction of the CKM parameters o and 7. The

tagged, time-dependent Bj —• rr+ir~ study obtains the phase, arg(d/a), and the moduli of

the unmixed amplitudes, |a| and |d|. The two moduli arc determined up to an overall constant

that can lie clion-n arbitrarily. The chuirp uf the overall constant fixrs the magnitudes of |t|

and |fc|. The two magnitudes, |6| and |(>|, as well as arg(6/6) are obtained from the tagged,

time-dependent 0,-study. Draw the triangle AOA. The lengths of its two sides and its angle

LAO A are known. Point C lies on the straight line d that bisects AA. The shape of the

BOB triangle is known. Its orientation relative to AOA is fixed because points B and B

must be equidistant from d. Point C is found since the ratio of lengths is known,

CB/CA = r, (59)

thus determining the angles a and 7. If the penguin of Bt —» T + X " is sizeable, b and b

will be indistinguishable and 7 will not be determined, because CB < CA. For a negligible

penguin of B4 -»jr+ir"—that is, z > 1—the interference term Aw determines o , and 7 could

be obtained from the method outlined here.

Instead of extracting the CKM angles a and 7 when |V'iw/Vi»l is used as input, the

procedure could be inverted by supplying a CKM angle and determining |V'iw/V'i,| and the

other CKM angle. The key point is that a simultaneous study of Bi -> *+ir~ and B. —

K*K~ can be used to extract CKM parameters.

8. a from 6 -> d + charmless

The method used in the previous section can be extended to many additional modes, where

the Bi and B, modes are related by flavor SU[3). There may be doubts as to the validity of

flavor SU{3) for the final state. For instance, the symmetry is badly broken for O° modes

[18],

r(g°-.*•+*-)..„
rto*-..»,-) " • (60)

Perhaps the invariant mass of D" still lies within the resonance region, and the breakdown is

due to different resonance structures. If so, flavor SV(3) would be a rather good symmetry

for 0-decays, because the d-mass is much above the resonance region. We do not really

understand the symmetry breakdown for the final states of [P that are related by flavor

5U(3). We could, however, consider final states that are identical in particle content and

differ only in their invariant man, one coming from decays of the heavy hadron and the

other coming from the 5£/(3)-related heavy hadron. For the fl-mass region, the final state

interactions are expected to be similar for the modes with identical particle content coming

from decays of the Bt and B,. Only the SU('S) relation between the initial states {Bt and

B.) and between the transition currents must he investigated. Table 1 lists examples of such
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inixli-s. In analogy to the last section, tlic angles « (mid perhaps 7 too) can be extracted.

For ihisscs 1-2, llio phase lit'Lwvon the two uumixrd amplitudes can be disentangled; for a

similar discussion, see Section 5. For modes that involve a single K" resonance, K'r, the

moduli of the two unmixed amplitudes can be obtained from untagged and time-integrated

data samples. Determining the interference term requires a tagged, time-dependent study

with h'cp, however. Theory and experiment will guide us to those modes that have small

theoretical uncertainties and that arc experimentally feasible.

Many neutral B modes may be used in the future to extract CKM parameters. The

extraction is done by disentangling the CKM parameters from strong matrix elements. The

disentangling is accomplished by simultaneously studying related modes, where most the-

oretical uncertainties cancel. We could either study 5('(3) related modes, or B* and B,

modes with identical particle content.

Table 1: B, and Dj modes with identical particle content.

Class

1

2

3

B, transition

b—tduu

b-* dss

b — sdd

Bt transition

6—» i uu

b—tsas

b-* das

Examples

p°Ks,uKs,vKs,vK',P0K',uKr

Ws.W

R°R", K'R", K°R', KrR"

9. Conclusion

Triggerable Oj modes can extract each of the three angles of the unitarity triangle. It is well

known that a tagged study of Hj —* J/4>I\'s measures /3. It is, however, not as well known

that a tagged, time-dependent study of B, -» J/i'(j>, D* Dj determines 7 [13, 17). The

ilflrrininatiion requires the value of |l',,i/Vjt| as input. The angle 7 can still be measured,

even if accurate time-dependent Oa-studies are not feasible, perhaps because x, is too large.

The measurement could come from a tagged, time-dependent sillily of B4 -» Jli'p". where

Hd —» Jftl>h"° would serve as uonnaliralion. Although it could lie dmi«\ it is a rhnllini;<-

in both experimental and theoretical aspects. The small phase between the two unmixed

amplitudes must be disentangled from two large interference terms; see Eq. (40). Further,

the magnitudes of those two unmixed amplitudes must be measured very well. On the

theoretical front, much effort must be expended to accurately calculate a ratio of strong

matrix elements, a2(Bj -» J/V>p°)/n2(Bj -» J/V'A'"0). The exclusive modes governed by

6 -» dt*l~ extract the angle a. Here the phase between the two unmixed amplitudes is

generally large. It is measured from an interference term without any disentangling. The

rate is tiny, however.

If triggering on secondary vertices becomes feasible, many more modes could be used to

measure CKM parameter!. For instance, a combined Bj —> n*n~ and B, —» K*K~ analysis

can measure CKM parameters. Extractions with other such modes are discussed throughout

the note.

In conclusion, precision measurements with beautiful hadrons allow the extraction of

various CKM parameters. The CKM model will thus be tested by overconstraining it. The

extractions require copious amounts of beautiful hadrons and additional theoretical input

as to ratios of strong matrix elements. The first requirement can be fulfilled at hadron

accelerators. The second one requires much additional study. We look forward to stimulating

interactions between experimentalists and theorists as to what modes are feasible and as to

what methods have the least theoretical uncertainties.
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Appendix A: Helicity Amplitudes and the Extraction of CKM Angles
'•»
The extraction of the relevant CKM angle is possible even when several helicity am-

plitudes exist. We prefer to explain the main idea by an example instead of keeping the
discussion abstract. The generalization to other cases is straightforward. Although Sec-
tion 5 focuses on Bt -* J/$p°, this appendix discusses the B, -» J/^iK'0 mode, because
additional subtleties occur. Consider the mode

B, K"

Three helicity amplitudes contribute,

Axx = { J/W) /T°(A)|B,), A = ±1, 0 .

The CP-conjugated partner,

B, -» J/il, R-°

I—> K-K+
i

involves
An = ( W(A) K"°(A)|B.), A =-- ±1, 0.

We find it useful to define
ff+ SA+++A-,

H. = A++ - A.. ,

A full angular analysis can determine the following observables [34,20],

|//+| l, |fL|», |//0|3,

He //+ Hi ,

Im //+ //:, Im //- «o .
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(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)

The magnitudes and relative phases of H¥, W_,//o are observables [35].

The CP-conjugated process involves

W+ = / l+ + + A.. ,

H. = A++ - / L . ,

(H)

/70 =
CP invariance requires

Re

(73)

(74)

(75)

Im ff+ til = -Im ff+ //!, Im H. Hi = -Im H. Hi . (76)

In terms of strong matrix elements (denoted by pc,p.,mc,m%,zc,z.) and CKM combinations

H+ = fc Pc + U P.. (77)

m..

Ho = fe *e + ?« *„ .

The CP-conjugated procs; involves

/? . = -r/(£mc + fjm.),

(78)

(79)

(SO)

(81)

(S2)



Tlii- phase q is arbitrary when Hie A'*" is wen in its A'"** mode. It i.i + 1 ( - 1 ) whrn A'"0 is

seen ill its A's»°(I\L*0) mode. Were the Bt -» J/^p" mode considered, q would be +1.

The As* 0 mmle of the K'a allows the B. - . .//tf A'#o and B. - • J/V> A"0 amplitudes to

interfere. The time-dependences of the helicity amplitudes »re

(83)

where

//*

(84)

(85)

for fc = + , - , 0 .

As discussed after Eq. (70), the observables are the magnitudes and relative phases of

the three %(()• Obviously that is true also lor the three Ht(t). A tagged time-dependent

study of B, —> Jf${Ks1't')K' determines the relevant interference terms. By disentangling

them, we measure

arg (Ht/Hk) for fc = + , - , 0 . (86)

The much more copious self-tagged data sample of B, —* J/0(/l+ir~)jc> obtains

|//»1 and |S i | , Jt = + , - , O .

In the mt = m, limit, a full angular analysis of the process

Bi-^JIi, A'-0

I—. A'+ir" ^

provides the magnitudes and relative phases of

Pci n»c. 'c •

For instanre.

(87)

(88)

(89)

(90)

and similarly for Ho and / /_. Statistics are doubled when the CP-conjugatrd mode flj —

J/tf* A'*° is roiisKlfrcv! a.<f wnil. Tin; angle 7 rail now be pxtrartri! in sf>vcral iinl«-pf>ii<lriit

ways. Alternatively the magnitudes and relative phases of pc, m,, zc could be obtained from

an untagged, time-integrated study of U, -> J/4<<j>.

Appendix B: C K M Extraction With B, Modes

The angles 7 and a can be extracted from time-dependent 0,-studies. Specific B.-

modes probably reduce theoretical uncertainties, because the Bj-mode with identical particle

content could be used a* normalization. The (incalculable final state interactions meetly

cancel in ratio* of amplitudes. The latter part of Section 5 discussed drawbacks of the

extraction of 7 from the Bi -» J/4ip° mode. Those drawbacks can be overcome by studies of

speciHc B, modes governed by 6 - . d+J/1>, such as 8. -» J/fKs or B, -» J/^A". A tagged,

time-dependent study of such fl.-modes extracts 7. The normalization could come from the

untagged, time-integrated, CKM-favored mode of the other neutral B-species, Bi —> J/i'Ks

or Bt-* J/i/iKr, respectively [36]. The final states have identical particle content and differ

only in their invariant mass by about 100 MeV [37]. The uncaleulable final-state interactions

cancel to a large extent in the ratio of strong matrix elements.

l * (91)

Perhaps this ratio will be estimated more accurately than r; see Eq. (42). The phase

between the two unmixed amplitudes of B. -> JJ4>h',[J/4>Kr) and B,

is determined by disentangling it from two interference terms,

A(B. - A ( B . (92)

The V and S' describe the unmixed amplitudes of B, -» J/4>K,IJ/+Kr) and B, -* J/i-h\

(J /*A") , in analogy to 6 and 6 of Eq. (43). And A(B, -» J/tftcr.*) denotes the right-hand

side of Eq. (22), and is obtained from a CP study of B, -> J/44; see Section 3.

Whereas the imaginary parts of the two interference terms of Eq. (92) are small at order

«', the ones of X(Bt — Jftp") and \{Bd - J/4'K.) are much larger. It thus may be easier

to disentangle the phase between the two unmixed amplitudes for B, —> J/<l?K,[Jlit!K')

than for Bt -* Jli>(P- Finally, there are no W-exchange diagrams for Bt and B. decay

modes to J/i>K,{J/ipRr).

What is the merit of extracting 7 from B. -> •//*>£' compared to B, -» J/itrh's! A

tagged, time-dependent study of B, -» J/i'Ks has to determine simultaneously three observ-

ables, the moduli of the two unmixed amplitudes and the interference term \{B, -» J/i-K,).
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Ill contrast, a tagged, tiiniwlrpcnilciit stuily of B, -».I/+K[.p needs to measure only the in-

inference term A( //, -« .//(!'/v£.,.). Tlie moduli of the two unmixed amplitudes B, — J/&R'

and B, -» J/il>/\' are provided from the much larger untagged and time-integrated data

sample On the other hand, the J/V'A'r mode involves several helicity amplitudes. Angu-

lar correlations need to disentangle them, unless J/ij/W is dominated by a single helicity

amplitude. In contrast, the J/4'K, mode involves only one helicity amplitude.

The modes B, -» Ksl*t~(K't*l~) extract a. A tagged time-dependent study of B, -»

Ksl*t~{RTt*t~) determines the moduli of the two unmixed amplitudes and the interference

term. The moduli of the two unmixed amplitudes with a K' can be determined without

tagging and without time-dependence, as explained above. The normalization could use

the same final state from flrf.flj - • Kst*l'(R't*l'). The phase between the unmixed

amplitudes requires some disentangling, however,

MB. - Ksl+C(K'CP?t-)) = -A(B, - J/Mcr*+)*{Bt - J/1>KS)B/E . (93)

E denotes the relevant unmixed amplitude of B, -» Kst*t~(RTt+t~), in analogy to Eq.

(45). The observables are the two magnitudes of the unmixed amplitudes and their relative

phase. They allow the determination of a .
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: The CKM unitarity triangle.

Figure 2: The two amplitude triangles 6 and 6, see Eq. (43). The angle between OB and

OB is 27.

Figure 3: The four amplitude triangles a,a,b and 6. The angle between AC and AC is

2a, and the one between BC and SC is 2y.
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1 Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) has many well known attractions, especially in the context
of Grand Unified Theories (GUTs). SUSY stabilizes scalar mass corrections (the
hierarchy problem), greatly reduces the number of free parameters, facilitates gauge
coupling unification, and provides a plausible candidate for cosmological dark matter.
In this conference report we survey some recent examples of progress in SUSY-GUT
applications.

2 Gauge coupling unification
As the renormalization mass scale /i is changed, the evolution of couplings is governed
by the Renormalization Group Equations (RGE). For the gauge group SU(3) xSU(2) x
U(l), with corresponding gauge couplings g3(= g.),m(= S).fli(= \Jsfis/),
can be written

where t = In(;i/A/C) and Mo is the GUT scale. The first term on the right is the one-
loop approximation; the second and third terms contain two-loop effects, involving
other gauge couplings <;; and Yukawa couplings Aj. The coefficients (>,-, b^ and ay are
determined at given scale /i by the content of active particles (those with mass < /').
If there are no thresholds (i.e. no changes of particle content) between /i and Mc,
then the coefficients are constants through this range and the one-loop solution is

where «, = </?/(-lir); thus a"1 evolves linearly with lu/i at one-loop order. If there are
no new physics thresholds between ;i = A/z =; in, and Me, as in the basic Standard

'Talk presents! by V. Bargcr
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Model (SM), then equations of this kind should evolve the observed couplings at the
clcctrowrak scale [1]

= 58.89±0.11.
a2{Mz)-

1 = 29.75 ±0.11,
Q3(MZ) = 0.118 ± 0.007,

(3)
(•»)

(5)

to converge to a common value at some large scale. Figure 1 (a) shows that such a SM
extrapolation does NOT converge; this figure actually includes two-loop effects but
the evolution is still approximately linear versus In/i, as at one-loop order. GUTs do
not work, if we assume just SM particles plus a desert up to Mo-

But if we increase the particle content to the minimal SUSY model (MSSM), with a
threshold not too far above Mz, then GUT-type convergence can happen. Figure I (b)
shows an example with SUSY threshold A/Susy = 1 TeV (2,3]. The evolved couplings
are consistent with a common intersection at Mc ~-10" GeV; GUTs are plainly more
successful with MSSM than with SM. Henceforth we assume MSSM. In fact a precise
single-point intersection is not strictly necessary; the exotic GUT gauge, fermion and
scalar particles may not be quite degenerate, giving several non-degenerate thresholds
near Mo, to be passed through on the way to GUT unification.

»' rf •» »"

Fig. 1. Gauge coupling evolution: (a) in the SM; (b) in a SUSY-GUT example [3].

3 Yukawa coupling evolution

The Yukawa couplings also evolve. Typical evolution equations arp[4, S]

^ = j ^ [" Ec,S?+ 6Aj + Aj + 2-loop terms] , (6a)

(6b)
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with c, = (13/15,3,16/3), </, = (7/15,3,16/3), < = (9/5,3,0), and hence

*&M = i ^ i [- £,,i9? + A? + 3A? - 3A? + 2-loop term,] . (7)

with i(i = ( -4 /3 ,0 ,16 /3 ) . Evolution is mainly driven by the largest couplings
93, A,, At, A,. The low-energy values at ;i = rn, are

A,(m.) = (8)

where n/ = m/(ro/)/m/(m () gives the running of the masses below /1 = m,, obtained
from 3-loop QCD and 1-loop QED evolution, for heavy flavors / = t,b,c,T. For light
flavors / ' = s,u,d,e,/» we stop at /1 = 1 GeV and define >j/ = "»/(l GeV)/m/(m () .
The tj, values depend principally on the value of Qj(Afz); for ai{Mz) = 0.118, rfc :s
1.5, ifc !- 2.1, '/. = t), = Ti — 2.4. The running mass values are nu(m t) = 4.25 ±
0.15 GeV, mr(mT) = 1.777 GeV, mc(mc) a 1 .2GeV,m,(l GeV) ~ 0.175 GeV,
mu(l GeV) ~ 0.006 G eV, mt(\ GeV) ~ 0.008 GeV[6]. The denominator factors in
Eq. (8) arise in the MSSM from the two Higgs vevs tit = t»cos/J and «j = usin/J;
they are related to the SM vev v = 246 GeV by wf + t/f = «J, while tan/? = /
measures their ratio.

Fig. 2: Typical Yukawa scaling factors Sj = A,(MG)/A,(III,) |3].

The above RGE allow the Yukawa couplings to be evolved from m ( up to the
GUT scale. Figure 2 illustrates the scaling factors St — Aj(A/c)/Ai(mi) for the case
-Msusv = "1,(711,) = 150 GeV and a,(A/ z) = 0.118. It shows that the scaling factors
are sensitive to tan.) when the latter is very large or very small. Large and small
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tan fl correspond to the regions in which the Yukawa couplings heroine large: between
these regions and if mi is not too large (< 170 GeV), the Raiif.i- rcinplini;s dominate
tin* rvoliitiun giving rise to scaling factors less than one.

Figure 3 compares the values of A,(A/6.) corresponding to the scaling factors in
Figure 2. (caution; the input b,c,s,d, u mass values here have substantial uncertain-
ties). Extrapolations of this kind allow us to test various postulated GUT relations
such a»[7]

= A r (M o ) , Ref.[8], (9a)

AM(A/C) ~ 3A.(A/C), Ref.[9], (9b)

A«(A/C) ~ iA^A/c) , Ref.[9]. (9c)

X,(Ma) := A»(A/C) ~ A r(A/ c) , Ref.[10]. (9d)

In the rest of this section we discuss various aspects of Yukawa coupling evolution.

1

lOr1

io-2

io-3

10-

IO-5

IT*

^-— ..- -"^ K

A. "..I-'- " x.
—---—

1
/ ;

J

10 65

Fig. 3: Typical Yukawa coupling A.(A/C) at the GUT scale [3].

The theoretical requirement that Yukawa couplings remain perturbative through-
out their evolution up to Me places constraints on tan 0. If we require that the ratio
of 2-loop/l-loop contributions in the RGE remains less than 1/4, thcu[3, 11, 12]

0.6 Stan 0 £ 65. (10)

There is also an indirect perturbativc constraint on the input parameter nj(A/z). if
we wish to have fr-r Yukawa unification (Eq.9a). Since the g\ and A? terms enter the
A4/Ar RGE with opposite signs, an increase in & requires a compensating increase in
A, to maintain unification; see Fig. 4. To keep A, perturbative requires[3, 11. 12]

O3\'vh) S0.13. ( I I )
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As ;i -t in,, A, rapidly approaches an infrared fixed point [13] as shown in Figure 5.
.•\n approximate fixed-point solution for in, is given l>y the vanishing of the one-loop
terms on the right of Eq. (6a)

Neglecting >/t, gi and A*, m, is then predicted in terms of a,(m,) and /?: [7, 11, 12,
14, 15, 10]

tan/?
,) -7=sia m (192GeV)- (13)

Thus (lie scale of the top-quark mass is naturally large in SUSY-GUT models but
depends on tan /?. Note that the propagator-pole man is related to this running mass
by

m,(pole) = m,{m

An exact numerical solution for the relation between m, and tan/3, obtained from
the 2-loop RGEs for A, and A»/Ar, with A»(A/e) = K(Me) unification, is shown in
Fig. 6 taking Msusv = ">,. At large tan/J, A» becomes large and the above fixed-point
solution no longer applies. In fact, the solutions become non-perturbative at large
tan/?; our perturbative requirement (2-loop)/(l-!oop) < 1/4 leads to A((A/c) < 3.3,
A»(A/c) < 3.1 and tan/? S 65. For most mi values there are two possible solutions for
tan/?; the lower solution is controlled by the A, fixed point, following Eqs. (13),(14):

sin/? = m,(pole)/(200GeV).

An upper limit m,(pole) < 200 GeV is found with these RGE solutions.

(15)

Fig. 4: Qualitative dependence of A, at the GUT scale on «](Afz) [3].
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2 4 6 f 10 I I 14 16

logn (GeV)
Fig. S: The Yukawa coupling A, approach** a fixed point at the electroweiV acale [7].

120 140 160 ISO 200

ro|{m,) (GeV)
Fig. 6. Contour* of constant my[mi) in the (m,(ni,), tuip) plane [3].

Figurrei 3 and 6 show that there is the possibility of A, = A» = A, unifiration at
MG; m, and tan/? must then be large.

In the presence of GUT threshold corrections, there may effectively be corrections
to GUT relations like Eq. 9(12,17, 18). Figure 7 shows the effects of small deviations
of A t/A, from unity at p = MG. Large threshold corrections are only possible in the
case that Ai < A, due to the proximity of the Landau pole.
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100 120 140 160 ISO 200 220

Fig. 7: GUT threshold comctioas to Yukawa coupling uniBcatkn [7].

4 Evolution of the CKM matrix
The CKM matrix comes from the mismatch between transformations that diagonalize
the up-type and down-type quark mass matrices, arising from the matrices of Yukawa
couplings. We can therefore define a running CKM matrix, with its own RGE, by di-
agonalizing the running mass matrices. The RGE become especially simple if we keep
only the leading terms in the experimentally observed mas* and CKM hierarchies, i.e.
if we neglect Xc/X,, A./A,, A./A», A,/A., |V.»|2 and \VJ?[19,20,21]. Then the only
off-diagonal CKM elements that evolve are those connected to the third generation,
i.e. Vrt) Vrt> V,d, V,,, and these all have the same RGE (to all loops):

(16)

All other ofT-diagonal matrix elements have d\VQ,\/dt = 0, while the diagonal ele-
ments remain ^ 1 by unitarity. Hence the moduli of CKM elements have the scaling
behaviour[19, 20, 21]

/
= Afc) =

\V,.

\y/S\V,4\ JS\V,.\
Vs\vJ\

\Vu\ I
(17)

where 5 is a universal scaling factor. A small unitarity violation here is of sub-lnding
order in the mass/CKM hierarchy. Similarly, it can be shown that the rephase-
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invariant CP-violation parameter J = V;,V^) scales as(19, 20,21]

m.). (18)

Figure 8 shows how the universal scaling factor depends on tan/? in typical cases.
This approximate scaling property offers a quick and simple way to test GUT-scale
hypotheses about mass- and CKM-matriccs.

1

.,) .150

i

-175 " \V

*

) = 4.4 GeV

0.1

0.6

0.4

0.2

I 10
tinp

Fig. 8: Typical CKM icaling factor v^

65

tan/7 (20].

GUT-scale Yukawa hypotheses usually take the form of assumed parametric forms,
called "textures* for the quark and lepton mass matrices at MC- For example, the
SU(5) SUSY-GUT model of Ref.[9] postulates up-quark, down-quark and charged
lepton mass matrices (Yukawa coupling matrices) of the forms

/ 0 C 0 \ ( 0 F 0 \ f 0 F 0 \
V=\ C 0 B \ D=\ F1 E 0 \ B = f -3E 0 .

\0 B AJ \ 0 0 D J \ 0 0 D)
These immediately imply the relation(9, 22, 23]

since V& originates entirely from the U-matrix, and also

A, ~ A, = 3A,, A. = i A , , (all at it = Me).

(19)

(20)

(21)

The DHR model [15, 22] introduces changes by putting

( 0 C 0 \ / 0 F e * * 0 \ / 0 F O \

C 0 B \ D = Fe'1* E 0 E = I F -2E 0 I.
0 B A ) \ 0 0 D) \ 0 0 D )

(22)
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wlu'u the loft and right down quarks and charged leptons appear in the same multiplet
sm-li as lilt-16 of SO(10). Other phases can be rotated away. The ADHRS models[2-l)

/ 0 ^ C 0 \ / 0 C 0 \ f O C 0 \
U = £C 0 x.B I D = C Ei* XiB\ B = C 3£e* x.B ,

{ 0 x'uB A ) \ 0 x'dB A ) \ 0 x>tB A )
$23)

liave fewer zeros in D and E but retain SO(10)-type relations \V*\ = Xy/K/^i *t
H = Me. where \ is a (discrete) Clebsch factor. These models are more predictive
since they relate the up-quark Yukawa matrix to the down-quark Yukawa matrix
resulting in two fewer continuous parameters.

In order to test the prediction \V&\ = yA^/A, at n = Ma, w e c a n proceed as
follows.

(i) Start with low-energy input, m,(m,),mt(mk),mc(mc);

(ii) evolve Yukawa couplings up to ̂  = Ma\

(iii) when Ak(A/<;) = A,(Me) is satisfied, construct I
|V<i(m,)|, and compare with experiment.

and evolve it down to

Figure 9 shows contours of |V^(m,)| in the (m,(m,), tan /?) plane, for MSSM GUT
solutions with the b-r Yukawa unification constraint and various mc(mc) input choices.
The region of b-T-t Yukawa unification is indicated. The relation Eq. (20) leads to a
lower bound[3]

|Vc»(m,)| > 0.043(200 GeV/mr1*)"2 . (24)

100 120 140 160 1B0 200

m,(m,) (G«V)

Fig. 9: Typicxl contours of |V(((tu,)| [3].
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Figure 10 shows the effects of threshold corrections and/or a group theory Clebsch
factor on the GUT scale relation. These effects are parametrized by the fartor A' in
the revised unification criteria |V^| = X^K/M at JV/C.

100

10

1

100 120 140 160 180 200
mt(m,) (GeV)

Fig. 10: Effect* of threshold corrections or a Clebtch factor[24] on |
unification [3].

INWT:

*«•&» -

X».1

a,(Mz)-0.118

* » ; /

/

A

i/ I
•

Some relations between quark masses and CKM mixing angles are satisfied under
more general assumptions. For example, the GUT scale relationships |K*/Kt| =
,JmJme and |V^/V^| = Jmj/m, have been shown to pertain to a whole clan of
unification scenarios(25j.

5 Implications for SUSY Higgs searches
The A( fixed-point solutions have interesting implications for the phenomenology of
Higgs bosons in the MSSM. Recall that there are S Higgs bosons in this model[26j:
neutral CP-even h and H [mk < mH), neutral CP-odd .4, and charged Hk. At tree
level there are just two parameters, usually taken to be mA and tan ft and a mass
bound m* < Mz, but large one-loop radiative corrections (principally depending on
m, ami the mean t-squark mass m,-) affect the Higgs masses and couplings and push
up the m* bound to

(25)

Studies of MSSM Higgsrs usually refer to the (m^.taiif?) parameter plane, taking a
range of m, and assuming m; ~ 1 TeV.
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Several grou|>s[27,28,29,30] have systematically dismissed the potential of present
•and future colliders lo discover one or more MSSM Higgsos. LEPI has already ex-
cluded part of the (m,i, tan 0) plane; LEPII will cover more but not all. SSC/LHC of-
fer new search possibilities, but there remains a region mA ~ 100-150 GeV, tan/? £ 5
where apparently no MSSM Higgs signals whatever would be detectable (unless high-
performance b-tagging[31] and rapidity gap searches[32] can succeed).

It is therefore very interesting to find any theoretical arguments why this inaccessi-
ble region may be forbidden. The A, fixed-point solutions provide a possible argument
if mf £ 160 GeV, since these solutions are then constrained to a range of small tan/?
as shown in Fig. 6, with m, and tan/? directly correlated via Eq. (15) [7]. With
this correlation, the (m^.tan/?) region excluded by 1992 LEPI searches is shown in
Fig. 11 (a) (assuming m; ~ 1 TeV). The corresponding region in the (m*,tan/?) plane
is shown in Fig. l l (b) , where the left-hand boundary comes from LEP I data and the
right-hand boundary comes from internal MSSM constraints with one-loop correc-
tions. We sec that the lower limit on m* is about 60 GeV (close to the 61 GeV SM
Higgs limit with these data), while the input assumption m, < 160 GeV implies that
in/, 5 85 GeV — within reach of LEP II searches. The corresponding mass limits on
the other Higgses are mA > 70 GeV, mHt j> 105 GeV, mH > 140 GeV. In principle,
.4 too might be discoverable at LEP II via e+e~ -» Ah production, but in fact there
is only » small parameter region where the cross section would be big enough; the
other production channels AH, ZH, H+H~ are kinematically inaccessible.

^^^^ r _ ^ ^ _ 130

10 100 1000 60 TO 10 90 100

mA(GeV) mk (OeV)
Fig. 11: At-fixed-point solution regions allowed by the LEPI data: (a) in the
(m,i,taii/)) 1)111111!, (b) in the (m*,Un/3) plane. The top quark mamet are mi(pole),
correlated to tan/) by Eq. (15) (7).

Thus this range of A, fixed-point solutions implies that we shall not have to wait
for SSC/LHC to discover a MSSM Higgs boson. What more will be detectable there?
Figure 12 shows the limits of detectability for the principal SSC/LHC signals, in the
A -» 7 • > . / / - • tttt, A -> 77 and /f* -> TV channels. Depending on m^ and tan 0 , >ve
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sec there could lie good chances to discover one or more additional Higgses. though
not all of them at once; but there also exists a parameter region where no Higjp
signals whatever would be expected at SSC/LHC[7).

130
0.1 1

30 100 300 1000
mA(GeV)

Fig. 12: SSC/LHC signal deteetability regions, compared with tlie LEPI allowed
region of Arfixed-point mlutioas from Fig. 11(») and the probable reach of LEP II.
The top quark mawet are m,(pole) [7].

Possible future e+e~ linear colliders with energies above LEP II offer interesting
further possibilities, however. The principal neutral-Higgs production channels are

e+e"

Zh,Ah,ZH,AH
why vvH, e+e"h, e*e~H.

(26)

(27)

Here the two-body cross sections fall with 1/s while the others (It'll' and ZZ fu-
sion) rise logarithmically. Now the Z' -> ZH,Ah plus WW,ZZ -> H rates are all
suppressed by a factor cosJ( /J-a) , where a is a CP-even mixing angle; in the A, fixed-
point solutions, cos2(/? - a) < 0.3 (0.05) for m, < 160 GeV (145 GeV). However, the
remaining Z' - f Zh, AH plus W\V, ZZ -> h rates contain the complementary factor
sin2(j9 — a) and are unsuppressed, while the charged-Higgs process

<rV -> li+H- (28)

has no such factors. Copious h production is therefore guaranteed, with H, ^ . H *
too if they are not too heavy.
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6 Summary
a) The success of SUSY GUTS in gauge coupling unification is tantalizing.

b) Yukawa coupling possibilities (A* ~ Ar, etc) are equally attractive.

c) The constraint Ak(Wo) = Ar(i\/c) leads to a narrow corridor in the plane of
tan 0 and mf*'.

d) A/ n.N-ed-point solutions with a,{Mz) = 0.118 predict sin0 cs mfol*/(200 GeV)
or tan /J large.

e) Pcrturbativity at the GUT scale implies several constraints: mf1* < 200 GeV
(for n.{Mz) = 0.118), a.(Mz) S 0.13, tan/? < 65.

f) A simple scaling law connects CKM matrix elements at \i = mt and Ma-

g) GUT textures give interesting low-energy predictions; e.g. |V^(AfG)| =
yJ\c{Ma)/^(Ma) gives IV^m,)! > 0.043(200 GeV/mf0")"2.

h) Threshold effects at the GUT scale may not be negligible.

i) A, axed-point solutions imply that m, > 130 GeV and the lightest MSSM Higgs
mass m* > 60GeV; if in fact m, < 160 GeV, then m* < 85 GeV and h will be
discoverable at LEP.
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ELECTROWEAK PHYSICS AT CURRENT ACCELERATORS AND
THE SUPERCOLLIDER
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ABSTRACT

Tin activitm of tl» Elcctronak Pkjnia Wotkiif Grasp an Mmmariml. Tkn*
nun imi« are addnattd: 1) ptospacU tot nwtMriag tkt W maw at tat Tmtna
wiaf the iacluaive tkctroa enctfy tpsctnim, 2) cewtraiaiaf tkt ttcaagc quark
diitributio* fimctkm ia W + ekarm prodnctio*, mad J) poaiibiliti« to dtttrmiac
tkc tknt vKtot b o m coupling at ta* Tmtroa aad SSC.

1. Introduction

The study of electroweak processes is one of the main tasks of experiments
at current and future accelerators. In order to test the Standard Model (SM) of
electroweak interactions its parameters hare to measured as precisely as possible
and compared to the SM prediction. Instead of attempting a global analysis of
the capabilities of present and future collider experiments, the electroweak working
group has focused on the W boson mass and the three vector boson couplings at
important parameters to be measured. In addition, the working group has also
investigated the prospects of constraining the strange quark distribution function
in W plus charm quark production at the Tevatron. The studies reported here are
by no means complete. In most cases there is substantial room for improvement
left.

The mass of the Z boson is presently known with a precision of about 7 MeV
from experiments at LEP [1]. On the other hand, the uncertainty on the IV mass
from the combined UA2 and CDF data [2] is approximately 270 MeV. Both, UA2
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and CDF, used the transverse mass mT{l,i>), I = «, ft of the charged lepton neutrino
system in W — tv decays in the past to determine mw, a procedure which explicitly
depends on measuring the missing transverse momentum, } T , in the event. A
significant fraction of the overall uncertainty in the W mass, mw, originates from
systematic uncertainties associated with the / j . measurement. A quantity which is
sensitive to m* but avoids the experimental complications of the >T measurement is
the lepton energy spectrum. The prospects of using the electron energy distribution
as an alternative to the transverse mass for a high precision measurement of mar were
thoroughly investigated [3]. The results of this analysis are described in Section 2.

With the integrated luminosity accumulated during the 1992 - 94 Tevatron
collider runs, CDF and D0 expect several thonund W+1 jet events each. For sack
a large W + 1 jet sample it may become possible to search for associated W plus
charm quark production. To lowest order We production proceeds via the fusion of
a gluon and a * or I-quark. A measurement of the W plus charm production cross
section may thus help in resolving the controversy [4] between the MRS [S] and
CTEQ [6] parametrisation of the strange quark distribution function. The result!
of the W+ charm analysis are reported in Section 3 [7].

Within the SM, at tree level, the vector boson self-interactions are completely
fixed by the SV{2) x U(l) gauge theory structure of the model. Measuring the WWy,
ZZj, Zf, and WWZ couplings therefore is a crucial test of the SM. At the Tevatron,
this can be accomplished studying W±y and Zj production. Since the number of
events expected in run la+lb is quite limited, it is important to optimise the
statistical procedure used to extract information on the three vector boson vertices.
Based on the maximum likelihood technique, a new fitting procedure has been
developed [8], which considerably improves upon the simple x* test used in most
theoretical simulations [9,10). The new technique is summarised in Section 4.1.

A pronounced feature of W^ production in hadronic collisions is the so-called
radiation sero which appears in the partoa level subprocesses which contribute to
lowest order in the SM of electroweak interactions (11). In practice, however, this
sero is difficult to observe. The quantity which represents the radiation sero best
and, at the same time, is easily measured experimentally is the distribution of the
photon - lepton rapidity difference. This quantity was studied extensively in the
context of the Workshop [12] (see Section 4.2).

At the Tevatron, the WWV, V = 7, Z and ZZj (Z77) couplings cannot be
measured very precisely, due to the limited statistics of di-boson events. High preci-
sion tests have to await the SSC or LHC [9,10|. In order to probe the interactions in
the bosonic sector of the SM as accurately as possible, all the important background
processes need to be controlled. Furthermore, one would like to have available a
large number of basic processes and correspondingly a large number of observables.
A potentially dangerous background to W*i production at hadron supercolliders
is (IT production. The working group (bund that the a* - . Uy + X cross section is
much larger than the lowest order W7 rate; however, imposing a jet veto require-
ment this background can be eliminated rather easily [13] (see Section 4.3). Besides
the classic di-boson production processes t f -• Wf, WZ, single W production via
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the electroweak process qq - . qqW was studied as a complementary source of in-
formation on the three vector boson couplings [14]. A description of the results
obtained for the qq — qqW signal and the most important background processes
can be found in Section 4.4.

2. Measuring the W Boson Mast using the Inclusive Electron Energy
Spectrum

The SM has been extraordinarily successful in describing weak and electro-
magnetic phenomena over the full reach of experimental observation. The model
is completely determined by three parameters: the fine structure constant, a, the
Fermi constant, GF, »nd the Z boson mass, mj. All three are known with high
precision. With the model so fixed, all other parameters, in particular the W boson
mass, mir, are determined. It is now the task of experiment to carry out precision
measurements of mir to confront the SM prediction.

At hadron colliders, the major problem of the W mass measurement is the
neutrino originating from the W — If decay which escapes undetected. Thus there
is no direct way to reconstruct mir. A standard way to overcome this problem is to
use the transverse mass distribution which sharply peaks at mtr- A limiting factor
in the determination of mir from the transverse mass distribution is the systematic
uncertainty associated with the determination of the mining transverse momentum,
jJr. Uncertainties originating from the / r measurement typically are at least twice
as large those from the measurement of the electromagnetic energy.

At an alternative to the transverse mass spectrum, one can try to utilise
the lepton energy distribution, which sharply peaks at mw/2 (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 3),
and which requires information on the lepton four-momentum only. Two different
strategies of extracting mir from the lepton energy distribution were studied. For
definiteness, only the decay W -t tv was considered. In the first approach the energy
spectrum is fitted to an analytical function of the form

i (1)

where JV», r and mir are free parameters of the fit which corretpond to the number
of events, the width and the position of the peak.

In the second approach, a direct comparison of the Monte Carlo electron
energy spectrum with the data is carried out, using a Kolmogorov test to compare
the two distributions. To estimate the statistical and systematic uncertainties of this
method, 10* ISAJET pp -> W -> ev events were generated, imposing a Bf > 25 GeV,
a $, > 25 GeV, and a |ij,| < 1.1 cut. To simulate detector response the electron
momentum four vector was smeared with a Gaussian distribution with standard
deviation <r = 0.15 GtVUlfE. The MC event sample was split into a "bane" sample
of 70,000 events, and a "test" sample which varied from 1,000 to 30,000 events.
The statistical uncertainty as a function of the number of events in the tett sample
if fhown in Fig. 1. The solid line corresponds to a fit of the uncertainty of the

17̂  where P is a free fit parameter. For 40,000 W events, which roughly
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Figure 1: The statistical uncertainty versus number of events, Sn, in the test
sample. The solid line shows the result of fitting the uncertainty with the function

tt

corresponds to the number otW->cv events anticipated at the Tevatron for am
integrated luminosity of 100 pb~\ the expected statistical uncertainty w about
125 MeV, and thus about twice as luge as the uncertainty from the conventional
method employing the transverse mass distribution.

The systematic uncertainties originating from the transverse motion of the
W, and from varying the cuts imposed on $,, JEJ, and q, were found to be in
the SO - 100 MeV range each. The expected combined systematic uncertainty is
approximately 150 MeV, and thus significantly smaller than that of the conventional
method utilising the transverse mass distribution.

3 . The Charm Content of W + 1 Jet Events and the Strange Quark
Distribution Function

Approximately 15% of the inclusive number of W bosons produced at the
Tevatron are accompanied by a hadronic jet w !'.h a transverse energy £/* > IS GeV
[15]. From run la and lb combined one therefore expects more than (,000 W+1 jet
events with W -* to. The large number of W events accompanied by a high pr
jet will make it possible to specifically search for heavy quarks in such events. In
particular events for which the jet contains a charm quark could be useful, at they
may allow to constrain the strange quark distribution function.

Recent fits of parton distribution functions by the MRS (5] and CTEQ col-
laborations [6] have resulted in rather different «-quark distribution functions. The
ratio of the strange quark distribution functions of the CTEQlM and the MRSD0
get* versus z. is shown in Fig. 2a. At small Q* and z, < 0.1, the two parametrixations
differ approximately by a factor of two.

If the charm content of W + 1 jet events can be determined, an independent
measurement of the strange quark distribution function can be carried out. Asso-
ciated W+ charm production proceeds, at lowest order, through >i aad tf fusion,
t) -• W~c and if -» W+i. The alternative process where the j-quark in the reac-
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Figure 2: a) Ratio of the strange quark distribution functions as a function of *. for
the CTEQ1M and MRSDO parton distribution sets and two different values of (?'.
b) The differential cross section tUr/ix. for the process «» -» We at the Tevatron,
using the CTEQ1M set.

tion is replaced by a d-quark, is suppressed by the quark miring matrix element
V^. This suppression is somewhat compensated by the larger d quark distribution
function, such that the if -» We cross section is about 10% of the »t -* We rate.
The potentially largest background originates from the production of a ci pair in
the jet recoiling against the W. When only the t or the I is identified in the jet,
such a W + a event looks like a signal event. Similarly, a tf pair can be produced
in the jet, and the • or the i-quark misidentified as a charm quark.

To numerically simulate the signal and background processes the Monte-
Carlo program PYTHIA [16] (version 5.6) was used. AU processes were studied at
the parton level, i.e. final state showers are included but fragmentation is not. In
the simulations carried out, a "jet" is defined as follows. The direction of the sum
of the momenta of all the partons produced in the shower is taken as the center
of a cone of radius AJJjrf = y/S^+Sf = 0.7, where IJ is the pseudorapidity and
I the uimuthal angle. AU the partons inside that cone are considered part of the
jet. Only events with a charm quark iiuUe the jet cone are counted. Background
events with two charm quarks inside the jet cone are counted twice.

The W± is assumed to decay into a e±i> final state. To simulate the accep-
tance of a real detector, the following transverse momentum and pseudorapidity
cuts on the final state particles are imposed:

pr(«) > 20G.V, |i?(e)|<l.
jSr > 20 GeV, (2)

PrU) > lOGtV, | IJ (J ) |<1 .

Figure 2b shows the differential cross section of the process «f -• We for pp collisions
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Table 1: Crou lections for atiociated W plui charm quark production with W — tv at
the Tevatron, using the MRSDO and CTEQ1M parametrisationi of the parton dutribution
functions. The cuts imposed are lummsrised in Eq. 2.

MRSDO
CTEQ1M

Cross section (pb)
We

Signal
3.68
4.58

W +1 jet Background
1-cZ + X

2.76
2.80

§-*U + X
0.75
0.77

f-fCi+X
0.15
0.15

Inclusive
W + l jet

87.0
85.6

at V* = !•• TeV as a function of the momentum fraction of the strange quark,
*„ using the CTEQ1M parametrisation. W plus charm quark production at the
Tevatron thus is sensitive to the strange quark distribution mostly in the x, region
between 0.04 and 0.1, in which the CTEQ and MRS parametritations are indeed
substantially different (see Fig. 2a).

The cross sections for the signal, the various background processes, and in-
clusive W + 1 jet production at the Tevatron are given in Table 1. Approximately
75% (20%) of the background originates from a el (tf) pair produced in a jet ini-
tiated by a gluon, if all i and i-quarks are assumed to be misidentified as charm
quarks. The remaining 5% is due to the production of a el pair in a quark-initiated
jet. The combined background cross section is about equal to the signal rate. The
signal account* for approximately 4-5% of all W +1 jet events, and the background
for about 4%. As can be seen from Table 1, the two sets of parton distribution
functions yield the same values for the inclusive W + 1 jet cross section and the
three background processes to within 2%. The signal rate, on the other hand, is
quite sensitive to which set is chosen, as expected.

Assuming both electron and muon decay channel of the W* boson, an in-
tegrated luminosity of 10 pb"1 yields about 1700 W + 1 jet events for the cuts
described in Eq. 2. This corresponds to approximately 75 - 90 W plus charm
quark signal events, and to about the same number of potential background events.
From these numbers it is straightforward to estimate the minimum charm tagging
efficiency, £•*", required to be statistically sensitive to the variation of the We pro-
duction crou section with the strange quark distribution function. Depending on
how efficiently the various background processes can be suppressed, an efficiency of
e™"* s 20 - 30% is needed for an integrated luminosity of 10 pb*1.

The two collider experiments, CDF and D0 , at the Tevatron explore three
different strategies to identify charm quarks:

1. Search for a displaced secondary vertex in the silicon vertex detector (SVX).

2. Reconstruction of exclusive nonleptonic charmed baryon or meson decays.

3. Looking for inclusive semileptonic charm decays.
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Ciiinliiiiril, tiir llirrr iiirllni<l« may yield »n overall charm detection efficiency
of about 10%. Based on this assumption, an integrated luminosity of O(30 pb~>)
should provide the first statistically significant information on the strange quark
distribution of the proton. A more precise estimate of the minimum integrated
luminosity required depends on a better understanding of the charm quark detec-
tion efficiency, and on more detailed background studies. In principle, the three
background processes considered here can be reduced by:

• Charge reconstruction: for the signal, the W and c-quark electric charges are
correlated. For the ci background, the charm quark has the wrong charge
50% of the time. Therefore, if the charges of the W and of the charm quark
can be determined, the Wei background can be reduced by a factor of two.
Furthermore, events with the wrong charge correlation provide a measurement
of the background, that could subsequently be subtracted.

• Cut on the charm transverse momentum: since more than one charm quark
is present in the background processes its average pr is smaller than in the
signal.

• Flavor identification: if the bottom quark is identified, the «i background can
be subtracted.

Clearly, more experimental and theoretical work is needed to improve the
signal to background ratio.

4. Probing the Vector Boson Self-interactions in Hadron Collider Ex-
periments

4-1 Extrtctinf Three Vector Baton Coupling! from the Photon Timnmt Momen-
tum Diitrihution

The increased integrated luminosity accumulated in the 1992 - 94 Tevatron
collider runs will not only make it possible to improve the precision of existing
measurements, but also to probe previously untested sectors of the SM, such as the
self-interactions of vector bosons. This is most easily done studying Wy and Zy
production.

The most general WWy vertex function for if — Wy which is compatible
with electromagnetic gauge invarianee and Lorentx invariance, and which is CP
conserving, can be parameterized in terms of two couplings *T and A7 [9]. Simi-
larly, under the same conditions, the ZZj and 277 vertex can be described by two
couplings, h% and h\, V = 7, Z. In the SM, at tree level, if = 1, X> = 0, and
h% = Af = 0. In order to avoid violations of 5-matrix unitarity, the anomalous
three vector boson couplings have to be introduced as momentum dependent form
factors. Frequently, generalized dipole form factors of the form

(3)
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with « - « • » - l,...,fcf are iisrd. A in Eq. (3) represents the scale at which new
physics becomes important in the weak boson sector, i is the energy squared in the
parton center of mass frame, and a« are the form factors at low energy. In order to
guarantee unitarity, n must satisfy n > 1/2 for Ac7 = K7 - 1, n > I for y, n > 3/2
for Ajf, and 1. > 5/2 for fcjf.

Non-standard WWf and ZZ7 (Z77) couplings lead to a broad increase in the
photon transverse momentum distribution at large values of the photon w [9,10].
Information on the anomalous three vector boson couplings thus can be derived by
fitting the observed pi{i) distribution with general WWj and ZZf (Z77) couplings.

The main background for pf -* Wf, Zf is W + jets and Z + jeti production
with one of the jets faking a high *T photon due to fragmentation of the jet into a
high energy »• or if, which decays into two almost coUinear photons which are not
resolved in the detector. This background rapidly drops with the f/jet transverse
momentum. The probability Pl/j for the jet faking a photon has been measured by
CDF and D 0 separately. Both collaborations find P,/y » 10"* {or srfr) > 10 GeV.
Electrons mitidentified as photons due to tracking inefficiencies may also constitute
a non-negligible background for D0.

In most theoretical simulations (9,10], a rather primitive procedure for fitting
the photon TT spectrum was used. In this procedure the distribution is split into
a number of bins of equal bin width plus one additional bin which contains all
events above a certain s? threshold. This threshold is chosen such that each bin
contains typically more than 5 events. In each bin, the Poisson statistic* is then
approximated by a Gaussian distribution, and a minimum jr* test is performed.

A substantial improvement of this method can be achieved, especially for
low statistics, by two simple modifications:

1. Replace the Gaussian distribution and the x* test by Poisson statistics and a
maximum likelihood fit. In contrast to the x* method, the maximum likelihood
technique yields unbiased estimates of the fitted parameters.

2. An extra bin, in which one would not expect any SM events at the 95% con-
fidence level (CL) is added. This modification fully exploits the enhancement
of the differential cross section at large «T(T) value* for anomalous couplings.

The results of applying the improved fitting procedure to the data set* expected
for 0 0 are summarised in Table 2. They are up to a factor 2 better than those
derived using the x* test. The limits for AKJ (*Jj) apply for arbitrary values of AJ
(fc£) and vice versa. Bounds on fcj, (JiJ,) are approximately 10% weaker than those
for *£(*£).
4.1 RtfiiUf ComUtiont in Wy Production

A pronounced feature of Wf production in hadronic collisions is the so-called
radiation zero which appears in the parton level subprocesses which contribute to
lowest order in the SM of electroweak interactions [11]. For ui -* W*y (4fi -* W"7)
all contributing helicity amplitudes vanish for cos9' = -1/3 (+1/3), where 6* is
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Table 2: ICipcctcd limits from 1)0 for the CP conserving \VW^ and ZZy couplingi. The
limiti for the ZZ-/ couplings are derived uiing n = 3 (n = 4) for hf (/if) and a from factor
scale of A = 750 GeV. The bounds on the WWf couplings Aic7 and A1 are insensitive to
the form factor details. Both, the electron and muon decay channels for the W and Z boson
are used.

Coup-
ling

|A«5l
Ml
\hl\
i*Sl

run la Hmits
68% CL

1.10
0.30
0.62
0.10

95% CL
2.50
0.75
1.27
0.21

run la+ lb limits
68% CL

0.60
0.15
0.38
0.06

95% CL
1.15
0.31
0.72
0.11

the angle between the quark and the photon in the parton center of mass frame.
In practice, however, this zero is difficult to observe. Structure function effects
transform the aero into a dip. Higher order QCD corrections (10, 17] and finite W
width effects, together with photon radiation from the final state lepton line, tend
to fill in the dip. Finally, the twofold ambiguity in the reconstructed parton center
of mass frame which originates from the two possible solutions for the longitudinal
momentum of the neutrino [18], pi(v), represents an additional complication in the
extraction of the cos 9* or the corresponding rapidity distribution, Jff/W»"(->), which
further dilutes the effect.

Photon lepton rapidity correlations provide an alternative tool to search for
the radiation tero predicted by the SM for W-) production in hadronic collisions.
For the remainder of this subsection we shall focus entirely on the W+i channel.
Results for W~^ production can be obtained by simply exchanging the sign of the
rapidities involved. The SM radiation zero leads to a pronounced dip in the photon
rapidity distribution in the center of mass frame, dv/df'(f), at

For ui -t W+i the photon and the W are back to back in the center of mass frame.
The corresponding rapidity distribution of the W in the parton center of mass
frame, «V/<iy(W), thus exhibits a dip at y'(W) = - » . In the double differential
distribution of the rapidities in the laboratory frame, d*r/dt){i)iy(W), one then
expects a "valley" or "channel" for rapidities satisfying the relation* 7(7) - »(W) 3
» ' ( 7 ) - » ' W = 2»..

In the SM, the dominant W± helidty in Wj production is \w = ±1 [19],
implying that the charged lepton will tend to be emitted in the direction of the
parent W, thus reflecting most of its kinematic properties. The difference in rapidity,
Ay(VV, t) = »(VV)-n(<), between the IV boson and the charged lepton originating from
the IV decay is rather small with an average Ay(tV, I) of 0.30. The double differential

'DtffcHnccs of itpidittet Me Invirmnt under boatti.
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Figure 3: The rapidity difference distribution, 4*/d&ifa,l), for pf -> W*i + X -
l+foi+X, I = e, 11, at the Tevatron in the Born approximation for anomalous IVW7
couplings. The curves are for the SM (solid), AKJ = 2.6 (dashed), and AJ = 1.7
(dotted). Only one coupling is varied at a time. A dipole form factor with scale
A = 1 TeV is assumed for non-standard WW^ couplings. The cuts imposed are
described in the text. The error bars indicate the expected statistical uncertainties
tor an integrated luminosity of 22 pb~'.

distribution <rV/A|(7)AK0 for pf - W+7 - . / + > r 7 thus displays a channel for
rapidities fulfilling the relation A<K7,() = 11(7) - <K<)» -0.4.

The double differential distribution rfV/*r(7 )*»(*) can only be mapped out if
a sufficiently large number of events is available. For a relatively small event sample
the distribution of the rapidity difference, dr/i&ifa.t), which is shown in Fig. 3,
is more useful. Here a ^ ( 7 ) > 5 CeV, a prC) > 20 GeV and a > , > 20 GeV cut
are imposed, together with cuts on the paeudorapidities of the photon and charged
lepton of |IKT)I < 3 and \i{l)\ < 3.S. To select a phase space region where radiative
IV decays are suppressed and if -> W^ dominates, we have required in addition a
large photon lepton separation cut of &R("i,t) > 0.7, and a cluster transverse mass
cut of mrf/7;>r) > 90 GeV. The solid line shows the SM result, whereas the dashed
and dotted curves give the prediction for the current UA2 68% CL limits [20] of
AKJ - 2.6 and X} = I.T, respectively. In Fig. 3, a dipole form factor (a = 2) with a
scale A = 1 TeV was used.

As anticipated, the An(7,l) distribution exhibits a strong dip at A 17(7,/) »
-0.4 in the SM (solid line). Higher order QCD corrections fill in the dip partially,
but do not obscure the radiation zero in a significant way. Compared to dr/dt'hh
the rapidity difference distribution has the advantage of being independent of the
twofold ambiguity in the reconstruction of the parton center of mass frame, which
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considerably obscures the radiation zero in the jf'J/r) distribution. In contrast to
the Zi to Wkt cross section ratio which also reflects the radiation zero [21], the
rapidity difference distribution does not depend on the Z*/ cross section, and the
validity of the SM for pp -> Z7.

In presence of any anomalous contribution to the WWj vertex the radiation
zero is eliminated and the dip in d<r/dAi)(-f,l) is filled in at least partially. Most
of the excess cross section for non-standard couplings originates in the high PT(T)
region [9], where events tend to be central in rapidity. Deviations from the SM
Atj(7,£) distribution, therefore, mostly occur for small rapidity differences. In Fig. 3
we have also included the statistical uncertainties expected in the SM case for
an integrated luminosity of fCdt = 22 pb~l. This demonstrates that the rapidity
difference distribution is sensitive to anomalous WWj couplings already with the
current CDF and D0 data samples, in particular to W. However, one does not
expect dtr/d&7)(-f,t) to be more sensitive to anomalous couplings than the photon
transverse momentum distribution.

4.3 The 1(7 Background in Wi Production *t the SSC
Whereas the three vector boson couplings can be measured only at the 10 —

60% level at best at the Tevatron (see Section 4.1), the SSC or LHC provide the
energy and luminosity necessary for a high precision test of these couplings. How-
ever, for W^ production the process pf — U-y -t W^ + X represents a potentially
dangerous background, due to the very large top quark production cross section at
supercollider energies. In this subsection a calculation of the 1I7 background at the
SSC is described. The calculation fully incorporate* the subsequent decay of the
top quarks into a IV boson and a i-quark, and also the W decay into a fermion
antifermion pair. Graphs where the photon is radiated from one of the ( or ( de-
cay products are not taken into account. The contribution from these diagrams is
strongly suppressed if a photon pr cut of pr(l) > "></2 is imposed. The top quark
and W boson decays are treated in the narrow width approximation.

Besides the lowest order contributions to the associated production of a if
pair and a photon, the photon bremsstrahlung contribution in tij events is included
in our calculation. The bremsstrahlung contribution is calculated using the QCD
ii -* "»i U -> "« *nd ft -* tl§ matrix elements together with the leading-logarithm
parametrization of Ref. [22] for the photon fragmentation functions. These frag-
mentation functions are proportional to a/a,, and the photon bremsstrahlung con-
tribution formally is of the same order in a as the lowest order tij cross section.

In the following only the channel pp -t W+j + X is considered. The cross
sections of the lij background are equal for the W*^ + X and W'f + X channel.
The pp—W'T + X signal rate is approximately 20% smaller than the pp — W*j + X
cross section for the cuts specified below. The conclusions drawn for the W+j case
therefore also apply to the Wj channel.

The W+ boson is assumed to decay into a l+v final state with t = e, p. In
order to simulate the finite acceptance of detectors and to reduce fake backgrounds
from jets misidentified as photons and particles lost in the beam pipe [23], the
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Figure 4: a) The photon transverse momentum distribution for pp — W+y + X -*
l+fri+X at the SSC. The solid (dashed) line shows the result for tt-,+X production
for m, = 110 GeV (200 GeV). The dotted line gives the tree level SM prediction of
the W*^ signal. The cuts imposed are summarized in Eqs. (5) - (7). b) The photon
transverse momentum distribution for pp -> W+^ + 0 jet -»l*^Tj + 0 jet at the SSC
with a jet transverse momentum threshold of 35 GeV. The solid (dashed) fine shows
the result for the if* background for m, = 110 GeV (200 GeV). The dotted fine gives
the NLO prediction of the pr(i) distribution for the W+j -f 0 jet signal in the SM.

following transverse momentum, pseudorapidity and separation cuts are imposed:

(5)
(6)
(7)

)> 25 GeV,
prb) > 100 GeV,

tr> 50 GeV, ,7) > 0.7.

No cuts are imposed on the s-quark jets and the decay products of the second W
(i.e. the W~) in 1(7 events. W~ -> TVT decays are, for simplicity, treated like

Figure 4a shows the pr(l) distribution for pp — if* + X -* <+J*J.7 + X at the
SSC for m, = 110 GeV (solid line) and m, = 200 GeV (dashed line). The photon
bremsstrahlung cross section is approximately 40 - 65% of the lowest order pp — tif
rate over the entire PT(T) range shown in Fig. 4a. The shape of the photon transverse
momentum distribution depends on the top quark mass, with the prW distribution
becoming harder for increasing values of m,. The dotted curve in Fig. 4a shows
the lowest order prediction of the photon (7 distribution for the W*j signal. The
«7 background is seen to be much larger than the cross section of the signal over
the entire top quark mass range studied. It is obvious from Fig. 4a that the 1(7
background will considerably reduce the sensitivity of the reaction pp — W*^ + Jf
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to non-standard WW-y coupling!.
Since the top quark decays predominantly into a Wi final state, Iff events are

characterized by a large hadronic activity which frequently results in one or several
high pr jets. This observation suggests that the 117 background may be suppressed
by vetoing high pr jets. Such a "zero jet" requirement has been demonstrated [10]
to be very useful in reducing the size of NLO QCD corrections in pp -* W^ + X at
SSC energies. Present studies [23] suggest that for pr(;) < 35 GeV SSC detectors
face increasing difficulties in reconstructing jets. Requiring that no jets with pr{j) >
35 GeV and no second charged lepton are observed for |n(j)|, |n({)| < 3, and that
the photon is isolated from the hadronic activity, one obtains the results shown in
Fig. 4b. The tiy background is seen to be about one order of magnitude below the
signal (dotted line) for m, = 110 GeV (solid line), and approximately two orders of
magnitude for m, = 200 GeV (dashed line).

4.4 Meaturinj Three Vector Boson Coupling! in « -» qqW »t the SSC.
In order to probe the vector boson self interactions as completely as possible

one would like to have available a large number of basic processes and correspond-
ingly a large number of observables. As an example of a new process which is
complementary to weak boson pair production in the measurement of the WWf
and WWZ vertices, the working group investigated single W production via the
electroweak process qq - qqW. While Wy, WZ, or W+W~ production at hadron
or e+e~ colliders probe the three vector boson couplings for time-like momenta of
all interacting electroweak bosons, the signal process measures these couplings for
space-like momentum transfer of two of the three gauge bosons.

The signal and all background cross sections were calculated using parton
level Monte Carlo programs. For the signal the program evaluates the tree level
cross sections for the process qtq, —• qjfttv, t = t,i> and all relevant crossing related
processes. Representative Feynman graphs are shown in Fig. 5. A characteristic
feature of the W signal is the presence of two energetic forward jets. However,
anticipating large backgrounds, all the features of the final state Wjj system need to
be exploited for background suppression. Therefore, the signal is only considered in
the case when both final state (anti)quarks have transverse momenta larger than 40
GeV, allowing their identification as hadronic jets. The potentially most dangerous
background processes are QCD Wjj and (f production. The dominant source of
forward jets in if events arises from QCD radiation, i.e. the additional parton in tij
events, and not from the top decay products. Hence the top background is modeled
with a tree level MC program for the process pp -»llj -<• W*iW'tj.

— 1 q-

w *

— 1 1-

W.T.Z

Figure 5: Feynman graphs for the qq -• qqW signal. It is via the first graph that
this process is sensitive to the three vector boson couplings.
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The three vector boson graph in qq -» qqW is enhanced in the phase space
region where the two final state quark jets emerge at very small angles. Hence
events are tagged with one very forward and one very backward jet while the lepton
originating from the W -> lv decay is to be expected in the central region. Events are
triggered by a charged lepton with pr{l) > 30 GeV, and we require ;ST > 50 GeV as a
signature for W leptonic decays. On either side of the charged lepton (with respect
to pseudorapidity) one then searches for the first hadronic jet with pr{j) > 40 GeV
and \t(j)\ < 5, which will be called tagging jets and represent the two spectator
quarks in our signal calculation. Leptons and jets are required to be well separated,
&&{},)) > 0-7> A.R(*,;) > 0.7. The forward-backward nature of the two tagging jets
is then taken into account by requiring -5 < i)(/i) < —2.5 and 2.5 < 17(71) < 5. Notice
that this implies the existence of a central "rapidity gap", at least 5 units wide in
pseudorapidity, which contains the charged lepton but no jets with w > 40 GeV.

The above requirements leave a QCD Wjj background which is about a factor
six larger than the remaining signal. However, the background is dominated by W-
bremsstrahlung off initial or final state quarks. tV-bremsstrahlung and the three
vector boson graph lead to drastically different lepton pseudorapidity distributions
for the signal and the background. The QCD Wjj background can thus be further
suppressed by requiring W/)| < 1.5 and AiKAi) = min(|i7{/)->KJi)l,W0-'j(ij)l) > 2-5.
An additional strong background rejection is achieved by exploiting the very large
dijet invariant masses, m(jj), which are typical for the vector boson fusion process.
A cut of m(jj) > 3 TeV, imposed on the two tagging jets, reduces the background
well below signal level («r,,G = 450 fb vs. <rqco = 136 fb for the QCD Wjj background
and 9gj = 38 fb for m, = 140 GeV).

The cuts discussed above single out the phase space region in which the elec-
troweak fusion process dominates and hence one expects a pronounced sensitivity
to deviations in the WWj and WWZ couplings from the SM prediction. Anoma-
lous coupling effects are enhanced at large momentum transfer and, hence, for large
transverse momenta of the produced W-boson. The effect is demonstrated in Fig. 6.
While the prw distributions show similar shapes for the SM signal and the QCD and
top quark backgrounds, a strong enhancement at large transverse momenta arises
from anomalous couplings. For these three curves all other anomalous couplings
are set to zero. Here the standard parameterization of the anomalous couplings in
terms of C and P conserving anomalous couplings §X, KV and Xy, V = 7, Z is used.
These couplings can be defined by the effective Lagrangian

()
where the overall coupling constants are defined as fwwy = ' and twwj = <cot#s/.
Within the SM, at tree level, #f = #7 = K* = iC = 1, and A* = \i = 0. t \ is just the
electric charge of the W and hence fixed to 1 by electromagnetic gauge invariance.

From Fig. 6b it can be seen that form factor effects are important in qq -•
qqW. The results of a more quantitative analysis of the sensitivity of Wjj production
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Figure 6: Transverse momentum distribution of the produced IV-bcwon in Wjj
events at the SSC. a) Individual distributions for the SM signal (solid line), the QCD
Wjj background (dotted line) and the ttj background for mi = 140 GeV (double
dotted line). The upper three curves correspond to three choices of anomalous
coupling*: *7 = K* = 1.2 (dashed line) AT = A* = 0.1 (dash-dotted curve) and
jf = 1.2 (dash-double dotted line), b) The two background distributions have been
added to the four signal curves. In addition the effect of a form-factor is shown for
a scale A = 1 TeV. The cuts imposed are described in the text.

to anomalous WWV couplings are described in Ref. [14]. The 2<r limits on * v - 1 , Xv

and &)f = 3? - 1 are found to be in the 0.03. ..0.1 range. Comparing these results
with the limits obtained from di-boson production, one finds that the process ff -•
qqW is significantly more sensitive to Aicv and A»f than W-/ and WZ production
for cutoff scales A in the low TeV range. In general, the pair production process is
affected more by details of the form-factors. This emphasizes the need to measure
Wjj production in addition to di-boson production if full information on the WWV
couplings it to be gained.

5. Summary

The large statistics accumulated in the 1992-94 Tevatron runs will result in
significantly improved measurements of the SM parameters. The energy distribution
of the W decay electron offers an attractive alternative way to measure mw- The
large number of W + 1 jet events will make it possible to measure IV plus charm
production, which could help constraining the f-quark distribution function. Vector
boson self-interactions are expected to be probed with 10 - 60% accuracy with the
new Tevatron data. The lepton photon rapidity difference distribution will give easy
access to the radiation zero predicted by the SM for Wj production, ti-f production
was found to be an important background to Wj production at the SSC. However,
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it can be easily eliminated by a jet veto. Single W production via electroweak
interactions at the SSC provides a measurement of the WWV vertices which is
complementary to that in di-boson production.
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Abstract
We investigate the prospects of measuring the strange quark distribution func-
tion at the Tevatron, using IV plus charm quark events. The W plus charm
quark signal produced by strange quark - gluon fusion, sg -» W~c and I j -»
VV+J, it approximately 5% of the inclusive IV +1 jet cross section for jets with
a transverse momentum JJT(J') > 10 GeV. We study the sensitivity of the IV
plus charm quark cross section to the parametrization of the strange quark dis-
tribution function, and evaluate the various background processes. Strategies
to identify charm quarks in CDF and Dp are briefly described.

1. Introduction

One of the main goals of deep inelastic scattering experiments is to obtain
reliable measurements of the parton distribution functions of the proton. Recently,
the CTEQ1 and CCFR* collaborations have determined the ratio of momentum
fractions of strange quark versus « plus 3. quarks, ic = 2S/(U + 25). The CCFR
collaboration found K « 0.4 in its analysis of di-muon events in deep inelastic
scattering, whereas the CTEQ collaboration with its global fit analysis obtained
a result of K as 1. The difference between the two results is at the 3 - Aa level.
Among current paramctrizations of the parton distribution functions the MRSDO
set* best represents the CCFR result. The value of K in this set wa« fixed to K =
0.5 at Q2 = 4 GeV1. As a representative of the CTEQ result, we shall use the
CTEQ1M set in the following. The difference between the two parametrizations in
K is approximately a factor of two at low Q*, and decreases with increasing Q1. This
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is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the ratio of the strange quark distribution functions
for the CTEQ1M and MRSDO set for Q7 = 5 GeV2 and Q1 = M?v is shown.

Figure 1: Ratio of Ike strMge qurfc distribution fu.cliom for Ht CTEQ1M Mt aid tke MRSDO
set fot two difcteat valies of Q*.

At large Q7, the strange quarks that originate from gluon splitting have comparable
distribution for the two sets because the two gluon distribution functions are very
similar.

Here, we point out that the discrepancy between the CTEQ and CCFR re-
sult could be resolved by a direct, independent measurement of the strange quark
distribution function. At the Tevatron, such a measurement could be carried out
by determining the charm content of W + 1 jet events. The paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, the signal and the leading background processes are studied.
In Section 3, different experimental techniques to tag a charm quark inside a jet
are discussed. Finally, in Section 4, we present our conclusions together with some
additional remarks.

2. Signal and Background

Associated W+ charm production proceeds, at lowest order, through sg and sg
fusion, JJ —• \V~c and 3g —* \V*c. The alternative process where the * quark in the
reaction is replaced by a if quark, is suppressed by the quark mixing matrix element
Yd. This suppression is somewhat compensated by the larger d quark distribution
function, such that the dg —» We cross section is about 10% of the sg —• We rate.
Since the final state is identical for these two subprocesses, the sum of the sg and
dg contributions will be considered as the "signal" in the following.

The largest background originates from the production of a cc pair in the jet
recoiling against the \V. If only the c, or the c quark, is identified in the jet, the
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event looks like a signal event. Similarly, a bb pair can be produced in the jet, and
the 6 or the h quark misiilenlifieil ;is a charm quark. Assuming that all the b quarks
arc misiili'iitiliol, appruxiniali-ly 7.1% (20%) 4if the UaikKromul originates from .1 cc
(44) pair produced in a jet initiated by a gluon. The remaining 5% is due to the
production of a cc pair in a quark-initiated jet.

For our subsequent discussion it is convenient to define the following two ratios
of cross sections:

and

signal
W + 1 jet'

signal + background
IV + 1 jet '

t

(1)

(2)

where "background" includes the three background processes mentioned earlier,
and "IV + 1 jet" refers to the total inclusive W + 1 jet cross section. Ri represents
the ideal situation in which all background events are completely eliminated. Rt

describes the case where none of the background is removed. In practice, the ratio
of events with a tag for a charm quark inside of the jet over the total number of
events will be measured. The result for this ratio will fall in between R\ and Ri,
because specific methods of tagging the charm quark inside of the jet will suppress
some part of the background, see Section 3. There are three possibilities to reduce
the background:

• Charge reconstruction: for the signal, the W and e quark electric charges are
correlated. For the cS background, the charm quark has the wrong charge
50% of the time. Therefore, if the charges of the W and of the e quark are
determined, the cc background can be reduced by a factor of two. Further-
more, events with the wrong charge correlation provide a measurement of the
background, that could subsequently be subtracted.

• Cut on the charm quark transverse momentum: since more than one charm
quark is present in the background processes, the average pr of the charm
quark is smaller than in the signal.

• Flavor identification: if the bottom quark is identified, the 15 background can
be subtracted.

To numerically simulate the signal and background processes we have used the
Monte-Carlo program PYTHIA4 (version 5.6). For IV + cc and W + bl production,
we have compared the result of PYTHIA with that of the matrix element calculation
of Ref. 5. The results of both calculations are in general agreement, with PYTHIA
resulting in a somewhat larger background. In our simulations, a "jet" is defined
in the following way. The direction of the sum of the momenta of all the partons
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produced in the shower is taken as the center of a cone of radius i/&n* + &$* = 0.7,
where v is the pseudorapidity and <j> the aziinuthal angle. All the partuns inside the
cone are considered to he part of tlir jft. Thrr \V is assumril to tlrcay into an
electron (or positron) and a neutrino. To simulate the acceptance of a real detector,
we impose the following cuts on the final state particles:

pT(e) > 20 GeV,
iT > 20 GeV,

Mi) > 10 GeV, Hi)\ < (3)

Our results for fli and Jlj do not depend sensitively on the cuts. Events with two
charm quarks inside a jet are counted twice. Numerical values for R, and iZj are
presented in Table 1 for the MRSD0 and CTEQ1M parametrizations.

Table 1: The ntio< Ri and Rt for the MRSD0 and CTEQ1M parametriiation.

MRSDO
CTEQ1M

R,(%)
4.2
5.3

*,(%)
8.4
9.7

As can be seen in Table 1, flj is about twice as large as fii, which means that
the signal-to-background ratio is of order unity. The average values for the ratios
Ri and Jij are roughly 5% and 9%, respectively. To quantify the difference between
the two sets, we define the ratio

R(CTEQIM) - RjMRSDO)
~ \(R(CTEQ\M) + R(MRSm))' l '

where R stands for R\ or Rj. A is equal to 23% and 14% for flj and Ri, respectively.
In order to perform a meaningful measurement, the experimental uncertainty in
measuring i?j or Ri must be less than the corresponding value for A. In Fig. 2, the
ratios Rt and R} are shown for the two parametrizations as a function of the pr of
the jet.

The two sets of parton distribution functions yield the same values for the
inclusive IV + 1 jet cross section and the background to within 1%. The variation
of the ratio* Rt and Rt with the parton distribution functions therefore directly
reflects the difference in the strange quark distribution. Not surprisingly, both cross
section ratios are not very sensitive to changes in the factorization scale Q*. Varying
Q1 between 1/4 and 4 times the default average Q1 of PYTHIA, the ratios change
only by Afl/R w 4%. The stability of Rt and R2 with respect to variations in Q1

indicates that the sensitivity of the ratios to the strange quark distribution function
is unlikely to be overwhelmed by uncertainties originating from higher order QCD
corrections.

Assuming both electron and muon decay channels of the IV*, an integrated
luminosity of 10 pb"1 yields about 2000 IV + 1 jet events for the cuts summarized
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in Eq. (3). This corresponds to approximately 100 W plus charm quark signal
events, and to about the same number of potential background events. From the
expected number of signal events it is straightforward to estimate the charm tagging
efficiency, ej"", required to be statistically sensitive to the variation of the W + e
production cross section with the strange quark distribution function. Depending
on how efficiently the various background processes can be suppressed, we find
(min a, 20 - 30% for an integrated luminosity of 10 pb"1. Note that e™In scales like
(/£«)-».

3. Charm Quark Tagging in CDF and Dp

CDF and Dj) explore three different strategies to identify charm quarks:

1. Search for a displaced secondary vertex in the vertex detector. The efficiency
to tag b quarks with the SVX' of CDF is about 10-20%, depending on the pj
range. The tagging efficiency for charm quarks is expected to be smaller than
that for bottom quarks, due to the smaller mass and decay track multiplicity
of the charmed hadrons.

2. Reconstruction of exclusive nonleptonic charmed baryon or meson decays.
CDF, for example, uses the decay channel D" -» Kit to identify semileptonic
B meson decays.7 Other exclusive channels will be added in the future, and
an efficiency of a few percent should be reached.

3. Searching for inclusive semileptonic charm decays.' The average inclusive
semileptonic charm decay branching ratio is B(c —• ef,iii/) ~ 10%. If one
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assumes a reconstruction clliciency for a union inside a jet of the order of
50%, a total charm tagging efficiency from semileptonic charm decays of the
order of 5% may well be possible.

Combined, the three methods may yield an overall charm detection efficiency
of about 10%. i

4. Conclusions

We have studied the prospects for measuring the strange quark distribution
function in W + c production at the Tevatron. The method is similar to the one
described in Ref. 9 for measuring the charm quark distribution function in 7 plus
charm production. Our results indicate that, for the data sample accumulated in
the 1992-93 run, the expected charm tagging efficiencies are a limiting factor. For
100 pb"1, however, one could seriously attempt to determine the strange quark
distribution function from W + c production.

In our analysis we have concentrated on the charm content of W+1 jet events
with pr(i) > 10 GeV. Alternatively one could search for W + c production in the
inclusive W sample, without requiring the presence of a high transverse momentum
jet. The advantage here would be a significant increase of the number of signal
events. However, due to the smaller average transverse momentum of the charm
quarks in the inclusive W sample, the charm quark detection efficiency is expected
to be reduced.

Clearly, more experimental and theoretical work is needed in order to deter-
mine reliably whether a measurement of the J quark distribution function inW + e
production is feasible.

If the strange quark distribution function is measured precisely in other ex-
periments, W plus charm quark production may eventually be used to measure the
quark mixing matrix element Vc, at high Q2 and compare it with the value extracted
from low energy experiments.10
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If BOSON MASS MEASUREMENT USING INCLUSIVE
ELECTRON SPECTRUM
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ABSTRACT

A method of meuuring the W B H mini the shape of the iacluive election en-
ergy ipectnm u presented. EttimtlioM of (he italntk-al error and tome of (he
•yitematie erion for the D0 detectot *t the Fermilab Tentroa are gi»ea.

1. Introduction

The precise measurement of the IV mass is important because the value of
this mass is related to the Weinberg angle. The Fermilab Tevatron [2] provides
a good opportunity for the study of the W boson. Its high energy, 1.8 TeV, and
luminosity provides an immense W yield.

Practically it is possible to study the W boson either in dijet or in lepton-
neutrino decay modes. However, jet energy measurements are not precise enough
to provide reasonable accuracy. Another problem with using a dijet decay mode
for the precise W mass measurement is a huge QCD background. The W decay
into a Iepton and a neutrino has a clear signature. The requirements of a high Pt

lepton and a significant missing transverse energy (tt ) suppresses the background
significantly .

The major problem of the W mass measurement using the decay W* -» e±t>
is the neutrino registration. The cross section of the neutrino interactions with the
matter is so small that the neutrino is practically undetectable. Thus, there is no
direct way to measure the neutrino momentum and to constrain the W mass.

A standard way to overcome this problem is to use the lepton-neutrino trans-
verse mass distribution. This distribution has a sharp fall-off at the highest kine-
matically allowed value of the transverse mass. The position of this edge is used
for the W mass evaluation. This conventional method assumes momentum con-
servation in the transverse plane and thus requires a hermetic hadron calorimeter.
The conventional method also suffers from the systematic errors of the tt mea-
surements. The first W mass measurement was done at CERN [3]. The method of
the precise \V mass measurement and a detailed analysis of the systematic errors

'Sfe, (1| fot the full liil of the DO CalUbormion initUatioiu.
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were also developed there [4]. The effects contributing to the uncertainties of the
W mass measurement for the UA2 experiment [5] at CERN are given in Table 1.

Structure function
Electron energy resolution
Neutrino scale
rf "dpf*
Underlying event
Fitting procedure
Radiative decays
Electron efficiency versus p^
Total systematic uncertainties

Sm\\(mr)
85
75
70
60
30
30
30
30
160

*"»"(Pr)
135
100

120
50
40
50
40
240

fmu<(|$)
105
75
140
90
-

40
20
30
420

im/.{etnlTal)

35
. •

-

50
-

50
-

80

Table 1: The nine (in MeV) of the systematic uncertainties in memting "Mr »»d mz (UA2
Coiabontioa).

A precise measurement of the missing energy is extremely difficult. It re-
quires a hermetic calorimeter with good electromagnetic and hadron energy resolu-
tion*. The accuracy of the tt measurements is significantly worse than that for the
electromagnetic energy measurements for two reasons. First, the fractional energy
resolution (<rE/£) of the hadron calorimeter is a factor of 3 larger than the resolu-
tion of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Second, the t, txtot depends on the scalar
£,. The latter is always larger than the tt • Selection of events with a small scalar
E, improves the resolution, but not significantly. Thus the error of the transverse
mass distribution which originates from the t, uncertainties is at least twice larger
than the error due to the electromagnetic energy uncertainties.

An alternative way to measure the W mass is based on a "poor-man's kine-
matics". A two body decay is characterised by a peak in the lepton energy spectrum
at half the W maw. Measurement of the peak position provides a tool for the W
mass evaluation. An advantage of this method is the usage of the lepton energy
spectrum only. An inclusive lepton spectrum method doe* not use the tt value for
the W mats measurements. It helps to reduce some of the systematic errors associ-
ated with hadronic energy measurements in a calorimeter. This method has small
theoretical uncertainties and fewer systematic errors compared l« Ihr conventional
method.

The "poor-man's kinematics" npproarh tvaa drvrloprd many years ago. One
of the successful applications of this method was the i" mass measurement |6j in
which the energy of only one photon was used. Later the development of the exper-
imental techniques allowed one to detect both photon* from »" decay and measure
their energies and directions. That provides a more pricise *" mass measurement.
The principal difference between *" -. 77 and W± -» e*v decays is the fact that the
second photon was not detected because of the poor experimental technique, while
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n neutrino from the IV decay is not detectable in principle.
Section 2 contains the two body decay kinematics and calculations of the

energy spectrum of the lepton from the W decay. Section 3 shows possible ways
to extract the IV mass value . Section 4 gives the statistical error estimations.
Section 5 describes some sources and values of systematic errors. The conclusion
summarizes the features of the suggested method and possibilities to improve it.

2. Calculation of the Electron Energy Spectrum

The kinematics of the W boson decay to a pair of massless particles is simple.
An electron energy distribution in the IV rest frame is given by a {-function: Ne(E) —

The electron angular distribution is as follows:

rfiV,

rfcos**'

Here V is an angle between the IV spin and the electron momentum direction.
Because of the V - A variant of the W production in the «.{ interactions, the tV's
are polarized along the beam direction.

The electron energy dependence on. the W energy and angle I in the lab
frame is:

£« = - ( £ I I + P I I •«•#)

where 8 is an angle between the electron and the W momentum in the lab frame.
Thus the lowest and the highest possible electron energies are E™ln = (En - Pir)/2,
E"°" = (Ew + Pir)/2 for any particular W energy.

Assuming the IV momentum distribution nir(Pu) one would expect the fol-
lowing electron angular distribution:

.W.(PII-)
rfco,# ~ n

Here the parameter ( < 1 accounts for the fact that the angular distribution becomes
flatter because the angle t is smeared relative to the angle f. The electron energy
spectrum for any particular P»- is given by:

dN, dco$»
dEr

; , -£n- dE,
Pn- ' dtott = iV/2

)
{~dFr ?V~{ + * W, '

To calculate electron energy spectrum for a more or less realistic case, one
should integrate the last equation over all possible IV momenta, smear it with a
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Breit-Wigner function describing the W-peiA shape, and with a Gaussian distribu-
tion simulating the detector resolution.

To make integration easier, let us introduce a function /(E,, Pit. Hn ) corre-
sponding to the electron spectrum for the certain P»- and Mir and normalized by
the following equation:

The normalization requirement and the considerations above lead to the following
expression for this function :

0, otherwise.

Using the function f, one can integrate the electron spectrum over all possible W
momenta values: x

K(Bt) = I" n(Pn)f(Et,Piv,M)dPU:
Jo

The following expression takes into account the electron spectrum smearing with
a Breit-Wigner function describing the IV-resonance shape and with a Gaussian
function describing detector resolution:

where BW denotes a nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner function: BW(Tlv,Mi\,M) =
"' ' ^ W m *"i rH* '• t n e w width and G denotes a Gaussianr' M

distri
—«f)*
i

I
distribution

with a = 0.15\/£7 corresponding to the D0 detector EM calorimeter resolution.
To calculate the electron spectrum shown in Fig. 1, the following approximate

expression was used:

,-, AfH-)aTn- (1)

Here, instead of a Breit-Wigner smearing, an increase of a in the Gaussian function
was introduced to take into account the finite W width: o3 = (0.15)JJJc +(rn/2.3S)2.
The following approximation for the IV momentum spectrum was used:

The value of P,i = 140 GeV was found by fitting the Z momentum distribution data.

3. Possible Ways to Extract the W Mass Value

Two different ways for extracting Afn using the electron spectrum shape are
presented in this work. The first one uses a certain analytical function to fit the
electron spectrum peak position .
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The analytical function was selected to reproduce the real electron spectrum
as closely as possible using the method described in section 2. However, the fit of the
electron spectrum produced by a GEANT Monte Carlo with the function (1) has a
bias of several hundred MeV relative to the expected value of Mn/2. The cause of
this shift is an '; dependence of the detection efficiency and a strong correlation of
the electron energy and ij.

Attempting to improve the agreement by modifying the function (1) to take
into account detector nonuniformity is too complicated and inefficient. It is much
easier to apply corrections based on the Monte Carlo electron spectrum. To follow
this logic one can supercede the function (1) by a simpler expression. Reasonable
results can be obtained by using the following function:

where Nu, V and Afn are free parameters of the fit which correspond to the event
number, width of the distribution and the peak position.

The second way to find the W mass is a direct comparison of the Monte Carlo
electron energy spectrum with the data. A Kolmogorov test was used to compare
the two spectra. Fig. 2 shows the probability of the Kolmogorov test as a function

t
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Figure 2: The Kolmogorov t n t likelihood f«nc-
tion v e n u rehtiTC energy shift between two Mm-
pies or the Monte Carlo electro* speettt.

o » m » m m
Et OeV

Figure 1: Electron energy ipntrmm ctleu-
Imted tccording to the form»l« (1). A lolid
line corresponds to the 1 + cos* I election an-
gniM distribution . Dotted line corresponds
to the iiotropktlly diitiibnted electron!.

of the relative energy shift between two Monte Carlo electron spectra. In order to
estimate a statistical error the likelihood function based on the Kolmogorov test
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probability was fitted by a parabola.

4. Statistical Error

In order to estimate statistical and systematic errors of this method 100K
IS A JET events of the If production and further decay into W — tv were generated.
The W momentum spectrum corresponds to a leading order QCD calculations. The
W mass was smeared with a Breit-Wigner function with the width r» = 2.12 GeV
and the mass A/» = 80.22 GeV. A detector resolution simulated by a Gaussian
function with <r = 0.15\/B was applied. The realistic kinematic cuts E, > 25 GeV,
t, > 25 GeV and | ife |< 1.1 were also introduced.

The Monte Carlo event sample was split in two: a basic sample and a test
•ample. The basic sample consists of TOK events. A comparison between the basic
sample and a let of events from the test sample was done. The number of events
from the test sample was varied from IK to 30K. Fig. 3 shows the statistical error
as a function of a number of events in the test sample. This error was fitted with a
function Pt/y/TfZ, where P, is a free fit parameter and Nr, is the number of events.

1
19

I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . 1 . . . . I . . . . I . ,

Figure 3: The statistical error versus number of the events in the test sample. The
line shows the results of the Kiting with the <r = P\ /•/NT, function.

S. Systematic*

The systematic errors due to the theoretical uncertainties in the W momen-
tum spectrum and due to the kinematical cuts were also studied.

S.I. P" Theoretic*! Unccrttintict
A comparison between the electron spectrum corresponding to a leading

orcsr QCD calculations for the IV transverse momentum and for next to leading
order calculations shows a 100 MeV deviation for the fitted value of the IV mass.
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This provides a conservative estimate of the .systematic error dur. to an uncertainties
in the IV momentum spectrum shape.

5.2. Dependence of the Peak Position on the Kinematical Cut Uncertaintiei
A study of the error in the peak position as a function of the kinematical

cut uncertainties was performed. Fig. 4 shows the measured W mass deviation as
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Figure 4: Deviation of the W mail w a function of the I), £f aid ft « t i . Deviatiom
nte fitted bjr n tttnight line.

a function of the changing if , Ef and tt cuts for the test sample. For the basic
sample the cuts were kept as listed in section 4. The mass deviations were fitted by
straight lines and the slopes were used to estimate the errors listed in Table 2.

variable

t,

cut difference
0.025
0.5 GeV
0.5 GeV

IK mass error (MeV)
50
100
100

Table 2: the W man sjritemttic erroti due to cut •aeeitaiatiei.

0. Conclusions

A method using the electron energy spectrum shape for the W mass mea-
surements is presented. This method has statistical errors twice as large as the
conventional one, but the systematic errors are expected to be significantly smaller.
The statistical error of this method for a 40K(10K) event sample is estimated to be
125(250) MeV. The systematic error of the method due to the different sources is
about 150 MeV. Thus, the application of this method might improve the accuracy
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of the II" mass measurement.
The suggested method has some room for development. A promising im-

provement could be done by resolving the neutrino momentum and selection of the.'
events with a low W momentum. It should make the electron spectrum sharper
and should also reduce some of the systematic errors. However, this option should
be studied carefully, because it might introduce some new systematics,

It is a pleasure to thank U.Baur, R.Brork, K.Fisk, W.Giele, R.Madaras, and .
R.Raja for fruitful discussions and their support of this work.
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DO OPPORTUNITIES IN MEASURING THE VVy COUPLINGS
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ABSTRACT

The opportunities to probe anomalous WWy, ZZy, and Z77 couplingi mte dif-
ciuied here for the DO eiperimeiit which hu recently ttuled iti operation at the
Tevatron (FN AL). A method of improving the Kinitmty of the mewiiremeiita of
the VVy couplingi by mini a ipeeial fitting technique, applicable to the da/dp}
differential eroH lectioni in the case of poor statntks, is presented. The expected
limits for the anomalous coupling! for both U95-1993 aid 1M2-1M5 runt are
shown.

1. Introduction

Probing the anomalous couplings between massive vector bosons and photons
offers a unique opportunity for a direct test of the Standard Model of electroweak
interactions (SM).

The SM describes the coupling between W bosons and photons in terms of
two CF-conserving coupling constants, K and A (e.g., [1-3]), which are related to the
magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments of the IV: /iir = JJ^:(1 + K + A),
QII- = --ffrl" - A). At the tree level, the SM fixes these couplings to K = 1, A = 0.

The CP-violating couplings, *, A, are equal to icro in the SM. This was recently
shown to be true at the 10"3 level by high-order calculations [4] which in the case of
CP-violating couplings result in the non-zero electric dipole moment of the neutron.
The latter has been precisely measured to be compatible with zero [5].

For ZZy (Z77) the SM predictions for both CP-conserving couplings, nj, h'z

(ft,1, fcj), and CP-violating couplings, h'z, h\ (h<, h\), are equal to zero [6].
Recently, limits for the anomalous IV7 couplings were established by measur-

ing the cross section of the Wy production in pf collisions by UA2 [7] and CDF [8).
These experiments offer a unique opportunity to measure these couplings directly
and model-independently. However, low integrated luminosity of the data sets used
for the analysis resulted in only a few observed events in each experiment and,
hence, in rather loose limits for the anomalous couplings K - I and A (see Table 1).

Indirect probing of the anomalous couplings, like j„ - 2 experiments [9),
measurements of the radiative i-quark decays [10], and other processes sensitive to
the CP-conserving couplings at the loop-correction level (see, e.g., [11, 12]), gives
rather loose and model-dependent limits for the anomalous couplings.

The preliminary results on direct testing of the ZZy and Zyy anomalous cou-
plings have been recently reported by CDF [13]. However, the limits obtained are

'Sec. e.g.. (H| for lh< full Hit of the DO Collaboration.
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very limsr due to poor statistic*. Direct (trolling run l»c done either in bjirlron radii-
sions (Tevatron, future supercolliders) nr in high-energy e+e--interactions (LEP H).

Indirect methods, such as measurements of the radiative Z decays, yield only
very loose and model-dependent limits for the hz, fc, couplings (see [6]).

In this paper the opportunities for the DO experiment [14] (which has re-
cently started operation at the Tevatron) to measure the anomalous VI'7 couplings
are discussed. The D0 detector is a 4* detector designed to detect and measure the
momenta of photons, electrons, muons and jets. The measurement of the momenta
of 7's, e's and jets is done in a uranium/liquid argon calorimeter with fine seg-
mentation. The energy resolution is o-g./g. = 15%/^/E^ [GeV) for electromagnetic
showers and o-f,/£» ~ S0%/^Eh [GeV] for hadronic showers. The $T resolution
in one projection is au* =: 3 GeV for a minimum bias event with a scalar Er of
about 100 GeV. Muon momentum is calculated by measuring the deflection angle
in th-: magnetized toroid of the D0 detector. Momentum resolution for muons is
{'rJPrif = 20%2 + (lX-j> IGeV/c))1. The detector covers the pseudorapidity interval
up to 3.2 for electrons and photons and up to 3.4 for muons. These features make
the D0 detector an excellent tool for studying electroweak physics.

The expected limits for K, A and hz, hr couplings for both Run la (1992-
1993) (- 15 pi-') and Run Ia,b (1992-1995) (« 75 p*-1) are presented. The Monte-
Carlo generators by Baur based on the Born approximation for the finite W-width
and narrow Z-width (see [3, 6] for details), as well as the preliminary results on 0 0
detector particle reconstruction efficiencies were used for this analysis.

Both electron and muon channels for the W -> tB and Z ~> {+{- decays are
considered. The possibility of using the W decay channel of Z is also discussed.

2. Search for the WWf Couplingi

t.l. Theoretical overview
The WWy coupling in the SM is introduced via the trilinear vertex (see

Fig. Ic) which, in fact, is hard photon bremsstrahlung by a IV boson. Such a
diagram leads to the production of the IV7 system. Practically, it is simpler to
detect the W boson at hadron colliders in the ft» decay mode because of a huge
background from jet production that masks hadronic decay modes of the \V. Thus,
the IC7 events are detected in a tPy final state, which corresponds to the (, 7 and ST

signature. Other processes which contribute to the same final state as the trilinear
diagram are shown in Fig. la-d.

Diagrams la and b describe initial state radiation processes, where a hard
photon is emitted by one of the interacting partons. Together with the trilinear
coupling diagram lc, they describe the so-called production processes. Diagram Id
corresponds to final state radiation, which in fact is a bremsstrahlung of a photon by
a charged lepton produced in the IV decay. Hence, this diagram is usually referred
to as a deety diagram.

It is possible to separate the decay and production type of lt'7 events us-
ing some kinematic characteristics, like the spatial separation between lepton and
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•I)

Figure 1: Production and decay diagram for Figure 2: Production and decay diagram! for the
the f) -• ll'y reaction. See text for deUib. q$ -> (ly »nd f? -• vVj reactions. See ttst.

photon or the cluster transverse mass of the IP7 system (see [1-3]).
It has been shown [3] that the contribution of the anomalous couplings is

concentrated in a high pj' region and in the central rapidity interval and that the
production processes are more sensitive to the anomalous couplings.

t.t. Experimental eutt and efficiency
In order to select the production diagrams and to satisfy several trigger and

detector requirements, the following typical set of cuts can be used in D0 :

p} > 10 - 15 GeV/c p'T > 15 - 20 GeV/c

$T > 15 - 20 GeV/c Afi = ^An^ + A*?, > 0.4 - 0.7

|>j,,| < 1.1 or 1.5 < |tr,,,| < 3.2 lifci < 1.7
mT(yl,v) > 85 - 90 GeV/e2.

(1)

Minimum pr and AH (separation) cuts are applied to ensure correct par-
ticle identification in D0. The separation cut also suppresses the decay diagram
contribution, as does the cluster transverse mass cut. The gap in the 7 and e rapid-
ity coverage corresponds to the crack between the central and end-cap calorimeters.
The limit of 1.7 for the muon rapidity corresponds to the wide-angle muon detector.
Certain quality cuts on electromagnetic shower and muon track are also applied.

The detection efficiency for each type of the final state particles was thor-
oughly studied. Both the trigger and reconstruction efficiencies, as well as conver-
sion probability for the photon, were taken into account in this analysis. Preliminary
numbers for the detection efficiencies are as follows: c, sr 80%, e, =s 75%, £„ % 20%.

The SM cross section for both muon and electron channels and both signs
of the lepton charge within a typical set of cuts is about 2.5 ph. Thus, from the SM
one should expect about 15 production events from the Run la and about 75 such
events from both Runs la and Ib combined in DO.
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t.3. Backgrounds
The main background for the Wy production is If +;>(.« production with one

of the jets faking a high-p; photon due to the fragmentation of the jet into a high-
energy T" or n which decays into two spatially Hose photons. This background falls
off rapidly with the pT of the 7/ j . The probability for the jet to fake a photon was
estimated by counting the number of jets passing all photon selection cuts in a dijet
sample. The upper limit for this probability in DO is about 10 ' fur p) > 10 GcY/c.
Using this figure together with the known do{pp -• W \-j)jdp't distribution, it was
shown that the expected background from jet fragmentation is less than 15%.

3. Search for the ZZ-f and Z77 Couplings

S. I. Theoretical overview
The ZZf and Z77 couplings in the SM are also introduced via the trilinear

vertex (see Fig. 2c). However, in this case it is not a bremsstrahlung diagram,
because the interacting particles are all neutral. The SM predicts zero amplitude
for such a diagram for both ZZ7 and Z77 couplings. The 777 vertex is forbidden
by the gauge invariance of electromagnetic interactions.

The trilinear diagram corresponds to the Zi quasifinal state. Practically it
is easier to detect the Z boson at hadron colliders either in dilepton or neutrino-
antineutrino decay modes because of a huge background from jet production which
masks hadror.ic decay channels of the Z. Thus, the Zf events can be studied either
in a dilepton-photon or in ^-photon experimental signatures. Other processes
contribute to the same final state along with the trilinear diagram as shown in
Fig- 2a-«.

The diagrams 2a,b describe initial state radiation processes, where a hard
photon is emitted by one of the interacting partons. Together with the trilinear cou-
pling diagram 2c, they describe the so-called production processes. Diagrams 2d,e
correspond to the final state radiation, which in fact it a bremsstrahlung of a photon
by the charged lepton or antilepton produced in the X decay. Hence, these diagrams
are usually referred to as the decay diagrams.

It is possible to separate decay and production t¥l~i events using some
kinematic characteristics, like the invariant mass "V*,-., (see [6] for details). For
the i/V decay channel of Z, the decay diagrams do not exist at all. It is important
to use the neutrino channel, because it automatically selects only the production
events and has a large branching ratio. It has been shown [6j that the contribution
from the anomalous couplings is concentrated in a high p] region and that the
production diagrams are more sensitive to the couplings.

For the Zj final state, unlike W7, the quantitative results on the anomalous
contributions strongly depend on the scale parameter A, which is introduced in
the formfactors for the coupling constants in order to conserve unitarity (see (SJ).
In what follows a reasonable value of the scale factor A t= 750 Gel' is used. The
dependence of the limits for the anomalous coupling constants on the scale factor
can be found in [6].
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.7.*. Frjtrrimrntal ruts and rjjirirney
In order to select the production diagrams and to satisfy several trigger and

detector requirements, the following typical set of cuts can be used for selecting Zy
events in the DO detector. For the dilepton channel:

p) > 10 - IS GeV/e p', > 15 - 20 GtV/c AK± = ^ i j / t , + A * , ^ > 0.4 - 0.7

|ifc..,| < 1.1 or 1.5 < |IJ,.,| < 3.2 ln,| < 1.73 (2)
m« > 50 GeV/c2 m«, > 100 GeV/c2.

For the vv channel the cuts are very simple:

p\, # T > 30 - 45 GeVje |i/T| < l.t or 1.5 < |IJ,| < 3.2. (3)

The SM cross section for charged channels within the set (2) is about 2.S pi
for both muon and electron channels. For the neutrino channel the cross section de-
pends on the p\ cut and varies from 0.8 pi up to 0.3 p» within the set (3). The reason
for using such a high p\ cut for this channel is discussed in the next subsection.

The detection efficiencies for photons, electrons and muons are the same as
cited in section 2.2. The only difference is that the quality cut for the second muon
is usually not as strong as for the first one, thus the combined efficiency for dimuons
is about 10% and not 4% as one would expect from simple multiplication of the
single-muon efficiencies. Thus, one should expect about 8 l+l~y events from Run
la and about 40 such events from Runs la and Ib combined. For the Wy channel
one should expect 4 - 1 0 events from Run la and 20 — 50 events from both runs
combined.

3.3. Background!
The major source of the background for the Zy processes is Z + jet$ pro-

duction with a jet faking a 7 (see section 2.3 for details). In fact, this is the only
important source of the background for the dilepton channel. Calculations similar
to that for the W + jets background show that the Z + jttt background is less than
% 10% for P} > 10 GeV/c for this channel.

For the neutrino channel one should expect additional background from the
jet + y production (direct photons) with the jet faking IfT due to cracks in the
calorimeter or escape into the beam-pipe. Another source of background is jet +
jet production with one jet faking fT and another jet faking a 7. The detailed
analysis of these backgrounds for D0 has not yet been done. However, using
the calculations [fl| with the preliminary D0 value of the jet faking a photon
probability (see 2.3), one should expect both these backgrounds to be negligible for
P}, fr > 30 GeY/c. However, further studies are required.

Another source of background for the vV mode originates from the IV -•
ev production with the electron being misidentified as a photon due to tracking
inefficiency. It is yet unclear how large this background will be, because the tracking
efficiency, especially in the forward region, is improving with better understanding
of the detector. The rejection of misidentified electrons by analysing the density
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of thr rhninbcr hits on the road linking the vcrl«x ami thr rlrrtrnniagiK-tic < luitrr
is also being studied. If the efficiency of the electron rejection will be high enough
(> 97%), it is possible to use the lower p\ cut in the set (3) and thus double the
number of $ry events. However, even if the tracking efficiency will be lower than
that ultimate goal, it is still possible to study Zy system in vvy channel if the p]
cut is increased up to 40 - 45 GeV/c. In this region (above thr Jacobian peak for the
W - . ev decay) the background rate is much lower, especially if one uses the jet-veto
cut, ensuring low pr of the Zy or W. With the jet-veto cut set to =r 5 GeV/c, the
smearing of the Jacobian peak due to the final transverse momentum of W is small
enough. Further studies of the W -» eV background are under way.

4. Limits for the Anomalous Couplings From the dtr/dP} Distributions

Certain limits for the anomalous coupling constants can be derived just from
comparing the total SM cross sections for the Wy or Zy processes with the observed
number of the corresponding events.

\

N
SM

b)

- 1.O

^Jh'J _ 0.09

P*T C«v/e p \ c«v/c
Figure 3: dv/dpj. distributions within typical set of cuts for a) H — tPy and b) f| — t*l~y
processes. Solid lines — the SM cross sections; dashed lines: a) |AK| = 1, b) |fcj| = 1.0;
dotted lines: a) |A| = 0.5, b) |h| | = 0.05.

However, the contribution of the anomalous couplings is concentrated in the
hi&h-p} region for both of these processes (see Fig. 3a,b). Thus, the differential
distributions dajdp\ should be much more sensitive to the anomalous couplings.

A generic method of fitting of the da/dp), distributions was used in [3,6). The
main idea of this approach is to choose the optimal binning for the histogram with
the experimental dir/rfp} distribution in such a way that the number of events per
bin is not too low and the number of bins is large enough. After that the histogram
is fitted by the minimum \7 method with the theoretical curve multiplied by the
detector efficiency. For the Wy case the theoretical cross section curves as a function
of K and A couplings are parametrized in each p]-bin with a bilinear form in K, A.

It has been shown [6] that the CP-violating and CF-conserving couplings
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fur tin- 7i ilinKrnius ii" ni't iiitrrfrrr. It Ims IIITII nNu shown Unit thr iiitrrfrreiirc
between Z77 and ZZt couplings is negligible. Thus, it is sufficient to fit the experi-
mental Zi data with only two coupling constants varying at a time. In what follows,
h\ and h'T are used as such a set of parameters. The limits for the corresponding
7.11 couplings as well as for the Cl'-violating couplings are the same within 10%.
The theoretical cross sections for each p] bin for the Zy case arc parametrized with
a liilinrar form as fnr H'7.

It is essential to vary twn coupling constants at a time for both IV7 and
7,1, because thry strongly interfere with each other (see (3, 6|). The described
method guarantees that the limits for the two interfering couplings x, y will be
represented by a closed curve in the xy-plane. This is an important feature of
direct hadroproduclion experiments. For indirect methods, like radiative 6-decay
measurements, the limits are finite only if one coupling constant varies at a time (15).

The described method was further improved in order to increase the sensi-
tivity of the D0 experiment for the case of poor statistics. First of all, the Poitson
distribution in each p \ bin was assumed and the maximum likelihood method was
used for fitting the experimental data. As is known from statistics, this method
yields unbiased estimates of the fitting parameters, unlike the x* method.

The second improvement exploits the fact that the anomalous coupling con-
tributions lead to a large excess of events at high p}. An extra high-?]- bin, in which
one would not expect any SM events at the 95% confidence level (CL), was added
to the histogram. The main point it that one expects anomalous events exactly
in this bin, so the absence of the real physical event* in this p} region would yield
tighter limits for the anomalous couplings, if compared with a standard approach.

From the philosophical point of view there is nothing strange in such an
"artificial" improvement. The point is that by introducing an extra bin, one ex-
plicitly takes into account the result of the zero-result experiment, which is a non-
observation of any events at high p}. Combined with the low-pj. experiment (non-
zero bins), which is used for normalizing the experimental cross-section (the latter
might differ from the SM one due to the efficiency uncertainties, QCD correction
uncertainties, etc.), this zero-result experiment improves the anomalous coupling
limits, if compared to the estimates [3, 6].

The results of applying this fitting procedure to the data sets expected from
the D0 experiment (in assumption of the absence of the anomalous couplings)
are summarized in the Table 1, The current best limits from other experiments,
discussed in the introduction, are also listed in this table. The limit for one coupling
constant is given independently of the value of the other one. For ZZf couplings
only the l*l'f channel was used for deriving the limits.

5. Conclusions

The DO experiment has good opportunities for studying the anomalous
IT7 couplings. The expected sensitivity to the couplings as measured from Run
la data only is expected to be much better than the existing experimental Umits.

Coup-
ling
|A«|
|AA|

Run U
68% CL

1.10
0.30
0.62
0.10

limits
95% CL

2.50
0.75
1.27
0.21

Run la and ib limits
68%CL|_95%CL

0.60
0.15
0.38
0.06

1.15
0.31
0.72
0.11

Current limits
95% CL

«4.T|,j ~
= 3.1 [8]

=r5.1
=rf).9

13
13

Table 1: Expected D0 limiti u d current experimental limits for the WW-, »»d ZZj CP-coa-
seivisg aaoRiklons couplings. The limit! for ZZ7 coupling* Ale give* for seale factor A = 750 GeV.
The limits for CP.*k>l*ti»g ZZ-) coupling! ind for Z77 coiplingt aie the Mme within 10%.

However, a lot of work has yet to be done to understand the background situation
and to develop an optimum set of cuts for selecting the Z-) production processes.

It is a pleasure to thank H. Aihara, V. Baur, S. Blessing, B. Choudhary,
S. Errede, P. Grannis and A. Klatchko for a lot of fruitful discussions and for their
help with putting this text into the final form.
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ABSTRACT

We itudy the correlation of photon and charged lepton psendorapidities, 17(7) and
i](f), I = e, it, in pf -» W*=y + X -+ l^foy + X at (he Tentron. I* the
Standard Model, the Aij(7,<) - 11(7) - n(l) differential croM section ii fo.nd to
exhibit a pronounced dip •( Ar/(j,l) KJ 70.4, which originates from the radiation
lero preient in qtf — Wy. The seuitmty of the Ai)(7,1) diatribntion to higher
order QCD collections, non-studard WWy conplingt, and the cats impoied is
explored. The An(7,1) distribution ii compared with other quantities which are
sensitive to the radiation sero.

1. Introduction

A pronounced feature of Wy production in hadronic collisions if the so-called
radiation zero which appears in the parton level subprocesses which contribute
to lowest order in the Standard Model (SM) of electroweak interactions [1]. For
ill — IV+7 (do -• W~y) all contributing helicity amplitudes vanish for cos 6* = -1/3
(+1/3), where 0* is the angle between the quark and the photon in the parton cen-
ter of mass frame. In practice, however, this zero is difficult to observe. Structure
function effects transform the zero into a dip. Higher order QCD corrections [2,3]
and finite IV width effects, together with photon radiation from the final state lep-
ton line, tend to fill in the dip. Finally, the twofold ambiguity in the reconstructed
parton center of mass frame which originates from the two possible solutions for
the longitudinal momentum of the neutrino [4], pi("), represents an additional com-
plication in the extraction of the cos 6* or the corresponding rapidity distribution,
dcr/dy'{y), which further dilutes the effect.

The effect of higher order QCD corrections can largely be compensated by
imposing a jet veto [3j. Unwanted effects originating from the twofold ambiguity
in pt(") can be avoided by considering quantities which reflect the radiation zero,
but which do not require the reconstruction of the parton center of mass frame.
Recently, the ratio of Zy and IV*7 cross sections as a function of the minimum
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photon pjr has been demonstrated |5] to be such a quantity. However, a sufficiently
large sample of Zy events is necessary to establish the increase of the cross section
ratio with j>p"(7) predicted by the SM. In addition one has to assume that there
are no non-standard contributions to Zy production, e.g. from anomalous ZZy or
Zyy couplings [6].

Here we consider correlations between the photon rapidity, 17(7), and the
rapidity r/{/) of the charged lepton, I = t, n, originating from the IV decay as tools
to observe the radiation zero predicted by the SM for IV7 production in hadronic
collisions. We show that the double differential distribution iPaldr)(y)dtj(t) and the
distribution of the difference of rapidities, Aw(7,<) = 11(7) - JJ(£), clearly display the
SM radiation zero. We also study the sensitivity of the A7(7, I) spectrum to higher
order QCD corrections, non-standard WWy couplings and the cuts impoied.

2. Photon Lepton Rapidity Correlation*

In our analysis we shall focus entirely on the W+y channel. Results for W'y
production can be obtained by exchanging the sign of the rapidities involved. The
calculation of Wy production in the Born approximation and at O(a,) is performed
using the results of Ref. [7] and [3], respectively. In the Born approximation, our
calculation fully incorporates finite W width effects, together with photon brems-
strahlung from the final state charged lepton line. The NLO QCD calculation, on
the other hand, treats the W boson in the narrow width approximation. In this
approximation, diagrams in which the photon is radiated off the final state lepton
line are not necessary to maintain electromagnetic gauge invariance. Imposing a
large photon lepton separation cut, together with a cluster transverse mass cut,
these diagrams can be ignored [3].

The SM radiation zero leads to a pronounced dip in the photon rapidity
distribution in the center of mass frame, dv/dy'(y), at

\ -0.35. (1)

For ui — W+y the photon and the IV are back to back in the center of mass frame.
The corresponding rapidity distribution of the W in the parton center of mass
frame, do-/dt'[W), thus exhibits a dip at »'(W) = -«, . In the double differential
distribution of the rapidities in the laboratory frame, d'(r/dii(y)dt{W), one then
expects a "valley" for rapidities satisfying the relation' IJ(7)-»(W) 3 »*(7)-»'(W) =

In the SM, the dominant IV* helicity in Wy production is \w = ±1 [8],
implying that the charged lepton will tenil to be emitted in the direction of the par-
ent W, thus reflecting most of its kinematic properties. The difference in rapidity,
A»(IV,<) = y(W) - i)('), between the IV boson and the charged lepton originating
from the W decay is rather small with an average Ay(W, I) of 0.30. The double differ-
ential distribution d1cr/dji{y)dri(l) for pp -• W*y -»t*bT't '* ""•* e x P« t e d t o display
a valley for rapidities fulfilling the relation Ar)(7,/) = 11(7) - IJ(/) a -0.4. Figure 1

'Differences of r•ptdil'iti ire invariant under boovls.
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Figure 1: The double differential distribution cP<r/dri(j)dri(t+), i = e, p, for a) pp -
and b) pp — l+t~i at the Tevatron. The cuts imposed are described in the text.

shows d'ir/dt)(7)*j(/+) for pp -»l^p^f in the Born approximation, together with the
corresponding distribution for pp -* t*l~T. Here we have imposed a pr(7) > 5 GeV,
a pr{() > 20 GeV and a.pT>20 GeV cut, together with cuts on the pseudorapiditiea
of the photon and charged lepton of \nh)\ < 3 and |IJ(<)| < 3.5. To select a phase
space region where radiative W (Z) decays are suppressed and qf -» W^ (j$ -» Z7)
dominates, we have required in addition a large photon lepton separation cut of
Afl(7,/) > 0.7, a cluster transverse mass cut of mT{lT,pT) > 90 GeV for W*i pro-
duction, and invariant mass cuts of m(l+(-) > 70 GeV and m(l*(-f) > 100 GeV in
the Zf case. For the parton distribution functions we use the MRSSO parametriza-
tion [9]. The double differential cross section for pp-* l¥t~i is calculated using the
results of Ref. [6].

Figure la exhibits a pronounced minimum at Aq(j,l) « -0.4, as expected.
Furthermore, the photon and lepton rapidities are seen to be strongly correlated,
with most photons (Ieptons) having positive (negative) rapidities. Since the sign of
the rapidities changes for W~y production, this correlation may aid in determining
the charge of the electron in the D0 detector which does not have a centra] magnetic
field. If the cluster transverse mass cut of mr(<7; pT) > 90 GeV is removed, radiative
W decays dominate and the valley disappears. In contrast to the situation for
pp -• l*j>Tl, there is no sign of a valley, and no strong correlation between the
rapidities in pp -> (+t'i (see Fig. 1b).

Since the valley is approximately 1.5 units in rapidity wide and occurs es-
sentially in the diagonal of the n(i)<i(f) plane, it 15 completely obscured if one
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Figure 2: a) The rapidity difference distribution, da/dAj){f, 1), for pf - . W+y + X —
l*Prl + •*> ' = e> /*> m the: Born approximation. The solid line shows the result
obtained for the cuts described in the text. The dashed (dotted) curve displays the
rapidity difference distribution if the pr(7> > 5 GeV (Afl(7,l) > 0.7) cut is replaced
by Pr(7) > 10 GeV (AA(7,<) > 0.3), with all other cuts unchanged,
b) The Ai7<7,1) distribution, including O[a.) QCD corrections, for the cuts described
in the text. The solid and dashed lines represent the Born and the inclusive NLO
result, respectively. The dotted line shows the NLO result obtained for the exclusive
reaction pp -> W+7 + 0 jet, Ĥ + - l+v.

integrates over the full range of either the photon or the lepton rapidity. Only for
sufficiently strong cuts, eg \i}(i)\ < 1 or \i{t)\ < 1, a slight dip can be observed in
<W*J{<) ("W^iM) ' n *ne region around IJ(<) ss OA (>j(7) as -0.<).

The double differential distribution <Pa/di]{i)di^l) can only be mapped out if
a sufficiently large number of events is available. For a relatively small event sample
the distribution of the rapidity difference, (f<r/4Aij(7,1), is more useful. The Ai)(7, t)
distribution for the cuts summarized above is shown in Fig. 2a (solid line). As
anticipated, the distribution exhibits a strong dip at A I J ( 7 , 0 ~ -0-4. In the region
of the dip, most events originate from the high pr(t) region. This is illustrated by
the dashed line in Fig. 2a, which shows the AT>(7,<) distribution for jn(l) > 10 GeV
instead of pr(7) > 5 GeV. Around the minimum the result almost coincides with that
obtained for the smaller photon pt cut. Increasing the photon transverse momentum
threshold, the dip becomes less pronounced. The dotted line in Fig. 2a, finally,
displays the rapidity difference distribution with the AA(7,{) > 0.7 cut replaced by
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.SH(-r.t) •• 0.3. Rrducing the photon Irpton isolation cut increases the contribution
of the diagram where the photon is radiated off the final state lepton line. The final
state urctiisstralilmig contribution, which diverges in the collinear limit, destroys
the SM radiation zrro, and thus tends to fill in the dip.

The Ar;(7, () distribution at next-to-leading order in QCD is shown in Fig. 2b.
Besides the cuts described above, we also require the photon to be isolated from
hadrons in the NLO calculation by imposing a cut on the total hadronic energy in
a cone of size Aft - 0.7 about the direction of the photon of

(2)

where E-, is the photon energy. This requirement strongly reduces photos brems-
strahlung from final state quarks and gluons.

NLO QCD corrections are seen to partially fill in the dip caused by the
SM radiation zero (dashed line). While O(a,) QCD corrections enhance the cross
section by 30 - 40% outside the dip region, they increase the rate by approximately
a factor 2.5 at An(7,<) * -0.4. This effect is predominantly caused by the 2 -» 3
processes qg — Wtq' and tfg -» W-)J where no radiation zero is present in the
helicity amplitudes. Imposing a jet veto, i.e. requiring that no jets with transverse
momentum pr(j) > 10 GeV and rapidity |ij(j)| < 2.5 are present in the event, the
NLO AIJ(7,{) distribution (dotted line) is very similar to that obtained in the Born
approximation (solid line).

In Wj production both the virtual W and the decaying onshell W couple
to essentially massless fermions, which insures that effectively 8MW = 0. This
condition together with Lorentz invariance, electromagnetic gauge invariance, and
CP conservation, allows two free parameters, K and A, in the WWy vertex. The
most general vertex compatible with these conservation laws is described by the
effective Lagrangian [10]

(3)

where A" and W are the photon and W~ fields, respectively, W^ = d»W» - dvWm

and Fju, = dltAu - 9UA^. The variables K and A are related to the magnetic dipole
moment, pw, and the electric quadrupole moment, Qw, of the W-boson:

Mw
(•)

At tree level in the SM, K = 1 and A = 0. The two CP conserving couplings have
recently been measured by the UA2 Collaboration in the process pjs -• e^v/X at
theCERN VP collider [11]:

K = 1 +2.6
-2.2 (for x O ' (5)
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at the 68.3% confidence level (CI.). Although bounds on thesr couplings can also be
extracted from low energy data and high precision measurements at the Z pole, there
are ambiguities and model dependencies in the results [12). No rigorous bounds on
WWj couplings can be obtained from LEI* 1 data if correlations between different
contributions to the anomalous couplings are fully taken into account.

Tree level unitarity uniquely restricts the WWi couplings to their SM gauge
theory values at asymptotically high energies [13|. This implies that any deviation of
K or A from the SM expectation has to be described by a form factor o{Mlr^p\np\),
a = (A/t = K - 1), A which vanishes at high energies. Consequently, the anomalous
couplings are introduced via form factors

-w-'-w.r-,-", - ( 1 + Mj^/A')" ' *"'

where OQ = Aic«, A, are the form factor values at low energies and A represents the
scale at which new physics becomes important in the weak boson sector, e.g. due
to a composite structure of the tV-boson. For the numerical results presented here,
we use a dipole form factor (n = 2) with a scale A = I TeV.

The sensitivity of the rapidity difference distribution in the Born approxi-
mation to non standard WW-) couplings is explored in Fig. 3. The solid line shows
the SM result, whereas the dashed and dotted curves give the prediction for the
current UA2 68% CL limits of AK« = 2.6 and \a - 1.7, respectively. In presence of
any anomalous contribution to the WW-f vertex the radiation zero is eliminated and
the dip in d<T/d&7){-j,l) is filled in at least partially. Most of the excm cross auction
for non-standard couplings originates in the high pril) region [7], where events tend
to be central in rapidity. Deviations from the SM A 17(7,/) distribution, therefore,
mostly occur for small rapidity differences. In Fig. 3 we have also included the statis-
tical errors expected in the SM case for an integrated luminosity of fCdt = 22 pb"1.
This demonstrates that the rapidity difference distribution is sensitive to anomalous
WWf couplings already with the current CDF and D0 data samples, in particular
to A. However, we do not expect d<r/d&i{T,t) to be more sensitive to anomalous
couplings than the photon transverse momentum distribution.

3. Conclusions

We have considered photon - lepton rapidity correlations as a tool to study
the radiation zero predicted by the SM for Wy production in hadronic collisions. In
the SM, the dominant W* helicity in W7 production is A»r = ±1. Combined with
the V - A coupling of the charged lepton to the W, this implies that the lepton
tends to be emitted in the direction of the parent IK, thus reflecting most of its
kinematic properties. As a result we found that the SM radiation zero leads to a
pronounced valley in the double differential distribution, d^cjdi^^dr^l), for H'*7
production and rapidities fulfilling the relation Atj(7,<) = 17(7) - <;(<) SS if 0.4.

Equivalently to the double differential distribution, the rapidity difference
distribution, off/dAtjf/y, I), can be studied. Here the radiation zero is signaled by a
dip located at Ai){y,l) =5 :f 0.4. The details of the rapidity difference distribution are
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Figure 3: The rapidity difference distribution, dff/dAf)(7,1), for pp -» W*t + X -*
l+fiT1+X, t = e,ft, at the Tevatron in the Born approximation for anomalous WWj
couplings. The curves are for the SM (solid), AKO = 2.8 (dashed), and Ao = 1.7
(dotted). Only one coupling is varied at a time. A dipole form factor with scale
A = 1 TeV is assumed for non-standard WWy couplings. The cuts imposed are
described in the text. The error bars indicate the expected statistical errors for an
integrated luminosity of 22 pb"1.

sensitive to the cuts imposed; increasing the photon pr threshold and reducing the
photon lepton isolation cut tends to fill in the dip. A similar trend it observed for
non-standard WWy couplings, and if NLO QCD corrections are taken into account.
However, if the a jet veto is imposed, i.e. the exclusive W~i + 0 jet channel is
considered, the NLO rapidity difference distribution is very similar to that obtained
in the Born approximation.

Compared to dtr/dy'fa), the rapidity difference distribution has the advan-
tage of being independent of the twofold ambiguity in the reconstruction of the
parton center of mass frame, which partially obscures the radiation zero in the
S/"(T) distribution. In contrast to the Z7 to W^y cross section ratio which also
reflects the radiation zero, the rapidity difference distribution does not depend on
the Zi cross section, and the validity of the SM for pp -» Zf.

While the NLO QCD corrections to Wj + 0 jet production are small at the
Tevatron, this is not the case for realistic jet definitions at supercollider energies, due
to the very much increased qg luminosity. For a jet defining pr threshold of 30 GeV
or larger, the dip is completely filled in at the SSC. Present studies [14] suggest that
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it will be difficult to reconstruct jets at the SSC with a transverse momentum less
than about 30 GeV. Given a sufficiently large integrated luminosity, experiments
at the Tevatron studying photon - lepton rapidity correlations thus offer a unigw
chance to search for the SM radiation zero in hadronic Wf production.
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ABSTRACT

We calculate the pp -> til + X -» Wt + X n o a sectioa at SSC energies.
Approximatel y 40% of the total crow sectioa originates fcom photon bremsstrakWng
on" the final state jet in ttj production. Wilkont cats restricting the hadronic
activity, the tlf rate is a factor 10 (2) larger than the tree level Wj cross section
for a top quark mass of 110 GeV (200 GeV). Imposing a jet veto cnt, the (I7 rate
can be suppressed to a level well below the Wf + 0 jet signal cross section.

1. Introduction

One of the prime targets for experiments at present and future colliders ii
the measurement of the WWy and WWZ couplings. In the Standard Model (SM)
of electroweak interactions, these couplings are unambiguously fixed by the non-
abelian nature of the 51/(2) x 1/(1) gauge symmetry. Experiments at the Tevatron,
HERA and LEP II are expected to measure the three vector boson couplings at
the 10 - 20% level at best [1,2]. High precision tests have to await the SSC or
LHC [2,3,4].

A suitable process to study the WWy vertex at the SSC is H'±7 produc-
tion [2,3]. Present studies indicate that the background from IF + 1 jet produc-
tion, where the jet is misidentified as a photon, is under control if a large photon
transverse momentum cut [5] is imposed. The effects of higher order QCD correc-
tions can largely be compensated by imposing a jet veto [2]. However, due to the
very large top quark production cross section at supercollider energies, the process
pp -> «7 -» W7 + X represents a potentially dangerous background.

Here we report on a calculation of the tiy background to W~i+X production at
the SSC. Our calculation fully incorporates the subsequent decay of the top quarks
into a W boson and a &-quark, and also the W decay into a fermion antifermion pair.
Besides the lowest order contributions to the associated production of a if pair and
a photon, we also include photon bremsstrahlung in ttj events in our calculation,
using the photon fragmentation approach. If no cuts are imposed on the hadrons
in pp -> K7 -. IK7 + X, the M7 production rale is found to be approximately a
factor 10 (2) larger than the lowest order W7 cross section for a top quark mass of
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m, = 110 GeV (200 GeV). This considerably reduces the sensitivity of the inclusive
process pp — IV7 + X to anomalous WWi couplings. However, the M7 background
can easily be reduced to a manageable level by requiring the photon to be isolated
from the hadrons in the event, and by imposing a jet veto, i.e. by considering the
exclusive reaction pp — W7 + 0 jet.

2. The Inclusive (("7 Cross Section

In our calculation of the pp -> [(7 cross section we take into account the full
set of lowest order ff - . 1J7 - W*W~&7 - /,/,/j/,»»7 and ft - tii - W*W'liy -
hhhh&t Feynman diagrams. Graphs where the photon is radiated from one of
the t o r i decay products are not included. The contribution from these diagrams
is strongly suppressed if a photon j>r cut of pr{iS > "h/2 is imposed. The top
quark and W boson decays are treated in the narrow width approximation in our
calculation. Our results for pp -* II7 agree well with those presented in Ref. [6].

The bremsstrahlung contribution is calculated using the QCD «# — tif, ft —
ttf and fj — ti/ matrix elements together with the leading-logarithm parametrixa-
tion of Ref. [7] for the photon fragmentation functions

where Qt is the electric charge of the quark f (in units of the proton charge e), F —
(a/2x)ln((3l/AjCD)> and z it the momentum fraction of the quark or gluon carried
by the photon. Since a.(Q') = 12<r/[(33 - 2Nr)UtQ

1/AlICD)}, these fragmentation
functions are proportional to a/a,, and the photon bremsstrahlung contribution
formally is of the same order in a as the lowest order (17 cross section.

In our subsequent analysis we focus completely on rr -* W*j+X. The cross
sections of the 1T7 background are equal for the W+y + X and W'j + X channel.
Thepp— W~y+X signal rate is approximately 20% smaller than the pp -* W*-,+X
cross section for the cuts specified below. Our conclusions therefore directly apply
also to the W~f case.

The W+ boson is assumed to decay into a t+v final state with I = e, ji. In
order to simulate the finite acceptance of detectors and to reduce fake backgrounds
from jets misidentified as photons and particles lost in the beam pipe [5J, we impose
the following transverse momentum, pseudorapidity and separation cuts:

PT[1¥)> 25 GeV,

prh) > 100 GeV,
jL > 50 GeV,

M<)l < 3 0.
WT)I < 2.5,

(3)
(4)
(5)

No cuts are imposed on the 4-quark jets and the decay products of the second IK
(i.e. the W~) in ((7 events. \V~ -• rv, decays are, for simplicity, treated like
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Figure 1: The photon transverse momentum distribution for pp -» W+i + X ->
l+pji+X at the SSC. The solid (dathed) line shows the result for tly+X production
for m, = 110 GeV (200 GeV). The dotted line gives the tree level SM prediction of
(he W*t signal. The cuts imposed are summarized in Eqi. (3) - (5).

W~ -» ev, fu/. This ignore* the contribution of the one or two additional neutrinos
in W — rv to the far vector. Since the r decay channel of the W~ contributes
only about 11% to the total W decay rate, the error introduced by ignoring the
subsequent r decay is at best of the order of a few per cent, and thus much smaller
than other uncei'iinties in the calculation, e.g. those originating from the choice of
the factorization scale Q*. For the parton distribution functions we use the HMRSB
set [8], evaluated at Q1 = i/4, where i is the parton center of mass energy squared.

Figure 1 shows the PT(I) distribution for pp -• tit + X — t+pTt + X at the
SSC for m, = 110 GeV (solid line), which approximately corresponds to the present
lower top quirk mass limit [9], and mi = 200 GeV (dashed line), which is at the
upper end of the range currently believed to be consistent with the SM [10]. The
photon bremsstrahlung cross section is approximately 40 - 65% of the lowest order
pp — ify rate over the entire pr<7) range shown in Fig. 1. The shape of the photon
transverse momentum distribution depends on the top quark mass, with the pr(i)
distribution becoming harder for increasing values of mi.

,- -. ' .'The dotted curve in Fig. 1 shows the lowest order prediction of the photon
transverse momentum distribution for the W+y signal. The ify background is seen
to be much larger than the cross section of the signal over the entire top quark
mass range studied. for a heavy tup quark, the background is largest Hi high
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photon transverse momenta which is exactly the region where non-standard WWi
couplings result in large deviations from the SM [3]. It is obvious from Fig. 1 that
the tij background will considerably reduce the sensitivity of pp - . W+t + X to
non-standard WWi couplings.

S. Jet Veto

Since the top quark decays predominantly into a Wk final state, 1(7 events
are characterized by a large hadronic activity which frequently results in one or
several high pr jets. If the second W boson decays hadronically, up to four jets are
possible. This observation suggests that the tiy background may be suppressed by
vetoing high ft jets. Such a "zero jet" requirement has been demonstrated [2] to
be very useful in reducing the size of NLO QCD corrections in pp — W7 + X at SSC
energies. Present studies [5,11] suggest that jets with pr > 50 GeV can be identined
at the SSC without problems, whereas it will be difficult to reconstruct a jet with
a transverse momentum smaller than about 30 GeV. In the following we therefore
require that

no jets with j>r(j) > 50 GeV Mi)l<3
are observed in Wy events. In order to further suppress the tit background, we also
require the photon to be isolated from the hadronic activity [11]:

with AJl = [(A*)1 + (An)1]1'1- The photon isolation cut is especially useful in sup-
pressing the photon bremsstrahlung contribution.

If the second W in 1(7 events decays hadronically, the number of jets in
pp-ttit — W*f + X is in general larger than for leptonic W decays, and the jet
veto is more efficient. In order to reduce the (£7 background for leptonic decays
of the second W sufficiently, we also impose a veto on a second charged lepton in
the pseudorapidity region |IJ| < 3. For leptons with a sufficiently large transverse
momentum, yr(') > 15 GeV, it should be possible to implement this requirement
rather easily. For small lepton transverse momenta, tracks in minimum bias events
which are misidentified as electrons, and decays in flight of kaons and pions con-
stitute a potential problem. Fortunately, most W decay leptons have a transverse
momentum larger than 15 GeV. Our results change by about 15% if the charged
lepton veto is only implemented in the region pr > 15 GeV. For |n| > 3, we assume
that leptons are not detected and contribute to the missing transverse momentum
in the event.

Figure 2 shows the photon px distribution for pp -> ((7 + X — W*f + 0 jet
with nit = 110 GeV and the jet and lepton veto cuts described above (solid line).
The result is compared with the NLO QCD pp -> W+y + 0 jet result in the SM
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Figure 2: The photon transverse momentum distribution for pp -» Wr+7 + 0 jet -»

<+Pr7+0 Jet • * t n e S S C - T h e * o I i d U n e l h o w f t n « K t u l t f o r t h e "T background with
m, = 110 GeV. The dotted and dashed lines gives the NLO prediction of the pr(n)
distribution for the W+7 -f 0 jet signal in the SM, and for a non-standard WWy
coupling A* = 0.1 and dipole form factor scale A = 1 TeV, respectively. The cuts
imposed are described in the text.

(dotted curve), and for a non-standard WWt coupling (dashed line)

A = •**

with A, = 0.1 and form factor scale A = 1 TeV. For a definition of A see e.g.
Refs. [1,2]. In the SM, at tree level, A, = 0. mWy in Eq. (8) is the W-) invariant
mass. The form factor nature of the anomalous coupling is introduced to avoid
violation of 5-matrix unitarity [3]. The O(a,) pp -> W*t + 0 jet cross section
has '.ten obtained using the results of Ref. [2]. NLO QCD corrections are quite
significant at low photon transverse momenta for Wf production at the SSC, even
if & zero jet cut is imposed. We have therefore opted to compare the ((7 background
with the O(a,) prediction for the signal instead of the tree level result.

Figure 2 demonstrates that vetoing jets with pr{j) > 50 GeV reduces the
(I7 cross section sufficiently so that the sensitivity to anomalous WWy couplings is
not significantly affected. At low (high) transverse momentum, the cuts of Eqs. (6)
and (7) suppress the ((7 rate by about a factor 15 (70).

Details of the various contributions to the total pp - • tlj — W+y + 0 jet rate
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Table 1: Contributions to the total pp -• ffy - . 1+pj.y + 0 jet cross section at the
SSC for two jet defining pr thresholds. All other cuts are specified in the text. For
comparison, the last line gives the inclusive pp -» t i j + X — l*p\f + X cross section,
imposing only the cuts listed in Eqs. (3) - (5).

channel

direct, W~ -* jj

direct, W~ -> tv

7 brem., W~ -> jj

7 brem., W~ -»Iv

total

total, no jet veto

PTU) (GeV)
<50
<35
<S0
<3S
<50
<35
<S0
<35
<50
<35

-

cross section (pb)

m, = 110 GeV
9.051

0.014

0.014

0.010
7.7-10-*
1.9 10-*
2.1 • 10-'
1.4 10-3

0.075

0.027

1.09

m, = 200 GeV
7.9-10-

1.9 -10-<

3.5-10-
1.8-1O-4

1.0 • 10-4

3.4 10-

5.6 • 10-
3.2-10"

1.3-10-

4.4-10"

0.27

at the SSC for m, = 110 GeV and m, = 200 GeV are shown in Table 1. Due to the
photon isolation requirement, the contribution of photon bremsstrahlnng is redaced
to ~ 1SX of the direct K7 cross section. The veto on a second charged lepton in the
event significantly suppresses the channel where the second W decays leptonically.

With increasing top quark mass, the pr distribution of the (-quark jets, aad
the jets from W decay, becomes harder. The jet veto cut, therefore, is more efficient
at large values of m,. For mi = 200 GeV the tlj + X cross section is reduced by
about a factor 200, whereas the rate only drops by a factor 15 for m, = 110 GeV
(see Table 1).

Due to the relatively large number of jets possible in tlj events, the sp -•
« 7 — W+y + 0 jet rate depend* quite sensitively on the jet defining pr threshold.
This is detailed in Table 1, where we also list the cross sections if the jet transverse
momentum threshold is lowered to 35 GeV, with all other cuts unchanged. For a jet
pr threshold smaller than about 35 GeV, SSC detectors face increasing difficulties
in reconstructing jets [5,11]. Compared to a pr(j) threshold of 50 GeV, the pr —
tiy _, i y + 7 -I- 0 jet cross section is reduced by more than a factor 3 if the second
W decays hadronically. On the other hand, for leptonic decays of the W, the
rate drops only by about a factor 1.4 to 1.8. Overall, the 1(7 background caa be
reduced by an additional factor 3, if a jet defining pr threshold of 35 GeV instead
of 50 GeV can be employed. The O[a,) Wj + 0 jet signal cross section drops only
by approximately 20% if the jet transverse momentum threshold is lowered [2].
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Figure 3: The photon tramvene momentum distribution for pp -> W*i + 0 jtt -»
1+fa.y + 0 jet at the SSC with a jet transverse momentum threihold of 35 GeV.
The solid (dashed) line shows the result for the tij background for m, = 110 GeV
(200 GeV). The dotted line gives the NLO prediction of the pr(i) distribution for
the W+7 + 0 jet signal in the SM.

The photon transverse momentum distribution of the 117 background and
the pp — W+7 + 0 jet signal, calculated to O(a,), for a jet ft threshold of 35 GeV
is shown in Fig. 3. The tlj background is seen to be about one order of magnitude
below the signal (dotted line) for m* = 110 GeV (solid line), and approximately two
orders of magnitude for m, = 200 GeV (dashed line).

4. Conclusions

We have presented a calculation of Ify production at the SSC. Our calculation
takes into account the subsequent t -> Wi and W decay, and incorporates the
contribution originating from photon bremsstrahlung in tlj events. Imposing typical
photon and lepton identification requirements, we found that the ifj cross section
is up to one order of magnitude larger than the tree level Wf rate, tlj production
therefore constitutes a dangerous background to inclusive W7 production, pp -»
Wy + X, which significantly reduces the sensitivity of this process to anomalous
WWy couplings.

In general, the Wy system originating from tfj events is accompanied by one
or several jets. Vetoing all jets with pr(j) > SO GeV and a second charged lepton in
the pseudorapidity region |i;(;)| < 3, the 1(7 background can be suppressed to a level
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well below the Wj + 0 jet signal. If the jet defining transverse momentum threshold
can be reduced to 35 GeV, the ti-j background cross section is at most 10% of the
W7 signal rate.
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the electroweak procem qq -» qqW, i.e. W production via
Wy anil WZ fusion, as a probe for nonstandard WWy and WWZ vertices at
hadron supercolliden. Triggering on events with one very forward and one very
backward jet while requiring the IV decay lepton to be central, strongly en-
hances the triple gauge boson vertex contribution and suppresses backgrounds
from QCD Wjj events and ttj production below the signal level. At the SSC,
the process is sensitive to WWV, V « y,Z couplings KV — 1, V , and gf in
the 0.03... 0.1 range.

1. Introduction

The study of electroweak processes is one of the main tasks of experiments at the
SSC or the LHC. In order to probe the interactions in the bosonic sector of the Standard
Model (SM) as completely as possible one would like to have available a large number
of basic processes and correspondingly a large number of observables. This includes
the search for the Higgs boson in both gluon fusion and weak boson fusion reactions
in order to measure the Higgs couplings to known particles. Electroweak boson pair
production {qq -• Wy, WZ and W+W~) probes the non-abelian WWy and WWZ
couplings. Quartic weak boson couplings are probed in elastic weak boson scattering
and multiple weak boson production.

Here we report on investigations of a process which will be complementary to weak
boson pair production in the measurement of the WWy and WWZ triple gauge boson
vertices (TGV's), namely single W production via the electroweak process qq -> qqW
(to be called "signal" process in the following). Representative Feynman graphs are
shown in Fig. 1.

It is via the first graph, the Wf or WZ fusion contribution, that this process is
sensitive to deviations of the TGV's from their SM predictions. While W-y, WZ, or

Fig. 1: Fcynman graphs for the qq -+ qqW signal.
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IV*H'~ production at hadron or e*e~ colliders probe the TGV's for time-like momenta
of all interacting rfectroweak bosnns, th« signal process measures those TGV's for space-
like momentum transfer of two of the three gauge bosons and hence is loiiiplrnirutaiv
to the pair production processes.

In the following we use the standard parameterization of the TGV's in terms of
C and P conserving anomalous couplings g\, tiv and Xy to quantify the sensitivity of
the signal. These couplings can be defined by the effective Lagrangian1

,.)V" + KV W*WVV" + i£- WjJVW"

to
Here the overall coupling constants are defined as gwwy = e and gwwz = ecoteV
where $w is the Weinberg angle. Within the SM, the couplings are given by gf = j j =
Kz =» /t, = 1, and Az = A7 = 0. gi is just the electric charge of the II' and hence
fixed to 1 by electromagnetic gauge invariance. This leaves five couplings which need
to be determined experimentally. Deviations of these TGV's from their SM values
lead to amplitudes, e.g. for W pair production, which grow with energy, eventually
violating partial wave unitarity.2 Hence, anomalous TGV's must actually be form-
factors, decreasing at large momentum transfer, a consideration which is essential at
hadron supercolliders with their large available energy. Because of these form-fact IT
effects the TGV's which can be measured at space-like momentum transfer in qq -»
qqW may in fact be different from the ones probed in vector boson pair production at
space-like momenta.

1. Signal and Background Calculation

The signal and all background cross sections were calculated using parton level
Monte Carlo programs. For the signal the program evaluates the tree level cross sections
for the process q^qi -> gift/f, I = e,/t and all relevant crossing related processes. A
more detailed discussion of the signal calculation is given in Ref. 3; our code is identical
to the one used there. For the quark and gluon structure functions inside the proton
we use set HMRS(B) of Harriman et al.4 for both signal and background processes.

Anticipating large backgrounds, all the features of the final state Wjj system
need to be exploited for background suppression. Hence, we only consider the signal
in the case when both final state (anti)quarks have transverse momenta larger than
40 GeV, allowing their identification as hadronic jets. Even though the resulting total
cross section is sizable, o**(pp -+ M'*jj) = 203 pb at the SSC, one still needs to fight
much larger backgrounds. They mainly arise from Drcll-Yan production of ll"s and
from tt production with subsequent ( -» Wb decay.

The dominant background source is Drrll-Yan production of II 's with an ex-
pected cross section of 100 to 300 nb5 at the SSC, 3 orders of magnitude larger than
the H'jj signal. The background cross sections including the additional two final state
jets are calculated via the O(a]) real emission corrections to the Drell-Yan process.
We use a parton level Monte Carlo program based on the work of Ref. 6 to model this
"QCD Wjj" background. The scales of the parton distribution functions and of the
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strong coupling constant a,{Q2) arc chosen to lie the transverse energy of the produced
U'. One may wonder whether double parton scattering (DPS) is an important source
of background events. Here one pair of pnrtoiis would yield a Wj final state and the
second parton pair gives rise to a clijet system, supplying the second required jet. This
question has been analyzed in Ref. 3 with the result that DPS is smaller than the
QCD Wjj background by roughly one order of magnitude. Since we use acceptance
cuts similar to the ones of Ref. 3 we expect the same relative suppression and we shall
neglect the DPS background in the following.

tt production with subsequent t -> Wb decay is another prominent source for
II"s. For a top-quark mass of m, = 140 GeV the production cross section is a(pp ->
ttX) as 15 nb7 and hence about two orders of magnitude larger than the Wjj signal.
A characteristic feature of the IV signal is the presence of two energetic forward jets.
In Ref. 8 it was shown in connection with single forward jet tagging that the dominant
source of forward jets in ti events arises from QCD radiation, i.e. the additional parton
in ttj events, and not from the top decay products. Hence we model the top background
with a tree level Monte Carlo program based on the matrix elements of Ref. 9 for the
processes pp -* ttj -> W*bW~bj. A phase space distribution is assumed for the
subsequent t -» Wb and W -+ tv, qlf decays. While the top background analysis is
performed with a top quark mass of 140 GeV, we have checked that a mass as light as
110 GeV does not change the top background level qualitatively.
3. Acceptance Cuts and Background Suppression

In order to gain good sensitivity to the TGV we need to identify the phase space
region in which the electroweak boson fusion graph of Fig. 1 is important. Clearly
this graph is enhanced at small Q2 of the incident y, Z and W, of order m j , or less.
These virtualities are much smaller than the typical lab frame energies of the scattering
quarks which, therefore, emerge at very small angle*. Hence we want to tag events with
one veiy forward and one very backward jet (arising from the spectator quark jets),
while the lepton originating from the W - f lv decay is to be expected in the central
region.

A search algorithm for the signal events has been outlined in Ref. 3, emphasizing
the "rapidity gap" characteristics of the signal. We closely follow this approach for the
lepton and jet acceptance cuts but do not require low hadronic activity in the central
region. Events are triggered by a charged lepton of transverse momentum

PTI > 20 GeV , (2)

and we require missing transverse momentum in excess of 50 GeV as a signature for W
leptonic decays. On either side of the charged lepton (with respect to pseudorapidity)
one then searches for the first hadronic jet with

j»r, ->40GeV, | % | < 5 , (3)

which will be called tagging jets and represent the two spectator quarks in our signal
calculation. Leptons and jets are required to be well separated

> 0.7 , > 0.7 . (4)
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The forward-backward nature of the two tagging jets is then taken into account by
requiring

- 5 < m, < - 2 .5 , 2.5 < iih < 5 . (5)

Notice that this implies the existence of a central "rapidity gap", at least 5 units wide
in pseudorapidity, which contains the charged lepton but no jets with pr > 40 GeV.

The above requirements leave a QCD Wjj background which is about a factor
six larger than the remaining signal. However, the background is dominated by H'-
brcmsstrahlung off initial or final state quark*, a class of events which is also present in
the electroweak signal and obscures the contribution from the electroweak boson fusion
graph. H'-bremsstrahlung and elcctrowrak boson fusion lead to drastically different
lepton pseudorapidity distributions for the signal and the QCD background.
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Fig. 2: a) Pieudonpidity distribution do/di* of the charged dtc»y lepton in
Wjj, W -* Iv evenU »t the SSC. b) Minimum Mparation in pKudonpidity
of the decay lepton from the two tagging jeti. Dwtributiotu are given for the
(ignal (mXA line*) and the QCD background (dadied lines).

Shown in Fig. 2a is the * distribution of the charged lepton. IV-bremsstrahlung
emits the W's, and hence also the decay leptons, either close to the beam pipe or close
to the tagging jets, which are also required to be very forward. As a result, central
lepton rapidities are rare for the QCD background if the jet tagging cuts of Eq. 5
are imposed, while weak boson fusion favors central leptons. Closely related arc the
distributions of Fig. 2b which show the smallest separation of the decay lepton from the
two tagging jets. Again the dominance of VV-bremsstrahlung in the QCD background
is evident. It is strongly suppressed by requiring

|T*| < 1.5 . Atfc = min(|n, - iftj. |% - n»\) > 2 5 . (6)
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and already leads to a signal slightly larger than the QCD background (620 fb vs.
5IH1 fli).

A further strong background rejection is achieved by exploiting the very large
ilijnt invariant masses which arc typical for the vector boson fusion process. The iiijj-
distributions (after imposing the cuts of Eq. 6) arc shown in Fig. 3.

pp - WJJ* W - U>

Vl « 40 Tt V

Fig. 3: Invariant mam distribution of the two tagging jets for the signs) (solid
line) and the QCD background (dashed line) at the SSC.

A dijet invariant mass cut of

> 3 TeV, (7)

imposed on the two tagging jets, reduces the background well below signal level (<rSio =
450 fb vs. O-QCD = 136 fb for the QCD Wjj background and agj = 38 fb for the top-
quark background at mt — 140 GeV).

4. Sensit ivity to the WWV Vertex

The cuts discussed in the previous section single out the phase space region in
which the electroweak fusion process dominates and hence we expect a pronounced
sensitivity to deviations in the TGV's from the SM prediction. Because of the extra
derivatives in the operators of the effective Lagrangian of Eq. 1 and the now incomplete
gauge theory cancelations for longitudinal polarization of the incoming gauge bosons,
anomalous coupling effects are enhanced at large momentum transfer and, hence, for
large transverse momenta of the produced H'-boson. The effect is demonstrated in
Fig. 4. While the prw distributions show similar shapes for the SM signal and the
QCD and top quark backgrounds, a strong enhancement at large transverse momenta
arises from anomalous couplings like Kr - 1 = KZ -1 = 0.2 (dashed line) A7 = Az = 0.1
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Fig. 4: TVanarene momentum distribution of the produced IV-bonon in Wjj
eventi at the SSC. Put ») (hows individual diitributiom for the SM signal
(•olid line) the QCD Wjj background (dotted line) and the tij background
for mi = 140 GeV (double dotted line). The upper three curves correspond to
three choice* of anomalous couplings: it, = KZ = 1.2 (dashed line) A, = \z =
0.1 (dash-dotted curve) and of = 1.2 (dish-double dotted line). In part b) the
two background distribution* have been added to the four signal curves. In
addition the effect of the form-factor of Eq. 8 is shown for » scale A = 1 TeV.
The cuts imposed axe described in the text.

(dash-dotted curve) and gf — 1 = 0.2 (dash-double dotted line). For these three curves
all other anomalous couplings are set to zero. We actually find the priv distribution
to be the one which is the single most sensitive to anomalous TGV's. The dotted and
double dotted curves in Fig. 4a represent the QCD Wjj and the tij background (with
m, = 140 GeV), respectively. For a smaller top quark mass of mi = 110 GeV, the prw
differential cross section from ttj production is enhanced by roughly a factor two in the
peak region around prw « 100 GeV. For W transverse momenta larger than 400 GeV,
where deviations from the SM are most pronounced, there is only little variation of the
differential cross section with mi.

The anomalous couplings used in Fig. 4a are of the same order or below the
sensitivity limits expected for IV+ll'" production at LEP II.1* However, at LEP II
these couplings arc probed at relatively small time-like momentum transfers of order
gJ = (200 GeV)J , while the single IV production process is most sensitive at large
space-like momentum transfers of order -(? « fjW = (1 TeV)2. These different scales
raise the possibility that form-factor effects may be important in the Wjj production
considered here. We have shown previously" that anomalous couplings as large as the
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Table 1. Sensitivities achievable at the In level for the anomalous WWV, V = 7. Z couplings
AKI- = ny - 1 . V .an . l Ai;f = ; ; f - I hirly-t W*jj -* l^vjj at the SSC. Only one coupling
at a time is varied. We assume an integrated luminosity of 10 fb~'. The cuts imposed and
the form-factor ansatz used are described in the text. The limits arc displayed for form-factor
scalps of A = 1 TeV and A = 00.

coupling

Aff?

A = 1 TeV
+0.09
-0.18
+0.05
-0.05

-

A = oo
+0.06
-0.11
+0.03
-0.03

-

coupling

" K z

•*z
Agf

A = I TeV
+0.05
-0.09
+0.03
-0.03
+0.05
-0.11

A = oo
+0.04
-0.05
+0.02
-0.02
+0.03
-0.06

ones used in Fig. 4 do require form-factor damping for a momentum transfer above \q\ =
2 TcV in order not to violate partial wave unitarity in vector boson pair production.
By analytic continuation we expect a similar form-factor scale also in the space-like
region.

In Fig. 4b we show results including such form-factor effects. We have replaced
the anomalous TGV's o = Ky — 1, gf — 1, or V by

a . .
° ~ * It 1 I~2I/A2\/1 1 I_2I/A2\M 1 U2l/A2\ ' v*/

with a cutoff scale A = 1 TeV. Here qit 92, and 93 denote the four-vectors of the three
vector bosons entering the TGV in Fig. 1.

Form-factor effects are clearly important in the measurement of TGV's at the
SSC; the very large enhancements above prw — 1 TeV in Fig. 4a are most likely
unrealistic and the situation in Fig. 4b represents a more likely scenario. Nevertheless,
qq -> qq\V production is a sensitive probe for anomalous couplings. In the region above
PTW — 400 GeV the anomalous coupling curves in Fig. 4b correspond to an expected
rate of 600-800 W -4 ev, pv events per SSC year (10 fb~') as compared to about 200
events for the SM.

The results of a more quantitative analysis of the sensitivity of Wjj production
to anomalous TGV's are shown in Table 1 where we list the 2<r limits achievable for
A = 1 TeV at the SSC. Only one coupling at a time is assumed to differ from its SM
value. In order to demonstrate the effect of the form-factor behavior of the anoma-
lous couplings, we also display sensitivity bounds for A = 00, which is equivalent to
ignoring the momentum dependence of the non-standard WWV couplings. We cal-
culate the statistical significance by splitting the pnv distribution into 12 bins, 11 of
which are 60 GeV wide. In each bin the Poisson statistics is approximated by a Gaus-
sian distribution. In order to achieve a sizable counting rate in each bin, all events
with priv > 660 GeV are collected in one bin. To derive realistic limits we allow for
a normalization uncertainty of 50% in the SM cross section. The QCD Wjj and tij
background contributions are fully incorporated in our procedure.
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The results collected in Table 1 indicate that the H'H'V vertices can be probed
in qq -» qq\V at the few percent level ill general. Form-factor effects may weaken the
achievable bounds by up to a factor 1.5, for i'urm-fsictor scales above 1 TeV. Comparing
our results with those obtained in Kef. 12, we find that the process qq -» qqW is
significantly more sensitive to A«v and A<;f than Wy and WZ production for cutoff
scales A in the low TeV range. The measurement of Ay is competitive. In general, the
pair production process is affected more by details of the form-factors, which in addition
may be quite different in the space-like and the time-like regions. This emphasizes the
need to measure pair production and IVjj production if full information on the U'll'l"
couplings is to be gained.
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Abstract
I review new development! in Higgs phjrsio *nd electroweak symmetry breaking
that hire resulted from the Madboa-Argonne workshop* OH SSC physics.

1. Introduction

The most fundamental mission of the SSC will be to reveal the nature and source
of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). Among the many models that have been
developed for the EWSB sector, the minimal Standard Model (MSM) and the minima]
supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) are certainly the simplest
examples of two quite different classes of theory, and it ii upon these that our working
group focused. In any case, the issues that arise in developing techniques for detecting
the single Higgs boson (^°) of the MSM or the family of Higgs bosons that emerge in
the MSSM are representative of those that must be faced in any model.

In the case of the SM <t>°, it is well known that discovery is most challenging if
the Higgs is either light or very heavy. Much of the working group focus was on the
so-called 'intermediate mass1 region, 80 £ m y & 2mz- Perhaps it is worth reviewing
the motivation for such a focus. First, all current lattice and related investigations
appear to require that m^t £ 650 GeV if the scale of new physics A(rewPkysics >* to lie
above m^«.'" If AN t v ,P k j l i c l is as heavy as ~ 10I5GeV, then m^t £ 200 GeV is required
(by the renormaliziition group equations') in order that the theory remain pertur-

• Of course, these same renormaUzation group equations have difficulty reproducing the low-
energy value of sin'^if in the simplest SU(5) grand unification scheme.

bative up to the scale A^wPKyiici- Finally, in order that the quartic coupling of the
Higgs sector not be driven to negative values (implying instability of the potential)
by the large Yukawa coupling associated with the heavy top quark, it is necessary
that mp lie above an m, and ANorPfcysio dependent lower bound. For m ( = 150
and ANewPkysica ~ 10 l s GeV, for instance, mtt £ 100 GeV is required in the context
of perturbatively computed renormalization group equations. The lower bound de-
creases with decreasing AN^PV,,] , ; , and/or mi. Nonetheless, it is entirely reasonable
that m »̂ should lie in a range that is somewhat above the current upper limit of
~ 60 GeV set by LEP-I, and quite possibly the 4" will turn out to be too heavy to be
found at LEP-II (which will probe up to m4, ~ 80 -90 GeV for -Ji ~ 190-200 GeV).

Several techniques for detecting a light >̂° have been shown to be very promising.
For 80 & mt. S 140 GeV, the 4° should be visible in gg -* 4>° — 77 at those detectors
with excellent (~ 1%) 77 mass resolution, and in the W4* + tl$° -» {77X mode at
all detectors (with at least ~ 3% mass resolution). These channels were critically
examined at the workshops, and technical improvements and uncertainties/concerns
will be be reviewed here and in associated contributed papers. For 130 & m^t &
700-800 GeV, an extremely clean signal will be available in gg-> 4° — ZZW — it.
The viability of the 41 channel seemt unquestionable in the indicated mass raage. For
m? in the 500-800 GeV range, gg -» 4" -* ZZ -» l+l~vV also provide! a viable
signal; a possible means for extending this signal to m^> % 800 GeV was examined
dariag the workshops, and will be outlined. Missing from the above list is any meaas
for detecting a light 4° in its primary W> decay mode. During the workshops, it was
shown that expected (-tagging efficiency and purity should be adequate to isolate aa
4* signal for m 4 . £ 110 - 120 GeV at the SSC/LHC in tt+" production followed by
4° -* bb decay. In addition, the possibility of detecting W>° production followed
by 4? -t bb at the Tevatron (for m^. below about 90 GeV) was explored. These
possibilities will also be reviewed.

At the very high end of the mass scale, there has been recent work showing that
we should be able to explore EWSB even if the «tD is heavier than 1 TeV (or non-
existent) and the interactions of (longitudinally polarized) W (W = W^.Z) bosons
become aon-perturbative at high energies. This work will not be covered in detail in
this report. It is reviewed in these proceedings in the contributions by 3. Bagger, K.
Cheung, and D. Morris. A few brief remarks will appear later.

Of course, even in the context of perturbative theories containing elementary
Higgs bosons, the MSM need not be nature's choice. Many generalizations have been
discussed!'1 including extensions of the Higgs sector only, extensions of both the gauge
and Higgs sectors, and supersymmetric generalizations of all these types of models.
Supersymmetric generalizations are particularly attractive in the perturbative context
in that they require the presence of elementary spin-zero Higgs fields and solve the
well-known naturalness and hierarchy problems. Thus, they provide an enormously
attractive theoretical framework in which elementary Higgs bosons must exist. Fur-
ther, in supersymmetric models, there is always one (or more) light Higgs boson(s)
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with coupling(s) to the WW channels such that WW scattering remains perturbative
at all energies.

The most thoroughly investigated model is the Minimal Supersymmetric Model
(MSSM) in which the Higgs sector contains two Higgs-doublet fields (the minimum
number required in the supersymmetric context), but there is no extension of the
gauge or matter sectors other than the introduction of the supersymraetric partner
states. For simple boundary conditions, grand unification in the MSSM context of
perturbative renormalization/evolution equations yields highly satisfactory values for
sin2 Bw and other precisely measured electroweak parameters. In addition, a common
GUT-scale Yukawa coupling yields fermion mass ratios, e.g. nn/mT that tend to be in
close agreement with experiment. The MSSM also provides a good candidate for dark
matter (the lightest neutralino), and the predicted GUT scale adequately suppresses
proton decay.

The Higgs sector of the MSSM is a highly constrained two-doublet Higgs model.
Two doublets are required by the basic structure of supersymmetry which makes it
impossible to use a single Higgs superfield and its complex conjugate simultaneously
in the superpotential construction that is responsible for fermion masses. (Recall that
in the MSM the Higgs field yields the down quark masses, while its complex conjugate
appears in the Lagrangian term responsible for up quark masses.) Thus, one Higgs
superfield has a tpin-0 component field that gives mass to down quarks, while the
spin-0 component of the other Higgs superfield yields up quark masses. Alternatively,
one can also verify that two Higgs superfields are required in order to complete the
anomaly cancellations in the supersymmetric context, where superpartners of the
various gauge bosons are present. Thus, there are five physical Higgs bosons in the
MSSM. They are: the ft0, the lightest CP-even mass eigenstate;* the H° the heavier
of the two CP-even mass eigenstates; the A0, the single CP-odd state; and a charged
Higgs pair, H±. The resulting phenomenology is much richer than that of the MSM.

In the supersymmetric structure, the quartic couplings of the Higgs fields become
related to gauge couplings, and are no longer free parameters. The quadratic mass
terms are strongly constrained by minimization conditions, and in the end only two
parameters are required to fully specify the Higgs potential. These are normally taken
to be tan/3 (where tan/? = v2/vi is the ratio of vacuum expectation values for the
two doublets) and m^o, the mass of the CP-odd scalar. At tree-level, the masses
and couplings of all the fliggs bosons can be computed in terms of mjp and tan/3.
(In particular, the mixing angle a, arising in the diagonalization of the neutral CP-
even mass matrix, is determined.) Additional parameters are required to determine
the one-loop corrections to the Higgs masses, which can be large if mt and m- (the

stop squark mass) are both large. The basic results are well-known."1 The two most
important points are:

• In (he common nomenclature'" this l imns that the two-doublet inodtl will be type-II.
t The MSSM Higgs potential is such that CP violation in the Higgs sector ii not possible.
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1. »n« < m / + f(mAt, tan /?, mi, my,. . .) , where . . . refers to generally less impor-
tant parameters.

2. For Urge mAm, mgt ~ mm ~ ro^i, mx« approaches an upper limit (which
increases with increasing tan/3, m, and/or my), and the couplings of the h"
become rather SM-like. The approach of the h" couplings to SM-like values is,
however, slow enough that important and possibly measurable deviations will
be present even for m/p values above several hundred GeV.

Constraints from existing data on the MSSM Higgs sector are few. Data from
LEP-I implies that mA, Z 20 GeV and mkt Z 40 GeV. No constraint is currently
placed on tan/7. The b —> 37 decay branching ratio limit which is such a powerful
constraint in the non-SUSY two-doublet context is considerably weaker. In the strict
supersymmetric limit, BR(b -> if) = 0. Not surprisingly, there is then a large region
of SUSY parameter space such that there is no inconsistency with current upper
limits, even when mjp is relatively small (leading to mg* near its lower bound of

In the last few years, it has been demonstrated that detection of at least one of
the MSSM Higgs bosons should be possible at the SSC, for almost all choices of model
parameters!11 This is often referred to as the 'no-lose' theorem for the MSSM Higgs
sector. For a review see, for example, Refs. 8, 9 and 10. To briefly summarize, we
first note that this statement relies only upon employing the gg -* h~> ZZ^ -* M,
gg - • h -» 7 7 (and/or Wh + tth -* / 77X) and t -» H+b production/decay modes
(here h refers to H° or h°). A region of parameter space that is not covered by
these modes arises if mt ~ 150 GeV and my is large (e.g. m y ~ 1 TeV); it comprises

110 & mA, £ 160 GeV and tan/3 Z 4.' It should also be remarked that the A9 is
generally not observable at the SSC in these modes (assuming tan/3 £ 1), and that the
H° can only be detected in small regions of parameter space. For instance, H° —> AC
is detectable (at m, = 150 GeV and m- = 1 TeV) in a tear-drop shaped region
roughly located in the region 50 & mAt k> 2m t and tan/3 & 5. For mt £ 180 GeV
and m y ~ 1 TeV, the region over which H° -> il is viable expands greatly, and the
SSC alone should be able to discover one of the MSSM Higgs bosons.

Clearly, our MSM discussion of the technical improvements, criticisms and uncer-
tainties for the 77 and £77 modes will be highly relevant to the MSSM Higgs discovery
possibilities. However, additional considerations enter in the MSSM extension, and
these will be reviewed. The impact of the gg -> tth -> tibb detection channel upon
MSSM Higgs boson discovery will also be outlined. In particular, expected 6-tagging
efficiency and purity should allow us to detect h" -* 66 in the above-noted window of
parameter space where the 77 (or 1*77) and 41 modes are not adequate to detect one
of the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons.

t If LEP-200 is considered as well, then the region over whick no MSSM Higjs bourn is fond
i t either LEP-200 or the SSC is restricted to the same mA» range, but tan/7 HO.
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It should be noted that the no-lose theorem relies primarily on the detection of
relatively light Higgs bosons. Over much of parameter space, only the fc° is observed
in the above-mentioned modes. An implicit assumption is that the A0 does not
decay to supersymmetric particle final states. While this it the mo»t likely situation,
there do exist scenarios in which the lightest neutralino (£?) is sufficiently light that
A0 _, J°£« is kinematically allowed, in which case this could be the dominant h"
decay mode. In such an instance, h° decays would be invisible. Thus, means for
detecting an invisibly decaying Higgs boson were developed, and will be >ummarized.

But what about the heavier Higgs bosons of the MSSM? If m^i £ 2mz, the
above detection modes may not allow us to observe any of the other (approximately
degenerate) Higgs bosons: the ,4°, H" and H+. Since the most characteristic signa-
ture for a two-doublet model (in general) is the existence o( a charged Higgs boson,
the possibility of H+ detection in the gg -» H+bt -> tft* final state was explored.
For a significant range of parameter space, it appears that b-tagging efficiency and
purity should prove adequate to detect the H+ in this mode. Preliminary results will
be summarized.

Of course, still more exotic models for the Higgs sector can be constructed. Several
popular extensions contain at least one neutral Higgs boson that could have extremely
weak coupling to fermion, but SM-like couplings to gauge bosons. The signals for such
a Higgs boson and its associated partners will be outlined.

More detailed reviews of the progress that has been made prior to the Madison-
Argonne workshops appears in Ref. 1, and in the various Snowmass SSC workshop
proceedings and LHC proceedings. Where relevant, we will reference the appropriate
material. Here we will give an overview of what has been accomplished during the
workshops, referring the reader for details to various individual reports and recent
preprints/publications. In particular, we hope to establish the motivation for the
projects that were pursued, and put into proper context the progress made.

2. T h e Standard Model

As noted earlier, substantial emphasis during these workshops was placed on
improving our ability to probe a relatively light <(P. Since it is not at all unlikely
that m^t could fall in the range where the most established detection modes rely on
<tf> _» •JJ decays, it is the 77 and £77 modes upon which we first focus.
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S.I. The 77 ond/77 Detection Modes

The crucial ^"77 coupling derives from the sum over all 1-loop diagrams contain-
ing any charged particle whose mass arises from the Higgs field vacuum expectation
value, and is thus sensitive to many types of new physics. In particular, the 1-loop
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contribution of a charged particle with mass <£ m^t/2, approaches a constant value
that depends upon whether it is spin-0, spin-1/2, or tpin-l. (The contributions are
in the ratio - 1 / 3 . - 4 / 3 : 7, respectively.) For a light Higgs boson, in the MSM the
dominant contribution is the W-loop diagram. The next most important contribution
is that from the top quark loop, which tends to cancel part of the W-loop contribu-
tion. A fourth fcnnion generation with both a heavy lepton, £, and a. heavy (U, D)
quark doublet would lead to still further cancellation. For rn^t £ 2miy, the W-loop
contribution decreases, and the heavy family ultimately dominates. To illustrate, we
show in Fig. 1 the ratio of r(^° - . 77) as computed in the MSM (with n», = 150 GeV)
to that computed in the presence of an extra generation with m£ = 300 GeV and
my = mp = 500 GeV. For m «̂ below 150 GeV, we see that the ^"77 coupling would
be substantially below the MSM result. However, at the same time the cross section
for gg — ci° via heavy quark loops would be greatly enhanced. To first approximation,
the net event rate for the inclusive 77 mode remains approximately unaltered, and we

would still be able to detect the <£° in the inclusive 77 mode!"' This is illustrated in
Fig. 2. There we compare the value obtained for r(^° - . gg) x BR{4>° -> 77 ) (which
determines the number of inclusive 77 events seen when the Higgs it produced via
gg fusion, followed by decay to 77) in the presence of an extra generation to that
obtained in the MSM. We see that over the 50 ;S m ^ <J 130 GeV range, where the
inclusive 77 mode is potentially viable, the extra generation result is between 1.1 and
1.5 times as large as the MSSM result.

On the other hand, cross sections for the associated production W4>" and ii4P
processes, responsible for the £77 channel signal, would not be enhanced due to the
presence of an extra generation. The reduced <t>° -» 77 coupling and branching ratio
would then cause the Higgs signal in this channel to be substantially reduced, and
perhaps not even visible. Thus, the observation of a Higgs signal in the inclusive 77
mode, in combination with a reduced or absent signal in the £77 mode, would imply
the presence of an otherwise unobservable heavy generation.

Of course, we should remark that the hypothesis of a light <t° in the presence of
a heavy fourth generation could easily be inconsistent with vacuum stability in the
context of the renormalization group equations (see the discussion in the introduction)
unless there is new physics at a fairly low mass scale.

Because of the dominance of the W loop contribution in the three family case,
the <>077 coupling is also very sensitive to any deviations of the WW-f and WWj"
couplings from SM values."'' The sensitivity to anomalies in these couplings is po-
tentially substantially greater than that provided by LEP-I data, but only if the
^° can detected in the 77 or £77 modes and the production cross sections reliably
normalized.

Thus, the 7 7 and I77 detection modes are of special importance. Discussion and
contributions to the workshop focused on two important aspects of these modes. 1)
The impact of next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections. 2) The impact of experimen-
tal 'reality1.

Let us discuss the latter first. The implications of the CDF diphoton measure-
ments (performed at the Tevatron) for SSC backgrounds to the 77 and £77 modes
were explored by R. Blair. He considered two issues: a) to what extent can Monte
Carlo estimates of the backgrounds be relied upon; and b) using current experimen-
tal data, what techniques can be employed to better improve our estimates of such
backgrounds, especially backgrounds arising from jets that mimic an isolated photon.
His conclusions are summarized below.

With regard to a), there are several sources of uncertainty that will remain right
up to the turn on of either the LHC or SSC. First, our estimates of the overall rate
of the irreducible background from prompt diphotons at LHC and SSC energies may
not be reliable. Currently the rate measured at the Tevatron by CDF appears to
exceed the expected rate by more than a factor of two, even after including NLO cor-
rections." This may indicate an even larger uncertainty for SSC/LHC experiments
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since the region of x of interest at CDF is roughly 2£?r/v /* * '01 and the corre-
sponding region for a 100 GeV 4>° at the SSC would be .005. Thus, background
estimates that use the conventional distribution functions for computing the QCD
prompt diphoton rate may be more than a factor of two low. HERA measurements
of the relevant quark and gluon distribution functions should help to clarify this is-
sue. Another possible atea where the background may be underestimated is in the
hadronic background. At low ET the prompt photon cross section as measured by
CDF is also higher than that calculated from QCD. Consequently, if the background
that comes from a single photon plus a jet that fragments to a photon candidate is
computed based on QCD, it would be underestimated.

While CDF data raises the uncertainties outlined above, it can also be used
to pin down other ingredients in the background calculations for the SSC/LHC. In
particular, using existing measurements (by CDF and DO) it is possible to determine
now often a jet will fragment to what appears to be an isolated photon candidate. If
this rate is coupled with the best estimates of jet-jet and photon plus jet production
at future colliders (including the uncertainties listed above) it should be possible to
quantify the corresponding level of background that will be observed in a sample
of diphoton candidates for any given choice of isolation cut. Additional detector
dependent information can then be used to reject or evaluate the non-prompt portion
of the background. This last step depends on the intimate details of the detector
and ultimately must be evaluated once the detector is up and running, using in situ
sources of single photons or background (like 7's from ij decays or »°'«) as CDF
has!"1 The initial cut on isolation typically reduces the hadronic background rates
by more than two orders of magnitude, as we shall shortly see, with isolation-only
rejection factors of order 5 - 9 X 10"* being typical. CDF experience suggests that
achieving an additional detector dependent rejection factor of more than one order
of magnitude will not be easy. Since, adequate suppression of backgrounds in the 77
(l-lt) modes requires a total rejection factor of 10"* (~ 3 X 10"*) for each jet, we see
that the required rejection is fairly certain in the £77 case, but on the borderline for
the inclusive 77 mode.

Let us now return to the rejection factor that can be achieved purely by an
isolation cut. At noted above, this can be directly measured by CDF. The procedure
is to determine by other means (mainly shower profiles) the non-prompt component
of the event rate for a single isolated electromagnetic cluster (i.e. isolated photon
candidate). By comparing this rate to the inclusive jet rate (at the same ET), the
fraction of jets that fake an isolated photon candidate can be computed directly as the
ratio of these two experimentally measured rates. CDF results for the isolation cut
rejection factor appear in Fig. 3, for a variety of ET values. The isolation cut is defined
by the fraction of additional energy observed in a cone of size Ai? = 0.7 centered on
the candidate. As noted 3bove, quite decent isolation-only rejection factors of order
5 - 9 x 10"4 are achievable even for an additional energy fraction as large as 0.1.
The rejection factors of Fig. 3 can be checked directly by CDF by using them to
determine the background to two-photon production coming from one-photon plus
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jet production; simply multiply the latter by the appropriate fir-dependent rejection
factor. The resulting diphoton background can be compared to that directly measured
using shower profile information. For a common choice of isolation-cone criteria, the
agreement is quite good.

Thus, the CDF results tend to provide a warning that backgrounds could be larger
than predicted using purely Monte Carlo computations, even after NLO corrections
are included. But, they also indicate that the jet rejection factors required to eliminate
non-prompt backgrounds are achievable. In regard to the latter, it should be noted
that SSC/LHC analyses typically employ an isolation criteria of 5 5 GeV of extra
activity inside a cone centered on the photon candidate. This corresponds to an
extra energy fraction of £ 0.25 for photons with ET of order 20 GeV, the lowest Ej
generally allowed in the SSC/LHC cuts. This is a larger fraction than appears in
Fig. 3, and typically employed in the above CDF analysis. Fig. 3 suggests that the
jet-photon discrimination that can be achieved on the basis of isolation alone, for an
extra energy fraction of H 0.25, might be worse than 10~5. An energy fraction of & 0.1
would correspond to rejecting extra energy that exceeds only about 2 GeV. While this
can be imposed at the Tevatron in the CDF analysis of single photon and diphoton
events, it might be that the SSC events have more underlying minimum bias structure.
In this case, the efficiency for such a cut on the Higgs signal might not be very large.
This is why the SSC/LHC analyses have adopted the more conservative cut on extra
hadronic energy in the isolation cone. Thus, the CDF results for isolation rejection are
not immediately applicable to the SSC/LHC analyses. However, studies by the GEM
collaboration have suggested that realistic (in the SSC context) cuts yield isolation
and detector-dependent rejection factors which combine to give a net jet rejection
factor of order 10~4. Similar claims have been made by the LHC collaborations.
Ultimately, this issue must be settled after the SSC/LHC begins operation.

Let us now turn to the impact of NLO corrections. In one contribution, B.
Bailey and D. Graudenz have evaluated the NLO corrections to both the inclusive
77 Higgs signal and the 7 7 continuum background (including gg -> 7 7 via the box
diagram). The computation was done in the Monte Carlo context as delineated in
Ref. IS, for both signal and background. This allows an accurate implementation of
the standard cuts {e.g. pr >Z 20 GeV, |i/| & 2.5 and hadronic energy inside isolation
cone & 4 — 5 GeV, for the photons) required to establish a signal. Their results
show that both signal and background are enhanced by K-factors of order 1.5 to 1.7,
with the K-factor for the ^° signal being larger than that for the background for
m+t £ 120 GeV. Thus, not only is the absolute event rate enhanced, but also the
signal to background ratio, S/B. The result is that the number of standard deviations
of significance of the signal, NSD = S/</H, is larger according to NLO computations
than when only leading order (LO) computations are employed, typically by a factor
of order 1.3, rising to 1.4 for lower m^i values near 80 GeV. This represents an
important addition to our confidence level for the viability of the inclusive 77 mode.

A second contribution, by D. Summers,'"' focuses on the associated WjP and
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tl4>° production modes, leading to the £77 signature for the Higgs boson. His reanal-
ysis confirms earlier results for signal and background rates for the two modes. In
particular, for an integrated luminosity of I = 10 flT1 at the SSC, we recall that
the W<jf - » l ^ X mode has a rather low event rate, and only by virtue of the «^°
production mode is a viable signal achieved in the £77 channel. In comparison, at
the LHC L — 100 fb~ is required in order that the combined signal be viable. At
the SSC, for L = 100 fb"1 event rates in the £77 channel coming from W<)P and
« # ° are both quite large (e.g. 85 and 170 events, respectively, for mj = 140 GeV
and mp = 110 GeV). Backgrounds at i = 10.. fb"1 from W77 and M77 (where qq
collisions can be as important as gg collisions) are only 24 and 23 events, respectively
(for Am ~ 0.03m^t). Thus, there is an excellent chance that with high luminosity
at the SSC the W4P and ttjP production mechanisms can be separated (on the basis
of much larger jet activity for the il<j>0 mechanism), allowing a determination of the
ratio of the W + W~ and tl couplings of the <j>°.

Exactly how low in m «̂ one can go in these modes is an important issue. If it
is only the irreducible backgrounds that are important, then, with L = 10 fb"' at
the SSC, the ti<jp mode remains viable all the way down to the LEP upper limit
of m? ~ 60 GeV. For I = 100 fb"J at the SSC, the W<f>° mode also yields a
viable signal for such low masses. This is nicely illustrated in the tables of Ref. 19.
However, for m^. below about 80 GeV, the reducible backgrounds from Wyj + Wjj
and ( I T / + itjj production, where the j't appear to be photons, become much more
problematical. We will only know how low in mass these searches can be carried out
after the detector is up and running and the jet/photon discrimination factor can be
experimentally measured.

As Summers emphasizes, the above results are based on LO computations. NLO
corrections need to be examined. It is well known that NLO corrections to the WifP
process are closely related to those for inclusive on-shell W production; one need only
extend the calculation to an off-shell W which decays to W#°. Perturbative calcula-
tions to ©(a,)"*' yield a ~ 10% increase in the W$ cross section at NLO compared
to LO. At the workshops, P. Agrawal and C.P. Yuan improved these calculations by
taking into account the effect of multiple soft gluon emissions on the kinematics of the
decay products, using the CoUins-Soper-Sterman techniques for gluon resummation.'
They find that the net K-factor lies in the 5-15% range, depending upon the choice
of the parton distribution functions employed in the tree-level calculation. (The tree-
level result is larger for NLO distributions than for LO distributions, leading to a
smaller effective K-factor if NLO distributions are used for both the tree-level and
the full O(aj) computations.) Also important is the extent to which the NLO QCD
corrections alter the distributions for the transverse momentum and rapidity of the
Higgs boson or of its photon decay products. Agrawal and Yuan show that resumma-
tion effects do not affect the earlier conclusions found in Ref. 20, namely that NLO
corrections do not alter these distributions relative to the naive LO computations.
More details can be found in Ref. 22.
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NLO corrections to ti<f>° production are likely to be much larger than those for
W<t>°, with a K-factor of order 1.5 to 2 not being improbable. However, an explicit
computation has not yet appeared. What about the background processes? There
seems to be no reason to expect the K-factor for the U77 to be any larger than
that for the corresponding signal. However, the situation for the W77 background
to W#° is likely to be different. In Ref. 23 it is shown that the NLO corrections to
q'q -»IV7 enhance the cross section by a factor of about 3. This can be understood
by noting that the LO W-) cross section is suppressed by the presence of radiation
zeroes for certain angles of the final state W and 7 with respect to the incoming
quarks. At next-to-leading order these radiation zeroes are absent. Thus the NLO
cross section is of standard size, while the LO cross section is artificially suppressed.
This same pattern is expected to continue in the case of the W77 background to the
W<jP —» W77 signal. Calculations of the real radiation processes [e.g. qg —• W770')
yield cross sections of order 3.5 times the LO q'q -» ^ 7 7 cross section even after
a pr cut of > 50 GeV is imposed on the extra jet!"1 Although the virtual diagram
components of the NLO computation have not yet been completed, it is clear that a
net K-factor of order 2 to 3 is not out of the question.

While such an increase in the W77 background would not be a particular problem
for the overall £77 signal (especially at the SSC where the ttifP —* iffX process is
much larger), one might worry that it would make the WjP signal much more difficult
to isolate. However, this need not be the case either. To isolate the W<j>a signal in
the I77 channel we have already noted that one must veto against extra jet activity
in order to eliminate most of the ll^° component. In other words, what is crucial is
the W77 + 0 jets cross section. As Summers notes in his contribution, this will have
far smaller NLO corrections than fully inclusive W77 production, since the largest
NLO corrections are due to real radiation processes. A full assessment of the ability
to isolate W$° process requires the computation of the virtual NLO contributions
to W-fi as well as a simulation of the W<jP signal events which includes minimum
bias low-py jets and the gluon resummation effects discussed earlier. Hopefully, a
definition of '0 jets' can be found which maintains high efficiency for the W(jP —» W77
signal events of interest, while reducing the W77 background to more or less the LO
level.

In summary, the 77 and ^77 detection modes both appear to be highly viable for
the <t>° in the MSM context, provided appropriate detectors are available. However,
as noted earlier, if an extra heavy generation is present, the I77 rates would be very
suppressed and only the inclusive 77 channel is certain to be viable, and then only if
1% mass resolution -ind a jet-rejection factor of ~ 10~* are achieved. As discussed,
our ability to achieve the latter cannot yet be regarded as proven. Other scenarios
could also impact these modes. For instance, if the Higgs has only bosonic couplings
(in which case a second Higgs or some other mechanism must be responsible for
giving mass to fermions) then only the VV$° production mechanism would survive
intact. Since the <j>° -» 77 branching ratio is likely to be quite large (if not nearly
100%) in such a scenario, the resulting £77 event rate would be truly enormous and
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backgrounds would be irrelevant. More discussion of this latter scenario wil l appear
in a later section.

t.S. Detection ofttjp -* ftbb

Although the importance of the 77 and £77 modes i s apparent, it would b< highly
desirable to be able to detect a light <t>° in its primary M> decay mode. Not only would
this provide an alternative detection mode, it would allow us to normalize any Higgs
signal that is seen in the 77 channels. Normally, the primary decay mode, <£° -t 66, is
rejected as having too large a QCD background. In the MSM, this is certainly the case
for inclusively produced #°'i. (If an extra generation is present, the gg —• $ — bb
rate might be sufficiently enhanced that the mass of spectrum of two tugged b jets
would reveal a signal in the inclusive case.) However, at least two groups decided that
the associated production/decay mode ti4>" -> ttbb might hold promise if m, it luge.
At this meeting we heard reports from D. Wu'" and 3- Gunion'"' which sunxnuized
the situation. Related work on the W<j>° associated production mode at t h e Tevatron
w u reported by S. Willenbrock!"1

Let us focus first on the ti<pa -> ttbb process, which is relevant for t h e SSC and
LHC. Two possible approaches to isolating the Higgs signal in the ttbb jjml state
can be considered. In the first, both top quarks ate required to decay leptonically
and one looks at the two-jet mass spectra for a Higgs bump. This was considered
in both Ref. 25 and Ref. 26. In Ref. 25 the backgrounds comidered were t'tZ, with
Z -» 2 jets, and tigg, which is certainly the largest background in the (t'Sj channel.
Approximate calculations of signal and backgrounds were performed. Not considered
were the tlqq backgrounds. The conclusion of the analysis of Ref. 25 i s th»t after
appropriate cuts (especially a cut requiring large pr for any jet pair) a. jignal for
m ^ ~ 100 GeV could be detected. In Ref. 26 the « * ° signal and UZ{~* <jq) +• ttqq
backgrounds were computed using exact matrix elements. The latter g ive » lower
bound on the background level — the t'tgg background can only worsen t h e situation.
In order to compare to Ref. 25, exactly the same cuts were employed. The result
(for one SSC year of L = 10 fb"1) is that in the central 10 GeV bin centered on
the tn^t = 100 GeV Higgs mass peak a signal of S = 221 events is present over a
background of B = 2400. (The latter figure includes combinatoric backgrounds of
all types, including those from the signal events themselves.) This yields » nominal
statistical significance of S/*/B = 4.2. Even if Mv exact computation of t h e ''99 rate
were to only double B = 2400 to B = 4800, the signal becomes extremely muginal.
In comparison to Ref. 25, the signal rate of Ref. 26 is substantially smaller despite the
inclusion of a 'K' factor of 1.6 in the latter computations. The estimate o f Ret. 25 for
the signal rate in a 10 GeV bin centered at 100 GeV is 5 ~ 650. The ttgg background
over this same mass interval is estimated to be of order 99O0 events. This nominally
yields S/y/B ~ 6.5, before inclusion of ttqq backgrounds.



Table 1: Number of 10 fb~ l years (signal event rate) at the SSC
required for a 5ix confidence level signal in four cases: I), II) — 3

6 tagging with (ek_,O!,,emi,-io,) = (30%, 1%), (40%, 0.5%); and i i i ) ,
IV) — 4 4 tagging with (ei_ f a p ,em l-,_ t a ,) = (30%, 1%), (40%, 0.5%).

Case

I

II

III

IV

110
140

180

110

140

180

110

140

180

110
140
180

80

2.1( 331)

1.4( 324)

0.3( 96)

0.5( 191)

0.3( H O )

0.1( 48)

10.8( 135)

3.5( 95)

1.0( 39)

2.4( 94)

0.6( 54)

0.2( 23)

100

3.5( 411)

3.0( 512)

0.8( 175)

1.0( 249)

0.6( 243)

0.2( 97)

15.9( 144)

5.0( 97)

1.7( 45)

4.1( 116)

1.1( 66)

0.4( 33)

120

6.0( 458)

4.5( 486)

2.9( 353)

1.6( 275)

1.1( 266)

0.6( 171)

33.0( 186)

10.4( 122)

4.2( 68)

8.6( 153)

2.6( 96)

0.9( 46)

140

29.1( 845)

22.4( 954)

13.6( 747)

7.6( 522)

5.3( 508)

3.1( 375)

170.0( 386)

55.0( 247)

25.5( 160)

46.0( 330)

13.3( 189)

5.5( 110)

The second approach to isolating the ilbb final state is to employ 6-tagging. At
least three 6's must be tagged in ordet to make headway against the general tlqq+iigg
backgrounds. Thit cuts down on the event rate to such an extent that demanding
double lepton tagging does not yield a viable signal. In Ref. 26, a single lepton
trigger it employed. The other top quark is allowed to decay either leptonically or
hadronically. The signal and backgrounds were examined in the two cases where a)
3 or more 6's are tagged and b) 4 or more 6's are tagged. Crucial ingredients are the
efficiency for tagging a 6 («t-ia , ) and the probability that a. light quark or gluon jet
is mis-identified (i.e. mis-tagged) as a b (emii-id)- After appropriate kinematic cuts
two cases were examined: i) ei_ia , = 0.3 and emi,_a = 0.01, and ii) e t_ t a , = 0.4
and emj,_,y = 0.005. After a few other cuts, none of which required reconstruction of
either the hadronically decaying W or t quark, the invariant mass spectrum for two
tagged 6 jets waj examined for signal vs. background. The results are encouraging
for mi 5 130 - 140 GeV and mt, $ 110 GeV. Table 1 gives the number of years
required to see a 5 sigma signal (along with the associated number of signal events in
parentheses) for different Higgs masses and top quark muses in the four scenarios:
I=a)+i); H=a)+ii); IH=b)+i); and IV=b)+ii). Typically, the <j>° is observable in g 3
SSC years if m >̂ £ 100 GeV for m, = 140, and if m#» S 120 GeV for mt = 180 GeV.
(The actual peaks for m ( = 180 GeV are quite dramatically visible relative to the
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background — the only issue is event rate.)

One virtue of this mode that should be apparent from Table 1 is that an mtt value
below 80 GeV would actually yield an even more significant signal. This is in contrast
to the 77 modes which start to die out below mp ~ 80 GeV due to decreasing 77
branching ratio and increasing 77 continuum backgrounds. As discussed earlier, our
ability to extend the 77 and {77 mode searches to masses as low as the ~ 60 GeV
upper limit of LEP is crucially dependent upon the level of reducible 77 and jj type
backgrounds.

What are the expectations for (-tagging? The scenario of 30% tagging efficiency
and 1% mil-identification probability, referred to as a) above, is quite close to that
obtained in the SDC TDR study of 6 vertex tagging."" In fact, if the actual efficiencies
computed in the SDC TDR are employed, the results of Table 1 improve somewhat.
Our only current experience with b tagging at a hadron collider is that for the SVX
vertex detector at CDP. These 6-tagging results were summarized by N.M. Shaw in
his contribution to these proceedings. Three different algorithms have been explored
so far, labelled 'jet vertexing', 'jet probability', and 'd(f> clustering'. All give similar
results. The net efficiency for tagging at least one of the two 6 quarks in a tt event it
about 22% at mt = 120 GeV, corretponding to roughly 12% per fr-jet. This efficiency
includes SVX acceptance (which extends to roughly |t;| £ 1), but does not include
any kinematic or high p? lepton cuts. Given the limited \j]\ range and absence of
momentum cuts, this number does not appear to be significantly worse than what
is obtained in the SDC TDR Monte Carlo study. In any case, the SDC tracker is
significantly better than that of CDF, and so a better efficiency for the SDC detector
should be anticipated.

Tagging of 6-jets using the t from the semi-leptonic b-> civ decay mode hat also
been employed by CDF. For mt = 140 GeV a cut on the secondary lepton's pr of
2 GeV (relative to the jet axis) yields a net efficiency (not including kinematic and
primary high-pr trigger lepton cuts) for tagging one or more b-jets of 23%, i.e. again of
order 12% per 6. (The fake tag rate is of order 10~2 per track.) If this same efficiency
were to apply in the SDC context, by combining with a vertex tagging efficiency of
order 30% quite large net b tagging efficiencies at the SSC could be achieved, perhaps
as large at the 40% assumed in scenario b) in the tibb channel study.

In any case, these respectable CDF 6-tagging results and the promising results
outlined above for Higgs detection in the ((66 channel using 6-tagging should encourage
the SSC/LHC detector groups to pay close attention to their 6-vcrtex detectors. It
is clear that maximizing the efficiency and purity of 6-tagging could have crucial
benefits in the arena of Higgs detection. Indeed, our group concluded that this was
probably the single most important focus for improvement of detectors that might
still be pcssible relatively late in the detector development and construction process.

The related work of Ref. 27, as reported by S. Willenbrock, focuses on the W(jfi+
Z$* production modes, with <j>° —• 66, at the Tevatron. (The current lower bound on
mi rules out any significant cross section for 1I4P production at Tevatron energies.)
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Leptonic decays of the W or Z (including Z —> vv) are used to trigger the event (with
appropriate cuts and isolation criteria for charged leptons) and at least one of the 6
quarks is required to have (77) < 2 and large enough pr that it could be tagged. Before
including the actual efficiency for 6-tagging, the combined W(jf + Ziffi cross section
after all cuts and branching ratios are included is about 0.2 pb at m+» = 60 GeV,
falling to about 0.07 pb by m^. = 100 GeV. Two important backgrounds are Wbb
and Zbb. When integrated over an invariant mass bin of ±2AMj^ (where A M ^ ~
0.%y/Mfi) centered on nt^i, these give a cross section of very nearly the same size as
the signal (after the same cuts etc.). Backgrounds of similar size come from ZZ and
WZ production. Less troublesome are the backgrounds arising from it production
by virtue of missing one of the W't in the t decays. Wee and Zee backgrounds
could be comparable to their 66 analogues, depending upon the probability for the
vertex tagger to mis-identify a c quark as a 4 quark. After all cuts etc., the Wjj
and Zjj (j = light quark or gluon) are about 100 times as large as the Wbb and
Zbb backgrounds. Thus, light-quark/gluon vs. b discrimination must be better than
about 10~2. Assuming 50% efficiency for detecting a displaced vertex from one or
both of the b quarks in the signal (equivalent to 30% efficiency per b quark, which is
higher than the current efficiency for the CDF SVX, but may be achieved by the time
the main injector is in operation), and a 1% mis-tag probability for light quark and
gluon jets, one finds at m? ~ 60 GeV and L = 1000 pb"1 50/58 W<fP/Z<f>0 events
compared to 60/52 Wbl/Zbb irreducible background events and 200/200 WjjfZjj
mis-tagged events. The resulting statistical significances in the two channels are of
order 3 standard deviations. These signals will be further diluted by inclusion of the
Wee/Zee backgrounds. Significant signal enhancement would occur if the mis-tagging
probability for light quark and gluon jets could be reduced below 1%.

S.S A New Approach to the 4>° -> t+l-vV Signal

One of the modes suggested for detecting the <)P is pp -» ZZ - » l + l ~ v u , where
the Higgs appears as a resonance on a Jacobian background. Unfortunately, there
are QCD background processes which mimic the final s.ate that can only be removed
via stringent kinematic cuts. In the process, a significant fraction of the signal is lost.
One approach to relaxing these stringent cuts and extracting a better signal is that
of tagging one of the spectator jets that arise when the <t>° is produced via the WW
fusion mechanism!"' In a contribution to the workshops!"' Duncan and Reno have
examined a method, that employs the distribution of the final state charged leptons,
which could enhance the gluon fusion component of the signal in this same channel. It
relies on the fact that the Z's coming from the <j>° are mainly longitudinally polarized,
whereas all backgrounds (e.g. qg ~t qZ, where the 17 disappears down the beam pipe,
as well as the irreducible qq — ZZ process) yield transversely polarized Z'%. Also
important is the fact that the <j>° tends to be produced nearly at 'est in gg fusion.
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If the center of mass of the ZZ system could be determined, then the distribution
in 2 = cos 8 for the l+l~ pair (where 8 is the angle of one of the leptons with respect
to the boost direction of the parent Z) could be determined. The shape of this
distribution would then yield a good estimate for the fraction JL of events in which
the visible Z is longitudinally polarized. However, since one of the Z's decays invisibly,
the ZZ center of mass cannot be determined. Duncan and Reno define an alternative
variable z* = 2|p/ • ei\/mz (where pt is the momentum of one of the charged leptons
and t£ = (\pzl,PZ^z/\pz\)/mz), which coincides with 2 when the ZZ center of
mass and laboratory frames are the same. Since, in gg fusion, a heavy Higgs boson
it largely produced nearly at rest, z' should be a good approximation to 2 in the
case of the signal contribution to this channel. If one computes the average value of
z \ then theoretically 0.375 < (2*} < 0.5625, the lower (upper) bound being reached
if only purely longitudinal (transverse) Z's are produced. Combining the qq —> ZZ
background and the gg —> 4" ~~* ZZ signal, a plot cf (2*) shows a pronounced dip
as a function of the transverse mass, mr, in the vicinity of the Higgs resonance. Of
course, the vector boson fusion contributions to the ZZ channel (both resonance and
continuum background) must be included, as well as backgrounds such as that from
qg —» qZ; and errors must be analyzed. This work is in progress.

S-4 Heavy Higgs and Strongly Interacting W Scenarios

As noted earlier, our ability to probe a strongly interacting EWSB sector is re-
viewed in contributions by Bagger, Cheung," and Morris."' Duncan Morris re-
ported on work done in collaboration with R.D. Peccei and R. Rosenfeld in which
they considered the phenomenology of a strongly interacting Higgs sector patterned
after hadronic pion physics!"1 The central idea is to go beyond the low energy the-
orems relating the behaviour of pions and longitudinal weak gauge bosons and to
assume, essentially by fiat, that nonperturbative pion physics can serve as a model
for a strongly interacting Wi [W = W±, Z) sector. By scaling up multipion energy
scales by a factor of y/vjf, ~ 2600 one can relate multipion production on the GeV
scale to rnulti-Wi production on the TeV scale. Though there is little reason to
expect that a strongly interacting Higgs sector should mimic pion physics in every
detail, the assumed equivalence permits a useful exploration of the phenomenological
consequences. A literal interpretation results in O{ 1 - 30) fb cross sections at the SSC
and LHC for the production of multiple Wi's. When cuts are imposed to appropri-
ately reduce background processes such as multiple top quark production, they find
multi-Wi, signatures of multiple high-pr leptons and high-pr jets with cross sections
of O( l fb) at the SSC. Multiple gauge boson production through generic perturbative
processes, strongly interacting Higgs sectors and a possible breakdown in electroweak
perturbation theory are also discussed in the contribution by Morris.

Jon Bagger reviews the work of a large collaboration which explored strong WLWL
interactions in a very wide class of models!"1 More specifically, the processes pp -*
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WWX were studied, and the rates for the "gold-plated" channels, where W* -> l±v
and Z -> l+(~ (( •= e,ji), were computed for each model. Using a forward jet-
tag, a central jet-veto and a back-to-back lepton cut to suppress the Standard Model
backgrounds, it was demonstrated that the SSC and LHC have substantial sensitivity
to strong interactions in the electroweak symmetry breaking sector. Of course, the
channels examined, W+W~ -> l*l~uV, W+Z -> l+rlu, ZZ - . l+rt+r, and
W+W+ -> l+t+vv, do not all yield adequate signals in 1-2 years of canonical SSC or
LHC luminosity for all models. Instead, a significant signal can always be found in the
channels that most naturally complement the particular type of model considered. In
particular, models with a resonance of definite isospin are most easily probed using the
W W channels that have resonant contributions from that same isospin. Non-resonant
models are often belt probed in the W+W+/W~W~ channels. Indeed, one important
conclusion is that different types of models can be distinguished experimentally by
determining the relative magnitude of the LL signals in the four channels listed
above. A large part of the work focused on the techniques required to suppress
reducible and, especially, irreducible backgrounds to a level such that the low LL
signal event rates in the purely leptonic channels can be isolated. In particular, the
irreducible backgrounds from production of WW pairs with TT and LT polarizations
end up being most important, and the techniques developed in Ref. 35 are particularly
focused on suppressing them. Although the calculations ao not include detector
effects, they should survive more sophisticated Monte Carlo analyses. In particular,
the types of cuts employed should be directly applicable in the experimental analyses
that will be performed when actual data becomes available.

In the contribution by K. Cheung, the types of cuts employed in Ref. 35 are
discussed in greater depth, emphasizing the fact that in the WW channel the appro-
priate cuts for minimizing the irreducible background from TT + LT modes relative
to the LL signal are model independent. Detailed graphs explaining how the cuts
were approximately optimized are also given. As an aside, we also note that there
is now good agreement between the leading-log Monte Carlo treatments and parton-
level treatments of (I-related and other backgrounds. Thus, we have good reason for
confidence that the purely leptonic signals for a strongly interacting WW sector can
be extracted.

Overall, it certainly appears to be possible to probe a strongly interacting elec-
troweak symmetry breaking sector at the SSC or LHC using the "gold-plated" purely-
leptonic modes. Even if a light Higgs boson is found, it will be important to measure
the event rates at high WW mass in all the various channels in order to make certain
that the Higgs boson completely cures the bad high-energy behavior in all WW scat-
tering subprocesses. The low event rates for the purely-leptonic final states imply that
of order 2-3 years of 10* pb"1 yearly luminosity will be required to conclude that there
is no obvious V/iWj. enhancement in any of the four channels. Because of the rela-
tive cleanliness of these final states, the option of achieving this required integrated
luminosity via enhanced instantaneous luminosity should be strongly considered.
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i.5 Conclusions for the Standard Model

There seems to be little question that the SSC (and LHC) can probe electroweak
symmetry breaking for all the most attractive scenarios that can be envisioned in the
context of the Standard Model, including the renormalization-group-motivated light
intermediate-mass range, as well as the case of a strongly interacting WW sector.

3 . T h e Minimal Supersymmetric Model Higgs Sector

At outlined in the Introduction, our goal is to establish a no-lose theorem ac-
cording to which we are guaranteed to see at least one of the MSSM Higgs bosons
regardless of the model parameter choices. For much of parameter space, the h" is
relatively fight and rather SM-like, and is the one that we could be certain of detect-
ing. Going beyond the no-lose theorem, it is desirable to be able to see one or more
of the heavier A", H" and H± Higgs states. However, let us first focus on issues
relevant to the no-lose theorem. Of special concern will be the 77,£77 channel* and
the tihb channel. Our discussion of these modes will temporarily ignore the possibility
of superparticle decays of a b'ght neutral h° or H°.

S.I. The 77 and £77 Detection Modes

A particularly interesting question is the extent to which the 77 widths of the
MSSM Higgs bosons, especially that of the ft0, depend upon the SUSY context and/or
superpartner masses. Some exploration of this issue has appeared in Refs. 11 and 36.
Potentially, these widths are sensitive to loops containing heavy charged particles.
However, it mutt be recalled that supersymmetry decouples when the SUSY tcale is
luge . (In particular, superpartner masses come primarily from soft SUSY-breaking
terms in the Lagrangian and not from the Higgs field vacuum expectation value(s).)
In Fig. 1 several cases are illustrated. In Fig. 1 we show that if the MSSM parameters
are chosen such that all new particles beyond the SM are heavier than about 250
GeV (technically we take M = — /1 = 300 GeV for the charginos and a common
tquark/tlepton diagonal mass of 300 GeV), then the deviation of T(h° —» 77) from
the corresponding SM value for the 4>° is less than 15%. This is because of decoupling;
as the SUSY breaking tcale and the scale of the heavier Higgs bosons become large, the
WW coupling of the h° rapidly approaches its SM value and the squark and chargino
loops become negligible. However, Fig. 1 also shows that if the lightest chargino is
allowed to be as light as ~ ro^/2 (by taking M = 100 GeV and (i = - 6 5 GeV),
so that it only just evades detection at LEP, then the hP —> 77 width ratio C M be
suppressed to as little as half the corresponding SM value. In the case of the fi9,
such alight chargino can greatly enhance the width. This is also illustrated in Fig. 1,
where T(H° —• 77) /r (0° - • 77) is plotted in the same cases as considered for the h*.

The effect upon the 77 widths of the ft0 and //" of reducing further the common
squark-slepton mass scale, while maintaining a light chargino, is also illustrated in
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Fig. 1. While modifications in the h° width are not dramatic in the 5 SO GeV mass
range of interest, the Ha*n coupling can be significantly suppressed when squark and
slepton masses are made light.

To determine the implications of these results for the discovery potential for
the MSSM Higgs bosons in the 77 and {77 channels requires additional ingredi-
ents. Consider first the inclusive 77 mode. In the case of inclusive gq fusion pro-
duction of the Higgs boson, followed by 77 decay, the event tate is determined by
T(Higgs -» gg) x B/{(Higgs -» 77). In the MSSM the effects of including squark
loops in the gg — h (ft = ft0 or H ) coupling computations are generally numerically
small. This was already evident/from the early work of Ref. 37. Potentially more
important are modified couplings of the ft to the fermions in the loops which dom-
inate the gg —» A coupling. However, the h°tt coupling tends to be fairly SM-like
for large m^i, and, consequently, the gg —• ft" coupling tends to be rather SM-like.
Similarly, for nigi near its lower limit (the only region where the H° —> 7 7 mode is
viable) the H°ti and gg —> H° couplings tend to be SM-like. It turns out that n more
significant impact on the inclusive 77 event rate occurs as a result of modifications to
the ft —* 77 branching ratios due to other channels. For instance, the h"bb coupling
at mAt = 400 GeV is still significantly above the SM value when tan/3 is large. Thus,
r(/i° -> 66) will be larger than in the SM and BR(h° -> 77) will be correspondingly
suppressed. In addition, supersymmetric particle pair channels can enter into the h
decays. For the light chargino/neutralino sector scenario considered in Fig. 1, this is
possible even for the ft" when mm approaches its upper limit. Finally, in the case
of the fl°, if tan/7 is large then 64 —> H° fusion production can be comparable to
gg —» ff° production.

To illustrate the importance of these additional effects, Fig. 2 shows the ratio of
*X* — gg) x BR(h -» 77) (for A = A0 or H°) to the same quantity for A = ^°.
The general viability of the 77 mode for the ft" (indicated by a ratio not too far
below one) is apparent, the exception being for mA> near its upper limit in the light
chargino/neutralino mode cases (when XX modes become kinematically allowed). The
very narrow region for H° discovery in this mode is also apparent. Clearly, the
enhanced 77 width found for the H" when charginos are light (see Fig. 1) does not
lead to any significant expansion of the very narrow region for which H° discovery in
the inclusive 77 mode is possible.

Turning to the £77 channel, we first note that the Wh and tth production rates
are determined by the AW+W~ and hit couplings, which in the relevant m\t and
m//< mass ranges tend to to be fairly SM-like, as noted above. The A —• 7 7 branching
ratio is subject to the modifications outlined above. Differences from the I77 rate
expected for the ^° are to be expected, although over much of the relevant mass range
such differences will be in the range of a factor of two to three.

Certainly, these results show that the potential for MSSM Higgs discovery in the
77 and t-)i channels must be reassessed as LEP-II and, eventually, the SSC provide
information on the masses of the supersymmetric particles that enter into the Higgs
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decays and the loop diagrams responsible for the /177 and hgg couplings. Even if
tupersymmetric decays of the ft" and //" are not allowed, if either is detected in these
channels, the exact rate(s) could yield valuable self-consistency tests for the muses
and Higgs boson couplings of the supersymmetric particles.

The background to detection of a neutral MSSM Higgs boson in the inclusive 77
mode are also affected by superpattner particles. In particular, there are squark loop
contributions to the gg —* 7 7 background process (which provides roughly 30-50% of
the continuum background in the 77 inclusive channel). These were examined by A.
Djouadi and G. Belanger. Their results are summarized below.

In the limit where the mass of the internal particle is much larger than the invari-
ant mass of the two photons i, K = i / (4m 2 ) <. 1, the helicity amplitudes for loops of
scalar and fermion particles belonging to the fundamental triple*, representation are
easily extracted. In terms of the angle 9 of one of the outgoing photons relative to an
incoming gluon one finds:

scalar. : \ £ \MXlMMt|
2 = ^ « 4 ( 3 f cos2*)2,

fermions : 1 £ !«*.AAl». |2 = ^ « 4 ( 3 + cos2 if.

For the cross section one has to include the factors: 1/2 for two identical photons
in the final state; 2 for the color factor (7Y7T*) 2 ; color and polarization averaging
factors 1/8 and 1/2 for each gluon in the initial state. The result is:

(2)

Note that the final result for both the fermion and scalar amplitudes goes like 1/m*.
(1/m* should have been enough for the decoupling, but the amplitude must be pro-
portional to F*», i.e. to i 2 , and to get the correct dimension we need l/m* from the
loop.) Since the decoupling occurs so quickly, the approximation above is likely to
work even for invariant masses J that are just slightly smaller than 4m2. Even more
noteworthy it the small size of a scalar loop as compared to a fermion loop, which
is roughly 16 times larger for the same mass. Even if we set the squark masses all
equal to the top quark mass, the top contribution is still larger. Light quark loops
make contributions that behave as log(j/m2) (multiplied by some * 2 factors), and
will dominate by far both the top loop and the sum of all the squark loops. Thus, it
seems that squ&rk loop contributions to gg — 77 are not numerically significant.

* 6 boxes, 12 thiee-point and 3 two-point Tunctions have to be Uken into account.
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Of course, the Wh and tlh production processes responsible for the tyr detection
modes are tree-level processes, and will not be significantly influenced by superparticle
loop corrections.

We turn now to QCD corrections for the gg -> k production production processes.
As already emphasised in the SM ^° section, when discussing the 77 inclusive mode,
the NLO correction* provide a substantial enhancement to the gg fusion cross section,
and must be included. For the h° and H° CP-even Higgs bosons, these are the same
ai found for a <jP of the same mass (neglecting squark loops). In a contribution to
these proceedings"*1 and another recent paper!"1 two groups have computed the NLO
corrections (in the large mt limit) for the CP-odd A". They find that the real diagram
corrections (i.e. those arising from diagrams in which a real gluon is radiated into the
final state) are the same for the CP-even and CP-odd Higgs bosons (when written
in terms of the respective LO cross sections). The only difference is in the virtual
component of the NLO corrections. For instance, in the contribution by Kauffman
and Schaffer, the virtual correction is characterized by the constant Nc(*

2/Z + 2) for
a CP-odd Higgs boson, as opposed to (W*x3/3 + 57V c /2-3Cf/2) for a CP-even Higgs
boson. These too are quite similar. Thus, the K-factor for CP-even and CP-odd
Higgs bosons will be almost the same.

S.S. The t'tbb Detection Mode for h° and H"

As we have seen, the Ubb channel, arising via associated Higgs-f t? production with
Higgs-* bb will be viable for a light SM 4°. Thus, it should be no surprise that it is
quite likely that the h° or H° of the MSSM can also be detected in this way!"1 Ir.deed,
over essentially all of parameter space either the h° or the H° has SM-like couplings.
In addition, if mi is not too large, the Higgs with SM-like couplings will be quite light,
mjk & 120 GeV. Thus, based on the analysis of the SM Higgs boson!"1 but correcting
for branching ratio and production rate differences, Kef. 40 obtains the discovery
contours in tan/9 — mjp parameter space shown in Fig. 4, in the case mi = 150 GeV
and mj = 1 TeV. There, we have adopted the same contour labels as used in J.
Gunion and L. Orr, Ref. 7, and Refs. 8 and 9, in order to facilitate comparison with
these previous treatments of the no-lose theorem. Scenario (A) refers to the notation
established in Ref. 9; it corresponds to the case in which decays of the Higgs bosons
to chargino and neutralino pair channels are not kinematically allowed. In Fig. 4,
we have chosen to display only those earlier-obtained contours that define the region
(labelled by the large x ) where the SSC would not be able to detect any of the MSSM
Higgs bosons using the 4/, 77 (and/or £77), and t -» H+b modes. (Discovery survey
plots in the above-noted references include a fuller selection of channels.)

From these contours the following conclusions can be drawn. If mi ~ 150 GeV,
then detection of the h° in the tiki mode will be possible for any mA> £ 110 GeV,
the precise lower limit being slightly tan/3 dependent. (Note that for such moderate
to large values of mA» it is the h° which is SM-like), For m v i. 50 GeV essentially
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LEP-II/SSC Discovery Contours'

m, = 150 GeV, Scenario (A)
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Fifure 4: Dvcarery coatoari (»t the 4cr kve]) in mj»-U»/3 parameter space for the SSC wild
t = 30 fc"' and LEP-200 wit* I = 500 pb~' foi the reaction!: a) i*«- — fc°Z at LEP-2M; «)
Wh*X — /TT-T; f} 1 -> H •»; ») tin", witk * • - M; and i) lih", wild h" — W. Eack coMw •
labelled by Ike letter *M>gned to the roclka above, OR the side of the coatoat for which deleitio»
of the pnlkalar reaction u pcwible. The luge x indicates the locatioa of the window where no
MSSM Hiffi could be dimmed at LEP-II 01 the SSC without ptocewes h) and i). We haw u h «
m, = 15* GeV, in- = I TeV and Reflected u)««tk mixiRf. Chu|inoi «»d aeatialiROi ate takea to
be heavy.
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ail the way up to the lower limit in m^t at which ha detection becomes possible, the
H° is relatively light and is SM-like and can be detected in this mode.' That is, either
the H" or the A0 can be detected in this way for m# 2, SO GeV. This completely
closes the no-lose theorem parameter space hole (indicated by the big X in Fig. 4)
that arises if only 77 , I77 and 4/ final states are employed. In fact, by combining
just the t -» H+b detection mode and this fi66 final state mode, detection of at least
one MSSM Higgs boson is guaranteed to be possible at the SSC/LHC alone.

At m t ~ 200 GeV, the parameter space region for which the U + n°, H*> -» it + 66
mode is viable is smaller: but this is simply correlated with the fact that other decay
modes, most notably the ZZ^> -» 41 mode, of the H° and (rather heavy) h° acquire
larger branching ratios, and become viable over a large range of parameter space.
Thus, the no-lose theorem continues to hold, but a larger set of final state modes
most be employed. See Ref. 40 far details.

Of course, it should be noted that this Clbh mode is not viable for observing a
heavy H" or heavy A"; at large tan/3, although the 66 channel would dominate the
decays of the H° and A0, the itA° and ttH" production processes are suppressed.
At small tan/3, the A0 and H° decays would be dominated by other modes such
as fi° -* k°h° and A0 -* Zh? for masses below 2m, and by the it channel when
kinematically allowed.

To reiterate, combining all modes, the SSC/LHC alone will detect at least one and
most probably several of the MSSM Higgs bosons. The detected Higgs boson is most
likely to be the h". Indeed, it is not altogether unlikely that the ft0 can be detected
in all three of its most crucial decay channels, ZZ', 66, and 77 , simultaneously. The
other Higgs bosons are most likely to be moderately heavy, in which case they could
not be detected using the modes discussed so far. We will return to these heavier
Higgs bosons shortly.

3.3. Detection of an Invisibly Decaying Higgs Boson

The above discussion does not take into account alternative decay channels for
the MSSM Higgs bosons. Generally speaking, dominance of the decays of a light
Higgs boson by invisible channels is quite possible in supersymmetric models. In the
case of the MSSM, decays to x?X?, where Xj is the lightest supersymmetric particle,
can be dominant and would be invisible if R-parity is conserved!"' In the MSSM,
XjXi dominance is possible for both the h° and the A°. In supersymmetric models
with spontaneously broken R-parity, the dominant decay mode of the lightest scalar
Higgs boson is predicted to be A -» JJ, where J is the (mass)ess) Majoron.'"1 J
interacts too weakly to be observed in the detector. In such models, the decays of the

t There ii a crossover in the vicinity of mA, - 110 GeV where the h° and H" interchange tolel
u being most SM-like.
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second lightest scalar Higgs boson can also be predominantly invisible, the two most
important modes being JJ and hh(-* JJJJ)\"'

Two possible detection modes for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson can be envi-
sioned at ahadron collider. Associated Zh production was considered in Ref. 44, with
the rough conclusion that a viable signal for h —• / ( / being any invisible channel)
can be detected for mk ;$ 150 GeV provided the hZZ coupling is Standard Model
(SM) strength and BR[h -» / ) ~ 1. As part of the workshops, an alternative based
on associated production of top plus anti-top plus Higgs was considered!"1 There, it
is found that if the top quark is not too light (m, £ 130 GeV) and if BR(h -> I) ~ 1,
then a viable signal for h —* I can be extracted for m» & 250 GeV when the hit
coupling u of SM strength. Clearly, the Zh and ith modes are complementary in the
sense that they rely on the vector boson vs. fermion couplings, respectively, of the
Higgs boson. For a CP-even Higgs boson, which has both types of coupling, both
modes tend to be viable, but for a CP-odd Higgs boson the ZZ coupling is absent at
tree-level and only the tth mode outlined below could lead to a visible signal.

The procedure for the Uh case it quite simple. One triggers on tth events via
an isolated lepton (e or /t) from one I decay. In order to further single out events
containing a it pair, at least one of the 6-quarks must be vertex tagged. The procedure
is that outlined earlier in the ttbb channel case. Results given below are for fi~Uf —
0.3. Mis-identification backgrounds are not significant so long as «m,,-(.» ~ 0.01, and
the corresponding number for c-quark jets is of order 0.05.

The invariant mass of each pan- of jets, Mjj, is computed and at least one pair
not containing the tagged b-fuark is required to have mw - Amw/2 < Mjj < mw +
Amur/2. In addition, each pair of jets satisfying this criteria is combined with the
tagged 6 jet(s) to compute the three-jet invariant mass, Mtjj. One demands that
nit — Ami/2 < Myj < mt + 4 m , / J for at least one bjj combination. Together,
these two cuts greatly reduce the likelihood that the second top in a it event can
decay leptonically and satisfy all our criteria. In fact, if both t's decay leptonically,
to leading order only tig events in which the non-tagged 6-quark and the g combine
to yield an invariant mass near mw can pass the Mjj cut, and this non-tagged 6 plus
the g jet must combine with the tagged 6 to give a mass near mt. If mass cuts of
Amw = 15 GeV and Ami = 25 GeV are used, only a small fraction of signal events
are eliminated when typical SDC jet and lepton energy resolutions are employed,
whereas the reducible backgrounds are significantly decreased.

Finally, to reveal the invisibly decaying Higgs, one employs ths missing transverse
momentum, pf"", for the event and computes Mmi,,-t, the transverse mass obtained
by combining the transverse components of the missing momentum and the lepton
momentum, M V , , _ t = ( E f ' " + E$f - (fp" + p^) s . The tin events events of
interest are characterized by very broad distributions in Mmi,,-i and E""'. Cuts
on both variables are made.

There are several sources of background. The most obvious is the irreducible
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Table 1: Number of 10 fb"1 years (signal event rate) at the SSC
required for a 5<r confidence level signal, for mi = 140 GeV,

Ep"' > 200 GeV and Mmj,,_< > 150 GeV if A m ^ = 15 GeV
and Amt = 25 GeV. BR(h -> I) = 1 is assumed.

mi \ m k (GeV)

110

140

180

60

1.8( 26)

0.3( 19)

0.2( 27)

100

2.6( 30)

0.4( 22)

0.3( 34)

140

3.3( 34)

0.7( 29)

0.6( 45)

200

8.4( 55)

1.4( 41)

1.3( 68)

300

15.5( 74)

2.9( 60)

3.9( 118)

background from tlZ events in which Z —t vO. This background will be denoted
by ttZ; its Ef1'" and Mmi,,-i distributions are very much like those of the signal.
The important reducible backgrounds all derive from various tails related to it or tig
events. It is useful to artificially separate the (1(9) backgrounds into two components.
The first, and most important, component is that already alluded to above, where
both top quarks decay leptonically. As already noted, only tig events can possibly
satisfy the additional cuts imposed. We shall refer to thit background as the tig — tv
background. The background from it plus ttg events, in which only one W coining
from the f quarks decays leptonically, can be significant because of semi-leptonic
decays of the b quarks present, and will be denoted by tig — btv.

The strategies required to control the tig — Iv and tig — btv backgrounds are more
or less 'orthogonal'. The tig - Iv background is easily reduced to a level below that
of the ttZ background by a cut on Efl". And, it is easy to find an Mmin-I cut
which reduces the tig - btv background to a negligible level while retaining much of
the tth signal (and remaining liZ background).

The number of SSC years required for a NSD = 5 sigma significance of the signal
compared to background for BR{h —» / ) = 1 is given in Table 2, for a variety of
m\ and m, values. The statistical significance NSD is computed as S/i/B. For any
given integrated luminosity, 5 is the total tih event rate and B the total tiZ + tig —
Iv + ttg - Uv event rate, with Ef'" > 200 GeV and Mmiai^t > 150 GeV (and all
other cuts) imposed. Also given (in parentheses) is the associated number of signal
events (S). The associated number of background events (B) can be obtained from
the relation B = S3/25.

From this table, it is immediately apparent that detection of an invisibly decaying
Higgs boson should be possible within 1 to 2 SSC years for mk £ 200 - 250 GeV if
(as assumed in these calculations) its coupling to tt is of Standard Model strength
and mi £ 130 GeV. (The required number of years for non-SM coupling it obtained
simply by dividing the results of Table 1 by the ratio of the tf coupling strength
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squared to the SM strength squared.) For mk £ 300 GeV, the tth event rate drops
to a lower level such that more than 2 SSC years are required. However, it is rather
unlikely that invisible decays would be dominant for a Higgs boson with mast above
200 GeV or go. The table shows that detection of the h generally becomes easier
for heavier top quark masses. This is because the iiZ and tt(;)-related backgrounds
are smaller and the signal rates somewhat larger than for smaller m t . However, even
for m, as low »s 110 GeV, Higgs bosons with mass below about 140 GeV that decay
invisibly should be detectable in less than 3 SSC years.

Of course, the NSD values quoted assume that the normalization of the expected
background will be well-determined by the time that the experiments are performed.
This will require a good understanding of the missing energy tails at they actually
appear in the detectors, calculation of the higher-order QCD corrections that were
only estimated, and accurate knowledge of the parton (especially gluon) distribution
functions. With the availability of HERA data, and through the analysis and study
of ti events in the actual detectors, it is likely that uncertainties in the relevant back-
grounds can be brought down to the 20% level by the time that adequate luminosity
has been accumulated that an invisible Higgs signal would become apparent at the
SSC.

The above study was performed for a h that is a CP-even Higgs mass eigenstate.
The tth rates would be somewhat different as a function of m* for a mixed CP or
CP-odd eigenstate. However, we do not anticipate that the results for such cases
would differ by very much from those obtained here.

The immediate relevance of these results to the MSSM is somewhat model depen-
dent, la ongoing work, H. Pois and J. Gunion have begun exploration of a variety of
grand unification scenarios, in particular the so-called no-scale scenario. Especially
in thit latter, it it quite possible for neutralinos to be light enough that SUSY decay
modes of the A0 are allowed. Typically, the bb and 3t?Jc? modes then compete with
one another. After also accounting for the iihP coupling, it it found that one can
guarantee detection of the h" at the 5 sigma level after 3 SSC years in either the ttbb
channel ditcutted earlier or the invisible decay channel, if not both.

S-i- Other SuperparticU Decay Modes

More generally, when allowed, XX (where x. represents a chargino or neutralino)
decay modes of the MSSM Higgs are substantial, and often dominant. Some work on
thit subject at the SSC/LHC has appeared in Refs. 46, 8, and 9. In particular, the
above references show that a significant branching ratio for XX decays would make
detection of the Ha in the 4 / mode impossible. At the same time, however, these same
decays can lead to final states containing multiple leptons, which would be relatively
free of background. The preliminary exploration of Ref. 46 indicates that detection
of the excess events in such channels due to Higgs-. XX decays may be possible.
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3.5. Detection of the H+ in the ttbl Final State

Of course, if xx channels do not dominate the decays of the H°, A0 and H+, de-
tection of these latter Higgs bosons must be via SM particle channels. As emphasized
earlier, this appears to be a non-trivial task. One mode that has been investigated
is Ha,Aa -* T + T ~ , originally suggested by Kunszt and Zwirnerj"' It potentially be-
comes viable at large tan /?, where the gg -tbb + A°,H° production rates are greatly
enhanced and bb decays have ~ 90% branching ratio (in the absence of xx decays).
In the L3P simulation study,' A0 and H° detection in this mode is claimed to be
viable for ail mA. Z 100 GeV and tan/? £ 7.

What about the H+l In many ways a charged Higgs boson is the hallmark of
a truly non-minimal Higgs sector, and in particular of two-doublet models such as
the MSSM. In contrast, the presence of more than one neutral Higgs boson could
be due to additional singlet Higgs representations beyond the single MSM doublet.
Work was begun during the course of these workshops!"' to assess the possibility of
detecting a charged Higgs boson in the gg —» btH+ —» 67(6 production/decay mode.
A preliminary report on this work is given here. Two-doublet model-II type fermion
couplings ' for the charged Higgs are assumed.

Events are tagged by requiring that one of the t's decay to a leptonically decaying
W. Three fr-jeU are required to be tagged. Cuts and efficiencies for these tags are
the same as those used in previous studies of this final state. The second W from (
decay is required to decay hadronically. Mjj and M^j cuts are imposed as described
in Section 3.3. Finally, a plot of the MHJJ mass distribution is made, where both
6's are required to be tagged and the two j't must not have been tagged. The only
important backgrounds, after such cuts, turn out to be the ((66 continuum QCD
background, and tig where the g is mis-tagged (with 1% probability) as a fc-jet. The
tlZ, with Z —> bb, background is much smaller than either. Typical results for the
Mujj distribution are shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, the 99 - f biH+ + blH' signal
and gg —> tlbb backgrounds are computed at LO. For three b tagging, there will
be a large K-factor by which these should be multiplied. By comparing the exact
computation of the 2 - » 2 processes gb -> tH~ + <jb -* tH+ as performed in Ref. 50
to the results obtained from the LO gg —> biH+ + blH~ 2 —• 3 calculation, before any
cuts, this K-factor is estimated to be in the range 2-2.5. We have employed the 2 —• 3
computation in order to more correctly account for 6-tagging, including multiple tag
possibilities and kinematic cuts.

Fig. 5 shows that a significant H+ + H~ signal will be present (especially if it
is appropriate to multiply the tbH* signal (and ((66 background) by a K-factor of
order 2.5). At m t = 180 GeV, the same type of plot would show H± signals that
are dramatically above background at tan /? = 1. For mt = HO GeV, H* detection
in this mode would be very difficult. The magnitude of the signal for an H* of any
given mass depends significantly on tan/?. Assuming model-[I couplings, as tan/3
increases above 1 the signals decrease to a minimum level at tan /3 ~ 5 - 6 rising back
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up to the tan/9 = 1 level for tan/3 £ 20. For tan/3 values above this level, it should
be possible to detect the H+ in this manner if mt Z 140 GeV. Since in many GUT
scenarios the large value of mi is correlated with a large tan/3 value, this mode holds
considerable promise. More details on precise statistical significances etc. will appear
in a forthcoming paper. Of course, it should be noted that the above discussion
is largely independent of whether or not the H+ is part of the MSSM Higgs sector,
or simply the charged member of a more general Higgs doublet with couplings to
fermions of model-II type.

3.6. Conclusions for the MSSM

We have made some remarkable strides in MSSM Higgs detection in the last
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year. With the addition of the ttbb and ti+invisible detection techniques, the no-lose
theorem hat no remaining loop-holes. Detection of one of the MSSM Higgs bosons
(most likely the ft0) will be possible at the SSC for all possible MSSM parameter
choices. Further, progress on detection of the heavier Higgs bosons of the MSSM
continues.

4 . A Higgs Boson with Negligible Ferrnionic Couplings

It is not impossible that the symmetry breaking mechanism responsible for giving
masses to the gauge bosons is separate from that which generates the fermion masses.
In this case, there could exist a neutral Higgs boson, ft, which couples at tree-level only
to gauge bosons and not to fermions. Such a neutral Higgs boson can also arise in the
context of triplet Higgs representations!'1 There, the triplet Higgs bosons do not have
the appropriate quantum numbers to allow tree-level fermion couplings, but they can
couple to the gauge bosons. In both cases, fermion couplings will be generated by one-
loop diagrams. Fine-tuning is required to enforce small fermion couplings to all orders
in perturbation theory. Nonetheless, it is amusing to consider the phenomenology of
a neutral ft with only tiny / / couplings. Also important is the phenomenology forced
upon other members of the Higgs sector by choosing parameters such that the ft be
of this special character.

Turning first to the phenomenology of the ft, we note that, if such an ft has
luge enough mass, its decays to WW*-') channels will certainly be dominant, and the
phenomenology for the ft would not be very different from that of the 41" (at the same
mass). But, far enough below WW threshold the 77 decay of the ft (at induced by
the IV loop diagram) will be dominant, rather than / / channels. The exact value
of m t below which 77 decays of the ft begin to dominate is model dependent, but
is generally below 100 GeV. Since the ZZ coupling of the ft is by assumption not
suppressed, if the ft were light enough it could be produced with significant rate in the
Z -» Z'h channel at LEP and there would be an excess of 1*77, l*l~T1 and gqfT7
events there. If we assume that there is no such excess, then most likely mj, £ 60 GeV.

We have already noted that the signature for an ft with mass in the 60 — 130 GeV
range that decays primarily to 77 would be a truly spectacular enhancement in the
Wh -* t~nX channel. There would be no difficulty in seeing such an ft at the SSC.
In addition, there would be a not-insignificant inclusive 77 signal coming from WW
fusion production of the ft followed by ft —» 77 decay. Even though the WW fusion
cross section is normally neglected in comparison to gg fusion when discussing a light
4>°, the WW fusion production rate is only about a factor of 10 lower. If the 77
branching ratio of the A is enhanced by a factor of 10 to 1000 compared to the SM
^°, the signal in the qq -> qqW+W~ -> qqft channel would be easily visible. Ref. 27
has examined the feasibility of detecting the ft in the Wh mode even at the Tevatron.
Tiicir conclusion is that with L = 100 pb~', the W77 channel can be used to detect
such an ft for m* S 100 GeV.

What about other Higgs bosons associated with the ft. This is a model-dependent
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issue. An investigation is reported in one contribution!"' ><< the case where the ft is
required to be part of a two-doublet model of type-I. If the Higgs potential is to
realize the above described scenario for the lighter of the two neutral Higgs bosons
(i.e. ft = ft0) naturally, then 0 must be small, and the neutral sector mixing angle a
must be neat —jr/2. Thus, the couplings of the H° and A" to fermions (oe I / t in / ) )
will be enhanced. These fermion couplings enter into the loop computations of both
the gg and the 7 7 couplings of the H° and A0. The fermionic coupling enhancement
is such, for instance, that below it threshold the H° has a 77 branching ratio that
generally exceeds 10~', while the A" -» 77 branching ratio rises from ~ 10"* at
n»jj« = 80 GeV to above 10~3 for mjp just below 2m(.

The result is that the ratio (as computed at the SSC)
»

_<r(gg-.H°,A°-*ii)
a(gg- > 77) (3)

is always larger than 1 for the H° (substantially so for mgt below 100 GeV), while
Rjp can be almost 1 in the mA, £ 120 GeV range. (Both Rjp and Rjft rise to
values substantially above 1 for masses above ISO GeV.) Meanwhile, the A0 and H"
widths remain well below 1 GeV for masses below 150 GeV. Since the 77 inclusive
mode is viable (in those detectors with ~ 1% 77 mass resolution) for a 4>° with
80 £ m^. £ 130 GeV, it is dear that both the H° and the A0 of this model would
be detectable over this same mass rang?. Indeed, because Rjf becomes large for low
mHw, H° detection would be possible well below the ~ 60 - 80 GeV lower limit of
the inclusive 7 7 mode that applies in the case of the <jp.

The enhanced fermionic couplings of the H° and A0 also imply that the produc-
tion processes gg —»tlH" and gg —»ltA° will be at least an order of magnitude larger
than for the SM j>°. For mA, and m/ji below 2m ( l the above quoted 77 branching
ratios of the H° and A" are then such that the {77 channel will provide signals for the
H° and A0 that are at least as good as those obtained for the SM 4>", and often much
better. Thus, the I77 and 77 channels each have the potential of allowing discovery
of all of the neutral Higgs bosons of such a model.

For mgt and rn^t above 2nu, the H° and A° decay primarily to it. The enhanced
ttH° and ttA° cross sections imply large, and probably observable, signals for both
the H° and A0 in the tlti final state at the SSC.

In general, this model illustrates the fact that a Higgs sector which differs signif-
icantly from those of the SM or MSSM may well be much more easily explored. The
SM and MSSM Higgs sectors could not have been more cunningly constructed if the
goal were to make Higgs detection at hadron colliders as challenging as possible.
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5. Conclusions

The techniques for probing the Higgs or EWSB sector at the SSC continue to
evolve and expand. Wew modes and refinements give us great confidence that the SSC
will be a pc**fiii tool for revealing the Higgs bosons associated with the mechanism
for mass generation. In addition to having demonstrated that we can either discover
the Higgs boson of the Standard Mode! or detect strong WW interactions if the SM
Higgs is heavy, we have now clearly established a no-lose theorem for the Higcs sector
cf the Minimal Supersymmetric Model. At least one of the MSSM Higgs bosons can
be found at the SSC, regardless of model parameter choices. These are especially
important milestones given that a Higgs sector that differs substantially from those
of the SM and MSSM is often far more easily probed, using a selection of the same
production and detection procedures as developed for the SM and MSSM.

Experimentally, two crucial items arise over and over again. First, it is vital that
the detectors continue to stress excellent mass resolution in the 7 7 channel and excel-
lent jet/photon discrimination. Secondly, if there is a single experimental lesson to be
drawn from the most recent theoretical efforts, it is the great importance that should
be attached to the construction of a 4-jet vertex detector and the development of as-
sociated 6-identification algorithms that together yield the highest possible efficiency
and purity for b-tagging.
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ABSTRACT

We itudjr th« production and detection of the aland art-model Higgs boaon at the Fermilab
Tevatton. The most promuing mode it WH aid ZH associated production followed by
leptonic decay of the weak vector botoni and H — M. It may be potrible to detect a Higgs
boson of man m» = 80-80 GeV with 1000 p*"1 of integrated luminosity.

The evidence is overwhelming that the electroweak interaction is described by an
SU(2) t x U(l)»- gauge theory, spontaneously broken to U ( l ) a v However, the precise
mechanism which breaks the electroweak symmetry is unknown. The simplest mechanism
is the standard Higgs model, in which the symmetry is broken by the vacuum-expectation
value of a fundamental scalar field. This model predicts the existence of a scalar particle,
the Higgs boson, with fixed couplings to other particles, but of unknown mass. The search
for this particle constitutes the baseline in our search for phenomena associated with the
electroweak-symmetry-bre&krag mechanism.

The current lower bound on the mass of the Higgs boton if about 60 GeV, from
the process Z - 7,'H at LEP [1] (Z* denotes a virtual Z boson). This bound is limited by
statistics and backgrounds, and is unlikely to improve significantly. The next extension in
reach will be provided by LEP II, beginning in 1995, which will explore up to a Higgs-boson
mass of about 80 GeV via Z' - ZH [2]. Much higher masses will be explored by the CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the U.S. Superconducting Super Collider (SSC), which
can reach as high as m« • 800 G-sV via the processes tt - H and VV — H (V = W,Z) [3].

Conspicuously absent from this discussion is the Ferrailab Tevatron pf collider. It
is generally assumed that the Tevatron cannot probe the electroweak-symmetry-breaking
mechanism. However, there are two reasons why this is an appropriate time to study
the possibility of searching for the Higgs boson at the Tevatron. First, the Tevatron is
operating with high luminosity, and it now seems possible that 100 p»-' of integrated
luminosity will be delivered to each of the two detectors by the end of 1994. Furthermore,
with the Main Injector, a five-fold increase in luminosity will be obtained, yielding 1000

'AddreM after Septtmtxi 1, 1993: Departmeat o( Ph/itc>, Univeriiljr of lllhtoM, 1110 Wen Greta Street, Urbaaa,
Illinois 61 Ml.

P»~* of integrated luminosity per detector by the end of the century, and perhaps more.
Second, it has been demonstrated that vertex detection is feasible in a hadron-coilifier
environment. This allows the detection of secondary vertices from the decay of 6 quarks,
which is vital for searching for the decay H — U.

In this report we study the production of the Higgs boson in association with a IV
or Z boson at the Tevatron [4]. The leptonic decay of the IV or Z boson provides a trigger
for the event and suppresses the backgrounds. In the mass range of interest, the standard
Higgs boson decays predominantly to W, and vertex detection must be used to separate »
jets from light-quark jets. This process has been extensively studied for the LHC [5] and
SSC [6, 7,8, 9,10], but no similar study has been undertaken for the Tevatron. While the
analysis is similar to that of the LHC/SSC in many respects, it diners in several important
ways. This report summarizes the work on the standard Higgs boson in Ref. [11].

Associated production with a IV or Z boson is relatively more important at the
Tevatron than at the LHC/SSC. The leptonic decay of the W or Z boson (including Z — ct>)
provides a trigger for the event, and suppresses backgrounds. The WH process has already
been used at the Tevatron to eliminate a very light Higgs boson [12]. As we will show, at
least 1000 pt~l will be required to search for a more massive Higgs boson at the Tevatron.
Thus we make cuts to simulate the acceptance of an upgraded CDF/DO detector that one
can envision existing by the time the Main Injector is operating.

Consider the decay of the Higgs boson to a ti pair. To suppress the Wjj and Zjj
background, we must require that at least one of the jets be identified as coming from a »
quark. We require |i*| < 2 for the » and I rapidity to simulate the coverage of the vertex
detector, and we further require the rapidity, transverse momentum (pr), and isolation cuts
listed in Table 1. The resulting cross sections are shown in Fig. 1, including all branching
ratios (I = e.p) and the 4-25% QCO correction (in the JfS scheme with it = Mvn) [13]. The
WH process contributes to the ZH cross section when the charged lepton from the H' decay
is missed; the ZH process contributes only a small amount to the WH cross section, when
one of the charged leptons from Z — It is missed.

Table 1: Acceptance cuts used to simulate an upgraded CDF/DO detector.

M < 1 m > 15 GeV
\<H\ < 2 5 pr* > 20 GeV
j«r>20GeV ( f c i l C - . » , Z - . ™ )
toil < 2.5 pri > 15 GeV
|AR,,| > 0.7 |AR,,| > 0.7

The principal backgrounds are (fit [14, 6, 10, 15, 16] and ZM [15, 17], WZ [18] and
ZZ [19] followed by Z — M, and u production. The SVai and ZW backgrounds are shown
in Fig. 1, assuming a W invariant-mass resolution equal to a typical two-jet invariant-
mass resolution. We assume &Ej/Ej = .tO/VEj ® .05 for the jet energy resolution, which
corresponds to approximately AMJJ/MJJ = .80/i/Sfj/«.03 for the two-jet invariant-mass
resolution. We integrate the background over an invariant-mass bin of size ±2AAft> centered
at ran, which contains nearly all the signal events. The invariant-mass resolution may be
degraded somewhat since about forty percent of all events have at least one neutrino from
semileptonic » decay. The signal-to-background ratio is of order unity, and is better for ZH
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than WH because the HZZ coupling is bigger than the HWW coupling by Mil Mi/. Recall
that at the LHC/SSC the ZH signal is swamped by n — 7,b\ [6]. This is not the case at the
Tevntron; «•» — Zbb is slightly larger than gg — Z»», due to the decreased gluon luminosity.

The background processes WZ and ZZ, with Z -> 4i, populate the region between
about 80 and 100 GeV. The cross sections, including the QCD corrections (+33% for WZ
|1S|. +25% for ZZ [19] in the "MS scheme with /• = Mw), are shown in Fig. 1; they are
comparable to the signal, and increase the background in this region. These backgrounds
could be calibrated using the purely leptonic decays of the gauge-boson pairs.

The top quark is also a potential background. The process li — W+WM mimics
the WH signal if one W goes undetected. We assume a coverage for jets of |ig| < 2.5 and
m, > 15 GeV, and reject events with additional jets.' With this coverage, the dominant If
background occurs when the charged lepton from a W decay goes outside the coverage of
the detector. We make the additional requirement that the transverse mass of the observed
charged lepton plus the missing PT be less than Mw, which is always true for the signal.
This cut reduces the background by about a factor of two. This background is shown in
Fig. l(a) for m, = 150 GeV; it is far less troublesome than the direct Wti background. The
top quark is also a background to the ZH signal, with Z — vQ, if both H"s are missed. This
background is shown in Fig. l(b); it is negligible. In both cases, the top-quark background
decreases for a heavier top quark. The top-quark background is a much worse problem at
the LHC/SSC.l

0.1

0.01

b)

1-..^ 2Z

60 SO 100 120

raH (GeV)

140 60 SO 100 120

m,, (GeV)

240

Fig. 1 - Cross section and backgrounds for a.) WH and b.) ZH production, followed
by H — U and W -•tv,Z — li, vv, versus the Higga-boson mass. The cuts which have been
made to simulate the acceptance of the detector are listed in Table 1. The backgrounds
are from WH and ZH, WZ and ZZ followed by Z - W, and If - W*Wii with one W missed
(for WH) or with both W's missed (for ZH, Z — vv).

1 Rejectiag m u l l wild additional jell deereuei Ike aignil •omenhal. Tkii reduction cm IK ninim'ued by increas-
ing the minim»m TT of Ike additional jell, wilkoit greatij iacrtajinft Ike background.

•Tlit tofMi.uk backgromd at Ike SSC »«. comideied by R. Kai fmu in Ref. [»).

Another serious background is Wti and Zee. Since the charm-quark lifetime is
comparable to that of the bottom quark, these events can also produce a displaced vertex,
and could as much as double the background. Final states with a single charm quark,
such as W'cS, can also contribute to the background if only one jet is required to have a
displaced vertex. In Ref. [7, 8] the charm-quark background was suppressed by demanding
that the * quark decay semileptonically, with lepton momentum transverse to the 1 jet of
at least 1 GeV. Due to the modest number of signal events, one may not be able to afford
such a cut at the Tevatron. Perhaps another method can be found.

One must also consider the Wjj and Zjj backgrounds, where the jets come from
light quarks [20, 21, 22, 23,24, 25, 26]. Applying the same acceptance cuts and invariant-
mass resolution as before, we find that these cross sections are about one hundred times
as large as the Wli and ZU backgrounds.* Excellent light-quark-jct/J-jct discrimination
will be required to eliminate this background. The Wjj and Zjj backgrounds are much
more severe at the LHC/SSC because of the large gluon luminosity. They were eliminated
in Ref. [7, 8] by demanding a semileptonic decay of a t quark, with lepton momentum
transverse to the • jet of at least 1 GeV, as mentioned above.

The efficiency for detecting a displaced vertex from a t-quark jet is hoped to reach
about 30 percent, or 50 percent to detect at least one displaced vertex per U pair. We
present in Table 2 the number of signal and background events with at least one displaced
vertex for various values of the Higgs-boson mass for 1000 •*-' of integrated luminosity.
We u n m e a one percent misidentification of a light-quark (or gluon) jet as a t jet. The
Wjj and Zjj backgrounds, as well as the single-charm background (which we have not
included), could be eliminated completely by requiring a double 1 tag; however, the double-
tag efficiency is only 10 percent. The significance of the signal is about the same as with
a single tag. Additionally, one can tag » jets using semileptonic decays; however, this has
an efficiency of only about 10 percent, with a one percent misidentification of light-quark
jets. The number of signal events with at least one displaced vertex for mH = 60-80 GeV
may be enough to detect the Higgs boson at the Tevatron, especially if the light-quark-jet
misidentification can be reduced below one percent. One should keep in mind that LEP
II will have already explored these masses by the time 1000 p*"1 is delivered. However,
the confirmation of the Higgs boson at the Tevatron would be of interest since both the
ZH (similar to LEP II) and WH processes could be detected. A Higgs boson of mass near
the 2-boson mass will be difficult to separate from the WZ and ZZ backgrounds. A Higgs

>Tke Wjj u d Zjj bsckftoudi m e calculated »>g Ike code developed in ReT. []4],

Table 2: Number of aignal ind background events, per 1000 pi"1, for production of the Higp boon in
•MKiktioii with a weik vector boson, followed by H — « and W — li, Z — tt. vv.

mH (GeV) WH/ZH Wtt/ZH Wjj/Zjj
60 50/58 60/52 200/200
80 28/35 39/38 140/170
100 15/20 25/26 100/130
120 8/10 17/18 76/97
140 3/3.8 11/13 52/68
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boson of moss in excess of the Z-boson iruusa would require increased integrated luminosity
fur itisi-ovrry.

The search for the Higgs boson at the Tevatron is challenging, but is matched by
the importance of the search. A Higgs boson in the range 80-140 GeV (the so-called
intermediate-mass range) is also difficult for the LHC/SSC to discover. Studies at the
LHC/SSC usually focus on the rare two-photon decay of the Higgs boson [27, 28]. It
might be worthwhile to reconsider the M decay mode at these machines [29, 30].

In Rcf. [11] we have also studied the possibility of detecting a non-standard Higgs
boson with suppressed couplings to fcrmions, dubbed the bosonic Higgs, via its enhanced
two-photon decay mode. With just 100 r*"1 of integrated luminosity, it will be possible to
detect such a particle, produced in association with a W or Z, with the weak vector bosons
decaying leptonically or hadronically, up to m« = 100 GeV. There may also be an observable
signal from the weak-vector-boson-fusion process. The discovery of such a particle would
have an enormous impact on our understanding of the electroweak-symmctry-breaking
mechanism.
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Abstract

We review recent progress in techniques for searching for the Standard Model light
'Intermediate Mass' Higgs Boson (80 GeV & MH & 140 GeV). We pay particular
attention to associated production at the SSC and LHC where we search for the Higgs
produced in association with either a W boson or a t quark. This production mode
ran be detected cleanly when the Higgs decays into two isolated photons, and the
associated heavy particle decays scmi-leptonically. We discuss the possibility that
radiative corrections may significantly enhance the IV77 background, decreasing the
significance of the Wit signal.

377

Introduction

The Standard Model of Particle Physics, based upon a spontaneously broken
Sl/{3) ® SU{2) ® U{1) gauge theory, has proven to be remarkably successful over
the past 20 years. However two major predictions of this model are the existence of
a sixth quark, the top quark, and of a neutral CP-even scalar particle, the Higgs bo-
son; neither of which have so far been observed. Through higher order corrections to
observed processes we expect that mt & 200 GeV [1), and so should be detected at
the Tevatron at Fermilab within the next few years. On the other hand the Higgs
boson has far fewer constraints placed upon it. Theoretically, both from pcrturbative
and lattice calculations, we expect A//f £ 1 TeV [2]. Direct searches at LEP I give
MH > 62.5 GeV at the 95% confidence level [3].

At LEP I we expect the Standard Model Higgs mass bound to be raised to 80 GeV
[4], however due to the limited centre of mass energy (•/»*> 180 GeV) we are unlikely
to be sensitive to Higgs with mass larger than 80 GeV. The hadron super colliders the
SSC and the LHC will be able to detect a heavy Higgs with Afw £ 140 GeV [5], such a
Higgs has an appreciable branching ratio into Z<*>Z'*> (where the Z bosons are either
on or off mass shell), and hence into four leptons (H -» 2(*'Z(*' -» 41 with / = e, JI)
(see Fig.l). In this 41 decay mode a heavy Higgs can be detected cleanly. For masses
beneath MH « 130 GeV the Z<*>Z'*> branching ratio falls rapidly, this means that the
41 signal falls beneath irreducible backgrounds from ZmZm and ZmY*' production,
and reducible backgrounds from if and bbZ production [5].

For masses beneath Mg as 140 GeV the major Higgs decay mode into jets are
swamped by vast QCD backgrounds, this leaves only the modest H -> 77 decay mode
as remotely observable [7]. Nonetheless despite the modest branching ratio into 2
photons O(10~3), see Fig.l, we have numerous events, because for a light Higgs we
expect large numbers of Higgs bosons to be produced by gluon-gluon annihilation via
a top quark loop [2]. Unfortunately as well as numerous events, we also have huge
backgrounds: both reducible from jets faking photons, and irreducible from qij -* 77
and gg -» 77 production. The reducible background ran lw reduced to an insignificant
level if we can distinguish jets from photons to 1 part in 10* [8]; however the continuum
qq -• 77 and gg -* 77 irreducible background processes are by themselves huge. This
places severe constraints upon our resolution for the measurement of the diphoton
invariant mass; in practice we require this measurement to be accurate to about the
1% level, which will be very hard to achieve with a general purpose detector. Even
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mass' Standard Model Higgs boson [6].

with such an excellent detector we still have a low signal to background ratio, but
due to the large number of events we can still get a high significance. Typically there
are 0(1000) signal events on top of a continuum background of 0(10000) background
events, which would give an 0(10) s.d. effect.

Clearly this makes the light 'intermediate mass' Higgs with 80 GeV & Mjf -S
140 GeV, exceptionally hard to detect.

Associated Production

In the past few years an alternative approach to looking for the the light 'interme-

diate mass' Higgs at proton-proton colliders has been proposed [9][10]. Rather than

looking for the Higgs in isolation we look for it produced in association with other

particles. Since the Standard Model Higgs is responsible for nun generation it couples

predominantly to heavy particles (i.e., IVs, Z's, and t quarks), and so if we have an

event that is tagged as containing a hoavy particle there is a far greater probability that

it will also contain a Higgs boson relative to a typical event. By searching for a Higgs

200

plus a heavy particle we hope to achieve far better signal to background ratios. Or
course hy using such a strategy we expect, a lower signal rate dim to the extra particlo
produced, but hope that the gain in the signal to background ratio compensates for tho
lower event rate. We should not forget that for isolated Higgs production it is not for
lack of signal that the Higgs is hard to detect, but that huge backgrounds ovenvhelm
our signal.

There are 3 cases associated with the massive particles, the Z and It' bosons, and
tha t quark. The dominant decays of the Higgs are swamped by huge backgrounds
(although there has been some recent interest in pp -t tlH -* Uto |11]). and again we
are forced to the Higgs decay H -+ 77.

ZH Associated Production

In the process pp -Y ZH we can cleanly tag the Z in its decay, Z -» /+/" for

l = e,fi. Unfortunately this process has a branching ration of only 7% and this means

that there are too few events to be detected (9). This is true even at a high luminosity

WH Associated Production

In the process pp -» WH the W boson can be cleanly tagged in its leptonic decay
modes, W -» Iv for / = e,/i, although we only have a single lepton. This process is
similar to ZH production, however the production rate is about 6 times larger than
ZH production due to a larger leptonic branching ratio Br(W -t Iv) = 20% (c.f.
Br(Z -> /+/-) = 7%) and also because the V-A couplings of the H' to the initial
state quarks are larger than the corresponding Z couplings [9J. Concentrating on the
pp -» WH -t lyj signal, the lowest order subprocess is

WH -> I1/77 (1)

For the lepton (from the VV decay) and the photons (from the Higgs decay) to be

detected we insist that they pass the cuts.

p x > 20 GeV I'll < 2.5 (2)

Now if we allow the photons to become tco close to any ha<lronic activity then «e
have a large background from ^°'s faking photons; also if the lepton lurnmes do*e to
hadronic activity we have a large background from semileptonic b ami <• quark decays.
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Also shown are the expected number of events at the high luminosity LHC

with C = 105pb - 1 and the standard luminosity SSC with C = 104pb - 1 .

Further as the photons become collinear to the Iepton the backgrounds have a collinear

singularity coming from photons being radiated from the lepton. To remove these

backgrounds we need to insist that the photons and leptons are well separated from

any jets and from each other. This is implemented by insisting that the leptons and

photons are separated from jets and each other by a minimum Ail;

0.4 where Art = \Jdk<t>2 + A»j2 . (3)

With thrsc cuts the dominant background is the irreducible background [9],

pp->qq-* H'77 • (4)

The cross-sections and events rates for the signal (1) and the background (4) are

shown in Fig.2. We use the MRS921 DO set of parton distributions [12], and for consis-

tency .with these parton distributions choose Ajyj(nf = 4) = 230 MeV". which we have

rcscaled to a five flavour ATJJ.

If we can achieve a rejection of jets faking photons to 1 part in 104. i.e.. the same

rejection factor that would be required if we arc to detect the Higgs in its two photon

decay mode, then we can reduce to an insignificant level the background from [13],

pp -+ Wjet jet -> W77
(3)

pp -* Wy jet -» H'77

As well as the irreducible backgrounds we also have reducible backgrounds, in particular

coming from heavy quark decays faking isolated leptons [9][14j,

pp -4 4677 - t /77,Y (6)

Conservatively we expect that only 1/7 semileptonie b decays will pass our isolation

cut (3) (7). Using this as the rejection factor coming from isolation, and calculating

the dominant gluon fusion subprocess [14],

pp -* gg-t
( • )

which we expect to dominate at the LHC and SSC, we se that this process does not

present a serious background. The rate is show in Fig.2. c quark decays will very

rarely produce an isolated lepton, and so given the 6 quarks decays to leptons are not

» significant background to WH detection we do not expect c quark decays to pose a

problem.

In Fig.2 we have chosen 5 GeV bins for the photon-photon invariant mass; in

practice we expect to be able to achieve a far better experimental resolution than this.

Binning the cross-section in narrower bins will cause the continuum backgrounds to be

lowered, without lowering the signal at all (remember that for a 'intermediate mass'

Higgs its width is O( MeV) and so is far smaller than any experimental resolution).

It is clear from Fig.2 that we have good signal to background ratios, far better than

the signal to background ratios for the plain / / -4 77 detection mode for the HigRs.

However our signal rate is low, we have only a handful of events; this means that we will

require high luminosity at both the LHC and the SSC. In Table 1 we show the numbers

of signal events expected at the high luminosity LHC and SSC with C = 105pb~! nv?

also show the numbers of background events for 3% A/-,-, resolution, and give the

significance of this signal if it were to be observed.
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3.6
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4.2
4.5
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# ovnils

27.6
32.9
36.2
38.2
39.2
38.8
35.7
29.4
20.8
12.0
3.8

57.8
69.3
77.0
82.1
85.3
85.3
79.5
66.1
47.2
27.7
8.8

Wn
# (•vents

13.4
14.1
14.0
12.8
11.7
10.9
9.6
8.9
8.1
7.3
6.7

29.2
31.4
30.4
28.9
26.6
24.2
22.3
20.5
18.7
17.2
16.0

if events

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.9
1.6
1.5
1.3
1.0
1.0
0.9
6.4
7.6
8.0
8.4
8.0
7.6
6.5
5.9
6.0
5.4
4.8

Significance

~ TTOMT
7.1
8.3
9.1
10.0
10.6
11.0
10.7
9.2
6.9
4.2
1.4
9.7
11.1
12.4
13.4
14.5
15.1
14.8
12.9
9.5
5.8
1.9

Table 1. The expected numbers of pp -> WH -* ly-y signal events

and background events at the high luminosity LHC and SSC

{£. = lO'pb"1) for various mass values of the Standard Model Higgs

boson assuming reasonable diphoton mass resolution of about 3%. We

also give the significance in s.d. that this signal would be if observed.

tfH Associated production

Moving on to pp -> ttH production [10][14][15]; within the Standard Model 100% of

f quarks decay to W bosons; and so as with W detection we can tag the heavy particle

on an isolated lepton. This means that the signal that we look for is again an isolated

lepton, and two isolated photons. Despite the fact that our signal is the same as for

WH production, the two processes look considerable different. At leading order WH

production just has an observed lepton and two photons in the final state; whereas tiH

production in addition a lepton and two photons also typically has 4 jets (1 jet coming

from the semilrptonic t decay, and 3 jets coming from the other t decay). This makes

th» tiH final state far more active than the WH final state, and in particular means

that the backgrounds for WH and ttH production arc distinct. The WH cross-section

is proportional to the WWff coupling, and flic ttH process is proportional to the nil

coupling; liy rut-attiring three two prwifKi* imlepemlfiifly we <;in .ifii.ir.it.Hy '•vlt.icr

the WWH and ttH couplings.

We apply the same cuts as in the WH production case (2,3). As well as an isolated

lepton from the t decay we gain a factor of 2 from leptons coming from the I decay.

We calculate both the gg -* ttH and qq -+ ttH cross-sections; due to the large gliion

luminosity at the LHC and SSC the gg fusion process dominates, however the qq initial

state contributes 10% at the SSC and 25% at the LHC of the gg initial state [16].

The dominant background for this process are the irreducible backgrounds [l-l][15].

PP-* 99,99-+ "77 (8)

here the qq~ subprocese is of greater importance than for the signal processes. This

is because we can have the photon radiation off the initial state quark, which both

increases the number of Feynman diagrams and reduces the Q2 flowing through the

internal gluon, putting it closer to on mass shell. At the SSC the qq background is 20%

of the gg background for m, - 100 GeV increasing to 35% for mt = 180 GeV [16j. At

the LHC the qq background is 50% of the gg background for mt = 100 GeV increasing

to 120% for mt = 180 GeV [16]. It is clear that the qq initial state is a very important

source of background events, especially for larger m,, although fortunately for larger

m( the It-yj background is far smaller than the ttH signal.

We show the signal and background in Table 2 and Fig.3. Clearly we have a good

signal to background ratio, with a reasonable number of events. Especially for large mt

(where the signal doesn't fall as rapidly as the background, due to the increase in the

ttH Yukawa, coupling) this gives a high significance. This requires only the standard

luminosity SSC (with C = 10*pb~'), however the LHC stil! requires a high luminosity

Difficulties with NLO corrections ?

Normally in any process we expect the next- to-leading ordrr (NLO) rorrcctionp to

be O[a), and so for QCD processes at high energies to only be of O(10%). However if

we consider the process,

qq4 -»Wy , (9)

then the NLO corrections enhance the cross-section by a factor of about 3 [17]. Clearly

something odd is ^oing on. In this case it is well understood what, is going nn. at
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Number of events for ,
4.4
4.9
5.3
5.4
5.3
5.1
4.9
4.7
4.4
4.1
3.6

4.2
4.7
4.8
5.1
5.3
5.6
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4.9
3.8
2.4
0.9
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5.0
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3.8
3.7
3.6
3.3

10.5
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14.4
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8.4
5.3
1.7

tiH

£ = 105

19.8
24.2
27.4
30.3
32.1
32.7
30.9
26.0
18.7
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3.5

/ i = 40TeVwith£ = 104

1.7
2.1
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.3

8.4
9.1
9.8

10.4
10.8
11.3
10.9
9.6
7.0
4.1
1.3

11.5
14.3
16.4
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19.7
20.5
19.7
16.8
12.3
7.4
2.4

= 180 GeV

Ort

1.7
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.8
1.8
1.7

pb"1

0.9
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
0.8

15.2
17.1
18.9
20.4
21.2
22.0
21.3
18.4
13.9
8.1
2.8

12.1
13.6
15.0
16.8
18.0
18.7
18.0
15.3
11.7
7.1
2.9

Table 2. The numbers of events for the tiH signal, and H77 background,

assuming a Af7T resolution of 3%; at the high luminosity LHC ( £ = 105pb~x)

and the standard luminosity SSC (C = 104pb~'). We also give the

significance, /M , that this signal would have if it were observed.

LO when the photon makes a certain angle with respect to the qif pair there is a

radiation zero where the cross-section vanishes identically [18]; this is due to destructive

interference between photons radiated off the IK and quark legs. This radiation zero

dominates the whole production pattern of the W-y pair, and effectively suppresses

radiation over a large range of angles; and this in turn lowers the total cross-section

over the naive expectation. Now when we move to NLO this radiation zero is absent,

and the NLO corrections are 0 ( 0 5 ) of our naive expectation for the W-y cross-section;

rather than O(ng) of the radiation zero dominated correction. This does not necessarily

mean that our perturbation theory is out of control because as we more to higher orders

Fig.3. The differential cross-sections {do/dM-,-, ( fb/5 GeV)) for the process

pp —> gg,qq —* ttyy. Also shown are the expected numbers of events for the

standard luminosity SSC {C = 10 4 pb - 1 ) and the high luminosity

LHC {C = lo'pb"1) . Superimposed are the cross-sections for the

process pp -» gg,qq~ -* tiH for three values of Mg = 70,100,130 GeV.

in a, we do not expect similar enhancements; we should look at this result as saying

that the LO cross-section is abnormally small, rather than the NLO cross-section being

tbnormally large.

However this raises the question as to how large the NLO corrections are to II'TT

production. Unfortunately these have not yet been calculated, and indeed due to

tbe presence of pentagon diagram in the virtual Feynman diagrams this calculation

stretches current technology to its limit. However we can ask whether we expect large

NLO enhancements in analogy with IV7 production. Although we only expect the

process qtf -* W77 to have radiation zeros when the photons are parallel (18}(19J. i.e.,

when Myj = 0, the matrix element still has very large cancellations between different

Feynman diagrams even for nonzero Af77. So in analogy with IK7 production we

should expect the LO calculation of IK77 production to be abnormally small.

Recently the real contributions to the NLO calculation of pp -• H'7-y,

pp -> itf -* Wy-yg

(10)

PP ~*

have been calculated [20], and here they find that LO W77+1 jet cross-wrtion is about

3.5 times larger than the LO IV77 cross-sivtinn. This result should be taken with a
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pinrh of salt, for t!in 1.0 calculation for H'77 + \jtt production is formally divergent
when the final jet becomes collinear to the incoming partons, or becomes soft; now
this divergence cancels with the 1 loop contribution to Wyy production, because when
the final jet is either collinear or soft it can not be experimentally differentiated from
H'->7 production. This means that until these virtual 1 loop contributions have been
calculated we can not know how much of the divergent result cancels. In practice what
is done is that a minimum pj_ cut is imposed on the jet, which at least in principle
keeps the jet experimentally observable, and so separates the VV77 + Ijet process from
the H'77 process. If the cut chosen is too small then we feel too much of the divergent
cross-section, unfortunately we can not know how small too small is without doing the
complete NLO corrections. Hence we should be wary of the results of Ref.[20]. Having
said all this though Ref.[20] finds a considerable contribution from W77 + Ijet even
with large pi cuts {e.g. pj. > 50 GeV); this, in conjunction to the apparent large
suppression in the LO tt'77 production, should fill us with worry.

If the NLO corrections to W77 production do turn out to be large then in principle
we can look in the more exclusive channel;

pp -> IV77 + 0 3ets (U)

this will have far smaller corrections as most of the NLO corrections to W77 produc-
tion will come from an extra jet produced in the final state [17]. However this has a
c&veat: What is a jet ? Or how hard does a jet have to be before it becomes exper-
imentally observable? Each event has an underlying event from the breakup of the
proton remnants; further fixed order perturbation theory does not describe low pj_ jets
well. This means that we can only describe jets well when their pj. is larger than some
value. If this value turns out to be large, say 100 GeV, which seems not unlikely at the
LHC and SSC, then we will still include much of the NLO cross-section in measuring
the exclusive process (11). At the LHC and SSC we expect multiple interactions at
each bunch crossing, in such an environment it is not clear what it means to ask to see
a process with 0 jets.

Conclusions

The CERN machines LEP I and LEP I are sensitive to light Higgs bosons with
Mil S 80 GeV; however due to kinematic limits we are unlikely to be able to probe
heavier Higgs bosons. The hadron super colliders the SSC and the IHC will be sensitive
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to more massive Higgs bosons with A//j X 130 GeV. This loaves the mass rsingp
80 GPV :S Mn & 130 GeV as possibly prnhloinntir.

Recently an alternative to looking for the Higgs in isolation at hadron colliders
has been suggested, where we look for the Higgs produced in association with other
massive particles. Although this extra massive particle decreases the cross-section: it
increases the signal to background ratios. Associated ZH production has too low an
event rate to produce a usable signal. Associated WH production, at first sight looks
far more promising with 6 times the cross-section of ZH production. There is a clean
signal when the W decays lcptonically to an isolated electron or tnuon, and the Higgs
decays into two isolated photons. However the major background of H'77 production
has only been calculated to LO; and we have good reasons for believing there to be
large NLO corrections. If, in analogy with IV7 production, the H'77 cross-section is
increased by a factor of 3 this will decrease the significance of our signal by a factor of
y/3, alternative to achieve the same significance we will require 3 times the integrated
luminosity. Nontheless after several years of running at a high luminosity LHC or SSC
(with C = 105pb-1) this process should give a usable signal.

Associated ttH production also has a clean signal in the isolated lepton (from a t
decay) and two photon (from the Higgs decay) mode. This process has a similar cross-
section to WH production at the LHC, but about double the WH cross-section at
the SSC (due to the rapid growth in the gluon distribution within the proton at small
Bjorken 1). The main background from ttyy production does not present a problem,
especially for larger me, where the background falls due to a more restrictive phase
space, but the signal remains almost constant due to the growth in the ttH Yukawa
coupling. Although the tag for the ttH signal is the same as for WH production (an
isolated lepton and two isolated photons), the two types of event look considerably
different. In the ttH case we expect a lot of jet activity coming from the i quark
decays; and this should make the two types of event easily separable. Indeed if the
NLO correction to W77 production do turn out to be large we may need to insist
that we see a certain amount of hadronic activity in the event in order to remove this
background. This method gives a signal of reasonable significance at the standard
luminosity SSC (with C = 104pb-1) and high luminosity LHC (with £ = lOfyr1).

Associated production of a Higgs with a heavy particle looks like a very promising
method for searching for a light intermediate mass Higgs boson, with 80 GeV £ A/// £
140 GeV at the SSC and LHC. However there is still much work to be done in this area
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before this search technique becomes 'gold plated'. In particular we expect large NLO

mrrwtions to the U'77 barkgroiind, which would significantly decrease the significance

of the \VH signal.
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Abstract

The signal and background for the search of the Standard Model Higgt boson in the in-
termediate mass range 80 GeV < mH < 2U% is studied based on calculations of the cross
sections in next-to-leading order QCD perturbation theory for the production of the Higgs
boson via, gluon-gluon fusion and for the hadronic two-photon production. The method
of Monte-Carlo integration allows the application of realistic cuts (pr> rapidity, photon
isolation) to the excel, section. Results are given for the K-facton of the signal and the
background. It turns out that the NLO corrections improve the situation for * Higgs boson
mass in the range of 80-120 GeV. Furthermore, the influence of a cut on the transverse
momentum of the additional jet produced in the processes gg —» Hg, gq —» Hq, qq" -» Hg is
compared to a. similar cut for the background.

1. Introduction
In the Standard Model, the electrowcak symmetry breaking is achieved by a weak
isodoublet scalar field. If the mass associated with this field is small enough, a real
physical particle, the Hi.e.gs boson, should be observable experimentally. LEP has set
a lower bound on the Higgs mass of mH > 57 GeV [1]. LEP II, with a center of mass
energy of 180 Gev, will be abie to improve this limit to 90 Gev [2]. If mu > 90 GeV,
high energy colliders such a* the SSC will be required to extend the search.

The dominant production mechanism at hadron colliders for a Higgs mass up to
TOO GeV is the gluon gluon fusion process gg -* H [3]. The dominant decay mode
depends on the Higgs mass. If the Higgs particle is heavy (mH > 2mz), then the

^supported fry Max Kadt Foundation, New York
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four lepton decay mode, H -* ZZ -* M, will be observable [3]. For a Hi)5gs mass in
the intermediate mass region (80 GeV < mH < 2Afz), QCD backgrounds overwhelm
the main decay mode H —tbb and the rare processes H ~* ZZ° and / / —> 77 become
the decay modes of choice [4]. The decay H —» ZZ' occurs at observable rates for
mH > 130 GeV and H -» 77 occurs at observable rates for the entire intermediate
mass region. The two photon decay mode is plagued by a large background [5] and
therefore the detection of the inclusive process pp -• H -» 77 will require detectors
with excellent jy mass resolution [6].

Alternative production mechanisms which eliminate the large two photon back-
ground by the inclusion of a final state lepton have been studied [7, 8, 9, 10]. These
production mechanisms include associated W H, or ti H production with H —» 77.
Including cuts, the expected number of such events per year at the SSC, assuming
•Ji = 40 TeV end a luminosity of 10 fir1, is ~ 20. By comparison, for mw = 140
GeV the expected number of pp-* H-* 77 events per year is ~ 700. The Higgs can
be discovered via the lyy signal but confirmation of the discovery in the 77 channel
would provide a margin of certainty. Because of the experimental difficulties the 77
channel require* precise knowledge of the two photon signal and background.

The aim of this paper is to provide a comparison of the signal and background to
Higgs production in the intermediate mass region including the next-to-leading order
(NLO) QCD corrections. For the Higgs production process via gluon-gluon fusion
the NLO corrections have been obtained in (11, 12] and for the background process
with a photon pair in the final state in [13]. The photon pair production calculation
was performed in a Monte Carlo environment allowing a thorough study of the effect
of various kinematic and isolation cuts on the two photon background. In order to
make useful comparisons between signal and background, the signal pp —t H —* 77
was recalculated using the Monte Carlo formalism.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, details of the calcu-
lation are discussed. In Section 3 numerical results are presented. The results are
summarized in Section 4.

2. Signal and Background Cross Sections
The Monte Carlo formalism for NLO calculations has been described in detail in
Refs. [13, 14]. The explicit details for the two photon calculation can be found in
Ref. [13] and will not be repeated here. The NLO Monte Carlo calculation of the
signal pp—tH proceeds in a similar manner.

The leading order (LO) signal in the pole approximation consists of the Born
process pp -» H followed by the decay H -» 77- The Higgs decay is calculated in
the Higgs center-of-mass frame and then boosted into the hadron-hadron center-of-
mass frame. The Higgs branching fractions are calculated as per Ref. [3]. Including
the O(o.) corrections to the Born process [11, 12] we obtain the NLO signal. The
Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1 show the LO and some generic NLO corrections to the
process pp -* H. The matrix element is calculated in the approximation of a top
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quark with infinite mass. The "K-factor" NLO/Born in this limit is then multiplied
by the Born term for a finite top quark mass. This procedure yields an excellent
approximation to the general case, even for top quark masses above threshold [12].

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams of the Bom term and QCD corrections to the process gg -*
H.

The two photon background consists of several contributions: Bom, gluon box,
single- and double-photon fragmentation processes, and the O(a,) corrections to the
Born process. The gluon box is an O{c?c?,) process but due to the large gluon
luminosity it cannot be neglected. For the remainder of this paper the LO background
contribution will be defined as LO = Born + box + single fragmentation 4- double
fragmentation and NLO = LO + O(a,) corrections to the Born process. A list of
some of the contributing diagrams is given in Fig. 2.

'.—»—[WW. ''mnm JWWf>

L
', *c*—(VA/W. '.

'. p,—<—H/vw« '.
A/WV,

Figure 2: Feynman diagrams of the 1,0 and NLO contributions to the two photon back-
ground process.

3. Numerical Results
Unless otherwise stated the following input parameters are used for this calculation:
CTEQ1M parton distributions [15], the two-loop expression for a,(Q7), Q7 = p^, and
mf = 140 GeV. Additionally, the following cuts utilized in studies by the GEM and
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SDC collaborations [6] are used: pr, > 20 GcV, |jr-,| < 2.5, |costf*| < 0.7, isolation
cone R = v/Ay- + A^J = 0.7, and hadronic energy inside of isolation cone < 4 GtfV.

Defining a K-factor as K = NLO/LO, Fig. 3 (a) shows the variation of this
correction factor with the photon-pair mass (i.e. Higgs mass) using GEM/SDC cuts.

• . . . I . . . . I . . . . I . . .

1000

> soo

t

•?

100

1 — ' 1 ' ""

^ <
LO

Hi
w (b)

Figure 3: (a) K-factor for the signal and background at -/s = 40 TeV using GEM/SDC
cuts, (b) ratio NLO significance to LO significance.

The solid curve denotes the variation for the signal and the dashed curve for the
background. Specific values for the signal and the background may be found in Tab. I.
Fig. 3 (a) shows that the situation for a light Higgs (80 GeV < mH < 100 GeV) may
be better than previously assumed. In this region the /(-factor for the background is
decreasing while the /(-factor for the signal is increasing for decreasing Higgs mass.
The effect of this behavior on the significance S [S = s/i/6, where s is the signal and
6 is the background) of the signal can be seen in Fig. 3 (b) which shows the ratio of
QCD corrected significance to the leading-log significance. For the light mass region
this curve implies that the discovery time may be reduced by up to a factor of 1.4,
and for the rest of the mass region by a factor ~ 1.3.

Finally, the effect of pj- cuts on the additional jet for the signal and the background
is considered. Cross sections for the process pp —» H + jet have been studied in [16].
Fig. 4 shows the NLO cross section for Higgs production depending on the Higgs mass
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Table 1: Signal (ft,) and background (Ib/GeV) at v ^ = "0 TeV with GEM/SDC cuts. Ks

and KB are the K-factors for signal and background, respectively.

80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160

»io(i»—H—rr)

39
49
59
70
76
72
57
37
7

»»IO(PF—"-*n)

67
82
100
117
125
117
93
60
12

Ks

1.72
1.67
1.69
1.67
1.64
1.63
1.63
1.62
1.71

761
496
340
237
173
128
98
75
60

*M,,
1121
780
522
377
283
212
163
127
103

KB

1.47
1.57
1.54
1.59
1.64
1.66
1.66
1.69
1.72

o(pb)

10' to'

Figure 4: NLO cross section pp — H + X, pr,cur=20 GeV.

with an additional cut of 20 GeV on the pr of the produced jet. The branching ratio
/ / -+ 77 is not included. The renormalisation and factorization scales are rnjf.

Clearly, a substantial fraction of Higgs particles is accompanied by a jet with a pr
larger than 20 GeV. For a Higgs mass of 100 GeV, Fig. 5 shows the cross section in
PT bins (for pr > 20 GcV). In the bin 70 GeV< pr <100 GeV, the integrated cross
section is still 10 pb. The virtual correction is of the order of 50% of the Bom term
[11, 12], and this part of the cross section (together with the Born term) does not
give rise to a high-pr-jet. Can the detection or rejection of an additional jet help to
disentangle signal and background?

It turns out that the requirement of a high-pr-jet reduces the signal too much to be
useful. The influence of a jet veto is shown in Fig. 6 for (a) the signal pp —» H -»77
and (b) the background pp —> 77. Although the reduction of the background is
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Figure 5: pr spectrum of the produced jet in the process pp —» H + jet
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Figure 6: (a) Signal pp -» H -» 77, (b) background pp — 77; LO (dashed lines), NLO
(full line*).

larger than the reduction of the signal by these cuts, the significance s/y/b is found
to be smaller than in the case without cuts, because the absolute rate of the signal is
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reduced substantially.

4. Summary and Conclusions
Results have been presented, at the NLO level, for the signal and background in
the intermediate mass region. The if-factors and the significance of the signal were
found to depend on the mass of the Higgs boson and the cuts implemented. The QCD
corrections imply that the discovery time for the intermediate mass Higgs boson could
be reduced by a factor of 1.3 to 1.4. Additional cuts on the transverse momentum of
the produced jets in NLO do not improve the situation.
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ABSTRACT

We report the result! for the QCD corrections to the process pp - t H°W that include the gluon
resummation a la Collins-Sopei-Sterman.

1. Prologue

For the intermediate mass Higgs boson, and MH< ~ 130 GeV or smaller, the
process pp -y H°W is an important production mechanism, and can lead to useful
signatures of the Higgs boson[l]. However, the cross-section for this process is fairly
small. Still, the dominant decay mode for the Higgs boson, '»>•, H ' - t l i in this
mass region can provide a useful signature if the flavour of the bottom jet can be
identified through its hadronic decay channel[2]. The process pr -+ H"W is also
important in the context of the signature "islolated ei» + 2?". This signature of
the Higgs boson from the above process results when the Higgs boson decays to
two photons. However, the branching ratio for this decay mode is quite small (in
the mass range of interest, it is ~ 10"', or smaller). Accordingly the total number
of signal events is quite small, — 10 events*; though there is little background.
Therefore, it is very important to calculate the strong interaction corrections to see
if there is any significant enhancement of the signal. Furthermore getting the right
kinematics for the Higgs boson and the W boson is also quite important, because
the survival of an event through a set of experimental cuts may crucially depend
on it.

Calculations of the strong-interaction corrections to the pp -» H'W process
exist in literature[3]. However, these calculations only included the perturbative
corrections to order a,. They did not take into account the effect of multiple soft
gluon emmisions on the kinematics of the decay products, we use the Collins-Soper-

"The process pr — tfjf iho contribute to this signature. I* fact the tlH production is most si |ni(cnt
contributor: however, these different production mechanisms probe different co«p«n|i, u d none c u drown
the r«t.
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Stcrman techniques of the gluon rcsuinmation[4] to examine the behaviour of the
Higgs boson and the W boson kinematics for this process.

2. Computation

In terms of partons, the process pp -> H"W, at tree level, can be viewed as
the production of an off-shell W, denoted by W henceforth, and then decay of this
off-shell IV into the W and Higgs bosons. Since the decay part of the process involve
particles that do not interact strongly, to the order of interest, one only needs to
compute the strong interaction corrections to the production of the off-shell IV. The
treatment of the off-shell W production is the same as that of real W production,
except the mass. We shall denote the four-momentum of the off-shell W by q, and
its transverse momentum by sT; y will denote the rapidity of the off-shell IV boson.
For the convenience of discussion, we shall divide the transverse momentum range
of the off-shell IV in three parts: small, moderate, and large. ( The results of [3]
are more reliable when the transverse momentum of IV*, «T, is large.) The scale
for this is determined by the mass of the off-shell W boson. As the value of «r
goes from moderate to small, the perturbative results become less reliable. This is
because, as «r goes to zero, one encounters the soft and collinear divergences due to
the emmisions of soft gluons, and the convergence of the perturbative expansion is
governed by "o.x large logs", rather than a,. Therefore perturbative results become
less reliable for the small ST. However, it has been suggested that one can reorganize
the perturbation series and sum appropriate large terms. To this end, one can use
Collins-Soper-Sterman techniques.

Resummation formalism takes into account those pieces in the distribution
that diverge in the limit «r goes to zero. A distribution with respect to «r is divided
in two parts: one part, that is resummed, is singular in the limit tr goes to zero,
while the rest is regular in the same limit. After the resummation of soft gluons,
one writes,

dyd.\
" " dtrcss

+ V(«T. • (1)

where V(«T,«',*) is the regular piece in the limit «r goes to zero'. The superscript
"CSS" on the right-hand-side stands for "Collins-Soper-Stcrman". It is to em-
phasize that we have used their prescription to manage the singular pieces of the
distribution.

After the reorganization and rcstimination of the singular pirrrs, Collins,
Soper, and Sterman expressed their result as follows,

>O>r definitions of some symbols here, e.s., Y, and bekw differ from some of the literature. We note tint
the inchnioa of the piece V in o«r calcnlalkm takes care of what has come to known as notching.
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For the sake of simplicity, we have omitted the parton indices and the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) factors. Here £„, is a factor to take into
account non-perturbative effects, and is described below. It has to be determined
by experimental measurements. The V is defined as,

* . = • (3)

In the above, 6mJ, is a parameter to be chosen suitably to cut off the large
values of the impact parameter J. The W(i') is given by,

W(t') = {(CoUHxA-.CzWx&ofaKxBiWVapi-SH'iQ.CuC,)). (4)

We define Q"1 = q1, and,

(5)

as,
is center of mass energy. 5(»;Q,Ct,Cj) is Sudakov form factor and defined

S(t;(J,Ci,Cj) =

The parameters Ci.Cj, and Ca are arbitrary, and any physical quantity would
not depend on them, if the computation is done to all order. The symbol o stands
for the usual convolution. The functions A,B, and C have perturbative expansions
in the strong interaction coupling constant.

The cross-section for the process pp -» H°W, in terms of the production cross-
section of the off-shell W is given by,

dcjpp -> H"WX) da(pp -* W'X) (JlGFM&\ 1
dCfdydfi. = dWT I 12"'Ql J « ' - « « - ) '

( " •
(7)

3.Numerical Results

We present the results for the process pp -t u°W+. We shall take M«» = 100
GeV and Mir = 80 GeV. We shall present the transverse-momentum distributions

for the off-shell W boson and the Higgs boson. Other relevant distributions can be
found in Ref. 7. At the tree level, with the parton distributions described below, the
cross-section for the process pp -> H°W- is about 10% smaller. The gluon-rcsummcd
QCD-corrections are expected to be similar.

In our calculation, the functions A and B in the Sudakov form factor have
been computed up to order aj, while the C-functions and the function V are com-
puted to order o,[4, 5]. We shall compare our results with that of tree level calcu-
lation. We are also including the results for the process as incorporated in some of
the popular Monte-Carlos1. To this end, we set the C-functions to delta functions,
and the A and B functions in the Sudaknv form factor include only n, correction!:.
We shall refer to such results as "Monte-Carlo type" results.

We shall have to make a choice for the various parameters in the calculation.
For the parameters Ci,C3, and C», we make the following canonical choice,

This choice is made to minimize the effect of the presence of the large logs in
the functions A,B, and C. This also simplifies the analytical expressions. Here C«
determines the renormalization scale, JI = CtMH>-

We compute the cross-sections and the distributions for the tree level pro-
cesses using the leading-order (LO) parton distribution functions of Morfin and Tung
(MT)[6]. We chose the Set SL, MTSL. For the calculation of the QCD corrections,
we use a nonleading-order (NLO) parton distribution functions. In particular, we
choose the Set Bl of Morfin and Tung, MTB1[6]. This latter distribution employs
the 375 factorization scheme. In our QCD-correction calculation, we apply a cut on
the rapidity of off-shell IV boson, W. In particular, we require |y| < 2.5.

Following are the results for the SSC. We find that the cross-section at tree-
level fcrpp-t H'W* is 2.09 pb with the LO parton distribution MTSL, while it is 2.31
pb with NLO parton distribution MTB1. The full resummed QCD result is 2.41 pb,
while the contribution of the CSS piece is 2.51 pb. Therefore the contribution of the
V piece is negative. It can be argued that for the tree-level calculations, one should
use LO parton distribution. However, the use of NLO parton distribution will lead
to at most corrections that are themselves of higher order. Therefore, in practice,
one could use either kind of parton distributions. The differences, roughly 1096 here,
can be thought as the theoretical uncertainty due to higher order correctiuons.
Depending on the choice of the parton distributions, the K-factor is 5 - 15%. The
Setting C-functions to equal to delta functions, and restricting the Sudakov factor
to only a, order give a cross-section of 2.18 pb. In Fig. 1. we display the »r
distrib jtion for the resum result and due to "Monte-Carlo type" calculation. We
see that this distribution has a peak around «T = 8 GeV. The average tr '» about 50
GeV.

In Figs 2, we present the distribution of the transverse momentum of the
>We maid life to aole t»M these popaUr Mo.tr-C.tk>.. Men u ISAJET, PYTIIIA and HERWIG t m

u ailiCdii cat-off rnie dependence for Ike iniliil ilae t
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Figure I: The transverse momentum distribution of the W at the SSC. The solid curve is for the
gluon-raummed calculation, and the dotted curve is from the "Monte-Carlo type" calculation.
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Figure 2: The distribution of the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson. The solid, dashed,
and dotted curves are from the gluon-resummed QCD correction, the "Monte-Carlo type", and the
tree-level computations respectively.
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Figure 3: The transverse momentum distribution of the IV* at the SSC. The solid curve is for the
gluon-retummed calculation, and the dotted curve is from the perturbative calculation.

Higgs boson (;»?). For the sake of comparison, the plots are for the tree-level,
"Monte-Carlo type", and the QCD resummed results. We note that in the Ref. 3,
where only perturbative QCD corrections to O(a,) were included, the corrections to
the various distributions were also not significant.

When only perturbative corrections to O(a.) or exclusive process WH° +1 jet
are considered, then one has to worry about the minimum "reasonable" value of
the pr of the jet. This is to avoid the overestimation due to the singular behaviour
of the rr distribution of the jet. From Fig. 3, where we have plotted the resummed
and perturbative results, it would appear that such minimum value is about 30 GeV.

In summary we find that the gluon-resummed QCD corrections that are
to order a, in the Y piece, and to order a] in the CSS piece enhances the cross-
section by about 15%. In the earlier calculations of perturbative QCD corrections
NLO parton distribution functions were used both for the tree level and QCD
correction calculations. However, we have used L0 parton distribution for the tree
level calculations. Tree level cross-section increases by about the 5 - 10% if we use
the same NLO parton distribution functions that were used for the QCD correction
calculations. Then, corresponding QCD-corrcctions are also smaller. More details



can be found injTj.
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We study the possibility of detecting the Higgs boson in the intermediate mass
range via H+2jets channel. Both t and ("make scmileptonic decays to reduce the QCD
backgraound. A sizable signal above background after appropriate cuts, especially
the so called the second pr cut, is seen in our simulation at the parton level.

Higgs searching is extremely important for the understanding of the mechanism
of electro-weak symmetry breaking. The SSC will play an important role in searching
for the light Higgs of mass between 85GeV and HOGeV. Even if the LEPH design
were upgraded to 300GeV with tripled or more intensive luminosity, we still need the
SSC to resolve the possible psuedo-scalar Higgs particles in this region.

Much effort has been paid to the single H -» 2-f channel for light Higgs searching1.
We study instead the possibility of using the main decay channel of a light Higgs,
Higgs to two jets3, which is dominated by bb but including also other qq pairs as well
as gluon pairs. Our poor understanding of higher order QCD processes, inmatured
jet algorithm and lower b-tagging efficiency are the tigers on the path. However, our
preliminary result at the parton level without b-tagging seems to be encouraging in
establish a cane which worths a detailed study. Situation in many possible b-tagging
channels also looks promising as you will see from Dr. Gunion's talk3.

The main processes of interest is

> tlH + X, (1)

with both I ami I making somiloptonic decays. The final signal we are looking for is

2ft;iions + ijcts + Missing ET, (2)

where a leplon stands for an c(e+) or a / I ( / I + ) . The tree level cross section of Eq(l)
as a function of Iliggs mass can bo fomiil in Kunzst ct al*. As an example we take
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m » = lOOGeV/c1 of the SM Higgs with a = 8 pb; our signal (2) has a combined a
x branching ratio of

a(pp — tlH)B\t — bh)B(H - 8pb x (2/9)2 x 0.95 = (3)

at the SSC, or 4000 events per SSC year(104pi"' )• This large number of signal events
allows us to make brave cut to eleminate most of the reducible background, and to
live with a relatively high level of irreducible background once its fluctuation is much
less than the signal.

After making all different cuts to guarantee that there are tl in the sample events,
there are mainly two irreducible backgrounds:

1) The background due to the process

PP-*tt + 2jets, (4)

where the jets mostly come from the initial radiation. The inclusive cross section for
pp-'tt has so far been calculated to a] only*. It is 10 to 16 nb at the SSC energy*.
To be conservative, we take the larger number of 16 nb. Although works on higher
order corrections are still in progress7, experince indicates that ii pairs produced at
the SSC are almost always accompanied by extra high pr jets. Here we shall make
the ansatz that there will be an avarage of 2.0 jets with pr > 20GeV in every tl
event. By assuming a Poisson distribution for the extra jets, the exclusive (I + gg
cross section is found to be 4.3 nb. Folding in the leptonic branching ratio for top
quarks reduces this number to 0.2 nb. As is well know the Poisson distribution peaks
at the average value. We therefore believe this to be a fairly consevative estimate
unless the inclusive tl cross section turns out to be significantly larger than 16 nb.

2) In addition to tlH , there are also tlW* and ttZ events in which W± and Z
decays into two jets. The cross section for W* is about one-tenth of that for Z. This
together with its smaller mass makes the W* events less important. On the other
hand, ttZ is an exact analogue of ttH for m» close to the Z mass, and the two happen
to have similar cross sections*. This seemingly most untolerable background actually
works to our advantage. The Z also decays to charged lepton pairs(6%). In our
case, this gives a signature of 4 leptons and 2 jets, which h « very little background.
Therefore the ttZ cross section can be so measured. We expect that most of the
uncertainty in the ratio o{tlH)l<j(tiZ) cancels and the cross section for llH can then
be reliably inferred. In other words, we will be able to tell whether there is a Higgs
boson at a certain mass without having to know exactly its production cross section
and, if a signal is seen, whether it is from a standard or nonstandard Higgs. Finally,
this calibration from the Z is absent in the 77 channel.

Our Monte Carlo simulation is simplified. First it is done at the parton level.
Uncertainties caused by detector related reasons and hadroniztion are represented
by smearing of the parton energies consistent with the claimed resolutions for jets
and leptons*. Secondly, phase space simulation is used in all production and decay
processes except that we use the Altarclli-Parisi function for the gluon radiation in the
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Hgg process. Branching cross sections for till and tigg are respectively normalized
t» O.I pb and 0.2 nb. Events generated here correspond to one typical SSC year of

In order to cut down reducible background such as multi-jet events, Z + 4 Jets +
missing E? and W+2j etc., we apply a pj- cut for all leptons and jets, and a misssing
ET cut. We also require jets and leptons are isolated, namely, AR of any two jets
should be larger than 0.7 and AA of the two leptons or of any pairs of a lepon and a
jet should be larger than 0.4. In addition we apply the following two cuts: (1) Z-peak
cut for leptons: When the lepton pairs are of the same type, i.e., e+e~ or /i+/i~, their
invariant mass must be outside of the region 91.2 ± 5.0 GeV. (2) Observed invariant
mass: The invariant mass of all the observed partons should be larger than 2m,+m;/,
which is 3S0 GeV in our case. This requires the average energy of each jet or lepton
to be more than 60 GeV in tbe center of mass, greatly enhancing the probability of
having heavy particles in the final state.

The efficiency of these cuts is shown in Table I.
Table I.

Cuts

All PT > 20 GeV
all pn + prj > 80 GeV
Missing Er > 40 GeV
Leptonic Z-peak cut
Observed invariant mass > 380 GeV
Isolation cuts (j-j, l-j and /-/)

Signal (tlH)
100% % 0.4 pb

54%
51%
51%
41%
36%
18%

Background (tlgg)
100% as 200 pb

66%
13%
12%
9.5%
7.2%
1.4%

Most of the cuts in Table I are designed for getting rid of reducible backgrounds
except the second pr cut(the second in Table I): For each of the six pairs of jets,
the scalar sum of their pr is to be larger than 80 GeV. Th.i severely suppresses the
background (by a factor of 5).

The result of our simulation
are shown in the fig ures.
Fig. la shows the dis tribu-
tion of the two-jet invariant
mass of the signal alone. It
has a prominent peak about
mjj = 100 GeV containing
650 counts over a combina-
torial background of roughly
130 in the 10 GeV or so re-
gion under the peak.

"t09

The width of the resonance
matches roughly the two-jet
resolution of 10 GeV achiev-
able at the SSC.

Fig- lb shows the combined
result of both UH and tlZ.
We have used a ttZ cross
section of 12 pb with 70% of
the Z decaying to qq pairs.
This has a combined a x
branching ratio of 8.4 pb.
The slightly lower peak for
the Z a due to the two pr
cuts.

The ttgg background is
shown in Fig. lc. The
shaded area at the bottom is
the result of Fig. lb plotted
on the same scale for com-
parison. Over the same 10
GeV range under the Higgs
peak, the background con-
tains roughly 9900 counts.
Thus our signal is about a
6.5tr effect.
The combined result is shown in Fig. Id and le respectively for Higgs masses of

100 GeV and 135 GeV.



For » heavier lliggs, tlie cross section of ttH drops and the brandling ratio of

H -» 2j(ts decreases*. However the cut efficiency is better and the background ii

smaller. In ballanrr a clejir signal can still be seen above the QCD background for

both Higgs masses as shown in these figures. The inclusive ll cross section increase*

rapidly from 0.35 nb at m, = 200 GeV to 30 lib at m, = lOOGeV, while the tlH cross

section does not change apprec', bly with the t quark mass. So a lighter t quark will

make the reconstruction from jets more difficult.

The SSC is operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc., for the V. S. De-

partment of Energy under contract DE-AC35-89ER40486. D. D. W is supported in

part by the Texas National Research Laboratory Commission through the Particle

Detector Research Center under contract RCFY 9208.
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Abstract

One of the possible modes suggested for detecting the Higgs particle npp-*ZZ -+
l+l~t>i>, where the Higgs appears as a resonance on a Jacobian background. Unfor-
tunately there are QCD background processes which mimic the final state and we are
obliged to impose stringent kinematic cuts to remove them. However, in doing so we
also remove a significant fraction of the signal. In this report we suggest a method,
based on examining the distribution of the final state charged leptons, which could
allow us to relax our cuts and thus salvage the signal.

Thrrc arr many methods suggrslnl for •lirtcrting a Higgs partirlr of mass above 400 GoV

at the SSC. The cleanest method by far is searching for a resonance in the invariant mass

distribution of the four final state leptons in the 'gold-plated1 decay pp —» ZZ —> t^t^t}t^.

However, due to the small branching fraction for Z decaying to charged leptons, the number

of events is not expected to be large given the design luminosity of the accelerator, and so

there is a possibility that a heavy Higgs could escape detection because of low statistics.

With this in mind it was suggested1 that the mode pp -» ZZ - » t + l ' v v be considered since

the cross section is a factor of six higher.

The signature for these events is a pair of charged leptons with invariant mass mz, and

a transverse momentum imbalance ascribed to the neutrinos. The kinematic variable used

to characterize the cross section is the transverse mass,

tn\ = - ( p T + (1)

* Kmnil: ilmicaui&tifptnips.pliysiciMUOwa.i'ritl
'Email: reno$hephpl.physies.uiowa.edu

In Fig. 1 we plot the differential cross sections for pp —» ZZ as a function of the invariant

mass of the Z pair, and as a function of the transverse mass. What is clear from these

figures is that the Higgs is more pronounced in the transverse mass distribution. This is

because in the LAB frame the heavy Higgs is produced with very little momentum and then

decays isotropically. In contrast the Z pairs from the continuum are forward directed. Thus

any uncertainty in the continuum (due to QCD corrections and any other parton processes

contributing to the final result) will have less of an effect on a transverse mass plot than on

an invariant mass plot.

Unfortunately, in the case of pp -* ZZ - » t * l ~ v v there are QCD background processes2

which mimic the final state. At the partonic level they come from qq —* Zg and qs —» qZ

where some final state hadrons disappear down the beam pipe. In order to remove this

background it is necessary to impose some stringent kinematic cuts. This reduces the total

number of events to around SO, and we are again facing the problem of statistics. It is for

this reason that people have been, seeking methods of enhancing the Higgs signal by using

as much of the information from the events as possible. One such method currently under

investigation is that of tagging the jets'* arising from the scattered hard partons. With

appropriate cuts this effectively reduces the background lopp-t H -* ZZ.

In this report we would like to suggest another method which can either complement

or supplement other methods of enhancement. It relies on the fact that in Higgs decay, as

seen in its rest frame, the Zs are predominantly longitudinally polarized whereas all other

processes yield transversely polarized Zs. By extracting as much information about the

production polarization of a Z from the angular distribution of its decay to the final state
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Figure 1: Differential cross section for pp -> ZZ as a function of the invariant mass of the Z
pair mjz (left), and as a function of the transverse mass n>r (right). For simplicity we have
only considered two contributions. The dotted line is the <j$ -» ZZ continuum, the dashed
line is the gluon fusion gg -» H -> ZZ Higgs production. The solid line is the sum of both.
They are calculated for mH - 400 GeV and m, = 150 GeV.

charged leptons it should be possible to enhance the Higgs signal. As we shall see there is a
kinematic variable available to us in the LAB frame which allows us to do just that.

In the Z pair center of mass frame we can define the fraction of Z» that are longitudinally
polarized,

h-*u2ri*"T (2)
where the subscripts refer to the polarizations of the Z pair. In Fig. 2 we plot this as a
function of mzz and mj for two different Higgs masses. As we can see there is a larger area
under the curve when plotted against the transverse mass for the same reasons as discussed
above.

It is important to stress that this variable can only be extracted from the data if we can
reconstruct the ZZ center of mass frame. This is because back-to-back Zs have a common
axis for the measurement of their spin. Consider one of the Z% in this frame and boost back
nlong its direction of motion to its rest frame. The longitudinal polarization vector in this
'decay' frame is a"L = (0,n) where n is a unit vector pointing along the original direction
of motion. In the ZZ frame its components would be s'£ given by a simple boost from the

y to ZZ frame. In the decay frame the leptons will be back-to-back. The angle between

"•15

Figure 2: Longitudinal fraction (as defined in the ZZ center of mass frame) plotted as a
function of the invariant mass mjz (left) *nd the transverse man mr (right) for Higgs masses
400 GeV (upper) and 800 GeV (lower). We have included only the qq -» ZZ continuum and
the f g -» H ~* ZZ parton subprocesses for demonstration.

a leptoo momentum and the unit vector is given by,

z = cot9 = (;
mz

(3)

as depicted in Fig. 3. The distribution of this angle depends on the polarization of the

decaying Z,

If we cau determine this angle then its distribution will yield an estimate for ft. This is
an approach which has been adopted before for WW final states4, and for the gold-plated
mode5.

However, as we are considering one of the Zs decaying invisibly to neutrinos we cannot
reconstruct the ZZ center of mass frame. Thus we cannot boost all our four-momenta from
the LAB to the ZZ frame and thence to the decay frtme to define »J. What one means
by polarization is frame dependent and so fL and z cannot be extracted from the data.
Nevertheless, we can construct the longitudinal polarization vector in the LAB frame given

U16



Figure 3: Relationship between the 'decay', ZZ, and LAB frames. The decay frame can
only be reached from the LAB via the ZZ frame. This is because the polarization vector it
only covariant under boosts along the direction of motion of the Z.

the reconstructed four-momentum of the decaying Z,

Given this, we can define a new kinematic variable in the LAB frame,

(5)

(6)

This will only equal z when the ZZ and LAB frames coincide' i.e. when pr = — jir and
rapidity y = 0. However, since a heavy Higgs is expected to be produced almost at rest then
:' ought to be close to z when we are sitting on the resonance.

In Fig. 4 we plot some typical z' distributions close to and far from a resonance. We see
that in the former the distribution seems to have a lot of +L in it whilst the latter has more
or. Nevertheless, these are not sufficiently noise-free to extract a value for /£ with small
enough errors by fitting to fa') = /£^t(z*) + (1 - /£)^7(**)- It is much more propitious to

"Thi* can eatily be seen by considering the Z« being produced at 90* in the ZZ frame. tL will b*
perpendicular to the beam axis as will t'L. This will remain perpendicular under boosts along tkt beam axis.
However, such booms will result in the Z having an angle to the beam axis other than 90*. and hence tL

will not be perpendicular. If we were then to boost back along the Z direction tL would retain iU direction.
Thus one cannot go directly from the LAB to the decay frame. This is a consequence of the fact that boosts
*nd rotations do not commute.

f l y

Figure 4: The frequency of z* in each of 20 bins. The left histogram is for all events in a
50 GeV mT l»n clow to a 400 GeV resonance. The right histogram is for a 50 GeV bin far
from a 800 GeV resonance.

take such data and estimate the average (z*), as this should smooth out the noise a little.
This should also be of benefit if there is an error in z* arising from detector resolution.
Theoretically we know that (z*) falls in the range,

0.3T5(L) < <«') < 0.5625(T) (7)

the lower bound being for purely longitudinal Z and the upper for purely transverse Z. In
Fig. S we plot {*') for different values of the Higgs mass. We now turn to the question of
error bars.

The results presented here are preliminary. So far we have only concentrated on the
qq —» ZZ continuum for the background and the gg -> H -* ZZ for the signal. We have
yet to incorporate the hud QCD background and vector boson scattering for the signal.
The processes we have considered so far balance transverse momentum. The vector boson
scattering qq —• qqVV -* qqZZ will not and will have some effect on the distribution of j".
This is currently under investigation and shall report on the results soon. To gel a sense
of whether this enhancement method will ultimately be of use we have plotted (z") for two
different Higgs masses in Fig. 6. The horizontal error bars are the HIT binning whilst the
vertical are estimated by varying the continuum background by ±30%. We see that the
continuum uncertainty does not much effect {;')• This gives us hope.

The central idea of this report is that the polarization information from the decay of
the Z to charged leptons can be used to help enhance the signal over the background. We
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Figure 5: The average value of z' for 50 GeV mT binj. The top curve is where the Higgi
contribution is not included. The next curve is for a Higgs of 1200 GeV. The other three
curves are for Higgses of 400, 600 and 800 GeV respectively.
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Figure 6: The average {*•) in a particular m r bin for a 400 GeV Higgs (left) and a 800 GeV
"'68* (right). The triangles are for pure continuum and we see that the results sit around
the upper bound of Eq. (7). The error bars on the signal+background runs are obtained by
varying the continuum by ±30%. We have not included the hard QCD background, imposed
cuts, nor estimated the statistical errors.

may use this information to allow us to relax the cuts on other kinematic variables such as

rapidity, transverse momenta, etc. Doing so should leave us with a larger sample of events

and thus better statistics, particularly at higher masses. Thus by extracting as much from

the data a* possible we can overcome the limitations of a paucity of events.
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WLWL Scattering at Hadronic Supercolliders:
Background Suppression
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ABSTRACT

We will iummariie tke strategies u r d ia the itadr of tke stroaglr iateractiag
electroweak lymmetiy bieakiag leeior vi* tke loagitadiaal vector b o m Katteriag.
We will discatt tke lapptetrioa ofbackgnnads bv tke teckaxrats of jet-tag. j««-veto,
aad tke back-to-back leptoai, wilk UlaitratioM ia tke W*W~ ckaaacl.

1. Overview

So far very little is known about the electroweak symmetry-breaking-sector
(EWSBS), except it gives masses to W and Z bosons, and to fermions. If ao Higgs
boson is found below 800 GeV, the heavy Higgs scenario ( a 1 TeV) will imply a
strongly interacting EWSBS because the self-coupling A ~ m2

H becomes strong. How-
ever, there is no evidence to favor the models with scalar Higgs bosons. On the other
hand, the standard model without a Higgs boson cannot be a complete theory as
unitarity breaks down at 1-2 TeV scale, so some kind of new physics must come in
to play.

One of the best way to uncover the dynamics of toe EWSBS is to study
the longitudinal vector boson scattering. Equivalence Theorem' states that at very
high energy the longitudinal part of the vector boson behaves u the corresponding
Goldstone boson (GB). These GB's originate from the EWSBS so that their scattering
must be via the interactions of the EWSBS, and therefore can reveal the dynamics
of the EWSBS.

One subtle problem is to define what the signal and background are. We take
the signal to be the process pp -» VLVtX, where L refers to the longitudinal polariza-
tion. Here the V refers to W and Z bosons. It is clear that only the longitudinal part
is sensitive to new physics of the EWSBS. The most obvious irreducible background
is the electroweak productions (EW) of pp -* VTVrX, ViVfX, where T stands for
transverse polarization. We will use the SM with a light Higgs (mH = 0.1 TeV) to
represent this background. Other backgrounds in general include the lowest order
production of vector boson pairs VV plus higher order QCD jet emissions, and heavy
quark production in which the heavy quark decays into leptons.

Different vector boson pair channels have different backgrounds, which depend
on the decay modes of the vector boson pair. In the following we consider only the
"gold-plated" mode, i.e., W -* Iv and Z -» Pl~. The backgrounds for each channel
are summarized in Table 1. In this gold-plated mode we only tag on the leptonic decay

"•21

Table 1: Table saaimarisiag various backgrounds pretent in eack vector botoa ckaimel whea the
gold-plated mode k coaiideied.

Channel
ZZ

w*w-
W*W*
w+z

signal

zLzL - r i-i*i-
W£W[ - l+vt-v
WLWL - • l*«t*v
W*ZL - l+vt*l-

backgrounds
ZTZT, QCD ZZ+ jets

Wr Wf. QCD W*W + jets, tt(g)
WfWf, VK+W+fgluon-exch.), W+tt

WfZT, QCD W*Z+ jets, Ztl(g)

of the vector boson pair, so all the jet activities come from the spectator quarks. One
of the advantages of this mode is that the spectator quarks in the signal events are
very different from the jets associated with the backgrounds. We can then make use
of these spectator quarks to come up with the techniques of forward jet-tag' and
central jet-veto3 to suppress backgrounds.

Different type of models * have been proposed for the EWSBS. The amplitudes
derived from different models should become Low Energy Theorem* (LET) -derived
amplitudes at low energy limit because it is required by the symmetry. When these
models are extrapolated to high energy unitarity has to be conserved, or some uni-
tariiation schemes are needed. Models can be classified according to the spin and
isospin of the resonance fields. They are scalar-like models (SM with a heavy Higgs,
O[2N), and a chirally-conpled scalar), vector-like models (chirally coupled vector
resonances), and nonresonant models (LET derived models: LET CG, LET K)

2 . Strategies in Studying WLWL Scattering

So far there is no systematic way to incorporate these models with the rest
of the SM exactly, we have to rely on the Effective W Approximation' (EWA),
which gives the effective vector-boson luminosities coming off the quarks. But in
EWA kinematics of the spectator quarks are not included exactly. Only the SM
with a heavy Higgs boson can be computed exactly with the correct dynamics of the
scattered quarks. We will use the SM with a heavy Higgs boson (mH = 1 TeV) to
differentiate against the backgrounds, and to come up with the jet-tagging and jet-
vetoing efficiencies, and apply these efficiencies to the other models. This is justified
for the dynamics of the spectator quarks should be independent of the VLVL scattering.

The leptons decaying from the vector boson pair for the signal are quite dif-
ferent from those of the backgrounds. This is due to the fact that at high energy the
interaction between ViVi becomes strong under the scenario of a strongly interacting
EWSBS. We expect the Vj,Vt scattering to be enhanced at high invariant mass region.
For the EW, QCD and heavy quark backgrounds no enhancement is likely at high
invariant mass region. Therefore, in the signal the scattered vector boson pair has a
relatively large invariant mass and energy, implying the leptons decaying from them
are also very energetic and have large pr- Other features of these leptons are that



Table 2: Table summiriiing the cuts, jet-lag and jtt-veto efficiencies in ZZ, W+W", W+W+,
and W*Z channels in the studies of strong Vi,Vi, scattering at SSC (LHC).

ZZ
In! < 2.5

PTi > 40 GeV

PTZ > \\jm\z-\m\
mzz > 500 GeV

tag: £,(tag) > 1(0.8) TeV
3 < |,y(tag)| < 5

tag eff.: 59(49)%

W+W*
IVil < 2

pri > 100 GeV
Apru > 200 GeV

cos 4>u < - 0 . 8
ma > 250 GeV

veto: prj(veto) > 60 GeV
|^(veto)l < 3

veto eff.: 69(58)%

w*w-
\Vi\ < 2

pri > 100 GeV

Apru > 450 GeV
coj^tt < -0.8

ma > 250 GeV
tag: f^tag) > 1.5(1.0) TeV

3 < ^(tag)! < 5
veto: prj(veto) > 30 GeV

b7i(veto)| < 3
veto eff.: 57(40)%

veto+tag eft*.: 38(24) %

W+Z
l«|<2.5

PTi > 40 GeV
fr > 75 GeV
Prz > \mr

n»r > 500 GeV
tag: Ej(t»g) > 2(1.5) TeV

3 < Mtag)| < 5
veto: PTJ{veto) > 60 GeV

|iJi(reto)| < 3
veto eff.: 75(48)%

veto+tag eff.: 40(20)%

they are isolated and very back-to-back,r due to the fact that the VLVL coming off the
strong scattering are vety back-to-back and energetic. Since there is no longitudinal
boost in the transverse plane, so the back-to-back feature is most transparent in the
transverse plane. We can come up with a set of cuts (e.g. prt, |y<|,Apr«) on the
leptons to reduce the backgrounds. Besides, isolation cuts on the charged leptons are
required to eliminate the reducible backgrounds from the lemileptonic decays of the
b and c quarks.7

It is important to note that two spectator quarks always emerge in association
with the VLVL scattering signal. The incoming quark with energy of order 1 TeV
radiates a VL, which is not much off-shell. The recoiled quark then tends to carry
most of the energy of the incoming one and so it is also energetic of order 1 TeV. By
helicity argument the quark after radiating a longitudinal vector boson is favored in
the forward direction. We therefore expect by tagging energetic (0(1 TeV)) jets in the
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Figure 1: (a) Tke pmdonpiditT diitribatioa oftke veto-jet candidate, (b) the eaei|Y diitribation
of Ike tagged jet in tke forward rapidity legion, 3< |i))(tag)| <5.

foiward/backwatd rapidity legions we can enhance the signal:background ratio. In
particular, the continuum pair productions do not have any QCD jets at lowest order,
and additional gluon radiation! are relatively soft. It has been recently suggested that
t a W B 8 J n s t o n e of the spectator quarks as a single energetic jet can be just at efficient
ia suppressing the backgrounds, and far more efficient in retaining the signal.2 We
will apply the forward jet-tag to most of the channels that we are considering.

Another crucial point to note is that the initial Vt's participating in the VLVL

scattering have a l / (p f + m\)* distribution with respect to the quarks from which
they are emitted. This is to be contrasted, for instance, with VTVT scattering where
the initiating Vr't have a PT/[PT + m v ) ' distribution with respect to the emitting
quarks. We therefore expect the quarks in the VLVL case has a softer pr spectrum,
and, as mentioned above, preferably in the forward/backward region. We can then
impose a central jet-veto to suppress the VTVT background.3J Besides, the heavy
quark productions like the tt will give rise to a lot of central jet activities after
decaying into o's. The central jet-veto is very effective in suppressing these heavy
quark backgrounds as well." These techniques have been applied to the W+W+,*~
ZZ,7 W+W-,* and WZ* channels in the studies of EWSBS. We will illustrate the

- channel next.

3 . W+W- Channe l

The background includes QCD production of W+W-+jets, GW background,
and ti. The crucial cut used is the central jet-veto. The 6's decaying from the i( give
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Figure 2: The April distribatioM for the SM wilk a heavr Higfi b o m (mH=l TeV), aid EW,
QCD and tt background*.

rise to a lot of central jet activities. We then impose a veto of

pry(veto) > 30 GeV and |i?>(veto)| < 3 , (1)

for both SSC and LHC energies. The pseudorapidity of the veto-jet candidate is
shown in Fig. l(a). All the events on the curves below |ty(veto)| < 3 are rejected
by the veto of Eq. (1). What remain are those events above |i;y(vcto)| = 3 and
those events with prj < 30 GeV. It reduces the it background by about two order
of magnitudes while only cats less than half on the signal. This veto is even more
effective for a heavier top because the heavier top gives larger average pr to the b.
We also have to use forward jet-tag to further reduce the It background and the QCD
WWj background. The energy distributions of the tagged jet are shown for SSC in
Fig. l(b). We choose a forward jet-tag of

£,(tag) > 1.5(1.0) TeV and 3 < |7y(tag)| < 5, (2)

for SSC (LHC). Besides, we impose rather stringent cuts on the charged lepton pai

PTt > 100 GeV, |y,| < 2, Apru > 450 GeV,

•air

(3)

where Apru is defined as \pri, - pV/,|, the vector difference between the transverse
momenta of the two charged leptons. As mentioned above, the leptons from the VLVI
scattering are very back-to-back. The dependence of the differential cross section on
&PTU >* shown in Fig. 2.

4. Predictions

The number of signal events predicted by each model for SSC and LHC are

Table 3: Number of events observed in one SSC (LHC) yemr, uinming integrated luminosities of
10 (100) fb~'. The acceptance cits fot each channel is shown in Table 2.

bkgd
SM

scalar
O(2N)
Vec2

Vec2.5
LETCG
LETK

ZZ
1.0 (1.0)
11 (14)

6.2 (7.5)
5.2(6,4)
1.1 (1.4)
1.5 (1.7)
2.6 (2.5)
2.2 (2.2)

W+W
21 (18)
48 (40)
30 (26)
24 (19)
15 (8.0)
12 (6.8)
16 (9.2)
12 (7.2)

W+W+
3.5 (6.2)
6.4 (9.6)
8.2 (12)
7.1 (10)
7.8 (12)
11 (16)
25 (27)
21 (24)

W+Z
2.5 (2.4)
1.3 (1.0)
1.8 (1.4)
1.5 (1.1)
9.5 (4.8)
6.2 (3.2)
5.8 (3.2)
4.9 (2.9)

Table 4: N.mber of SSC (LHC) reals needed to discover the Model* at H% corideace level. The
eatrr is empty if it i* greater than 10 yean.

SM
scalar
O(2N)
Vec2

Vec 2.5
LETCG
LETK

ZZ
2.2 (2.0)
4.0 (3.0)
5.8 (4.8)

- ( • )

-()

7.8 (9.0)

- ( - )

w+w-
0.5 (0.75)
1.0 (1.0)
1.5 (1.5)
2.2 (5.0)
3.5 (7.0)
2.5 (4.5)
4.0 (7.0)

W+W+
6.2 (5.2)
4.0 (3.2)
4.5 (4.2)
4.8 (3.5)
2.2 (2.0)

0.5 (0.75)
0.75 (0.75)

W+Z
-(-)
-(-)

(-)
1.5 (3.0)
2.8 (6.8)
3.2 (7.8)
4.2 (9.5)

shown in Table 3, assuming integrated luminosities of 10 and 100 fb"1 respectively.
We can see from Table 3 that different channels are sensitive to different types of
new physics. The W+W~ and ZZ channels have the largest signahbaekground ratio
for the sealar-like models. Vector-like models are more likely to be discovered in
the WZ channel, and W+W* are more sensitive to nonretoaant models. Another
informative quantity is the mimber of SSC/LHC years needed to discover a particular
model in each channel. The observability is defined as when the maximum number of
background eventi £ „ . , at a certain confidence level is leu than the minimum number
of signal plus background events (5 + 0)nwi » l the same confidence level, where the
numbers £ „ „ and (5 + B)m\* are computed using Poisson statistics. Table 4 shows
the number of SSC(LHC) year needed to discover a particular model for each channel
at 99% confidence level.

In conclusions, within 2-3 years of running at SSC/LHC we can either discover
or exclude the possibility of a strongly interacting electroweak symmetry breaking
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sector via the longitudinal vector boton scattering in the gold-plated decay mode.
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ABSTRACT

Modeb of eleclroweak symmetry breaking with more than a tingle doublet of Higga scalars coatain
a neutral paeudotcalar boton. The production of such a pteudoacalat in hadron collisions proceeds
primarily via gluon fusion through a top-quark loop (except for thoae modeb in which the pteu-
doscalar coupling to bottom quarks is strongly enhanced). We compute the QCD corrections to this
process in the heavy-quark limit, using an effective Lagrangian derived from the axial anomaly.

1. Introduction

The primary mission of the next generation of colliders is the study of the
physics of electrowcak symmetry breaking. Since the Higgs mechanism provides
the most promising scenario for the symmetry breaking, the search for the particles
of the Higgs sector is of primary importance. The minimal model of electroweak
symmetry breaking contains one complex scalar doublet, three components of which
become the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the W* and Z. The remaining com-
ponent of the doublet is the so-called Higgs boson. However, the minimal model
with one doublet has no a priori justification and there are several motivations for
considering models with enlarged Higgs sectors, either containing more doublets,
singlets or more exotic representations. For example, supersymmetric models re-
quire at least two doublets. Likewise, at least two doublets are required to produce
CP violation in the Higgs sector.1

Models with enlarged Higgs sectors have a richer particle content than the
minimal model; in general, neutral pseudoscalars (with respect to their fermion
couplings) and charged scalars as well as extra neutral scalars are present. In what
follows we will study the QCD corrections to the production of a Higgs pseudoscalar
(A') via gluon fusion. This process proceeds primarily through a top-quark loop
(unless the coupling to bottom quarks is greatly enhanced). We will focus on the
case of a light pseudoscalar and work in the heavy-top-quark limit: mi > Mt.

To fix our normalization we take the coupling of the pseudoscalar to top
quarks to be m,7j/» where * = 24S GeV. The lowest-order amplitude for n -• A* is
well known and takes the form7

•Talk piacated by R.P. K.«ICm««
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with r = 4m?/M2, IA = t, nnil

h ( ) ]
- 1 / 4 p n ( n + / n . ) - i f ] ' , if r < 1,

(2)

where i± = (1 ± v*l — »•). We see that in the large mi limit the amplitude for n — A'
is independent of the top quark mass, just as in the scalar case: r/(r) — I as
r -too. The heavy-top approximation of the amplitude is accurate to within 5% for
m? > 7M* and to within 10% for m? > M\.

2. Effective Lagrangian

The amplitude in Eq. 1 can be computed by evaluating the triangle diagram
with a top quark in the loop and taking the limit m, -• oo or instead by noticing that
this amplitude is related to the axial anomaly.* Let j» = *TJ* be the axial current
and ;f = *i?,7«* be the axial vector current. The anomaly equation reads:

where GJ, is the field-strength tensor for SU(3) and 6% is its dual, G\, - f""G%.
In the heavy quark limit the left side of Eq. 3 vanishes; it is proportional to more
powers of external momenta than the other terms.4 Therefore, in the heavy quark
limit the matrix element of j% between gluon states is given

Equivalently, one may treat the interactions of gluons with the A' in the heavy-quark
limit as arising from the effective Lagrangian'

Cat = rpCJ.GJ.'*'. (5)

The power of Eq. 5 for our problem comes from the Adler-Bardeen theorem* which
states that Eq. 3 is true Jo til orders in. serturicito* ikeary. Therefore, Eq. S pro-
vides the correct effective Lagrangian with which to compute radiative corrections.
The advantage is that amplitudes which correspond to two-loop diagrams in the
original theory are one-loop diagrams in the effective theory. A similar Lagrangian
can be written for the interaction of photons with the pseudoscalar;7 in that case
one sees immediately that the O(o.) corrections to 77 -* A* vanish in the m, — cc
limit.

The effective Lagrangian, Eq. 5, leads to two- and three-gluon vertices with
the A* (as well as a four-gluon vertex which is irrelevant to the current study):
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the virtual correction to »f -* A°.

where the h are the gluon momenta directed inward.

3. Real and Virtual Corrections

We use dimensional regularization in computing the radiative corrections.
However, the (-tensors in Eq. 6 are intrinsically four-dimensional objects and must
be treated aa such. The product of two c-tensors can be written in terras of j " the
metric tensors in the four-dimensional sub-space:

where i*"ipv = 4. For simplicity, we take the incoming momenta to be in four
dimensions (this is simply a choice of frame). The lowest order cross section is
then, averaged over colors and polarizations in n = 4 - 3e dimensions,

(t,)-V) =

where i = M»/» and « = (ti + ij)J.
The virtual radiative corrections are given by the diagrams in Figure 1, where

the amplitude involving the four-gluon vertex vanishes due to the antisymmetry of
the i/A'-vtrlex. The other diagram yields the result for the virtual corrections

where f f

i; = r ( l + < ) ( — ) . (10)

The rc&l corrections are given by the diagrams in Figure 2. The amplitudes
squared for the various processes are, averaged over colors and spins,
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LUUJJt ff

Figwc 2: Feyanua dUgrum for the ptoceMet a) ff ~> /A' and b) «« - . »A°. The diagram for
t» -»1A' in * croaiag of diagram b.

where «, (, and « are the familiar Mandelstam variables and ij is the momentum
of the final state quark or gluon, with the hat denoting the (n - 4)-dimenskmal
components. Since the initial state particles are taken to be in four dimensions
it • ij is the only quantity which depends on the (n - 4)-dimensional components.
Under integration over the angular variables transverse to the incoming particles
we find*

y * l T i , t , = -^5^t j /*>T, (12)

where kT is the transverse momentum of the outgoing gluon. So the terms with
* j . i, will contribute terms of 0(1), but only when multiplied by double poles, r '
or •*' (this was used in simplifying Eq. 11).

Integration over n-dimensional phase space gives the cross sections
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(13)

where

' (¥) • •
It is interesting to note that the real corrections, when written in terms of the
lowest-order cross section are identical in form to those for the scalar case.1

We see that the terms of 0(l/c*) cancel between the real and virtual diagrams.
The terms of 0(1/0 may be absorbed into redefinitions of the parton distribution
functions in the usual factorization procedure. We use the SJ5 prescription which
fixes the subtraction terms as

(15)

where the splitting functions are defined

P,,l>) = ^

P m - c
•U-< ( « )

where A = ^N, - \Ht with N, being the number of light quark flavors. The charge
renormalization subtraction term is

»<», = -—(4ir)«r(l + «)»(<)'(l-*)—• (17)
» c

When all the contributions are included the final results are

(18)

Since the real corrections in our result are the same ai for the scalar cate, the
only difference between the scalar and pseudoscalar results is the coefficient of the
*(1 - ») term coming from the virtual result: W«(»V3 + 2) for the pseudoscalar and
(N.t'/Z + 5/2/V, - 3/2C,.) for the scalar. The numerical similarity of the two constant
terms [an accident of SU(3)] means that the ratio between the next-to-leading order
result and the lowest-order result, or the 'K-factor,' wilt be almost equal for the two
processes.

The radiatively corrected cross section is plotted for proton-proton collisions
at the SSC, y/s = 40 T«V, and at the LHC, Js = 15.4 TeV in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for

i*33

100 itO

MA(GeV)

^ f 3: Radiativdjr cotncted tewlU lot A' production in protoa-pntoa COHHIOM »t the SSC.
for sentai nit* of ike factoriutioii/reiioniulintioii rale / i . Skom for compitHoa is th« lowot
otdu crow Mctioa.

Fifiire 4: Slum » Figure 3 for the LHC.
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several choices of rcnormalization scales and using HMRSB parton distributions.'
The rntio between the rndintively corrected result and the lowest order result (com-
puted with the two-loop a,) ranges from about 2.6 for M. = SO GeV to about 2.2 for
M. = 200 GeV for both values of v*5. As is the case for the scalar Higgs, the con-
tribution from the « initial state dominates with about half the correction coming
from the <(! -1 ) term.
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ABSTRACT

We investigate the possibility of a multi-Higgs doublet model wherein the
lightest neutral Higgs boson decouples from the fermion sector. Unique collider
signatures for the additional physical Higgs bosons present in such models are
discussed.

Although the predictions of the Standard Model (SM) are in excellent agreement
with data,1 the symmetry breaking mechanism responsible for generating fermion and
gauge boson masses remains mysterious. In the SM, a single scalar doublet is the source
of spontaneous symmetry breaking via the Higgs mechanism.3 However, the possibility
of an enlarged Higgs sector beyond the minimal one-doublet version is consistent with
data, and is naturally present in many theories which go beyond the SM. It is also
possible that the symmetry breaking mechanism responsible for giving masses to gauge
bosons is separate from that which generates the fermion masses.3 Since experimental
searches for the remnants of spontaneous symmetry breaking depend sensitively on the
nature of the scalar sector, all model possibilities must be explored. In this context,
we examine a scenario wherein the lightest CP-even neutral Higgs field (A0) does not
couple to fermions, but has essentially SM-like couplings to the W and Z gauge bosons.
Here, we examine the unique collider signatures that are present in this model and find
that these signatures radically differ from those of the SM and Supersymmetric Higgs
sectors, and should be included in the standard repertoire of Higgs search techniques.

The simplest realization of this concept is attained in a model with two Higgs
doublets, one of which primarily generates the W and Z boson masses and the other
is coupled to the fermions. Denoting the multiplets by 4i.it w e impose the discrete
symmetry fa «-» — fa under which the full Lagrangian and the fermion fields are fully
invariant. This ensures that only 4i couples to fermions and generates the fermion
masses and also guarantees that tree-level flavor changing neutral currents are absent.
Demanding CP invariance for simplicity, the most general Higgs potential is then given
by'

V = A, ( - v\)2

(1)

••37

Here the Yukawa couplings Af are real, and uli2 are the vacuum exportation values
(VEV) of faa which are subject to tlm constraint uj + n\ = n2, wlmrc » is the usual
VEV of the SM. The ratio of VEV's is parameterized as tan £ = «,/«,. If we had tried to
construct a model wherein CP was spontaneously violated and the symmetry fa «-» -fa
was strictly enforced we would find that these two demands are incompatible4. As usual,
the Hir<p mass spectrum will consist of a neutral CP-odd field, A (mA = vy/Xi), a
pair r>\ charged scalars, H* (mH* = «%/IT), and a pair of CP-even scalars whose mass
matrix is given by Eq. (4.15) in Ref. 2 with As now set to zero. Diagonalization of this
matrix through a rotation by an angle a (-»/2 < a < 0) gives the mass eigenstate
basis {A0, H") with m*» < mn» by definition. In terms of a and 0, the couplings of
A0, H°, A, and H* to quarks and leptons are given in Ref. 2. It is the field A0 that we
-nil decouple from fermions while maintaining its couplings to the W and Z at close
to SM strength.

In order to sufficiently inhibit the A0 / / couplings, it is immediately apparent from
the structure of the couplings that we must restrict cos a/ sin /J < 1. In practice, we
will require a to be within K 10~3 of - T / 2 , which implies that \3vivt < A,«i3 (i = 1,2)
and results in mk. ~ 2s/T[v<x*f), mH, ~ 2V

/A7uiin£, and Aj > A,/tanJ^. There is
no symmetry that will allow us to set A3 = 0, and therefore the parameters in the
Higgs potential must be fine-tuned to achieve sufficient decoupling. Even if we tune a
to — x/2 at the tree-level and force the ft0// coupling to zero, loop diagrams involving
both W* and /f* contributions will induce such couplings proportional to tnj. As in
other fine tuned scenarios, we must choose the value of o at the one-loop level to insure
that the A* -* Jf rate* remain small.

If Mch a higgs boson were sufficiently light, it could be produced at LEP, for
example, via the reaction e+e~ -> Z'h" and an excess of f"l~77 or qq-n final states
would be observed since then the 27 decay of h" would be dominant. The production
rate of a sufficiently light h* in association with a Z' via e+e~ — Z'h", is clearly
dependent on the size of the ZZ'k" coupling. For substantial production the overall
coupling factor in this case, sin(/} — a), must be as large as possible. With o very close
to - x / 2 , we note that sin(^-o) ~ 1 - \0* + O(0*) Mfi < 1, and thus we will require
0 to be small. For sin(0 - a) = 1, the branching fraction for Z -* Z'h" -* t*(-h° is
1.43, 0.36, 0.054 x 10"' for m*. = 50, 60, 70GeV. However, 0 cannot be too small if
the couplings of the H±, H*, and A bosons are to remain perturbative and be consistent
with low-energy data. For m, = 150 GeV, such arguments' indicate that tan 3 £ 1/4.
Henceforth we restrict 0 to lie m the relatively narrow region 1/5 £ 0 g 1/2 to give
SM-like coupling strength to ZZ'h" and still satisfy the perturbative constraints. For 3
in this range and m, = 150 GeV, the current experimental bound* on the decay & —» sj
places a reasonably strong constraint517 on m//±. We obtain mHt £ 75 (250, 500) GeV
for tan ̂  = 1/2 (1/3, 1/4), which suggests that //* may be quite heavy and that the
decay ( —• H+h would not occur.

Since A* - » / / is forbidden, the dominant decay of h* when the h" lies below the
WW threshold is to the 77 final state through the induced V77 coupling at one-loop.
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In order to calculate the rate for ha -» 77 (and for //", A -> 77), we need the A0//*//",
/ /"//+ / / - , anil AH*II~ coupling!i. In this model we obtain

9WH+II- =
- m j , sin* 0 m2

H±y/2cos0
—TS —7

9AH*H- —

(2)

where for numerical purposes we have set A3=0 and a = — x/2. Since the AH*H~
coupling vanishes, the decay process A -» 77 can proceed only via fermion loops. For
m*> = 50,60,70GeV, we find r(n° -» 77) = 2.37,1.98,1.70 MeV with tan 0 = 1/3 and
m//t =600GeV.

To ascertain that the h" -» 77 mode dominates h° decay, we must also examine
the rates for such modes as n° -• WW', Z'Z' which have so far only been calculated
within the SM context*. With a = - T / 2 and tan f) in the range above we find that the
partial widths for these two processes are smaller than that for the 77 mode by factors
of order 20-100.

Since the W*//*//", ZIP A, h'W+W, and h"ZZ couplings all scale as sin(/J-
a), they will all be large; the WTIlH", Zh°A, H"W*W°, and H°ZZ couplings, which
scale as coa(/J - a), will all be of 0(0) and will be suppressed. This has important
implications for the production of the heavy H° at the SSC or LHC. (i) The process
j j - . l f - . W+W- will be modified in two ways relative to that of the SM. First,
since the ggW coupling is induced by fermion loops, it will be enhanced by a factor
of sin 0 / sin 0. Second, the H" W* W coupling is suppressed by a factor of coa(/} - a).
With a ~ -jr/2 and 1/5 & /? ;£ 1/2, the resulting production cross section is essentially
that of the SM Higgs boson, (ii) The rate for W*W~ -* If -* W+W is suppressed
by a factor of cos4(/9 - or) ~ /34, making this process unimportant for the production of
a heavy H". (iii) For //°'s with intermediate mass, the WW decay mode is suppressed
in comparison to the SM, but the H" -» 77 decay is enhanced. Hence the number
of 11° -» 77 events for H" in this mass range will be larger than in the SM case.
For example, RH = a(gg — H" -+ Tt)l<r(gg -* H$M — 77) = 57 (19, 18) for
m/ft = 90 (120, 150) GeV. A similar, but somewhat smaller result, RA, is obtained for
the corresponding gg -» A -» 77 process. Figure 1 shows the ratios RH,A *» functions
of the respective particle masses; note that RA is always less than 2 1 for light A but
grows rapidly for mA above 140 GeV. (iv) The rate for the process gg -* H -* tl is
found to be enhanced in comparison to the SM by a factor of sin"4 0 ~ 100 which may
render it observable at the SSC/LHC. Similarly, the production process pp - » t tW is
expected to be enhanced by an order of magnitude.

Figures 2a and 2b show the //" and A branching fractions, respectively, for mt =
150 GeV, tan/? = 1/3, a = -ir/2, and mHt = 600 GeV. For this choice of parameters,
the full widths of luilh lln and .*1 art* rntnparahlr to that of the SM Iliggs boflon. Figure

2c compares these full widths over a wide range of masses. For a sufficiently massive H"
or A, the decay into the other physical Higgs fields (i.e., //° -• //+//", 2/1, etc.) will
be dominant. Note that couplings such as W^H^A and ZU*H~ arc fixed by gauge
invariance and are unaffected by our choice of the parameters a and /?.

In summary, a two-Higgs doublet model in which one doublet primarily generates
the W, Z masses and the other doublet is dominately coupled to fermions has interesting
phenomenological implications which deserve further attention.
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Figure 1: The ratio of cross sections, RHJ^ = <r(gg -* H°,A -» ti)[o{gg -* Hsu
77). as a function of the appropriate Higgs mass.

Figure 2: The branching fractions, B, for the decay of (a) IP and (b) .4 versus ma»s.
and (c) the total widths as functions of the Higgs mast for H° and .4 compared to the
SM Higgs width.
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ABSTRACT

Calculations of the B c spectrum of energy levels, transitions between levels, and
weak decays of the ground state, as well as their production and observation at hadron
colliders, are summarized. Also, recent experimental B Physics results from die CDF and
D 0 Tevatron experiments are reviewed and future prospects are discussed.

1 . Introduction

Jeff Appel opened the B Physics working group sessions by emphasizing the need
in the physics community to focus our efforts. It is timely to attempt to identify a single,
major objective in the area of B Physics and to dinct our efforts towards achieving a
specific goal, perhaps in the area of CP nonconservation in B decays. Clearly, this will
require considerable cooperation among physicists, laboratories, and funding agencies, all
of which are essential for the future of the field. Some other possible areas of
concentration are B* - B* mixing and rare B decays. Hopefully, this greater focus can be
achieved at the Workshop on B Physics at Hadron Accelerators in Snowmass this summer.

In the context of this workshop it would be impossible to systematically cover the
rich phenomenology of B physics in a few hours. Thus, the conveners chose to
concentrate on a few selected topics of current interest As the B , meson has recently been
observed both at LEP and at the Tevatron, ii seemed appropriate to discuss the next meson,
namely the Be. Both CDF and D 0 were asked to highlight recent B Physics results from
the very successful recent run la at the Tevatron Collider. Upgrades of these experiments
for Tevatron runs Ib and II were also discussed.

2 . Theory

The novel hadronic states with both charm and beauty provide very interesting
systems to explore. The Be mesons are especially attractive theoretically since both quarts
are heavy and reasonably reliable calculations are possible. In a sense, the Be system is the
hydrogen atom" of meson spectroscopy. Estia Eichien presented results obtained in

collaboration with Chris Quigg on the Be meson spectrum of energy levels, the transitions
between these states, the weak decays of the ground state, and the prospects for
experimental observation of the Be meson.1 Kingman Cheung then presented calculations
of the production cross section for the Be meson through fragmentation.2

Using the Buchmuller-Tye potential with parameters fit to the cc" and b5 systems
Eichien and Quigg calculated the B c meson spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 1. The
predicted ' S . ground state mass is M(BC) * 6.2SS ± 0.020 GeV/c2 and the hyperfine
splitting is

M (Be*) - M(BC) M 73 ± 5 MeV/c1

Errors were estimated by using alternative potential! which have also been used to fit to the
cc" and bb spectra. Another source of uncertainty in these results is the values of the quark
masses one assumes. In Fig. 1 the values Me * 1.48 GeV/c1 and Mb » 4.88 Gev/eJ were
chosen. The BD threshold is indicated in Fig. 1 and lies in the region of the 3P states.
Certainly, the 3D stales a n bound, while the 3S stales are not

The prominent transitions between these stales are electromagnetic and hadronic.
Both electromagnetic El and Ml transitions occur as do hadronic transitions with the
emission of an S-wave pion pair.

The Be ground state will decay weakly through one of three possible processes: b
quark decay, c qoark decay, and bc annihilation. The branching fractions were calculated
assuming these quark processes occur with die initial quarks bound in the BuchnwHer-Tye
potential. The binduic energy is significant and has an important effect on die decay rates.
as does die values o f the quark masses. In Table I the branching fractions for various
channels are shown for both current and constituent quark masses.
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Fig. 1. The energy level spectrum of the be meson system.

There are several nice signals for observing the Bc at the Tevatron, which include
the following:

Ur+r

Ur+r
Ds*

UK+ + K-
Bc-» t •

(B.R. = 0.4%)

(B.R.= 5%)

(B.R. = 8%)

The combined brancing ratios for the first two processes are, respectively, about 0.4% x
7% = 3 x U H a n d S * x 100% x 2 .7* x 50% x 6.9% =5 x 10"? One can expect about
107 Be* will be produced in a 100 pb 1 run assuming o(BcVo(bb) = 10-* Further
assuming.an efficiency of about 1% one can expect about 30 Be -> x + y events, about 5
Bc-»Ds y events. There is also some hope that Be - » t v t would be seen in such a data
sample.

The production of ihe Be system at the Tevanon is expected to be dominated by
heavy quark fragmentation. Kingman Cheung2 has calculated the distribution in transverse
momentum, Pr. in terms of the pattern distribution functions. fj(x), the panon cross section
dd(ij -» bX), and the fragmentation function D(z4i):

do(B«(PT))«Zjdx1f i /,(x1)JdxJfyp(x1)jdzdd(ij-• b(PT /z) X ) D ^

Hens the subprocesses ate gg-»bb*, gb-»gb\ and qq"-»bb° and H is the factorization
scale between the haid subprocesses and the soft fragmentation. These leading order
calculations indicate it is, indeed, reasonable to expect 10? Bc's in a 100 pb1 Tevatron run.
At the SSC, of course, the cross section is considerably larger and the PT spectrum is
much harder.

3 . B Phyt ia at 0 0

In the recent Tevatron run la the D 0 detector performed very well, as was reported
by Kamel Bazizi. B Physics objectives included measuring the total b cross section, the
direct J/y and Y production cross sections, and B* - B * mixing. Both inclusive single
muons and dimuons were measured. The inclusive muon cross section do/aPr*l for the
process PP-»bb-»( iX was measured over the range 6 < P T < 22 GeV/c and |rt|< 1.0
and the icsahs agree very well with the ISAJET next-io-leading order calculations.

The 0 0 experiment was successful in isolating dimuon events from jets by
requiring AR(jet-(i) > 0.7 for both muons. The opposite sign dimuon distribution showed
prominent signals at the Vy and Y masses, while for the same sign dimuons die signal was
absent, as expected. Dimuons where at least one muon was not isolated from a jet
(AR( jet ~v)< 0.7) were also measured. For these non-isolated dimuons the opposite sign
pairs also showed the J/Y signal, while the Y was not apparent. Of course, the same sign
dimuons showed no signal.
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The inclusive J/y cross section PP -» bb -> Jfy(->\i\i)X has been measured out to
PT = 20 GeV/c. Preliminary results for da/dPjdy agree reasonably well with previous
CDF data, which went only to PT * 14 GeV/c, but the theoretical calculations still fall
somewhat below both data sen. The I) production cross section remains an unresolved
issue needing 10 be addressed both experimentally and theoretically.

The D 0 experiment was successful in measuring B* - 5 * mixing by observing the
dimuon channel. Comparing same sign and opposite sign dimuons gave the preliminary
result

ji-) = 0.43 ± 0.10

From this value of R the mixing parameter x was determined to be

X * f* X* + *"• Xi« 0.21 ± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.05 (syst)

in agreement with previous CDF and UA1 results.

These preliminary results on the inclusive muon cross section, J/y production, and
B* - B* mixing demonstrate clearly that D 0 performed very well in its "maiden" Tevatron
run. There was good efficiency for b tagging, low decay and punchthrough problems, and
full coverage in the r) region expected. With further analysis the T| region will be extended,
the b cross section measurement improved, and, hopefully, the gluon distribution at small x
will at least be constrained.

4 . B Physic* at CDF

Preliminary results from CDF based on about 50% of Tevatron run la (12pb')
were presented by William Wester. A sample of about 42,000 J/y'shave been
accummulaied in the dimuon channel. CDF has also been quite successful in identifying
charged kaons, allowing the following B decays to be reconstructed:

B»+ ^ J/if + K*

U K*

(80 ± 11 events)

(44 ±9 events)

+ «'

U K+ + K-

The B masses were determined to be

(14.0 ±4.7 events)

and

M (BJ - 5278.2 ± 2.6 MeV/c1

M (Bd)» 5279.6 ± 2 . 9 Me V/cJ

M (B.) - 5383.3 ± 4.5 MeV/c2

These B u and Bd masses are in excellent agreement with the Panicle Data Group3 values.
This is the first time the Bj has been identified in hadron collider data and the mass agrees
well with the preliminary value from LJEP. M(BS) - 5375 ± 8 ± 5 MeV/c2, also reported at
this workshop.4

Barry Wicklund stressed how very well the silicon vertex detector (SVX)
performed in the CDF experiment during the recent Tevatron run la. In analyzing the
B* -» J/y + K* evenu it was shown that making the cut c t > 100 tun improves the
signal/background very substantially. Even more impressive is how the SVX allows the
prompt J/y evenu to be separated from the B* - » J / y + K* evenu. The J/y evenu in the
sideband (JAp + K evenu outside the B mass region) very clearly are centered around
CT - o, allowing prompt J/y's to be subtracted from the signal, and thus permitting a
measurement of the B lifetime. Improved tracking also enabled CDF IO reconstruct
the decay B - • J/y + K$ as John Skarka' reported. The additional requirement that the Kt
-*%*•*• vertex point to the J/y -» \i*\T vertex was essential.

5 . CDF AND D 0 Upgrades

John Skarha1 also emphasized the importance of improvemenu in vertex detection
in the planned CDF upgrade. The coverage in r\ will be extended significantly in the
upgraded silicon vertex detector (SVX II), which will be about 1 m in length.

Ron Upton's* discussion of the planned D 0 upgrade emphasized improvements in
data acquisition and trigger paths. With an upgraded Tevauon luminosity of 5 x 1031

cm'2*-1 one hopes to acquire muon triggers at a rate of a few kHz, as compared to a few
Hz Ui present detectors.
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B PHYSICS RESULTS FROM D 0 RUN IA

Kamel A. Baiisi, for the D0 Coll»bor«tion
Unittnity of Ctlifoni*, Rvttrnit
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ABSTRACT

We tepott preliminary results on 1 pkydes from 1)0. Tkis umljriif it performed OR
* wmple of the data lecoided witk 00 detector in rf colluiom at V# = l.S TeV
dariaf Ike 92-93 Tevntroa collider r««. Tke results include tke iadasiire p and i / y
differential croM iectioMt and a meataremeiit of tke B*-S* muring parameter.

1. Introduction

The component! of the D0 detector relevant for tVn analysis are the tracking
chambers, the uranium-liquid argon calorimeter and the muon detection system.
A detailed description of each component can be found in reference [1]. For the
92-93 Tevatron run the detector and trigger! were optimized for high transverse
momentum physics, electroweak and top quark searches. Because of the relatively
high cross section for tt production at the Tevatron, D0 expects to study many »
physics processes using the semileptonic decay of » quarks into muons.

3. Physics Motivation!

The current data on the bottom production cross section at the Tevatron are
above the theoretical predictions[2]. The measurement of the » quark cross section
at 0 0 is important both to test this discrepancy and provide an independent test
of the QCD cakulations[3]. The h cross section can be sampled in both the inclusive
muon and J/+ production. The D0 muon coverage (fa| < 3.3) is well suited to these
studies as a large part of the t-quark cross section lies outside of the central region
(111 < 1.0).

The measurement of the J/4 and T cross sections also provides a test of the
charmonium production model, CPM[4], and allows the study of the different J/+
production mechanisms.

When mixing between B° and its antiparticle B° occurs it leads to like sign
muon events. Therefore, by measuring the ratio of the like to unlike sign dimuons
one can extract a measurement of the mixing parameter x which is directly compa-
rable to the Standard Model predictions[5].

3. Single « Production

Due to the high trigger rates for single muons, dedicated runs with moderate
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trigger prescales were taken for the purpose of the inclusive muon cross section
measurement. The analysis presented here is based on a total integrated luminosity
JCH = (88± 11)**-' for the central region |q| < 1.0 and }Cdt = (12±2)*»-' for the end
region 1.0 < hi < I.t. The region 1.6 < |IJ| < 3.3 is currently under active study.

S.I. Single p Trifitr
The D 0 trigger system consists of two hardware trigger levels (level 0 and

level 1), and a software level (level 2). The level 0 trigger uses a scintillator ho-
doscope to select inelastic collisions which occur within 1 meter of the nominal
interaction point in the beam direction. The level 1 muon trigger requires hits in
00 cm wide roads from the 3 layers of muon chambers to be consistent with a track
pointing to the interaction region. At level 2 the muon track is reconstructed and
is required to pass quality cuts along with a minimum FT of 3 GeV.

S.t. Sinfle ji Offline Selection
Single muon events are reconstructed offline and are retained for further

analysis if they contain at least one muon track satisfying the following criteria:

Hits in all 3 layers of muon chambers
Good track quality and consistent vertex association
In time with beam crossing
A minimum of 1 GeV of energy visible in the calorimeter
A matching track in the central tracking chambers

S.S. Inchuive it Cnit Section
The detection efficiency for single muons has been estimated using a sample

of inclusive Monte Carlo U — »X events and the data where possible. The Monte
Carlo includes full detector and trigger simulation and the data have been analyzed
using the same algorithm as for the data analysis. Since some of the detector
effects are not precisely modeled by the simulation programs, the data was used
to determine the efficiency for sensitive cuts. The overall detection efficiency is
around 25%, independent of »£ for s£ > 8 GeV, and around 15% at f£= 4 GeV.
The systematic uncertainty on the efficiency is estimated to be 20%.

The normalized data binned in s£ bins and corrected for the efficiency are
shown in Figs. 1(«) for |q| < 1.0 and 1(1) for 1.0 < |t|| < 1.8. The dashed, dotted, dot-
dashed, and solid lines represent the different expected contributions to the single
muon spectrum from », c and */K decays, and the sum of all the contributions
respectively. The contributions from » and c quark decays have been estimated
using the Monte Carlo generator 1SAJET[6). The spectrum from x/K decays comes
from a calculation based on the charged particle inclusive spectrum from the CDF
Collaboration[7] convoluted with «• or X decay probability for the D0 detector.
The comparison of the Monte Carlo distributions as a function of »J to the data
shows fairly good agreement both in shape and absolute value within the total
experimental uncertainties which are of the order of 30% (efficiency and luminosity
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systematic errori).

4. Dimuon Production

The dominant sources of low Pr dimuoni are heavy quark production and
direct production of J/+ and T. The dimuon analyiii prevented here is bawd on a
total integrated luminosity JCit = (io.t± 1.3)**-'.

4-1. Dimuon Trifier
The dirauon trigger requires an inelastic collision at level 0 and at leait 2

muon candidates at level 1. At level 2, at least 2 muon tradu must be reconstructed
and are required to pus loose quality cuts along with a minimum pr cut of 3 GeV
for each muon.

4.1. Dimuon Offline Selection

The dimuon triggers are reconstructed offline and retained for analysis if they
contain at least two reconstructed muon tracks. Each track is required to satisfy
the same criteria as used for the single M analysis. Also, for cosmic ray rejection,
the track pair is required to satisfy A* < ISO" and A* < 170*.

4-S. holtted/Non-hoUlcd Dimuon Mu*
The ditnuon events are divided into two categories, isolated and non-isolated

pairs. Non-isolated dimuons are denned to be those with at least one muon within
a cone of radius AA = 0.7 from a jet with minimum transverse energy of 8 GeV.
Isolated dimuons are defined to have both muons with AJt > 0.7 away from any jet.
Each sample can be further sub-divided into like and unlike sign muon pairs.

The mass distributions for all four different samples are shown in Fig. 2,

where Fig. 2(«) shows the distributions for the same (shaded curve) and oppo-
site sign non isolated dimuons while Fig. 2(») shows the distributions for isolated
dimuons. The mass distributions corresponding to the opposite sign data show
dear J/# mass peaks. These are representative of the different 3J-+ production
mechanisms, heavy quark decays in the non-isolated case, and direct production
in the isolated case. The isolated dimuon sample also shows evidence of T direct
production. Neither Hke sign mass distribution exhibits resonant behavior.

12 16 20
nv(GtV)

H e a r * 3: Cmpaiisoa Betetea Ukc sita (•fcadtil) aad aslikt t i p (natkadtd)
as distrikatnas, foe (a) aoa isolated awl (t) Mat«a diataoH.

4.4. 11+ PniuctUn Cnu Section
To extract a cross section for inclusive J/f production we have used a sample

with a total integrated luminosity / £ * = (S.IdkO.4) •»-'. In addition to the standard
dimuon offline selection cute, to minimiie uncertainties in the acceptance we also
required the transverse momentum of the dimuon pair to be greater than 8 GeV.

A gaussian+polynomial fit to the data (Fig. 3(«)) gives a signal of 142 ± 30
events with a fitted ]/+ mass of 3.071 i. 0.029 GeV, in agreement with the world
avenge.

The detection efficiency was estimated using a Monte Carlo sample of ti —
J/+X -• M+fTJC events generated using ISA JET. The events were processed through
the detector and trigger simulators as discussed in section 3.4. The overall dimuon
efficiency is about 10% for Pr > 15 GeV. The corrected »T spectrum is shown in
Fig. 3(»), where the circles are preliminary 0 0 data points and the solid curve
is an independent prediction for the spectrum. The dashed curve corresponds to
the contribution from the heavy quark production (BPM model) as described in
references [3, 8]. The dotted curve corresponds to the contribution from direct
charmonium production (CPM model) as described in reference [4]. The solid curve
is the sum of these two calculations.
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4.5. B°£° Mixin,
Mixing i« meaiured in events where both the I and t quark* decay temilep-

tonically into muoni, and the charge of each muon ii u»ed to tag the flavor of iti
patent * quark. A "leading" like sign muon pair indicate! that one of the mesoni hat
changed into iti antiparticle. The magnitude of the mixing it related to the ratio of
like lign to unlike lign dimuom. Like lign muoni can alto retult from "sequential"
decayi, which therefore have to be accounted for.

The mixing parameter x <• defined at the probability of a B° to transform
into itt antiparticle. It can be defined as:

Br(B°- B°-.ii- X)
x

Experimentally one measures the ratio R of like to unlike lign dimuont. Thii
it related to x via the equation:

R =

[0 - X? + X7\P) + Px(I - X)IP. + [(1 - X)' + X')Pl + P<. + ft + P* + 0.BP,

where P, it the fraction of a particular procett contributing to dimuon eventi. A
•uminary of the contributing proceitei it given in Table 1. In order to extract
a value for x from R one reliet on a Monte Carlo model to ettimate the relative
contribution! of the different proceiui. The fraction! were ettimated using the
ISAJET generator and D0 detector and trigger limulation packagei. The resulting
fractions are shown in Table 1.

f 5 3

p,
Pi
p3

p.
p,
p*
Pr

Process

t- .e->M+
) i -*s-> / '"

h —* cp~ t c ** p+

e — it*., 1 — M~

Drell-Yan, J/V, T
Decay background

Same Sign
2x0 - x)

0-X)' + xJ

2x(l-x)
0%
0%
0%
50%

Opposite birn
( i - x ) ' + x*

«X(1 - X)
0-x)' + x2

100%
100%
100%
50%

Fraction
.66 ± -IS
.15±.0«
.(W±.O4
.02 ±.02
.02 ± .02
.02 ±.02
.OS ±.04

T.bW 1: Coitribitiou to noa-uolated dimnou

The B'-S' mixing analysis it based on a sample of Jcdi = (8.4 ± 1.0)^-'.
In addition to the standard dimuon offline cuts, the events were also required to
pus the following cuts. In order to remove the J/* contribution only events with a
dimuon mats U" > 6 GeV are kept. Each muon track it required to be in or near
a jet with a transverse energy E>T" > 8 GeV, and within a cone of radius a.R - 0.8
around the muon track. Further, each muon track is required to have a value of ff1

above 1.2 GeV in order to minimixe contributions from sequential decays. Using
these cuts we find 116 like and 234 unlike sign events. Note that these relatively
hard cuts enhance the "leading" muoni, as teen in Table 1. The corresponding
value for the ratio R it

lite
' unlike

= 0.51 ± O.Oo(fOl)

Using the relative fractions ft from Table 1 and the measured value for R we
find the mixing parameter x-

X = -14 ± .03(rt.i) ± M{iyi)

where the systematic error comes mainly from the uncertainties in the Monte Carlo
estimate* of the sequential decay background. The result is in good agreement with
ihe previous measurements from collider experimentt[9-13].

5. Conclusion*

Despite its optimisation for high rr physics during the 92-93 Tevatron run,
D 0 hat collected significant data sample for the study of • physics. By exploiting itt
good muon detection to tag » decays D 0 has begun producing interesting prelimi-
nary » physics results. The results include the differential crott section for inclusive
mnons out to rapidities of 1.6, J/* production in the central region (M < O.l), and a
measurement of the P-fr mixing parameter x- The measurements will be extended
to larger rapidities and to higher statiitict with reduced tyitematic uncertainties at
more data it added to the analyses.
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The CDF SVX II Detector Upgrade

John E. Sk.rha
Department of Pkyiicl »ni Atinnomt

The John* Hopkins Uniitrlitj
Baltimore, Jtfaryfsaa1 tlttl

ABSTRACT

Tie propoied CDF SVX II detector upgrade for Kcondarr vertex detection dnriag Ike FentiUb
Tentnn R»» II collider i n is described. The general deiigm mad importut featares of tkis lilkoa
rertex detector are pieteRted. The CDF physics goal* which are addrewed by this detector are also
gi«a.

1 Introduction

Experience with the present CDF1 data make it clear that high resolution vertex
detection is a key tracking component in the CDF program of high rr physics,
specifically the top search and mass measurement, and • physics. The planned in-
crease in the number of »• and f bunches in the accelerator in 1996, and the resulting
shorter bunch spacing (132 ns or 395 ns) requires a replacement for the SVX and
SVX' detectors. Based on the experience gained with the current SVX detector1,
CDF is planning to build the SVX II detector3 which is capable of operating with
the shorter bunch spacing and which extends the high rr md • physics capabilities
of the present vertex detector.

The top physics program and other high n physics topics will be helped
by increasing the length of the vertex detector in order to improve coverage of the
luminous region in t at the interaction point. The SVX II detector will double the
present vertex detector length and add r - 1 information which will increase the •
tag efficiency for top events by a factor of 1.6 to 2.0 depending on the top mass.
In combination with an increase in luminosity, this increased efficiency will give a
dramatic improvement to the overall physics capabilities of the CDF detector.

The capability of using impact parameter information obtained from a vertex
detector in the level 2 trigger to select events with secondary vertices will be of
fundamental importance for any experimental program of • physics in a hadron
collider environment. Having an impact parameter trigger implemented for SVX II
will significantly increase the siie of the • sample on tape. The experience gained in
installing and running this trigger will help CDF to design more ambitious triggering
systems in the future.

The SVX II detector described here is the detector required to pursue the
high rr physics goals of the CDF collaboration once the collider begins operation
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: Tke CDF SVX II detector.

with the shorter bunch spacing. It is also the first stage in a two stage upgrade
path. The second stage will add forward disks to extend the i coverage out to
approximately three. This additional ij coverage is necessary to obtain the good
flavor tagging capabilities necessary for CDF to pursue • physics goals such as B,
mixing and CP violation studies.

2 General Description

2.1 Mechanical

The SVX II detector will be arranged in three identical barrel modules mounted
symmetrically with respect to the interaction point (Figure 1). Each barrel will
cover a region approximately 34 cm long in i and will consist of four radial layers of
detector ladders. Each ladder will consist of four silicon detectors mounted together
into a single mechanical unit and wirebonded electrically in pairs, which are read
out at each end of the ladder.

The ladder support structure should maintain detector-to-detector alignment
to within ±5 microns in the r-+ direction and provide sufficient stiffness and thermal
stability to eliminate gravitational and thermal mechanical bowing. The maximum
amount of intrinsic bow in the ladder support structure after construction is de-
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Figure 2: SVX II bunl geowtijr.

signed to be less than 50 microns and should be measured to an accuracy of ±10
microns. Since the double-sided detectors used in SVX II have an orthogonal stereo
angle to optimize the r - » vertex resolution, a tight tolerance on the radial un-
certainty of the detectors is required. This is because for tracks at large incident
angles, there is a strong coupling between the radial and i position uncertainties.
The i position uncertainty in the placement of the detector* during the ladder con-
struction process should thus also be ±10 microns. AU of the ladder designs that
are being pursued should be able to achieve these tolerances.

The ladders will be arranged in wedges in a 12-sided geometry. Each wedge
will span slightly more than 30 degrees and in the latest design, the wedges are
staggered in radius with respect to each other in order to provide a small amount
of overlap. This overlap is included to allow for wedge-to-wedge alignment using
tracks. The staggered radius geometry should simplify the barrel construction and
allow additional overlap between neighboring wedges compared to the SVX and
SVX' detectors. At present, the optimum mechanical length of the individual silicon
detectors is still being explored. With four detectors of 8 5 cm length in each barrel,
the total SVX II detector length will be 1.020 meters. The SVX II barrel geometry
is shown in Figure 2.

In SVX, laser-drilled holes in the hybrid circuit boards at each end of the
Udder were used to define a reference line to which the silicon detectors were aligned
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betcctiir 1'arameter
Readout coordinates

# barrels
# layers per barrel
# wedges per barrel

# ladders
Ladder length

Combined barrel length
Layer geometry

First layer radius
r-t readout pitch (4 layers)
r-t readout pitch (4 layers)

Active length of readout channel (r-«l)
# T-4 readout chips/ladder (4 layers)
# r-x readout chips/ladder (4 layers)

# readout chips/wedge (r-^;r-z)
# r-* readout channels
# r-x readout channels

SVX
'-*
2
4
12
96

25.5 cm
51 cm
v tut

2.989 cm
60;60;60;55 Mm

-
25.5 cm
2;3;4;6

-
15;-

46,080
-

SVX 11
r-4',r~z

3
4
12
144

34.0 cm
102 cm

staggered radii
2.416 cm

60;55;60;55 ion
166;111;166;166 »m

17.0 cm
4;6;8;12
4;6;8;8
30;26

138,240
119,808

T.bfc 1: Coatpuim of tlw geometrical Uyoit sad denga puwters of tlw SVX u d SVX II
detcctots.

with a 5 micron accuracy. The same approach will be taken with SVX II, except
that the reference feature will be masked onto the hybrid, and the hybrid will be
mounted on the silicon surface. This design will achieve less dead space between
the neighboring barrels than in SVX. The SVX dead space between barrels was -4
cm whereas the goal for SVX II (including space for readout cables) will be 1.5 cm
or less.

Overall construction tolerances for SVX II will be similar to those achieved in
the construction of SVX. The SVX II ladder design is 8.5 cm longer and the ladders
may need to be somewhat itiffer, but the 50 micron bow limit should be achievable.
An additional consideration in the construction and handling of the SVX II ladders
is that there will be exposed wirebonds on both sides of the double-sided detector
ladders.

The design requirements of SVX II are also similar to those of the SVX,
however the power generated by the front-end electronics will be greater for each
ladder because of the additional channels read out from the double-sided detectors.
The radiation dote expected during the detector lifetime (up to 1 Mrad) is also
much higher than that for SVX and SVX'. This higher radiation dose will have
implications for the choice of detector electronics and structural materials. Table 1
shows a comparison between the SVX and SVX II detector parameters.
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2.2 Flrrtrieill

The SVX II DAQ system is designed to be compatible with the upgraded CDF
trigger and DAQ planned for Run II (up to 132 nsec beam-crossing times) and to
be capable of working with eventual higher-speed upgrades which could be proposed.
For Run II, the trigger system is intended to handle up to 5 kHz of level 1 accepts
into the level 2 trigger. Since the SVX II is designed to digitize and readout in
response tn a level 1 accept in < S/is, it is compatible with this requirement. The high
speed of the SVX II readout and the ability to provide digitized analog information
is also required for compatibility with a level 2 displaced-track trigger processor
(SVT«).

The use of analog information for the present SVX, to find the pulse-height
weighted cluster centroid, provided a significant improvement in the resolution. In
addition, for SVX II, the use of analog information in centroid finding will provide
good < resolution for tracks out to high incidence angles (high rapidity). The large
number of channels and the need for fast readout speeds, have lead to a design with
digitization on-board the front-end SVX II chip. Many of the features of this chip,
for example the "nearest neighbor" readout scheme, and the desire for a readout
threshold which can be set per chip, are based directly on the experience with the
present SVX detector. The data aquisition and the control of the front-end chips will
be highly parallel to reduce the impact of a single component failure. To provide the
necessary bandwidth with minimal material and low power consumption, SVX II
will use optical fiber transmission from the detector to a VME based DAQ system
and the SVT trigger processor. There has been significant R&D on optical readout
for SSC experiments, and while this is a relatively new technology, the development
appears timely for SVX II.

The use of fiber optics will reduce electromagnetic interference and speed up
the readout of the data for use by the level 2 trigger processor. The intention is
to develop a DAQ including the front-end chip which is common as far as possible
to both the CDF and DO vertex detector upgrades. At present the design of the
readout chip for SVX II has reached the prototype stage at both Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory and Fermilab. It is expected that the final chip will be a collaborative
effort between these two groups. The principal features of the SVX II chip are as
follows:

• 128 channels per chip, <3 mW power dissipation per channel.

• S/N > 12/1 for 20 pf capacitance after 1 MRad (~2 fb"').

• On-chip analog to digital conversion (7 bit).

• front-end dynamic range 3-400 fC (-100 MIPS).

• Fast analog signal path - settling within 130 ns for the upgraded Tevatron.

• Continuous time analog signal path (no reset cycle necessary).

• Double sample capability for use with AC coupled detectors.
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• An analog pipeline of programmable depth (16 deep for up to 2 /»s of delay at
130 us).

• Single clock operation during data acquisition (CMOS or balanced positive
ECL).

• Digitally programmable threshold for sparse readout.

• Complete digitization and readout option (no sparse).

• Fast all-digital sparse readout (>20 MHz).

2.3 Deteetori

The barrel of the SVX II will be constructed from double-sided detectors made with
high resistivity n-type bulk silicon of 300 j»m thickness. The exact dimensions of
these rectangular devices depend upon the barrel layer in which they are located,
but a typical device has an active area which is between 10 and 20 cm1.

The r - 4 measurement will be made with the p-side. On that side, charge
will be collected by longitudinal strips with —25 /im pitch. The 5 /un-wide implant
strips will be capacitively coupled to each other and alternate ones will be read out,
resulting in a 55-60 >im readout pitch. The strips will be coupled to the readout
by a thin (typically 0.2 pm) layer of silicon dioxide and an aluminum electrode.
Polysilicon resistors will be used for biasing because of their radiation resistance.

The r - x measurement will be made by transverse strip* on the n-side. As
with the p-side, the strips will be AC-coupled to the readout, the biasing will be
polysilicon, and the implant and aluminum strip widths will be minimized to reduce
the capacitance. The present two x readout pitches-Ill «un and 168 pin-result
naturally from the use on this side of 85 mm-long detectors and an integer number
of readout chips (with 128 channels per chip). In the preferred design, Layers 1,
3, and 4 will have 166 pm n-side pitch, and Layer 2 will have 111 pm n-side pitch,
with all channels being read out. The use of 90* stereo strips with these pitches on
a rectangular detector naturally results in the assignment of multiple sense strips
to the same metal strip. The multiplexing ambiguities can lead to reconstruction
of unphysical tracks known as ghost tracks. The detector pitch and dimensions are
being selected so that the ghost tracks are identifiable with the aid of the pointing
resolution of the outer tracking chamber.

The SVX II design will be simplified by reading out both sides of the detector
at the same edge. The plan is to use the "double metal" technique, in which each
n-side transverse aluminum strip (the "first metal") is coupled by an aluminum
via through a relatively thick insulator to a longitudinal metal strip (the "second
metal") which lies on the detector surface. In an alternative to the double metal
technology, signals from the transverse strips can be routed to the readout chips
with an adhesive glass sheet or Kapton foil bearing copper laminated strips.
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3 Physics GoaU

3.1 Top Physics

The discovery and subsequent study of the top quark are major goals for the col-
lider program. Top production at the Tevatron is expected to be dominated by
the production of II pairs. The cleanest signal for top will be the observation of
two high rr leptons from the semileptonic decays of both the t and i quarks. The
<( — 21 channel has a background from the direct production of W*W~ pairs that
subsequently decay leptonically. This background exceeds the top signal for val-
ues of m, >160 GeV/c2. The W pair background can be controlled by adding the
rrquirement of high *T jets in the event and/or hy the requirement of a b tag in
the event using the SVX II. The presence of a tagged b jet suppresses the W pair
background and provides strong evidence for the top interpretation.

At CDF, b tagging is also needed for the effective use of the li -• / - v - jtlt
events, b tagging in CDF relies on either a lepton tag (from the semileptonic decay of
the t) or on the identification of a displaced decay vertex with the vertex detector. In
top events, the lepton tagging efficiency per b is -10%. This efficiency is insufficient
to extend the mi measurement to the higher top masses or to effectively tag >1
b per event as needed in searches for possible deviations from Standard Model
decays of the top. With the SVX II upgrade, the tagging efficiency per b will be
significantly increased3. Knowing which jets are b jets will also improve the top
mass measurement resolution.

3.2 B Physics

CDF has already demonstrated the ability to make B physics measurements*. By
mid-decade, CDF will have reconstructed several hundred exclusive decays in +K+,
+K9' , +K°, and other similar modes. A large fraction of these will have reconstructed
secondary vertices using the SVX or SVX'. Nearly one hundred B, — 44 decays,
several tens of At -• t̂ A, and a few B€ — 4* are expected in Run I. This is in
addition to more than 2 million inclusive semileptonic B decays. These samples
will allow cross section and BB correlation measurements, B spectroscopy and rare
decay measurements, lifetime measurements to <5% statistical error for B* and B°,
and studies of b flavor tagging. Substantial improvements to the above analyses are
possible by increasing the acceptance for * flavor tagging, by using three dimensional
vertexing, and by implementing a level 2 secondary vertex trigger, all of which will
be provided by the SVX II detector in Run II.

There are many important considerations for enhancing b physics at CDF.
The low *T of the B daughter particles means that good position resolution at
the vertex requires minimum multiple scattering and thus minimum material usage
in the SVX II. This requirement is also important in order to reduce the photon
conversion background to the inclusive electron trigger. The need to have good
mass resolution for fully reconstructed B decays and to have a large acceptance
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for flavor tagging is important for measurements of B, mixing and CP violation.
With upgrades, CDF will eventually have tracking and electron and muon coverage
for N <3. Initial estimates of the capability of SVX II to measure B. mixing and
CP violation show that CDF will be able to provide significant results for these
challenging measurements using the 1 fb~' data sample accumulated in Run II and
beyond".

4 Conclusion

We have described the proposed CDF SVX II vertex detector for Run II. Many
improvements to the CDF physics goals can be gained by doubling the barrel length
over the present SVX, using double-sided silicon detectors, and by eventually adding
forward disks or the equivalent forward tracking. It is expected that additional
benefits in background rejection and in the use of 2-track vertices will be realized
with the 3-D vertex information.

The double-sided SVX II detector for Run II will thus be a powerful tool
for the exploration of high rr physics, and for extending the b physics capabilities
of CDF. The evolution toward a more comprehensive future b physics program,
including B, mixing and CP violation measurements, will be further enchanced by
the natural addition of a forward tracking upgrade.
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Br Melons Production at Hadron Collider* by
Heavy Quark Fragmentation
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ABSTRACT

We pinnt • reliable eitinate o> tke ptodutioa rate of Bc a w i i ia IS lad 2 5
•talei in the luge ttuumM montltim Kgioi al kadronk coViden uiaf keavy
quik (tifmtaUtioii fucliou derived willui tkc {ramewotk of peitubativt QCD.

From the recent tun at Tevatron the m u m and other properties of the B,
hire been measured and confirmed.' The next family of B mesons will be the Bt

mewnt made up of Se. The Bc-meion family diners from the J/+ and T families and
from other B mesons because it ii made up of a pair of heavy quatk and aatiqaark of
different flavors and mauet. Being quarkonium lyitemi of different flavors and masses
sc bound-states provide unique opportunities to test different bound-state models
of QCD. The decays of Bc mesons also provide rich sources to test the standard
model, and to probe the physics beyond SM. The concern will be how many B,
mesons can be produced in the present colliders (e.g. Tevatron) and in the future
hadronic supercolliders (SSC/LHC). We will summarise some features of the heavy
quark fragmentation functions, * and then present the production rates and the fr
distributions for the Bc mesons.

1. Heavy Quark Fragmentation

Previous estimates of Bc meson production have based on perturbative QCD
calculations for e+e~ colliders3 and monte carlo studies for both e+e~ and hadronic
colliders. * In the region of large SY, the major mechanism for producing Bc or any
other mesons is heavy quark fragmentation,1'1 in which a o is produced at large pr
by a hard-scattering process and it subsequently fragments into the meson. The
differential cross section for direct production at high fr can be factorised at leading
order in a, as

/ ' / . ) , (1)

where z is the longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the Bc, and ft a a fac-
torisation scale. The fragmentation function /?(-«,(*) satisfies the Altarelli-Parisi
evolution equation

(2)
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Figure 1: Tke tr/ipr[Bc) m m Ike truinnc aw«Mitiai fr[Bc) bt tk« ar«n4 lUlt
5.(1'%) and tk. Int noted rtatf Bc'(l

35i) at (a) tkeTevatnw, and (b) SSCaad LHC.

at leading order in a,. The 6 —» Bc requires the production of a eS pair and it is
therefore a hard process which can be calculated using perturbative Q C D . ' ' The
initial fragmentation functions are given by 2

x ( « - l g ( l - 2 r ) i + (21-74r + Mr')*1 (3)
-2(1 - r)(6 -19r + 18r')x3 + 3(1 - r)'(l - 2r + 2r')«4j,

for the 1S0 Bc state, aad

x ( 2 - 2 ( 3 -
-2(1 - r)(4 - r - r)'(3 -

for the first excited state flc*(l 'S,), and r = mc/[nn + m,). Note that the scale in
a, U set to be 2me, and tke initial scale po is chosen to be nn 4- 2mc.'

2. Predictions

We use Eq. (1) to compute the direct production rates of Bc and £* in kadroaic
collisions. Our calculation includes

S, and (5)
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as the hard subprocesses for inclusive production of the o. We choose the scale fi
for the parton distribution functions and for a, to be the transverse mass of the b,
vVrt + m i - We <"< the parameterization of HMRS (set b)* for parton distribution
functions, and the running coupling a.(Q) is evaluated at 1-loop by evolving from
the experimental value a,(mz) = 0.12. The subprocess cross sections are convoluted
with D(z,fi), as is in Eq. (1). The functions D(x,ik>) at the initial scale /to u e
evolved to the scale ft using Eq. (2). We use the input parameters of m» = 4.9 GeV,
me = 1.5 GeV, and |fl(0)|J = (1.18 GeV)3.

The px spectra for the Bc mesons at Tevatron energy are shown in Fig. l(a),
with the acceptance cuts

?r(Bc) > 10 GeV and |» (B C ) |<1 . (6)

The corresponding spectra at SSC(^i = 40 TeV) and LHC(vT = 14 TeV) energies
are shown in Fig. l(b), but under slightly different acceptance requirements

pr{Bc)> 20 GeV and |»(B e ) |<2.5. (7)

The integrated cross sections versus pf'"(f)c) are also shown in Fig. 2.
So far we have only estimated the Bc meson productions in 1' So and 13S\

states. Since the annihilation channel for the decay of the excited B0-meson states
is suppressed relative to the electromagnetic and hadronic transitions, all the ex-
cited states below the BD threshold will decay to the ground state I1 So by emitting
photons or pions. They therefore all contribute to the inclusive production of Bc

mesons. A simple modification can be made to estimate the productions in 2 ' So

and 2J5i states, by multiplying with the factor |-fljs(0)/fli5(0)|2 2 0.6.7 To get
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Table 1: Tke umber of Bc m«ou tkat CM be produced at Tentroa (25 pb~'), SSC (10 ftr1),
ud LHC (100 ft"1), iadadiag tke co.trib.lio.. bom 15 aad 25 lUtw, ndet diffeient ff"{Bc)

j/r(Be){GtV)
10
15
20
30
40
50

Tevatron
16000
4100
1400
250
67
22

SSC
_
_

6.4xlOr

2.0x10'
8.3x10*
4.0x10*

LHC
_
_

2.1x10*
5.7xl07

2.1 xlO7

9.4x10*

the total inclusive production rate, however, we need to include P-wave and possibly
D-waye contributions, which have not been calculated. Table 1 shows the number of
Bc mesons that cas be produced inclusively at Tevatron, SSC and LBC, including
the contributions from 15 and 25 states, with integrated luminosities of 0.025, 10,
and 100 fb~' respectively.

la conclusion, we have used the perturbative QCD-derived heavy quark frag-
mentatioa functions to calculate the production rates for 5-wave Bc mesons at Teva-
tron, S5C , and LHC energies. The production rate of Bc mesons given above is large
enough tkat it should be possible to identify the Bc mesons via the spectacular decays
of Bc -> jib/ aad Bc -> fr at the Tevatron, and to study its properties in details at
the SSC and LHC.

Most of tkc work was in collaboration with Eric Braaten and T. C. Yuan.
Thanks to E. Eichten and R. Oakes for helpful discussions. This work was supported
by DOE Grant DE-FG02-91-ER40S84.
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Studies of Quarkonia Production with CDF
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ABSTRACT

I* thu papci we pietelt icwlta m qiat koaia proUetioa obtaiatd f'oni data takea
with the CDF dtttctor at Fermilab, in rf coUUau at Ji = 1.1 TeV.

1 Introduction

We report on a study of J/+, #(35), x< and T production at the Teva-
tron. This study is interesting both by itself and for its contribution to
the understanding of t-quark production. It yields the Pr dependence
of the production cross section times the corresponding branching
fractions of the above states to final states containing two muons.

Our data have been taken with the CDF detector1 during the
1988-89 and the 1992-93 collider runs. The CDF detector has been
upgraded before the start of the 1992-93 run. The upgrades relevant to
this presentation are the muon chamber upgrade and the employment
of a silicon vertex detector (SVX). The original CDF Central Muon
detector, which covers the pseudorapidity region M < O.t, has been
complemented by the addition of four layers of drift tubes behind 2
feet of steel. As a result, hadronic punch-through backgrounds to the
muon signal have been reduced by a factor of —10. We have also added
layers of drift tubes in the pseudorapidity region of O.t < W < 1-0 in
order to increase our muon coverage. Finally two barrels of four layers
of DC coupled, single sided, silicon detectors (SVX) with K-4 readout
hare been added around the beam-pipe. The four layers are arranged
between r = J to r = « cm from the beam line, and the barrels cover
the region |i| < 2f cm. The SVX provides a very good resolution in the
transverse position of primary and secondary vertices. The primary
vertex resolution in a typical event is 35 pm, similar to the transverse
beam siie. The impact parameter resolution is better than 40(1$) M">
for tracks with ft- > 1(10) GtV/e. We have collected -21 *»-' of data
with this upgraded detector during the 1992-93 run.
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2 Quarkonia production

2.1 ttSS-St <Ut»

In the 1988-89 collider run we studied the reactions ? ( ( ) )
— ti+trX by using z.f ± 0.2 ft-1 of data. This allowed us to shed some
light on the quarkonia production mechanisms at the Tevatron en-
ergy. The production mechanisms of the J/*'i(*(2S)'s) are B decays,
direct charmonium production and the recently suggested1 gluon frag-
mentation. We obtained the J/j and #(25) differential cross sections
which are displayed in Fig. 1 as functions of Pr. The number of J/+
and #(25) events used in the measurement of those cross sections was
M* ± JO and M ± I respectively. Theoretical predictions for the two
types of processes expected to dominate J/# and #(25) production are
also plotted. The solid curve in Fig. la (lb) is a next-to-leading-order
(NLO) calculation of the production of t-quarks by Nason, Dawson,
U EUis (NDE)3 leading to B-mesons and subsequent decay to J/#
{HIS)) a» discussed in Ref. 4. We refer to this overall calculation as
B-production model (BPM). The dashed curve in Fig. la (lb) corre-
spond* to J/#'s (#(25)'s) from direct charmonium production5, that
is, either from the decay of a higher charmonium state or from direct
production through gluon fusion. We refer to this overall calcula-
tion as the charmonium production model (CPM). The sum of these
two contributions (BPM and CPM) is also plotted in Fig. 1. The
data show a production rate larger than expected. In Fig. la we fit
the theory to the data by summing the two theoretical contributions
with indepeadent normalisation factors. With no normalisation con-
straints a good fit is obtained with ~09% J/# production from CPM
and ~3I% / /# production from BPM. Using additional information
which is described in Ref. 4, we found that the 90% CX. upper limit
on the BPM contribution is -60%; we concluded as well that if future
measurements exceed this value, then either at least one of the two
model* considered above is wrong or there are additional production
mechanisms with a significant contribution.

We have also reconstructed x« mesons through the decay chain
X*—J/<hi J/t -»l»V" using the same data set. In the 1988-89 col-
lider run we reconstructed 6T ± I Xc's (see Fig. 2) and we calcu-
lated the cross section for the process rt —X<X to be r(xc —S/<h) =

3.2 ± 0.4(<M) *j'j («**«) «b. We found that the fraction, / , , of J/*'*

coming from x. decays is ft = (44*±S.S ^JJ* )%, but we did not have

enough statistics to measure this fraction as a function of FT. As-
suming that the only processes for J/+ production are B decays and
Xe decays, we derived the fraction /» to be («I ± 17)% for P1/' > f
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decsjrf. Tkc daakad cam comapoada U> J/^(2S))'t bom dinet ckanwaina pcod«etkw. Tkc
dol-dsaked cam ia tktir f » .

GtV/c. Thii value of ft w u wed to obtain the t-quark production
crow lection from the inclusive J/+ lample («ee Fig. 7).

2.2 lttl-ti UU

Due to improvements in the trigger, in the 1992-93 ran we have ap-
proximately a factor of 5 more //*'« par ft'1 than in the previous
run (tee Fig. 3a)). In Fig. 3b) we ihow the J/4 mm spectrum
from a 12 •*-' sample which represents ~ 60% of the 1992-93 data. In
Fig. 4 we compare the differential //•> cross section from the 1988-89
data to the one from T.S •»-• of 1992-93 data. In the 1992-93 run we
have extended the measurement to both lower and higher FT values.
The agreement with the 1988-89 data is pretty good. In the 1992-93
data, by using the SVX we can measure the fraction of J/+'t from
•'• directly and without any assumptions. From the measurement7

of the average k lifetime with inlusive J/+'% we have indications that
the fraction of J/+'t coming from •'« is lower than the one we as-
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somed in the previous ran. The fraction derived from the lifetime fit
is 15%. Although this; is the right • fraction in the lifetime sample, it
should not be automatically interpreted as the fraction of J/+'t from
»'»to be used for the * cross section measurement. The reason is that
the applied track quality cuts in the lifetime analysis favor isolated
maou aad systematically decrease the fraction. This fraction should
not be directly compared with the one we derived from the 1988-89
data either, because the fraction is a ft dependent quantity and the
FT regions for the inclusive J/* sample were different in the 1988-89
and 1992-93 collider runs. The measurement of an unbiased fraction
A from the 1992-93 run is work in progress.

A *)(25) mass distribution reconstructed through the decay
chain *(25) -.J/*>+r- is shown in Fig. S from - 12 •»-' of the 1992-93
data. The use of the SVX in the calculation of the «25) decay length
indicates that the d{25) state has a BOB negligible prompt component.

With the new data set we are also reconstructing a respectable
sample of x« decays (see Fig. 2). This sample will be used to measure
the fraction / , aad to cross check the fraction /» measured with the
SVX. Since we can now measure the J/+ differential cross section from
»'s and from x.'s, >t will be much easier to disentangle the different
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//*• production mechanum*. By meuuring with the SVX the fraction
of prompt x.'« we can alto mcaaure the ratio of the induiire rate* of
B - X.X and B - J/*X.

finally in Fig. 8 we ihow the T m m diitribution from ~ 12 »»-'
of the 1992-93 data. Since T'» are not produced from B mecon decayi
but they are produced either directly or from *»'•, we can uae the mea-
rarement of (Jfc ) venui Pr im order to check if the direct production
ipectrum predicted by QCD i* correct. Since T(JS) itate it produced
only directly, it will be etpecially uieful for this comparwon. The T
•ample often alto the powibility to check the differential production
croH Kction at Pr value* a* low aa 0.(-1.0 CcV/e.

3 b-quark production

3.1 ltiB-tl ittm

In Fig. 7 we ahow the t-quark crow *ectiont that we derived by
studying variou* * decay channel* in the 1988-89 data. The curve*
in the tame figure represent the theoretical prediction* bawd on the
NDE calculation. The uncertainty in the prediction* anting from
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choicis of the renormalixatkm icale /•, the *-quark man and the QCD
A parameter are alio ihown. The daihed lines correspond to the
central value and the upper and lower allowed prediction! by uiing
the DFLM itructure function!. The dotted line* correspond to similar
predictions by uiing the MT (tincture function!. Finally the solid
lines represent the central value and the upper allowed prediction by
using the MRSDO structure functions. The i-quark production cross
section from the inclusive J/+(*(7S)) — *•>" channels was based on
the measurement of the integrated J/+ffl*S)) et°— !ec»ion for JV > •
GtV/e (see section 2.1) and on the fraction / . of J/^{2S))'t coming
horn »'s. For the J/+'$ we used the fraction discussed in section 2.1.
For the *(25)'s we assumed that they all originate from B decays*.

The i-quark cross section from the tp sample shown in Fig.
7, is a single-* inclusive cross section based on the observation of a
correlated lepton pair that originates from the if produced in the
event. This measurement has been based on ~ 1000 lepton pairs. It
is interesting that although this cross section is measured at a similar
fjl as the cross section from inclusive J/*'* and «X25)'i it has a lower
central value. This is an indication that there might be something
wrong with the assumptions we made to derive /» from the inclusive
1/+ and *(iS) channels.

The B meson production cross sections from the exclusive de-
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cay channels B* -J/iK* and B° ->J/+Ka' were based on 14.1 ±4.3 and
•.•±4.* events respectively and therefore they were statistically lim-
ited. The corresponding i-quark cross sections are also shown in Fig.
7.

From the inclusive electron production rate and the associated
electron-D* production rate we derived the i-quark cross section for
four different ranges of Pfl from the inclusive muon production rate
in the same data we derived the i-quark cross section for two different
ranges of 1%. The major systematic uncertainty in these inclusive lep-
ton measurements was the level of the knowledge of the background.
This is greatly improved in the 1992-93 run due to the upgrades of
the detector.

From the comparison of the data with the theoretical predic-
tions in Fig. 7 we observe that the experimental i cross section is
larger than the theoretical one at the Tevatron energy. There is a
dear excess in the observed rate at small Pf.. At larger values of P|,
the data are consistent with the upper extreme of the theoretical band.
The measurements of i-quark production cross sections from the U Al
experiment in rt collisions at ji = 6J0 GtV agree much better with the
theoretical predictions than the CDF measurements at ,/i = IS TeV
do*. There have been several attempts to explain the difference such
as consideration of higher order corrections to the next-to-leading or-
der theoretical calculation, higher order small-x corrections to the
partonic cross sections and modification of the gluon densities10.

We know that several of the 1988-89 CDF i-quark cross section
measurements were statistically limited or were derived under certain
assumptions; we expect that the analysis of the data set we collected
during the 1992-93 run will shed light onto the problem.

3.2 imt*

Since we know that the measured fraction /» for both J/+'s and *(2S)'s
is smaller than the one we assumed in the 1988-89 analyses (see sec-
tion 2.2), we expect that the I cross sections based on the inclusive
quarkonia samples will become more consistent with the theory.

From (14.3 ± 1.0) r»-' of the 1992-93 data we also reconstructed
104*21 / / * * * and 2«±« JW' events for Pf > 6.0 GtV/c and Pf >
t.0 GeV/c respectively. The corresponding i-quark cross sections are
shown in Fig. 8. The errors are statistical and systematic combined in
quadrature. These new measurements, although statistically consis-
tent with the corresponding ones of the 1988-89 data, they are closer
to the theoretical predictions. Since there are sufficient statistics in
the B*— //**•* decay channel, this channel has been also used to
measure the differential B meson cross section. The measurement
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suggests that the shape of the theoretical cross section differs from
the experimental result since there is an excess in the observed rate
at low Pf (see Ref. 11).

Finally we have derived the k-quark cross section for two differ-
ent ranges of P% from the associated muon-D° production rate. These
two measurements are based on s.t and 4.4 p*-1 of 1992-93 data re-
spectively, and they will certainly improve when we use the full data
set.

4 Summary

During the 1988-89 collider run CDF has shown that one can study
qu vkonia physics and t physics even in a harsh rf collider environ-
ment. The 21 «*-> we collected with the upgraded CDF detector
during the 1992-93 run, are leading us to a rich program which fo-
cuses on the production and decay of quarkonia and t-quarks, and
which will answer many of the questions posed during the 1988-89
collider run.

Fit.™ I: h t a f n M » IV diMritatioa «t l.S TeV:lM2-H CDF ilstm m m NLO QCD. Tkc di-
d poad to UK Axmy B*-» J/fK*, Ike (qmuc to B°—J/^X°- **i tkc ciirlo to
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ABSTRACT

We ptcMMt the ptelimiaejv feialu of a calcalatioa of the (xagmnUtio* coatribatioa to charBoaim
ptodactioa at luge tiuirttM montntam i> ft eollkkn. Tlw fngaeatatioa ofelaow u d caam
qaatki ia the doausaat dinct prodactioa mcckuUtm fot inlRcititljr luge n.. We Had that foe both
J/«> aad if prodaetioa 6 afwaUtio* domlntaa o m the eoaveatioatl |laoa-||*oa fasioa mcaaataa
for »i (nattt Ikaa aboal • GeV.

The study of charmonium production in high energy hadronic collisions pro-
vide* a fundamental testing ground for perturbative quantum chromodynamics
(QCD). Through the comparison of experimental data and theory it is possible
to cheek if the baiic ideas used in these calculationa are correct. The study of J/+
production if of particular importance became the decay B — + + X play* a crucial
role in the measurements of » quark production and the itudiei of CP violation
in the B meson system. In order to properly understand these phenomena, it is
necessary to understand the background due to direct production of x and «>.

Previous calculations of direct charmonium production at large fj_inpf colli-
sions hare assumed that the dominant contribution to the cross section comes from
those leading order diagrams with gluon-gluon fusion into a charmonium state and
a recoiling gluoo.l These calculations do not reproduce all aspects of the avail-
able data,' which suggests that there are other important production mechanisms.
Recently it was pointed out that there are fragmentation contributions to charmo-
nium production that come from higher order in the strong coupling constant a.,
but eventually dominate because of a softer »j. dependence. * Is these proceedings
we present preliminary results of a project to calculate the fragmentation contribu-
tions to charmonium production. Our completed calculations are the fragmentation
contributions to the direct production of ^ and +'. The +' results can be added to
the contributions from gluon-gluon fusion and the decay B —•<? + X and compared
with CDF data on indurive p production. The inclusive production of the v> •*

complicated by the fact that the x states decay via x — ++7, so it is important that
direct x production be included when Comparing with data on inclusive f produc-
tion. The fragmentation contribution to x production needs to be calculated before
this comparison can be made. We can, however, compare the fragmentation contri-
bution to direct i> production to the gluon-gluon fusion contribution and determine
above what n. the fragmentation contribution dominates.

Fragmentation is the process in which a high »j_ parton is created and sub-
sequently decays into a hadron. There is a rigorous factorisation theorem of per-
turbative QCD that applies to the inclusive production of such hadrons in «+1~
annhilation.4 It states that the differential cross section i* for producing a hadron
with large »j. factors into differential cross sections it for producing partons with
large transverse momentum and fragmentation functions D{i). The fragmentation
function gives the probability for the splitting of the parton into the hadron with
momentum fraction », and ia universal in the sense that it is independent of the
process that produces the fragmenting parton. It has recently been shown that the
fragmentation functions D(x) for heavy quaxkonium states can be calculated using
perturbative QCD. * Fragmentation functions for several of these states have been
calculated explicitly. >••-?

The factorisation theorem for •+«- annihilation can be generalised to the
inclusive production of a hadron at large »i in rt collisions. For sufficiently large
TL, the differential cross section should have a factoriied form in terms of parton
distribution functions, hard scattering cross sections, and fragmentation functions.
Taking * production to be specific, the differential cross section can be written

where the sum is over partons of type •', i is the longitudinal momentum frac-
tion of the v> relative to the parton, and y is the rapidity of the «\ £>I~*(I,M) is
the fragmentation function, and H is the factorisation scale which cancels between
the two factors. The fragmentation functions can be evolved to any scale via the
Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations

where Pi-jta.M) is the Alterelli-Parisi splitting function for the splitting of a partos
of type • into a parton of type j with a longitudinal momentum fraction s. The
dominant contributions to Eq. (1) come from gluon fragmentation and charm quark
fragmentation. At leading order in a, the hard gluon or charm quark is produced
by a hard 2 -> I scattering process and the differential cross section on the right side
of Eq. (1), neglecting parton masses, is
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where i t and it are the longitudinal momentum fraction of partons j and k relative
to the proton and sntiproton, /,-j(*i) and ./>-»(*>) are the corresponding parton
distribution functions,»is the center of mass energy squared, and ii/ii'u the differ-
ential cross section. The differential cross sections & lit to* the relevant subprocesses
can be found in standard texts. * For a given y, ju, and », the delta function in Eq.
(3) will translate into a limit on »i and u , where

The fragmentation functions £>,_•*(*•'*) and D,_«(J,M) were calculated in Ref.
3 and 5 to leading order in a, at a scale >> on the order of 2m,. We used Eq. (2) to
evolve them to the appropriate scale p = M./' set by the transverse momentum of
the parton. Only the splitting term § -* § was used in the evolution of D,-.*, and
only the splitting term c — e was used in the evolution of D«_*. It hat been pointed
out that the § — e splitting term may be important in the evolution of the gluon
fragmentation function. *

The evolved fragmentation functions and Eq. (3) were used in Eq. (1)
to calculate the fragmentation contribution to direct ^ production. The MRSDO
parton distribution set wes used along with a pseudorapidity cut of M < O.t, scale
n - in% and a beam energy of 900 GeV. The result of the calculation is shown in
figure 1. The gluon fragmentation and charm quark fragmentation contributions are
graphed separately and compared with the gluon-gluon fusion contribution. The
cross over n. value above which fragmentation dominates it quite low. For gluon
fragmentation the cross over m. is about 8 GeV while for charm quark fragmentation
it it about 8 GeV. In spite of a suppression by two powers of a,, the fragmentation
contribution dominates at large n. because the subprocest differential crott section
di/di scales at l/r]_ whereat for gluon-gluon fusion it scales as l/ft.

The if fragmentation contribution can be obtained from the * fragmentation
contribution timply by multiplying by the ratio of their electronic widths. The
results at Tevatron energies are shown in figure 2. The parton distribution set, the
scale pa and the psuedorapidity cut are the same as those used in the + calculation.
The two fragmentation contributions are shown as well at the result of the gluon-
gluon fusion calculation, the B -> f + X calculation, and the CDF data. • The cross
over points are the same at those in f production. It is dear from the graph that
the theoretical predictions do not properly reproduce the shape of the data, a sign
that there may still be other production mechanisms that need to be taken into
account.

Some important comments about the results of the calculation need to be
made. We have demonttrated that although the fragmentation contribution it of
higher order in a,, it will dominate the lower order gluon-gluo- fc~ea process for n.
greater than about 8 GeV. This is small enough that the fragmentation contribution
is relevant to the analysis of present collider experiments. At higher energies, such
as those that may be reached at the LHC and SSC, the fragmentation contribution
will be especially important because of the large range of pi that detectors will
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be able to probe. Another important point it that became of the fragmentation
contribution the background to B — y + X from direct ^ or x production will not
vaniih at large p±, contrary to lome previoui iuggestions. The gluon-gluon furion
contribution! fall away rapidly at large p± rince they involve partoa subprocettes
for which M/ii scales as 1/»J for +'* or 1/>1 for x's. However the fragmentation
contribution involves parton (ubproceuei for which dt/di acalef a* l/r*. just like
the crou section for t-quark production. A final point that needs to be made
is that isolation cuts on the # can not eliminate the background to JS -• j + X
from direct * production, contrary to previous suggestions. While the gluon-gluon
fusion mechanism does produce isolated i*'« and x's, the fragmentation mechanism
produces •'• and x's inside gluon jets or charm quark jets.

Once again we want to (tress that this is not a complete result for either
f or <?. In the case of + production no comparison to data can be made until
the contribution from direct x production is calculated completely, including direct
x's produced from fragmentation. In case of the *', we hare made a comparison
with data and it suggests that there may still be other production mechanisms for
charmonium that have not yet been identified.
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ABSTRACT

A fsctwintkm theorem fot P-mve opac tannin ptodHclim, reeeally deriwd by Bodwia, BruUa,
V « M art L«PH«, «• applM«o T - • * . / + X , wkm *«; W*l» »kt *Pj cfcwmoairaittet*. Tkt
widths tof Xtl prodiKtios thronih color-siifkt P-w»v* and coloc-octct S-ymn e8 nibprocMMS att
computed nek to ktdiif otd« il a,. ExpmmnUi dittos T -» J/f + X • «Md toobUim u
upper hovsd on » •onperUrlwtirt parameter (related to the probability foe color-wtet S-wm e2
hidrmiMtioa into P-w»ve ckainKwira) Alt aim i»lo the hctoriwtioa theorem.

Factorization theorems play a basic role in perturbative QCD calculations of
many hadronic procestes. A well known factorization theorem for the decay and
production of 5-wave quarkonium follows from a nonrelativistic description of heavy
quark-antiquark (Q<J) binding (I], Nonperturbative effects are factored into Rs(.O),
the nonrelativistic wave function at the origin, leaving a hard <2Q tubprocess matrix
element that can be calculated in perturbation theory.

Remarkably, the correct factorization theorems for the decay (2] and produc-
tion [3] of P-wave quarkonium have only recently been derived. These new theorems
retolve a long standing problem regarding infrared divergences which appear in some
cases to leading order in the rates for P-wave Q"Q states (4|. In previous phenomeno-
logical calculations, the divergence was replaced by a logarithm of a soft binding scale
[4, 1]. However, a rigorous calculation requires that one consider additional compo-
nents of the Fock space for P-wave quarkonium, such as \Q~Qf), where the QTJ pair
is in a color-octet 5-wave state, and e is a soft gluoo [2,3].

A renewed study of the decay and production of P-wave quarkonium is there-
fore of considerable interest, since one may gain new information on a nonperturba-
tive sector of QCD that has largely been neglected in the quark model description
of heavy quarkonium. This is also of practical consequence; for example, J/V> pro-
duction provides a clean experimental signature for many important processes, and
P-wave charmonium states have appreciable branching fractions to J/t/>.
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In this paper the factorization theorem for P-wave quarkonium production is
applied to T -»XtJ+X, where XcJ labels the 3Pj charmonium states. The widths for
Xtl production through color-singlet P-wave and color-octet S-wave cc subprocesses
are computed each to leading order in a,. Experimental data on T -» J/t+X is used
to obtain an upper bound on a nonperturbative parameter (related to the probability
for color-octet 5-wave cS hadronization into P-wave charmonium) that enters into
the factorization theorem. The bound obtained here adds to the limited information
so far available on the color-octet mechanism for P-wave quarkonium production.
The color-octet component in P-wave decay was estimated in Ref. [2] from measured
decay rates of the x<t and xo- A rough estimate of the color-octet component in P-
wave charmonium production was obtained in Ref. [3] from data on B meson decays;
however, an accurate determination in that case requires a calculation of next-to-
leading order QCD corrections to the color-singlet component of B -* x<J+X, which
is so far unavailable [3].

The factorization theorem for P-wave quarkonium production has two terms,
and ia the case of T decay takes the form:

ff,f,(T-«ccf P.,)+ *;,,)
(1)

ft and fs *re hard subprocess rates for the production of a d pair in color-singlet
P-wave and color-octet S-wave states respectively. The quarks are taken to have van-
ishing relative momentum. The nonperturbative parameters H% and H't are propor-
tional to the probabilities for these cc configurations to hadronne into a color-singlet
P-wave bound state. Hi,H't*nA f» are independent of J. This factorization theorem
is valid to all orders in a, and to leading order in w', where v is the typical center-
of-mass velocity of the heavy quarks. The hard subprocess rates are free of infrared
divergences. f\ and H'% depend on an arbitrary factorization scale p in such a way
that the physical decay rate is independent of /i. In order to avoid large logarithms
of rar/c in f i, ft of 0(m-[) should be used.

H, c u b e expressed in terms of the P-wave color-singlet cl wave function.
Hi m 9|A>(0)|7(2irm2) w 15 MeV, where the numerical estimate was obtained in
Ref. (2) from measured decay rates of the xa and xa- #s cannot be rigorously
expressed perturbatively in terms of Rr, since it accounts for radiation of a soft
gluon by a color-octet <2 pair. The Kale dependence of H',{it) is determined by a
resonnalization-group equation [2,5] which (at leading order in a,{ft)) gives (3):

PI

(for * < m,), where ft. - (33 - 2n)/6. If H',(^) is neglected in the limit of large m,
one obtains J/,(rm) w 3 MeV, using o . ( w ) ~ 1 [3|. While one might not expect the
physical value of m» to be large enough to neglect / / , (* ) , an estimate for tf((m»)
obtained in Ref. [3] from experimental data on B meson decays is consistent with
the above result.
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A calculation of f| and f", in Eq. (1) each to leading order in a, can be
obtained from a calculation of the infrared divergent width T«, for T -»<X(aPj)+ggg,
where the cc pair is in a color-singlet P-wave state:

(3)

Tu and T% are dimenskmless infrared-finite form facton. /ig if an infrared cutoff on
the energy of toft gluont, and ft if an arbitrary factorixation tcale [the ft dependence
of fu exactly cancel* that of the explicit logarithm in Eq. (3)]. The conttanU in
Eq. (3) include a color-factor of 5/218 and phate tpace facton, including 1/3 for T
fpin-averaging, and 1/3! for the phase tpace of the three indittinguishable gluont [cf.
Eq. (9) below). Gj is related to the utual S-wave i i nonreUtivittic wave function,
Gf w 3|Ai(O)|V(2<rm2) * 106 MeV, where the numerical value if obtained from the
electronic decay rate of the T [6].

The hard tubprocest rates of Eq. (1) are identified from I * , by using the
perturbative expression for the infrared divergence in H't, obtained by neglecting the
running of the coupling [3]: fljfri) ~ (16/27T)O. la{p/ii»)Ht. Thus:

f,(T- 2&9L
and

(•)

(5)

Note that f i it suppressed by O(a,) compared to tt. However, the nonperturbative
parameters Hi and H't which accompany these subprocess rates in Eq. (1) are inde-
pendent, hence a.Hi need not be small compared to H't (2,3]. We therefore proceed
to calculate f i and f« each to leading order; all further corrections to P-wave pro-
duction are then guaranteed to be suppressed by at least one power of a, compared
to what is included here.

In order to extract Tu *nd T% individually, it is necessary to explicitly identify
the infrared logarithm in the calculation of T«,. This can be done analytically, as
described in the following. There are 36 O(a\) diagrams contributing to f*,. One of
these is shown in Fig. 1. Define the invariant amplitude A>0(2,3; 1) corresponding to
the sum of all Feynman diagrams where gluon "1" if radiated from the charm quark
line. The amplitude is readily computed using expressions for 5- and P-wave QJJ
currents given in Ref. [7]'

Mj(2,3;l)s-
mTmltB,(2,3)C;(l)

} (k • (6)

'Omil fMton in the quid cufKMt iKladiiig cmplilitl. « t « amplitida, u< win (nctiow km
ton Kc*uu4 (of MI Eq. (9).
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Figure I: O H of tin 3* O(a\) dii(r«M cnitrilwtiH le T -* c£(zPj) + ggg.

where

+ «s • tilkt • *j«4 • ktti -
+ {2«3} + {3«4}

(t» it the polarisation of the T), and

• kj - k, • kju • kn, • ki\]

P)

<-kt).

' J\m\ (*• • *«'*'? + *f *f e« • ** - k&i • k* - *:<?<« • kt) e-».
e* is a spin-1 polarization vector and «** is a ipin-2 potarization tensor. For conve-
nience the virtual gluon is labeled in Eqs. (6)-(8) by polarization u >nd momentum
ki (kt =« P — tj — t i m k + ki). Terms which vanish due to the on-sbeU conditions
tj • kj = 0 (t s 1,2,3) and «»• P = 0 have been dropped.

The overall factors in Eq. (3) are such that:

where •» denotes (infrared-cutoff) n-body phase space, normalized according to
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The factor of 3 on the right hand side of Eq. (9) accounts for symmetrization of
Mj{2,3; I) under gluon label interchanges 1 «-• 2 and 1 «-• 3, taking account of the
symmetry in the three gluon phase space.

The infrared divergence comes entirely from the first term in square brackets
in Eq. (9), and is due to the P-wave charm quark propagator l/(fc • Jti)a in Eq. (6).
It is therefore advantageous to organize the four-body phase space integral in Eq. (9)
by taking the invariant mass of the x<J »nd gluon "1" as one integration variable [8]

/</[•<]= /("T""">'^tJ,) / 'r~m U ) 'WU)
X t)\P —* fc», klx] 4t[ife3 —* fcj, fcj] ̂ J I^ IX "~* ' • • ' ' I ' (11)

where mj, a i j , . Note the infrared cutoff po on the energy of gluon T in the rest
frame of the x*J-

The infrared logarithm on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) can now be identified
analytically by observing that B42,3)CJ(1) in Eq. (6) is given by a sum of terms
each containing exactly one factor of fc|, if k* -= P - k, - is it used to eliminate the
virtual gluon momentum. With this convention, one has

(12)

where k, appears explicitly in the function tj(kx\ P, k, k,, tj) only in the combination
*,/* • *|. Tt is then given in terms of a manifestly infrared-finite three-body phase
space integral, taking account of the fact that • J ( * I X -» *t,*) » \k • *i/*?x/<ffltx,
where f>; is the center-of-mass solid angle of the two body system:

(2J + 1 ) / .
27*- /t«T-»,

32mJ h

rhere
I Km*•*.—o it •

(13)

(M)

The finite four-vector *i is readily expressed directly in terms of fcg, and fl[x. An
expression for Tu can be obtained from Eqs. (9) and (13) by analogy with the
identity Jdxf{x)/x = /(0)lnx + /rf i( / (*)- /(0)) /*.

The contraction of currents and sum over polarizations in Eqs. (6) and (9)
were performed symbolically using REDUCE [9] (leading to lengthy expressions, par-
ticularly for / = 2). The Xd »pin sums were done using (see e.g. Ref. [7]):

(15)
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Figure 2: Color-octet form factor Ftmt fuctio* of mx/mr.

The phase space integrals were evaluated numerically using VEGAS [10]; modest
integration grids are found to give very good converge**. The fact that Tt should
be independent of J provides a stringent check of these calculations, given that the
three currents C*j have very different structures (cf. Eq. (8)]. This was verified
explicitly in numerical calculations of Eq. (13), to better than a few tenths of a
percent for all mx/mr on a modest integration grid. Figure 2 shows the numerical
results for T% over » range of hypothetical meson masses. In Fig. 3 results for J\Ap)
are shown using a factorisation scale f • mT.

The available experimental data on cbarmonium production in T decay is for

{ = ( U ± 0 . 4 ) x l 0 - J CLEOf.nl,
< 1.7 x 10"' Crystal Ball (12],

< 0.68 x 10-' ARGUS [13].

(16)

An upper bound on A, can be extracted from this data by computing the "indirect"
production of J/4> due to the XcJ states. Assuming that radiative cascades from xa
and x<a dominate, with branching fractions £<„(&• - » i J / t ) « 27% and S«,(Xci -*
fJI+) * 13% [6], the results presented here give:

2.9 x 10-«
-rl.4>MeV. (17)

The first number in brackets above comes from the color-octet subppcess rate ft,
and the second number from the color-singlet rate f\. The experimental value for
the total width rw(T) w 52 keV (6| was used, along with o,(mT) * 0.179 [I], and
the values of Ht and Gf given above.
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Figure 3: Color-MB|let form futon T\i m tuactiom of mx/mr: J « 0 (•hort-dMhcd liat),
J — 1 (kwf-didKd line), 7 = 2 (aotid li«). Tke form-facton wen evaluated wing a factoriMtio*
K«le /i » m-r-

Equation (17) yields the bound fft(mT):$25 MeV uiing the ARGUS upper
limit, which it consistent with the other measurement!. This bound is considerably
larger than an estimate tft(mi) * 3 MeV based on B metoo decays [3],* although a
calculation of next-to-leading order QCD correction! to the color-singlet componeat
of B -» XcJ + X is required before an accurate determination of H', can be made in
that case [3].

This raises the possibility of significant direct production of J/V> in the decay
of the T, unless the branching fraction turns out to be considerably smaller than the
ARGUS bound. Mechanisms for direct T -» J/i> + X in perturbative QCD were
first discussed in Refs. [14] and (15). The direct production rate is suppressed by
0{a]) compared to the P-wave cdor-octet production mechanism considered here.
However, the nonperturbative matrix elements which enter into /'-wave production
are of 0(v*) relative to the corresponding parameter for S-wave production.

The full 0{a*) perturbative QCD amplitude for direct T -» Jft + X was
recently evaluated in Ref. [16], corresponding to one-loop diagrams for T -+ J/f+sg,
and tree diagram for T -• Jfj + gsa. The O(a\a>) electromagnetic amplitude for
the two gluon decay mode was also evaluated. Unfortunately, only a crude estimate
of the required phase space integrations was made in Ref. [16] (there is a costly
convolution with a numerical calculation of the loop integrals for T -» J/rf> + §f).
Nevertheless, the calculation of Ref. [16] suggests a branching fraction for direct
production of a few x 10"'. This would lead to a considerable reduction in the bound
oo tf, extracted from Eqs. (16) and (IT).

'tfj(jr) imcKU— hf saljr * 0.3 M«V in tkt t n h t i a i (torn it = mi to «i = m T [ef. E*. (1)].

t 9 3

To summarize, a complete calculation was made of the leading order rates
for T -» XcJ + X, through both color-singlet P-wave and color-octet 5-wave ce
subprocesses. Experimental data on J/t production was used to obtain an upper
bound on the nonperturbative parameter H't, related to the probability for color-octet
5-wave c£ hadronization into P-wave charmonium. Improved experimental data, and
a definitive calculation of the direct J/t production rate along the lines of Ref. [16],
would allow for an accurate determination of H't from the remits presented here.

I am indebted to Eric Braaten for suggesting this problem, and for many
enlightening conversations. I also thank Mike Doncheski, John Ng, and Blake trwin
for helpful discussions. This work was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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ABSTRACT

The top group studied discovery ianiei M m i l u meawiremeiiU to be made t t the
Tevitroii, the LHC M d the SSC.

1. Introduction

The top phytict section was a subgroup of the heavy flavors group. The mult*
compiled in this report are based on a review talk given by C.-P. Yuan [1], and
reports presented at both the SSC Physics Symposium held in Madison, Wisconsin
on 29-31 March 1993 and the Workshop on Physics at Current Accelerators and the
Supercollider held in Argonne, Illinois on 2-5 June 1993. To make this report more
informative, we alto include tome recent results in the literature.

2. Why Study the Top Quark?

The top quark is a crucial element of the Standard Modei (SM). The top quark
hat been found to be heavier than 45 GeV from the SLAC and LEP experiments and
108 (103) GeV from CDF (DO) data assuming different top production crott sections
[2,3]. The first limit it model independent while the second limits are for the Standard
Model top quark. A model independent limit derived from If and Z cross sections
at CDF of 62 GeV was also presented [2]. Upper bounds on m, can be obtained
from examining the radiative corrections to low energy observables, such as the /»
parameter, which are proportional to m? at the one loop level and thus sensitive to
mi. The consistency of all the low energy experimental data requires m, to be lets
than about 200 GeV. Overall fits, dominated by LEP data, give a top mass of about
160 GeV with a statistical enor of about 20 GeV and a systematic variation with
the Higgs mass of another ±20 GeV [4].

Sinre the top quark is heavy, of the anme order of magnitude as the W-boson

mass, any physical observable related to the top quark may be sensitive to new
physics. The top quarks will therefore allow mnny new tests of the SM and new
probes of physics at the 100 GeV scale [5]. The most important consequence of a
heavy top quark is that to a good approximation it decays as a free quark, since its
lifetime it short and it does not have time to bind with light quarks before it decays
(6). Thus, we can use the polarization properties of the top quark as an additional
tool, testing the SM and probing for new physics [5]. Furthermore, because the heavy
top quark has the weak two-body decay (— HV+, it will analyze its own polarization.

First, we discuss the production mechanism for top quarks at hadron colliders,
then we discuss the decay modes and branching ratios for top quarks. We also report
on how well the mast and width of the top quark can be measured, and how to detect
CP violation effects in top quarks studies.

3. How to Product Top Quarks

At the Tevatron, the dominant production mechanisms for a SM top quark
are the QCD processes »f, » - . II . For a heavy top quark, m, > 100 GeV, the «f
process becomes most important. The full next-to-leading-order calculation for these
QCD prucesses was completed several of years ago [7]. The electroweak radiative
corrections to these processes were also calculated in Rrfi. [8] and [9]. Therefore, the
production rates for top quark pairs at hadron colliders are well predicted.

If the top quark is a* heavy as 140 GeV, then another production mechanism
known a* the IV-gluon fusion process becomes important [10,11]. The production
mechanism of the latter process involves the electroweak interaction, therefore it can
probe the electroweak sector of the theory. This is in contrast to the usual QCD
production mechanism which only probes the QCD interaction when counting the
top quark event rate*.

At the SSC/LHC, the dominant production mechanism for a SM top quark
is the QCD process • * — '<- The subprocett tf -• tt is always small compared with
the gluon-gluoo fusion process, even into the TeV region. In one year there will be
about 10* if pain produced at the SSC from the QCD processes. The W-gluon fusion
process is also important. For a 140 GeV top quark, about 10' top quarks per year
are produced via this mechanism at the SSC. The production rates of the top quark
at the LHC, given ten times higher luminosity, are about equal to those at the SSC.
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4, Polarisation of Top Quarki

In the SM, the heavy top quarks produced from the Born level QCD processes
are unpolarized. At the one loop level, the top quarks are innnenely (perpendicular
to the scattering plane) polarized at the level of a couple of percent [12,5,13]. Top
quarks will have longitudinal polarization if weak effects are present in their produc-
tion. The polarization of the top quark produced from the usual QCD process after
including the electroweak radiative corrections was discussed in Ref. [9]. In the SM,
the heavy top quark produced via the W-gluon fusion process is left-handed polar-
ized. If new interactions occur, they may manifest themselves in an enhancement of
the polarization effects in the production of the top quark via the W-gluon fusion
process (5).

5. How Top Quarks Decay

For a SM top quark heavier than the VC-boson, the dominant decay mode of
the top quark is the weak two-body decay ( -> HV+. In this mode, the top quark will
analyze its own polarization [5].

QCD and SM electroweak radiative corrections to the decay width of I — hW*
were found to be —10% and ~ 1 %, respectively [14]. The corrections to r(< — W*),
from models such as a two Higgs doublet model and the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM), can reach the level of 1% in favorable cases [15].

An extension of the standard Higgs sector with two Higgs doublets has both
charged and neutral Higgs bosons. If the charged Higgs boson is lighter than the top
quark, the branching ratio for the decay I — »ff+ could be comparable to that for
( - UV* [16], The QCD corrections could reduce the ( - »ff+ decay rate by more
than 10% [17j. The electroweak radiative corrections to t-» M* were calculated and
found to reduce the partial width by a few to 10 percent, depending strongly on
the parameter Uaffjmd the top quark mam [18]. The supersymmetric non-standard
decay mode, 1 — t,Zi has been examined in Ref. [19].

Another interesting channel for the decay of the top quark is the Flavor Chang-
ing Neutral Current (FCNC) decay mode. In the SM, the branching ratios for the
FCNC decay modes were found to be too small to be detected: Br(t - cH) ~ 10"r,
Br(l - . ef) ~ 10-w, Br(« - cZ) ~ 10" ", Br{t - . er) ~ 10"" [20]. The branching ratios of
these modes in two Higgs doublet models or the MSSM could be enhanced by 3-4
orders of magnitudes if one pushes the parameters far enough [21,22]. It is thus a
prediction of the SM and the MSSM that no large FCNC decays exist for top quarks,
so if any is detected it is beyond these approaches. In some models, the branching
ratio of the FCNC (I — ell) decays may be significantly enhanced, of the order 1%,
due to large Yukawa couplings [23].
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I. How to Detect Top Quarks

The strategies in detecting SM top quark via the QCD processes at the Teva-
tron, LHC and SSC have been studied in detail. We refer the readers to the Pro-
ceedings of the 1990 Summer Study on High Energy Physics [24], the SDC Technical
Design Report [2S], the GEM Technical Design Report [26], and the Proceedings of
the Large Hadron Collider Workshop [27]. Other results on top pair signatures can
be found, for instance, in Refs. [28,29], [30,29] and [31] for the dilepton, the single
iepton and the all-jet modes, respectively.

In this Workshop, H. Baer, C. Chen and M. Reno presented their study on
the jet activity associated with pair production of top quarks at hadron colliders
[32]. Their approach is based upon a merger of 2 — 3 matrix elements with initial
and final state parton showers, thus yielding a calculation of tc plus multi-gluon
production, where the hardest gluon radiation is constrained to agree with tree-level
matrix element results. It is found that the merged calculation yields more jet activity
in the forward region than pure matrix element estimates, but also more jet activity
in the central region.

The strategies for observing a top quark from the JV-gluon fusion process at
the Tevatron are extensively discussed in Ref. [10]. With proper kinematic cuts, with
mass of 140 GeV and including the branching ratio W -» «, ot /•, there should be about
10 t or i signal events from this process produced at the Tevatron with a 100 at'1

at y/S «I* TeV. The major background is from IV + jtti production which is of the
same order as the signal rate with (-tagging using a vertex detector. The (-quark
tagging efficiency is assumed to be 50% with no misidentification.

A preliminary study shows that it should be possible to study top quarks
produced via this process at the SSC and the LHC if a *-vertex detector is used [33].
There are about 20,000 signal events and 700 background events for a 140 GeV top
quark produced via the W-gluon fusion process at the SSC, where the branching
ratios for W* — e* or ji* are included. This result is obtained by assuming that it is
possible to detect a jet within rapidity 4.0 and with a minimum transverse momentum
of 40 GeV. This result of a large signal-to-background ratio is mainly due to the
characteristic features of the transverse momentum and rapidity distributions of the
spectator quark which emitted the virtual W in the W-gluon fusion process. However,
if the rapidity coverage of the SSC/LHC detector is smaller, then the efficiency of
keeping signal events ia lower and the background event rate becomes larger [27].

In models such as the MSSM and the two Higgs doublet models, top quarks
can also decay into a charged Higgs boson. A. Pomarol and C. Schmidt showed in this
workshop that the differences in the lepton energy spectra from top quark decay to
H* and W* may be useful in enhancing the charged Higgs signal and for detecting the
top quark when the branching ratio of ( - »ff+ — H+v is large [34]. Further analysis
is required in order to optimise the use of lepton energy information, especially in
conjunction with other techniques for enhancing the H* signal, such as r polarization
[35] or Magging [36].
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T. Manuring th« Tap Quark Man

Baaed on the studies performed in Refs. [25], [26] and [27], the top quark mass
can be measured to within about 1.6%. The first method is to study the t? mode of
the «" pair [28]. After measuring the branching ratio of f — »W+(-> I*v), one can deduce
the mass of the top quark from the calculated event rate predicted by the SM. The
second method is to measure the invariant mass of the top quark via I — »W+(-» f ife)
[30]. The third method, which gives the best measurement of m,, is to measure the
invariant mats M,r of e* and ti~ from the decay of i -.»(-. II-)W+(— e*i>).

It has been shown that U,, is not sensitive to the QCD corrections [9]. The
distribution of U,r depends on the polarization of the top quark [37]. Without any
kinematical cuts on the decay products of the top quark, M.r should be the same for
either a left-handed or a right-handed top. When kinematical cuts needed to suppress
the backgrounds are applied, the mean value of M., can be different for a left-handed
or a right-handed top [38]. As discussed in section 4, the top quarks produced from
the QCD processes are almost unpolarized. However, in the Vf-gluon fusion process,
they are almost one hundred percent longitudinally polarized. Therefore, the effects
of the polarization of the top quark should be carefully included when measuring the
mass of the top quarks produced by the W-gluon fusion process. According to the
studies done by G.A. Ladinsky in this workshop, 100% polarization would affect the
mass measurement of the top quark by a few percent.

I. MMsariag tha Ibp Quark Width

Reference [37] shows that the intrinsic width of a SM top quark cannot be
measured at the SSC and the LHC through the usual QCD processes. For instance,
the intrinsic width of a 140 GeV SM top quark is about 0.6 GeV and the full width at
half maximum of the reconstructed top quark invariant mass will be about 11 GeV
including the detector resolution effects which smear the final state parton momenta.
A similar conclusion was also given from a hadron level analysis presented in the SDC
Technical Design Report; the top quark reconstructed invariant maw has a width of
9 GeV for a 160 GeV top quark mass [25]. Can the top quark width f(< - W+)
be measured better than the factor 11/0.6 ~ 30 mentioned above? The answer is yes.
As pointed out in Ref. [37], the width r(( -> W*) can be measured by counting
the production rate of top quarks from the W-» fusion process. This is efiuWeni
to the W-gluon fusion process with the proper treatment of the bottom quark and
the If boson as partons inside the hadron. The tf-boson which interacts with the
t-quark to produce the top quark can be treated as an on-shell boson in the leading
log approximation. The moral is that even with the approximations considered, a
factor of 2 in the uncertainty for the production rate for this process give* a factor
of 2 in the uncertainty for the measurement of I*(i -> »w+). This is still much more
accurate than what can be done at the SSC and the LHC through the usual QCD
processes. Therefore, this is an extremely important measurement to make at the
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Tevatron because it directly tests the SM coupling of t-i-W, Similarly, this production
mechanism is also useful at the SSC/LHC for detectors covering a large enough
rapidity region, as discussed in section 6.

After the top quark is found, one can measure the branching ratio of t —
hW+(— I**) by the ratio of (21+ jttt) and (1/ + jed) event rates from if production.
Then, a model independent measurement of the decay width r(l — *W+) can be made
by counting the production rate of < in the W-gluon fusion process. Should the top
quark be found to be different from the SM expectations, we would then look for
non-standard decay modes of the top quark [39]. It is still important to measure at
least one partial width I"(! — »W+) precisely, in order to discriminate between different
models of new physics.

t. CP VioUtioa is Top Qwrks

If CP is violated in the production of top quarks at the Tevatron, the produc-
tion rate of I from M.W*t) -»tlx would be different from that of <" from fr(W-t) — ft.Y.
Therefore, one can detect large CP violation effects by observing the difference in the
production rates of t and f. Large CP violating effects are required to have the cos-
mologkal baryon asymmetry produced at the weak phase transition [40].

In the W-gluon fusion process, the top quark i* almost one hundred percent
longitudinally polarized. This allows us to probe CP violation in the decay process
i -» W+t -»l+n*. The most obvious observable for this purpose is the expectation
value of the time-reversal quantity rfj • (pi x in), where #1 is the polarization vector of
I, and p» (ft) is th« unit vector of the t (/•) momentum in the rest frame of the top
quark [41]. This was suggested in Ref. [5] and further studied in Ref. [42].

Furthermore, it was shown in Ref. [43] that it is possible to study CP violation
effects, via the usual QCD processes, by observing the asymmetry in the energies of
the two leptons from the decay of the ti pairs produced at the SSC/LHC. A detailed
study, including all the possible interactions for top quarks, on how to measure the
CP violation effects at the SSC and LHC colliders is given in Ref. [44] by C. Im and
G.L. Kane.

10. top Quark drnpliags

Recently, there has been a lot of interesting work studying the effects of large
Yukawa couplings due to heavy top quarks in the Supersymmetric Grand Unified
Theories (SUSY-GUT). Some of these effects, such as the unification of the gauge
couplings, the evolution of the Yukawa couplings, and the evolution of the CKM
matrix, etc., were discussed by V. Barger in this Workshop [45].

In the SM, the top quark gains mass through the Yukawa coupling to the Higgs
boson H. To test the dynamics of the generation of the fcrmioo mass, we should also
measure the coupling of the Hti. The direct measurement of this coupling can be done
by studying the production of top quarks in » , if — ttH and ft, ft — tiff [48,47]. Since
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the signal rate is not large at the SSC/LHC, it might be difficult to get a precise
iwiuurrnUMit from theso professes. If the luminosity of the collider is high enough to
produce a large number of u , « — till events, one can test the relative sign of the
Hti and HW+W- couplings which depend on the underlying dynamics of symmetry
breaking. Another place to look for the coupling of Hti is in the production of the
Higgs boson from the gluon fusion process through a top quark triangle loop. The
QCD next-to-leading-order calculation of this cross section was performed a several
years ago [48]. To get a precise measurement of the Hti coupling through radiative
corrections to Higgs boson production, we have to know the kinematics of the Higgs
boson after including the multiple gluon emission effects from initial state radiation.
This calculation of the QCD-gluon resummation was performed in Ref. [49].

11. Top Quark Decays as Backgrounds

Up to now, we have only discussed the top quark as a signal; it is also one
of the most important backgrounds in probing new physics at high energy colliders.
For example, Refs. [SO] and [51] show how to suppress the backgrounds associated
with the top quark in order to study the strongly interacting longitudinal W-boton
system in the TeV region to probe the mechanism of the electroweak symmetry
breaking. These top quark background estimates depend on a forward jet tagging
requirement. This is precisely the region where multiple gluon emission effects can
be large. Ref. [32] estimates these effects, and finds the multiple gluon effects lead to
larger If backgrounds if only forward jet tagging is required. However, a combination
of forward jet tag and central jet veto yields results perhaps coincidentally close to
2 — 3 calculations, due to extra gluon radiation in the central region as well. Top
quarks as backgrounds for some other processes were discussed in Ref. [52].

In conclusion, we have to study the top quark and its production in detail
to test the SM, to probe directly for new physics and to allow other probes for new
physics. Most of these goals can be accomplished at the Tevatron and SSC/LHC
colliders.
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On Top Quark Polarization and Proposed Techniques for
Measuring m< at Hadron Colliders

Glenn A. Ladinsky
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East Lansing, Ml 48814

ABSTRACT

Measuring the top quark m m in it! temileptonic decay mode, I - t he+v

(t _»,,-+X), through the n w diitribution of the e+-jr pur ha* been ihown

to provide a good measurement of the top quark man with an uncertainty of

1.6% for m, = 150,250 GeV at the S5C. Here it ii demoiulrated that an uncer-

tainty in the polariiation of the top quark can add >n additional uncertainty

of about 3% in the maat.

Among the techniques proposed for measuring the mast of the top quark (m()

at the Superconducting Supercollider (SSC), is the determination of mi in the

semileptonic decay mode t -> be+v, where after h&dronization and decay, the bot-

tom quark (6) yields a ft~ from which the mass of the e+-fi~ system, M(e/i),

provides the information needed to resolve mi. For m( = 150, 250 GeV the preci-

sion obtained in measuring the top quark mass is 1.6%.'

In work the author performed in collaboration with C. Kao and C.-P. Yuan,2

it was mentioned how polarization can have an effect on distributions used to

make precision measurements. In particular, it was noted in this reference how

the mass distribution of the b — e+ system (M(eb)) in t -* be+v varied with the

polarization of the top quark. This presentation goes one step further, taking the

fragmentation of the b quark into account, and finds that if polarization is not

properly applied, the uncertainty in the mi measurement grows.

5U7

In Ref. 1 the ISAJET Monte Carl', was used to study the production of top

quarks at the SSC (pp collisions at 40TeV with a luminosity of 10fb~'/yr)- Kine-

matic constraints were applied to approximate the detector geometry, reduce back-

ground and increase the observable's sensitivity to mt. Among these cuts, all visi-

ble particles were restricted in rapidity (77) to |r/| < 2.S, the transverse momentum

of the fi~ was restricted to be greater than 20 GeV and the transverse momentum

of the e + was chosen to be greater than 40 GeV. The combined transverse momen-

tum of the e+ and fT was required to be greater than 100 GeV for mi = 150 GeV

and the difference in azimuthal angle (4>) between those two leptons was restricted

to be less than 80* to suppress background which could appear from mistakenly

using the muon appearing from the charm decay associated with the other top

quark in the event. An isolation cut on the positron was invoked, where the sum

about the e+of the transverse energy within a cone of A.R

had to be less than 4 GeV, while a non-isolation cut on the muon required the sum

of the transverse energy within a cone of AA < 0.2 about the /1" to be greater

than 20 GeV. It was from studying the production of unpolarized top quarks in

this manner that the an error estimate on the top quark mass of Smt = 1.6% was

obtained.

About 10* ft pairs are expected at the SSC with gg -* tt being the main

production mode, but top quark polarization can come from various sources, e.g.,

dectroweak production, electroweak radiative corrections, undetected emission of

particles with parity violating interactions, or new physics. Even at tree level

in the standard model the top quark is completely polarized when produced via

gW* -» St.3 Looking at the amplitude squared for the decay of the top quark in

term* the momentum of the v, b, and e+ (p», p» and p,, respectively),'1*

- (P» • » ) [(P« • Pi) - mi (p€ • s,)\, (1)

where the If boson width is IV and its mass is m\y, it is apparent that the M(eji)

distribution is going to vary according to the top quark spin, 3|. If no kinematic
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Figure 1: This plot displays the distribution jjnjjj vs. M(en)
for the separate top quark helicities in the tree level production of
if pairs at the SSC using m, = ISO GeV.

constraints were applied, the spin dependence would vanish upon integration over

the phase space, but since experiments apply cuts on the kinematics, a spin effect

may remain.

A parton level Monte Carlo with the Peterson fragmentation parameteriza-

tion'(using e» = 0.006 from Ref. 6) was used to produce Fig. 1, but without the

isolation cuts used in Ref. 1. Before the cuts, the event rates for producing left-

handed and right-handed top quarks in it pairs were about the same. In Fig. 1

there is a preference for keeping events with top quarks that carry right-handed

helicity. This is because a right-handed top quark preferentially decays with the

positron moving along the top quark direction of motion while the opposite is true

for a left-handed top quark.7 The boost the top quark carries therefore produces
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more energetic positrons such that the large pr cut on the positron eliminates

more events with left-handed top quarks than with right-handed top quarks.

The two most important features of the M(ep) distribution in determining mi

are the kinematic maximum and the location of the peak. The statistics decrease

away from the maximum and the fragmentation makes the high end of the M(en)

distribution less sharp than the high end of the M(eb) distribution.2 Fitting the

curve* with a Gaussian distribution as done in Ref. 1, Table 1 shows that a shift in

the peak occurs on the order of 6 - 10% when comparing completely left-handed

top decays with completely right-handed top decays. The width does not vaty

much wUh polarization, but it is also less sensitive to m<. So, using the location of

the peak and interpolating between the values in Table 1, the uncertainty between

left-handed and right-handed polarizations roughly provides a 3% uncertainty in

mi-

As the top quark mass grows, the kinematic cuts become less selective between

left-handed and right-handed helicities (as seen in the relative heights of Table 1)

and the M(efi) distributions for the two helicities increase in similarity in the

decline they exhibit in the high mass region. Table 1, however, still indicate! a

significant shift in the peak for m; = 180 GeV.

In conclusion, it is found that the M(efi) distribution remains a good tool for

the precision measurement of the top quark mass at the SSC, particularly where

the dominant production mode can be described through a parity conserving pro-

cess, such as gg -> tt in QCD. Provided the polarization introduced by electroweak

corrections remains small, there will be only a negligible effect to consider when

studying mi. If a high level of polarization appears, whether it be through new

physics or through the specific examination of standard model processes such as

Wg —y M, one should make certain that any comparisons between theory and ex-

periment correctly account for polarization in the decay of the top quark, or else

there may be a significant loss in precision.
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T a b l e 1 : Though for left-handed and right-handed top quark helicities the
width remains about the name for the gauiwian fits to the M(f/i) distribution, a
uliift in the peak appears. The relative height valuei are normalized agaiml the
left-handed lop quark of m, = ISOGeV.

GAUSSIAN FITS TO M(ep)
m, = 150GeV

Top Quark Helicity

Left-Handed
Right-Handed

Mean
50GeV
46GeV

Width
17GeV
16GeV

Relative Height

1.00
1.85

m, = 180GeV
Top Quark Helicity

Left-Handed
Right-Handed

Mean
66GeV
60GeV

Width
21GeV
22GeV

Relative Height
0.68
0.95

I thank C. Kao and C.-P. Yuan for a pleasant collaboration. This work was

funded in part by TNRLC grant #RGPY9240.
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ABSTRACT

We analyse the energy distribution of the leptons coming from the top decay
( -> iH+, HV+ -, U+v. The correction between the leplon energy distribu-
tion and the top ipin may be uwful for distinguishing the H+ signature from the
W background. Such a correlation can also be useful for disentangling the two
different If+ft couplings and determining the experimental value of tan p.

Charged Higgs bosons (ff+) are present in models with two scalar doublets or a more
extended Higgs sector [1]. One notorious example is the minimal supenymmetric
model (MSSM). In a general two Higgs doublet model (THDM) the charged Higgs
mass is a free parameter. In the MSSM, however, it is bounded from below, mK* 0,
mw. Experimentally, the LEP Higgs search [2] provides a model-independent lower
bound, mM4 J£ mi/2. The recent experimental [3] upper bound on the decay » -• 17
also constrains m,* but in a model-dependent way [4]. For example, in a THDM
where one Higgs doublet is responsible for generating the masses of the down-type
fermions and the other Higgs doublet generates those of the up-type (model II of
ref. [1]) we have m,,* £ 300 GeV. Although the MSSM belongs to this type of model,
this bound does not apply to it because one also has to consider the contribution
of the superpartners [4].

If mH+ < m, - mi, the top quark can decay to H*l providing a source of
charged Higgs bosons. The t — H+i branching ratio depends on the H+U coupling
which is given by (model II)

2</2mw
I.e., (1)

where tin/? is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets.
From eq. (1), we have

- tf+») = g g . ( l - ^ ) ' [m? cot' fi + m? tan' />] , (2)
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where we have neglected all purely kinematic factors of »n( that are not enhanced
by tan 0. Hence, the width of i — H+» is large and comparable to the standard decay
mode, t -• »'+», for large or small values of tan/J, i.e., imp < 1 or tan/? > 20. In
fig. 1, we show BR(l - H+»)/BR(( - W+t) as a function of tan/J for different values
of the charged Higgs mass. We can see that the BR has a minimum at tuff ~ 5.
For tmfi around this value (this region, 1 < tan/? < 20, is favored by low-energy
supersymmetric models), the detection of H* may be difficult [5]-[7j. Even if the
i -> H+i branching ratio and raH* can be measured, there will still be an ambiguity
in the value of taa/3, i.e., tan/? is a double-valued function of BR(t — H*i).

A

I

1.000

0.500

0.100 -

0.050

0.010 -

0.005

Ratio between the decay t - • H*i and t - • VV+».

In this paper we will compute the energy distribution of the leptons com-
ing from the decay < — »//+ — WV and compare to that of leptons from the decay
t _ uy+ _ n+v for polarized top quarks. Expected differences in these distributions
can be useful for distinguishing between charged Higgs signals and W signals. Fur-
thermore, the lepton energy distribution from (— Mf+ -• H+i- is sensitive to the two
terms of the coupling (1) and will help resolve the ambiguity in \nfi.

The idea is based on the correlation between the lepton energy and the top
helicity [8]: The decay ( — IV+) is dominated by a V-A interactions, i.e., the » is



always left-handed. If the top mass is large, the W n longitudinal and a <i will
decay to an energetic iL (since it has to go forward to carry the top spin) and to
a less-encrgctic W that will decay into a less-energetic lepton. Similarly, a IK will
tend to decay to a morc-cucrgctic lepton. This correlation has been shown to be
useful in probing CP violation in top production [9]. Let us consider now the H*i
top decay mode. If this decay is dominated by the term proportional to (1 -1%)
in (1), the * will also be left-handed and we will have a similar energy dependence
as the VV» decay mode. Nevertheless, for Un/J > 1 the term proportional to (1 + 7,)
cannot be neglected. This term involves a t« and therefore the relative energies of
i and H* (or their decay leptons) are reversed: <i will produce an energetic lepton
and <jt a less-energetic one.

In figs. 2 and 3 we show the lepton energy spectra for a *i and tR respectively
decaying through an on-shell H* or W. We have taken mi = 140 GeV, Bt = 250 GeV,
mHt = 1O0 GeV and tu\p = 10. In the Ij, decay, one can appreciate a significant
difference between the H* and W curve. Such a difference is smaller for !«. For
small values of tin A the second term of (1) is small and the H* curve is shifted to
the left (right) for U (I*).

In future hadron or c+c colliders the numbers of It will be similar to that
of in -unless we polarize the initial beams. Therefore, the differences in the energy
spectra of the decay leptons from H* and W cannot be appreciated. Nevertheless,
if the center of mass euergy of the if pair is much larger that 2m,, we will have

N(il H(tnlL) > H{tth), Af(l/ifii). (3)

This is the case of the «+e- Next Linear Collider (NLC) where Ji = 500 GeV or 1
TeV. Considering (3), the strategy seems clear for enhancing the sample of Higgs-
mediated decays. First, select If events where one top decays to a r and the other
decays to a lepton (I = t.ii). For it— W+W events the energiei of the lepton and
the r will be comparable; both energetic for ijitt or both non-energetic for tLiK.
However, for if — H±W* the lepton and the r will typically have different energies.
Thus, we can enhance the H±W* sample relative to the W+W~ by selecting for
events with E(T) > E(fl or E(Q > E(r).

To get an idea of how the kinematic cuts can enhance the tf* W* signal, we
show in table 1 the number of / - r pairs expected from if -» W*W-,H±W* -> to
for an e+«- collider with Ji = 500 GeV and luminosity of 50 fb"1. As before we
take m, = 140 GeV and mH+ = 100 GeV. Since for Un0 > 1, H* decays into t*
with a branching ratio close to one1, a clear signal of a charged Higgt from a top
decay will be the breaking of lepton universality [7], i.e., an excess of Nt, over Nu-
We have computed Ng" s AT"'"' and NR" without cuts, and with «i,r s 2Et,,/Et

restricted to simultaneously lie between 1.2 < x, < 2 and 0 < z, < 0.5 or with *( and *,
interchanged. These rather strict cuts definitely increase the percentage of H*W*
events, although at a considerable loss of statistics. In addition, for values of un/J
that give equal BR(| - W+t) the cuts increase the small differences in JV/J* that

•QCD correction! [10] tfd.ct coawie»bly Ike H* - a btwcWnt ratio awl ttrerrfott nkua BRIM* -
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Et=250 GeV
m t =U0 GeV
mH. = 100 GeV
tan B-10

0.5 -
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Figun 3: Upton eaetfy distribution for <t decayiaf throufh u tx-tkttt H* or W.

Et-250 GeV
m t - U 0 GeV -
mM—100 GeV
tan B*l0

0.0
0 0.5

x = 3 E i / E t

Figure 3: Upton emrgy distribution for l/t decaying through an m-ikdl / / • or IV.

arise from the dependence of BR(W+ — TV) on tan 0.
In this paper we have shown that the differences in the lepton energy spectra
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from top decay to H* and ir+ mny be useful in enhancing the charged Higgs signal
and for studying its couplings. Using correlations in the (I pairs (3), we exhibited
this difference by making simple cuts on the lepton energies at the NLC to enhance
the Higgs signal. It remains to be seen whether this effect can be used at hadron
colliders, where the If correlations are presumably weaker. Further analysis is re-
quired in order to optimize the use of the lepton energy information, especially in
conjunction with other techniques for enhancing the H+ signal, such as r polariza-
tion [11] or t tagging [7]. The lepton energy spectra should be particularly useful at
an NLC with polarized beams, which can produce a large sample of longitudinally
polarized top quarks.

tan I

BR(I - 7/+4)

Nj/*w (no cuts)
Ng* (no cuts)

N»" (cuts)
N?» (cuts)

1.4 | 20

1.4 • 10-'

1157

1459 1736
40

106 185

2.8 | 10
4.5 • 10-'

1439
603 | 610

50
46 | 63

3.5 | 8

3.S10-1

1475
453 | 455

51
36 | 46

Table 1
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Ntliontl Tsiit;-S/«< University, Hsincku, Turn* R.O.C.

ABSTRACT

W« UK some exunplei in the litenture to highlight the recent development related to the CP
violation in high energy colliders.

Among the various working groups, "CP Violation in Future Colliders" prob-
ably has the longest shot beyond the proposed asymmetric e+e~ colliders for CP
violation in B decays. However, it can also be very rewarding if we are lucky.

The working group contains speakers: Jiang Liu, Chung Kao and Carl Im.
Their topics were all quite technical. Therefore, instead of repeating their talks, I
shall just give a short overview of the current status of the subject and mention
the relevence of these talks at appropriate places. I shall not talk about the heated
subject of CP violation in B system. It is already covered in Dunietz's talk.

Why should one study CP violation at high energy collisions? First of all,
in order to understand the origin of CP violation, one should be on the constant
look-out for new sources of CP violation. Secondly, beyond B decays, the standard
Kobayashi- Maskawa(K-M) Model predicts negligible CP violating (CPX) effects in
high energy collisions1. Therefore, CPX effects actually provide a window to look
into potential new physics lying beyond the energy scale we are currently probing.
As a result there has been a large number of papers exploring this possibility in the
recent literatures'.

What kind of new physics can we probe? Can one use it to test any of the
alternative gauge models of CPX that is currently in the literature? The answer is
that it is probably very difficult to observe CP violation in high energy collisions in
most of those models. If any of the renormalizable theoretical models that theorists
have been playing provides any guidance, most of the high energy CP violating
observables that have been mentioned in the literature are probably not detectable
in all of these models. Only a few of them may be marginally detectable if any of the
models is realized with its CP violating parameter optimally adjusted. However,
the lack of renormalizable models should not deter any experimental effort from
aggressively decoding potential CP violating signals that may be lying within their
data. In fact, if one parameterize the underlying physics with the most general
form factors, which is not necessarily renormalizable, of the particles invloved in the
collision, it is very likely some experiments in the near future can put constraints
on these form factors. Assuming the believe that CP violation may be Nature's
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way of giving us hints about deeper physical principles, it is not outrageous to
hope that one of those experiments msy provide,a positive signal that will change
our understanding in a fundamental way. For example, with more than 20,000 r
leptoru, LEP experiments have been able to constrain the electric dipole moment
form factor of r to be less than 3.7 x 10"".

Here we shall not attempt to summarize this wide-ranging subject. Instead,
we will just provide a flavor using some selected examples. The choices of examples
of course reflect the bias of the author.

The first issue at hand is where shall one look for CPX? We wish to know
what kind of observables are available and which one of them are more likely to be
detectable. At high energy, a very interesting class of observables are those involving
the prodetion or decay of the heavy particles such as the top quark, the W* and Z
boson, the Higgs bosons or even the b and charm quarks or r lepton. One can further
classify the processes into those that involves CP self-conjugate initial state and
those that are not CP self-conjugate. In the second class, one can either observe a T-
odd correlation of the kinematic variables of the process, or, compare the difference
between an observable of the process with the CP conjugate observable of the CP
conjugate process. The T-odd observables are not genuine CPX signals. They
implies CPX only in the Born approximation. Beyond Born approximation, the
final state interaction (FSI) can also produce T-odd signals without CPX. Therefore,
to detect CPX this way, one needs a good handle over the background due to
FSI which is not to easy in general. The CP-odd asymmetry suffers from the
restriction by CPT theorem. In Born approximation, the CPT theorem would
make such asymmetry impossible to appear. Therefore, one needs to go beyond
Born approximation for such observable*. That usuallly implies loop suppression
factors in general. In Jiang Liu's talk9, some critical questions was raised about the
analysis of this type of observables involving the decay of an unstable particles.

In the followings, we shall concentrate on the processes with the CP self
conjugate initial states which may not be an CP eigenstate(in fact, it is exactly
because of CP violation that does not allow us to define eigenstates). Later we
shall use three different CP self-conjugate initial states as examples.

The second issue is how well can one detect CPX observables. The question is
of course machine dependent. There are a host of current and future machines(such
as LEP II, Tevatron Upgrade, SSC, LHC, or even the futuristic NLC500, photon
colliders or polarized colliders) that one can flex ones imagination. However, it is
fare to say that the subject is still in its primitive stage. Most theoretical works have
invloved idealized assumptions. Very little or no serious consideration of background
or realistic simulation has been done yet. Eventually, the most serious obstacle to
detect CP violation without a special purpose detector, may be the CP asymmetry
of the detector itself. It was recently argued4 that, considering how hard it is to
understand this intrinsic systematic error, it is probably impossible to detect CP
violating effects that is smaller then a few times 10"' in any colliders. Consider the
complex environment that high energy collisions creates, any substantial progress
in identifying the most probably observables will certainly have to involve both
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theorists nnd experimentalists with detailed understanding of their detectors.
The third issue is how much CPX can one realistically expect to observe?

Optimistically, one can start by parametrizing the CPX effective vertices (which are
mostly non-renormalizable) with dimensionless form factors (normalized by some
natural mass scales) including their imaginary (absorptive) parts, and then ask how
well can one constrain these form factors in the future experiments. Hopefully, some
future experiments may detect a non-vanishing signal and change our understanding
dramtically. Alternatively, theorist can go back to their drawing boards and try
to cook up models of CPX that may produce large enough CPX effects in some
experiments. As stated earlier, except for some known examples, this is a very
difficult task in general.

Before we discuss some interesting examples from the literatures, it is helpful
to take a second look at the constraints imposed by the CPT theorem and unitar-
ity condition. In the Born approximation the transitional matrix, M, is hermitian.
One can define a pseudo time reversal symmetry, called "t, that tranforms only the
kinematics observables of both the initial and final states according to time rever-
sal but does not tranform the initial and final state into each other as required
by time reversal. Then, when the transitional matrix is hermitian, CPT contraint
can be reduced to < f]M]i >=< CPt(/)]M|CPT(i) >'. We shall the transformation
< f\M\i >—< CPf(/)|M|CPf(i) >* the CPT[9). Therefore the CPT theorem allows
us to detect whether the transition matrix is hermitian or not by looking at the
same process with its kinematic variables transformed by CPT. The nonhermiticity
of the transition matrix occurs when the contributions beyond Born approximation
are included in which some intermediate states can be on-shell. Such contribu-
tions are traditionally called final state interactions(FSI), (even though initial state
rescattering can also give rise to similar effect). In our case, since the initial state
is CP self conjugate, we can label our observables according to their CP and C~PT
properties. To measure both the real and the imaginary parts of the form factors
directly one needs both CP-odd, (fPT-even and CP-odd, dPf-odd observables.

In Ref.», Schmidt and Peskin investigate the CP-odd event rate difference,
N{tLh) - N(tKIK) in the hadronic production. Since the main production mechanism
is due to the gluon fusion, the initial state is CP self-conjugate. Due to the usual V—
A interaction, the polarization of a top quark is reflected in the energy distribution
of the lepton in its semi-leptonic decay. The signal is (?PT-odd and requires FSI.
However, since CPX also requires loop effect in this case, the FSI does not give rise
to additional suppression. It was shown that in the neutral Higgs models of CP
violation, the resulting lepton energy asymmetry is of the order few xlO~3 which is
potentially detectable. However, there are serious backgroud from some non-CP-
self-conjugate production mechanism of similar signals, such as the IV-gluon fusion,
which have not been seriously analyzed yet.

In Refs.*'7, we consider the potential CP violating signals in the decay of »
Higgs bosn. Note that it is necessary to consider Higgs boson beyond the one in
Standard Model. Also, it is possible to discuss the CP violation due to the decay
of the Higgs boson without worrying about its production mechanism only if the
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Higgs boson happen to have a narrow width. For Higgs boson with large width, the
production and decay will have to be analyzed at the same time and the background
analysis is necessarily more complicated. A complete discussion of such situation
is much more complicated and have not been done yet. Ref.* discusses the neutral
Higgs decay into a heavy quark pair If or a W+W- pair. The CP-odd observable
is the event rate difference, N(tLh) - tf(</i««), or, for the W pair mode, N(W£W£) -
NiwHwii)- To detect these asymmetries one can use the energy spectrum of the
charged leptons in the decay of if, or H'+H'" as a polarization analyzer. Therefore
the observable is the energy asymmetry in the final state leptons. The asymmetries
is an CPT-odd effect and their observations require the final state interactions. In
Ref.* it was shown that the asymmetry can be quite large. However, the main
difficulty in measuring such asymmetry is in distingushing an Higgs events from an
non-Higgs events.

In Ref.7, we investigate the possibility of detecting CP-odd angular correla-
tions in the various decay modes of the neutral Higgs boson including the modes of a
ZZ pair, a W*W~ pair, or a heavy quark pair. Since the CP-odd angular correlation
are necessarily CPT-even Final state interactions (i.e. the absorptive decay ampli-
tude) is not required in such correlations. We can not give any detail description
of the work here. But we like to emphasize that the correlation can be constructed
for either the purely leptonic final states or semileptonic and purely hadronic ones.
The charge identification is not necessary for the observation of such correlation.

In Ref.*, we investigate possible CP violating effects in t*f annihilation into
If top quark pairs. The first one is the difference in production rates, N(tLii)-N(tKiK)
which is <JPT-odd and can be observed in the asymmetry in the energy spectra of
the lepton and the anti-lepton from If decays. Another CP odd observable is the
up-down asymmetry of the leptons with respect to the reaction plane which is an
dPf-ena and therefore does not require final state effects. Such CP odd observable,
however, requires good angular resolutions.

In Ref.', we make extensive study of various integrated lepton charge-energy
asymmetries and azitnuthal asymmetries as tests of CP violation in the process
e~e* — W~W+. These asymmetries are sensitive to different linear combinations of
the CP violating form factors in the three gauge boson WW+ production vertex,
and can distinguish dispersive and absorptive parts of the form factors. It makes use
of purely hadronic and purely leptonic modes of (f's decays as well as the mixed
modes. The techniques of using the kinematics of jets or missing momentum to
construct CP-odd observables are also employed.

We hope this short summary serves to attract more attention to the subject
which clearly is very difficult both theoretically and experimentally. However, with
a little help from Nature, it can also be a very exciting and rewarding pursuit.
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ABSTRACT

We summarize the results of the extended gauge group working group of the
Madison-Argonne Workshop on Present and Future Colliders. Contributions
are described on the previously unexamined two photon fusion production of
heavy leptons, new studies of Z' couplings to vv and jf, and previously unex-
plored vector leptoquark production. More detailed accounts of these studies
can be found in individual contributions.

1. Introduction

A universal prediction of extensions of the standard model is the existence of new
particles. Depending on the specific model under consideration possible new particles
may be extra gauge bosons, new types of fermions, or leptoquarks. The discovery of
any of these new particles would dramatically show that the standard model is dead.
The race would be on to solve the puzzle of the new standard model. Thus, there is
a great deal of interest in constructing methods of measuring the properties of newly
found particles. Ultimately, this knowledge is necessary for understanding what the
underlying theory might be.

In this context, the contributions to the Extensions of the Standard Model working
group consisted of an eclectic mix of the previously unexamined two photon fusion
production of heavy leptons, new studies of Z' couplings to vv and qq, and previously
unexplored vector leptoquatk production. The analysis of the two photon fusion process
found that it is an important mechanism for the production of charged lepton pairs
providing the lepton mass, mi., is below about 250 Gr.V. The Z' studies showed how
detailed studies of Z' production and decay can provide additional information on Z'
couplings, necessary for the unravelling of the nature of a newly discovered Z' bosons.
The leptoquark group performed a first calculation of vector leptoquark production at
hadron colliders via gg fusion. They find cross sections which are substantially larger
that those obtained earlier for the scalar LQ case which has important implications on
limits and propecties of vector leptoquarks.

The results of these studies are briefly summarized below. We encourage the in-
terested reader to read the more detailed individual contributions to these proceedings.
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2. N e w Probe* of Z' Coupling* at the SSC and LHC

Exploring the nature of newly discovered particles is significantly more difficult
at hadron supercolliders, such as the SSC and LHC, than at e+e~ colliders such as
LEP, SLC, or NLC. If a new neutral gauge boson, Z', were to be discovered in pp ->
Z' -> l+l~ channel, it would be extremely important to learn as much as possible
about the nature of its couplings in order to identify which Z' of the many proposed
in the literature (if any!) has been found. During the last few years there has been a
great amount of work by many authors on this problem1. This work has shown that Z'
identification mty be possible for relatively light Z"% in the 1 TeV mass range although
almost all of the individual proposals have suffered from some sort of weakness, usually
associated with statistics or backgrounds from SM processes. Clearly, it is of some
importance to have as many tools available as possible to deal with this identification
problem as they may be applicable to other forms of new, non-SM physics as well as
to the Z' situation itself.

There are a rather large number of contenders for a possible Z', a few of which
are rather well knowa and we limit ourselves to those few extended ekctroweak mod-
els(EEM) in the discrown below: (t)the Left-Right Symmetric Model(LRM)1, which
has a single free parameter, K - gn/gi, the ratio of the SU[2)n and SU(1)L cou-
pling constants, the Alternative Left-Right Model(ALRM)1, a Z' with SM-like cou-
plings(SSM), and the £ , - inspired Effective Rank-S Model»(ER5M)4

l a these proceedings, Hewett and Ri l i o 5 ' have discussed three techniques which
may provide additional information on the nature of the Z' coupling to vv and ff. For
each of them the major obstacle to overcome is background from SM processes. la all
cases it was assumed that the Z' had already been discovered and had its mass and
width well determined via the usual Drell-Yan production mechanism.

The first case* examined was Z' —* jj which was shown to be observable in some
models in the analysis performed by the ATLAS collaboration1 provided sufficient jet
pair mass resolution is available and the Z' is not too heavy. The idea is straightforward:
first one takes the full dijet sample (after smearing with the detector resolution) with
pair masses(itfjj) in the range 0.7-1.5 Afz> and applies strong rapidity and ft cuts,
—1 < if < 1 and ft > Q.2Mz>. Since most QCD induced events are t-channel dominated,
this substantially increases the ratio of signal(S) to background(fi). Since the width-to-
mass ratio of Z"M is generally small ( < 0.05), and will in fact be known, clearly almost
all of the Z' events will be in the 'signal' region 0.9-1.1 Afz>. Removing this region
from the data sample, the dijet mats distribution remaining events are fit by a 7th
order polynomial once an overall factor of Mjf is removed. Increasing the order of the
polynomial was not found to improve the %?/d.o.f. of the fit. Extrapolating this fit into
the signal region and subtracting, one is left with a potential excess of Z' events which
is then fitted to either a Gaussian or Breit-Wigner distribution. Summing the event
excess and scaling by the number of Z' —» l*l~ events in the discovery channel reduces
systematic errors and provides a handle on the ratio R = V(Z' —» jj)/T(Z' —• / * ( ' ) ,
which is quite sensitive to the various couplings of the Z'.

While this procedure works rather well for a A/Z.=l TeV at both the SSC and
LHC at design luminosities in a number of different models, the situation was shown
to be much more problematic (though not impossible) at higher masses due to a loss
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in statistical power.
In a second analysis'"', Hewett and Rizzo propose a method to get tome information

on the ratio1 r w = V(Z' -* Zvv)IV(Z' -> 1+1'), which hat been propoied a» a probe
of Z' couplings, for Z' masses in the 1 TeV range. The SM background to this decay
arises from the pp -» 2Z process with one Z -» vu decay. However, Hewett and Rizzo
found that this background could be quite precisely determined by measuring the pt

distribution of the Z in the corresponding pp -» Zl¥l~ process and then reseating by
the ratio of the Z —> vv to Z —» /+ /~ branching fractions at determined by LEP,
after suitably acceptance corrections and rapidity cuts are applied. For a 1 TeV Z',
demanding 200 GeV < p,(Z) < 500 GeV yields for a reasonable S/VS for several
extended models which then allows for a determination of rm7. Unfortunately, this
method too fails for larger Z' masses due to a lots in statistics.

A last possibility it to examine monojet event excesses anting from Z'j associated
production where the Z' decays to neutrinos. Here one actually needs to consider the
four processes pp -» Zj,Z'j - » l + l~ j , v v j subject to the cuts |ijj| < 2.5 and p\ > 200
GeV for a 1 TeV Z'. From the number of SM Z induced IH'j events, at determined
by a dilepton matt reconstruction, the anticipated number of SM Z monojet events
can be determined via the tame retcaled at in the r w ; procedure above. Subtracting
this result from the total event sample leaves ut with a potential excels induced by
the Z'. Scaling the excess by the observed number of Z'j -» l*l~j events determinei
the ratio fl* = V{Z' -> vi>)/V{Z' -* I+J~), which it then shown to be quite sentitive
to the fermionic couplings of the Z' and, for most models, it found to lie in the range
0 < >?„ < 3. At it the case for the other procedure*, this method ceases to work for
heavier Z"t due to a lost in statistics.
3 . Vector Leptoquark Product ion at the SSC and Tevatron

The existence of leptoquarks(£Q), objects carrying both lepton(£) and baryon(J3)
numbers with either tpin-0 or spin-l, is predicted in many extended electroweak models
which attempt to place quarks and leptons on an equal footing910. LQ may be searched
for either indirectly through their effects on low energy processes or by direct produc-
tion at various colliders. From LEP we only know that all types of LQ mutt be more
massive than 45 GeV while from HERA we obtain boundt which depend sensitively
on the unknown strength of the LQ Yukawa coupling to quarkt and leptont. Hadron
colliders provide us with another tool with which to find LQ. Since they can be pair
produced by gg or qq fusion, obtainable bounds depend only upon whether the LQ is
spin-0 or spin-l and their branching fraction into J*j or vj. Such searches have already
been performed by both the CDF" and DO Collaborations12 at the Tevatron for the
case of spin-0 LQ pair production, the cross section for which hat been known for some
time13.

For these proceedings, Haber, Hewett, Pakvasa, Pomarol, and Rizzou have cal-
culated the pair production rate for spin-l, vector, LQ at the SSC and Tevatron from
the gg fusion mechanisms. They find crois sections which are substantially larger than
those obtained earlier for the scalar LQ cue . At the Tevatron, this leads to signifi-
cantly higher mass limits arising from the existing cross section bounds in comparison
to scalar LQ with the same 1* j branching fraction. Unlike the spin-0 cue , however, the
pair production of vector LQ (V) involves an additional ambiguity arising from whether
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or not the V is usumed to be a j«uje boson which originates from some extended sym-
metry group. For the gauge boton case, the various trilinear gVV and quartic ggVV
couplings involving vector LQ and gluont are completely determined. If, LQ are not
gauge bosons a fair amount of freedom exists in these respective couplings even when
we demand CP conservation. Of course, for the non-gauge case there is not much mo-
tivation to choose any particular set of these couplings. Blfimlein and Riickl1" contider
the case where the vector LQ are minimally coupled, i.e., they have an "anomalous
magnetic moment" parameter, K = 0, whereat in the gauge boton case LQ must have
K = 1. The parton-level gg crott section in the K = 0 non-gauge case is not expected to
obey uaitarity but to scale at a]i/M}, for large i . For «c = 1, however, thit tame cross
section behaves u a]/i in the tame limit. For the qq procett, which it tubdominant
at both Tevatron and SSC energies, the /c — 1 choice requires the existence of an addi-
tional ^-channel exchange to maintain unitarity just at both 7 and Z exchange! must
be included when obtaining the correct crois section for e+e~ -> W+W'. This tells us
that in a gauge theory of vector LQ, a new spin-l, nwtsive color octet particle must
alto exist, a scenario realiied in both the Abbott-Fahri model at well u SU(S)tl°.
At ttated above, however, the tabdominance of the qq process renders the properties
of thit new particle academic tince itt influence on the LQ pair cross section is in-
significant and thut production via gg fusion only is considered.Once the value of K it
chosen, the calculation of the parton-level differential crott section it straightforward
but algebraically cumbersome.

Siagle production of LQ't at hadron colliders it alto possible but is more model
dependent, making use of the a priori unknown ql or ql Yukawa couplings. For scalar
LQ't, it it well knowm that thit tingle production scenario can lead to a larger CTOM
section than pair production out to very Urge LQ masses if the Yukawa coupling it
of order electromagnetic strength or greater. A similar result has been found to apply
in the case of vector LQ't. However, at these Yukawa coupling! may turn out to be
quite small one should not rely solely on this mechanism to provide a source of LQ't
in hadronic collisions.

For details of this analysis, the reader should consult the individual contribution
of these authors.

4. H e a v y Charged Lepton Pair Production Through P h o t o n Fusion at
Hadron Supercollider*

Heavy leptont, both charged and neutral, are a feature of many modelt which
extend the particle content of the Standard Model. The DreU-Yan,"'16 gluon fusion,16

and gauge botoa fusion17 mechanisms for the production of heavy charged leptons
in hadron collisions have been investigated in the put . In these proceedings Bhat-
tacharya, Kalyaiak and Peterson present a preliminary study of the two photon pro-
duction mechanism," which h u been overlooked to far. Both the inelutic process
ft -» 7 7 X - • L+L~X and the elutic procett, pp -» yypp -» l*L~pp, were consid-
ered in a Weiiticker-Williams approximation.

The total cross tections for heavy charged lepton pair production in pp collisions,
for the elutic and inelutic two photon fusion processes along with the Drell-Yan and
gluon fusion processes are thown in Fig. 1 as a function of the charged lepton m u t ,
for the SSC center of m u t energy of 40 TeV. These curvet were obtained using the
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Fig. 1 The total production cross section (in nanobarns) for a charged lepton pair in pp
collisions at the SSC (y/i = 40 TeV) as a function of its mass mL. The solid curve represents
the lepton pair production through two photon fusion in the deep inelastic scattering region
of protons, and the dashed curve shows the photon fusion production of L*L~ for elastic
collision of protons. The dotted and dot-dashed curves represent respectively production
through gluon fusion and the Drell-Yan mechanisms.

HMRS-Set B structure functions. They assumed only three generations of quarks, with
the top quark mast set at 150 GeV. The gluon fusion cross sections is shown for a
Higgs mass of 150 GeV.

The Drell-Yan process dominates for low m i . The gluon fusion cross section is
relatively flatter with increasing mj. and overtakes the Drell-Yan around mL of 240
GeV for the SSC and at about mL of 500 GeV for the LHC. The cross section for the
inelastic two photon process is within a factor of 1.4 of that for the dominant Drell-Yan
production when m(, is 100 GeV. The two photon inelastic production falls to an order
of magnitude below the now-dominant gluon fusion process by rat of about 260 GeV.
Hence, the process pp -* TfXX -> L*L'XX is an important means of production of
heavy charged lepton pairs for m/. below 200-250 GeV at SSC energies which cannot
be neglected in studies of heavy lepton production at the SSC. In contrast the inelastic
two photon process is much less important at LHC energies.
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ABSTRACT

The pair production of charged heavy leptons via two photon fill ion if con-
sidered for hadron collisions at SSC and LHC energies. Rates for the inelastic
process pp —> yyX -* L+L~X ?nd the elastic process pp -* Tfpp -* L+L~pp
are given in a Weizncker-Williams approximation and compared with produc-
tion via the gluon fusion and Drell-Yan mechanisms

1. Introduction

Heavy leptons, both charged and neutral, are a feature of many models which
extend the particle content of the Standard Model (SM). These include models which
propose a complete additional generation1 of heavy quarks and leptons, as well ai
those like Z?6 bated grand unified mode!*,2 which contain extra particles within each
generation. The Drell-Yan,3>4 gluon fusion,4 and gauge boson fusion* mechanisms for
the production of heavy charged leptons in hadron collisions have been investigated in
the past.

We present here a preliminary study of heavy charged lepton pair production
through two photon fusion, which has beep, overlooked so far. Both the inelastic process
PP -* 1"<X -* L*L'X and the elastic process, pp -»•yypp —» L+L~pp, are considered
here in a Weizsacker-Williams approximation6'7 (WWA). Our investigation indicates
that two photon fusion is an important mechanism for the production of charged lepton
pairs, at the SSC, provided the lepton mass, mL, is below about 250 GeV.

For comparison with the photon fusion mechanism considered here, we would
also present the results for L*L~ production through the Drell-Yan and gluon fusion
mechanisms. The Drell-Yan quark anti-quark annihilation proceeds via s-channel 7 and
Z exchange. The gluon fusion proceeds via a quark triangle diagram followed by Z or
Higgs exchange. Expressions for these cross sections can be found in the literature.4**
The rates for the gauge boaon fusion and annihilation processes are negligible compared
to the Drell-Yan and glu^n fusion rates except for the case of very massive heavy
leptons" . Since we find the two photon fusion mechanism to be important only for
relatively small values of m/,, further comparisons with the gauge boson fusion processes
will not be made.
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For the two photon fusion mechanism under consideration here, the Keynman
diagrams for the relevant subprocess 77 -» L*L~, common to the inelastic and elastic
cases, are shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that heavy charged leptons couple to the photon
in the usual way, the summed and averaged matrix element squared for this process is

(i)

where t and u refer to the exchanged momenta squared corresponding to the direct and
crossed diagrams for the too photon subprocess. The total cross sections for the elastic
and inelastic cases are obtained by convoluting the subprocess cross section with the
appropriate photon and parton structure functions and integrating over the two body
phase space using Monte Carlo techniques.

Fig. 1. The Feynman diagrams which contribute to the subprocess 77 -* L*L~.

We describe in Sees. 2 and 3 respectively, the details of the total cross section
calculatioas for the inelastic and elastic cases. The results are presented in Sec. 4 and
we summarize 'at the final section and indicate what work is in progress.

2 . T h e Inelastic Process pp -> 77X -» L+L~X

The cross section for the production of a pair of heavy charged leptons in inelastic
pp collisions is obtained by convoluting the differential cross section of the 77 —» L*L~
subprocess, da^, with the probabilities of finding the photons in the protons as follows.

The inelastic component of the photon spectrum,

(2)

), is given by

(3)

In the above equation, the / , / , ( x j , Q2) represent the parton structure functions, which
we have taken to be the HMRS (Set 8 ) structure functions' evaluated at the scale Q1 =
i / 4 , i being the parton center of mass energy squared. We sum over the contributions
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due to the n,d,c, and .1 quarks and antiquarks from the protons. The lower limits of
integration in the above equations ensures that the two photon center of mass energy
is sufficient for L*L~ production. The Weizsiicker-Williams photon spectrum, / , / , , (x),
from a quark (of charge e,,) is given by

Here tm,,r and (,„,„ are the characteristic maximum and minimum photon momentum
transfers which we have taken to be tmax - i / 4 - m\ and «„,;„ = lGeV2 , with i
being the center of mass energy in the parto:> frame. There is some flexibility in the
choice of t,,,,,x. However, in agreement with Altare'di et. al.,10 we have found that our
results are not very sensitive to this parameter, within the limits of the Weizsacker-
Williams approximation. The particular choice of the minimum momentum transfer,
(min, guarantees that the photons are obtained from the deep inelastic scattering of
protons, when the quark-parton model is valid.

3. T h e Elastic Process pp —» Ttpp —* L+L'pp

The cross section for L*L~ production via elastic collisions of protons is obtained
by folding the same subprocess cross section, &•,-,, with the elastic component of the
photon spectrum from the protons, /^'p.

The upper limits of integration in the above expression is given by z m K = 1—2
whete m, and v ^ are respectively the proton mass and the center of mass energy of the
elastically colliding protons. The lower limit of integration xmln has the same signifi-
cance as in the case of inelastic collisions. In the above, we use the photon spectrum for
elastic collisions of protons, f$p, derived by Kniehl7 in a modified Weizsacker-Williams
approximation. It takes the form given below.

Here, tmax = - m j x ' / ( l - x ) while Hi and Hi are functions of the electric and magnetic
form factors of the proton.

(7)

The form factors are parametrized as

G e ( 0 = (1 - t/0.71 GeV2)-2 , GA,(t) = 2.79<7e(0. (8)

From the above one can obtain an explicit expression for f^'/p which has been used
in our calculation. The full details are given in Ref. 7. We have also checked the above
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calculation by using an alternative form of the photon spectrum from elastically collid-
ing protons." The cross sections thus obtained using this alternative form essentially
agree with the results presented here using the Kniehl form of WWA.

4. Results and Discussions

For the purpose of comparison, we first present some results for the two pre-
viously well known production mechanisms for L+L~, Drell-Yan and gluon fusion.
In our calculations we use a = 1/128, M\v = 80.22 GeV, and Afz = 91.173 GeV.
The total cross sections are obtained by convoluting the parton subprocest ctots sec-
tions with the HMRS (Set B) structure functions evaluated at the scale Q2 = i / 4 ,
where V i is the center of mass energy for the subprocess. The parameter a,, used
in the gluon fusion calculation, is evaluated at the two-loop level using its repre-
sentation in the modified minimal-subtraction (MS) scheme,12 and using the value
AJ^ = 0.19 GeV, consistent with the HMRS-B parametrization. For the gluon fu-
sion mechanism we assume only three generations of quarks, with the top quark mass
set at 150 GeV. Results for the inclusion of a fourth generation of heavy quarks can
be fonnd in Ref. 1, 8. The Higgs mass for the calculation is chosen to be 150 GeV.
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Fig. 2 The total production cross section (in nanobarns) for a charged lepton pair in pp
collisions at the SSC (-/i = 40 TeV) as a function of its mass mL. The solid curve represents
the lepton pair production through two photon fusion in the deep inelastic scattering region
of protons, and the dashed curve shows the photon fusion production of L+L~ for elastic
collision of protons. The dotted and dot-dashed curves represent respectively production
through gluon fusion and the Drell-Yan mechanisms.
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The total cross sections for L+L~ production via the Drell-Yan and gluon fusion
processes in pp collisions, as a function of the charged lepton mast, are shown in Fig.
2 for the SSC center of mass energy of 40 TeV and in Fig. 3 for the LHC energy of
15.4 TrV. The ilottrd anil ilot-dashrd lines rcprrsrnt respectively the cross sections
due to gluon fusion and Drell-Yan mechanisms At both energies, the Drell-Yan process
dominates for low mi,. However, the gluon fusion cross section is relatively flatter with
increasing mi. and overtakes the Drell-Yan around mL = 240 GeV for the SSC and at
about mL = 500 GeV for the LHC.

In Figs. 2 and 3, the solid lines represent the total cross section for the pro-
duction of charged heavy leptons via the inelastic process pp —» -yyX —» L+L~X,
as a function of m i , for the SSC and LHC energies respectively. Evidently, the in-
elastic two photon process is an important means of producing fairly low mass heavy
charged lepton pairs at SSC energies. Fig. 2 shows that the cross section for this pro-
cess is within a factor of 1.4 of that for the dominant Drell-Yan process when mL is
100 GeV. The two photon inelastic production falls to an order of magnitude below
the now-dominant gluon fusion process by mi of about 260 GeV. Hence, we can con-
clude that the process pp —» ffX —» L+L~X is an important means of production
of heavy charged lepton pairs for mL below 200-250 GeV at SSC energies. From Fig.
3, we can see that the inelastic two photon process under consideration is much less
important at LHC energies. The production cross section is over an order of magni-
tude below the dominant Drell-Yan production cross section even for mi of 100 GeV.

1

Fig. 3 The total production cross section (in nanobarns) for a charged lepton pair in pp
collisions at the LHC (v/J — 15.4 TeV) as a function of its mass mi.. The different curves
represent the same processes as in Fig. 2
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The total cross sections for the elastic pp collision is given as a function of the mass of
the heavy lepton, by the dashed lines in Figs. 2 and 3, for the SSC and LHC energies
respectively. This contribution is well below the dominant contributions over the range
of muses under consideration at both energies. The inelastic cross section is more than
an order of magnitude larger than the elastic cross section for relatively low m,. at
SSC energies, but their difference narrows with increasing mi , and also as the energy
is reduced to that of the LHC. We note that the inelastic and elastic contributions
are comparable at Tevatron energies. However, for the high energy colliders which we
consider here, the elastic two photon production of charged heavy lepton pairs is not
very important.

5. Conclusions

We have found that the inelastic two photon fusion production of pairs of heavy
charged leptont in hadron colliders, pp -t yr/X -> L+L~X, can be an important mech-
anism relative to the Drell-Yan and gluon fusion production mechanisms. Our calcu-
lation is done in a Weiisickcr-Williams approximation. At SSC energies, the inelastic
two photon fusion is found to be comparable to the dominant Drell-Yan mechanism
for a heavy lepton mass of 100 GeV. The two photon fusion cross section drops more
rapidly than that of the Drell-Yan process as the heavy lepton mass increases. Hence,
at SSC energies, the photon fusion mechanism is important provided the lepton mass
is below about 200 - 250 GeV. At LHC energies, the inelastic two photon fusion cross
section is at least an order of magnitude below the dominant process cross sections
over the mass range which we consider. Further, we have also calculated the elastic two
photon fusion process, pp -* -fipp —> L*L~pp, within a modified Weixsacker-Williams
approximation, and find it to contribute at most 10 % as much as the inelastic pro-
cest at SSC energies. At LHC energies, it is also negligible relative to the dominant
processes. However the elastic process might offer a very clean signal for detection of
charged heavy leptons, as opposed to the other processes discussed here.

We are in the process of doing the exact calculation for both the inelastic and
elastic processes considered here in order to verify the validity of our Weizsacker-
Williams approximations in the two cases.
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ABSTRACT

We explore the production of vector leptoquarkt(K) at the Tevatron, LHC,
aid SSC tkrongk both qnark-antiqaark and glrnn foskm: qf,g§ -* VV. Tke
crew section* are fouid to be somewkat larger than for scalar leptoqvark* of
tke same mate implying enhanced search capabilities.

Many extensions of the standard model (SM) which place quark* and lepton* on
an equal footing predict the existence of leptoquark*, which are spin-0 or 1 objects
tbat couple to a at or qt pair1. White these object* may be (ought indirectly through
their influence en low energy processes', the most promising approach is via direct
production at colliders. In particular, searches for leptoquarks at LEP1, HERA4, and
the Tevatron" have already been performed, in most cases concentrating on the specific
scenario of scalar leptoquarks. While the current LEP bounds (MLQ £ Mz/2) are
insensitive to the leptoquark spin, the HERA limits display a sizeable sensitivity to
the choice of spin-0 or spin-1. The HERA bounds also depend directly on the unknown
ql-leptoquark coupling; taking this coupling to be electroweak strength, the leptoquark
mass is restricted to be MUQ > 98 - 192 GeV, for various choices of the spin, electric
charge, and helicity of the leptoquark. The Tevatron places a bound of JW«j > 116 GeV
(assuming a 100% branching ratio into electrons) on scalar ieptoquarks. The sensitivity
of the Tevatron limits to the spin of the leptoquark has not yet been addressed in the
literature. The cross section for the qq -* VV subprocess, with V denoting a vector
leptoquark, is readily obtainable from existing results, while the parton level cross
section for gg -» VV remains to be calculated. In this work we calculate these cross
sections at the Tevatron, the LHC, and the SSC, and compare our results to those
previously obtained for scalar leptoquarks*. We will show that the cross section in the
spin-1 case may be substantially larger than that for spin-0, implying stronger search
limits from existing data and an extended search range in the future. We also find
that while the gg subprocess is generally dominant at both the LHC and SSC, the
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qq tubprocest at the Tevatron is extremely important particularly for larger value* of
the V man. We note that vector leptoquark production at high energy linear e*e~
collider* ha* been coniidered elaewhere in the literature7.

In order to calculate the gg -* VV crora section we need to determine both the
trilinear gVV and quartic ggVV coupling*, which may naively at firit appear to be
unknown. (For the qq~ lubprocess, only the gVV coupling is required.) However, in
any realistic model wherein vector leptoquarks appear and are fundamental objects,
they will be the gauge bosons of an extended gauge group. In this case the gVV and
ggVV couplings are completely fixed by gauge invariance. These particular couplings
will al»o insure that the subprocess cross section obeys tree-level unitarity, as is the
hallmark of all gauge theories. Of course, it might be that the appearance of vector
leptoquarks is simply some low energy manifestation of a more fundamental theory
at a higher scale and that these particles may even be composite, in which case so-
called 'anomalous' couplings in both the gVV and ggVV vertices can appear. One
such posnble coupling i« an 'anomalou* magnetic moment', uiually described in the
literature by the parameter le (Ref. 8), which takes the value of unity in the gauge
theory caae. Among these 'anomalou* coupling*', the term which induce* K is (pedal
in that it is the only one that conserve* CP and is of dimension 4.

The Feymnan rules for the leptoquuk-gluon inteactions are derived from the
following effective Lagrangian which includes the moat general set of CP-conserving
operators of dimension 4 (or lew)

0)

Here, Gm it the unial gluon field strength tensor, V,, is the leptoquark field and F^, -
DmVv—D,V,,, where D, — cV+»ff.T*GJ is the gauge covariant derivative (with respect
to 5f/(3) color), GJ is the gluon field and the SU{3) generator T* is taken in the
triplet representation. As values of K differing from one have been entertained in the
literature when discussing vector leptoquarks', we will generally anume it = 1 or
0, with the latter value corresponding to 'minimal' coupling, in order to probe the
sensitivity of our result* to the anumed gauge nature of V. We will alto describe the
results in the more general case where K is arbitrary.

The calculation of the parton-level differential croc* section, da/dt, for the gg
subprocets for arbitrary value* of K is now straightforward but algebraically cumber-
tome. The details of the calculation will be presented elsewhere*. The matrix element
receives contribution* from S-, <-, and u-channel graphs as well a* Ihe ggVV four-point
seagull graph, as depicted in Fig. 1. All of these diagrams appear in the corresponding
scalar leptoquark case albeit with a different tensor structure. Once the result for this
parton level croM section is obtained we can fold it together with the gluon distribu-
tion* from the initial state hadrons and impose either rapidity and/or p, cut*. To this,
the qq contribution must be added to obtain the total cro** section. The qq subprocess
crow section can be easily obtained from the process e+e~ -» W*W~ via a virtual
photon, by the replacement or -» a, and the incorporation of the appropriate color
factors. We remind the reader that this cross section alto depends on the choice of
K. In addition to an i-channel gluon exchange, shown in Fig. 2a, this subprocess can
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also receive contributions from (*- or u-channel diagrams as displayed in Fig. 2b. These
additional diagrams involve lepton exchange and are proportional to the square of the
unknown fMeptoquark Yukawa couplings. If these couplings are assumed to be of elec-
tromagnetic strength or smaller, we find that these diagrams do not make a significant
contribution and are hence neglected in our analysis. (A similar situation, of course,
arises* in the case of scalar leptoquarks.)

The two individual subprocess result in the total cross sections displayed in Figs.
3, 4 and 5 at the Tevatron, SSC, and LHC, respectively, and should be compared
with the existing calculations for the scalar case in Ref. 6. In obtaining these results
we have made use of the NLO parton distributions of Ref. 10. As we see from the
figures, the production rate for spin-1 leptoquarks can be substantially larger than
in the spin-0 case. The current Tevatron limit of 116 GeV (Ref. 5) on the mass of a
hypothetical scalar leptoquark which couples to only the first generation fermions, can
be translated easily to the vector case if identical assumptions about the leptoquark
branching fractions are made. We find, talcing the branching fraction of V to the tk+j
final state to be 1(0.5), that the vector leptoquark mass must be Z 230(200) GeV at
9594 CL assuming <c = 1. A slightly smaller bound is obtained in the case of K « 0, with
Mv j£ 180(150) GeV, showing that the constraints on the mas* of vector leptoquarks
from hadron colliders are somewhat sensitive to the assumption that these particles
are fundamental gauge bosons from an extended gauge model. We anticipate that
these limits will incroste to near 270(250) GeV for the K m 1 case after the data
from the 1992-93 Tevatron run la have been fully analyzed. At we can see from these
calculations, the Tevatron may eventually be able to push the lower bound on the
mass of V beyond the kinematic reach of HERA, at least for the case of a large /* + j
branching fraction and R = 1. These figures also show that at the Tevatron the gg
subprocess is overcome by the 4$ subprocess for V masses above SO GeV. We also learn
that the gg contribution has a minimum very close to <c = 0 and the corresponding
minimum for the qq subprocest is also not far from zero (but is somewhat dependent
upon the average 3 and the vector leptoquark mass). This implies that the <c = 0 result
essentially yields the smallest vector leptoquark pair cross section at the Tevatron and
can be used to place a model-independent bound.

At the SSC/LHC, the accessible mass range for vector leptoquarks is also seen
to be significantly larger than in the scalar case. Since the contribution from the j$
subprocess is insignificant here, the total cross section will have a minimum near K = 0
so that this cross section can again be used to set a model-independent limit on V pair
production. Assuming an integrated luminosity of Wfb'1 at the SSC, and a 10 event
discovery limit, the mass reach for vector (scalar) leptoquarks is 3.6 (2.2) TeV assuming
K = 1. A somewhat smaller search limit of 3.0 TeV is obtained for i t» 0, which again
demonstrates the sensitivity to the assumptions about the fundamental nature of these
particles. At the LHC (taking y/l = 14 TeV), we obtain the corresponding search limits
for vector leptoquarks of 2.2(1.8) for K = 1(0) assuming a factor of ten increase in the
integrated luminosity is available in comparison to the SSC. For scalar leptoquarks a
limit of 1.4 TeV is achievable at the LHC.

If leptoquark type events are discovered, it will be important to determine the
underlying nature of these events. Observing a mus peak in the jet-lepton invariant

mass would rule out Standard Model backgrounds such as IV+jet production. It will
then be crucial to measure the spin and color of the leptoquark (to distinguish it from
other possible exotic objects such as a leptogluon). This will clearly require a substan-
tially larger data sample than the 10 events referred to above. In a future publication,
we intend to study in detail the nature of the leptoquark signals and ascertain the
requirements for a full determination of the leptoquark quantum numbers. Clearly, the
discovery of such a particle would have a profound effect on the development of theories
beyond the Standard Model.
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Fig. 1: The Feynman diagrams responsible for the parton level process gg -* VV.
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Fig. 2: Feynman diagrams for VV production in qq scattering.
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Fig. 3: Production craw section for a pair of vector leptoquarki at the Tevatron at a
function of tbe leptoquark max assuming (a)* » 1 or (b)/t » 0. The dotted(dashed,
»olid)curve correspondt to the liiss, total) contribution respectively for the CTEQIMS
parton distribution*. Our results can vary by about 10 % if other distributions are
used instead. (c)ic dependence of the ff (dots), jj(duhes), and total(solid) V pair
production crow sections at the Tevatron for a vector leptoquark mass of 200 GeV
assuming the CTEQIMS distributions. No cuts have been applied in this figure.
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Fig. 4: Sune as Fig. 3, but for the SSC. In (c), a vector leptoquark mau of 1 TeV it
usumed.

Fig. 5: Sune u Fig. 4, but for the LHC.
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ABSTRACT

We explore the possibility that Z' couplings can be probed using decay model
which iavolve neutrinos once Standard Model backgrounds are directly deter-
mined by the data Itself. For some models, sufficient statistics are available at
either the SSC or LHC to render these modes useful for coupling determina-
tions, provided the mass of the Z' is not much larger than 1 TeV, if we assume
other new physics background sources are absent.

If a new neutral gauge boson, Z\ is discovered at the SSC or LHC, an immediate
goal will be the determination of its couplings to fermion pairs. Knowledge of these
couplings wil! allow us to ascertain the extended electroweak model from which the Z'
has originated. At an e+e" collider, such as LEP, the SLC, or the NLC, this is a rel-
atively straightforward procedure that has already been successfully employed for the
Standard Model (SM) Z Performing a similar task in the hadron supercollider environ-
ment is far from easy and has prompted much activity in the theoretical and detector
development arenas during the past three years'. All of the techniques suggested in
Ref. 1 are somewhat limited in scope so that new tools are continuously being sought
to aid in the determination of Z' couplings at hadron supercolliders. In this report
we outline some preliminary results from an analysis of Z' decay modes which involve
neutrinos. As is always the case, the greatest difficulty in the use of missing E, or ,7,
final states is the size of the SM backgrounds. In the two cases examined here, however,
we may be able to employ the data itself to precisely determine these backgrounds. To
be as specific as possible, we limit our discussion to only a few extended gauge models:
(») the Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRM)1, (it) the Alternative Left-Right Model
(ALRM)3, (««) a model where the Z' couples exactly like the SM Z (SSM), and (iv)
the £,-inspired Effective Rank-5 Model (ER5M)\ In the latter example, the model
contains an additional parameter, 8, which lies in the range - 9 0 ' < 8 < 90*. Specific
choices of this parameter correspond to special models discussed in the literature, i.e.,
W = 0*),x(* = -90»). and t}(0 = 37.76*).

Our first analysis concerns the quantity r,*z = T(Z' -* Zvi>)/T(Z' -* PI-)
which has been suggested by several of the authors of Ref. 1 as a probe of the Z'
couplings. However, as shown explicitly in our earlier work, the SM background (B)
from ZZ production (with one of the Z's decaying to vv) can be up to several orders

Model

SSM
LRM

ALRM

X

n

SSC
2.5

2.794
0.344
1.172
0.202
0.838
0.090

0.5
0.664
0.083
0.249
0.047
0.214
0.020

LHC
2.5

0.656
0.079
0.314
0.048
0.178
0.022

0.5
0.213
0.026
0.091
0.015
0.063
0.007

Table 1: Value* of the parameter / for the SSC and LHC assuming either value of the
rapidity cut (n < 2.5 or 0.5) for several different extended electroweak models discussed
in the text.

of magnitude larger than the Z' -* Zvv signal (5) in the absence of sophisticated
cuts. This is demonstrated in Figs, la and lb, where the missing p« distributions are
presented for both processes (signal and background) at the SSC and LHC, subject
to mild rapidity (if) cuts, assuming a Z' mass of 1 TeV. For the various choices of
extended models, the dotted curve in these figures must be scaled by a factor, / , which
is model and rapidity cut dependent and is given numerically in Table 1. Clearly, unless
the background can be precisely determined, there is very little hope of seeing the Z'
signal even if both the IJ and A cuts are optimized. However, we observe that the SM
process fp -» ZZ —» Zt*l~ can be precisely measured for a fixed pi of the l+l~ pair,
subject to the constraint that the pair invariant mass reconstructs to a Z. If this set
of data were then to be rescaled by the ratio of the Z -» »S> to Z -* t*f branching
fractions, and corrected for acceptances, the background for the Z' process in question
can then be determined. As a check of this procedure, the Zvv data normalization can
be examined at low p, where the Z' contribution is negligible. Since the background
peaks at low p. and the signal is absent at p , £ 500 GeV for a 1 TeV Z', demanding
PT" < ft < 500 GeV, with tff* in the 50-200 GeV range, will significantly enhance
S/y/B. We find that a value of p~™ = 200 GeV gives the largest S/y/S for both choices
of the rapidity cut.

To proceed further, we simulate data for both the signal and the background
within the framework of a given model, subject to the cuts above, and determine the
size of the excess sample of events obtained by integrating the corresponding missing p.
distributions. Since the size of the background has been anticipated from the charged
lepton data a* discussed above, it is then subtracted from the total number of events.
If a statistically significant residual is obtained, it can be attributed to a 1 TeV Z'.
(We remind the reader that the Z' will already have been discovered and its mass will
have been determined via the charged lepton decay modes before the technique we're
discussing here is applied.) Normalizing this excess to the number of t*l' events in
the Z' discovery channel eliminates the systematic uncertainties due to, t.$., structure
function variations and the integrated luminosity determination. Table 2 displays the
inverse of the relative error in rmZ, i.e., (Arwz/r,,*)-1 (which is equivalent to S/y/B),
obtained from this method for a number of extended gauge models. Here, the resulting
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Fig. 1: Mining pt distribution for the background process, pp -» IZ -* Zvv, at the
the SSC(solid) and the LHC(dssh-dotted) as well as for the signal(dotted), pp-> Z' -*
Zvv, assuming an i) cut of (a)2.5 or (b)O.S.

Model

SSM
LRM

ALRM

X

n

ssc
2.5

8.379
1.032
3.515
0.608
2.518
0.270

0.5
4.104
0.520
1.561
0.295
1.342
0.125

LHC
2.5

10.70
1.289
5.123
0.783
2.904
0.359

0.5
6.704
0.818
2.864
0.472
1.983
0.220

Table 2: Values of the quantity (Ar
choice of the rapidity cut.

)"1 at the SSC and LHC assuming either

statistical and systematic errors have been combined in quadrature. The integrated
luminosity (£) for the SSC(LHC) was assumed to be 10(100) /&"' in obtaining these
relative errors which have magnitudes that are found to scale approximately as 1/VJC-
From the Table we see that at least for some of the extended models, the value of TWZ

can be sufficiently well determined as to provide some additional information about the
nature of the Z' couplings. It is clear from this analysis, however, that this technique
will most likely fail for larger Z' masses due to the loss in statistics necessary to observe
the signal relative to the background.

A second approach to obtaining information about the Z' coupling to vv is to
examine the production of a high pt jet in association with both the Z' as well as
the SM Z. The essential idea is an extension of the monojet analysis by the COP
Collaboration* from which they obtained a constraint on the number of neutrinos. We
consider the following four processes: pp -* Z + jet, Z'+ jtt - • t*l~ + jet, vv + jet
at both the SSC and LHC as functions of the jet transverse momentum, assuming
|t)j| < 0.5 or 2.5. (In practice, the )?j cut is chosen to be 2.5 since the lower value only
results in decreased statistics.) The two processes which involve charged leptons in the
final state can be directly measured, with extremely high statistics in the case of the
SM Z, and are easily separable by demanding the dilepton pairs lie in invariant mass
bins associated with the Z oc the Z'. (We again assume that the Z' mass is already
well determined from the discovery channel; for purposes of demonstration we take
its value to be 1 TeV.) From the number of observed SM Z induced (M~j events
we can deduce the anticipated number of SM Z monojet events, which we treat as a
background, through again simply scaling by the well measured ratio of Z -* vv to
Z -»l*7~ branching fractions and correcting for acceptance differences. Of course, the
monojet rate also obtains a contribution from the Z' + jet intermediate state, which
is proportional to the Z' -» vv branching fraction, and may appear as a signal over
the SM Z background. For a given extended electroweak model, we simulate both the
signal and the backgrounds for a minimum jet p, in the 50 - 200 GeV range allowing
for statistical fluctuations in the number of events. We subtract from the total event
sample, after integrating over if and p,, the anticipated number of SM events, obtained
through the retelling technique mentioned above and normalize any potential excess
by the number of Z' induced t*('j events. If we assume that other new physics sources
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of monojets are not present, this normalized excess of events is directly proportional to
the quantity R, = T(Z' -» vv)IX(Z' -* l*l~), which is quite sensitive to Z' coupling
variations. (Assuming that invisible decays of the 7,' iirite solely from its decay into the
3 generations of SM left-handed c>.) In taking the ratio above we again have eliminated
potentially large systematic errors arising from variations in the parton distributions
and integrated luminosity uncertainties.

What range of values can we expect for the ratio A,? In extended models where
the new generator which couples to the Z' commutes with the SM SU(2)L generators,
we find that A, can be expressed at R, = 3cJ/(cl +ejj), with ci(ft) being the left(right)-
handed coupling of the charged lepton to the Z'. Clearly, in this case, we must have
0 < R. < 3, independently of the specific choice of model. When /?„ = 0(3), the Z7+/"
coupling is purely right(left)-handed. This 'commuting' condition is readily satisfied
by the LRM, ALRM, and ER5M choices but not for the SSM case since the SU(2)L
generators do not commute amongst themselves. Figs. 2a-c show the anticipated values
of Ry in the ER5M case, and the associated errors which follow from this analysis,
as functions of 0 at both the SSC and LHC with various cuts on the jet transverse
momentum. We see immediately that (i) R, is quite sensitive to the value of 9 (thus
demonstrating its usefulness as a model discriminator), (it) a stricter pt cut reduces
the size of the anticipated errors, and (tit) the same cuts applied to the data from
the SSC will yield smaller errors than that similarly obtained at the LHC even when
the factor of 10 difference in integrated luminosity is accounted for. In Fig. 3a, we see
the corresponding results for the LRM as a function of K = grt/gi, the ratio of the
SU(2)n to SU(2)i, gauge couplings. For large values of K we note that the couplings
of the charged leptons become purely right-handed. As in the case of the parameter
0 in the ER5M, R? is quite sensitive to the value of it, particularly when it lies in
its natural range, :'.;.. 0.55 < K < 1, anticipated by GUT analyses*. Fig. 3b displays
a comparison of the values of fl» obtained for the ALRM, SSM, LRM with K = 1,
and ER5M as a function of 0. It is clear from the figure that Ry can be determined
with reasonable precision and may be an extremely useful discriminator of extended
gauge models provided the assumptions we have made above are valid. The presence
of monojets from other new physics sources, such as SUSY, will render this approach
extremely difficult if not impossible. As in the previous analysis we observe that for
substantially larger Z' masses there will be insufficient statistics to overcome the large
SM backgrounds.

In the analyses above we have considered two possible ways of gaining information
on the couplings of a Z' to neutrinos in the face of large SM backgrounds. Rather than
relying solely on theoretical calculations, which suffer from many uncertainties, we
propose instead to use data from SSC and/or LHC experiments themselves to determine
the size of these backgrounds. In following this route and always employing ratios of
numbers of events, many of the systematic uncertainties are found to cancel. For the
first possibility examined, the case of three-body Z' decays, we found that it may be
possible to resurrect the quantity rmz as an model discriminator provided strong pt cuts
and invariant mass binning can be applied to the data without appreciable loss in rate.
For many extended electroweak models, this technique was found to work reasonably
well for a Z' in the 1 TeV range, but for significantly larger masses, there is a dramatic
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Fig. 2: The ratio A, as a function of the parameter 0 in the ER5M assuming a Z'
mass of 1 TeV with |%| < 2.S at (a)the SSC with p, > 200 GeV, or (b) with * > 50
G«V. In either case, the errors reflect the combined statistical and systematic errors
associated with an integrated luminosity of 10/i'1 . (c) Same as (a) but for the LHC
with an integrated luminosity of 100/6"'.
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loss in statistical power. A second technique that employs potential excesses in monojct
events as a signal for Z' —» vv, is extremely dependent upon several assumptions, in
particular, that no other non-SM sources of monojets, such as SUSY, exist. If such
sources are absent (or possibly well determined by other means), it was found that the
ratio of the partial widths of the Z' to vv and (*(' can be reasonably well determined
for Z' masses in the 1 TeV range.
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EXTRACTION OF Z' COUPLING DATA FROM Z'->jj AT THE LHC

AND SSC

T.G. RIZZO

High Energy Physics Division, Argonnt National Laboratory, Argonnt, IL 60439,
USA

ABSTRACT

A recent ualyiu has shown that it may be pouible at the SSC to extract
information about Z' coupling! via the decay Z' -> jj. This technique wa*
found to be ueful for tome extended elcctroweak models provided the Z' is
relatively light. In the present paper, we generalize this procedure to the LHC
and to Z"» which are more massive than 1 TeV.

Probing the nature of a newly discovered particle at a badron supercollider can
be a difficult problem and one that is critical to address. For example, if a Higgt-like
object is discovered it will be extremely important to determine if it is the conventional
Higgs of the Standard Model(SM), one of the Higgs' of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model, or some other more exotic beast. A similar situation would apply to
the discovery of a new gauge boson(Z')-to try and identify which Z' has been discovered.
This issue has attracted much attention in the literature1 during the past fews years
with various techniques being proposed to extract information on the Z"s couplings
to fermions. Since all of these schemes suffer from some form of weakness it is dearly
of some importance to have as much artillery available as possible when assaulting the

z:
It has recently been shown that it may be possible, at least for relatively light Z"s

arising from certain classes of extended electroweak models(EEM), to use the Z' -* jj
mode as a potential source of coupling data*-3. The main difficulty with this channel
is the enormous background which arises from QCD even after very tight selection
cuts are applied to the data in the dijet invariant mass range which the Z' is already
known to occupy. Sufficient statistical power must be available to fit the dijet mast
distribution quite precisely outside the signal region before a background subtraction
can be performed. Only then is it possible to have any hope of seeing excess events
due to the Z', provided of course that the Z"% couplings are sufficiently strong. The
usefulness of the dijet channel to probe the Z"% couplings can be quantified by the
resulting statistical significance, 5/%/B, of the Z' peak. The purpose of the present
work is to extend this previous analysis to both the LHC and to Z"t with larger
masses. We will see that the canonical order of magnitude higher integrated luminosity
available at the LHC will allow the dijet channel to be a useful probe of Z' couplings
for a much larger range of masses than does the SSC.
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We begin by a quick overview of the analysis as presented in Ref. 3. We assume
that a Z' has already been discovered via it's leptonic modes so that it's mass and width
are relatively well determined. We remind the reader that for most EEM the Z"s width
to mass ratio if usually rather small, T/Mz> < 0.05, to that excess dijets from the Z' will
occupy a rather narrow invariant met range. To reduce QCD backgrounds we demand
that both jets are very central and have high p,\ i.e., - 1 < nj, j , < 1 and pt > 0.2Mz.
and we concentrate on the data in the dijet mass range near the Z', i.e., 0.7 < xh < 1.5,
where X;J = Mjj/Mz- with M/j being the dijet invariant mass. For smaller values of *#,
outside the above range, the shape of the mass distribution is perturbed significantly
by our cuts while for larger values of Xjj there is a loss is statistics. Since no real data
exists, both signal and background are generated numerically using a improved Born
calculation4 for the QCD dijet background and a two-loop, QCD-corrected 'K-factor'
for the Z' production process*. QCD corrections to the Z' decay were also included and
several different NLO parton distributions were employed to ascertain the sensitivity
of the results to variations in these distributions. Both the signal and background
were smeared assuming a dijet mass resolution of AMjJMjj = 0.034, integrated over
bins of width 0.025M*., following the ATLAS analysis', and provided with Gaussian
statistical fluctuations. Since almost all of the Z'-induced dijets should lie within the
range Mz. ± 2F, we define the range 0.9 < XJJ < 1.1 to be the signal regime and fit
the 'data' outside this range by a degree-7 polynomial (once it is reseated by a factor
of if,). Polynomials of higher degree fail to improve the xV«W- of the fit. The fitted
background is then extrapolated into the signal regime and subtracted from the 'data'
leaving a potential Z'-induced event excess. This excess dijet distribution is then fit to
either a Gaussian or Breit-Wigner shape and integrated to determine the total number
of Z' -» jj events. Clearly, if the number of signal events is too small in comparison to
the background no obvious excess will be observed. Since the total number of events is
sensitive to a number of overall systematic uncertainties (e.g., the integrated luminosity
and the choice of parton distributions) as well as being sensitive to what we assume the
Z' can to, we will normalize the number of Z' -+ jj events we find to the number of
Z'-induced dilepton events in the discovery channel which defines the ratio R. (These
leptons are assumed to have rapidities in the range —2.5 <1< 2.5.) If S/VB is too
small, R will suffer from large errors and we will learn little or nothing about the Z"s
couplings.

Fig. 1 shows two examples of where this technique works quite well for a 1 TeV
Z' at the SSC assuming an integrated luminosity of 10 /•"', i.e., for the Left-Right
Model(LRM)* with K = gnliL = 1 and a Z' with SM-like couplings(SSM). For the
LRM(SSM) the extracted value of A from the 'data' is 34.9 ± 4.0(20.4 ± 2.2) while
theory predicts 30.5(18.9). In the LRM case, this converts to the 95% CL bound on
the parameter <c: 0.83 < « < 1.11. Of course, the method works well only because
the statistical significance of the Z' dijet peak is quite high, S/y/B > 7, for these
two particular cases. For other models one finds that S/-/S is much smaller even
for much greater integrated luminosities. This arises mainly from the fact that for
most models the Z' couplings to fermion pairs is somewhat smaller than in either the
LRM or SSM examples. The Alternative version of the Left-Right Model(ALRM) and
the E% effective Rank-5 modeli(ER5M)7', which are described by a parameter t, are
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Fig. 1: Invariant maw diitribtttion, in 25 GeV wide bini, of the excen dijet event* due
to the Z' of the (a)LRM and (b)SSM after QCD background subtraction »t the SSC
assuming the same integrated luminosity of 10 fb'1. The solid(dash-dotted) curve is
the result of performing a. best fit to the excess assuming a Gaussian(Breit-Wigner)
shape for these events.

Fig. 2: Same as Fig. 1, but for the ERSM x assuming an integrated luminosity of
(a) 10/6"' and (b) 100/6-'. In the second case, both Gaussian(solid) and Breit-
Wigner(dash-dotted) fits to the peak are also shown.
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reasonably representative of models in this class. For all values of 9 one finds that a
1 TeV Z' at the SSC would be essentially impossible to observe in the dijet channel
unless the integrated luminosity was significantly larger than 10 /6~*. Fig. 2 shows
this explicitly for the case I = - x / 2 , which is usually referred to as model x >n the
literature. Among the ERSM, x has essentially the largest dijet cross-section which
implies that for other values of I the situation can be significantly worse. The Z'x peak
is not visible with only 10 / i" 1 but is much more respectable for 100 /6"1 of luminosity.
However, even in this case, the extracted value of R from the 'data', R '<= 12.7 ± 2.7,
is found to not only agree with the theoretical prediction for this model, R = 9.6,
but with the predictions of all ER5M with 0's outside the range 9* < I < 39*. Thus
although the increased integrated luminosity has helped us to observe the Z', it's not
sufficient to provide us with a precise enough determination of R which we need for
model discrimination. Clearly, this implies that a value of S/y/B > 5 - 6 is a minimum
requirement to use this technique.

If we use this minimal criterion as a guidepost for our ability to use R as a
model discriminator, we can ask bow well our procedure works for other models, at
the LHC, or for more massive Z": These possibilities are addressed by the results
shown in Figs. 3a-f and Fip. 4a-b to which we now turn. From Fig. 3a we see that the
dijet analysis can be applied to a 2 TeV LRM Z' at the SSC provided the integrated
luminosity available is increased to about 25 fir1. Z"% of somewhat greater mass
would appear to be quite hopeless requiring more than 10 standard years of running
to accumulate adequate statistics. At the LHC, however, we see from Fig. 3b that the
factor of 10 larger design luminosity may allow us to use R as a model discriminator
for masses approaching 3 TeV in the LRM case after a few years of running. (It is
important to note that the slopes of the LHC curves are steeper than those for the
SSC due to the LHC's lower value of y/i.) Figs. 3c-d show a very similar story for
the SSM Z' since its production cross section is comparable to but slightly larger than
that for the LRM. For the ALRM Z' case, shown in Figs. 3e-f, the situation is entirely
different however. We see that R can probably never be determined at the SSC, even
for a Z' mass of 1 TeV, due to the small cross section (although an upper bound might
be obtainable). At the LHC, a 1 TeV Z' arising from this model might be probed after
several years of running but for larger masses our dijet technique will surely fail.

The situation for the ER5M is not qualitatively different from the ALRM case,
as one might expect, but is still somewhat sensitive to the value of the parameter I.
For the x-type Z', we see from Fig. 4a that the SSC with an integrated luminosity
of 100 /*- ' just barely manages to satisfy our 'minimal' criteria constraint, which is
why R was perhaps not as precisely determined as well as we would have liked in
the discussion above. Larger Z' masses are clearly hopeless at the SSC. At the LHC,
from Fig. 4b, we see that the couplings of a 1 TeV Z'x has a reasonably good chance
of being probed by the present dijet analysis after only 2-3 years of running at the
canonical luminosity. Larger masses seem to be essentially impossible. As noted above,
the x case is realistically the most optimistic of all the ER5M. To show this explicitly,
we consider a different ER5M which has often been discussed in the literature, called
7. (This corresponds to choosing the parameter I = cos"11/5/8.) Figs. 4c-d show us
directly that for a 1 TeV Z'n, neither collider will be able provide us with coupling
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information with less than a decade of running! This clearly demonstrates the shortfall
of this technique, i.e., it can only be applied for relatively light Z"s and even then only
for certain classes of EEM in which the Z' has relatively strong coupling* to fermion
pairs.

Once a new particle is produced at the SSC/LHC, our work is just beginning.
We must go beyond discovery and be able to determine just what it is that has been
found. Although the procedure that we've described above cannot be used for a Z'
originating from an arbitrary EEM if it ii overly mauive, it doe* add an important
ingredient into the mix of techniques with which the Z"t coupling* can be probed at
hadron supercolliders.
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ABSTRACT

We study the signal from the pair production of t-squarki at the Teva-
tron under the aMwnption that their two-body decay to charnnos at
well at their three-body decay to IV bosons is kinematically forbidden.
In this case, the stop dominantly decays via f, -* cZj, so that the signal
consists of two charm jets together with JfT. We reevaluate this signal
using ISAJET 7.01, and show that if the stop mats is below about 100
GeV, there should be at many at 50-70 events in the accumulated data
sample of the CDF and DO experiment! even if the LSP is as heavy
at 50 GeV. We have alto studied the possibility of tagging the e-jet by
its semileptonic j» decay, but find that the event rates are too small for
this to be viable except for values of ttop and LSP masses that yield a
robust tignal via the conventional J?T search.

1. Introduction
The spectacular tucceti of the recent Tevatron runt hat enabled experimen-

talists to search for signals from a variety of extensions of the Standard Model (SM)
including new gauge boons, compositeneti, exotic quarks, leptoquarkt and, of pri-
mary interett to ut, tupersymmetric particles. The CDF Collaboration[l), bated on
an analysis of 4.3 pi"1 of data have published limits of around 100 GeV (160 GeV
if tr>| = m|) on the masses of squarkt and gluinot of the minimal tupersymmetric
model (MSSM). By now, the DO and CDF experiments at the Fennilab Tevatron
have, between them, accumulated an integrated luminosity of almost 40 pi'1 [2], and
are expected to collect a data sample in excess of 100 pi'1 by the end of the current
run. It is, therefore, reasonable to ask whether the large anticipated data sample
opent up the possibility of detecting other tpartides at the Tevatron.

It hat recently been pointed out[3) that the multilepton signals from the cas-
cade decays of_gluinos and squarkt, which provide indirect evidence for the existence
of charginot(tV,) and neutralinot(Z,), ihould make it possible to extend the Tevatron
search for gluinos and tquarkt to 250-300 GeV for the favourable can tn| a mt. It hat
also been shown[4, 5] that with an accumulated data sample of about 100 pi"1, the
trilepton signal from the continuum W,Z, production[6] would enable the CDF and
DO experiments to extend the direct search for charginos and neutralinot to regions
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of MSSM parameter space beyond the range of LEP experiments. Continuing our
study of other SUSY signals that may be accessible at the Tevatron, we focus here
on the strategies for detection of the f-squark which can be considerably lighter[7]
than all the other tquarks even in tupergravity models where all the sfermions have
a common matt at an ultrahigh energy unification scale.

2. Why b the top (quark different?
Supersymmetry mutt be a broken symmetry. Since the dynamics of SUSY

breaking is at yet unknown, the breaking of tupertymmetry it parametrized by a
rather large number of soft SUSY-breaking parameters constrained only by SM gauge
invariance. The proliferation of parameters can be reduced by making further as-
sumptions about the symmetries of the dynamics of SUSY breaking. Within the
simplest tupergravity GUTS[8], SUSY breaking can be parametrised by a common
scalar matt, a common gaugino matt together with a tuiy-breaking trilinear scalar
coupling at unification scale. These masses and couplings ate then evolved down to
the weak scale, leading to the familiar relation "GUT relation" between the three
gaugino mattes. Since the first two generation! of tquarkt and tleptont dominantly
interact via gauge interactions, their masses evolve in the same way. As a result, these
squarkt (sleptoat) are essentially degenerate, with tquarkt heavier than sleptons on
account of their QCD interactions. _

The mattes of third generation squarks fjljk and bL) are not expected to
conform to these simple patterns because of their large Yukawa interactions. These
reduce the diagonal mattes in comparison to those of the other tquarkt, in much the
tame way that they drive a Higgs scalar mats squared to negative values, resulting
in the radiative breaking[8) of electroweak symmetry. Furthermore, the Yukawa in-
teractions alto indnce ft-fit mixing terms proportional to the corresponding fermion
matt, and to, are mott important for the t-tquarkt. These off-diagonal terms in the
l-tquark matt matrix split the top tquark masses, reducing the mats of the lighter
ttop (f,) ttate even further. In fact, m- may be at light at 50 GeV even if the other
tquarkt and gluinot have mattes of several hundred GeV. This led a group of ut[9]
to ttndy the phenomenology of a light f, and itt effect on the CDF top quark search
at the Tevatron. It had been concluded that a t, with a matt just beyond the LEP
limit could well have escaped detection in the analysis of the 1991 data sample. In
this ttudy we improve on thit parton level study and reevaluate the ttop signal using
ISAJET 7.01/ISASUSY 1.0[10] with a view to assets the prospects for stop detection
during the current Tevatron run.

3. Top-tquark decay pattern!.
The decay pattern! of the top iquark have been diicutsed at length in Ref.|9]

and will only be briefly reviewedjiere. If U is heavier than the the chargino, the
tree-level two-body decay t, -» bW\ dominates; in thit case, ttop pair production is
signalled by n-leftons+m-jet events (n = 1 or 2) so that top quark pair production



(whoie crots lection ii an order of magnitude larger) ii ajbrmidable background. If
TJIJJ. + m» > m,-, > Mw + mi + mj , the decay (] —* bWZi dominate!, and the situ-
ation it similar to that above. If this decay it kinematically forbidden (as is the cue
for itopi in the mait range of interest), and the charginof as well at the tneutrinof are
heavier than ti, the flavour changing one loop decay t\ —• c + Z\ dominates(ll, 9) the
tree level four-body decays of the itop. In the remainder of our analysis, we assume
that the branching fraction for this two body loop decay is 100%.

4. Stop signali at the Tevatron.
Although i-squark production is not yet included in ISA JET, we can simulate

the signals for stop pair production by generating fa-pair events (which have the same
production cross section as stop pairs) and using the FORCE command to decay the
bn into a c-quark and an LSP. In our computation, we have used the set I structure
functions of Eichten tt. al.\\2]. The production cross section is about twice as large
as shown in Ref.[9]. This is partly due to a difference in structure functions, but, more
importantly, due to a difference in the scale used in the evaluation of a,. Initial and
final state parton showers, charm quark fragmentation and decay and the underlying
event structure are also incorporated. Aside from QCD radiation, the stop signal
then consists of two c jets together with IfT from the escaping LSF's, and without e
tagging, is identical to the signals from (quark production, where the squark directly
decays to the LSP.

We have modelled the experimental conditions at the Tevatron by incorpo-
rating a toy calorimeter with segmentation Aij x A^ = 0.1 x 0.09 and extending to
|IJ| = 4 into our simulation. We have assumed an energy resolution of 70%/T/ET
(15%/vQ£r) for the hadconic (electromagnetic) calorimeter. Jets are defined to be
hadron dusters with Er > 15 GeV in a cone of AR = V Z u p T ^ F = 0-7. We have
also incorporated the following cuts and triggers:
(t) We require that the jets lie within |tjj| < 3.5. All jets are required to be separated
by at least 30° in azimuth from IfT.
(it) We require n, > 2, with at least one jet within |rjj < 1|.
(ii't) If »j = 2, we further require AstfjiUi) < 150°.
(ID) We veto events containing leptons (from the c-jet) with pr{l)> 20 GeV to reduce
the background from W -»Iv (1 = e or /»).
(») We have required $T > 50 GeV[l] to reduce backgrounds from QCD heavy
flavours and mismeasured jets.

Aside from heavy flavour QCD and jet mismeasurement backgrounds, SM
sources of n > 2 jets + $T events include, (o) Z ~* vv production, (») W -t rv
production (where the hadronically decaying r is assumed to be one of the jets), and
(e) W -» Iv (I = e or ft), where the jets are due to initial state QCD radiation.
We have not attempted to quantify the QCD backgrounds which are expected to be
detector-dependent, but have been guided in our thinking by earlier experimental
analyses[l] which suggest that the Z and W backgrounds just mentioned are indeed
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Figure 1: The normalised $T distribution from top squark pair production and back-
ground processes discussed in the text at the Tevatron collider.

the dominant SM sources of these jet events with If T > 50 GeV.
The # T distributions from the SM backgrounds (a-c) is shown in Fig. 1 along

with the corresponding distribution from stop pair production for two representative
choices of parameters where the siop decays via t\ -» cZ\; (A) mt- = 85 GeV,
mjr = 20 GeV, and (B) mTi = 125 GeV, roj = 40 GeV. The distributions shown
here are Ufon any cuts have been applied. We see that the $T cut (?) designed
for reducing the QCD backgrounds also served to remove much of the W and Z
backgrounds.

We have studied several distributions that might help to further distinguish the
stop signal from background. The pr distribution of the fastest jet in the signal events
for the two case* introduced above, as well as for the SM backgrounds (a-c) after the
cuts (i-v) is shown in Fig. 2. As expected, the fast jets from the three background
sources (which arise from QCD radiation) are softer than the corresponding jets from
the signal - but for the J?T requirement, the background distribution would have been
backed up against the pimjj) « * o f 1 5 G e V - I n ran*'"4. « «« th»4 t h e b u l k o f

the signal events include a jet with pr > 50 GeV even for the lighter stop case in the
figure.

The aximuthal separation between the J?T and the nearest jet is shown in Fig.
3 for the stop signals and the W and Z backgrounds discussed above. We see that
the signal distribution is approximately flat as may be expected from the fact that
0T is made up of two independently produced LSPs. In contrast, since the jets in
the background are recoiling against the produced IV or Z, the distribution tends
to peak at large angular separation. We see that requiring A* < 90° significantly
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Figure 2: The normalised pr(f<ut-jet) distribution from top (quark pair production
and related background! at the Tevatron collider, after cats diicuMed in the text.

increaiet the lignal to background ratio.
Shown in Fig. 4 are contours of fixed signal cron wctioni in the m- — misp

plane including the cut« (»-») together with (o) A«KJ,#r)< 90°, and (i) if A^i ,9 T )<
9"°. Pr(}f-t)> 50 GeV; &{)/.*)> 80 GeV otherwise. The cuts in Fig. 41 retain more
of the signal for heavier stops without letting in background events. Also shown on
the figure are the background levels expected from W and Z events at the Tevatron.
Several comments are worthy of note:

(t) The W -* T background shown in the figure assumes that the r, if it decays
hadronically, can give rise to one of the two jets. Since r jets almost always have a
charged multiplicity of 1 or 3, we believe that it should be possible to discriminate
these from the signal jets with high efficiency. Our purpose in showing these cross
sections is to allow the reader to HKSS the r - jet discrimination that is necessary
to be able to see the i-iquarlt signal. We see that a discrimination of 1:10 is ample
for this purpose.
(ii) The background from Z -* vv production can be subtracted since it should be
possible to directly measure high pr Z decays to leptons and use the branching ratios
measured at LEP.
(iii) The cross section (after cuts) for a stop with a mass of up to 100 GeV exceeds 2
p6 for an LSP as heavy as 50 GeV. Thus in excess 50-70 stop events may already be
present in the collective data sample of the CDF and DO experiments; the correspond-
ing background from Z + jeti production yields a comparable number of events. If
heavy flavour and QCD backgrounds are indeed negligible, this would correspond to
a 6-7cr effect. This conclusion should, however, be viewed in proper perspective since
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Figure 3: The anmuthal angle separation between JfT and closest jet from top squark
pair production and from SM background processes at the Tevatron collider, after
cuts.

we have not included any non-physics backgrounds in our analysis.
(«») It is interesting to see that we find aa observable signal even when the LSF is
relatively heavy. This differs significantly from the conclusion of the paiton level
calculation of Hef.[9] where it was concluded that the signal would be unobservable
foe LSP masses much larger than 20 GeV. This conclusion was traced to the fact that
for large values of tn^, the two LSPs soaked up much of the energy so that the charm
partons became too soft to pass thecuU. In our present calculation, the MJ pair can
be produced with substantial PT(M~I); the resulting final state charm jets can hence
have substantial pr e«n '^mz, " 'MRe-

Up to this point, we have made no use of the fact that the signal always
contains e-qnark jets. It is clear that SM backgrounds would be considerably reduced
if it were to be possible to tag at least one of the c-quarks. This led us to consider
the possibility of using a muon from the semi-leptonic decay of one of the c quarks
as a tag. The signal would then consist of ft + n,r > 2 + J?T > 50 GeV, where the
moon is within a cone of AA = 0.4 about one of the jets. We require that Pr(n)> 3
GeV for the muon to be identifiable. We further require that either &4(J#T)< 90°
«TJT(i/M«}> 50 GeV. The signal cross section contours, with these cuts, are shown
in Fig. 5 together with our background estimates from W -> TV -»fivvv, W -» JII/
and Z —» w>+ ce" or 45 processes. To estimate these, we have generated 140K (130K)
W (Z) events of each type, and find 8,5 and 6 events, respectively, pus our cuts. It
should be kept in mind that ISAJET does not include the full 2 -> 3 matrix elements
for Zee" or ZfcB production; in our simulation, these events come from radiation of
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Figure 5: Contour ploti in (pb) of top iquark signal cross-sections containing an
identifiable ntuon, after cuti, and undated background tata.

initial »Ute glnont followed by iplitting into fco or cZ pain.
Out conclusion! from Fig. 5 are pessimistic. Even with an integrated luminos-

ity of 100 pi"1, there are juit 5-10 tagged signal events for m- and m^ Tiluet where
the fT iignal in Fig. 4 might be difficult to observe above the Z -> vi> background.
Knee the nun of SM backgrounds to the signal hare comparable cross sections, we
believe that it will be difficult to distinguish the stop signal over statistical fluctua-
tions of the backgrounds. We further observe that the 0.2 pi (this is the sum total
of the three backgrounds) contour in Fig. 5 roughly tracks the contour with a cross
section roughly equal to that from the Z backround in Fig. 4. We, therefore, infer
that the use of rmon tagging to extend the region where the stop signal might be
observable in the J£T sample even with several hundred pi"1 of integrated luminosity
does not appear viable. Observation of tagged $T events would, however, be im-
portant since it radicates that the signal might be due to the production of S,c or,
of course, i squarks. We also remark that it would be worth investigating whether
vertex tagging can be used to tag the charm jets in stop pair events to increase the
signal to background.
S. Summary and outlook

Motivated by the fact that the t-squark may be considerably lighter than
other squarks, we have reinvestigated its signals at the Fermilab Tevatron using
ISAJET 7.01 under the assumption that it decays via t\ -* cZ\. We have ihown
that in the IfT data sample that has already been accumulated by the CDF and
DO experiments, there may well be 50-100, or more, stop events that should, after
suitable cuts, be identifiable above W and Z backgrounds (these have previotisly|l)
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been ihown to dominate thow from QCD) even if the LSP ii relatively heavy (tee
Fig. 4). We alio studied the possibility of tagging the charm jet via iti semi-leptoaic
decay. While this led to an observable rate for stop events for values of parameters
where the signal was observable by the conventional Jj?r search (this would, within
the MSSM context, indicate the production of a c-, 6- or t-squatk), the tagged signal
(see Fig. 5) wat found to be too small for larger values of stop and LSP maxe*.
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Abstract

We study the decays of a scalar (i\t\) bound state tr;,, where l"i is the lighter stop
eigenstate. If ft has no tree-level 2-body decays, the dominant decay modes of a,-, are
gg or, if mi, < mj, < m;,, a pair of light scalar Higgs bosons h. The best signal for
o\ production at hadron colliders is probably its decay into two photons.

It is by now quite well known that the lighter scalar top (stop) eigenstate i\ is expected to
be lighter than the superpartners of the first two generations of quarks, and might even be
the lightest colored sparticle [1, 2]. There are two reasons for this: Since the top quark is
heavy, m, > 110 GeV, mixing between the superpartners it, IR of left- and right-handed top
quarks cannot be neglected, in contrast to the superpartners of light quarks. Furthermore,
if we assume all squarks to have the same mass at some very high (GUT, string or Planck)
scale, radiative corrections [3] will reduce the masses of « t and In relative to those of the
other squarks.

Open <i pair production at t*e~ [4] and pp [5] colliders has been discussed previously.
Here we study possible signals for the production of a scalar (lit;) bound state a-,t within
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [6]. In ref.p] it has been pointed
out that the branching ratio for <?,-, -» hh might be large, where A is the lighter scalar Higgs
boson. Very recently it has been claimed [8] that <7f, -» W*W" can have a very large
branching ratio, which might give rise to interesting signals at hadron supercolliders. This
motivated us to compute all potentially large branching ratios of cr;r We basically agree
with the results of ref.[7], but were unable to reproduce those of ref.[8]. The cleanest signal
for <rfl production at hadron colliders arises from its 2-photon decay, giving rise to a peak
in the 77 invariant mass spectrum.

The starting point of our discussion is the stop mass matrix. Following the convention
of ref.[9] we write it as (in the basis ?i, in):

states. The diagonalization of M] is straightforward. We find for the lighter eigenstate

+ mj + 0.35D* -i
m ? . -

\
(1)

Here, Dz = M|cos20 with tanjS = (tf°)/(/f°) as usual [6], /» is the supersymmetric
Higgs(ino) mass parameter, A, a trilinear soft supersymmetry breaking parameter, and
m}L R the nonsupersymmetric contributions to the squared masses of the it,, IR current

'Heisenberg Fellow
'E-mail: NOJIBIN«JPNKEKVX

(2a)

(2b)

where m\LJdRJ{R refers to the LL, RR and LR elements of M}. While the gauge inter-
actions of tt only depend on 6t, the couplings of stop squarks to Higgs bosons depend on
all parameters entering eq.(l); all these quantities therefore have to be specified before a\,
branching ratios can be computed.

There are two different kinds of a;t decays: Single stop decays and annihilation decays.
In the first case either t t or i\ decays, leaving the other squark behind. We assume that the
gluino is too heavy to be produced in these decays. In general we then have to consider the
following decay modes:

h->l>Wi,i=l,2; (3a)

i,->tZi,i=:l,...,i; (3b)

U-+cZi,i~l,...,*, (3c)

where Wj (Z.) denotes a generic chargino (neutralino) state. The decays (3a,3b) occur at
tree level and with full gauge or top Yukawa strength. It has been shown in ref.[2] that (3c)
is the dominant U decay mode if the first two modes are kinematically forbidden. However,
this last decay only occurs at 1-loop level and necessitates flavor mixing; it is therefore
suppressed relative to the tree-level decays by a factor |e|* ~ 10~T [2]. We will see below
that the mode (3c) can therefore be neglected in the discussion of <7;, decays. The widths of
(3a,3b) can be computed using the couplings of refs.[6]; the decay width of a-t> is twice that
of I,.

In annihilation decays 11 and l\ annihilate into a flavor and color singlet final state; this
kind of decay is by far dominant for the familiar (cc) and (bb) bound states (quarkonia). We
computed the widths for the following modes:

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)

•».

->99\

-+ZZ;

-•77;
->hh;

4.

(4h)

Hi)
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We computed the corresponding branching ratios using "Method 2" described in the Ap-
piMiilix of rcf.jlO]. Since IT;, is a scalar (.1—wave) state, we only need the (~i velocity v —• 0
limit of the M" annihilation amplitudes leading to the final states of eqs.(4). In this limit,
reactions (4a,4d,4e) proceed via (-channel (, exchange as well as via 4-point "butterfly"
interactions; (4b) proceeds via ~bi exchange*, a 4-point interaction as well as scalar Higgs ex-
change in the j-channel, while (4c,4f) involve U or (j exchange in the (-channel, a 4-point
coupling and Uiggs exchange.* Processes (4g,4h) involve ^-channel scalar Higgs exchange
and (—channel chargino or neutralino exchange; note that the corresponding matrix ele-
ments are proportional to the final state quark masses, so that the width for (4g) is very
small unless tan/? > 1. Finally, (4i) proceeds via ^-channel Higgs exchange or (-channel
top exchange.

In order to compute the decay widths for the processes (4) we have to know the "wave
function at the origin" |^'(0)|2, sec ref.[10). Recently the m;t dependence of this quantity has
been parametrized in ref.[ll], for 4 different values of the QCD scale parameter A, using a
potential that reproduces the known quarkonium spectrum well; we use their fit for A = 0.2
GeV.

In fig.l we show examples for the branching ratios of processes (4) for relatively small
m;L „ (200 GeV). In addition to the parameters appearing in eq.(l) we have to specify the
SU(2) gaugino mass JMj (we assume Mi = 5/3 tan3 8\yMi as usual) and the mass mP of the
pseudoscalar Higgs boson. This then determines all relevant masses and couplings. We have
included leading radiative corrections to the scalar Higgs sector involving top-stop loops
[121.

In this figure we have assumed M3 = 100 GeV leading to a mass of about 110 GeV for
the lighter chargino. For m;, > 115 GeV the single stop decay (3a) (not shown) opens up
and quickly dominates the total decay width. Indeed, in this region the total width of atl

is comparable to its binding energy. Our calculations are no longer reliable in this case,
since we assume that formation and decay of ff;, occur at very different time scales so that
they can be treated independently; one has to use methods developed previously [13] for (it)
bound states instead. However, we can conclude from fig. 1 that if the single stop decays
(3a,3b) are allowed the branching ratios for final states that might be detectable at hadron
colliders (see below) are very small, less than 10~4.

In fig. 2 we have therefore varied Ma along with m,-,, so that the decays (3a,3b) remain
closed for mj, < |/i|. We have also chosen larger values for m{ t „, with mih > m^ as
predicted by minimal supergravity models [9]. We see that now the Br(a-tl —> hh) snoots
up very rapidly once this decay becomes kinematically allowed. The reason is that the AMi
coupling [6] contains a term which, in the limit mj> > <V/|, is exactly proportional to the
LR element of M\. Obviously this element has to be large if m;, is to be much smaller

than miLH. As a result, the amplitude for t\t\ -» An is proportional to (m^ JXlwrrti^) if
mh K -* m?i -*" m » / 2 - This explains the decrease of the hh branching ratio with increasing
nt;t, in spite of the increasing phase space.

The branching ratios for VV+W" and ZZ also increase quickly just beyond threshold.

*We ignore mixing in the b sector.
' i j exchange ha* not been included in ref.[7], where the reaction (41) has been studied; this contribution

is small compared to the l", exchange term Tor parameters leading to a sizable hh branching ratio.

However, they do not reach the level of the hh branching ratio; their amplitudes are at
best oc \miJMwJ , if m| t B » m? 3> M\y. This can be understood from the equivalence
theorem [14], which states that amplitudes involving longitudinal gauge bosons are equal to
corresponding ones involving pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons G, if the energy of the process
is > mw There is no diagonal GiJi coupling; a Gi,t7 coupling with strength similar to the
htji coupling doe* exist, but it only affects 07, decays via diagrams involving a heavy stop

propagator. The amplitude for tr,-, -* Z1Z1 is therefore suppressed by a factor [mijm^
compared to the hh amplitude. Similar arguments apply for the W£\V[ amplitude. Trans-
verse W and Z bosons are at best produced with ordinary (weak) gauge strength, and their
couplings can even be suppressed by ( mixing. Unlike ref.[8] we therefore never find the
width into WW to exceed the one into gluons. However, the authors of ref.[8] neglected t
mixing, and assumed that m-lL can be varied independently of the mass of the left-handed
sbottom Sf Since (/, and bL reside in the same SU(2) doublet, this introduces a new source
of explicit gauge symmetry breaking, which renders the theory nonrenormalizable.

The curves of fig. 2 show a lot of structure around mj1=250 CeV. This is because for the
given choice of parameters the mass of the heavy scalar Higgs H is just above 500 GeV; the
a—channel H exchange diagrams therefore become resonant, greatly enhancing the matrix
elements for ((, 66, hh and ZiZj. The enhancement of the W*W~ and ZZ final states is
much weaker, since the HVV couplings (V = W, Z) are small for mj, > Mf. If 2m;, is very
close to m» our treatment again breaks down; in this case the (MJ) bound states mix with
H [15].

Finally, the curves of figs. 1,2 exhibit numerous minima resulting from destructive in-
terference between different contributions to the matrix elements. In particular, for the
W*W~, ZZ and hh final states the (-channel and 4-point coupling diagrams always con-
tribute with opposite signs. Since the size of the (-channel contributions increases with
increasing ratio ">iLJt/'tili the interference minima move further away from threshold as
m;x „ are increased. The hh branching ratio in fig. 2 has a second minimum due to interfer-
ence with the 3-channel H exchange contribution. The (t, Z\Z\ and ZyZ-i final states also
show destructive interference between a— and (—channel diagrams. It is important to note
that (at least in the limit v - »0 ) usually only a single partial wave is accessible in IT,-, decays;
if in addition only *. single combination of final state helicities can be produced, destructive
interference can lead to a vanishing total amplitude even far above threshold.

Clearly one could in principle learn a lot about the MSSM parameters by studying o;t

branching ratios. In practice, however, even discovery of Uf, may not be trivial. We focus here
on pp supercolliders. The total cross section for 07, production at the SSC is shown by the
solid line in fig. 3. Hadronic final states (gg, bb. It) will be useless for the discovery of cr,-, at
such colliders, due to the enormous backgrounds. In ref.[8] the use of the W*W~ final state
was advocated. However, we have seen above that SU(2) gauge invariance implies a rather
small rate for this final state; besides, it is not clear to us how the W*W' invariant mass
will be measured, since both W bosons will have to decay leptonically in order to suppress
QCD backgrounds. The ZZ final state is very clean if both Z bosons decay leptonically, but
then the rate will be very small even at the SSC (< 5 events/year).

Ic ref.[7] the use of o-,-( -» hh -» T+T+T~T~ has been proposed. Since Br(h -» T+T~) =:
8% the 4 T final state is also relatively rare (Br < 6.4 • 10"3). The real problem is that it is
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not dear how this final stale is to he identified experimentally in a hadronic environment.
A pair of isolated like sign Icptoiui would be a rather clean tag; assuming a 30% detection
efficiency per lirpton one could get mere than SO events/year for m;, < 100 GeV if the hh final
state dominates. The problem is that the presence of at least 4 neutrinos in the final state
makes it impossible to reconstruct the o\x mass. Given that there are sizable backgrounds
(e.g., <r(pp - • ZZX -* T+T+T-T'X) s; 3 • 10"' pb, leading to ~ 300 events/year) the
identification of the 4 r signal might be problematic.

Probably the most promising signal results from the decay <r;, -» 77. Searches for inter-
mediate mass Higgs bosons will presumably require good electromagnetic energy resolution
for SSC detectors, so the reconstruction of m ^ ) should be rather straightforward. The
signal would then be a bump in the 77 spectrum on top of the smooth background. The
dashed curve in fig. 3 shows the signal cross section for the same parameters as in fig. 2.
In ref.[16] the minimal detectable H ~* 77 cross section has been estimated. The result
after 1 year of running can roughly be parametrized ai ITJ™" = O.OSpb • (m///100 GeV)"1'3*,
and is shown by the dotted curve in fig. 3. The same result obviously also applies for <r;,
searches, since the final state is identical. Except for the vicinity of the Higgs pole, where
our calculation is not reliable anyway, our signal cross section is always above this minimum.
Even though the assumptions of ref.[16] might be somewhat optimistic, it is clear that for
most combinations of parameters <rf, should be readily observable via its 77 decay already
after one year of SSC running.

In summary, we have computed all potentially large branching ratios of a scalar stopo-
nitim bound state IT,-, . The dominant decay modes are gg, hh or, if m(<rI-1) ~ mn, ti. The
process pp -»<r;,X -* 77X should be readily observable at the SSC, pmviiti that tt has no
unsuppressed tree-level 2-body decays.
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Figure Captions
Fig.l Branching ratios for annihilation decays of a;x listed in eqs.(4). The range of m,-, values

shown results from varying A, between -310 and -70 GeV. For m,-, > 115 GeV single
stop decays open up; in this region annihilation decays into charginosand heavier
neutralinos are also possible, but they remain small, of order of the Z\Z\,i modes
shown in the figure.

Fig.2 Branching ratios for annihilation decays of a;, listed in eqs.(4). The range of m,-, values
shown results from varying A, between 440 and 1080 GeV. Unlike in fig. 1 we have
increased the SU(2) gaugino mass A/2 along with m;, so that the single stop decays
(3a,3b) remain kinematically forbidden.

Fig.3 Cross section for <r;, production at the SSC. The solid line shows the total crou section,
and the dashed curve the total cross section multiplied with Br(oit -* 77). The dotted
curve is a parametrization of the estimate of ref.[16] for the minimum 07, —» 77 crou
section detecable after 1 year of SSC running; we have extrapolated the result of ref.[16]
into the region mfff,-,) > 200 GeV.
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Abstract

The effect of loops involving charginos with up-type squarkt, and gluinos with down-type squarks,

on the incluiive decay mode b —» 5 7 is studied in the context of minimal N = 1 Supergravity

roodeb with a. tadiatively broken electroweak symmetry group. It i> confirmed that the stiong

constraints imposed by the CLEO upper bound B{b —> sy) < 5 .4 X 10""* on two-Higgs

doublet* models are much weaker in supersymmetric theoties due to partial cancelations from

loops involving charginos and up-type squarks. The dependence of the branching ratio and the

supersymmetry masses on the top quark mass is explored.

The decay b —» ay is forbiden at tree level but induced in the Standard Model
(SM) at one loop by W and Cotdstone bosons together with up-type quarks in
the internal lines of the loop . The SM value of the branching ratio of this

' decay is B(b —* sy) « 4 x 10~* for mj = 140 GeV and increases with m<. In
two-Higgs-doublets models, loops involving charged Higgs bosom and up-type
quarks have to be added'31 . The contribution from the charged Higgs bcwon in
type II models (where one Higgs doublet couples tc the up-type quark* and the
other Higgs doublet couples to the down-type quarks) has the same sign as the
SM contribution. In type I models (where only one Higgs doublet couples to the
fermions) the charged Higgs boson contribution does not have a definite sign.

The latest experimental upper bound on the branching fraction for the in-
clusive decay mode 6 -» sy, given by B(b -> ay) < 5.4 x 10"4 at 90% c.l.15' ,
sets powerful constraints on the ch&rged Higgs boson mass in two Higgs doublets
models of type 11' . Other co.-rcctions that may be important have been calcu-
lated recently: next-to-leading logarithmic QCD-corrections , and electroweak
corrections in the context of supersymmetry1" to the charged Higgs mass1'1 and
to the charged Higgs-fermion-fermion vertex' .

In supersymmetry, the contributions from charginos together with up-type
squarks and from neutralinos and gluinos together with down-type squarks, have
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to be included1''"' . It was stressed that in this case, it is important the effect of
loops involving supersymmetric particles1"""1 . Here we study this effect in the
context of the radiatively broken Minimal Supersymmetric Model1"1 , following
ref. (9] and including the effects described in refs. [5,6].

Minimal N = 1 supergravity"51 is characterized by the supcrpotcntial

W = h^QiV'jH1 + hij)QiD)H1 + k%LiE
:
iHi^iie^HiH\ (01)

where i,j = 1,2,3 are indeces in generation space, e,, with a,b = 1,2 is the
antisymmetric tensor in two dimensions, and n is the Higgs mass parameter.
The different superfields transform under 517(3) x SU{2) x U(\) according to:
Q = (3,2,1/6), V = (3,1,-2/3), D< = (3,1,1/3), L = (1,2,-1/2), Ec =
(1,1,1), Hi = (1,2,-1/2), and H2 = (1,2,1/2). The 3 x 3 matrices hv,hD and
kg are the Yukawa couplings given by

gift
0 0

mc 0

0 m(

•i 0 0 ]

0 m, 0 j (02)
. 0 0 m,J

for the quark*, and for the charged leptons, hg is given by kg when the quark
maues are replaced by m,, m,, ans m r . The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Matkawa matrix
it represented by V. The soft lupersymmetry breaking terms are

C. = Ajjftjj&D/tf, + i4g/.g<j,fijjr, + A^LiE^Hi + B^^BJHi + h.c. (03)

plus a set of scalar and gaugino mass terms, which at the unification scale axe

£m + AJ A2 + A3A3) + h.c.) (04)

where Si are all the scalars of the theory and \ , i = 1,2,3 are the gauginos cor-
responding to the groups 17(1), SU(2) and SU(3) respectively. In eq. (03) all the
fields are scalar components of the respective superfields. The mass parameters
A and B are of O(mo) and in some supergravity models they satisfy the following
relation at the scale Mx- A = B + mo where A is the common value for the A"
(a=U,D,E) parameters at the unification scale: % 'j l'

At the weak scale, the tree level Higgs potential is given by

- A'jy = Al'E = A6'>.

+ h.c.)
K

where mj^ = mj + |/i|J (t = 1,2) and m[j — —Bp. The two Higgs doublets mass
parameters mi and rri] satisfy mj = mj = tng at the unification scale Mx- The
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tliirp mass paramctri« in cq. (05) can 1>c replaced by the 7i boson miw» m z , the
CP-odd Higgs mass m^, and the ratio between the vacuum expectation values
of the two Higgs doublets tan/3 = VJ/VJ, according to the formulas

2ff = | i m ^ l + c2/3) (06)

m]2 =

where «2/J and Cjp are sine and cosine functions of the angle 20. The previous
relations are valid at tree level. The effects of the one-loop corrected Higgs
potential may be important in some cases1"1 , especially near tan/3 = 1 when
mm = mm = mi? and the lightest neutral Higgs mass comes only from radiative
corrections'1 .

In Fig. 1 it is ploted a typical solution of the renormalization group equations
(RGE) in the spirit of ref. [18], but including the trilinear A parameters and other
Higgs mass parameters as well. The effects of the supersymmetric threshold are
neglected. Also, the squark and slepton mass parameters Mi,i = Q,U,D,L,E
and the At, i = U,D,E parameters are 3 x 3 matrices in generation space and the
third diagonal element is plotted. The RGE used are given in ref. [9] with the
exception of the A parameters, whose equations are taken from ref. [19]. The set
of independent parameters is chosen to be mi,mx and tan/J at the weak scale,
Mi/2 at the unification scale, and the sign of fi as a discrete parameter. Several
features can be seen from Fig. 1. The sleptons are lighter than the squarks, the
reason being that there is no contribution from the strong coupling constant to
their RGE. Besides, Mi is larger than Mg at the weak scale because the gauge
coupling constant g is larger than g'. In the squark mass parameters, the effect
of the gauge couplings is counteracted by the Yukawa couplings, especially from
the top quark. Mo a the largest because it does not receive an opposite effect
from the top quark Yukawa; on the other hand, Mu is the smaller of the three
squark mass parameters because in its RGE the top quark Yukawa coupling has
a larger coefficient. The evolution of the mass parameters in the gaugino sector
is trivial since it is governed by the respective gauge coupling. In the Higgs
sector, since the squared masses may became negative, —1/~m? is plotted when
m\ < 0, where i = IH,2H,12. The evolution of mj is dominated by the gauge
coupling constants, but since there is no contribution from the strong coupling,
its dependence on the scale is weak. On the contrary, the evolution of mj is
dominated by the top Yukawa coupling, producing a large splitting m\ — m\ at
the weak scale. The value of this splitting is a necesary ingredient to produce
the correct electroweak symmetry breaking.
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Tho QOD uncorrcctrd amplitude for thr decays h - i a-y and h -> tg arc

i > « r ) = AyM+(/+/-)>!};/ -• (rf «>tj pt?£l+A%+A\* (07)

where the form factors / * come from the renormalization of the charged Higgs
boson coupling to a pair of fermions'1'. The different amplitudes A can be found
in ref. [9]. If we now run the scale from myy to m» and introduce the QCD
corrections, we get

A7{mi) = >j~ii A^hnw) + -A'(mnr)(i)5J - 1 ) + CAl (08)
[ 3 J

where 7; = a,[nn)/a,(mw) w 1.83 and J4J is given by

.7 <*Wi/a VuV& ln-\
AK = - r- j ~ IS®)

with C = 0.177, aw - S2/4*. and a = e'/4ir. This last term proportional to C
comes from mixing of four quark operators'"' .

In fig. 2 the top quark mass is taken a* a variable, keeping all the other
parameters of fig. 1 unchanged. The dependence on the top quark mass of the
branching ratio B{b -* 47) can be seen in fig. 2(a). In the SM this branching
ratio grows with the top quark mass and remains below the CLEO bound in
the hole range of m,. In the SUSY-GUT model, for the parameters considered
here, the branching ratio decreases with the top quark mass exept for very large
values of mt. This effect is due to a faster growing (and with opposite sign)
chargino contribution compared to the charged Higgs contribution [see fig. 2(b)].
This can be seen also in ref. [12] taking into account that in the SUSY-GUT
model, a change in mt implies a change in mo [see fig. 2(e)], in opposition to
the treatment in ref. [12] where both parameters are independent. If the top
quark mass increases, the splitting m\ - m\ at the weak scale increases also, and
to keep it constant mo must decrease. This in turn will decrease the absolute
values of m\ and m\, so /i will grow in order to keep m]^ and m ^ unchanged.
Finally, in figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are displayed the masses of the different particles as
a function of the top quark mass. As a final comment, it is clear that the decay
b -> s-f does not strongly constrain supersymmetry, and in the case of minimal
N = \ supergravity models with radiatively broken electroweak symmetry, the
branching ratio B(b -* s-y) lies below the CLEO bound and even below the SM
value for reasonable values of the free parameters.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Evolution of the different parameters of the model from the unification scale
Mx = 10M GeV to the weak scale m2.

2. Dependence on the top quark mass of:

a) Branching ratio of the inclusive decay B(b -» sj) for the SM and for the
SUSY-GUT model.

b) Relative site of the chargino, charged Higgs and gluino contributions to
the b -> si amplitude with respect to the SM amplitude. The QCD
corrections are not implemented. Note that the signs of the chargino and
gluino contributions are opposite to that of the charged Higgs, and that
the gluino curve is amplified by a factor of 10.

c) Masses of the charged Higgs (dotdash), the gluino (dots), and lightest
and the heaviest up-type squarks (solid) and chargino* (dashes).

d) Masses of the lightest and the heaviest down-type squarks (solid), charged
sleptons (dasher), and neutralinos (dotdash), and the lightest of the sneu-
trinos (dots).

e) Common scalar mass parameter mo at the unification scale and the Higgs
mass parameters B and /i at the weak scale.
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Abstract

Some current issues where perturbative and nonperturbitive features of QCD
overlap are discussed.

1. Introduction

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the generally accepted theory of the strong
interactions. Yet, since the strong interactions are so fundamental to our understand-
ing of the world, we should take a very close look before we are fully satisfied with
this conclusion. From the Lagrange density

(1)

once it is suitably quantized, we can derive asymptotic freedom and, by numerical
simulations, convincing evidence for confinement. These striking successes may (with
perhaps a little exageration) be compared to the derivation of elliptical orbits in the
two-body problem from the well-known classical law,

(2)

Yet it took a long time to convince the eighteenth century savants of natural phi-
losophy that Eq. (2) was the real law of gravity, because they knew that there was
much more to celestial mechanics than the two-body problem. It took a long line of
glorious successes to show that, up to the effects of general relativity, Newton's law
of gravity is equal to all the challenges that nature throws its way. The analogous
process is, for QCD, in a relatively early stage.

The following are Sam's thoughts, conjectures, and descriptions of work in progress
on some features of QCl), especially where pcrturbative treatments must be extended
to meet the frontier of the nonperturbative aspects of the theory. I would like to
argue that issues of this sort are crucial to the long-term success of the theory, and
are relevant to many of the physics problems and programs discussed here and at the
Madison conference.
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2. Resummation at Partonic Threshold

For hadron-hadron colliders, the fundamental issue in perturbative QCD is our
ability to compute reliably corrections to hard-scattering cross sections. At the Teva-
tron, our confidence in quantitative predictions for very high-energy processes such as
tt production, or in limits on quark substructure, is no better than our confidence in
the size of the next, uncomputed term. For fixed-target experiments, particularly for
dilepton production, the 'K-factor' is a familiar measure of the uncertainty in these
corrections. Of particular importance in these cases are corrections associated with
partonic thresholds.

Let's review how this comes about, for definiteness in the case of the total dilepton
cross section at fixed pair mass, Q*. In fact, the corrections are very general, and
apply to many other high-energy cross sections. The standard expression for this
crosc section with external hadrons a and b is the 'factorization' formula1

where ® represents a convolution in the fractional momenta of partons «, described
by distributions /;/«, and 'HT' refers to higher-twist terms, suppressed by powers of
Q2. 'Hats' refer to partonir functions and invariants. Partonic 'threshold' is the point
Q» = s or z = 0*13 = 1.

The origin of large corrections near threshold is perhaps best seen in terms of
moments with respect to r = Q2/s,

(*)

The convolutions of (3) are now replaced by products of the <r.i with the moments of
the parton distributions,

Here we shall discuss the 'large' corrections to H,t(n, Q2), those which grow with n.
It is easy to see that such contributions can come about only from the distributions
[lnm(l — z)/(l — *)]+ , which are singular at threshold. It is these contributions that
we would like to organize. This can actually be done to all orders in perturbation
theory, in the following manner.

In the dilepton cross section, such large threshold corrections are present only in
the quark-antiquark channel, which simplifies the analysis. Referring to Eqs. (3) and
(S), and keepling only the quark-antiquark channel, we find

(6)
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The expressions that we derive for // depend on the scheme we choose for the parton
distributions. A sensible choice is the 'D1S' scheme, /«/k = F«/», where F./t is the
contribution of flavor a to the deeply inelastic scattering structure function F of
quark b. With this choice, we may express o^ and / , / , in terms of an 'MS' parton
distribution ffy as follows1

A/, = (7)

In these expressions, the complete infrared cutoff dependence, denoted e, is contained
in the JSS distributions, while the remaining n dependence has factorized into expo-
nentials that involve the functions £;, defined by

(8)

where the dots represent nonleading terms in a, and n. What we want to emphasize
here is simply that £, is expressible as an integral over the running coupling.

In these terms, the quark-antiquark hard scattering function is given by an expo-
nential that is manifestly infrared safe,

"rt(niQ') = e (*™'~ »"• ". (9)

A similar explicit expression may also be derived3 in terms of the momentum variable
z = Q'/J in Eq. (3). It is this exponential, expanded to low order, that is the source
of the large threshold corrections found in Drell-Yan4 and (with an analogous form
for glue-glue -» heavy quark pair), in tt production cross sections*. The exponential
shows that such corrections are present to all orders. Worse still5'8, once we manage,
as in Eq. (9), to sum these large corrections to all orders we find that they are given
in terms of integrals like Eq. (8), which are sensitive to the running coupling at
arbitrarily small scales, ? < AQCQ. SO, what are we to do?

As we shall see below, similar divergences associated with the running coupling
plague essentially all perturbative calculations. Their cure must be found in an under-
standing of higher twist corrections, suppressed by powers of the momentum transfer.
Here we may note the special role that may be played by the mixing of quark distribu-
tions with multiparton operators that involve only local gauge singlet combinations,
such as qq(0). Corrections associated with such operators may well be free of the dou-
ble logarithmic exponents found above. In any case, it will be necessary to modify7

the periurbative series to define the meaning of resummed integrals, such as those in
(8). We shall come back to this issue later.

Complementary to partonic threshold is the very high energy, or 'small-i' region*,
in which the energy available to the partonic subprocess is much larger than the mass
of the observed state. This region, so important for bb production at the Tevatron, is
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the other canonical source of 'large correction*' in hadronic cross sections. It is also
closely related to elastic scattering of partons in the forward limit, the topic to which
we now turn.

3. Elastic Parton Scattering; Color-Singlet Exchange

A perennial topic in high energy physics is elastic scattering near and in the
forward region'10, which has come once again to the fore with the suggestion" and
evident observation" of hard-scattering events with large rapidity gaps, events that
may signal a role for the 'perturbative pomeron"3. At very high energies, it may be,
at G. Levin has al*o suggested in conversations here, that the gauge singlet pomeron is
infrared-safe, perhaps computable in a series in a,(t), with tthe momentum transfer.
This is the idea underlying the work of Tang and Mueller and Del Duca and Tang14.

b it possible to treat parton-patton scattering beyond the leading logarithm ap-
proximation in si The answer is certainly yes. I should mention here the work of
Sen1*, who discuMed nonleading logarithms for fermion exchange quite some time
ago, and the recent results of Laenen and Levin . Beyond this, scattering at small
angles is a two-scale problem, involving both logarithms of s/t and t/Aa, for instance.
A formalism for hadron-hadron elastic scattering1* exists which organizes logarithms
in i/AJ at fixed angles, where s/t is a number of order unity. This formalism can be
pushed to the forward direction at large s, where both t/\7 and s/t are large, with
interesting results17, some of which are summarized below.

Let us denote the quark-quark amplitude by Ai(s,t,e), with / labelling color
exchange, and with e an infrared cutoff. At may be written in a form in which soft
and hard gluon exchange is factorized into two functions, Uu and Hj, respectively,
the indices again labelling group structure,

A,(s,t,e) (10)

As shown, these functions depend on y = \n(s/t). The exponential of S describes
Sudakov suppression in the momentum transfer t (not in s).

The functions H and V, in turn, satisfy matrix renormalization group equations
like

fr\c,y). (11)

The leading dependence of H on momentum transfer is found by diagonalizing F.
In the forward direction (but not elsewhere), V is diagonalized in a singlet-octet

basis, and the eigenvalue that governs octet exchange generates behavior of the
form exp[ai(c,£)lns], with a 'trajectory', at{t,f), characteristic of reggeized gluon
exchange10. The singlet eigenvalue, on the other hand, is free of logarithms of s,
consistent with the normal analysis of 'pomeron' exchange. In Eq. (10), logarithms
in s, which are organized by the BFKL equation10, appear in the y dependence of
/ / , which has been rendered infrared finite. Logarithms of (/A5 are contained in the
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Sudakov exponentials. This makes it possible to study t and s dependence simulta-
neously, and in principle to develop a formalism for elastic scattering that covers the
entire range from the near-forward to the near-backward direction.

4. Power Corrections in Jets and Hadron-hadron Scattering

Jet cross sections continue to be one of the successes of perturbative QCD". Our
ability to calculate these cross sections over an enormous range in transverse momenta
in pp collisions up to Tevatron energies is striking and satisfying. NevertheleH, at the
heart of all these calculations is an underlying uncertainty on nonperturbative effects,
particularly those associated with 'hadronization'. When questioned, we are apt to
appeal to rather vague concepts such as 'hadron-parton duality', to justify our use
of partonic calculations for hadronic cross sections. It may be worthwhile to sharpen
these idea*.

In perturbation theory, we can prove that a class of cross sections, or, for hadron-
hadron collisions, hard-scattering functions, is infrared safe1. This means that if the
quarks have masses, the contributions of these masses is suppressed by a power of the
momentum transfer, or other hard-scattering scale. Such quantities H(Q) thus have
the form in perturbation theory:

H(Q) = " (Q.m, (12)

with H{Q, m, = 0) the perturbative function at zero quark mass. H' is the remaining
mass-dependent function that is suppressed by an explicit power Q~r, where p > 0
depends on the specific process. As far as I can see, hadron-parton duality boils down
to the statement that the full cross section has the same form (12). That is, non-
perturbative effects (hadronization, vacuum condensates, etc.) affect the nonleading
term H\ but not the leading, short-distance piece H. Of course, the powers p that
occur in the full theory need not be the same as in the perturbative calculation.

The quantity for which this scenario is best understood is the total e+e~ annihi-
lation cross section. Here we have at our disposal the operator product expansion,

(13),

(F1) is the gluon condensate, widely studied from both phenomonological and theo-
retical points of view.

As Mueller observed", and has reemphasized recently10, the leading, perturbative
term in this expansion is not independent of the remaining, nonperturbative contri-
butions. On the one hand, the QCD perturbation series itself is almost certainly not
convergent. The simplest signs of this nonconvergence are the 'infrared renormalons'
identified by't Hooft". These are terms in the expansion of any infrared safe quantity
of the form

/ « V (14)
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with n arbitrary. Clearly, a perturbation series that behaves as n! at nth order is not
expected to be more than asymptotic. This difficulty with perturbation theory, how-
ever, is due precisely to the regions of soft gluon momentum that, in the full theory,
would produce the gluon condensate. In fact, it is possible to implement a factor-
ization program that systematically separates the sources of infrared renormalons,
order by order in perturbation theory, from a remaining 'true' hard scattering. As
in the separation of nonperturbative parton distributions from bard scattering func-'
tions in hadron-hadron collisions, there is a certain ambiguity in this process. This
ambiguity, however, corresponds simply to our choice of the value of (F7), which
can only be determined after the leading-power perturbative series has been uniquely
defined. Recently, Mueller has extended this reasoning to the Gross-Llewellyn Smith
sum rule1*. In related work, I. Balitsky discussed the possible effects of instantons in
deeply inelastic scattering experiments in this conference".

Where does this leave us for jet, or other less inclusive cross sections? For the jet
cross sections, at least, it may be possible to start from the difficulties of perturbation
theory, and to deduce from them the form of the resulting power corrections. Of
course, until we have a more complete analysis, we cannot be sure this is the right
path. It is perhaps of interest to note, however, that corresponding to (14), we
encounter in jet-calculations integrals of the form

~n!a*$. (15)

An example of the integration variable $ is an angle that parameterizes the distance
of a gluoo's momentum to a direction at the boundry of the jet cone. The diagrams
that give rise to (15) are the same as those that give (14), gluon self-energies and
other diagrams related by gauge invariance. Since the gluons that give rise to these
'angular renormalons' are in the jet direction, it may be that in place of (F2), we
have the sign of a nonlocal vacuum expectation value13 like

(0|»»S-fi»(0)Bj W(»)|0) i (!6)

with n j the jet direction. This suggests (and only suggests) that nonlocal matrix
elements of this form may enable us to disucss jets beyond leading power, and give a
technical meaning to the term 'quark-hadron duality'.

More theoretical weight might be given to the observations above if we could
find an operator content for jet, and related, cross sections that is analogous to the
matrix elements of the product of electroweak currents familiar in e+e~ annihilation
and deeply inelastic scattering. To the best of my knowledge, no fully satisfactory
formalism of this kind exists. I will mention, however, one, rather old, effort in this
direction14.

Consider an e+e~ annihilation cross section aj in which all final states n,n are
summed over with weights 0 < / (n , , , ) < 1. For a jet cross section we might take
/ = 1 when n . , , satisfies some set of criterea, and zero otherwise. For a total cross



section / = 1. We now posit an operator that acts on asymptotic states by

P | n w ) = / (nM , ) |n . ,> . (17)

Let us now assume that we can construct the operator P in such a way that [P, H] = 0.
In fact, this may be done in a scalar theory, with a nonlocal result of the form

(18)

in which, however, all fields are evaluated at the same time (in this case t = 0.) The
functions Cp} are computable in perturbation theory. Then we find that <7/ has the
form

jv(x)|0). (19)

where the commutator is at equal times, and hence can be evaluated. The long-time
evolution that produces the cross section has been absorbed into the nonlocal (?{,•}.
It is at least possible that generalizlations of these functions to QCD might enjoy
the kind of factorizlation that would isolate nonlocal condensates like (16) in jet cross
sections, in the same manner that (F1) is factorized from the perturbative calculation
of the total cross section.

In e+e~ annihilation, the divergences of the perturbative series have been stud-
ied in terms singularities of the Borel transform30'"*3*, and here, as we have seen, it
is possible to explore the relation of divergences in the perturbation series to con-
densates. In hadron-hadron scattering, the large corrections mentioned above offer a
complementary situation, where the structure of higher twist is much less understood,
but where formulas like Eq. (8) above give explicit examples of the divergence of the
perturbative expansion, in terms of corrections that are numerically significant in cur-
rent experiments, through higher order corrections to jet, dilepton and heavy quark
cross sections. We must come to grips with the problem of defining integrals like (8).
One possibility, attractive at least in its simplicity, is to use a principle value prescrip-
tion on the singularities associated with the effective couplinew. This is related to,
but somewhat simpler than, the analogous treatment of the Borel transform1*. Our
full confidence in the predictions of perturbative QCD awaits the solution to these
problems.

As a final example, let me discuss a possible role of all-orders perturbative methods
at much lower energies, in decays of heavy mesons.

5. Rare Exclusive B Decay*

Interest in B physics is boundless, especially since the insights of Isgur and Wise
uncovered a simple underlying structure to the interactions of the b quark with the
lighter degrees of freedom in QCD17. One topic of interest that cuts right across the
boundries between strong and electroweak interactions, and points to their relation at
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high energies, i> the rare, exclusive decays of R mesons into light mesons3*. Here the
KM coupling H . seems nearly accessible, but not fully, since all the outgoing quarks
are light. An important question is to what extent this decay may be considered
perturbative, if at all. For a semileptonic decay, B{pB) -* lvt x{pr), for instance, the
relevant amplitudes may be given as

- 7s) j)rf + /a(x,m»)pj}. (20)

Only if we can compute the form factors /,• can we infer VU from experiment.
To this question, some of the resummation methods we have touched upon above

are relevant, at least for large recoil momentum for the light meson in seftileptonic
decay. We can understand the problem if we consider the fate of the light u quark,
say, that suddenly appears in the interior of a B meson. In an exclusive process, this
quark must somehow conspire to pick up all the remaining hadronic light degrees of
freedom in the B, while not radiating except in the precise forward direction. At
lowest order, this can happen if it emits an almost exactly coUinear gluon, which
transfers all of its momentum to the d quark in the valence state of the B. The d
and the u quark then form the outgoing pion. But at any fixed order of perturbation
theory, corrections to this process are of the same size as the lowest order, because of
infrared and collinear divergences.

If we analyze the leading and nonleading logarithms of mi/A, however, we find
that they suppress processes in which an on-shell gluon propagates over distances of
order I/A without radiation3*. This stabilises the virturality of gluons involved in
the formation of the outgoing pion to the crder of at least Ami which, although not
terribly large, is of order 1 GeV3. We may summarize the results of this analysis3*,
which also requires some of the methods of heavy quark effective theory, as follows.

We define z = 2j>, • pa/mj as a measure of the recoil energy of the pion in a
semileptonic decay. Let Q1 = £m3, with 1 — { the fraction of the pion's momentum
carried by the u quark. We now define

(21)

where 4a{k~) is the valence-state wave function of the B meson, and where

/(it) = -Qjr{7Cl\n2C + 2f\n2p-2(p + Cl)\n(p + Ci) (22)

-{In2C,

with p = l n £ , C, = ln*<=» , ft = -(11 - - ( 1 0 2 - CA = 3 .
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We then find for the the B — ir form factors an explicit expression in terms of the
function G and the pion wave function

Corrections are of higher order in a,(Anu) ~ 1/ ln(m»/A).
These results may be compared to the perturbative treatment of the pion form

factor31, in a rather similar range of momentum transfer. They suggest that pertur-
bative methods may have an at least marginal utility, but again, only when all orders
of large corrections are taken into account.

8. Conclusion

My conclusion is that QCD, including perturbative QCD, is far from a conclusion.
I hope that the examples of higher-order corrections given above show that we have
a long way to go to develop a full theory for QCD, even at high energy. Another
conclusion I would like to draw is that the problems we encounter in quantum chro-
modynamics, in the analysis of realistic experiments, reflect fundamental problems of
field theory, such as the behavior of the full perturbative series, which are not readily
accessible in theories with weaker couplings. There is a lot of work to do.
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ABSTRACT

Measurement* of multi-jet production rates in deep-inelastic Huon-Proton
scattering at Fcrmilab-E665 an presented. Jet rates defined by the JADE
clustering algorithm an compared to pcrturbativ* Quantum Chromodynamics
(PQCD) and different Mont* Carlo model predictions. The applicability of the
jet-parton duality hypothesis is studied. We obtain hadronic jet rates which
are approximately a factor of two higher than PQCD predictions at the parton
level. Possible causes for this discrepancy are discussed.

1. Introduction

Jet physic*, once exclusively studied at e+e" and hadron-hadron colliders, has
entered a new age with the use of high energy muon-beams at the Tevatroo (E665)1

and, now with even higher center-of-mass energies at the HERA electron-proton col-
lider.' Jet production in deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering (DIS) can be used
to study the fundamental structure (parton distributions) and forces (strong cou-
pling constant, a.) inside hadrons. PQCD corrections to the DIS Bom cross-section
include processes which produce several isolated partons. These partons should man-
ifest themselves as multiple jets of hadrons at sufficient enough center-of-mass ener-
gies. The production rates for such processes have been calculated to first order in a,
(LO),3 and more recently to second order aj (NLO).4

A study of events with !hreejets in the final state, including the proton-remnant
jet and two jets from the hard QCD interaction, the so-called (2+l)-jet topology, is
reported in this paper. These events are produced, at LO, by gluon bremutrahlung
from the initial and final partonic states and by photon-gluon fusion.

The following standard DIS notation will be used throughout this paper: <?' is
the negative square of the virtual-photon four-momentum; W is the total hadronic
center-of-mass energy and v is the energy of the virtual-photon in the lab frame.
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2. Jet Rates

The E66S collaboration* used a muon beam of 490 GeV average energy which
struck a 1-15 m long hydrogen target. Charged particles reconstructed in the forward
spectrometer and neutral particles reconstructed in the electromagnetic calorimeter
are used in this analysis. The event sample is defined by applying the following kine-
matical cuts: 4.0 < Q2 < 25.0(<7eV/c)», v > 40GcV, xBi = Q*/2Mi> > 0.003 «od
0.05 < u/EBmm < 0.95. EBmm is the energy of the beam and M is the mass of
the target (proton). Events from coherent photon bremsstrahlung are identified as
such if v > 200GeV and gr«f»imtnr/" > 0.035 and are removed from the sample. A
further cut on W > 20GeV is applied to reduce the effects of hadronintion (as will
be discussed later in this paper). A total of 3207 events remain with a narrow distri-
bution about an average x-Bjorken of < XBJ >= 0.01. Only particles going forward
in the virtual photon-proton center-of-mass system are considered since the forward
spectrometer had very small acceptance in the backward center-of-mass direction.

To define the number of jets in an event we use the JADE jet finding algo-
rithm.' The JADE algorithm is based on the invariant mass prescription (IMP).
Such a prescription has been used in perturbative QCD calculations to overcome
soft and collinear singularities present when exclusive final states are defined.1 The
scaled invariant mas* for any two particles (partons in PQCD) of the event is used as
isolation criterion (test variable). All possible combinations of two-particle invariant
masses are required to be greater than a given cut for those particles to be considered
as isolated final states, thus restricting the available phase space for the final states.

In the experimental implementation of the algorithm, the test variable is de-
fined as, »i, = 2£,J5>(1 - coilij)l(tWy and calculated for each pair of hadrons, t
and j . Eij are the particle energies, t\j the angle between them and t an efficiency
factor applied to W defining the energy scale. We have found that using t = 0.5
when applying the algorithm to the raw data minimises the detector efficiency and
acceptance corrections. All quantities are calculated in the virtual photon-pnton
center-of-mass system. The minimum y,y is compared to the jet resolution parameter,
y<»«. H >$*" < Vex the two particles four-momenta are added to form a new particle
k, such that p» = P? + pj. The procedure is repeated until y**" is larger than or
equal to y™i. The resulting combined particles are called jeU. All charged particles
are assumed to be pions and all neutral particles to be photons. We should notice
that the experimental implementation of the IMP is not necessary equivalent to its
implementation at the parton level. Hadronization has ocurred and particles have
acquired masses and different kinematical characteristics. Several e+e~ experiments
have studied different IMP clustering algorithm schemes,7 adopting the JADE algo-
rithm as the most suitable for PQCD analysis. For that reason we have chosen the
JADE algorithm for this study. Since we only consider forward-going particles, we
define the forward n-jet rates, RnF, « the ratios between the number of events with
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forward n-jetf and the total number of events.

A GEANT'-based Monte Carlo simulation of our detector it uied to correct
the data distribution! for geometrical acceptance, reconstruction efficiency and reso-
lution. The Lund Monte Carlo (LEPTO 5.2 and JETSET 6.3)* is used as the physics
generator.

(2+1)-J«tRotw
0.61

nttt <2S

nio' <is

0 t.W O.I SL15

y -

Figure 1: (2+l)-j*t ntw venue »„„ for KTC different Q' bin. Ako «howa an the prediction of
the Lund (Ltpto 5.2) Monte Carlo, Matrix Haunts (solid) and Patton Shower (dsah*d) options.

In both Lund options the default values for the parameters and Morfin & Tung-
LO parton distributions10 are used. Both versions of the Lund generator, matrix
elements (ME) and parton showers (PS), are able to reproduce many aspects of the
observed data with similarly good accurancy. However, the PS Monte Carlo jet rate
predictions agree better with the data; therefore they were used for the corrections.
The data distributions were corrected bin by bin using:

-,wo
where Riff, '"' was obtained applying the JADE algorithm with e = 1.0 to all

primary hadrons generated by the Monte Carlo and R*5? •"••", the rate of n forward
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jets, was obtained from Monte Carlo generated events subjected to the identical anal-
ysis as to the data. Therefore, the final results are corrected also for the choice of scale
at the observed level and are presented for t = 1.0.

We estimate the systematic uncertainties in the jet rates due to the event and
particle selection criteria to be less than ±0.01, and that due to our ability to model
the acceptance and efficiency of the apparatus to also be less than ±0.01. We varied
the initial choice of energy scale in the definition of yij from values of c between 0.3
and 1, and har- found that the final corrected jet rate values (using t = 1.0) are very
stable, at the ±0.015 level. We estimate the uncertainty in the acceptance corrections
coming from the physics generator used within the Monte Carlo by comparing the
corrected rates using the ME and the PS options of the Lund Model. The differences
in the resultant rates are Q* dependent but are always less than 0.02. The combined
systematic uncertanties ait estimated by adding the model dependent uncertainties
to the sum in quadrature of all the others. This total systematic uncertainty is always
less than Afl(,+1) = 0.03.

Figure 1 shows the (2+l)-jet rates at the hadronic level, corrected by geometri-
cal acceptance, reconstruction efficiency and resolution, versus VM, for five different
Q* bins. Also shown are the predictions of the Lund ME and PS Monte Carlos. Good
agreement is observed with the QCD based models at the hadrook level. Error bars
represt it only statistical errors (assumed to be binomial). We should notice that de-
fault parameters were used in both Monte Carlo models, tuned to exclusive hadronic
distributions of DIS data in previous experiment* at lower energies.11

3. Comparison with PQCD and Monte Carlo Models

Before attempting the extraction of any PQCD information (as, for example,
a, or the gluon distribution), the next step in the analysis is to establish a relation
between properties of the observed jets and the pariont. The to called, local parton-
hadron duality (LPHD)" bridges over the hadronixation process establishing, at least
on average, that the properties of hadrons and partons arc the same. To study PQCD
through jet rates we will need to establish, more specifically, that the average numbers
of jets and partons are equivalent, what we will call a jet-parton duality (JPD).

Figure 2.a shows the (2+l)-jet rates from E665 data at the hadron level versus
Q1 for a value of y«< = 0.04. Also shown are the predictions of the (2+l)-jet rates
at the partonic level from different options of the Lepto 6.1 Monte Carlo,11 using
MRS(D-) parton distributions.14 We observe that the data jet rates obtained at the
hadronic level are a factor of two higher than the Lund-Matrix Element predictions
obtained at the parton level.

Figure 2.b shows the same (2+l)-jet rates from E665 data at the hadronic
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level Tenui y«i, for all <?'. Alao shown are the prediction* of the (2+l)-jet ratet
from PQCD at the LO and next-to-leading order (NLO) (where only the trannene
polarisation of the photon u considered).4 The (2+l)-jet hadronic data rates are also
a factor of two higher than PQCD predictions. We have checked that the PQCD-LO
predictions of references [3], [4] and the Lepto-Matrix Elements (after removing the
effects for finite parton masses, intrinsic transverse momenta (fer) and the recoiling
remnant) all agree. We conclude that, using the JADE algorithm definition of jets,
jet-parton duality is not observed in the jet rates.

We should notice that these results contradict expectations for DIS that could
be extracted from e+*~ results. Running at similar center-of-mus energies, exper-
iments at PETRA11 and PEP1* observed that three jet rates at the hadronic level
defined by the JADE algorithm agree quite well with PQCD-NLO predictions. There-
fore, they were able to establish a working JPD for e+e~ jet physics. We should also
notice that former DIS experiments" have shown a good agreement between DIS and
e+e" hadronic final state properties.

There are several possibilities why JPD using the JADS algorithm is not ob-
served in these DIS data. We have investigated several of them. First, we checked if,
at our energies, hadronixation is still the prevalent factor for the topological structure
of the event. Early studies at lower energies11 and previous studies with our same
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data, set" already have indicated a clear signal for PQCD topological characteristics
in DIS data.
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Figure 3: Ratios bctwota date (z+l>hadroBic j.t nta obtatad at diftcmt tactfiw (W) aad
partwie jti nits at W = M GtV vnsw »„,.

Figure 3 showa the data (2+l)-jet rates at the hadronic level, for W= 15, 20,
25 and 30 GeV divided by the Lund 5.2-ME partook rates at 30 GeV, versus , — .
As in the case of e+e"," at LO we can write: *!$£)' = C(»—) • a.. In DIS there is
a dependence on W(Q*) in the coefficient C, however we have found that it is very
small. Therefore, the partonic ratios of rates at two different center-of-maw energies
are independent of y<^ (the C's cancel). A dependence on »„* in the ratio* shown
in figure 3 would be an indication that non-perturbative effects (hadroniiation) are
present in the data. The data ratios only show a weak dependence on y ^ for center-
of-maas energies greater than W 3 20GeV (remarkably similar to the e+e" values
shown in reference [15]).

The departure from JPD could also arise from problems in the PQCD predic-
tions. There are several unknowns in these calculations - the parton distributions, the
value of AOCD and an uncertainty on which scale to use in the perturbative expan-
sions. We find that it would be necessary to modify the parton distributions and/or
the value of AQCD far beyond what has already been measured in our kinematical
regime to account for the difference. Recent calculations by D Graudens4 show that
higher order corrections and scale dependences also can not reconcile the factor of
two discrepancy observed on the rates.
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Another possibility ii that the JADE cluttering algorithm at the hadronic level
i> not equivalent to the u«e of the IMP in the PQCD calculations. Several authon have
already pointed out problem! with the JADE cluttering algorithm in e+e" physics."
Thete problem! involve, in general, the fact that the final reiulti dependi upon the
order in which the cluttering it performed. Thete difficultiet are accentuated when
soft hadrom produced at wide angles are present in the event. The JADB clustering
starts with the softer particle; which are not present in truncated QCD perturba-
tive expansions but are present in the observed hadroni. In our case, these problems
retult in the misidentification of real (1+1) events as (2+1) events and viceversa.
At y™, = 0.04, real (1+1) events are mitidentified as (2+1) at the 20% level. This
is enough to account for much of the roughly factor of two between (2+1) partonic
and hadronic jet rates (the misidentification levels decrease with increasing jut).
There are also other technical issues involving factorisation using IMP techniques, as
discussed in reference [19], that we will not address here. At present, we are study-
ing different modifications of the JADE algorithm and various kinematical cuts on
the jet and/or hadron phase spaces with the hope of improving the jet-parton duality.

Recently, we completed a study using J3J (squared transverse energy of the jets)
to weight the jet rates.10 This variable seems to be less sensitive to the misidentifica-
tion of events, and thus a much better JPD is observed allowing for the extraction of
PQCD information. This study points to the possibility of using a clustering algorithm
based on the relative transverse momenta instead of the invariant masses. The J*r al-
gorithm, already sucessfuUy used in e+e~," uses such a prescription. This algorithm
has been extended to DIS" and results from PQCD calculations and application to
the data are expected in the near future.

4. Conclusions

E66S has measured multi-jet rates defined by the JADE clustering algorithm
at center-of-mass energies from 20 to 35 GeV. Hadronixation effects in that sample
are shown not to be prevalent. Monte Carlo models tuned to reproduce hadronic ex-
clusive DIS properties reproduce several aspects of the data, including the observed
jet rates at the hadronic level, quite well. Comparing hadronic jet rates with Monte
Carlo (Matrix Elements) predictions at the partonic level and with LO and NLO
perturbative QCD calculations, we observe that the hadronic jet ratet are a factor of
two higher than the predictions.

We have studied several possibilities that can create this discrepancy. We have
found that the discrepancy is mostly due to the high sensitivity of the JADE clut-
tering algorithm to the softer particles in the event. Soft hadiont at wide angles are
expected to be produced in DIS by initial state gluon radiation and a more com-
plicated hadronization of the proton remnant, making the JADB clustering more
troublesome in DIS than in e+e~ physics. Therefore, we find that the JADE dutter-
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ing algorithm it not very efficient for the identification of perturbative jets in this DIS
energy regime (about 60% fcr the (2+l)-jet events).

We are studying modifications of the JADE algorithm, various kinematical cuts
on the jet and/or hadron phase spaces and the use of different algorithms bated on
other prescriptions (i.e., the relative transverse momenta) to try to improve the jet-
parton duality for jet rates. Only after this duality is established, will we be able to
extract PQCD information from jet rates.

I wish to thank D. Graudenx and E. Leviu for very helpful conversations.
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ABSTRACT

We show that photoproduction cross section* recently measured by ZEUS and H-l
at HERA energies1 are in agreement with our earlier prediction based on high-
energy hadfonie structure of the photon in the QCD m-nijet-type model1. We
present remit, of an improved calculation of the pholoproduction cross section, in
which the toft part, motivated by the Regge theory, is taken to be energy-dependent
and the semi-hard hadronie part ia carefully eikonaKsed to take into account fat the
multiple scatterings and to include the appropriate probability that photon would
act hadronicaly*. We also show that the extrapolation of our cross section to ultra-
high energies, of relevance to the cosmic ray physics, gives significant contribution
to the "conrentknal* value, but cannot account for the anomalous muon content
observed in the cosmic ray air-showers associated with astrophysical point sources1.

1. Introduction

In the past few years, the "hadronk" interactions of the photon have become
a focus of many theoretical and experimental studies. In particular, recent photo-
production measurements at HERA energies have provided important confirmation
of the hadronlike character of the photon, the fact that photon can produce «f pair,
and then through subsequent QCD evolution fill up the confinement volume with
quarks and gluons with a density akin to that of a pion or a nucleon". This virtual
quark-gluon structure of the photon gives significant contribution to the inclusive
jet cross section in high-energy IT collisions, which has recently been measured by
ZEUS and HI Collaborations*. One could also observe the hadronic behavior of the
photon by measuring the total cross section. Even low-energy measurement of the
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total pbotoproduction cross section up to ,/»= XtGeV show some rise with energy'
similar to the one observed in hadronic collisions7. This is even more apparent
from the recent measurements of a"" at HERA energies1. In hadronic collisions, the
rapid growth of the total cross section was associated with a dominance of hard
scattering partonic processes over the nonperturbative (soft) ones', supported by
the detection of the semi-bard QCD jets (so-called "minijets") at CERN Collider
energies*. Similarly recent observation of the hard scatterings in photoproduction
at HERA energies corroborates this hypothesis*. The hadronic interaction of the
photon in ultra-high energy photon-nucleus collisions has also been studied1' in the
context of anomalously high muon content observed in PeV cosmic-ray air show-
ers (the so-called "muon puzzle")4. The reported muon content was about order
of magnitude higher than what one would expect from the electromagnetic show-
ers initiated by the photon. However, if there is some threshold energy at which
the photon becomes hadronlike, the photonuclear cross section would increase with
energy in a similar way to the hadronic cross section giving larger probability for
producing muons than the "conventional" value. We find that the ultra-high en-
ergy photonuclear cross section obtained in the QCD model* with realistic photon
structure function and including the appropriate badronic probability of the photon
is too small to account for anomalies, but large enough to be interesting for study
at HERA and Ferailab energies.

2. Pbotoproduction Cross Sections at HERA energies

The low-energy measurements of the total pbotoproduction cross cross sec-
tion in the energy range lOCeK < Jl < itGeV and, especially, recent HERA data1

point toward* the hadronic behavior of the photon. Few years ago, we have made
predictions for the total and jet photoproduction cross sections in a simple QCD
minijet-trpe model based on analogy with hadronic collisions1. We have assumed
that the total photoproduction cross section can be represented as a sum of the soft
(nonperturbative) and hard (jet) part (i.e. rT = r..,, + rJtT), where the soft part
is energy independent, determined from the low energy data (y/1 < lOCeV). The jet
(hard) part has contributions from two subprocesses: the "standard" (direct) QCD
process (71-»•• and T»->« | ) and the "anomalous" process (for example, 7 — rf, fol-
lowed by quark bremsstrahlung, • -.«* and tt — #»)• The later process is the same
as the jet production process in p-p collisions up to a photon structure function.
We note that the photon structure function is proportional to om /o , , where a m is
the electromagnetic coupling. The effective order of the above processes is therefore
amo, , since the jet cross sections are of order a*. Thus, they are of the same order
as direct two-jet processes, in which the photon-parton vertex is electromagnetic
and does not involve the photon's hadronic content. The existing parametrizations
of the photon structure function, Duke and Owens (DO), Drees and Grannie (DG)
and Abramowicx et al. (LAC1)", all describe low energy photoproduction data very
well. However, they differ dramatically at very high energies (i.e. low z region),
the region of the HERA experiment, for example. Therefore recent photoproduc-
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tion meamrements at HERA energies can provide valuable information about the
photon structure function at small x (i ~ 4j>?/»), and in particular its gluon content.

The QCD jet cross section for photon-proton interactions is given by

where <fy are parton cross sections and /J7)(*i.Q') (/}''(*„Q1)) is the photon (proton)
structure function. The expressions for all the subprocesses that contribute to »y
can be found in Ref. 12. We take the choice of scale <j' = pf, which if shown to
give very good description of the hadronic jet data". For parton structure function
we use EHLQ parametrization". The results do not show appreciately sensitivity
to the choice of the proton structure function.

From the constant low energy data', we determine the soft part of the crow
section to be #,./i = 01 Mm*. The observed 3% increase of the cross section in the
energy range between lOGeV and IKeV can be described by adding the hard (jet)
contribution with jet transverse momentum cutoff l.4GeV < »j.imi« < IGeV to the soft
part*. The actual value of pi,»i., however, below which nonperturbative processes
make important contributions, is impossible to pin down theoretically using pertur-
bative techniques. As the energy increases direct and soft part become negligible
in comparison with the anomalous part, because the later has a steep increase with
energy. We find that in the Fermilab E683 energy range (,/» < 2tGeV), the results
for the cross sections are not sensitive to the choice of the photon structure function.
Therefore, in addition to providing important confirmation of the hadronlike nature
of photon-proton interactions, one could use forthcoming E683 experiment to pin
down the theoretical parameter n.,m, to a few percent.

In Fig. 1 we show our results for #" at HERA energies'. We note that the
results are very sensitive to the choice of the photon structure function due to their
different x behavior at very high energies. For example, DO gluon structure function
behaves as fj = *- | t T , while DG has less singular behavior, fj ~ *~M at the scale
Q* = pj. = V3tV. The cross sections obtained using DG photon structure function
are more realistic, since the extrapolation of DO parametruation to small i region
give unphysically singular behavior. For this reason, all the cross sections obtained
using DO function are only given as an illustration how e~" depends strongly on
the choice of the photon structure function. In Fig. 1 we also present the results
for the cross section when only soft and direct part are included, indicating its very
weak energy dependence. The rise of the total cross section is thus mostly driven
by the "anomalous" (hadronic) part of the cross section. We note that HERA mea-
surement has some resolving power to distinguish between different sets of photon
structure function and therefore determine presently unknown low * behavior of its
gluon part. For example, the cross sections obtained using DO structure functions
are already excluded by HERA data, while theoretical result obtained using DG
structure function and Pl.mi. = IGeV is consistent with the data (see Fig. 1). How-
ever, one should keep in mind that all the theoretical predictions presented in Fig.
1 do not take into account the possibility of multiple scatterings which, as we will
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show later, will result in reducing the cross sections by 10* for px.«™ = 2GeK and by
about 25% for r±,mim = \M!tV.

We have also calculated the total jet cross sections at Fermilab and HERA
ep .-gies for jet ST triggers of 3,4,5CeV and 5,10.15OV respectively'. The energy
dependence of the total jet cross section is much steeper than of the direct part of
the jet cross section only. This can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5 in Ref. 2. Again, jet
measurements at HERA energies can distinguish between different photon structure
functions, but in this case one is probing the photon structure function at slightly
higher values of z than in the case of the total cross section.
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Figure 1: Total inelastic cross section (#„/,+rJtT) predictions for HERA energies',
compared to the recent ZEUS and HI measurements'. The jet part includes con-
tributions from direct processes. Also shown separately are contributions of direct
processes, added to the constant soft part (curve 5).

Recently, we have improved our calculation of the total photoproduction
cross section by incorporating the possibility of multiple parton collisions in a sin-
gle photon-nucleon collision by using an eikonal treatment of the high-energy scat-
tering process9. In our general formulation of the theory the IT cross section is
expressed as a sum over properly eikonalized cross sections for the interaction of
the virtual hadronic components of the photon with the proton, with each cross
section weighted by the probability with which that component appears in the pho-
ton. We have developed a detailed model which includes contributions from light
vector mesons and from excited virtual states described in a quark-gluon basis. The
parton distribution functions which appear can be related approximately to those
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in the pion, while a weighted sum gives the distribution functions for the photon.
The "soft" contributions to the eifconal functions are parametrized in the form ex-
pected from Regge theory to assure that the calculated high-energy cross sections
connect smoothly with the cross sections measured at lower energies. The parton
distribution functions which appear in the "hard scattering" contributions to the
eikonal functions can be related approximately to those in the pion. This approach
allows us to use the (not-well-determined) pion distributions to predict the high-
energy behavior of the 7j> cross section, and also gives an approximate prediction
for the parton distributions in the photon in terms of these in the pion. We have
also developed an alternative approach based directly on the photon distribution
functions, in accord with the analysis done in Ref. 2.

In our QCD-based eikonal model the total inelastic ip cross section is given
by>

f
J

where

and

(2)

(3)

An and i4tv are the overlapping spatial densities of the corresponding systems and
'qa> >* given by the analog of Eq. (1) with /,' replaced by /?' -(Q,fru?f!- In Eq.
(2), the parameter A is the "weight" for the low-mass vector meson contributions.
For example, A = 4/3 for equal pp, u>» and tf» crow sections and A = 10/8 for complete
suppression of the 4 contribution.

The incident hadronic systems in a n collision can interact inelastically
through soft as well as hard processes. The soft scattering is dominant at low
energies. Motivated by Regge theory, we parametrize «_« as energy-dependent, i.e.

- m})- (S)

We take ofa to be equivalent to cg^, given by Eq. (1). We find that the in-
elastic if cross section is strongly suppressed at high energies relative to results
reported earlier". However, the QCD contributions to the hadrooic interactions of
the photon still lead to a rapid rise in »" at HERA energies as predicted in earlier
calculations' and observed in recent experiments'. The magnitude of the rise pro-
vides a quantitative test of the whole picture. In particular, our results presented
in Fig. 2, show clearly that measurements of the total inelastic 7* cross section at
HERA can impose strong constraints on the parton distributions in the photon and,
when combined with low-energy measurements, it can pin down the value of the
theoretical cutoff pi.,,*,, used to determine the onset of hard-scattering processes.
From Fig. 2 we note that the cross sections obtained using the value of the cutoff
Pi.mii, = IGcV seem to be a bit too low for the observed increase of the cross section
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in the energy range between lOGeV and ISGeV, but is in excellent agreement with
ZEUS and Hi data, while our results wHh j>i,™. = lAlGtV are in better agreement
with the data at all energies when pion structure function is used and slightly too
large at HERA energies when DG structure function is used for the photon. Com-
parison of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows that the eikonalization "fleet is to reduce the
cross sections at HERA energies by about 10% for the case of px.^m = 2GtV and by
almost 25* when j»x.-— = lAGcV is used.
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Figure 2: The predictions for #£, for ,/» < «0 GeV in our QCD model1 based on
pion structure functions (solid curves) and on the Drees-Grassie structure functions
for the photon (dash-dotted curves) with the * meson contribution suppressed and
with a) vx r̂i. = 1 « GeV and b) »A „* = 2.0 GeV. The lower-energy data are from
Ref. 6 and the HERA data at -Si" 200 GeV are from Ref. 1.



3. Ultra-High Energy Photonuclear Cross Section and the "Muon Puzxle"

The unusually large photonuclear cross sections at very high energies play an
important role in understanding recently observed anomalous muon content in cos-
mic ray air-showers associated with astrophysical "point" sources (such as Cygnus
X-3, Hercules X-l and Crab Nebula)4. The number of muons observed is comparable
with what one would expect in a hadronic shower, but the fact that primary particle
has to be long-lived and neutral, makes photon the only candidate in the Standard
Model. Conventionally, one would expect that photon produces electromagnetic
cascade and therefore muon poor. However, if the photonuclear cross section at
very high energies becomes comparable with pair production and bremsstrahlung
cross section (»,-.,+.- - 500ml) the muon content in a photon initiated shower will
be affected. The hadronic character of the photon enchances the photonuclear cross
section at very high energies1}. We have calculated the total inelastic photon-air
cross sections in a QCD-based diffractive model, which takes into account unitarity
constraints necessary at ultra-high energies'.

Our model for the hadronic interactions of the photon can be extended to
photon-nucleus interactions using Glauber's multiple scattering theory with the
result1

-«P (-•El*

The expectation values are to be taken in the nuclear ground state. RejJ1 = Rcxm(|b-
rfi|) is the eikonal function for the scattering of the hadronic component |m) of the
photon on the j * nucleon, where rjx is the instantaneous transverse distance of
that nucleon from the nuclear center of mass, and b is the impact parameter of the
photon relative to the nucleus. We have evaluated the integrals using shell-model
wave functions for the oxygen and nitrogen nuclei.

Our results for the photon-proton and photon-air cross sections at energies
lOGtV < y/i < 10'CeV are presented in Fig. 6 in Ref. 3. We find that <r" at
V* > iti'GeV it about twice the conventional value, large enough to be interesting,
but much too small to account for the reported muon anomalies in photon-initiated
showers.

4. Conclusion

We have shown how measurement of the total and jet photoproduction cross
section at HERA energies provides valuable information about the hadronic char-
acter of the photon and, in addition, it can impose strong constraint on the value of
the theoretical jet momentum cutoff and, more importantly, determine the low i be-
havior of the photon structure function and its gluon content. With the theoretical
uncertainties being reduced, we have extrapolated our predictions for the photonu-
clear cross section to ultra-high energies relevant for cosmic ray experiments. The
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new results onr-air interactions make it quite clear that the hadronic interactions of
the photon cannot explain the reported muon anomalies in cosmic ray air-showers,
if the anomalies in fact exist. Furthermore, future cosmic ray experiments might
be able to put the "muon puzzle" observations on firmer grounds and to provide
valuable input to particle physics at ultra-high energies, currently far beyond the
range of accelerator experiments.
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Abstract:
We identify and calculate tbe instanton-induced contributions to deep inelutic scattering
which correspond to nonperturbative exponential corrections to the coefficient functions
in front of parton distributions of the leading twist.

1. The deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering at large momentum transfers Q-
and not too small values of the Bjorken scaling variable i = Q'/2pq is studied in much
detail and presents a classical example for the application of perturbative QCD. The
factorization theorems allow one to separate tbe Q2 dependence of the structure func-
tions in coefficient functions d[x,Q7/ii2,a,(ii2)) in front of parton (quark and gluon)
distributions of leading twist .ft(:r./i5,a,(/i2))

where

y

(1)

(2)

the summation goes over all species of partons, and p is the scale, separating "hard" and
"soft" contributions to the cross section. At /i2 = Q2 tbe coefficient functions can be
calculated perturbatively and are expanded in power series in the strong coupling

C(x, l,o.«?2)) = C0(x) + ^ •ffl (3)

"On Ifave of absence from St.Peltrsburg Nuclear Physics Institute, 188350 G»lchin», Ruvi i

whereas their evolution with ft3 is given by Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi equations.
Going over to a low normalization point /»* ~ \GeV, one obtains the structure functions
expressed in terms of the parton distributions in the nucleon at this reference scale. The
parton distributions absorb all the information about the dynamics of large distances
and are fundamental quantities extracted from the experiment. Provided the parton
distributions are known, all the dependence of the structure functions on the momentum
transfer is calculable and is contained in the coefficient functions C,-. Corrections to this
simple picture come within perturbation theory from the parton distributions of higher
twists and are suppressed by powers of the large momentum Q2.

We discuss here possible exponential corrections to the r.h.s. of eq.(3) of tbe form
F(x)exp[-4irS(x)/a,(Qi)]. Since the experimental data are becoming more and more
precise, it is of acute interest to find a boundary for a possible accuracy of the perturbative
approach, set by nonperturbative effects. Our study has also been fuelled by recent
findings of an enhancement of instanton-induced effects at high energies in a related
problem of the violation of baryon number in the electroweak theory [1, 2], and by an
indication [3] that in the case of QCD the instanton-induced effects may be numerically
large at high energies, despite the fact that they correspond formally to a contribution of
a very high fractional twist exp(-4)r5(i)/o,(<?s)) ~ (A^/l?2)*5 ' ' ' . Instanton-induced
contributions may have a direct relation to the contributions to structure functions of
high orders of perturbation theory [4, 5].

We consider the contribution to the structure functions coming from the instanton-
antiinstanton pair. Contributions of single instantons are only present for scattering from
polarized targets and for higher-twist terms in the light-cone expansion. A Ringwald-type
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ruliaiicctiiciit [1] of tlic instaiiton-iiiducnl cross sections at liigb energy can compensate the
extra semiclassical suppression factor exp(-2*/a) accompanying instanton-antiinstanton
contributions compared to single-instanton ones. In such case the Jl terms become the
leading ones owing to a bigger power of the coupling in the precxponent.

As it is well known, the instanton contribution* in QCD are in general infrared-
unstable, the integrals over the instanton size are strongly IR-divergent. Our starting
point is the observation that this problem does not affect calculation of instanton con-
tributions to the coefficient functions. Let us introduce for a moment an explicit IR
cutoff A;R to regularize the integrals over the instanton size. Then the contribution of
the instanton-antiinstanton pair to the cross section can be written schematically as

The second term in (4) gives an IR-protected contribution. It depends in a nontrivial
way on the external large momentum and is identified unambiguously with a contribution
to the coefficient function. The first term contributes to the parton distribution. To be
precise, one should separate in the first term the contributions coming from instanton
sizes above and below the reference scale p, and to add the contribution of small-size
instantons to the coefficient function. Schematically, one has in this way

" = {li/\qcD)n + [(A,B/A,,CD)J» - . (5)

However, this reshuffling of the (^-independent contribution between the coefficient and
the parton distribution does not affect the observable cross section. It is analogous to
an ambiguity in the separation between contributions to the coefficient function and to
the parton distribution in perturbation theory, induced by possibility to use different
regularization schemes. Hence, we can concentrate on contributions of the second type in
(4), which are IR-protected.

2. The distinction between the instanton-induced contributions to the coefficient
functions, which are given by convergent integrals over the instanton size, and the con-
tributions to parton distributions, given in general by IR-divergent integrals, becomes
especially transparent for an example of the cross section of hard gluon scattering from
a real gluon, see Fig.la, considered in detail in [3]. In this case one needs to evaluate
the contribution to the functional integral coming from the vicinity of the instanton-
antiinstanton configuration. Each hard gluon is substituted by the Fourier transform of
the instanlon field at large momentum, and brings in the factor [6]

AH,) a i( (6)

The first term in (6) produces a power-like divergent integral over the instanton size p.
All dependence on the hard scale comes in this case through the explicit power of Q7 in

front of the divergent integral. This is a typical contribution to the parlon distribution
— in the present case to the probability to find a hard gluon within a soft gluon. The
second term gives rise to a completely different behavior. The cross section is given in this
case by the following integral over the common scale of the instanton and antiinstanton
pi ~- pi and over their separation R in the cm. frame:

dRo exp | -

Three important ingredient* in this expression are: the factor exp(—2Qp), which comes
from the two hard gluon fields, the factor exp(£Ab), which is obtained from the standard
exponential factor exp(t(j> + q)R) by the rotation to Minkowski space, cf. [7] (£? = (p +
q)2), and the action 5(() which is evaluated on the instanton-antiinstanton configuration
(f = ££,* '» the conformal parameter [8]). In the limit of large £ the expansion of
S(£) for the dominating maximum attractive / / orientation reads [8]

5(0-(1-6/? +00(0/?)) (8)

where the 1/? term corresponds to a slightly corrected dipole-dipole interaction. In
general, one can have in mind a certain smooth function which turns to zero at R —• 0.

To the semiclassical accuracy the integral in (7) is evaluated by a saddle-point method.
The saddle-point equations take the form [3]

Qp. = Ep. = (9)

where S'(0 is the derivative of S(f) over f, and p.,£. are the saddle-point values for the
instanton size and the conformal parameter, respectively.

Neglecting in (9) the terms proportional to b = (11/3)% — (2/3)n/, which come from
the differentiation of the running coupling and only produce *. small correction, one finds

^ = 2
1+J
l - l ' Qp.

t* 12
<*.(/>.)

(10)

A numerical solution of the saddle-point equations in (9) for the particular expression of
the action S({) corresponding to the conformal instanton-antiinstanton valley is shown
in Fig.2.1 Note that the difference between the hard scale Q* and the effective scale for
nonperturbative effects pT1 is numerically very large. This is a new situation compared to
calculations of instanton-induced contributions to two-point correlation functions, see e.g.

' Nametkal MMIIS *n Mroujly Kiwtive to the puticular value of the QCD »cm!e. We we the two-loop
expMMK* Joe the coupling with three Ktiw (Itvon, ind tlie value AJĵ  = 290Af>V which corretpond«
to Ajjj^ = 2«M«V [11]. The corresponding v>Iue of the coupling it <t,(lGeV) = 0.41.
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{(>, !), 10], where the size of the iiistanton is of order of the large virtuality, and indicates
that the instanton-indiiced contributions to deep inelastic scattering may turn out to be
nonnegligible even at values Q2 ~ lOOOGeV2, which are conventionally considered as a
safe domain for pcrturbative QCD.

In the case of hard gluon-gluon scattering it is easy to collect all the preexponential
factors (to the semiclassical accuracy). The result for the scattering of a transversely
polarized hard gluon from a soft gluon reads |3]( d cs 0.00363 for nj = 3)'

It is expressed in terms of the saddle-point values of p and (. At a,(p.) ~ 0.3 — 0.4 and
S({.) ~ 1/2 the expression on the r.h.s. of (11) is of order 10~3 -10°, which means that at
Q2 ~ 100 - 1000<7e V2 and x < 0.25 - 0.40 the nonperturbative contribution is significant.

3 . Similar contributions are present in the structure functions of deep inelastic
lepton-hadron scattering, but the calculation turns out to be much more involved. The
situation appears to be simpler for the case of deep inelastic scattering from a real gluon.
To this end we need to evaluate \

»"„„ = -

The true small parameter in our calculation is the value of the coupling constant at the
scale Q2, which ensures that the effective instanton size is sufficiently small. We are trying
to be accurate to collect to the semiclanical accuracy all the dependence on p'/R1 in the
exponent, having in mind the valley method [13], in which all the dependence on the II
separation is absorbed in the action £({) on the II configuration. However, we do not
take into account corrections of order p2/R2 in the preexponent, and to this accuracy
need the first nontrivial term only in the cluster expansion of the quark propagator at the
/ / background |6]: (x|V7/V/7|0) = /^( i |Vr JV 1 | i ) f f {^(z |V,V^ J |0) .

The leading contribution to the gluon matrix element of the T-product of the electro-
magnetic currents in (13) is given by the following expression

x I

v,x w 0) +.. .} (13)

which corresponds to the diagram shown in Fig.lb. The full expression contains many
more terms [12] which are not shown because we have found that all of them are of order
0(a,(Q7)) compared to the expression in (13). The subscript '1' refers to the antiinstanton
with the size p\ and the position of the center z; = R + T, and the subscript '2' refers to
the instanton with the size pj and the center at x/ = T. We use conventional notations
V = V,o> *nd ^ = Vj.5-,,, etc, where a'" = (-t<r, 1), a^, = (+»er,l), and a are
the standard Paul! matrices. Also, we write the quark zero modes in terms of the two-
component Weil spinors ifo = I *? I, i>t — (<fa *o), and a and of denote the overlap

integrals
a = -J dx (saiO.a1 = -jdx (tf+) (14)

The calculation is essentially the same as in the above toy example of gluon-gluon deep
inelastic scattering with the only complication coming from the quark propagator. Using
explicit expression for the propagators from [14] we find:

1 T r,
7W \

itted terms have turned out to be of order O(o,).
have found that in order to pick up the leading contribution in the strong coupling

one caiHiave in mind the following mnemonic rules for the essential regions of integration:

{x-R-T)2
(Z-X)2~X2

T2 ~ R2~P\~p2~ (16)

Note that all the calculi
by means of the analytical i
values of p7.

i is done in Euclidian space, and the evaluation of integrals
ntinu»tion effectively corresponds to going over to negative

1 In difference to (3] we give the result for scattering of gluoiH with fixed color »nd poltrintion.
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After considerable algebra (for the details sec ref.[12]) we obtain the following result:

{A'ip),X\T{j,{x)jM)\Am{p),\)" =

= f (*„?„ + xrPf -

/• . ) U /16
x^rfu «*(„„*)-^-Jo ' ' ' a4

where the effective scale of the coupling under the exponential is equal to

(17)

(18)

. To the accuracy of our approximation, which was in taking into account the dipole-
dipole term only in the / / interaction, we obtain f = 4u/u, and S({) = 1 — 6/f. It
is easy to trace that writing the interaction in the confonnal form (8) amounts to the
substitution 4 -» 2 + 4ti/u = 2(1 + u)/(l - u), cf.(10). The integrand in (17) is exact for
1 — u < 1 and to leading accuracy in a,(x7).

Making a Fourier transformation, going over to the Minkowski space and taking the
imaginary part (13), we obtain the following answer for the instanton-antiinstanton con-
tribution to the structure function of a real gluon:

where the expressions for p. and £. coincide to the ones given in (10), which correspond
to the direct evaluation of the integrals in the momentum space by the saddle-point
method.(We have added here the factor exp(—26S(£.)) which comes from taking into
account the running of coupling constant in saddle-point equations in (9)). To our ac-
curacy, we find that the instanton- induced contributions obey the Callan-Gross relation

The expression in (19) presents our main result. It gives the exponential correction
to the coefficient function in front of the gluon distribution of the leading twist in (3).
Taking into account further terms in the expansion of the action in inverse powers of the
conformal parameter, one should in principle add the contributions of rescattering in the
initial state (the so-called hard-hard corrections [15}). The preexponential factor in (19)
is calculated lo leading accuracy in the strong coupling and up to corrections of order
0(1 — x). The corresponding to (19) contribution to the structure function of the nucleon
is obtained in a usual way, making a convolution of (19) with a distribution of gluons in

the proton at the scale />J. Leading contribution to (19) in the perturbation theory is due \
to the mixing with the flavor-singlet quark distribution and is given by the box graph: ^

(20)

where in order to compare to the instanton contribution in (19) one should choose the
scale ft to be of order p..

The instanton-antiinstanton contribution to the structure function of a quark contains
a similar contribution shown in Fig.lc. The difference to the graph in Fig.2b considered
above is in trivial factors only (see ref. [12]) However, in this case additional contributions
exist of the type shown in Fig.Id. They are finite (the integral over instanton size is cut
off at p7 ~ x7/o, ) , but the instanton-antiinstanton separation R does not stay large at
sufficiently small energies (large values of x), but always appears to be of order p. This
probably means that the structure of nonperturbative contributions to quark distributions
is more complicated.

4. The region of validity of the above expression for the / / contributions to struc-
ture functions is restricted by the requirement that the effective value of the instanton
size is not too large, say p. < \GtV~%. This sets a boundary for the lowest possible value
of Q1 of order lOOGeV*, see Fig.2. The instanton-induced contribution to the structure
function of a gluon in (19) is shown a* a function of Bjorken x for different values of
Q ~ 10 - VMGeV in Fig.3. The contribution of the box graph in (20) is plotted by
dots for comparison. It is seen that the Jl contribution is rising very rapidly with the
decrease of x, the effect being due mainly to the decrease of the / / action S({.). We take
S((J) — 1/2 as a reasonable boundary for which our calculation is justified, which trans-
lates to the condition that x > 0.3 - 0.35. We expect that at S(i.) ^ 0.5 the accuracy
of (19) is within one order of magnitude. Thus, instantons produce a well-defined and
calculable contribution to the cross section of deep inelastic scattering for sufficiently large
values of x and large Q7 ~ 100 - lOOOGcV, which turns out, however, to be rather small
— of order 10~J — 10"* compared to the perturbative cross section. This means that the
accuracy of standard perturbative analysis is sufficiently high (in this region of x), and
that there is not much hope to observe the instanton-induced contributions to structure
functions experimentally. However, instantons are likely to produce events with a very
specific structure of the final state, and such peculiarities may be subject to experimen-
tal search. On general grounds one may expect a resonance-like production of a fireball
of quark and gluon minijects in a narrow region of Bjorken z of order 0.25 - 0.40 (for
photon-gluon scattering), and Q7 of order 10* — 103GeVJ. Such events may be a direct
analog of barron-number violating processes induced by instantons in the electroweak
theory (l].Tbe study is in progress.

5. This work was supported in part by the US Department of Energy under the
grant DE-FG02-90EU-40577.
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a)

c)

b)

Figure 1: The contribution of the in»tanton-antiin»tanton pair to the crow section of hard
gluon-gluon scattering (a), structure function of a gluon (b) and of a quark (c,d). Wavy
lines are (nonperturbative) gluons. Solid lines are quark zero modes in the case that they
are ending at the instanton (antiinstanton), and quark propagators at the / / background
otherwise.
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Figure 2: The non-perturbative scale in deep inelastic scattering (instanton size p'1),
corresponding to the solution of saddle-point equations in (10) as a function of Q and for
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Figure 3: Konperturbative contribution to the structure function Ft(x, Q1) of a real gluon
(30) as a function of z for different values of Q (solid curves). The leading perturbative
contribution (31) is shown for comparison by dots. The dashed curves show lines with
the constant effective value of the action on the II configuration.
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at SSC and LHC Energies
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ABSTRACT

The theory of (he perturbative ponteron, due to Lipatov and collaborators, is used to
compute the probability of observing parton-parlon elaatic scattering and rapidity
gaps between jeU in hadron collisions at SSC and LHC energie*.

1. Introduction

At the SSC and LHC hadron colliders events predicted by the Standard
Model, like Higgs-boson production via electroweak boson fusion, will be experi-
mentally accessible. A characteristic signature of this process is that in the < chan-
nel no color is exchanged between the scattering hadrons, the color exchange being
confined to the fragmentation region between the struck and spectator partons1. On
a Lego plot in azimuthal angle and rapidity, the signal will present, at the parton
level, a rapidity gap between the struck partons3. In order, though, for the gap
to survive at the hadron level, it is necessary that no color radiation is exchanged
between the spectator partons in the hadronization process. Bjorken3 has first
defined and estimated the survival of the rapidity gap in the presence of soft spec-
tator interactions. A study of the event characteristics of Higgs-boson production
via dectroweak-boson fusion has then been recently undertaken*.

The Higgs boson may be produced also via gluon-gluon fusion. This will usu-
ally have color all over the i channel, since the gluons, on their way to fuse together,
will emit gluon radiation. A fraction of events in this process, though, may simu-
late Higgs-boson production via electroweak-boson fusion even in its characteristic
signature, namely the Higgs boson may be produced by the fusion of two pairs of
gluons in color singlet configurations9-4. Then no color is exchanged in the t chan-
nel between the struck partons. To understand the dynamics of these background
events, it is better to undertake the propedeutic study of hadron-hadron scattering
with exchange in the < channel of a pair of gluons in a color singlet configuration.
Such a study can be already done experimentally at the energies of the Tevatron
collider*, and indeed the first data on rapidity gaps in hadron collisions starts being
available*.

2. Rapidity Gaps

In this talk I illustrate a way of computing the probability of observing

parton-parton elastic scattering and rapidity gaps between jets in hadron collisions
at very high energies7, and use it to make predictions on rapidity-gap production at
SSC and LHC energies. In order to obtain quantitative predictions of jet production
in the very high energy limit and separate it from the uncertainty involving the small
* dependence of parton distributions', Mueller and Navelet' proposed to measure
the two-jet inclusive crow section in hadron collisions; by tagging two jets at a large
rapidity interval y and with transverse momentum of order m. These tagging jets
are produced in a nearly forward scattering of gluons or quarks with large center-
of-maas energy \fi. Lipatov and collaborators1*-" (BFKL) have shown that, in
this regime, the rapidity interval y = ln(i/m}) between the scattered partons is filled
in by the radiation of additional gluons, roughly uniformly spaced in rapidity, all
with transverse momenta of order m. The BFKL theory systematically corrects the
lowest-order QCD result by summing the leading logarithms of i. The result is to
replace the gluons exchanged in the ( channel with effective, reggeized gluons, with
an infrared-sensitive trajectory". Then one uses this resummed, effective gluon
exchange to compute the elastic amplitude in the Regge limit i > -i with color
singlet exchange in the /-channel. This is known as the BFKL pomeron"-19. The
imaginary part of the forward amplitude is the parton-parton total cross section.
To leading order in rapidity, the parton-parton total cross section and the related
2-jet inclusive cross section exhibit the energy dependence «p((cr, - i)»] with

. , . l + 4 M ^ t . (1)

where CA = Kt = 3 is the number of colors in QCD.
The elastic scattering amplitude with color singlet exchange in the I channel

i* a higher order (oj) process13'14 but with energy dependence eip[2(cr̂  - l)y], and it
leads to a final state which, at the parton level, contains two jets with a rapidity gap
in gluon production between them. Some fraction of these states may produce the
experimental signatures of a large rapidity gap in secondary particle production.

To understand the relation between rapidity gaps in hard-gluon and hadron
production, we must discuss the potential backgrounds to these signals at the parton
and hadron level. To analize the parton-Ievel background, assume that we cannot
detect partons with transverse momentum smaller than a fixed parameter v. In
this case, there is an additional contribution to elastic scattering from color octet
exchange in the I channel. According to BFKL, this proceeds via the exchange of
a reggeized gluon, which contains all the leading virtual radiative corrections and
it has the form of a Sudakov form factor. The parameter v fixes the scale below
which soft gluon radiation is allowed. As JJ — 0, the contribution of the color octet
exchange vanishes, since it is impossible to have scattering with exchange of a gluon.
without allowing for the emission of soft gluon radiation.

In order to use perturbative QCD, the parameter p must be larger than KQCD-
Thus we have two options: first, we can consider m > p > AQCO, that is, we define a
rapidity gap to be present if there are no jets of transverse momentum larger than f
between the tagging jets. We will call this case tiiasi elastic tctlterint, since it allows
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gluon radiation below the scale /i. The ratio R of the quasi-elastic to the total cross
section is given by

RW = °W +'""'. (2)

where all the cross sections in (2) have been convoluted with the appropriate parton
distributions. Alternatively, we can consider p = O{SQCD)- Then at the parton level
the color octet exchange is strongly suppressed, and only the color singlet exchange
contributes to the cross section for producing rapidity gaps.

At the hadron level, the interaction between spectator partons may produce
hadrons across the rapidity interval, spoiling the rapidity gap. Thus in order to
compute the cross section for producing a rapidity gap at the hadron level, we need
a non-perturbative model which describes the hadron interaction and estimates the
survival of the rapidity gap in the presence of soft spectator interactions'. The
rapidity-gap survival probability < S1 > is defined as the probability that in a
scattering event no other interaction occurs beside the hard collision of interest.
< S* > is expected to depend on the hadron-hadron center of mass energy, but only
weakly on the size of the rapidity gap. Then to obtain the probability of a scattering
event with a large rapidity gap at the hadron level, we must compute the ratio A
at p = 0, that is, using only the singlet elastic cross section, and multiply it by the
survival probability < S1 >:

flw=<S»>R(M = 0). (3)

In this contribution, we compute B(M) at the SSC and LHC center-of-mass energies
•Ji of 40 TeV and 16 TeV respectively, and at different.values of the minimum
transverse momentum of the tagging jets m and the elastic scale /i.

3. Jet Cross Section*

We consider the scattering of two hadrons of momenta tA and kB in the
center-of-mass frame and we imagine to tag two jets at the extremes of the Lego
plot, with the rapidity interval between them filled with jets. The tagging jets can
be characterized by their transverse momenta pA± and pn. and by their rapidities yA

and M. The inclusive cross section for producing two tagging jets with transverse
momenta greater than a minimum value m is then*

where xA = t'*pAi./y/i, i* K t~"pai.l\fi are the light-cone momentum fractions of
the tagging jets with respect to their parent hadrons, y = \yA - y«| is the rapidity
difference and y = (yA + y»)/2 is the rapidity boost, « = 2kA • katA*a is the parton-
parton squared center-of-mass energy, and

t«'cy. r .iv «"•<*)» c « h't)

is the BFKL total cross section for gluon-gluon scattering within an impact distance
of size 1/m, and

(6)

with *{*) the logarithmic derivative of the Gamma function. In eq. (4) we use the
large-y effective parton distribution functions", computed at the factorization scale

The high-energy elastic cross section for two tagging jets, with color singlet
exchange in the t channel, is

where < = -1^ , with px
 tD« transverse momentum of the tagging jets. The gluon-

gluon elastic scattering cross section, with the tagging jets coUimated and with
minimum transverse momentum m, is"

— ... \»
(8)

Since two reggeized gluons are involved in the color singlet exchange in the t channel,
in keeping into account in (7) the possibility that the scattering is initiated by
quarks we obtain the suppression factor (V9)'- The background to the color singlet
exchange comet from the exchange of a reggeized gluon. This contribution is given
by •

where the gluoo-gluon elastic scattering cross section in the color octet channel is

*„, ^o .C) 1*la.CA)* I a.CA

—35— «^-—
(10)

For m > M the exponential reduces to" «p{-a,Ci4/*ln(pi/J'>)y) *nd has the typical
form of a Sudakov fcrra factor. Al ? — 0, o* y becomes large, the contribution of
the octet to the gluon-gluon elastic cross section vanishes.

4. The Numerical Evaluation of the Ratio ft(H)

Bfp) is the probability of having elastic scattering at the parton level, as de-
fined in.(2), and is obtained by summing (7) and (9), and dividing by (4). To eval-
uate it,'we scale the running coupling constant from a,(m(Z)) = 0.12 using the 1-loop
evolution with 5 flavors, and use the CTEQ set-5 parton distribution functions".
We plot Jl(p) at LHC and SSC energies as a function of y, at rapidity boost y =
0, and with m= 30, 60, 100 GeV and elastic scale n = 0, 0.5, 2, 5, 10 GeV. The
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rapid growth of R(<i) at the kinematic*] upper boundary in y is due to the energy
dependence of the pomeron trajectory (1) enhanced by the scaling behavior at x
near 1 of the distribution functions integrated over transverse momentum.

0.1

0.01

: 1 ' 1 • l ' 1 ' :
! m-30GeV :

' 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

: 1 ' 1 • 1 ' 1 • 1 ' :
: m-30G#V :

\u«10G«V

" 0

1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1

4 6 8 10 12 4 6 8 10 12 14

8 10 4 6 8 10 12

10

The ratio K(ji) as a function of y, at y = 0,
at ,/»= 16 TeV in the left column and v/J= 40 TeV in the right column.

The growth of % ) due to the pomrron trnjectory7 only is more apparent in the
plots with m = 30 GeV where the largest kinematically accessible values of y can
be probed. At it = 0, the octet exchange does not contribute to fU/i). The value
of Mji = 0), multiplied by the survival probability < S» >. gives the probability of
having a collision with a rapidity gap in secondary particle production (3). Since
< S* > a estimated in ref. 2 to be = 0.1 and in ref. 17 to be in the range of 0.05
to 0.2, we expect that, at the LHC and SSC. a few tenths percent of events with
tagging jets will show rapidity gaps. < S* >, though, is expected to decrease with
vff, so fewer rapidity-gap events should be found at LHC and SSC energies than
at Tevatron energies, at comparable values of y". The probability of finding a gap
increases with the rapidity interval between the tagging jets. This prediction is
peculiar of the radiative corrections to KM, since R^) at the lowest order in as
doea not depend on y.

Since all of the analysis above is in the leading logarithmic approximation,
there is ambiguity in the choice of the proper scale in rapidity for which this analysis
is valid, and so the exact value of the normalization and thus of ftp) cannot be
determined precisely. However, the slope of the curves in the asymptotic regime
k free from this scale uncertainty and thus the experimental measurement of the
ratio lUtO/Kf^ in the large rapidity-gap regime should give us an unambiguous
determination of the survival probability < S* >.
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A Full-Acceptance Detector (FAD) for the SSC: an Overview

JAMES D. BJORKEN

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309

AlSTIMCT

The itatiw of the FAD initiative to provide a full-acceptance detector at the SSC u
reviewed.

1. Introduction

There is a need at hadron colliders to exploit more fully the intrinsic diversity
present in high energy hadron-hadron collisions. The goal of the initiative known
as FAD (Full Acceptance Detector) is to provide the SSC program with a detector
optimized for diversity. The basic criterion for the detector design is to be sensitive to
all physics, at the expense of being optimized (at least initially) for very little. It aims
at exploratory physics—the physics which is not already existing in the design books
but which just has to be discovered, or which will be predicted sometime between now
and SSC commissioning. In some sense FAD would serve as the bubble-chamber of
the SSC, but hopefully with even more information per event than bubble'chambers
provided.

As far as this writer is concerned, the nonnegotiable design criteria for the FAD
are that (1) all charged particles of generic pt be observed with momenta well mea-
sured, that (2) all photons of generic pj be observed and well measured, and that
(3) the physics of rapidity-gaps (diffraction) not be compromised. At the SSC the
full-acceptance criterion implies a rapidity coverage of order ±11 units of pseudora-
pidity.

Tlir FAD initiative Ixigan ' in 1991, and by the end of that year the FAD Working
Group was formed. By now it consists of more than a hundred members. A sequence
of very useful meetings has been held, including a week-long workshop in Boulder,
Colorado last summer 2. In addition the enterprise has spawned a variety of other
initiatives, including experimental proposals at Fermilab 3'4 to explore physics topics
stimulated by thinking about the FAD physics opportunities. These proposals in turn
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are stimulating new measurements and analyses 5'6 within the large collider detector
groups at Fermilab. In addition, the common design problems faced by FAD and by
collider B-physics initiatives have led to an increasingly r'.ose coupling between the
FAD and hadron B-pbysics communities.

The physics topics which have been stimulated and advanced by thinking about
the FAD detector include (1) study of hard diffraction, i.e. observation of events con-
taining both rapidity gaps and jets, (2) searches for cosmic-ray anomalies via collider
measurements in the forward direction, (3) the related speculative ideas regarding the
possibility of producing disoriented chiral condensate (regions of vacuum having an
anomalous chiral orientation) in high energy nudeon-nucleon collisions, (4) searches
for pattern structure in multiparticle and multijet final states, and (5) strategies for
searching for the Higgs boson utilizing rapidity-gap signatures. It also has stimulated
revival of the idea of using leading particles as tags for one-meson-exchange processes
7. This technique would, e.g., allow the study of ** and x-nuckon interactions at
cms energies of many TeV.

2. Status of the Conceptual Deiign of the Detector

In order to accept and measure all produced particles in each event, the detector
must be sensitive to production angles down to tens of microradians. This implies
a very long device. The length is constrained by the structure of the SSC machine
lattice. At the ten to twenty percent level of accuracy, the free space between the
medium-/) focussing quadrupoles is anticipated to be 100 + 100 meters. The $" at
the collision point (which is in one of the collision regions on the west side of the SSC,
opposite to SDC and GEM), will be larger than for the generic detectors, leading to a
reduced luminosity. It is anticipated * that the luminosity will be at least 1012 cm1 sec
under standard operating conditions, when the luminosity at SDC is 1033. A general
picture of the presently considered "baseline" architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

Pseudorapidities up to 9 can be accepted in the detector free space of ± 100
meters from the collision point. This part of the detector is called the central detector.
Particles with pseudorapidities in excess of 9 are for kinematic reasons alone of low
pi, with typical energies in the multi-Tev regime. Per event they are few in number,
but enter the aperture of the focussing system and must be detected downstream.
The emergent neutral beam can be detected via compart ralorimctry located 500
to 900 meters downstream from the collision point. A subgroup of FAD has been
actively at work at the detection problems presented ' .

The problem of detecting the charged particles with pseudorapidities in excess of 9
has not yet received enough attention. A possible approach is to use silicon microstrip
tracking planes in Roman pots to acquire and measure all but the most energetic ones
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Figure 1. General layout of the FAD detector.
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just upstream of the medium-/} system!;. The remainder may be magnetically rigid
enough to exit the magnetic system without crashing into a roil or yoke, and hr
detectable in a downstream spectrometer. The far-forward working group suggest
a tracking system downstream of the beam-splitting dipolr to capture in particular
decay products of neutral strange particles. This would be followed by compact
eleetrofnagnetie/hadronic calorimetry far downstream.
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option for the SSC machine lattice under consideration by the SSC Laboratory. The
much less desirable "baseline" design, whirh incorporates a double-dogleg insertion
for suppression of vertical dispersion, is also shown.
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Figure 3. Conceptual dengn of the "central" detector: (a) Global architecture, (b) Central
architecture.

A tentative choice of conceptual design for the central detector was made last
summer in the Boulder workshop. It is shown in Fig. 3. The architecture is ag-
gressively multistage, with an unconventional choice of analyzing magnets, featuring
quadrupoles and even scxlupole magnets. The primary design criteria for the mag-
netic architecture were taken to be as follows:

1. There should be negligible transverse magnetic field in the region of the beam
pipe, so that almost all charged particle trajectories (very low Pt excepted) are
straight lines. This makes the problem of controlling the background generated

by collision secondaries striking the beam-pipe (a very serious problem) much
more tractable. This requirement invites use of solenoids, higher mullipole
magnets, or toroids. The higher imiltipolcs appear to be the preferred choice.

2. The sagitta of a charged particle trajectory with p, of 1 GeV should be between
3 and 30 cm, independent of its pscudorapidity. This criterion is typical of that
used in proposed B-physics spectrometers. Provided that a tracking system of
standard quality can be matched to this, independent of pseudorapidity (which
does appear to be feasible), it follows that the detector should at all rapidities
have as good performance, in terms of magnetic analysis, as the generic B-
detectors. In any case this latter goal can be taken as defining the FAD design
specification for its magnetic architecture for all rapidities within the central
detector. The sagitta versus rapidity at p( = 1 GeV is exhibited in Fig. 4 for
the candidate FAD architecture.
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Figure 4. Safilta v>. pwdwapklity at ft = 1 GeV for the FAD magnetic architecture.

The remaining features of the central detector have only been defined in general
terms. One can anticipate designs where a produced particle first sees an inner
tracking system of silicon microvertex detectors, composed of a sequence of annular
disks (for forward rapidities) arranged in protective geometry. The region of say 20
to 50 cm from the collision axis is available for particle identification via standard
Cerenkov threshold cells. The acceptance per cell should be no larger than <n x S<k
of 0.3 x 0.3; this is appropriate in the rapidity interval of 2 to about 5. Use of
transition-radiation detectors in the forward region (e.g. rapidities of 6 to 9, which
impinge on a calorimeter wall at 100 meters from the collision region), appears to be
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an attractive option to study further '". A variety of tracking options appear to be
available in the outer region of the sjwclromcler, 0.5 to 1.5 meters from the besam
axis, where the major part of the bending occurs. Straw tubes and scintillating fibers
are only two of the possible candidates. In any case a goal for tracking resolution of
Sp/p at p< of 1 GeV of no more than 1% has been specified.

In front of each magnetic stage will naturally be an annular calorimeter wall.
Emphasis in FAD goes to electromagnetic calorimetry, witii hadron calorimetry com-
promised if necessary. The electromagnetic calorimeter specifications were taken to
be a constant term no more than 2% in the energy resolution, and generic perfor-
mance for the inverse-square-root term. Spatial resolution was chosen to be sufficient
to separate 7's from »• decays up to pi of the x° of 5 GeV. The depth of the hadron
calorimeter walls was chosen to be 10 to 15 interaction lengths of iron per wall. In
the forward direction this is still not an inordinate amount of tonnage.

Beam-pipe design is a crucial problem. Together with members of the B-physics
community, an attack has been mounted on it. The notes of Kirk McDonald n should
be consulted for more details, but in brief there exist three pseudorapidity regions
to separately consider. For rapidities less than 3 or so, a small cylindrical beryllium
pipe with detectors on the outside seems adequate. For rapidities in excess of 5.5
or so, a sequence of conical, "flared" pipe sections seems to be an essential choice;
only a small fraction (a few percent) of produced secondary photons and charged
particles strike the front edge of the cones (Fig. 5). They may make a mess, but
at least the source is in a predictable location, so that protection may be designed
in. In the intermediate rapidity range of 3 to 5.5, the finite length of the luminous
region creates parallax, making the flare solution much less effective. One possibility,
shown in Fig. 6, is to enlarge the pipe in this interval and insert the inner tracking
system within. Physically this section would extend from about 20 cm downstream
to 2 meters downstream.

Figure 5. Example of « flared beam-pipe design for the FAD central detector.
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The use of ultralight materials for the beam pipe has been investigated by Wayne
Vernon ", who advocates a pipe of large radius and very low density, flared beyond
3 meters, with disk and rod structural reinforcements in the transverse dimensions.
Extensive use of ultralow density carbon-foam composites is a feature of this ap-
proach.

3 . Staging of the Detector Construction

It will not have escaped the attention of the reader that the detector under
consideration is very expensive, in the few hundred million dollar range if fully built
1J. It will also not escape anyone's attention that the resources to build it do not
appear now to be in sight. So why this activity? It is that there appears to be a
practical staged approach, with good physics available at each stage, and with Stage
I affordable even within the present austere climate. At the first meeting of the FAD
working group there was a tentative consensus to choose $30M, a little less than half
of what is allocated by SSC to "small" experiments, as a realistic Stage I budget.
There was also a consensus that the full-acceptance philosophy be adhered to if at
all possible, even for Stage-I. In other words, the investment per unit rapidity in the
detector should be roughly uniform, just like the minimum-bias particle production.

A possible Stage I detector might be designed along the lines of the Pisa-Stony
Brook experiment I4 at the CERN ISR, which did much to establish the nature of
multiparticle production phenomenology at the hadron collider energy scale. The
detection elements are all scintillator with pixel size of ft/ x i<$ of say 0.7 x 0.7. Each
pixel in rapidity is sampled with enough scintillator planes (the rearmost portion
with lead converter interspersed) to determine the charged multiplicities and the
electromagnetic Et. A considerable amount of the physics of hard and soft diffraction
(including possibly the rapidity-gap strategy for Higgs search), as well as much of



the basic phenomenology of multipiirticle and multijet production, i( addressed with
such a simple device, which involves no more Ihan a few thousand photomultiplier
channels. The cost is most certainly well below the FAD budget ceiling.

Of course one would not stop at that. But some reflection shows that this Stage-
I device can be the prototypical cortex of a much more sophisticated, intelligent
detector which still triggers at Level I on global event patterns, which this Stage-I
detector would necessarily be designed to do. So from the point of view of data
acquisition architecture, this scintillator-based starting point may be an especially
useful device.

The portions of the detector which do get special attention at the Stage-I level
will depend on the sociology of the collaboration, as well as the nature of the most
interesting physics topics in the year 2005 or so. As it stands now tbe pteudorapidity
interval of 2 to 5 is especially interesting to those in FAD interested in B-physics. The
pseudorapidity interval of 6 to 9 is especially relevant for those interested in cosmic-
ray exotica, disoriented chiral condensate, and hard diffraction. The far-forward
spectrometer is of interest to the soft-diffraction and leading-particle communities,
as well as being of special interest to cosmic-ray shower phenomenologists, who an-
ticipate a major change in leading-particle physics at the SSC energy scale relative
to reasonable extrapolations from lower energies IS. And it is hard to imagine that
the popular central-barrel region of rapidities less than 3 will not attract its own
community of enthusiasts.

Nevertheless, one may feel that in the present climate these considerations are
still premature. So, again, why worry about the ultimate Stage-N FAD detector
now? The reason is that it is important to understand the Stage-N device in order
to intelligently design the placement of the tonnage, i.e. magnets a-d calorimeter
walls (possibly passive initially), because they tend not to change with time. Not
only are those elements awkward to physically move or replace, but they also tend to
define the tracking architecture, which in turn defines a software architecture, which
in turn is typically near-impossible to replace. Since the tonnage is not inordinately
expensive, and because it arguably should be in place before commissioning of the
SSC machine, it probably will or should exist in the Stage-I detector. This in turn
drives the need for consideration now of the Stage-N detector as a whole.

4. Critical-Path Issues

SSC commissioning is a decade away at best, and the lead time for design and
construction of a small, inexpensive Stage-I FAD is a lot less than a decade. Never-
theless, there is a need for serious design activity right now. This is mainly driven
by the SSC construction schedule, ill particular the machine-lattice design and the

tunnel and collision-hall design in the FAD collision region. FAD needs to interact
rather strongly with this activity, which is going on now.

We have already mentioned the problem of the far-forward detector design, in
particular the need for enough free space downstream of the medium-/? focussing
system for a neutral beam to emerge and be detected 500 to 900 m downstream of
the collision point. Tbe extant 'baseline" lattice in Fig. 2b constricts greatly this
neutral-beam free space, because of the double-dogleg and dispersion-suppressing
quadrupoles. An acceptable lattice which accomplishes the dispersion suppression
via skew quadrupoles in the arcs may exist ", and is much preferred by FAD. In any
case close interaction with the SSC is necessary to protect this physics.

A related problem, this the responsibility of FAD alone, is to understand the
problem of detecting the leading charged particles; this will influence the specifica-
tions on the apertures of the low-/} quads and splitting-dipole magnets.

In the centra] detector, the unusual collection of large-aperture multipole mag-
nets, to our knowledge never used in any open-geometry spectrometer, needs to be
studied in detail. We already appeal 17 to magnet-designers in the major laborato-
ries to provide assistance in evaluating these with respect to feasibility, cost, power
consumption, and design choice (iron-and-copper vs. superierric vs. cos 24 super-
conducting). This problem is common to B-physics detector* and the FAD, and the
appeal is a joint one. At present there is some work being initialed at LBL and
Saclay.

In addition to the question of the magnet design, the tracking problems are a
little different than what is conventionally encountered. There does not appear to
be a fundamental difficulty, but studies need to be performed to learn the new ways,
and to convince skeptics that they will work.

Another critical issue i* the compatibility of FAD with B-physics. There already
exists the issue of whether it makes sense to combine a B-physics program and the
FAD into one detector within one collision region. Aside from sociology (a non-
trivial concern), the objective question is whether optimizing a B-physics detector
dedicated to the specific, difficult goal of observing CP violation compromises the
full-acceptance physics done downstream of it. Likewise there should be no com-
promising of the goals of the B-physics experiment by combining it with the FAD.
Whether such compromises are intrinsic needs to be determined. If there is no neces-
sity for any significant compromise in either direction, there is a clear advantage in
merging the enterprises. Obviously there is time pressure involved in resolving this
question.

Finally, there remains the problem of backgrounds. There is widespread concern
within and outside the FAD group that there will be serious backgrounds generated
by secondaries striking the inner apertures of llic calorimeter walls. However searches
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for the origin of such severe backgrounds via hand calculation have not uncovered
a serious problem, provided some care is taken in keeping downstream detection
elements a prudent distance away from background sources. There also exists some
data from test beams " and CDF experience " which can be brought to bear on
this problem. And a beginning has been made in setting up Monte Carlo simulations
for this problem ". Likewise the beam pipe ii also a source of background, not
only from interaction of the collision products, but also from beam-halo interactions.
This source has been under study at the SSC n. For the FAD geometry, Mokhov
12 reports a large soft-neutron flux in the vicinity of ter beam pipe. This flux is not
quite as big as what is encountered at SDC and GEM, but enough to be a serious
concern.

5. Present and Future Plant

At present there is the need to document well what has been accomplished thus
far. The material in these proceedings comprises a step forward in that direction.
In order to advance the critical-path issues enumerated in the previous section, we
look forward to workshop activity this summer in Snowmass (late June) and Aspen
(September).

In addition, some detector RIcD relevant to the FAD has gained support under
the auspices of the Texas Commission, and a variety of detector component designs
have been specifically considered for use in an ultimate FAD. These include high-
pressure gas calorimetry 2J, "shish-kebab" calorimetry M, silicon pixel detecton **,
gas microstrip detectors M , and fiber optic data links v to transport large amounts
of data over the considerable distances present in the FAD detector.

Another line of activity involves interim experimental programs which explore
FAD physics issues such as hard diffraction and disoriented chiral condensate. At
present there is activity at Fermilab within CDFS and D0* on hard diffraction,
and an approved small experiment ("minimax", T8644) in the Fermilab collider to
search for disoriented chiral condensate. Further down the line but this side of SSC
is RH1C, where the idea of full-acceptance physics is received with interest. These
activities cannot help but promote the SSC FAD initiative, both sociologically and
via information and experience gained in those enterprises.

What happens to the FAD initiative after this summer will obviously depend
on the status of the SSC at that time. Assuming no major crisis occurs, there still
remains a question of whether the delay in commissioning of the machine will delay
the call for "small-experiment" proposals to the SSC. If there is no delay, e.g. because
tunnel construction is chosen by SSC management not to be delayed, proposals may
be due m 1994. If this is the case a collaboration will have to be organized this fall
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in time to prepare a proposal. There is a real difference between a collaboration and
the present working group. If the time frame is that short, there will have to be a
big effort to create a strong group and a convincing proposal. Nevertheless there has
been steady progress in the evolution of the full-acceptance ideas, and I am cautiously
optimistic that the FAD can in fact be realized.
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Monte Carlo Event Generator! for Hadron-Hadron Collision!
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ABSTRACT

A brief review of Moate Carlo event generators for tinmlating kadroa-liadroa
collitioai it preseated. Particular emphasis ii placed on comparitoni of tke
approaches Hied to describe physics etementt and identifying their relative
menu u d weakaesses. Tbis review lummariiei a more detailed report'1'.

1. Introduction

Today Monte Carlo event generator* ate essential to the design of experiments at
hadronic colliders, to understand tbe signatures of interesting processes and how to sep-
arate these processes from potential backgrounds. Ideally such programs use QCD u d
ekctrowsak tkeoty to predict/reproduce complete events, wkick can be treated as equivalent
to actial data (or tke purpose of analysis. In principle tkis is done by solving QCD (ap to
some kigk order), ia practice tkis is compatatic*ally not possible. Approximations to tke fall
PQCD theory are needed as are models for aoa-pertarbative soft pkysics.

Gives tke use of approximations and models in Moate carlo event generation it is
therefore extremely fooliik to become reliaat on tke results of one program or approach
without first exercising critical judgement as to its merits and deficiencies. Tkc intention of
tkis report is to provide tke reader witk some iasight into tke metkodology of event generators,
allowing ker to make soiad ckokes aad kopefully try to ensure saccessfnl applications.

1.1. General Background

As a preliminary we quickly summarize the maia components of Monte Carlo event
generators. PQCD Factorization theorems'3!, sack as for kigk pr kadron prediction, al-
low cross-sections to be decomposed iato process independent, but scale dependent, struc-
ture/fragmentation functions and specific hard scattering matrix element!.

«»-cW
Q1) ( i )

wkere (higher twist) corrections are suppressed by powers of the characteristic scale, (log Q)m/Q
The sigaificance of Eq.(l) lies in the universality of F*(*,QJ) aad DJfi.Q1) which facilitates
a simple event generator implementation. Note that the large collinear logQ2 and soft cor-
rections have been summed to give Q* dependent functions governed by Altarelli-Parisi type
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evolution equations'3). For example:

(2)

where t is an appropriate scale variable and the P*\:) are tbe regularized splitting function!.
Ia fact since PQCD is only applicable above a certain scale I, it is useful to further decompose
this structure function into a PQCD calculable piece and a nonpertarbative piece which has
to be determined from experiment.

It muit be admitted though that the generalizations of the factorization theorems necessary
for multi-particle production are not proven.

With this QCD improved partoa model framework ia mind we can identify the five
main components ia aa *veat generator (prior to detector simalatioa).

1. A primary hard scatter calculated as in Eq.(l) using staadard, textbook, cross-tactic**,
(but see subsection 3.2.1).

2. (M)LLA correction! are generated via initial aad final state partoa showers, correspond-
ing to the /?(»,(;(,) ia Eq.(3), this explicit radiation generates secondary partoa!.

3. Below the fixed time-like cascade cutoff to a non-pertarbative model for the traasitioa,
embodied ia the analogue of Eq.(3) by £>£(*, <o), from final state pa/tons to kadroai is
employed.

4. A further model is used to treat tke residual beam partoas and generate a soft under-
lying event.

5. Finally tke ajwtaUe particles produced ia tke previous two stages are decayed, typkaly
according to PDG {aspired tables aad simple matrix dements.

Before discussing the above component! ia tke following section we comment on tke presently
available eveat generator!.

t.t. AvaiUUe Monte Carlo Programs

There are basically two types of programs available for eveat simulation, primarily
differing ia the extent to which they attempt to describe all aspects of a particle coKsioa.
At one extreme a n the general purpose programs that coataia a diverse mean of physics
processes aad aim to generate complete events. At the other extreme are specific programs
that try to simulate a single class of physics process more accurately.

General purpose programs usually generate a process accurate only to first leading or-
der aad then rely upon QCD cascade approximations to simulate higher orders. AH of the
above five steps are followed to provide aa output that can be passed directly to an experi-
ment's detector simulation packages. The goal is to produce computer generated events that
can be treated ia exactly the same way as real data. Tke generic programs publicly avail-
able iadade COJETSW, HEUWIGW, ISAJETW mi PYTHIA'I; together with DTUJET»"I.
FRTTIOFP'J and HIJINGl1" which only handle QCD jets and low transverse momenWm
event!. FIELDAJETl"! is not pnblically available.
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The more specialized programs typically contain exact (or almost exact) matrix ele-
ments for specific procetses and their end products are commonly at the parton level. Thus
thr majority of these program* take care only of step one above. A typical program works
using the following sequence of steps:

1. Generate a point in the multi-particle phase space, for example using RAMBO'").

2. Apply any experimental cuts to this point and reject accordingly.

3. Assign a weight to this point equal to the exact cross-section.

4. Calculate the desired observable* for this event and add its weight to the appropriate
bin for these distributions.

This bask procedare can then be repeated within the framework of a numerical integration
package, sack at VEGAS'"), to calculate tke convolution over structure functions. Signifi-
cant complications can arise at the one loop level when divergences have to be isolated and
canceUed, usually analytically. It will immediately be realised that the events are weighted so
that the output cannot be treated exactly at data. A significant advantage of using weighted
events w that sampling a particular region of phase space, such at a diatribatioa'i tail, can
easily be done without watte, within the above ttructure. At the risk of statistical inef-
ficiency directly applying an accept/reject procedure will convert weighted events to un-
weighted form. The output from the specialized programs, when suitably organised, may
be used at input for a general purpose event generators. Example* of such programs arc
EUROJETW and PAPAGENOt17! which both contain a diverse menu of tab-procenet or
NJETSt'4 and VECBOSl'i which both concentrate on particular topics.

We will concentrate our ditcuttwn on the following generic programs. Note it is impor-
tant to specify the version number since programs are regularly upgraded.

COJETS 8.33 An incoherent parton shower Monte Carlo for jet and W±/Z° production. It
uses a (modified) independent hadroniiation scheme and a parameterization of data
for the underlying event.

FIELDAJET This is not a publicly available program, we comment on it at we are able.

HERWIG 5.6 A multi-procest coherent, parton shower Monte Carlo; with clutter hadroniia-
tion and an underlying event model bated on data.

IS AJET 7.0 A multi-procest, incoherent parton thower program using independent hadroaiza-
tkm and an underlying event model bated on the AGK cutting roles.

PYTHIA 5.6 A multi-process Monte Carlo, which uses JETSET 7.3 to provide coherent
final Hate showers, string hadronizatio* and decays. Itt underlying event it bated on
multiple parton scattering.

DTUJET92 A non-shower Monte Carlo employing Dual Topological Unltariiation to givt
a unified description of toft and hard QCD processes. It incorporates the programs
BAMJET for string fragmentation and DECAY for resonance decays.
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FRITIOF 7.2 A program using excited strings to give a unified description of soft and hard
QCD scattering. It uses PYTHIA 5.6 for matrix elements, ARIADNE4.02r* for dipole
thowert and JETSET 7.3 for string hadronization and decays.

H1JING 1.0 A Monte Carlo providing a unified description of soft QCD and multiple scat-
tering in aa eikoaal formalism. It incorporate! components of ARIADNEand FR for
tke dipole cascade* of excited strings and JETSET 7.3 their kadronizatkm and decay.

EUROJET A multi-process matrix element Monte Carlo employing (modified) independent
fragmentation and incorporating the EURODEC decay package.

PAPAGENO A multi-procew, parton level, matrix element Monte Carlo.

Tk.it h summarized in tke following table:

Monte Carlo
Program
COJETS 6.23
FIELDAJET
HERWIG 5.«
ISAJET 7.0
PYTHIA 5.6
DTUJET92
FRITIOF 7.2
MJING 1.0
EUROJET
PAPAGENO

H.nl
QCD
yet
yet
yet
yet
yet
ye*
yet
ye*
ye*
yes

E.W.
yet
yet
yet
yet
yes
•
•
•

yet
yet

Perturbative
Cascades

parton
parton
parton
parton
parton

•
dipole
parton

t
•

Underlying
Soft Even!

par am.
indep.
param.
AGK
multi
DTU
multi
multi
indep.

•

Hadrojigtio.

indep.
indep.
clatter
indep.
string
string
string
string
indep.

•

Hadrott Decays
yet
yet
yes
yet
ye*
yet
yet
yet
yet
•

Tnble 1: The baric program elements contained within the main Monte Carlo event
generators. •'$ indicate the absence of these components. See above for more comments.

We remark that many of these programs allow many more beam options tkan hadroa-
kadroa eoBjtioa*. Thankt to factorization this it important for tuning program parameters;
however tke nuclear options of DTUNUC (DTUJET't sitter program), FRITIOF aad HI-
JING are unlikely to prove useful in this respect. Finally note that Axed target experiments
cm alto be treated by boosting to and from the Centre of Momentum (CoM) frame for event
generation; accessary due to certain approximations used.

3 . Available Scattering Processes

Tke number of processes included in the generic programs it constantly being increased
to tke following summary it at best a snap skot of tke moment. The tablet below cover the
three main Moate Carlo* and we comment very briefly on tke available matrix elements. We
ttatrt with processes found in tke minimal standard model.

This program differs from tke standard ARIADNE by a renamed common Mock.
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Process
IIERWIG ISAJET PYTHIA

QCD
QCD jets

« # . » • - " 7 7
( • - • f*<
direct Xc,Xt,J/i>,*
minimum bias
diffractive
elastic

yes
yes
no
yet
no
yet
no
no

yet
yet
no
no
yet
yes
yes
no

yet
yet
no
yet
no
yet
yet
yet

DreU-Yan

•*-» v
f f —» Vi, n -» Vf

Prom

» -n.rt- ii
it-* ii
tf-77
II-* 77

yet
yet
no

pt photon
yet
yet
yet
yet

yet
yet
no

yet
yet
yet

yet
no
yet
no

W/Z pair production
• J - . VV.V7

ff - » W f f

no
yet
no
no

yet
yet
no
no

yet
yet
y*s
yet

yet
yet
BO
BO

Standard Model H"

tf,SI,VV -* /f°
*f -* Vfl9
tf,fj-> «ff°
ir0 -. vv,vv,fj,n,n
fl°-»7Z

yet
no
no
yet
no

yet
no
no
yet
no

yet
yet
yet
yet
yet

Table 2: Standard Model Procenet in event generator!.'/' itandt for fermioni, T for
Ieptont,'V" for W or Z and 'Q' for heavy quarki.

Minimum Bias Eventt containing no (identified) kard scattering make up tkc balk of tke
kadroak crott-iection and are treated at beam fragmentation. No rigorous QCD treat-
meat exiitt to the modelt used are fairly arbitrary, being tiaed to reproduce preteat
collider data, extrapolatioiu to LHC/SSCenergiei are ntpcct. See alto section 6.

Diffractiv* P r o c e i m Again tke abtence of a rigorous QCD theory meant that only model
bated parameteiiiatkiai are ated. No program it pretently publicly available to treat
kard diffraction'"-"!. See alto (25).
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QCD Jet Production Wkibt the O{a\) matrix dementi are standard different implemen-
tations exist: HERWIG, PYTHIA and IIIJING use colour decomposed expreuioni, tke
latter two neglecting interference; FRITIOF only include, diagonal, 'Rutkerford' teat-
teriegt. Tree level exprettiont for up to six jet production exiilt1*) together with a
partonk event generator NJETS'"!. Two one loop partonk event generators exist"7!
for two jet production.

Heavy Flavour Production Here pair production it Unite at «r -» 0, wkiltl the aecetsary
ttractar* fractions are required for flavour excitation. At LHC/SSC energiet « - • QQ
in catcadea it tke dominant source of b-q«arkt. Tke process''8! W + § -* Q + {, which
appears in EUROJET, it alto an important source of heavy favours if mg > m,.
A partoak event generatorl3*) implimenting one loop corrections exists. Note large
threshold corrections occur for which a tpecialiied Monte Carlo treatment hat been
developed!"!. See alto [31] aad [32).

DreU-Yaa proccaaea When Q'/M < 1 large loop corrections to this process exitt, which
caa be partially incorporated wing the K factor!13! K - exp{2*a,/3). Note the only
toarcc of transverse momentum here it initial state breauttraklang. Exact tree level
matrix ekateatt exitt for W/Z and «p to three jet production aad are made available
ia VECBOSft (aa interface to ISAJET exists for this program). A one loop monte
carlo for W + Ij it alot available!34).

Prompt Photon Production At LHC/SSC energies glvoa fusion it important for both
tingle aad doable photon production; often a matt quark approximation it used for tkc
box diagram. Oae loop corrections and two partoak event generators'3^ are available
for single photon production; at it a one loop partoak event generator'31' for doable
photon productioa. See alto [37|

Direct Maaon Production The higher twist production of S-ware mesons it available ia
tkc TWISTER Monte CarloM. Standard P-wave quarkonium production it alto avail-
able however recent tkeoretkal devdopmentif*! are not included. Note hadroniiation
alto proridet a leading twist source of tuck mesons.

W, Z Pair Production These processes are pretently included using ef fusion rather than
the fat f f - » f f + V V matrix elements of the full theory. A number of partonk monte
carlos arc available including VVJETW for pair plus jet production and GGZZl") for
i-pair production from gltuoa futtion.

Standard Modal Hi f j s production Due to tke unknown Higgt matt a large number of
different production aad decay channels matt presently be included. We note that at
intermediate matt $$ -» H dominates and care it need near m* s 2Mz to allow for off
retonaace decay ckaanelt: (f fnttion it alto non-negligabte, a Mont* Carlo it available
from the ATLAS collaboration. Above 1Mj the dominant Higgt decays are to H'+H'-
aad Z*Z* pain to that vector boson futtioa diagrams increasingly become important,
interference terms become important for MH > 700 GeV/c'when the resonance it
aolonger narrow.
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Baryon Number violation Due to theexistenceofthechiral anomaly, baryon (and lepton)
number violation is allowed within the MSM, specifically:

1 + 1—' {NCH, - 2)f + N,I + nwW* + nzZ + n«H (4)

It is possible to simulate this process using the HERBVI package!"), written for nsc
with IIERWIG.

A large number of high pr process beyond the minimal standard model have been envisaged
and no event generator can realistically hope to offer a comprehensive treatment. We mention
some of the main variants.

Process

Z' -*h9X>,HiAa

t-*HH

rt_ JV,VV

HERW1G

Non-staadard Higgs

Super*;

MSSM decay mode* for »,f, V

no
no
no
no
no

tmmtlty
no
no
T.O

no
no

1 nat* Carte
ISAJET

no
no
no
no
no

PYTHIA

yts
ye»
yea
yet
yes

yes
ye*
yes
yes
y*»

no
no
no
no
no

Miscellaneous processes
H-+PT-+VV
W -+PT-+VV

VV -~ V' — ff,VV

contact interactions
leptoquarks
strongly interacting V
f'(excited fermions)
B number violation

no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes

y«
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
yea
ye»
yea

. no
yea
yes
yea
yes
yea
no

Table 3: Non-Standard Model Processes in event generators. Same notation aa table 1.
'V" for W or Z', 'R' for horizontal boson.

supenvmmetry ISAJET and more specifically ISASUSYl*3! offer the most complete treat-
ment of SUSY, in particular the cascade decays of superpartides are carefully treated.
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The Minimal SUSY model is assumed for which several parameters must be specified.
A purpose built partonic event generator UA2SUSYI") also exist.

Non-Minimal Higgs Bosons Both ISAJET and PYTHIA consider the (CP conserving)
two-Higgs-donblet model, which contains three neutral Higgs, one of which is a pseu-
doscalars, and a pair of charged scalar*. Both single and pair production processes are
included.

Technicolor ISAJET provides the option of generating a technicolor p of arbitrary maw
and width decaying into W Z or W*W~ pairs. The cross section is based on an elastic
resonance in the WW cross section with the effective W approximation plus a W
mixing term.

1.1. Comment*

We now oRer a number of comments concerning Monte Carlo generated events and
their applicability/validity.

The generic programs allow higher order radiative corrections to be generated using the
approximation* inherent ia their cascade algorithm*. Typically deviation* from known results
occurring only in region* of phase space which are not populated, due to dynamical constraints
placed on the gluou radiation. Consider DreU-Yan W* production. For ffiy/Q1* u " «••
lowest order matrix dement should prove adequate, except perhaps for the high precision
Vr*± maw measurement, above this an explicit jet should be included.

One loop Monte carlo* are most valuable when correlations between produced particles
a n being nmnred. Otherwise using a simple fc-factor with a tree level matrix element wM
often nmce.

It k instructive to compare!4*) the Monte Carlo* estimate* of the W + a jet cross-
sections with the exact matrix dements!1*!. This is done by starting from either the 2 - 1
or 2 — 2 process aad using the shower algorithm to generate additional jets. Apart from the
rapidity distribution*, darting with W* + 0 jet* lead* to a poor reproduction of the higher
order matrix elements, essentially due to the lack of jets above the scale Uw. Significantly
better agreement with the differential distributions i* obtained by starting from H * + 1 jet
configurations; with the possible exception of the fi£* and if distributions, which at larger
values a n under/over estimated respectively. This good agreement demonstrate* that the
prescription for gluoa radiation extrapolates reliably into the non-soft, non-colinenr region,
in particular for initial state radiation.

In terms of the transverse energy cut, Jp£ + Mj. > Ef", used to regularize the two-
to-two crow-section the following empirical factor is need to reproduce the (lowest order)
total cross-section.

ff.f.W + ljet) (5)

When Ef* < Mw mo»t jet* are predominantly weduced with low ET and the constant 14,
consistent with the O(o.) K-factor, is sufficient. However, when Ef*ZMw the Monte Carlo
progressively underestimate* the exact matrix element as «(-jett) increase* and retains

'The actual program assd was HERW1G but the observations are generally applicable.
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an nd hoc compensating factor. The discrepancies with the exact matrix element become
«ie,nificant when the W± and a jet do not form the hardest subsystem; this can be traced to
the scale ordering enforced in the showers and the increased combinatorics for larger it. Th*
best solution to this problem is likely to involve implementing Weak bosons, W*, P and 7,
in the parton showers and then include contributions beginning from th* QCD two-to-two
subprocesses.

In principle similar remarks also hold for photon bremsttrahlung, which becomes very
important at LHC/SSC energies. However due to the need for minimum energy and isolation
cuts regions of phase space where the cascade algorithms are a poor approximation are probed.
A likely solution to this is to use exact matrix element matching. A further consequence is
that initial state photons, only presently included in PYTHIA, are likely to be aa important
as final state radiation.

t.t. Aiiini Ntv S%i-Procata
Given the modular nature of the various multi-purpose Monte Carlo programs th* task

of incorporating a new hard scattering sub-process is greatly eased. Th* trst requirement i«
an efficient generator for the momenta of the particles involved in the scatter, distributed
according to the appropriate matrix elements. This essentially reduces to the problem of
finding a set of kinematic variables in terms of which the cross-section it relatively lat: som*
guidance can be obtained from existing sub-routines. In the case of COJETS u d 1SAJET,
which have incoherent parton cascades, and EUROJET, which has none. It it sufficient to
pass the correctly labelled partons on to the next stag* of event generation. However for
HERWIG and PYTHIA, whick have coherent parton cascades, it if necetiary to alto supply
the colour connections of the partons, so that correct phase space boundaries a n wed. Tot
principally dectroweak process where only one colour low is involved tkit it straightforward:
when the strong interaction plays a significant role then it is likely that the colour connection*
are no longer unique. It is now requived that each colour low is separately given a weight, an
discussed in sub-subsection 3.2.1: the HERWIG and PYTHIA prescriptions differing only in
the treatment of the \/Nc suppressed interference terms. Finally in the case of HERWIG you
may with to include spin correlations for gluon(s) involved in a scatter, sec [20]; though thit
can salely be ignored.

3 . Parton Showers

Tkanks to QCD'i asymptotic freedom property!4*) perturbation theory can be applied
to the analysis of hard processes. For example, the ratio of hadroak to point-like mum cross-
sections in e+e" annihilation'47) is calculable from a finite number of diagrams at eack order

This is possible because for an inclusive'quantity such as R,+,- the singular terms present
in both real and virtual diagrams are guaranteed by unitarity to mutually cancel on quite
general grounds'4*). In contrast, for semi-inclusive observable*, such as jet distributions, the
need to employ cut-offs as regulators means that the cancellations are only partial. This leave*
behind large logarithmic remainder terms which can compensate the decrease of a,(Q l) so
that an infinite number of diagrams contribute to leading order in this case.
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By considering the denominator of an internal propagator two types of singularity
can b» identified: collinear and infra-red. In the former case large coefficients of the form
logWVGi) ">•*. where Q% is a virtuality cut-olf used to delimit the perturbative regime:
a»(Q*)/*£l- Since o.(Q') ~ log'1 (Q2/ \J |CD) it is clear that a rearrangement of the pertur-
bation series in a,{Q*) is required:

[

The first (infinite) set of terms gives the Leading (colliiwar) Logarithm Approximation (LLA).
Higher set* of terns* are genuinely suppressed, for a,(Q*)/T < 1, and give the Next to
LLA (NLLA), etc. Well established techniques are now available to identify and sum using
evolution equation* the diagrams which give rise to these leading collinear corrections'").
In particular in an axial gauge only 'ladder' or more generally 'rainbow' diagrams need be
considered*11-4*), interference or crowed rung diagram* being subtending. Thit enrarat that the
parton model language it appropriate and facilitate! a description of the leading contribution*
ia term* of a classical Markov process, the jet calculus!**!, which allowed the development of
Monte Carlo event generators'"'").

The relevant evolution equations and solutions, as appropriate for Monte Carlo usage,
are now outlined.

J.I. The AU*rtlli.P*risi Epittions: Monte Carlo Solution

Both the evolution of initial state structure functions^ aad final state fragmentation
functionsM are governed by a set of coupled integro-difierentlal equation*, commonly called
AltareBi-Parisi equations.

/ t -v( ' )

with the (unregularized) splitting functions are given by:

(10)

cA>
To lowest order the initial and final state splitting kernels have exactly the same form, but
begin to diHer at 0{d*). Thit separation of the radiation into intial and final state it actualy
gauge dependent aad strictly only their sum is observable. Indeed by a suitable (axial) gauge
choice it is poteibie to arrange for one parton in a hard Mattering not to radiate at all: thit
possibility it pursued in COJETS'4). The choice and exact definition of the evolution variable,
I, aad splitting fraction, *, it implementation specific, tee below.

Final S tate Showers Introducing a Sudakov form factor!*4) defined as:
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Eq.(9) can be re-written at an integral equation, with series solution:

r'Ji. fi-<.-(<ilrfi. 'in !fi.T/!-<»•('>) it.

+

)
Here each term correspond! to a poctible partcn catcade in an evcat generator, aad is imple-
mented at a series of iterated ttept.

Initial State Showers Employing exactly the same method ai in the final ttate caie the
following series »cJ«tioB to Eq.(8) is obtained:

+LitL ' '~itli T1//.' '"?

(
This form it appropriate for forward evolitioa. Aa eqaivaleat toUtkw, saitabl* for backward
cvdatioal"), can be obtained from Eq.(13) by inserting oae, jadkiomly written as a ratio
of structure functions, aad manipulating:

Where the asaal time-like, Sadakov form factor, Eq.(ll), has bam replaced by:

which represents the probability of partoa a with momentam fraction x at scale t having
come from the scale (J, without resolvable radiation.

Photon and W*/Z* radiation caa alto be included in the cascade*!*1! by iatrodudag
the appropriate splitting functions, for example:

°tMp, . . = OEM.

Note a lixed oEM(0) ii used, fj/i*)'» deemed negligible aad a separate cut-off on photo*
radiation QoZ™, if allowed. For heavy gauge boson* a longitudinal polarisation must be
included in the effective IV approximation!**! which h accurate oaly for very high energies
and faiht to treat recoils adequately.

The physical interpretation and numerical implementation of the** aolatioM to the
evolution equation* can be found elsewhere and is not discussed here. We now continue by
giving a theory outline motivating the angular ordering modification to the above cascade
prescription.

S.I. Cthtnnee EffteU

The treatment of soft gluont'**), which because of their long wavelengths probe an
events global (colour) structure, necestaryly involves quantum interference effects. However
it ha* been shown that clinical Markov process, modified by a simple angular ordering!")
constraint, if capable of including toft coherence. In the eikonal approximation, the croft-
section for {»<;} hard partons aad one toft gluon, «, = u(l - £), u < E,, it given byf l ;

JIJO)5'
Introducing aagalar variables (u 'x) the term in square brackets it usefully rewritten:

1
2

_ 1

The *eaaraUoti it tuch that the first term is only coflinear singular for k parallel to »;: it
aaturaly unrasaato aaiasioa off parton i. The dependence oa the axSmutkal angle 4i is

, tot auatletf partoas.

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.6

-1.0

-1.6 TL. L I . 7^
0 0

Ticwe 1: Tfce radiation function 2(» x Eq.(18) at a function of «V Left */2 - »a > #»:
daaacd line t* « i /8 ; aolid line l» = "/<; »*d dotted line • * = 3*/&- R't*1 */* *

* /2 . (Note: wf - 1 = t>i).

Upon anmataal averaging it it qaickly seen that no net radiation ocean for t\, < In-
In fact for nccettive toft glnon radiation (ui > uj) H can be thowa that the dominant region
ofphate space h eqaivaleat to a seqaence of branching! with decreaoing opening angles: thif
it the bMM for aagalar ordering. Including parlon masses introdaces a 'dead cone* around
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the heavy flavour, so that, approximating (lightly, radiation it rwtricted to the region:

This screened cone if illustrated below.

»ico.#ij<cof #,*<»; (19)

m,-

Figure 2: The screened cone flj} for emission of the soft gluon k associated with partoo
i, whose interference partner is j .

Not* that apart from the kiaematically depleted central region for heavy quarks ao
other differences axis* ur.r.i. tke radiation expected off a light quark.

Since after azimuthal averaging th* distribution Eq.(18) is equal to the * —• 1 limit of
Pff{i) it is sufficient to impose the restriction Eq.(19) on the standard Xnal state braaching
algorithms above. The treatment of initial state radiation is more complex, da* to th* different
kinematics. However tke result is a similar ordering in th* angle* <p, bttwscn th* time-like
parton at a branching and the incoming hadron, which are reqaired to deer**** away from
the hard scattering!"). This is adequate for i - 1, however when i — 0 in the structure
function extra complications arise**1) and only a rather inefficient Monte Carlo algorithm Is
currently available!30). Evidence of the need for colour coherence in hadroaic coUisioas has
beea stea by CDF in three jet events'*1).

Finally it can be seen from Eq.(18) and rig. 1 that a non-trivial azimuthal distribution
is implied. A further influence on the orientation of branching planes com** from the ghtoa
spin (direction «V>) as follows:

V(i4)=l *»(*) + 2 * 0 - * ) cos 2(«V-*,) « 1 +l /9co*2f>-«\ , ) • — . # ,
\ *«(*) -2*( l -*)cos2(*V-*\ , ) « 1 -cos2f>-«Vi) ^ )

The numerical valaes are for * = 1/2 which maximizes the correlations. Th« proper inclusion
of these correlations which couple all azimuthal angles in an event require* a non-Markov
algorithm: a review can be found in [20).
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3.2 .1 . Initial Colour Flows

In QCD it i* typical that more than one colour flow is involved in the amplitude for a hard sub-
procew. This leads to an ambiguity in initially deciding which partons are colour connected.
Whilst this is not aa issue for aa incoherent algorithm, such as COJETS or 1SAJET, a
prescription it reqaired if inter-jet coherence is to be modelled as ia HERWIG and PYTHIA.

Consider quark-gluoa scattering. Three diagrams contribute to the amplitude: ̂ -channel
quark exchange, with colour factor T'T*; v-channd quark exekaage, with colour factor 7*T*;
and l-chanael gluoa exchange, with colour factor I'AJCT* = T'T* - 1*1*. The two colour
lows for this amplitude are illustrated below.

T*T*(M.-M,)

Figure 3: The two colour flows contributing to the amplitude for quark gluon scatteriag

A aatural prescription for giving weights to these two options is to ase, \M.
aad \M. - Mil ' . However this neglects the \/Nt suppressed interference between the two
colour topologies. Two attitudes are now possible: ia PYTHIA the default is to neglect this
correction'*1' (pokap* cvea positing a string inspired sapcrselectioa rale to eliminate itW,
thin coaU not be wtabasked within PQCD); or, aa ia HERWIG, to distribute it between
tkc two waightei*3!. This has been fouad to be unique if: i) the pole structure aad crossiaf
symatetry a n preserved; ii) each weight is separately positive definite; and Hi) the sum over
colour coaagaratioM yields the exact differential cross-section.
4. Comparison of the Cascade Algorithm!

In the following tabk we detail the main features of the commonly used cascade algo-
rithm* before commenting oa their merits.

The first major difference in the time-like parton cascades '» the choke of evolution
variable, ia particular HERWIG's. (Note all the x dennitions are equivalent for £ -> oo). Thai
choice hat the advantage of automatically incorporating angular ordering. I* PYTHIA an
unattractive veto ha* to b* imposed on the angles whkh may over restrict the phase space
requiring a larger value of a , to compensate. Both COJETS aad ISAJET remain incoherent
algorithms. A purported disadvantage of the HERWIG scheme is that the actual partoa
momenta remain implicit until the completed cascade can be reconstructed; however this is
unlikely to inconvenience the casual user.
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j+T.

Sim

PYTHIA

CF - H C ' + J1)

CF~i{»7 + *7)

CF («' + *')'
lfe -w<»

Interference

1 (•» + «»)
1 AT? «>

HERWIG

«l («* + *') 1 «
2 -Ml1 2iV»7

J'(W' + *' ) 1 *
2 -Ml* 2iV»«

-2««l> I JV.'J

Table 4: The colour flow weights used in PYTHIA and HERWIG, given ai:
g I f ) / *

A related issue concerns the vertex kinematics which depend in detail on the choke of
C and z. Using IS A JET as example we have at the branching, • -» •(*) + c(l - x):

0 < A = *(1 - (21)

This places npper limits on the daughters' maximum virUalitie*, to be astd ia the cascades,
of zi, aad (1 - *)». respectively. However even if the SMbseqaent l i aad I, satisfy these
constraints it it not sufficient to guarantee Eq.(21) holds. Elaborate schemes have therefore
had to be devised in CO JETS, ISA JET aad PYTHIA to cope with this proMeat. Fortunately
HERWIG's choke of variables avoids the difficulty posed by sack a joint constraint.

Excepting COJETS all cascades ase the branching pj. as a, argument. This enables
hard infra-red log(l - x) terms, associated with higher order corrections, to be mummed
and in the « - «« case certain logs terms also. In fact ia HERWIG the treatment of the
semi-inclusive i — 1 region is sufficiently accurate (NLLA) that AqcD can be measured using
using fits to data. The Monte Carlo A being related to the MS" value via:

AMC = «P (22)
2(33 -

In the two coherent schemes only HERWIG treats the effects of heavy flavours, the so
called 'dead-cone'. Concentrating on «-q«arks which hadroniie (thus breaking the coherence
with the jet) before decaying into a fixed average number of particles, aa energy independent
depletion in t-jet multiplicities w.r.i. equal energy light quark jets should be expected aad
is seenfi. Both HERWIG and, a* an option, PYTHIA include soft atimithal correlations
using the dipole formula Eq.(18) in their cascades. Likewise both HERWIG aad, as aa option,
PYTHIAindude aiimuthal spin correlations. However PYTHIA only treats intra-jct angles
using a nearest neighbours approximation whilst HERWIG correlates all angles, including
inter-jet effects, using a non-Markov approach.

A similar set of observations also hold for the space-like parton cascades. Here only
HERWIG includes the effects of colour coherence, which motivates its choice of evolution

Feature
COJETS HERWIG ISAJET PYTHIA

Time-like Cascades: i —» jk
Evolution var. 1
Splitting frac. 2
<*, scale
Aug. ordering

beael Coae
Soft Correlations
Spin Correlations
photon rad.

Q*

Q2

ao

ao
ao
no

17 from M.E.

Ej/Ei
z{l-z)Q*
automatic

yes
dipole approx.
fully included

yes

<?1

PtIP*
Q1

no

no
no
ao

yes, plus W*, V

Q'
Ej/Et

vetoon:*£M>l^
no

o dipole approx.
o nearest neighbour

yes
Space-like Cascades: j(+k) >— i

Direction
Evolution var. (
Splitting frac.
a . scale
Aug. ordering
Soft correlation*
Spin correlations
photon rad.

forward
Q2

PtIK
Q2

ao
no
ao
no

backward

Ej/Ei
X

automatic
dipole approx.
fuUy included

no

backward
Q2

PTIK
Q2

no
no
no
no

backward

V*
(i-«W

ao
no

o nearest neighbour
f -» f + 7oaJy

Table 5: Main features of the commonly used branching algorithms. A o indication
non-default option.

variable. The presently ased algorithm is precise in the x -»1 limit bat is an approximation
ia the s a u l x region. Experimentally the need for cohe.once hat recently been demonstrated
by comparing the observed distribution of a soft third jet in pf collision! with HERWIG pre-
dictions aad either ISAJET or an incoherent version of HERWIG. The need for coherence
in Cnal state radiation in wet established by LEP, though independent fragmentation can be
shows to give a moderately useful approximation.

AI the awdeli include photon (aad Z°, W*) radiation to sone extent. Unfortunately
due to the need for minimum energy and isolation cuts, regions of phase space where the
cascade approximations are likely to be inefficient and inaccurate are probed. Note also that
photons ia initial and final state radiation should be equally important. In e+e~ data it was
found accessary to include matrix element matching procedures, which would also benefit
gloon radiation.

Main Parton Shower Summary It is clear that HERWIG has the most sophisticate*'
parton showers, bated on a careful analysis of PQCD. From the outset toft gluon coherence
ha* been made intrinsic to both the initial and final state cascades, indeed it is hard wired.
Special efforts have also been made to fully include the quantum mechanical effects of gluon
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spins. It should provide accurate quantitative predictions at higher energies.
Initially P YTII1A did not contain showers which were added to better reproduce energy

dependence in jet events. Latter, as the need arose, angular ordering w a imposed on the
cascades, though not as yet in the intial state. A relatively large number of options, to t«t
various approximations, are made available to the user.

COJETS represents an early approach and has remained steadfast in its w of both
forward evolution for initial states and incoherent independent jet fragmentation. Special
effort has focussed on modifying the hadronization model to mimic soft coherence. It is not
clear whether reparamelerization, of model elements, to reproduce data at higher energies
can be sustained.

IS A JET provides a rather basic incoherent shower algorithms for independently frag-
menting jets. As such energy extrapolations ought to be regarded as qualitative whilst soft
particle/jet distributions should be treated with caution. The inclusion of 7, Z°, W± radia-
tion in final states is noteworthy.

Other Approaches to Showers Lastly two other approaches to shower evolution a n
available in existing Monte Carlos:

ARIADNEl"! which is used by FRITIOF. Here the basic units are not partoni but the colour
dipoles lying between them. The dipoles subdivide according to specific rubs, equivalent
to the more usual Altarelli-Parisi approacht**', with k\ ordering automatically ensuring
angular ordering. The dipoles may be viewed as describing the PQCD evolution of a
string. Treating extended hadrons requires some modifications^*) and if particularly
troublesome for Drell-Yan.

NLLjet describes e+e" and ep collisions!™'7" in a Next to LLA, which is suitable for ex-
tracting AQCD- H <••** * generalization of the jet calculus'"! which include* one-to-thra*
parton splitting functions.

S. Hadronization Model*

The confinement transition from the quark and glnon degrees of freedom appropriate
in perturbation theory to the badrons observed by real world experiments it not understood.
In this strongly interacting transition regime we presently rely on models, which to varying
degrees refiect possible scenarios for the QCD dynamics. Three main schools of thought
dominate model building: cluster, independent and string hadroniiation.

Before beginning our discussion it is appropriate to reiterate that the fragmentation of
a parton («/# or j ) , produced in a hard sub-process, into a hadron is generally described as
proceeding in two stages. First is a parton cascade, formulated according to PQCD, which
evolves the primary parton from the hard scattering scale, Q1, into a secondary parton at
a (fixed) cut-off scale, Qj. it is during this calculable stage that many of the event's main
features are determined: energy dependences, event activity, jet profiles, multiplicities, etc. In
a separate second stage, carried out from the fixed, low virtuality scale, 0J, a model is
employed to convert the secondary partons into hadrons. The second stage is essentially
energy independent and assumed to be local in nature. This separation of the fragmentation
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function was embodied in the analogue of Eq.(3) and is shown more schematically below:

Di(*,Q*) = (PQCD evolution: Q1 -> Ql)® (model: parton - . hadro«)| , (S3)

One immediate consequence of this picture is that EURO JET (and PAPAGENO) are rather
handicapped by their lack of parton cascades. In particular the collision energy dependence,
of for example multiplicity or out of event plane activity, will be incorrect and program
parameters will require retuning for different energies. Accurate quantitative extrapolations to
higher energies are therefore not possible. Similar considerations imply that when higher order
matrix dement calculations are em ployed in conjunction with, say, the JETSET hadronization
model, for example as used at LEP in a, determinations, then the default parameters (tuned
assuming cascades) must be reset.

It is an implicit assumption of Monte Carlo event generator authors that it is PQCD which
it responsible for an event's characteristics and that the hadronization (model) causes little
disruption of the event properties arising in the first stage of fragmentation. Thus in each
type of ntodel it it the quantum numbers of a small number of neighbouring partoM which
are responsible lor the properties of a produced hadron. This gives rise to an approximate
local conservation of (avoir, momentum, etc. A more precise formulation of this concept,
loosely called Local Parton Hadron Duality (LPHD), has been provided by the St. Peters-
burg group'73'. They snowed that the z-spectrum of »'s, K% »'s etc., measured in e+e"
jeU differ from the parton distributions predicted by resummed PQCD , with Q, * m»,
only by jet energy independent constants. However questions have been raised about the
validity of this reduction of hadroaization to a normalization constant, both in its "hard line'
interpretation above, and in the extent to which this is realised in the models at present
energies*7**.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it should be emphasized that at the present
time each hadronizatiou model only pronidet * parameicn'niwn of pntent dml* tatei spm
at serf on edwerted f w n and •< uwr»l • mil defined prejtdkt. It should go without saying
therefore that any serious analysis which may be sensitive to hadronization effects must be
based on at least two models. (Altering the free parameters of one model is unlikely to be
representative of potential effects).

5.1. OmjMrt*** of Mtin Htdroniz*tio« Model Feature*

The details of cluster, independent and siring hadronization are widely available and
we confioe ourselves here to a comparison of their relative merits. In particular we w'ril try
to ascertain to what extent the models explain or merely describe the hadronization process.
We win concentrate on identified particle distributions.

In aD cases the schemes are based on a small number of, recursively applied, branch-
ings, where at each iterative step probabilistic rules are applied to select flavours, spins and
momenta. The motivation for these rules vary from the QCD inspired complex dynamics of
strings and minimalism of clusters to the simple expediency of independent fragmentation.
The main features are summarized in the following table.

The lint serious difference between the three schemes concerns the extent to which
they are covariant. This is not an issue for strings, nor for clusters, however both momen-
tum aiid to a lesser extent quantum number conservation are problematic lor independent
hadronization. Whilst, essentially, ad hoc remedies for these ailments exist they are not always
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Future

Principle
Lorentz invariant
Flavour, charge, etc.,
coniervation
Mat* dependence via
Strangeness suppression
Baryon tiippre*sion
Jr ratio*
Limited Pf
Fragmentation function

Cut-off ((Jo) dependence
Stability
Limitation*

Clutter
very simple

ye»
automatic

hadron*
predicted
predicted
predicted

natural
N/A

•ignilicant
infrared leuitive

'itring-like' decay for
mauive clutters

Independent
simple

no
on ad hoe basis

quark*
free param.
free param.
free param*.

built in
free

very strong
collinear sensitive

require* large
cutoff (Jo

String
complex

ye«
automatic

quark*
free param*.
free param*.
free param*.

built in
restricted by

L-R symmetry
modest
stable
none

Table 6: Comparison of the three main hadronization schemes' major feature*.

implemented: also, physical observables are known to be sensitive to the detail* of the solu-
tion adopted'"). It may be noted that a* currently implemented strong isospin coniervation
can piavc troublesome for all model*.

The second major area of difference are in the rule* for Savour, spin and momentum
•election. Only cluster hadronizatioa provide* a succinct basic algorithm, using just the phase
space available to the produced particle* and intropic decay*. Sine* clusters a n typically
light, limited transverse momentum is automatic; hadron* with non-iero strangeness and
baryon number are suppressed because they are heavier; and the spin ratio* of Ho-Ravour
hadron* follow partly from the 25 + 1 factor and partly from th« larger matte* of higher
spin Mates. Thi* absence of free parameters may be traced in part to th* emphatic placed oa
observable hadron properties and further enhance* the model* predictive power, for example*
the production rate* of tensor metons.

The contrast with both independent and string hadroaizatioa la marked. I* principle
string hadronization i* at an advantage because it is bated upon a semi-quantitative picture.
The problem is that it is formulated in term* of indirectly measurable quantities. For example,
a flavour independent, Gaussian »r distribution is predicted, but it* width Is deemed free';
whilst the Gaussian form is simply an assumption in independent hadroniiatioa. The situation
is even worse for the flavour (election rules. Again, for strings the tunnelling mechanism
predicts a Gaussian suppression of heavier flavours; however given the uncertain quark and,
especially, diquark masses this can only be taken as a guiding framework, resulting in a

'Actually a width, I/K/T, is predicted but provti to be too small
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reliance on a truly byzantine parameterization^. To emphasize thi* point, 13 inputs are needed
in the bask LUND string modeX*) to describe the 13 (assuming a ~ rf isospin') t = 0 light
(«,«\j) hadron*. In practice this aspect of string hadronizalkm it little different from, the
somewhat simpler, independent hadronization scheme which has no underlying mechanism.
No dynamical explanation ha* been found with which to (elect hadron spins and these are just
chosen according to relative weights in both models. In addition longitudinal fragmentation
function* ate also required, though the consistency of the string's causal and Lorentz structure
leads to a unique family of L-R symmetric functions'77!.

As an aside doubt* have been raited by the author*!7*) as to the validity of the tunnelling
mechanism lor describing the transverse momentum distribution of string fragments. Though
an attractive, alternative description in terms of (nouperturbative) gluon emission ha* not
been forthcoming. A second worry concerns pions whose small spatial size, especialy whm
compared to the neglected string width, i* not mandated by the Goldstone theorem.

The issue of stability, u.r.l collinear and toft partons, arises for cluster and independent
hadrosuzatioa. Specifically the spectrum of cluster* is sensitive to the n i s m of toft gtuoas.
The amplest Muttratioa is provided by a colour singlet, Z° say, decay into two quark*: this
give* a cluster of maw, M1, at rest. Now add a central, very soft gluon: thi* givt* two cluster*
of mat* Him and momenta ±Wa in the parent rest frame. The infra-red instability may h*
regarded either a* a serious problem or perhap* as a warning that it M important to treat the
perturbation theory correctly. Indeed it i* well known that many observable*, such a* (a),
are infra-red sensitive; it should abo be noted that the Int configuration discussed above
is highly Sudakov suppressed, PQCD doe* not like itolated colour charge*. In independent
fragsneatation a similar problem arise* when one final state partoa k replaced by two parallel
partoas of equal net energy which give* a different multiplicity: or, log(£/ {mi,)), for fragmen-
tation functions behaving as 1/* at i -> 0. The colBuear instability arise essentially because
the two partoas arc oblivious to each others presence.

Finally it must be admitted that cluster hadronization it not as simple ia practice as
ia principle. Difficulties occur for both light and very heavy clusters which have necessitated
the introduction of a limited number of free parameter*. Light clutter* require a one-body
decay option, which prove* ialueatial in the distribution of fast particles. In particular this
feature can be exploited to gain some control over the stiffness of (-flavoured hadron spectra,
(c./. the duster-tike decay of light strings.) Heavy dusters render implausible the isotropk,
two-body decay mechanism aad a cluster Sssion option is needed, whose most notable feature
it the appearance of a preferred axis, aligned in what would be the string direction. Given the
rarity of heavy duster*, th* flavour properties of their Ksstoa are minor; though the threshold
for (pUttiag doe* influence multiplicities. By comparison arbitrarily massive strings caa be
handled.

Main Hadronixation Model Summary Independent hadronization is basically aa
empirical scheme with no basis in QCD theory (indeed it it colour Wind!); a fact reflected ia
the extreme arbitrariness of its parameter*. It is adequate for describing data't global feature*,

$Evea gin* t*ecite (di-)qwk mawet uncertainties n»y still remain from the ute of aa iiltalistu'
iaawte leagth ttriaf m the lUMeHmf calculations.
'The numbrr of hntroas increases to 27 if « and * are distinguished
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though ten so for joft/inter-jet diitributioM, and in conjunction with a perturbative cascade
to extrapolate to higher energies can be expected to yield reliable reiulti.

String hadronization is a fatly covariant icheme bated on the complex dynamki of
colour flux tubes,« anticipated from QCD. Thi> provides a general framework for assigning
flavours, momenta, etc., however uncertainties, particularly in quark masses, plague its imple-
mentation. Consequently a very large number of parameters are needed to describe identified
particle properties, which it does quite successfully. It is the most popularly used scheme.

Cluster hadronization is in principle a remarkably simple, compact and predictive
scheme, founded on the properties of colour singlet clusters proved in PQCDP*). By weight-
ing potential decay channels by the phase space available, it relies only on measured hadron
properties thus successfully removing many ambiguities. Unfortunately the scheme is sensi-
tive to the tails of the cluster mass spectrum so that practicalities have somewhat corrupted
its initial purity. It remains however rather successful.

Finally it should be noted that the physics environment provided by hadronic collisions,
unlike e+e~, is not clean so that good model discriminants have not yet been found for
this arena. Further, the little understood, potential for interplay between the physics of
hadroniiation and that of the soft underlying event still allows theorists scope for evolving
their models.

5.t. Alternative Schemes

A number of alternatives to those provided by the 'big three' hadroniittioa schemes
exist in the literature. Typically these work within the existing frameworks whilst offering
innovations designed to overcome specific defects. Three schemes which are, partially, imple-
mented in event generators are mentioned below

T h e Montevay Scheme In answer to the lack of Lorentz invariance in independent
fragmentation the fully covariant Montevay scheme has bee proposed^. It is a hybrid model
which uses an initial string network to select a frame in which four momentum and flavour con-
servation can be naturally implemented. It is also coUinear safe. Unfortunately its complexity
for multiparton final states has limited its (partial) use to a non-default PYTHIA option.

Hybrid String-Cluster Model The e+e" event generator CALTECH-II provides am
attempt to combine the desirable properties of both strings and dusters in Its hadroniiatio*
modrf7*). First strings form, their development being characterized by their break up into
clusters possessing a continuous mass spectrum: this avoids infra-red sensitive gtuon splittings.
Second the clusters decay into hadrons (and sub-dusters), basically according to the phase
space available to the final state; thereby avoiding the need for many parameters.

T h e UCLA Flavour Model This is a variant of the LUND string model in which
measured harfron properties are used in flavour selecfmnl"'. The left-right symmetric frag-
mentation function, integrated over z and pf, is reinterpreted as a hadron mass distribution,
which together with trivial Clebih-Gordon and »pin counting factors gives a two parameter
model. This is applied iteratively to several hadrons at once thus including shared heavy
flavour suppression.
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0. Underlying Event

The ftnal issue to be resolved when simulating a full hadronic collision is the treat-
ment of the beam remnants, that is the particles which are left in the incoming hadrons
after extracting the parton shower/hard scattering initiators. Essentially by definition, the
relevant processes only involve relatively small momentum transfers and necessarily probe
non-perturbative physics. Therefore once again programs rely on models rather than first
principles calculations. Three generic approaches are used: a parameterization of existing
data; a multiple scattering, mini-jet model; and dual topological uaitarizatkM models.

It may be remarked at this point that whilst the basic physics is assumed to be rather
similar to the soft hadronic collisions which dominate minimum bias data significant differ-
ences occur when a high <p, hard scattering is present. In particular the associated parti-
cle/energy low in high Q1 events, for example on the wings of high rt jets, is significantly
larger than in an equivalent \/~S, minimum bias event. This 'pedestal effect' has been sees for
jets**"!, W/Z production!") and DreU-Yan pairs**). Typically aa enhancement of between
1.5 and 4 is required. Both experimentally1"1 and theoretically)**) a two component picture
is favoured in which QCD brehmstrahluiig provides a small component that grows with Q2

aid soft physics a contribution that appears to saturate for sufficiently large Q*.
Fiaaly it must *g*" be repeated given the lack of an agreed QCD method of calcu-

lation aad consequent reliance on models that caution must be exercised whenever an event
generator's result* are thought to be sensitive to the underlying event structure. In particular
extrapolations to higher Ji should be based on more than one modell.

6.1. Compriton of Moiels

Both HEKWIG and COJETS employ ad toe models based on parameterizatioM of
(then existing) data. HERWIG adapU the GENCL Monte Carlo**! to utiiizc its own duster
hadronizatiou scheme, COJETS works directly in of hadnms. Both assume a flat central ra-
pidity plateau, limited transverse momenta aad special prescriptions for the leading hadrons.
HERWIG assumes a negative binomial multiplicity distribution and COJETS a KNO scaling
form. No supporting theory is attempted and so energy extrapolations are particularly ope*
to question. It is interesting to aote that in HERWIG's case no enhancement of the underly-
ing event was found necessary to reproduce the plateau seen in hard scatterings, soft grnoa
radiation proving adequate)"). A characteristic asymmetry in the average multiplicity in a
jet's two shoulders is anticipated.

A significantly snore ambitious approach.!*0), based on perturbative estimates for mul-
tiple sen-hard partc* scatterings, is available in PYTHIA and HIJING. The mini-jet cross-
section a* a function of a if** cutoff, normalized to the fitted inelastic, nondiffractive crocs-
section, is used at scattering probability. Multiple Matters above pf*" are generated from a
Poisson type distribution aid simplified string drawings used. As an option a double Gaussian
spatial distribution for the parlous within a hadron can be folded into the probabilities above.
If a hard scattering occurs then a large hadronic overlap is likely and double scatterings can
be anticipated: this naturally gives an enhanced underlying event. A particular feature to

•A rdated divertWKC in the predictions for the ?j> total cross-section m measured at HERA*7! mar
serve as a cautionary warning.
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be expected in such a multiple scattering model are correlation in azimuth, and to a tester
extent rapidity, in minijet observable*'"!.

Another approach embodying a smooth transition from soft to hard scattering event*
is the FRIT1OF excited string model. In a soft collision, net colour neutral, multiple glum
exchange is assumed to yield two high mats excited strings which radiate according to the
colour dipole model ARIADNE, before hadronizing. To include possible hard scattering!
a pr is selected using the minijet cross-section and then accepted or rejected (and a toft
event generated) according to whether the first branching in the subsequent cascades hat a
smaller or larger Jfci. This provides a rather elegant model rooted in the phenomenology of
non-perturbative strings.

The ISAJET description or toft cotliskms is bated on the AKG moddW for a unified
description of total and elastic cross-sections. The basic unit it a cut Pommerom, which gives
rise to chain of hadront uniformly dittributed in rapidity and with a Poistouiaa multiplicity
distribution. The number of tuch Pommeront, Jfc, and the mean hadroa pr it adjusted sepa-
rately lor toft and hard Mattering events to at to reproduce data. After separately assigning
leading baryont the Pommeroa* are assigned mealed longitudinal momentum fractions from
a uniform distribution. Finally each Porameroa it fragmented in its own CoM frame, using an
independent fragmentation function made energy dependent to reproduce the observed rite in
iff/if with t. Since no attempt it made to include low nr jets which contribute significantly
to LHC/SSC crots-tectioni the ISAJET model is only partially complete.

A significantly more elaborate two component scheme it employed by DTUJET to
simultaneously describe mini-jet type hard scatterings and toft scatterings. Employing cut
diagram* bated on toft and hard Pommeron*, including a triple Pommeroa vertex and Pom-
meroa loop, allows low and high single/double diffraction event* to be simulated. The eikoaal
approximation it used to enforce unitarity and provide a unified treatment. Since free param-
eters are fixed using a mini-jet prediction of the hard scattering crott-tectkm extrapolations
to high energy are particularly unstable w.r.i. change* in the (gluon) structure function used.

See alto (93].
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THE PAPAGENO PARTOMC MONTE-CARLO PROGRAM '
I u Hinchliffe

Dintion, Uwrtnce BerkrUf LtUrtiery
Strktkt CA WU, USA

ABSTRACT

Thk document provide! > brief introduction to the PAPAGENO partonic Monte-Carlo event fen-

erator.

1 Outline
Thi« article describe the partonic event generator PAPAGENO. This program caa be ued
to calculate event rates for a large number of procenei in proton-proton or proton-aati-
protoa collisions. It uses fixed order in a, to produce final states of partons (qaarkt,
gluoni, electroweak bosons and leptoni). The quarks and gluodf are appear as jeti. No
hadroniiation ii performed except in the ca»e of weak decayi of strongly interacting particles
(inch ai bottom qvarke) where a model fragmentation function it vied. The program is
designed to be easy to use and to be sufficiently flexible that new processes caa be added
easily.

The production rate for some process that produces N final state partou of momenta

pt, ia a collision of two hadrons of momenta f\ and fi is given by

(1)
The matrix element \M\ it computed utiag QCD perturbation theory and is proportional

toof.

The program is organised at follows. Particles are divided into primaries and secon-
daries according to whether or not they are produced in the interaction process involving
the incoming partont. Secondary particles arise from the decay of primaries. The program
computes a total cross section for particles going into a prescribed region of phase space.
Tke integrals over the parton momentum fractions i i and i j and the momenta of the
outgoing primary particles {pi) it done using the adaptive Monte-Carlo integration routine
VEGAS [4]. The program generates a set of 4-vectors for each of the outgoing particles

"Tail work • •> Mpported bjr tke Director, Office of Energy rteMUck, Office of Hijk E w r u airi N i d e u
P k j w , Diriwon of Hifk Energy Pkvaict of tke U. S. Deputmmt of Esergy watt Contract DE-ACU-
7CSF0OOM.
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and a weight for the event. This weight can be thought of as the product of the structure
functions, the matrix dement and the phase space factors. In full Monte-Carlo generators
such as ISAJET (1], HERWIG [2] or PYTHIA [3], as in an experiment, the events are
unweighted. The advantage of weighted events is that the statistical errors on tke Monte-
Carlos re#ect those on an experiment with the same number of events. At tke same time
very large Monte-Carlo samples may be needed in order to generate rare events.

Tke program it set up to generate more events in regions wkere tke cross-section is
largest. It doe* so by using VEGAS to increase tke number of events in the regions of phase
space where the weight is largest. Phase space events (the set of momenta »,) are generated
•sing a modified version of the phase space generator RAMBO (5]. The modified version
is constructed so that the variables used to generate momenta are passed from VEGAS.
Tkie method produces results that converge slightly more rapidly. The disadvantage is
that (unlike RAMBO) tke events are not generated witk a weight that, for fixed values of
(£* . )* . * independent of ft.

The matrix elements contain singularities in certain kinematic configurations. For
example, those witk anal states of several jets are singular if tke jets are close together
or if tke transverse momentum of a jet approaches zero. Hence, after tke momenta are
generated, a call is made to a routine (PRIMARY-CUTS) tkat it used to apply cuts to tke
generated events. An event tkat fails tke cut it then; rejected and the matrix element is not
evaluated. Tkis procedure ensures a more efficient program.

After the matrix dement is evaluated, unstable particles tuck at heavy quarks are
decayed. The particles resulting from these decays are referred to at "secondary particles".
These decays include tke matrix dementi so tkat tke angular distribution of the decay
products it correct. In tome cases there it a lost of information since, for most processes, the
spin correlations between the primary particles are not retained. There are some cases, inch
aa tke production of WW final states wkere tke kdidty of the produced W (whether from *f
annihilation or from Higgt decay) affects tke angular distribution of decay leptont, where the
correct polarization is used. Most of tke decays are generated using an acceptance/rejection
method so tkat the distribution of events is correct but the weights returned by the decay
routines are constant. f For almost all of the decays, branching ratios are not included.
After the decays, there it a second call to a routine where cuts (SECONDARY-CUTS) can
be applied. Finally all the output momenta, particle types and event weight are passed to a
routine tkat the user supplies and that can be used for histogramming. After tke program
finishes, it prints a summary including tke total rate for events that pass all of the cuts and
an approximation to tke error on that rate.

fTkk h immMi a n , •UHnrite e m u tkmt km Ike « > kiaemsfk cMPfiinlioa <**mtry fiMm
mt «rf •» witk M«mt weif kta.
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2 Lilt of Processes
Each process is identified by the variables NPART, NJET, [APPROX and 1-DECAV. More
details can be found in the sample program F.XAMI'l.E.FOR. The variable NJET specifies
the number of jets in the final state. IAPPROX controls the approximation used and
I.DECAY controls the decays. References for the source of the matrix elements is given
after each process. If no reference is given, the matrix element wj« computed by me.

NPART=-l AND IAPPROX=1: A jet final state made from gluon-gluon collisions ac-
cording to a phase space distribution. The matrix element it assumed to be \M\J =
giNJETp-NJBT u e r t ^/J j s t n e c e n t e r of maM energy of the parton system.

NPART=0: A jet final state containing NJET jets. IAPPROX=0 give the exact result
for NJET =2[6| or 3 [7]. For NJET > 4, IAPPROX=1 givet the Kunnt-Stirling [9]
approximation while IAPPR0X=2 givet the Maxwell approximation [8].

NPART=1:. Final state of W + NJETS provide that NJET < 3 and IAPPROX=0(10,
11]. If IAPPROX=1, an approximation it used to generate W+ NJET final state [12].
If U)ECAY=1 the W is decayed. If NJET=0 then I.DECAY=0 is mandatory and
the primary particles are electron and neutrino. In thit case ONLY the W branching
ratio to ev it included.

NPART=2: Z + NJET with NJET < 2 and IAPPROX=0 (10) or IAPPROX=t aid
NJET < 6 [12]. If I.DECAY=1 (2) the Z it decayed to

e+e" (c+<~7). In the I _DECAY=2 case the Z branching ratio it included.
NPART=3: Bottom quark anti-quark pair plus NJET (with NJET < 1) and LAP-

PROX=0 only [13]. If I-DECAY=1 the bottom quarks decay to charm quark +
qq (or ev). If I J)ECAY=2, the charm is also decayed to ttrange quark -I- plus «.? (or

' " ) •

NPART=4: Photon + jets (NJET= I or NJET=2 and IAPPROX=0 only) [14]. If NJET=1,
or NJET=2 then CHARM.ONLY=.TRUE. givet the photon+charm rate.

NPART=5: Photon pair (NJET = 0 and IAPPROX=0 only) (15].
NPART=6: If NJET=0 then lepton pair via virtual photon and Z it produced (the Drell-

Yan process) If NJET= 1 or 2, the program it calculating da/dm where m it the lepton

pair mast. If I_DECAY=1 the virtual photon (Z) it decayed to an e+e~ pair. The

Drell-Yan pair mass is supplied by the user in this case.
NPART=7: WW final state (NJET=0 only and IAPPROX=0 only). If IJ)ECAY=l the

W't are decayed to ee. [16]
NPART=8: ZZ final state {NJET < 1) If I-DECAY=1 the Z's are decayed to e*f

[16,17]
NPART=9: WZ final state (NJET=0 only and IAPPROX=0 only). If U)ECAY=l the

W and Z are decayed to leptons [16]
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NPART=10: Photon+ lepton+Neutrino ( u HV)(NJET=0 and 1APPROX=0 only).[18)
A non- standard value of the W magnetic moment can be set. The processes are qq -»
W(— ev)i and qq -» IV(— ei/7), including interference. Note that the branching
ratio of W — ev) is included. The case NJET=1 produces r.vf +jet A non standard
value of the W magnetic moment is not allowed in this case. There are really two
processes here, IV + 7 + jet followed by W — ev and W + jet followed by W — evy.

NPART=U:, Z + -r[19] If I.DECAY=1 (2) the Z it decayed to <•+«- (e+e"7, the Z
branching ratio it included in this case)

NPART=12: Heavy lepton+heutrino (NJET=0 and IAPPROX=0 only). If I-DECAY=l
the heavy lepton is decayed to vqq or vev.

NPART=13: Charged heavy lepton pair (NJET=0 and 1APPROX=0 only). The decays
are described in NPART-U.

NPART=M: Z + it If IStECAY > 1, the Z it decayed to leptons. If I_DECAY=2 the
top quarks are also decayed to if fT or bet/; if >J)ECAY=3 the bottom quarks from
the first decay are decayed to

e»f or ecu; if IJ)ECAY=4 the charm is decayed to

jff or tev.

NPART=15: K + NJET (NJET < 1 and IAPPROX=0 only) [13]. If IJ)ECAY=1 the
top quarks are decayed to hqq or btv If I.DECAY=2 the bottom quarks from the Srst
decay are decayed to eff or cev If I_DECAY=3 the charm it decayed to »•? « tev.

There is aa option to force one or both of the top quarks to produce a photo* ia its
decay chaia. Thit it aeeded for studies of the backgrounds ia H -» 77 for example

(Ml
NPART=15: ZU (NJET =< 1 and IAPPROX=0 oaly). If I J)ECAY=1 the Z is decayed

to leptons. If I.DECAY=2 the bottom quarks are also decayed to charm + qaark-f
aatiqaark (or leptoa-faentriao). If I-DECAY=3 the charm it decayed to bottom +
q«ark-t- aatiqaark (or kpton+neutrino).

NPAKT=17: Z pair via * Higgt boson production and decay utiag the WW and ZZ f«sio»
process IAPPROXsO only if IJ)ECAY=1 the Z's are decayed to leptoas [21] (see alto
process 27)

NPA8T=18: W pair via a Higgs boson production aad decay using the WW aad ZZ Usren
process IAPPROX=0 only If I.DECAY=1 the W't are decayed to leptoas [21] (see
alto procesi 28).

NPART=21,22,23: Various combinations of tupersymmetrk particles; NPART=21 cor-
responds to a squark pair (all squark flavors are assumed degenerate); NPART=22
corresponds to a gluino pair; and NPART=23 corresponds to a tquark-t-glwao (all
•quark flavors are assumed degenerate)[22] There is a common block that contains afl
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of the mams. Consult the EXAMPLE. FOR file for detaib of the mams and decay

chains.
NPART=24: Two jets with composite interaction four quark interaction. All the four-

quark interactions are assumed to be flavor diagonal [24]
NPART= 25: A fourth generation bottom-prime quark pair + NJET {NJET < 1). If

I J)ECAY=1 the bottom-prime quarks decayed to charm + quark+ antiquark (or lep-
ton-t-neutrino). If I-DECAY=2 the charm it decayed to bottom + quark-f- antiquark
(or lepton+neutrino).

NPART=26: two jets with axighion [23].
NPART=27: Z pair via a Higgs boson production and decay using the gluon gluon fusion

process; IAPPROX=0 only. If I.DECAY=1 the Z's are decayed to leptons (see also
process 17)

NPART=28: W pair via a Higgs boson production and decay using the gluoa gluon fusion
process; 1APPROX=0 only [25]. if I-DECAY=1 the W's are decayed to leptons (see
also process 18)

NPART=29: Drdl-Yaa pair production including the effect of an additional neutral gauge
boson with couplings given in a E-6 model [20].

NPAST=30: Ze+e~ via a Higgs boson using the glaon gluon fusion production meckanism
[25]. Tke Higgs mass should be between Mj and 250 GeV. For masses above 250 GeV
use proteases 17 aad 27. If 1 J)ECAY=1 the Z is decayed to teptoas.

NPAKT=31: VV+ top anyi-top quark pair. The W is decayed automatically to tu. If
I_DECAY=1 tke top is decayed to bottom + quark+ utiquark (or lepton+neutrino)
if I-DECAY=2 the bottom quark from tke ftrst decay are decayed to charm + quark-f
antiquark (or lepton+aeutrino) if IJ3ECAY=3 the charm is decayed to strange +
qaark-f- aatiqaark (or leptoa-t-neutriiio)

NPART=32: top aadti-top quark pair state{27]. If IJDECAY=1 the top is decayed to
bottom + quark+ antiquark (or lepton+aeutriao); if I-DECAY=2 the bottom quark
from tke first decay are decayed tockarm + quark + antiquark (or leptoa-f neutrino); if
I-DECAY=3 tke charm is decayed to strange + quark-f- aatiquark (or lepton+neutrino)
V DECAY.HIGGS=0 the Higgs is not decayed. If DECAY-HIGGS=l (2) the Higgs
is decayed to e+e~e+e" (77)

NPART=33: W + Higgs. If IJ)ECAY=1 the W is decayed to tv. The Higgs decays are
as in NPART=33

NPART=34: top anti-top quark pair + photon + photon [28]. If I-DECAY=1 tke top
is decayed to bottom + quark+ antiquark (or lepton+neutrino) If I.DECAY=2 the
bottom quark from the first decay are decayed to charm + quark-t- antiquark (or
lepton-raeutrino) If I-DECAY=3 the charm is decayed to strange + quark + antiquark
(or lepton+neutrino)
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NPART=35: Bottom anti-bottom quark pair + photon + photon [28]. If I-DECAY=1
the bottom quarks are decayed to charm + quark+ antiquark (or leptoa+nentriao).
If I.DECAY=2 the charm is decayed to strange + quark-f-
antiquark (or lepton+neutrino)

NPART=36: Photon + Photon + lepton+neutrino ("W+ 2 7") (NJET EQ 0 and IAP-
PROX=0 oaly).

NPAUT=37: Photon -(-Top +Anti-top quark pair. If U)ECAY=1 the top is decayed to
bottom + quark-)- antiquark (or lepton+neutrino); if I-DECAY=2 the bottom quark
from the first decay are decayed to charm + quark-f- antiquark (or lepton+aeutrno); if
I_DECAY=3 the charm is decayed to strange + quark+ utiquark (or leptoa+neutriao).
There a as option to force one the top quarks to produce a photon in its decay chain.
This is needed for studies of the backgrounds in H -* 77 for example [20]

NPABT=38: Photon + bottom quark anti-quark pair.

S Usage

F a details of how to run tke program are contained in its He EXAMPLE.FOR which is a
sample program that includes a description of all the variable* and options. The program
can be obtained by contacting me via e-mail at THEORYOLBL. GOV. To ensure that the
program is setf-coataiaed, some sets of parton structure functions are included [29], however
the program includes a call to the CERNLIB routine PDFLIB [30], so that a more complete
set of structure functions is available. Also included is a simple hktognmming package,
courtesy of Michelangelo Mangano [31].
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1 Introduction
PYTHIA and JETSET are the two main components of the 'Lund Monte Carlo' program
suite. They can be used to generate high-energy physics 'events', i.e. sets of particles
produced in the interactions between two incoming particles. This in particular means
multiparticle production at e+e~, pp and ep colliders, although also other applications
are envisaged. Ideally the events should have the same average behaviour and the tame
fluctuations as real data. The underlying physics is not understood well enough to give
an exact description; the programs therefore contain a combination of analytical results
and various models. Many of the components of the programs represent original research,
in the sense that physics models have been developed specifically for these programs.
Although originally conceived separately, the PYTHIA and JETSET programs today are so
often used together that it makes sense to present them here without too much distinction.
However, the current report emphasizes pp physics, i.e. e+e"" and ep applications are
usually not described.

Both programs have a long history, and several manuals have been published. This
report contains a brief summary of the current status of the two programs, with respect
to physics (section 2) and programming (section 3). Both aspects are considered in much
more detailed in the full manual and physics description [3], to which interested users are
asked to turn for details.

2 Physics Overview
For the description of a typical high-energy event, an event generator should contain a
simulation of several physics aspects. If we try to follow the evolution of an event in some
semblance of a time order, one may arrange these aspects as follows:

1. Initially two beam particles are coming in towards each other. Normally each par-
ticle is characterized by a set of structure functions, which defines the partook
substructure in terms of flavour composition and energy sharing.

2. One shower initiator parton from each beam starts off a sequence of branchings,
such as q —• qg, which build up an initial-state shower.

3. One incoming parton from each of the two showers enters the hard process, where
then a number of outgoing partons are produced, usually two. It is the nature of
this process that determines the main characteristics of the event.

4- Also the outgoing partons may branch, to build up final-state showers.
5. When a shower initiator is taken out of a beam particle, a beam remnant is left

behind. This remnant may have an internal structure, and a net colour charge that
relates it to the rest of the final state.

6. The QCD confinement mechanism ensures that the outgoing quarks and gluons are
not observable, but instead fragment to colour neutral hadrons.

7. Many of the produced hadrons are unstable and decay further.
Conventionally, only quarks and gluons are counted as partons, while leptons and

photons are not. If pushed *i mhurdum this may lead to some unwieldy terminology. We
will therefore, where it does not matter, speak of an electron or a photon in the 'partonic'
substructure of an electron, lump branchings e -»erj together with other 'parton shower'
branchings nidi as q - t qg, and to on. With this notation, the division into the above
seven points applies equally well to an interaction between two leptons, between a leptoo
and a hadron, and between two hadrons.

In the following subsections, we will s/irvey the above seven aspects, not in the same
order as given here, but rather in the order in which they appear in the program execution,
i.e. starting with the hard process.

2.1 Hard Processes and Structure Functions
PYTHIA contains a rich physics selection, with close to a hundred different hard processes,
see Table 1. These may be classified in many different ways.

One is according to the number of final-state objects: we speak of '2 -> 1' processes,
'2 -> 2' ones, '2 -> 3' ones, etc. This aspect is very relevant from a programming point
of view: the more particles in the final state, the more complicated the phase space and
therefore the whole generation procedure. In fact, PYTNIA is optimised for 2 - • 1 and
2 -> 2 processes. There is currently no generic treatment of processes with three or more
particles in the final state, but rather a few different machineries, each tailored to the
pole structure of a specific class of graphs. This may be seen as a major limitation, and
indeed is so at times. However, often one can come quite far with only one or two particles
in the final state, since showers will add the required extra activity. The clamficatioa
may also be misleading at times, since an 4-channel resonance is considered as a single
particle, even if it is assumed always to decay into two final-state particles. Thus the
process e+e~ -» W+W" -> q,q*t qjif, in classified as 2 -»2, although the decay treatment
of the W pair includes the full 2 -* 4 matrix elements.
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Table 1: Subprocesses, according to the subprocess numbering of PYTHIA. T denotes a
fermion (quark or lepton), 'Q' a heavy quark and 'F' a heavy fermion. See text for >ome
other notation.

no.
1
2
3
5
8

10
U
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
33
34
35
36
53
54
58
68

subproccss

Mi — 7'/Z°
f,f> - W+

fji — H°
Z»Z° - H°
w+vv- -» H°
M i - Mi (QFD)
Mi - Mi (QCD)
fif.- - fA
Mi -»gg
f j . -g7 o

f j ' - 7 7
fjT. _ » 7 2 °
Mi-7w+
fj.-z'z0

fjfi - Z°W+

fJi - ZW
fjfi — W+W-
fjfi — W+H°

fig — f.g
fig — fi7
fig - fjZ°
fig —* fcW+

[ty _ , fjg

fj7 _, fi7

fi7 — fjZ°
fc7 - f*W+
gg-fA
g7 — fcf*
77 — f A
«g —gg

no.
69
70
71
72
73
76
77
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
91
92
93
95

102
103
HI
112
113
114
115
121
122
123
124
131

subprocess

77 _ w+w-
7w+ - . z°w+

ZJZJ - ZJZJ
ZJZ9 —»WJW£
zjwj -»zjwj
WJW7 - ZJZJ,

wjwf - wjwf
fjf• _• QtQ t

gg - Q»Q\
qif, - Qlfl
g7 - Q*Q"»
77 — F*F*
gg —> J/^g

gg —XOcg

gg — Xug
gg —Xfcg
elastic scattering
single diffraction
double diffraction
low-pi production

gg-H°
77-H°
fi?i-gH°
fig-fiH0

gg-gH°
gg —77
gg —g7
gg —»QjQtH0

qjt{. -» Q*Q~tH°

f.fj'-* fif,H°
fif, - ftf,H°
gg — Z°QtQ"t

no.
141
142
143
144
145
147
148
149
151
152
153
156
157
158
161
162
163
164
165
166
171
172
173
174
176
177
178
179
181
182
186
187

subprocess

M,

M,
qrf
dg
«g

w
gg
77

gg
77
fig
qg
gg
qfl

fffi

(it

M
frf
fj,

fjf

gg
q*
gg
q*

— 7/Z°/Z'0

_ W ' +
- H +
- R

i - L q
- d '
— u*

— >7i«A<u
- H "
— H*
— H*
- A 0

- » A 0 -
— A0

- f * H +

— (la
— Lq t o
ii — L Q L Q

( - 77Z") - fA
( - W*) - f Ji
— 2PH10

— W+H"
— fjfjH10

- W / H *
- Z ° A °
- W + A °
- M i A '
— ftfjA*

_> Q 4 Q \ H *
'i — QiwtH"
— Q*Q\A°
L- — Q*QiA°

Another classification is according to the physics scenario. The following major group*
may be distinguished:

• Hard QCD processes, e.g. qg -> qg.

• Soft QCD processes, such as diffractive and elastic scattering, and minimum-bias
events.

• Heavy-flavour production, e.g. gg - » t t .
• Prompt-photon production, e.g. qg - • q7.

• Photon-induced processes, e.g. 7g - • qq.
• Deep inelastic scattering, e.g. ql -> ql.
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• W/Z production, such as the e+e" — 7"/Z° (also found in JETSET), or qq" - •

w+w-.
• Standard model Higgs production, where the Higgs is reasonably light and narrow,

and can therefore still be considered as a resonance.
• Gauge boson scattering processes, such as WtWj, - • W t W t [L »longitudinal),

when the standard model Higgs is so heavy and broad that resonant and non-
resonant contributions have to be considered together.

• Non-standard Higgs particle production, within the framework of a two-Higgs-
doublet scenario with three neutral (H°, H" and A1) and two charged (H*) Higgs
states.

• Production of new gauge bosons, such as a Z', W and R (a horizontal boson,
coupling between generations).

• Production of fourth-generation fermions.
• Leptoquark (Lq) production.
• Technicolour, e.g. gg — &•«*„'.
• Compositeness, e.g. d" and u" production.
• Other deviations from standard model processes, e.g. due to contact interactions or

a strongly interacting gauge boson sector. These scenarios do not always appear as
separate processes, but may just be options to some of the processes above.

; is by no means a survey of all interesting physics. Most notable is the absence
of supersymmetric particle production and decay, but many other examples could be
found. Also, within the scenarios studied, not all contributing graph* have always bees
included, but only the more important and/or more interesting one*. In many c a m ,
various approximations are involved in the matrix dements coded.

The crow-section for a process ij — k is given by

>*)»V* • (i)

Here a is the cross-section for the hard partonic process, as codified in the matrix dements
for each specific process. For processes with many particles in the final state it would
be replaced by an integral over the allowed final-state phase space. The Jf(z) are the
structure functions, which describe the probability to find a parton i inside beam particle
a, with parton » carrying a fraction i of the total • momentum. Actually, structure
functions also depend on some momentum scale Q1 that characterize* the hard process.

Structure functions are most familiar for hadrons, such as the proton. Hadron* are
inherently composite objects, made up of quarks and gluons. Since we do not understand
QCD in this region, a derivation from first principles of hadron structure functions does
not yet exist. It is therefore necessary to rely on parametrization*, where experimental
data are used in conjunction with the evolution equations for the <J' dependence, to pin
down the structure functions. Some fits are available in PYTMA, while more can be
accessed by an interface to PDFLIB [4].

There is also another kind of possible generalization. The two processes qq" — 7*/Z*,
studied in hadron colliders, and e+e~ — 7*/Z°, studied in e+e~ colliders, are really special
cases of a common process, ff — 7*/Z°, where f denotes a fundamental fermion, i.e. a
quark, lepton or neutrino. The whole structure is therefore only coded once, and then
slightly different couplings and colour prefactors are used, depending on the initial stale
considered. Usually the interesting cross-section is a sum over several different initial
states, e.g. u!T -* f'/Z" and dd — Y/Zf in a hadron collider. This kind of summation is
always implicitly done.
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2.2 Initial- and Final-State Radiation
In every process that contains coloured and/or charged objects in the initial or final state,
ghion and/or photon radiation may give large corrections to the overall topology of events.
Starting from a biuic 2 —• 2 process, this kind of corrections will generate 2 —» 3, 2 -t 4,
and so on, final-state topologies. As the available energies are increased, hard emission
of this kind is increasingly important, relative to fragmentation, in determining the event
structure.

Two traditional approaches exist to the modelling of perturbative corrections. One it
the matrix-element method, in which Feynman diagrams are calculated, order by order.
In principle, this is the correct approach, which takes into account exact kinematics,
and the full interference and helicity structure. The only problem is that calculations
become increasingly difficult in higher orders, in particular for the loop graphs. Only in
exceptional cases have therefore more than one loop been calculated in full, and often
we do not have any loop corrections at all at our disposal. On the other hand, we have
indirect but strong evidence that, in fact, the emission of multiple soft gluons plays a
significant role in building up the event structure, e.g. at LEP, and this lets a limit to
the applicability of matrix elements. Since the phase space available for gluon emission
increases vrith the available energy, the matrix-element approach becomes lea* relevant
for the full structure of events at higher energies. However, the perturbative expansion by
itself is better behaved at higher energies, owing to the running of a,. As a consequence,
inclusive measurements, e.g. of the rate of well-separated jets, should yield more reliable
results.

The second possible approach is the parton-shower one. Here an arbitrary number of
branchings of one parton into two (or more) may be put together, to yield a description
of multijet events, with no explicit upper limit on the number of partont involved. This is
possible since the full matrix-element expressions are not used, but only approximations
derived by simplifying the kinematics, and the interference and helicity structure. Parton
showers are therefore expected to give a good description of the substructure of jets, but in
principle the shower approach has limited predictive power for the rate of well-separated
jets (i.e. the 2/3/4/5-jet composition). In practice, shower programs may be patched
up to describe the hard-gluon emission region reasonably well, in particular for the e+e~
annihilation process. Nevertheless, the shower description is not optimal for absolute or.
determinations.

Thus the two approaches are complementary in many respects, and both have found
use. However, because of its simplicity and flexibility, the parton-shower option is gener-
ally the first choice, while the matrix elements one is mainly used for a, determinations,
angular distribution of jets, triple-gluon vertex studies, and other specialized studies. Ob-
viously, the ultimate goal would be to have an approach where the best aspects of the
two worlds are harmoniously married.

PYTHIA does not contain any full higher-order matrix elements, with loop contribu-
tions included (while JETSET does, for e+e" - • 7*/Z° -»qq"). There are a few cases where
higher-order matrix elements are included at the Born level, such as the two first-order
processes qg -• Wq' and qq* -» Wg. The cross-sections for these processes are divergent
when the pi -» 0. Depending on the physics application, one could then use PYTHIA in
one of two ways. In the region of small p L , the preferred option is lowest-order matrix
elements, qq* -» W, combined with parton showers. For the production of a W at large
Pi, on the other hand, it is advantageous to generate first-order events, and then add
showers only to describe additional softer radiation.
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For parton showers, a separation of radiation into initial- and final-state showers is
arbitrary, but very convenient. There are also situations where it is appropriate: for
instance, the process e+e" -» Z° -• qq only contains final-state QCD radiation, while
qjj _ z» _, e + e - o n i y c o n U i n s initial-state QCD one. Similarly, the distinction of
emission as coming either from the q or from the q is arbitrary. In general, the assignment
of radiation to a given mother parton is a good approximation for an emission close to
the direction of motion of that parton, but not for the wide-angle emission in between
two jets, where interference terms are expected to be important.

In both initial- and final-state showers, the structure is given in terms of branchings
a -» be, specifically e -»e7 , q -• qg, q -• q7, g -• gg, and g -»qq". Each of these processes
is characterized by a splitting kernel P.^z). The branching rate is proportional to the
integral J P.-k{z)dz. The z value picked for a branching describes the energy sharing,
with daughter h taking a fraction z and daughter c the remaining 1 - z of the a energy.
Once formed, the daughters b and c may in turn branch, and so on.

Each parton is characterized by some virtuality scale Q7, which gives an approximate
sense of time ordering to the cascade. In the initial-state shower, Qr values are spacelikc
(m* < 0) and gradually increasing as the hard scattering is approached, while Q7 a
timelike (m1 > 0) and decreasing in the final-state showers. Shower evolution is cut of at
some lower scale QQ, typically around 1 GeV for QCD branchings. The same cut-off scale
is also used to regularize the soft gluon emission divergences in the splitting kernels. From
above, a maximum scale ()„*, is introduced, where the showers are matched to the hard
interaction itself. The relation between Qmt, and the kinematics of the hard scattering
is uncertain, and the choice made can strongly affect the amount of well-separated jets.

Despite a number of common traits, the initial- and final-state radiation machineries
are in fact quite different, which is reflected in the interpretation of Q1 and z, in the
implementation of coherence effects, and so on. For historical reasons, the final-state
shower routine is found in JETSET [S] and the initial-state one in PYTHIA [6],

2.3 Beam Remnants
In a hadron-hadron collision, the initial-state radiation algorithm reconstructs one shower
initiator in each beam, by backwards evolution from the hard scattering. This initia-
tor only take* some fraction of the total beam energy, leaving behind a beam remnant
which takes the rest. For a proton beam, a u quark initiator would leave behind a ud
diquark beam remnant, with an antitriplet colour charge. The remnant is therefore colour-
connected to the hard interaction, and forms part of the same fragmenting system. It is
further customary to assign a primordial transverse momentum to the shower initiator,
to take into account the motion of quarks inside the original hadron, basically as required
by the uncertainty principle. This primordial Jfci is selected according to some suitable
distribution, and the recoil is assumed to be taken up by the beam remnant.

Often the remnant is more complicated, e.g. a g initiator would leave behind a uud
proton remnant system in a colour octet state, which can conveniently be subdivided into
a coiour triplet quark and a colour antitrtpiet diquark, each of which are colour-connected
to the hard interaction. The energy sharing between these two remnant objects, and their
relative transverse momentum, introduces additional degrees of freedom, which are not
understood from first principles.

So far we have assumed that each event only contains one hard interaction, i.e. that
each incoming particle has only one parton which takes part in hard processes, and that all
other constituents sail through unaffected. This is appropriate in e+e" or ep events, but
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not necessarily so in hadron hadron collisions. Here each of the beam particles contains
a multitude of partons, and so the probability for several interactions in one and the
same event need not be negligible. In principle these additional interactions could arise
because one single parton from one beam scatters against several different partons from
the other beam, or because several partons from each beam take place in separate 2 —» 2
scatterings. Both are expected, but combinatorics should favour the latter, which is the
mechanism considered in PVTIIIA [7J.

The dominant 2 -* 2 QCD cross-sections are divergent for pj. -» 0, and drop rapidly
for larger p±. Probably the lowest-order perturbative cross-sections will be regularized
at small pL by colour coherence effects: an exchanged gluon of small pj. has a large
transverse wave function and can therefore not resolve the individual colour charges of
the two incoming hadrons; it will only couple to an average colour charge that vanishes
in the limit pL —» 0. !n the program, some effective pimin scale is therefore introduced,
below which the perturbative cross-section is either assumed completely vanishing or at
least strongly damped. Phenomenologically, pim;, comes out to be a number of the order
of 1.5-2.0 GeV.

In a typical 'minimum-bias' event one therefore expects to find one or a few scatterings
at scales around or a bit above pi m , , , while a high-pj. event also may have additional
scatterings at the pimm scale. The probability to have several high-pi scatterings in the
same event is small, since the cross-section drops so rapidly with p ± .

The understanding of multiple interaction is still very primitive, and even the exper-
imental evidence that it exists at all is rather weak. PYTHIA therefore contains several
different options, with a fairly simple one as default. The options differ in particular on
the issue of the 'pedestal' effect: is there an increased probability or not for additional
interactions in an event which is known to contain a hard scattering, compared with one
that contains no hard interactions?

2.4 Fragmentation
QCD perturbation theory, formulated in terms of quarks and gluons, is valid at short
distances. At long distances, QCD becomes strongly interacting and perturbation theory
breaks down. In this confinement regime, the coloured partons are transformed into
colourless hadrons, a process called either hadronization or fragmentation.

The fragmentation process has yet to be understood from first principles, starting from
the QCD Lagrangian. This has left the way clear for the development of a number of
different phenomenological models. Three main schools are usually distinguished, string
fragmentation (SF), independent fragmentation (IP) and clutter fragmentation (CF), but
many variants and hybrids exist. Being models, none of them can lay claims to being
'correct', although some may be better founded than others. The best that can be aimed
for is internal consistency, a good representation of existing data, and a predictive power
for properties not yet studied or results at higher energies.

JETSET is intimately connected with string fragmentation, in the form of the time-
honoured 'Lund model' [8]. This is the default for all JETSET/PYTHIA applications, but
independent fragmentation options also exist, for applications where one wishes to study
the importance of string effects.

To understand fragmentation models, it is useful to start with the simplest possible
system, a colour-singlet qtj 2-jet event, as produced in e+e~ annihilation. The assumption
of linear confinement provides the starting point for the string model. As the q and q"
partons move apart from their common production vertex, the physical picture is that of
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a colour flux tube (or maybe colour vortex line) being stretched between the q and the <|.
The transverse dimensions of the tube arc of typical hadronic sizes, roughly 1 fm. If the
tube is assumed to be uniform along its length, this automatically leads to a confinement
picture with a linearly rising potential. In order to obtain a Lorentz covariant and causal
description of the energy flow due to this linear confinement, the most straightforward
way is to use the dynamics of the massless relativistic string with no transverse degrees of
freedom. The mathematical, one-dimensional string can be thought of as parametrizing
the position of the axis of a cylindrically symmetric flux tube. From hadron spectroscopy,
the string constant, i.e. the amount of energy per unit length, is deduced to be * * 1
GeV/fm. The expression 'massless' relativistic string is somewhat of a misnomer: *
effectively corresponds to a 'mass density' along the string.

As the q and q move apart, the potential energy stored in the string increases, and
the string may break by the production of a new q'Jf pair, so that the system splits into
two colour-singlet systems q<f and q'q. If the invariant mass of either of these string
pieces is large enough, further breaks may occur. In the Lund string model, the string
break-up process is ascumed to proceed until only on-mass-sbell hadrons remain, each
hadron corresponding to a small piece of string with a quark in one end and an antiquark
in the other.

In order to generate the quark-antiquark pairs q'q4 which lead to string break-ups, the
Lund model inrikes the idea of quantum mechanical tunnelling. This leads to a flavour-
independent Gaussian spectrum for the px of q'q4 pairs, with local compensation between
the quark and the antiquark of the pair. The total pi of a hadron is made up out of the
j>x contributions from the quark and antiquark that together form the hadroa.

The tunnelling picture also implies a suppression of heavy-quark production, u : d : s :
c es 1 :1 :0 .3 :10"" . Charm and heavier quarks hence are not expected to be produced
in the soft fragmentation, but only in perturbative parton-sbower branchings g —» qq".

When the quark and antiquark from two adjacent string breakings are combined to
form a meson, it is necessary to invoke an algorithm to choose between the different
allowed possibilities, notably between paeudoscalar and vector mesons. Here the string
model is not particularly predictive. Qualitatively one expects a 1:3 ratio, from counting
the number of spin states, multiplied by some wave-function normalization factor, which
should disfavour heavier state*.

A tunnelling mechanism can also be used to explain the production of baryons. This
is still a poorly understood area. In the simplest possible approach, a diquark in a
colour antitriplet state is just treated like an ordinary antiquark, such that a string can
break either by quark-antiquark or antidiquark-diquark pair production. A more complex
scenario is the 'popcorn' one, where diquarks as such do not exist, but rather quark-
antiquark pairs are produced one after the other. This latter picture gives a lew strong
correlation in flavour and momentum space between the baryon and the antibaryon of a
pair.

In general, the different string breaks are causally disconnected. This means that it is
possible to describe the breaks in any convenient order, e.g. from the quark end inwards.
One therefore is led to write down an iterative scheme for the fragmentation, as follows.
Assume an initial quark q moving out along the +z axis, with the antiquark going out in
the opposite direction. By the production of a qiq", pair, a meson qq", is produced, leaving
behind an unpaired quark qi- A second pair qjq", may now be produced, to give a new
meson qiq",, etc. At each step the produced hadron takes some fraction of the available
energy and momentum. This process may be iterated until all energy is used up, with
some modifications close to the q end of the string in order to make total energy and



momentum cmno out right.
The choice of starting the fragmentation from the quark end is arbitrary, however.

A fragmentation process described in terms of starting at the q end of the system and
fragmenting towards the q end should be equivalent. This 'left-right' symmetry constrains
the allowed shape of the fragmentation function / (*) , where z is the fraction of the
remaining light-cone momentum E ± p , (+ for the q jet, - for the q one) taken by
each new particle. The resulting 'Lund symmetric fragmentation function' has two free
parameters, which are determined from data.

If several partons are moving apart from a common origin, the details of the string
drawing become more complicated. For a qijg event, a string is stretched from the q
end via the g to the q end, i.e. the gluon is a kink on the string, carrying energy and
momentum. As a consequence, the gluon has two string pieces attached, and the ratio of
gluon to quark string force is 2, a number which can be compared with the ratio of colour
charge Casimir operators, NC/CF = 2/(1 - \/Nh) = 9/*- 'n tn'»> — >n o t n e r respects,
the string model can be viewed as a variant of QCD where the number of colours Nc is
not 3 but infinite.

The qqg string will fragment along its length. To first approximation this means that
there is one fragmenting string piece between q and g and a second one between g and
q. One hadron is straddling both string piece*, i.e. sitting around the gluon corner.
The rest of the particles are produced as in two simple qq" strings, but strings boosted
with respect to the overall cm. frame. When considered in detail, the string motion
and fragmentation is more complicated, with the appearance of additional string regions
during the time evolution of the system. These corrections are especially important for
soft and collinear gluons, since they provide a smooth transition between event* where
such radiation took place and events where it did not. Therefore the string fragmentation
scheme is 'infrared safe' with respect to soft or collinear gluon emission.

For events that involve many partons, there may be several possible topologies for
their ordering along the string. An example would be a qqgiga (the gluon indices are here
used to label two different gluon-momentum vectors), where the string can connect the
partons in either of the sequences q - gi — ga—q and q - g2 - gi — ?{. The matrix elements
that are calculable in perturbation theory contain interference terms between these two
possibilities, which means that the colour Bow is not always well-defined. Fortunately,
the interference terms are down in magnitude by a factor 1/A/J, so approximate recipe*
can be found.

2.5 Decays
A large fraction of the particles produced by fragmentation are unstable and subsequently
decay into the observable stable (or almost stable) ones. It is therefore important to in-
clude all particles with their proper mass distributions and decay properties. Although
involving little deep physics, this is less trivial than it may sound: while a. lot of ex-
perimental information is available, there is also very much that is missing. For charm
mesons, it is necessary to put together measured exclusive branching ratio* with some
inclusive multiplicity distributions to obtain a consistent and reasonably complete set of
decay channels, a rather delicate task. For bottom, so far only a rather simple phase-space
type of generator has been used for hadronic decays.

Normally it is assumed that decay products arc distributed according to phase space,
i.e. that there is no dynamics involved in their relative distribution. However, in many
cases additional assumptions are necessary, e.g. for semileptonic decays of charm and
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bottom hadrons one needs to include the proper weak matrix elements. Particles may
also be produced polarized and impart a non-isotropic distribution to their decay products.
Many of these effects are not at all treated in the program. In fact, spin information is
not carried along, but has to be reconstructed explicitly when needed.

The normal decay treatment is handled by JETSF.T, making use of a set of tables
where branching ratio* and decay modes are stored. In PYTHIA a separate decay treat-
ment exists, used exclusively for a specific list of particles: Z°, W±, H°, Z*, W'*, H*.
A0, H*, R°, q", f, and LQ. Together we call these resonances, and contrast the 'particle
decay1 treatment of JETSET with the 'resonance decay' one of PVTHIA. What charac-
terizes a (PVTHIA) resonance is that partial widths and branching ratios are calculated
dynamically, as a function of the actual mass of a particle.

The decay products of PYTHIA resonances are typically quarks, leptons, or other
resonances, e.g. W -» qq* or H" -• W+W". In decays to quarks, parton showers are
automatically added to give a more realistic multijet structure, and one may also allow
photon emission off leptons. If the decay products in turn are resonances, further decays
are necessary. Often spin information is available in resonance decay matrix elements,
contrary to the normal state of affairs in ordinary particle decays. This means that
the angular orientation* in the two decay* of a W+W" pair are properly correlated.
Occasionally, the information is not available, and then resonances decay itotropically.

The top quark is a special problem. The original machinery is based on the assumption
that the t it long-lived, so that top hadrons have time to form in the fragmentation process,
and afterward* these mesons decay weakly. With current 'best bet' mas* value*, this is
not correct, but one should rather consider top decay before fragmentation. An option
which doe* this ha* therefore been introduced, and will become the default in the future.

3 Program Overview
Since the JETSET and PYTHIA programs today are so closely connected, and are gradually
coalescing, they are presented together in this report. However, they still appear a*
separate entities, with (lightly different style and emphasis.

JETSET is the older of the two, and is at the origin of the whole 'Lund' family of
event generators. It can be subdivided in two parts. The larger is a generic package for
jet fragmentation, particle decays, final-state parton showers, event-analysis routine*, and
other utitilies. This package can be used in the context of any hard process, provided one
is willing to buy the underlying assumption of jet universality, i.e. that the fragmentation
process is fundamentally the same whether one is considering an e+e" or a pp event,
and that the only differences are to be found in the parton-level processes involved. This
package is not only used by the other 'Lund' programs, but also by numerous other
programs written to study specific processes. The smaller part of JETSET is a generator
for e+e~ annihilation events, according to either a parton-shower or a matrix-element
approach. The JETSET program is completely selfcontained.

PYTMIA is a program made to generate hard or soft processes in collisions between
leptons, hadrons and photons, especially at e+e~, ep and pp colliders. Where JETSET is a
loose collection of routine* that you can combine as desired, PYTHIA is a more structured
program, where you initially set up what processes you want to study, and thereafter all
events will be generated according to this specification. Included is an extensive library
of hard subproces* differential cross-sections, a library of structure functions, a process
generation machinery, treatment of initial-state showers and beam remnants, and a few
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odds and ends. JETSET is used for final-state showers, fragmentation and decay, but no
other external libraries are needed. An interface to external structure-function libraries
is provided, however.

3 .1 P r o g r a m P h i l o s o p h y

The Monte Carlo programs are built as slave systems, i.e. you, the user, have to supply
the main program. From this the various subroutines are c; 71?d on to execute specific
tasks, after which control is returned to the main program. Some of these tasks may be
very trivial, whereas the 'high-level' routines by themselves may make a large number of
subroutine calls. Many routines are not intended to be called directly by you, but only
from higher-level routine* such as LVEXEC, LUEEVT, PYIMIT or PYEVNT.

Basically, this means that there are three ways by which you communicate with the
programs. First, by setting common block variables, you specify the details of how the
programs should perform specific tasks, i.e. which subprocesses should be generated
(for PYTHIA), which particle masses should be assumed, which coupling constants used,
which fragmentation scenarios, and so on with hundreds of options and parameters. AU
of these variables have been assigned sensible default values, so you would only touch
those of particular interest to you. Second, by calling subroutines you tell the programs
to generate events according to the rules established above. Normally there are few
subroutine arguments, and those are usually related to details of the physical situation,
such as what cm. energy to assume for events. Third, you can either look at the common
block LUJETS to extract information on the generated event, or you can call on various
functions and subroutines to analyse the event further for you.

It should be noted that, while the physics content is obviously at the centre of at-
tention, the JETSET/PYTHIA package also contains a very extensive setup of auxiliary
service routines. The hope is that this will provide a comfortable working environment,
where not only events are generated, but where you also linger on to perfotm a lot of the
subsequent studies. Of course, for detailed studies, it may be necessary to interface the
output directly to a, detector simulation program.

On the issue of initialization, JBTSET and PYTHIA behave quite differently. Most
JETSET routines work without any initialization (except for the one implied by the pres-
ence of BLOCK DATA LUDATA), i.e. each event and each task stand on their own. Current
common block values are used to perform the tasks in specific ways, and those rules can
be changed from one event to the next (or even within the generation of one and the
same event) without any penalty. In PYTHIA, on the other hand, a sizeable amount
of initialization is performed in the PYIHIT call, and thereafter the events generated by
PYEVNT all obey the rules established at that point. Therefore common block variables
that specify methods to be used have to be set before the PYIHIT call and then not be
changed afterwards, with few exceptions.

Apart from writing a header, giving a brief initialization information, printing error
messages if need be, and responding to explicit requests for listings, all tasks of the
programs are performed 'silently'.

Unless explicitly stated (or obvious from the context) all switches and parameters can
be changed independently of each other. One should note, however, that if only a few
switches/parameters are changed, this may result in an artificially bad agreement with
data. Many disagreements can often be cured by a subsequent retuning of some other
parameters of the model, in particular those that were once determined by a comparison
with data in the context of the default scenario. For example, for e+e~ annihilation, such
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a retuning could involve one QCD parameter (or, or A), the longitudinal fragmentation
function, and the average transverse fragmentation momentum.

The programs contain a number of checks that requested processes have been imple-
mented, that flavours specified for jet systems make sense, that the energy is sufficient
to allow hadronization, that the memory space in LUJETS it large enough, etc. If any-
thing goes wrong that the program can catch, an error message will be printed and the
treatment of the corresponding event will be cut short. In serious cases, the program will
abort. It must be emphasized that not all errors will be caught. In particular, program
behaviour is unpredictable if a switch (an integer) is set to an undefined value or a pa-
rameter (a real number) is set to a value outside the physically sensible ranger. Users,
beware!

3.2 Getting Started with JETSET
The most frequently used JETSET routine for event generation is LUEEVT. A

CALL LVEEVT(IFL,ECH)
is enough to generate one single event of flavour type IFL (with 0 for a mixture of d, u,
s, c and b quarks) at a cm. energy of ECH. A corresponding routine LUOMIA exists for
onium production and decay to ggg or 7gg final states. There are also generic routines to
set up user-defined parton configurations and fragment them.

The complete event record, including partons and particles created at various stages
of the event evolution, is stored in the common block LUJETS

CuWm/LUJETS/N,K(4000,5) ,P(4000,5) ,V(4OOO,5)
For particle I, K(I, i ) gives information on whether or not a jet or particle has fragmented
or decayed, K(I,2) gives the particle species code, K(I,3) its origin, K(I,4) and K(I,S)
the position of fragmentation/decay products, and P(I,1)-P(I,6) three-momentum, en-
ergy and mass. The V matrix contains decay vertices. The number of lines in current use
is given by K, i.e. 1 < 1 < K.

A number of routines are available for manipulating the event record after the event
has been generated. Thus CALL LULIST(l) will give a listing of the main information
stored in the event record, while CALL LUEDITO) will remove everything except stable
charged particles. More advanced possibilities include things like sphericity or clustering
routines.

Apart from the input arguments o' subroutine calls, control on the doings of JETSET
may be imposed via the LUDAT1, LUDAT2, LUDAT3 and LUDAT4 common blocks. Here
sensible default values are always provided. A user might want to switch off all particle
decays by putting MSTJ(21)*0 or increase the s/u ratio in fragmentation by putting
PARJ(2)-0.40, to give but two examples. It is by exploring the possibilities offered here
that JETSET can be turned into an extremely versatile tool, even if all the nice physics is
already present in the default values.

3.3 Getting Started with PYTHIA
A PYTHIA run has to be more strictly organized than a JETSET one, in that it is necessary
to initialize the generation before events can be generated, and in that it is not possible
to change switches and parameters freely during the course of the run. A fairly precise
recipe for how a run should be structured can therefore be given.

Thus, the usage of PYTHIA can be subdivided into three steps.
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1. The initialization step. It is here that all the basic characteristics of the coming
generation are specified. The material in this section includes the following.

• Common blocks, at least the following, and maybe some more:
C0HMOM/LUJETS/H,K(4000,5) ,P(4000.5) ,V(4000,5)
C0HHOH/LUDAT1/HSTIK20O) ,PARU(200) ,MSTJ(200) ,PABJ(200)
C0MM0H/PYSUBS/HSEL.HSUBC200) ,KFIU(2,-40:40) ,CKIM(200)
COMM0«/PYPARS/MSTP(20O) ,PABP(200) ,HSTI(200) ,PARI(200)

• Selection of required processes. Some fixed 'menus' of subprocesses can be
selected with different MSEL values, but with HSEL=0 it is possible to compose
' i la carte', using the subprocess numbers. To generate processes 14, 18 and
29, for instance, one needs

HSEL-0
MSUB(14)'l
MSUB(18)»1
MSUB(29)-1

• Selection of kinematics cuts in the CKIK array. To generate hard scatterings
with 5 GeV < p± < 10 GeV, for instance, use

CKIll(3)-5.
CKIH(4)-10.

Unfortunately, initial- and final-state radiation will shift around the kinematics
of the hard scattering, making the effects of cuts less predictable. One therefore
always has to be very careful that no desired event configurations are cut out.

• Definition of underlying physics scenario, e.g. top mass.
• Selection of structure function sets, <Ja definitions, and all other details of the

generation.
• Switching off of generator parts not needed for toy simulations, e.g. fragmen-

tation for parton level studies.
• Initialization of the event generation procedure. Here kinematics is set up,

maxima of differential cross-sections are found for future Monte Carlo gener-
ation, and a number of other preparatory tasks carried out. Initialization is
performed by PYIHIT, which should be called only after the switches and pa-
rameters above have been set to their desired values. The frame, the beam
particles and the energy have to be specified:

CALL PYIWTOCMS'.'p'.'pbarMSOO.)
• Any other initial material required by the user, e.g. histogram booking.

2. The generation loop. It is here that events are generated and studied. It includes
the following tasks:

• Generation of the next event, with
CALL PYEVNT

• Printing of a few events, to check that everything is working as planned, with
CALL LULIST(l)

• An analysis of the event for properties of interest, either directly reading out
information from the WJETS common block or making use of a number of
utility routines in JETSET.

• Saving of events on tape, or interfacing to detector simulation.
3. The finishing step. Here the tasks are:

• Printing a table of deduced cross-sections, obtained as a by-product of the
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Monte Carlo generation activity, with the command
CALL PYSTAT(l)

• Printing histograms and other user output.

3.4 Program Distribution
The PvTHU and JETSET programs are distributed as part of the CERN computer soft-
ware library. Read the CERN Computer Newsletter for announcements of new versions.
Copies of the programs are also available via anonymous ftp, e.g. from the asisOl server at
CERN. Here also the complete physics description and manual is available as a ready-to-
be-printed postscript file. Hardcopies are available on request from the CERN program
library office, but can also be picked up at the self-service handout areas of CERN and
a number of other major laboratories: DESY, FNAL, SSCL, and so on. For any com-
ments on the official distribution, or for requests for hardcopies of the manual, contact
CERNLIBOCERNVM.CERN.CH.

The official distributions usually lag behind the current versions. The latter may be
picked up from the 'master copies' found on the T0RSJ0 192 disk on CERNVM. There you
have:

JETSET73 FOrrnUM the JETSET code,
PYTHIAS6 FOKTKAir the PVTHIA code,
PYTHIA56 TEX the common PYTHIA/JETSET manual, and
UPDATE MANUAL latest update news.

The versions found here are updated without advance warning, as bugs are corrected or
new features added. In addition to the source files, one may also find compiled TEXT files,
which are ready to be linked if you run jobs on the CEMVH machine.

4 Summary and Outlook
We have here given a very brief introduction to the PYTMIA 5.7 and JETSET 7.4 programs.
A more detailed description of physics and programs is separately available [3]. Any
serious user should turn to this publication, and to the original physics papers, for further
information.

The PYTMIA/JETSET programs are continuously being developed. We are aware of
many physics shortcomings, which hopefully will be addressed in the future. It is in the
nature of a program of this kind that it will never be finished, at least so long as it is of
importance for the high-energy physics experimental community.

Apart from the physics aspects, one may also worry about the programming ones.
For instance, for historical reasons, single precision real is used almost everywhere. With
the push to higher energies, this is becoming more and more of a problem, so it would
be logical to move to double precision throughout. Another possible change would be an
introduction of Fortran 90 programming elements. The JETSET and PYTHIA programs
are becoming so intertwined these days, that it would make sense to join them into one
single program. In the process, one would probably also remove a number of options that
are no longer used.

No timetable is set up for future changes. After all, this is not a professionally main-
tained software product, but part of a one-man physics research project. In particular,
since no single unifying model exists which 'does it all', improved physics understanding
and modelling goes hand in hand with program development.
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ABSTRACT

We review the physics assumptions and input used in ISAJET 7.D
/ ISASUSY 1.0 that are relevant for simulating fundamental pro-
cesses within the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) at pp and pp colliders. After a brief discussion of the
underlying MSSM framework, we discuss event simulation and list the
spartide production processes and decay modes that have been incor-
porated into our calculations. We then describe how to set up and run
an ISAJET / ISASUSY job and the user input and output formats.
The ISAJET program is sufficiently flexible that some non-minimal
supersymmetry scenarios may be simulated as well. Finally, plans for
future upgrades which include the extension to e+e" collisions, are
listed.

1. Introduction

There are many reasons for believing that supersymmetry — a symmetry
between fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom — may be an actual symmetry
of nature[lj. One reason, in particular, is that in the Standard Model (SM), the in-
stability of elementary scalar fields to radiative corrections lead* to the well known
fine-tuning problem. Supersymmetry (SUSY) provides the only known framework
that allows for the introduction of elementary scalar fields, essential for the breaking
of electroweak symmetry, into the theory, without the need for fine tuning param-
eters to uncanny accuracy. This, however, requires that the SUSY breaking scale
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is O(l TeV), so that the supersymmetric partners of known particles should be
accessible at high energy hadron colliders.

How does one make contact between the theoretical ideas of supersymmetry
and gauge throries of quarks and leptons on the one hand, and the observation of
real particles such as *'s, K's, e's, fi's and 7's in complicated collider experiments
on the other? A crucial bridge of this gap has been provided by the develop-
ment of event generation and simulation programs[2] such as ISAJET[3]. Such
programs merge perturbatively calculable hard scattering processes with approxi-
mate all-orders QCD corrections and non-perturbative models for the hadronization
of quarks, gluons and beam fragments. Programs have been developed to simulate
essentially all lowest order and some higher order SM processes along with a few
processes arising from physics beyond the SM. The capacity to simulate production
of supersymmetric particles, however, has been included only at an elementary level
in some of the generators reviewed in Ref. (2). Motivated by both theoretical at well
as aesthetic considerations, we have made a concerted effort to include a more real-
istic simulation of supersymmetry in ISAJET version 7.0, so that the experimental
consequences of supersymmetry can be explicitly viewed in the environment of a
collider detector.

In this report, we describe the theoretical structure of supersymmetry in-
corporated into ISAJET 7.0, and we explain how to set up and run the program,
so that users may simulate production and decays of supersymmelric particles of
the Minimal Supersymmetric Model[l] at hadron colliders. We hope that this will
provide a new tool for analysis of experimental data from Tevatron experiments
as well as for the development of strategies for the detection of supersymmetry in
experiment* at supercolliders.

i.l The Minimal Supersymmetric Model Framework

The exploration of strategies by which sparticles might be detected at high
energy hadron colliders, of course, entails a knowledge of f particle production cross
sections and their decay patterns. The cross sections for the pair production of
sparticles are essentially determined by their gauge interactions. Thus, aside from
model-dependent mixing angles, these cross sections are fixed by their 5t'(3) x
SU{2)L x V{l)r quantum numbers. As a result, the production cross sections for
gluinos, sleptons and squarks are independent of the details of any model. This
is not the case for the production of charginos and neutralinos which are model-
dependent mixtures of gauginos and Higgsinos. Spartide decay modes depend on
masses, mixings and kinematically allowed modes, and so are generally also model
dependent.

Here, we adopt the MSSM as a guide to sparlicle masses and mixing angles[l].
The MSSM is the simplest supersymmetric extension of the SM. It contains the
minimal number of new particles and interactions consistent with phenomenology.
Corresponding to each diiral matter fermion multiple! there is a spin zero sfermion
multiple! with the same internal quantum numbers. The superpartners of the Yang-
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Mills gauge bosons are tlir spin J Majorntia gauginos ill <he adjoint representation
of the gauge group. Filially, any SUSY model requires at least two Higgs boson dou-
blets to cancel anomalies and lo give mass to both T, — ̂  and Ts = — 1 fermions:
the SUSY partners of these are two spin | doublets of Higgsinos. The gauge interac-
tions of the model automatically conserve a discrete quantum number, the R-parity,
which is +1 (-1) for ordinary (supersymmeiric) particles. We assume that thi* is a
symmetry of the complete Lagrangian so that R-parity violating Yukawa type inter-
actions (which necessarily violate baryon or lepton number) are absent. Optimally,
one would like to include all possible interactions (including R-parity violating ones)
consistent with gauge symmetry- This is phenomenologically unacceptable since it
leads to catastrophic proton decay which can only be avoided by assuming that at
least one of baryon number, lepton number or R-parity is conserved. We assume
the discrete symmetry is R-parity. The most important consequence of this is that
sparticles can only decay into other sparticles until the decay cascade terminates in
the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) which is stable. Because of cosmologies]
considerations, the LSP is expected to be a weakly interacting neutral. Hence it is
expected to escape detection in the experimental apparatus, leading to the classic
IfT signature for supersynnnetry. In ISAJET T.O, the lightest neutralino Z, is as-
sumed to be the LSP; the other possible LSP candidate, the sneutrino v, is heavily
disfavored by a combination of constraints from LEP and dark matter searches[4]
if we further assume that the LSP forms the galactic dark matter.

The supersymmetric particles, i.e. the mass eigenstates of the MSSM, in-
clude the gluinos y, which being color octet fermions cannot mix with anything since
SU(3)c is unbroken, and the spin-zero sfermion partners }L and }R of the left- and
right-handed fermions, whose mixing is proportional to the corresponding fermion
mass and hence is negligible for all but the top squarks. Finally, the gauginos and
Higgsinos with the same electric charge mix once SU{2)L x V(l)y is broken to
form two Dirac charginos IV, and IV2 (m ̂  < m^) and four Major an a neutralinos

Zi,Zi, Zj, 2 , (in order of increasing mass). In addition, there are five physical spin
zero bosons associated with the Higgs sector: these are the light and heavy neutral
scalars Hi and Hi,, a pseudoscalar, Hr (the terms scalar and pseudoscalar refer to
their couplings to matter fermions) and a pair of charged scalars Hi.

Most of the sparticle interactions relevant to collider phenomenology are
fixed by the corresponding interaction of their SM partners. Only one new param-
eter (n)\h\, which corresponds to a supersymmetric mixing between the two Higgs
doublet fields can be introduced. The remaining supersymmetric interactions can
be written in terms of the coupling constants of the gauge and Yukawa interactions
that are already present in the SM. Supersymmelry cannot be exact if it hat to be
phenomenologically relevant. Further, if SUSY is to be the resolution of the gauge
hierarchy problem, supersymmetry breaking effects can all be parametrized by soft
SUSY breaking interactions (these are interactions whose introduction does not lead
to the reappearance of quadratic divergences) all of which have been classified in
Ref. [6J. For our purposes, it is sufficient to know that bolh scalar and gaugino mass
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terms are soft. We can thus parametrize the breaking of supersymmetry in terms of
these SUSY breaking masses which break the degeneracy between Ihe fermions and
their supersymmetric partners. There are other SUSY breaking interactions such
as the trilinear scalar interaction which is responsible for '(. - in mixing; these will
be incorporated into later versions of the program. It is important to stress that
SUSY breaking does not alter the gauge interactions of the sparticles so that there
are observable consequences of the underlying (softly broken) supersymmetry.

As discussed in Ref. |7], the SUSY breaking masses for each SM multiple!
can be independent. This results in a proliferation of free parameters that make
any phenomenological analyses intractable. Motivated by supcrgravity models{8]
in which supersymmetry breaking effects in a hidden sector are communicated to
the observable sector by universal gravitational interactions, we assume here that
all the matter sfermions have a common mass at the unification scale. Thus, su-
persymmetry fixes the Lagrangian at the unification scale in terms of just a few
parameters. In order for us to use this Lagrangian for perturbative calculations at
the 100 GeV scale r< levant to experiment today, these have tc be evolved down to
the low energy scale using the renormalization group(9). The SU(7)i and V{\)y
gaugino masses are then fixed by the gluino mass by the well known unification
condition(l]. The renormalization group evolution also splits the degeneracy be-
tween the various sfermions. The biggest effect is due to color interactions so that
the largest splitting occurs between squarks and sleptons, with smaller splittings
between the doublet and singlet sfermions. In our analysis, we have ignored mass
splittings between the various squarks. This is a good approximation except for the
third generation sfermions where the corresponding Yukawa interactions (which,
for instance, cause <i — (JI mixing) can be important. It is primarily for this rea-
son that t squarks hare not yet been incorporated into the program. The slepton
masses are also determined by the common scalar mass, and so are fixed in terms of
nif. Since light sleptons can have a significant impact on neutralino decay patterns,
the O-terms responsible for mass splittings can play an important role. Although
ISAJET / ISASUSY allows one to input rnrt, mfj| and mj independently, it is quite
straightforward to fix these as in the MSSM framework. Finally, the Higgs sector
of the MSSM is slrong'y constrained so that it can be specified by just one addi-
tional parameter (which we take to be the mass of H,) which we will assume is
independent of the sfermion mass.

To recapitulate, we see that with the assumptions outlined above, the masses
and couplings of all the sparticles are determined in terms of just a few parameters
which may be taken to be, (t) the gluino mass which is assumed to determine the
other gaugino masses; (ii) the squark mass and slepton masses; (ti'i) Ihe supersym-
metric Higgsino mass {ft}; (iv) tan/7 = r/r', the ratio of the vacuum expectation
values of the Higgs fields that couple to Ts = \ and Ii = - 1 fermions. In ad-
dition, nijj, fixes the tree level masses and couplings of the five Higgs bosons of
lhe MSSM. Radiative corrections|10] due to top quark Yukawa interactions which
substantially alter their masses and mixing patterns (so that these acquire a depen-
dence on the top quark mass as well as on the other SUSY parameters) have also
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been incorporated.
The MSSM Ihiu provide* a frnmrirorlt for studying SUSY signals in exper-

iment! at current and future colliders. It should be regarded a* an effective low
energy theory obtained under certain reasonable assumptions, which may in the
future be derived from a deeper underlying theory. It should be kept in mind that
the six parameters introduced above may, in fact, be related as, for instance, in su-
pergravity models with radiative electroweak symmetry breaking(l 1]. The resulting
sparticle spectrum can be directly incorporated into the program. Predictions of No
Scale models and flipped models can also be obtained as special cases of the general
parametrization of our program. It should be kept in mind that the predictions
of the MSSM should primarily be used to guide our thinking about strategies for
the detection of supersymmetric particles. While we expect that the qualitative
features of the MSSM predictions are almost certain to be reliable (unless R-parity
is violated), it should be kept in mind that the actual signals may differ in detail
even if nature indeed proves to be supersymmetric. It is worth remarking that R-
parity violating signals from an unstable LSP can also be studied using this code
by forcing the decay of the LSP as discussed in Sec. 5.

2. Physic* Content of ISAJET / ISASUSY

t.l Event simulation with ISAJET 7.0

ISAJET|3] is a Monte Carlo program which simulates pp, pp and to a lesser
extent e+e~ interactions at high energy. Much of the simulation is based upon per-
turbative leading-log QCD, along with phenomenological models for non-perturbatire
aspects such as hadroniiation and beam jet evolution. Event simulation is carried
out by the following steps:

• calculation of hard scattering tubprocess Feynman diagrams,

t convolution with (?' dependent parton distribution functions,

• implementation of approximate all orders QCD corrections via final and initial
state parton showers[12],

• implementation of predicted particle and sparticle decays, along with parton
radiation and independent quark and gluon hadronization[13],

• suitable modelling of the underlying event structure and beam jet evolution|14].

More detailed aspects of the above steps are described in Ref. (15).
To incorporate supersymmetric processes into ISAJET, the appropriate spar-

tide subproress production cross-sections and the corresponding sparticle decay
modes as predicted wilhin the MSSM framework are needed. Both production and
decay processes depend in general on the parameter set m#, mit p, tan/J, ma,,
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and ni|. Other elements of the simulation are essentially unchanged. The com-
plete spectrum of MSSM sparlicle slates have been defined within ISAJET, with
accompanying identification codes. The supersymmetric particle IDENT codes dis-
tinguish between the partners of left and right handed fermions and include the
Higgs sector of the minimal supersyumietric model:

DPSSL, DSSSt, STSSL, CHSSL, BTSSL, TPSSL • 21,22,23,24,25,26
mm,, EL-, mm., MUL-, mm,, TAUL- • 31,32,33,34,35,36
UPSSR, DKSJt, STSSft, CHSSR, BTSSR, TPSSR * 41,42,43,44,45,46
MOER, EH-, mm*, mm-, NOTR, TAUR- « 51,52,53,54,55,56
CLSS - 29
Z1SS, Z2SS, Z3SS, Z4SS ' 30,40,50,60
V1SS+, W2SS+ > 39,49
HLO - 81 HHO - 62
HA0 - 83 H+ - 85 .

Anti-particle states of the above are referred to by negative IDENT codes. The
right (neutrino states of course do not enter the MSSM, and the left- and right-
stop states may be changed in the future to light and heavy stop mass eigenstates.
The MO state refers to the pseudoscalar Higgs boson; other particle labels ought to
be self-evident.

l.t SptrticU production fmctutt

The O(a)) hard scattering subprocesses included in ISAJET T.O are.

99

99

91

99

99

99

99,

9i9j.

9i9r

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Since the decay patterns of left- and right-squark types are different, ISAJET
keep* track of squark flavour and type (denoted by the subscripts i and j). The
production crost sections may be found, for example, in Ref. (16). All squark types
are currently assumed to be degenerate in mass. Top squark pair production is
not yet included at this time, so ISAJET 7.0 generates only 5 flavors of squarks.
although it require! input of h and fR masses for calculation of various loop decays
and radiative corrections.

The O(aa,) subprocesses which generate squarks or gluinot in association
with eharginos or neutralinos are also included in ISAJET 7.0. The cross sections
for the associated production processes are as given in [1 "J. The subprocesses, which
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nrrur via squnrk exchange, are

S9 - 1 9 l'i»
99 — qZi,

qq —* 9^'t,

qq - gZi.

(T)
(8)

(9)
(10)

Finally, pair production of rliarginos with neutraliiios and chargino pair pro-
duction are included. These subprncesses currently contain only IV or i/Z i-channel
graphs, which should be the most important ones in the mass range relevant to the
Tevatron. The subprocesses are,

99

99

(11)

(12)

Explicit formulae can be readily obtained by modifications of the formulae in
Ref. [18j. Neutralino pair production occurs typically at low rates, and will be
included in the future.

The desired subprocesses are chosen by using the ISA JET JETTYPEi keyword
commands. The default choice is to generate all allowed reactions in the appropriate
proportions. This may not be the best idea, however, since a large amount of CPU
time can be used trying to sort through the various subprocesses, especially the
various squark pair reactions.

I.) Sparlick decay modes

The signals for the production of supersymmetric particles obviously depend
on how these decay. As is well known by now[19), heavy spartide* generically decay
into lighter sparticles with the decay cascade terminating in the (stable) LSP. The
branching ratios for the various sparticle decays as given by the MSSM are computed
in the set of routines labelled ISASUSY.

Since all the sfermions (squarks and sleptons) have non-trivial gauge inter-
actions, they can decay into all the neutralinos that are kinematically accessible in
the decays,

The 5t'(2) doublet sfermions, fi can also decay via,

A W,.

(13)

(14)

These decays are forbidden for the singlet sfermions in the limit that their Yukawa
interactions are negligible. The squarks ran also decay by strong interactions via
9 ~* 9 + §• This decay dominates if it is not kinematically suppressed. Since the
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LSP is assumed to be the lightest nrutraliiio. the two body decay, / —• / + Z\ is
always accessible.

The gluinos, being electroweak singlets, can only decay via

9 + 9 (15)

provided this decay is kinematically allowed; otherwise, the gluino decays via a
virtual squark into a 3-body mode:

g — qq + (16)

Explicit partial widths are given in Ref. (20]. In the computation of the decay widths
for g —• ttZi and g -> AWi, we have used the formulae in Ref. [21,22) where the
effects of the top family Yukawa interactions are included. Notice that the decay
g _* qq + Zt is always allowed. Filially, we note that we have also included the two
body decay,

g - t g + Z{ (18)

which can be importantj21] in certain regions of the parameter space.
The chargino* and neulralinos, if they are heavy enough, can decay via two

body modes,

W,
if, + (Z or ff,, Hh, H,),
Zj + (Z or Hi, Hh, H,),

and,

If sfermions are light enough, the decays

Zi - fj + fj

and

h + fl

(19)
(20)
(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

may also be kinematically accessible. Here, we have, as before, assumed that
Yukawa interactions are negligible; otherwise chargino decays to /JI would also be
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possible, ns would be decays to Iliggs bosons. Charginos and nrntralinos will also
decay via a variety of three body niodi-s,

Z, - IfZj.
(25)
(26)

thai are mediated by virtual IV or Z bosons and virtual sfermions. It is worth noting
that the inclusion of sferniion mediated neutralino decay amplitudes including mass
splittings between squarks and sleplong can be very import mil [23] for neufralino
decay patterns because the 2Z,Zj coupling can be dynamically suppressed. Finally,
we have also incorporated the decays,

Wyff (27)

into the program.
Although the direct production of the Higgs bosons has not yet been incor-

porated into ISAJET, these can be produced via the cascade decays of sparticlcs
as discussed above. The charged Higgs boson can also be produced via the decay
i —* bH+ whenever it is kinematically accessible. In order to provide a complete
simulation of SUSY events, the various decay modes of the MSSM Higgs bosons
have, therefore, been included into ISASUSY. In our computation, we have in-
cluded the effects of radiative corrections due to top quark Yukawa couplings[10)
using the formulae in Ref. (24); we have not yet included radiative corrections from
the bottom quark Yukawa interactions (which only become important for very large
values of tail/? 2> 1) or from gauge interactions. We have included the tree level
decays[25] of neutral Higgs bosons to SM particles,

B,, ah or Hp - / / , (28)

ffi, Hh - VV ozVV, {V = W,Z) (29)

as well as the one loop decays,

H,, Hh, H, - 7 7 or gg. (30)

In addition, we have included decays to chargino and neutralino pairs[18],

//,, Hh or Hr - ZfZj or WM'i (31)

whenever these are kinematically allowed, as well as '.lie decays,

(32)
(33)
(34)

Hh - H + / T , H,H,, HrH,otHrZ,
H, -> H,Z,
Hi -* HpHr.
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of MSSM Higgs bosons into lighter Higgs bosons.
For the charged Higgs bosons, we have incorporated the decays.

B* - IF, WH, or W.Zj (35)

into ISASUSY. The decays of both charged and neutral Higgs bosons into sfermion
pairs have yet to be incorporated.

3. Setting up and running ISAJET 7.0 / ISASUSY 1.0

S.I ISAJET 1.0

The ISAJET package has been encoded using the PATCHY code manage-
ment system developed »t CERN. The file ISAJET.CAR containing source code and
PATCHY commands is available by copying directly from the Brookhaven VAX.
For instance, on VMS

t copy B»LCL6::*2*DU114: [ISAJET. ISALIBRm]ISAJET.C« *
can be used to obtain the source code. Ample disk space should be procured
beforehand since the code is ~ 36,000 lines long.

Simple programs using PATCHY commands can then be used to assemble
the appropriate FORTRAN files, decay table and documentation. For example, on
a VAX, running » .COM file including the following commands

t TT0BII
ISAJET ISAJET - - TT0BM .GO
t TPATCRT
ISAJET 1SATEXT.TXT TTY 1TPATCHT .GO
+USE,*ISATEXT,VAX

+EXE
+PAH
•qoiT
* TPATCHT
ISAJET ISAJET TTY TPATCHT .GO
+USE,*ISAJET,YAX
+0SE,*ISAPLT
+nSE,IHPI0IE , l l0CEM
•EXE

+PAH

+QUIT

% TPATCHT
ISAJET ISAOECAY.DAT TTT TPATCHT . 0 0
+U5E,*ISADECAY
+EXE

+PAH
+QOIT
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will assemble Ilie appropriate ISA.IET.FOR file, Hie decay table, nnH the 1SAJET
doriunrntntinn file. Thr ISA.IF.T lilcs mny then br inserted into n library to be
linked with main calling programs. To assemble IS A JET on other machines, or to
assemble patches such as ISAZEB or ISAPLT, see Ref. |15| and the generic UNIX
Makefile M AKEFILE.UNIX available from BNLCL6.

A main program to run ISAJET can be simply constructed:

PROGRAM HSSH
OPEH(UIIIT-1,FILE-' IS*DECAY.DAT' .STATUS* 'OLD',FORM*'FORMATTED').
OPElKUlirr-J.FILE-'ISAJET.DAT1, STATUS-' HEW • .FORM-1UNFORMATTED')
0PEM(UHIT»3,FILE*'ISAJET.PAR' ,STATDS-'OLD' .FORH-'FORHATTED1)
CALL ISAJET(-1,2,3,6)
STOP

EUD

After compiling, one may link with the ISAJET library of routines, using for VMS

t LINK HSSH,ISAJET/LIB/IMCL«ALDATA
To run with the above main program, the decay table ISADECAY.DAT

created above must be included in the user's directory, as well as a file of commands
ISAJET.PAR, which specifies crucial input commands.

An example of an ISAJET.PAR file is

SAMPLE CHARGINO PAIR JOB AT TEVATRON
1800,1000,2,500/
SUPERSTM
BEAMS
• P ' . ' A P 1 /
MSSM1
200 ,250 ,250 ,250 ,250 ,250 ,250 /
HS5M2
2,500,-100/
JETTYPE1
•V1SS-','W1SS+'/
JETTYPE2
•W1SS-VW1SS+'/
PT
20,50,20,50/
END
STOP

In the above file, the first line is simply the program title. The second line contains
the machine energy (Ecu), the number of events to be generated ()Uv«nt), the
number of events to be output to screen Ofprint), and how many events to skip
before printing another event to screen (Hjump). The first event is always printed
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if Hprint is greater than zero. The third line specifies the reaction type, "inch
for snprrsymmrtry is always 5UPERSYM, although mnny other tinn-siipersyiiiinetrir
options are available (see Ref. (15].) Next conic double lines containing a A-ryu-ori/
and then input. First, we specify beam types proton and anti-proton. We next
specify the keywords HSSH1 and MSSH2. The input for MSSM1 is nij, m ,̂ m;^. »!,„.
mU' "'In' • n t ' ""Of '^'ie i n P u t f°r "SSM2 is tan/}, mHf and /i. All mass dimension
parameters are in CeV units. Invoking the MSSH1 and HSSM2 keywords causes the
ISASV'SY decay package to be called, so that all sparticle muses, decays modes
and branching frartions are calculated, and entered into ISAJET's internal decay
table. Note both HSSHl and MSSM2 must be specified to use ISASUSV.

Next, one must specify the two final state particles of the 2 - • 2 hard scat fer-
ing. These are specified by the keywords JETTYPE1 and JETTYPE2, using A8 input
format in single quotes. Currently available possibilities include:

•OLSS'.
•UPSSL', 'UBSSL'. 'OISSL', 'DBSSL', 'STSSL', 'SBSSL', 'CHSSL', 'CBSSL',
'BTSSL •, 'BBSSL', 'TPSSL1, 'TBSSL',
'UPSSR', 'UBSSR', 'USSR1, 'DBSSR', 'STSSR', 'SBSSR', 'CHSSR1, 'CBSSR1,
'BTSSR', 'BBSSR', 'TPSSR1, 'TBSSR',
• U 1 S S + ' , ' M I S S - ' , • H 2 S S + 1 , ' W 2 S S - • , • Z 1 S S 1 , ' Z 2 S S ' , ' Z 3 S S ' , ' 2 4 5 5 ' ,
'SqffARKS•,'GADCIR05'.

The last two generate respectively all allowed combinations of squarks and anti-
squarks and all combinations of charginos and neutralinos, with proportions as
given by the MSSM. Care must be taken in specifying JETTYPEi. For instance in
the above example, the output total cross-section would correspond to the expected
total cross-section for cbargino pair production. If we had instead specified

JETTYPEl
•HISS-'/
JETTYPE2
•H1SS+'/

the final cross-section tally would be only half the total crost-section, although all
events and distributions would be correctly generated. The other half of the cross
section would be obtained by interchanging the two JETTYPEi arguments. Finally, in
the above example, the pr limits of the final state particles of the 2 — 2 hard scat-
tering subprocess are specified as (pT,(im'ii),pr,(»'i<>x),;>r1(niin),/'rt(

n'«*')). For
more on keyword options, see Ref. (15).

S.t ISASVSY 1.0

ISASUSY 1.0 — now a subset of ISAJET T.O — is used to calculate sparticle
muses, mixings and branching fractions. ISASUSY 1.0 is automatically railed
by ISAJET T.O whenever the HSSHl and MSSH2 keywords are used. In this case.
ISASUSY fills an internal ISAJET decay table with the appropriate decay mode;
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and brandling fractions; the modes llirmsrlvcs are not printed since output consists
of many pages. Tlir nsrr may however run ISAfWSY 1.0 as a separate package
to generate a <il« of all calculated masses and decay modes, partial widths and
branching fractions.

To assemble ISASUSY.FOR for independent runs, the following VMS com-
mand file can be used:

$ YTOBIM
ISAJET ISAJET - - YTDBIM .00
t YPATCHY
ISAJET ISASUSY TTY YPATCHY .GO
+USE,»ISASUSY
+ U S E , VAX, IHPMOIIE, MOCFJIH
+EXE
+PAM
+quiT

Compiling and linking are straightforward, since ISASUSY doesn't need to be linked
with any other files.

When running ISASUSY, the program will ask for an output filename in
single quotes. After entering, ISASUSY asks for the same parameter set as ISAJET:
">»i m<i m? ti

 m»"j,i "Vti
 mtK' mH' 'an/?, mnr, ft, m,. Output will then be written

to the specified file for viewing or printing.
It should be noted that some choices of parameters will result in m ^ < m ^ ,

violating the assumption that Z, is the LSP. In this case, ISASUSY replies with a
warning, and terminates execution. Other choices of parameters can be in regions
already excluded by LEP constraints. At present, no warnings are issued for this

4. ISAJET Output

Upon generating events, ISAJET fills various COMMON blocks listed in
Ref. (15). Explicit output of all beginning run information, all the events, and end
run information is stored in the file 1SAJET.DAT in the sample program given in
Sec. 3. To access this information, one can read the file ISAJET.DAT using the
RDTAPE subroutine of ISAJET. For instance, the following program

PROGRAM READ

C0HM0M /RECTP/ IRECTP.IREC
C0MM0H/ITAPES/ 1TDKY, ITEVT, ITCOH, ITLIS
ITLIS=6

OPEM(UNI.T-1,IIAME*'ISAJET.DAT' ,TYPE«'0LD',FORM*'UNFORMATTED')
10 CALL RDTAPE(l .IFL)

IF (IFL.HE.O) GO TO 20
IF ( IRECTP.Eq.100) THEH
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20

CALL PRTEVT(O)
EKD IF
GO TO 10
STOP
EID

will open and read the file ISAJET.DAT, and restore event information to the
ISAJET common blocks so that it can be manipulated, if the user inserts the
appropriate common blocks. This program also prints the event information to
the terminal screen. Information on the final total cross section can be found in
common block /FIMAL/.

5. Extensions and Future Improvements

ISAJET 7.0 contains sufficient flexibility that some scenarios for non-minimal
SUSY can also be studied. For instance, R-violating models with an unstable Z,
can be easily simulated by using the ISAJET FORCE keyword command to force the
desired Zt decay. FORCE can also be used to override ISASUSY generated decays,
or to select specific decay modes for certain sparticles. In addition, the unification
condition on gaugino masses can be relaxed if desired. This can be done by a simple
modification of the FORTRAN code in subroutine SSMASS. Some modifications,
such as added Higgs singlets which can also enlarge the neutralino sector, are more
difficult to include, and would require a more substantial code revision.

ISAJET T.O can also be used to simulate top squtrk events even before stops
are officially included. For instance, by setting the JETTYPEi to be bottom squarks,
one generates nearly the tame cross-section as for top squarks. Then the user may
use the F0».CE command to force the generated squarks to decay into the desired
modes, such as f, - • cZi or f, -• bl\\ (see Ref. (26)).

There are still many aspects of MSSM spartide production that are not
included in the current version of ISAJET, but will hopefully be included in future
versions. A partial list includes the following:

• top squark production and decay;

• slepton pair production processes;

• a subroutine to notify if the parameters are in violation of LEP limits;

• direct MSSM Higgs boson production mechanisms;

• neutralino pair production processes;

• Iliggs decays to sfermion pairs;

• further breaking of sfermion degeneracies, especially for the third generation:

• improved calculations of radiative corrections to the HigKs sector:
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• e*f~ production of SUSY particles.
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DTUJET-92, Sampling inelastic proton-proton
and aiitiproton-proton collisions according
to the two-component Dual Parton Model

P. Aurenche' ), F. W. Bopp' ),

R. Engcl, D. Pertermann, S. Roesler,* ) and J. Ranft* )

Abstract
The dual topological unitarization of hard and soft hadronic cross sections

is a model of hadronic multi-particle production, which treats both soft (low
pi) and hard (minijet, Injge pj.) processes in a unified and consistent way. This
description is important at TeV-energies of hadron colliders, where the hard
perturbative cross sections of QCD become large and comparable to the total
cross sections.

1. Program Summary

Title of program:

Computer:

DTUJET

UNIX-Workstations:DEC-ULTRIX, HP-UX

Program Language: FORTRAN-77

Other programs called:
(included in modified
form in DTUJET)

Method of solution:

BAMJET1"
Sampling the hadronization of strings.
DECAY1"
Sampling the decay of hadron resonances.

Monte Carlo event generator.
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t Fachberjich Physik, Universiiiit Siegtn, Siegen, G.F R.
• Farhberrich Pliysik. llniversiliii Leipzig, Leipzig, G.F (I.
t Tarosir.13/005. D-O-7010 Leipzig, G.F.K. electronic mail:RAN'9CEaNVM.CERN.CH
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2. Dual Unitarization of Soft and Hard Hadronic Interactions

The dual topological umtarizatioit of hard and soft hadronii: cross sections
is a model of hadronic multi-particle production. First descriptions of the model
were given in""*1.

The Physics of the former version of the code, DTUJET90, wliiclt is largely
unchanged, was described in the papers1*'1' .

New in the code DTUJET92 is the use of modern parton structure functions
for calculating the minijet component, new fits to total, elastic, inelastic and
single diffractive cross sections, a careful treatment of the low-mass and high-
mass single diffractive component"'*'"'"1 and the introduction of sea diquarks
and other improvements in order to get a updated description of strange particle
production in the Dual Parton Model'"' .

Soft hadronic multi-particle production in the framework of the Dual Parton
Model"1' was studied by several groups1"'"' . These models and in particular
the Monte-Carlo-formulation of this model in the form of the dual multi-string
fragmentation model'"* were the first starting point of the model.

Experimental observations at collider energies made it clear that the soft
and hard components of hadronic multi-particle production are closely related.
We refer to the discovery of correlations between the average transverse momen-
tum of produced hadrons and the multiplicity density in the central rapidity
range This property could be understood within the dual multi-chain frag-
mentation modell"J"f only by introducing transverse momenta at the ends of
the fragmenting strings. The magnitudes of these transverse momenta could
only be interpreted as due to hard constituent scattering.

The need for a uniform treatment of hard and soft hadronic multi-particle
production is furthermore underlined by the fact that the perturbative QCD
cross sections for hard constituent scattering rises strongly with the energy.
It reaches values larger than the total hadronic cross section at the energies of
proposed supercolliders. At those energies one expects that unitarity corrections
should play an important role. Those corrections then inevitably lead to several
semi-hard interactions resulting in an increase of the average number of jets.

The perturbative hard constituent scatterings are one of the processes re-
sponsible for the rise of the hadronic cross sections. This was studied quan-
titatively in papers by Capella, Tran Thanh Van and Kwiecinski'"1 and by
Durand and Pi , where the consequences for the total and inelastic cross sec-
tions of the unitarization of soft and hard scattering cross sections were studied.
This model in the form a* formulated in"" is the second starting point for the
DTUJET-model.

For more details about the model we refer to the papers"1 to'11' .
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3. Description of DTUJET-92

3.1 THE STRUCTURE OK DTU.IET-92

The DTUJET Source Code is stored in several FORTRAN files. The user
will need the following ones:

—-dtrmai93.f: Contains the routines which organize the various tasks to
be performed. The central part, the main program DT-
MAIN, will be described in the next section.

—dtcpoui93.f: Contains all routines to calculate the multi-Pomeron dis-
tributions, sample from these distributions, and calculate
the total and inelastic cross sections.

—dtcpar93.f: Formulates the model on the parton level, samples the
strings and the partons at the ends of the strings.

—dtccol93.f: Formulates the model after the string fragmentation into
hadrons. Calls histogramming routines.

—dtclap93.f: Contains the routines used to sample the hard scattering
of constituents.

—dtctcb93.f: Contains the BAMJET1" and DECAY1" routines for
string fragmentations and routines to test and call BAM-
JET.

—dtchis93.f: Contains standard histogramming routines.

—dtcdif93.f: Contains the routines for sampling diffractive chains.

—dtclib93.f: Contains general purpose library routines.

—dtcsof93.f: Contains the routines for sampling the soft parton distri-
butions by an alternative method.

—dtcdiq93.f: Contains the routines for sampling sea-sea chains with sea-
diquarks besides sea-quarks at the ends.

Most parts of the program, for instance the

— sampling of multi-Pomeron events,

— hadron structure functions,

— hard perturbative constituent scattering cross sections,

— the method of string fragmentation into hadrons, and

— the method of selecting the exclusive parton events (i-values and flavors),

are interchangeable. For some of these tasks DTUJET-92 offers several options;
for others this is foreseen and easy to implement.

3.2 THE MAIN PROGRAM

The main program DTMAIN is provided to allow for a stand alone running
of the program. It is unnecessary for a user who wants to call the event generator
from its own programs.

It contains the following lines

PROGRAM DTMAIN
1 CALL DTPREP(NEVNT)

DO 9 I=1,NEVNT
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9 CALLDTCOLL
CALL DTHIST
GOTO 1
END

which are largely self explanatory.

To prepare the generator a call to DTPItEP is necessary. It initializes
variables in a chosen way and allows for preparatory tasks, 'its actions are
controlled by input cards. Each input card is identified by a code word which
specifies its function as described in the next section. Without specification
default values are taken. The subroutine is left if the code word START is
encountered. Please note, that the nature of these initializations makes it for
most tasks impossible to create events, which need a different initialization
during one run of the code. A good praxis is therefore, to have a separate run
of the code for each problem to be solved.

A call to the subroutine DTCOLL generates one event. The event is stored
in a. COMMON block /USER/ and /PARTCL/ as described in section 4.

To check the generated events, a call to the subroutine DTHIST provides
minimal histogramming output, which was prepared in other parts of the pro-
gram without action of the user. It contains a call to a dummy routine DTH-
STO(I) with the argument 1, 2 resp. 3 for in the preparatory collecting or
print-out stage. It can be replaced by a user supplied histogramming routine.
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3.3 INPUT CARDS AND OPTIONS

The Subroutine DTPREP uses input cards. All input cards of DTUJET
li:ivr tin' following form:

CODEWD, (WHAT(I), I = 1,6), SDUM
FORMAT ( A8, 2X, CE 10.0, A8)

The initial code word, which is read read in as CODEWD, determines the
meaning of the remaining variables, as described in the following.

Code word: TITLE
This card must be followed by a card giving the title of the run, which will be
reproduced in the output.

Code word: COMMENT
This card allows one to add comments to the input file. The argument

WHAT(l) Default: 1
gives the number of comment cards following this input card.

Code word: CMENERGY
This card defines the cm. energy of the collision in GeV.

ECM = WHAT(l) Default: 540 GeV

Code word: SEASU3
This card defines the fraction of strange quarks at the end of sea-chains.

SEASQ = WHAT(l) Default: 1.
SEASQ=1. demands equal fractions of u, d and s sea quarks at the ends of

sea-chains. SEASQ=0.33 gives at the ends of sea chains the same strangeness
supression as inside the chain decay.

Code word: PROJPAR
Defines the projectile particle type (moving into positive 2-direction).

PROJTY = SDUM Default: PROTON

Its possible values are: PROTON, APROTON

Code word: TARPAR
Defines the target particle type (moving into the negative z-direction).

TARGTY = SDUM: Default: PROTON
Its possible values are: PROTON, APROTON

Code word: STRUCFUN
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Defines the structure functions used in the sampling of hard constituent
scattering11""11 .

Default: 3
Martin, Holn-rts, Stirling, Set 1
Kwiccinski,Martin, Roberts, Stirling, Set 1
Kwiecinski.Martin, Roberts, Stirling, Set B-
Kwiecinski,Martin, Roberts, Stirling, Set B-2
Kwiecinski,Martin, Roberts, Stirling, Set B-5
Martin, Roberts, Stirling,) 1992) Set SO
Martin, Roberts, Stirling,(1992) Set D-0
Martin, Roberts, Stirling,(1992) Set D-

ISTRUF = WHAT(l)
= 3 :
= 9 :
= 10:
= 11 :
= 12:
= 13:
= 14:
= 15:

Code word: SINGDIFF
Calls or suppresses diffractive events.

ISINGD = WHAT(l) Default: 0

= 1 : Single diffraction included to a fraction given by
third parameter.

= 0 : Single diffraction suppressed.

IDUBLD = WHAT(2) Default: 0
= 0 : Double diffraction included.
= 1 : Only double diffractive events.

SDFRAC = WHAT(3) Default: 0

Fraction of single diffractive events to be included
in inelastic events.

Code word: START
Starts the sampling of hadronized events and the calculation of the standard
histogram output.

NCASES = WHAT(l) Default: 1000

is the number of events sampled.
PTLAR = WHAT(5) Default: 2

is a cut off parameter:
If PTLAR is greater than 2.2 G«V,

DTUJET samples only events with at least one
jet (minijet) with pj. > PTLAR, rejecting all other
events.

For PTLAR < 0,

Code word: STOP

DTUJET samples only events without hard jets
(minijets).
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Slops the miming of tl»' mile.

Code word: EVENTAPE
When this rard is present, the events generated are written on an output file
DTL'JET EVENTS (logical unit 11). The file DTUJET EVENTS is written in
the following format:

1. card: "This file contains events from DTUJET."
2. card: The TITLE of the input file is reproduced.

3. card: NHAD, FORMAT(IIO): Number of secondary particles in the
event.

4 to 3+NHAD-th card:
I, NR(I), PX(I), PY(I), PZ(I), E(I)
FORMAT (214, 4E 16.8 )

where
I and NR(I) are a counting number and an integer label defining

the kind of particle.
PX(I), PY(I), PZ(I) are the momentum components of the secondary

particles in the c.m.s. of the collision in GeV/c.
The beam is in the z-direction.

E(I) are the total energy of the secondary particle.

A table of our particle codes is provided in BLOCK DATA BLKDT1 at the
end of DTUMAI90. A list of particles known to DTUJET can be printed (see
the PARTICLE input card). A integer function NTOPDG(NR) to convert
our internal number NR to the particle data booklet number is included in
DTUMAI90.

Code word: PARTICLE
This card demands the printing of a table of all particles defined in DTUJET.
Printed are the particle properties and in the case of unstable particles all decay
channels defined in the code. The particles defined in DTUJET are the ones
defined in the BAMJET and DECAY hadronization codes.
At present the normal output events of DTUJET contain particles which do
not decay hadronically (most of them with number labels below NR = 26). It
is also possible to obtain the events before the decay of the hadron resonances
(vector meson nonet and baryon decuplet).

Code word: XSECTION
Demands a test run for the calculation of cross sections as function of energy.
The test run yields

the total cross section,
the elastic cross section,
the inelastic cross section,
the hard inelastic cross section and
the high and low mass

single and double diffractive cross sections.
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It also provides scatter plots of the sampling of inulti-Poiueron ••vi-uts at some
typical energies.

Other code wonb: SELHARD.SIGMAPOM.PARTEV.HADRONIZ
Are used for internal purposes, in order to make shure, that the used copy of
the code is initialized exactly in the presently needed way, it is best to include
these cards in the way given in Fig.l in each run of the cole, demanding the
production of events.

3.4 COMMON BLOCKS OF INTEREST FOR THE NORMAL USER

It is possible to run the event generator within a user supplied program package.
For this purpose the user needs to know how the event is stored in COMMON
blocks.

The COMMON block /USER/

CHARACTER*8 PROJTY.TARGTY
CHARACTER'S) TITLE
COMMON/USER/TITLE,PROJTY,TARGTY,CMENER,ISTRUF

k ,ISINGD,IDUBLD,SDFRAC,PTLAR
contain* the parameters, expected to be modified for a normal run. The vari-
ables are described in section 3 .

The COMMON block /PARTCL/

PARAMETER (MXNUPA=2500)
COMMON/PARTCL/

k PARTPX(MXNUPA),PARTPY(MXNUPA),
& PARTPZ(MXNUPA),PARTPO(MXNUPA),
k NPARTY(MXNUPA),NPART

contains the particles of the last generated event:

PARTPX(),PARTPY(),PARTPZ(),PARTPO(1..NUPRT),

are transversal momenta, longitudinal momentum and energy,

NPARTY(1..NUPRT)

the type number of the particles, and

NPART

is number of particles in the event.
The translations matrices for our internal particle numbers are stored in COM-
MON block /PAPROP/ provided in the BLOCKDATA on the end of the file
DTUMAI90. For convenience it contains:

the literal name of the particle,
the particle mass in GEV,
the electric charge of the particle,
the half life of the particle in SEC, and
the baryonic charge of the particle.
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A printed list of our particle numbering can also be obtained by running the
input card PARTICLE.
We <lid not use the particle data booklet numbers, ns their range is too large
to use them in butter way than alphanumeric names. A function routine
NTOPDG(NPARTY) to convert our internal number NPARTY to the parti-
clt/il.itn booklet number (function value) is included in DTUMAI90 program

3.5 SHOUT DESI-MPTION OF IMPORTANT SUDROUTINF.S OF DTUJET

3.5.1 Subroutine calls for generating one event
1. The program begins with a call to the subroutine DTPREP, which sets

initial values and reads and implements the input cards.
2. After encountering the START input card the sampling of multi-Pomeron

(hard and soft Pomerons) distributions is prepared by a call to PRBLM2.
It calculates the probability distribution of hard and soft Pomerons and
stores it in a suitable way. A call to SAMPLM can then generate one
event according to this distribution. Various calls to other subroutines,
which prepare other aspects of the sampling follow. After these tasks the
subroutine DTPREP is eventually left to the main program.

3. In the main program the loop over events follows. Within this event loop
a subroutine DTCOLL is called, which generates one event (see below).
After the end of the loop and a short output the program returns to the
start. It continues until a STOP card is encountered.

4. Within DTCOLL a call to XPTFL (NHARD, NSEA, NVAL) generates
one parton level event with NHARD hard Pomerons and NSEA soft sea
Pomerons and one (=NVAL) soft valence Pomeron.

5. The hadronization of this parton level event is done by a call from DT-
COLL to the routine HADRAV (NHAD, NSEA, NVAL, NHARD). The
event generated has NHAD particles in its final state. How to obtain (or
get at) the table of generated particles was described above.

3.5.4 Calculation of total and inelastic cross sections and
hard and soft Pomtron distributions via the unitarization of
soft and hard infui cross sections

The code word XSECTION demands a major executable task (used essen-
tially for test purposes) which calculates absorbed cross sections in the DTU
model.

When demanded by the XSECTION input card the subroutine DTPREP
calls the subroutine POMDI. POMDI calls the routine SIGMAS to calculate the
total and inelastic cross sections according to the model as function of energy.
The input hard, soft, and triple Pomeron cross sections of a given energy are
defined by a rail to the subroutine SIGSHD. The output is via a standard line
printer plot.

The sampling of multi-Pomeron (hard and soft Pomeron) distributions is
prepared by a call to PRBLM2, which calculates the probability distribution
for it* hard and na soft Pomerons. A call to SAMPLM generates one event
from this distribution. POMDI generates scatterplots in n* and n, for 10000
sampled events at some collision energies.

5.5.5 The chain fragmentation model BAMJET and the resonance
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decaf routine DECAY

BAMJET and DECAY are well documented [1,2]. DTUJET calls BAM-
JET via routines, which already perform Lorentz transformations and rotations
of the events generated in BAMJET. These routines are HAD.IET (in the COL-
LABR file), which call* CALBAM, which calls BAMJET. Details on HADJET
and CALBAM are found in comment cards at the beginning of the codes.

3.6 SAMPLE INPUT AND EXEC FILES

In Fig. 1 we reproduce an input file for DTUJET. This file, where we give
all possible input cards even when they do not change the default settings, will
lead to the calculation of 5000 events at v/7 = 1.8 TeV generating standard
histograms.

In Fig. 2a we give a sample command file for compiling DTUJET92 files
under DEC-ULTRIX, the same is given in Fig. 2b for HP-UX. Please note, that
the code, not written explicitely in DOUBLE PRECISION is transformed to
DOUBLE PRECISION using the compiler optiond and debug cards in the files.

3.7 DESCRIPTION OF THE MINIMAL OUTPUT

In the papers1"'10'"'1" many plots are shown which originate directly as
DTUJET92 output; therefore we do not need to give explicit examples for the
output of DTUJET.

After repeating the input cards the minimal output contains a table of all
calculated cross sections. Following is a table containing the average multiplicity
and the average energy seperated for specific particle types. Simple line printer
plots then draw the rapidity, energy fraction and multiplicity distribution.
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The present file contains the code for simulating: i) pp and pp collisions leading to jet production

and Drell-Yan production of W, Z and virtual photons, decaying into leptons or jets; ii) e+e~

annihilation into hadrons. The calculation at the parton level is complemented by: i) a model for the

independent fragmentation of parton jets with the Field-Feynman algorithm, extended to include

heavy quark fragmentation and baryon production and with jet mass phase-space constraints added

on; ii) a longitudinal phase-space model for the beam jets. Other components of interest are: iii) a

calculation of multiple QED radiation in leptonie decays of W. Z and Drell-Yan virtual photons, with a

leading logarithm approximation corrected so as to reproduce the CKoO approximation for hard emitted

photons; iv) a decay model for top quarks, including multiple QCD and QED radiation effects with

proper treatment of the phase-space available for radiation; v) in e+e~ annihilation, calculation of QED

radiation to order O(a) according to the BKJ package [12].

2. Physics Introduction

COJETS has been originally developed to calculate the structure of hadronic events in electron-

positron annihilation, with inclusion of multiple QCD radiation treated in the Leading Logarithm

Approximation (LLA). Its first quantitative results were presented at the ECFA-LEP Workshop held

in Rome, September 1979 [1]. Its algorithm for timelike parton showers reproduces analytic results

within statistically accuracy once kinematic constraints which are neglected in analytic calculations

are disregarded [2]. A full Monte Carlo simulation program for electron-positron annihilation was

obtained by integrating the QCD calculation with independent jet fragmentation according to the Field-

Feynman [3J model [4,5].

The development of COJETS has later concentrated on pp and pp collisions. For this sake, an

algorithm for the calculation of initial parton showers has been set up. It reproduces analytic results

for the evolution of parton densities within statistically accuracy and includes production of heavy

quark pairs due to perturban've gluon splitting, with proper treatment of the kinematic constraints

associated with heavy quark masses [6]. The problem of properly generating the parton p,., which

results from the hard scattering and also acts as evolution scale for the initial and final QCD showers,

has been solved by having the aciual event generation preceded by a pretabulation sage [7]. Drell-Yan

production of the intermediate vector bosons W and Z and electromagnetic Drell-Yin production of

lepton pairs arc also included in the program, the pj- of the intermediate boson being entirely due to

the initial QCD showers, as it is appropriate in the important region of phase-space |8J. Recent

developments have concentrated on refurbishing the independent jet fragmentation model so as to

reproduce the LEP jet data (9,10.11J. The emphasis rests on accurate representation of the Standard

Model (as much as it is possible with the parton shower approximations) and accurate tuning to

experimental data for already established production processes.

3. Detailed Physics Description

The following presentation refers to pp and pp collisions only. A detailed documentation for e+e~

annihilation can be found in [9] and in the program file. Main differences with respect lo other parton

shower event generators HE for: i) the calculation of initial panon showers, a Forward Evolution

scheme being used instead of Backward Evolution, ii) the parton fragmentation model, which is a

modified version of the independent jet fragmentation model of Field ind Feynman, iii) the beam jets

model. The following presentation will concentrate on these topics.

Hard Parton Scattering

The two-body matrix elements for the hard panon scattering with light constituents and fusion

reactions are the standard ones [13]. In processes involving initial quarks with heavy flavors, the

matrix elements have been calculated setting the masses of such quarks to zero.

The QCD evolution variable, which also appears as argument of the QCD running coupling

constant multiplying the hard scattering matrix elements, is chosen as Q2 = 2 s t u / (s2 +12 + u2)

(according [14]), where s, t and u are the Mandelstun invariant variables for the parton subprocess.

Near the forward and backward directions Q2 approximates pr2. In the program. Q2 is represented by

the variable PTHARD - *!(?•

A minimum Q* cutoff is imposed (represented by PTCUT2 in the program), so that the integrated

QCD cross-section represents a small fraction of the total inelastic cross-section. If the program is run

with p,. generation forcing (nwction TWOJET), this cutoff is practically irrelevant. If it is run without

Pr generation forcing (reaction MINBIAS), the cutoff determines the relative amounts of pure beam

jets events and jetty events, according to the ensuing ratio between the QCD and the total inelastic

cross-sections. When heavy-quark fusion is forced, there is no Q2 cutoff if m, is larger than the initial
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evolution scale for the panon densities evolution. By default, the total inelastic cross-section is

calculated by a !n2(s) Til to existing data.

Initial (unevolvcd) partons arc given a primordial transverse momentum according to a Gaussian

distribulion with <Pr2> = 0.4 (GeV/c)2, which is found to reproduce, together with the transverse

momentum generated in the evolution, the transverse momentum data for Drell-Yan pairs [IS].

Event generation, taking into account initial panon evolution, proceeds through « Forward

Evolution algorithm. The Backward Evolution algorithm, later proposed by Sjostrand [16], makes

adaptations of preexisting event generators without initial evolution relatively easy, but it has some

drawbacks [17J (see Table I):

i) The algorithm relies on an external parametrization for evolved parton densities, with a frozen A

parameter. Since the parametrization results from an inclusive analytic calculation, kinematic

constraints associated with the generation of heavy quarks are treated crudely, and therefore results of

flavor excitation calculations can only be qualitative.

ii) Another problem with flavor excitation calculations is that, after a parton has been picked up in the

heavy quark sea using the panon densities evolved up to Q2, the generation of its heavy flavor partner

in the backward evolution down to Qo2, where no heavy quark sea is supposed to exist, might not

occur according to the backward evolution algorithm. Therefore it must be forced, in some arbitrary

way.

iii) Comparisons with 1SAJET [18], which has adopted a backward evolution algorithm, have shown

that the algorithm is more than an order of magnitude less efficient than the forward evolution

algorithm at small and medium pj, and remains less efficient also when approaching the px kinematic

limit. Fig. 1. That is due to the extra computing time required for sampling over evolved parton

densities, which change in shape with Q2 and are time consuming to calculate, and for handling the

more complex Sudakhov form factors and parton splitting distributions, which contain integrals over

the panon density parametrization varying with each parton splitting.

The forward evolution algorithm makes use of a pretabulation which requires a relatively small

amount of computing time and considerably speeds up event generation. After having divided the Q2

range into fine bins, for each initial (i.e. unevolved) two-parton channel i one develops Nps pairs of

parton showers up to the maximum Q2. As the showers develop with Q2, for each (Q^Q^Q 2 ) bin

one accumulates the quantity:

T(i,Q2) = l(i,) l(i2) [sum of contributing (do/dt) dt] / NPS

where I(ix) and IO2) are the integrals over the unevolved parton densities entering the two-panon

channel i, with a minimum x determined by the minimum Q2 cutoff and the colliding beam energy,

the sum is extended to all interactions taking place between pairs of panons of the two showers with a

Q2 within the bin, da/dt is the standard two-parton differential cross-section with all final channels

and both t values denned by Q2 included, dt is determined by the width of the Q2 bin and by the

subenergy of the two interacting partons. Initial panons are generated with a primordial transverse

momentum, and the interaction subenergy is computed including the transverse momenta of the

interacting partons. At the same time, for each initial two-parton channel i and each Q2 bin one

calculates: i) the mean cross-section value S(i,Q2) of da/dQ2, summed over all final channels and

both values of t defined by Q2, for varying s and the two-panon combination entering the hard

scattering; ii) the mean number of panon hard scatterings occurring per pair of parton showers,

NU.Q2), excluding from the mean pairs of parton showers for which no hard scattering is generated

in the given Q2 bin.

The sum of T(i,Q2) over i and the Q2 bins gives the total QCD cross-section, for the given Q2

cutoff. Generation of an event starts by sampling i and Q2 over TO.QSyNfi.Q2). Then initial partons

for the channel i are sampled, and their showers are developed up to Q2. All panon pairs from the two

showers are considered for initiating a hard scattering. In order to decide that, for each (evolved)

parton pair one goes through the following steps:

i) verification mat the threshold condition is satisfied;

ii) calculation of do/dt for all possible two-panon final states and for both values of t defined by

Q2, together with the sum of all these values multiplied by the Jacobean dt/dQ2, S';

iii) comparison of S' with Sfl.Q2): a) if Rs « S'/SG.Q2) < 1, the hard scattering is accepted with

probability Rs. and the final state and t (within the possible pair of values) are sampled according to

the corresponding doMt values; b) if Rs >1, more than one hard scattering is generated with the same

evolved parton pair by iterating the generation as in a), with subtraction of SCO2) from S' at each

iteration.

If no hard scattering is generated within the pair of parton showers, a new pair of parton showers

is generated with the same i and Q2.

Each pair of pnton showers can thus lead to the generation of several hard scatterings, because of

the multiplicity of evolved parton pairs contributing and because of the possibility that for some of

them Rs > 1. The repetition of event generation when Rs > 1 would be statistically unsafe if the

variance of Rs were too large. In practice that is not so, since the important channels which would

potentially lead 10 high values of R$ also essentially determine Sfl.Q2). Furthermore, important

channels are dominated by gluon exchange which implies a do/dt asymptotically constant with s. A

particular situation develops for heavy flavor excitation, where the number of contributing panon

pairs is especially small, whereas its do/dt is large. Use of the specific forcing option for it is advised

for an accurate determination of its contribution.

Some attention is required by the circumstance that the Jacobean di/dQ2 develops a square root

singularity *l threshold, i.e. t » u «-s/2. This integrable singularity, which cannot be avoided because

of the quadratic nature of Q2, can be easily tamed as any 1/Vx singularity (without change of

variable). Eg., by truncating f(x)» 1/vx « 1 value F - f(Xm) VN/4 (i.e. taking min|f(x),F] instead of

f(x)), where Xm is the mean x distributed according to f(x) and N is the number of generations made

so far, the error committed in calculating the integral of 1/Vx over the singularity by means of a crude
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Monte Carlo using the truncated f(x) is comparable to the statistical error. A similar corrective

procedure is applied in the program for dt/dQ2.

Storage requirements for the two initial paflon showers are limited. By profiling of the

degradation in x as Q2 evolves, one can make a substantial pruning of partons which do not carry

enough x to survive the threshold condition determined by the final Q2 value. In addition to that, in

the process of event generation the internal algorithm develops the showers by segments which, after

being used up, are pruned away to leave space for other segments to develop. That is obtained by

developing the shower trees with a depth first procedure based on a stack, which allows for easy

backtracking to the next branch to develop after the current branch has been completely explored for

possible interactions with the partons of the other shower. In order to have that, for each parton of the

Hrst shower (with enough x to interact at the given Q2) one must develop a complete second shower.

Heavy quark production is included in the normal event generation, according to the mechanisms

of fusion, flavor excitation and gluon splitting. The three mechanisms can also be separately forced.

At a r>r small with respect to the heavy quark mass, superimposing the three mechanisms leads to

multiple counting. At such small pfs one is supposed to employ a full CHct,3) approximation. The

results of [19] cover only the total and single inclusive cross-section. (Recently some exclusive >

results have been obtained [20], but a smooth transition from the small pj- range they cover to large

PT'S has still to be found). A reasonable substitute for it is the O(a,2) approximation represented by

the fusion process (to which radiation effects are added). It should be noted, though, that at small pr

heavy quark fragmentation according to the Field-Feynman model is inadequate to describe

production of heavy flavor particles at large xp.

Drell-Yan

The production and decay of the weak vector bosons W and Z take full account of effects

associated with the Breit-Wigner distribution of the W/Z mass. The QCD evolution variable Q2 is

identified with the square of the physical W/Z mass.

The transverse momentum of the vector boson is determined by the transverse momenta of the

interacting quarks, resulting from the primordial transverse momenu of the initial (unevolved) partons

and those generated in the parton showers.

The cross-section is calculated during event generation. Pairs of initial panon showers are

developed up to Q2 = M(WZ)2, and contributions from interacting quark pairs generated in the

showers are collected with probability

P = [o(qq -> W/Z -» ff) of current qq pair] / [maximum o(qq -> W/Z -»ft)]

and provided that the cms energy of qq is above a threshold WZTHRS fixed by the user, which

defaults to WZTHRS = M(W/Z)-4 T(W/Z). Collection of the cross-section contribution also starts

generation of an event. The cross-section for W/Z —> ff is then calculated at the end of event

generation as:

a(W/Z -> ff) = Kail panons)**2

'[maximum o(qq -» W/Z -» ff)]

"[number of accepted contributions]

/[number of generated pairs of panon showers]

where I(all partons) is the integral over all (unevolved) panon densities, with a minimum x defined by

M(W/Z) and the colliding beam energy.

The expressions for o(qq -» W/Z -»ft) and the angular distribution of ff are the standard ones.

For leptonic decay channels, multiple QED radiation of photons is calculated with a leading

logarithm approximation, corrected so as to reproduce the O(ct) approximation for hard photon

emission [21]. The straight O(ot) approximation to calculate single QED radiation is also available, as

an option (with routines developed by Berends and Kleiss [22]), but in this case generation of the Z

decay angular distribution neglects the effects of Z-y interference.

For decay channels involving quark-antiquark pairs, quarks are first developed into QCD showers

and the final panons are men fragmented according to the Field-Feynman model. A correction

procedure, involving separate Lorentz boosts for the systems of particles originated by the primary

quark and antiquark, ensures that proper energy-momentum conservation is satisfied in the W/Z

decay.

The program also calculates the production of the charged lepton pair continuum by the Drell-Yan

mechanism within an invariant mass interval for the lepton pairs chosen by the user.

Timclike Parton Showers

The tunelike shower development follows the scheme originally proposed in [23].

The only dynamical input needed for calculating the shower development is the LLA elementary

panon splitting probability:

where Q2 is the evolution variable, representing the square of the off-shell mass of the parent panon,

akVPHb l iKQW)) is the running coupling constant with b<-(33-NfV(12 x) and Nf - number of

flavors, z is the fraction of the parent E+PL (energy + longitudinal momentum along the direction of

the primary panon in the shower) carried by one of the secondary panons, z*, and z, are the lower

and upper limits, respectively, for the integral in z over the standard Altarelli-Parisi splitting function

P(z) applying to the specific branching process (q -»qg, g -» gg, g -» qq). z™ and z, embody
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kinematic bounds, which are scl by the condition that the pr of secondary partons with respect to the

parent satisfies

where qi2 and <$• are the square masses of the secondaries (z corresponding to the fraction carried by

the first secondary).

The probability that an off-shell parton with an initial Qi2 remains unsplit down to a Q22, is given

by the Sudakhov form factor

S(Qi2,Q2
2)>

•dS/d(h2 gives the probability of splitting between Q22 and Q22+dQ22-

The puton shower is then developed as a conventional Markovian branching process (unitarity

taking automatically care of virtual corrections). The shower stops when parton masses reach the

minimum cutoff value. At each splitting, z is generated according 10 the relevant P(z) function. dPg is

calculated setting qi2 and qi2 to their cutoff values. After z has been generated, the masses of the

secondaries are generated starting from the maximum values defined by the p,. condition. Bom them

the value of pr is determined.

The parton mass cutoff has been set at 3 GeV, by default, from fits to electron-positron

annihilation data over a wide energy range (also, 6 GeV is the energy *t which two jet phenomena

start to show up in the SPEAR data). For heavy quarks, it is set to the value of the heavy quark mass

+ 0.5 GeV, if that results in a value larger than the light panon cutoff, otherwise it is lift to the light

parton value. For the gtuon splitting contribution to charm quark production, in order to avoid

suppressing the near threshold region one should then set the light cutoff to a value lower than m,, +

0.5 GeV, where me is the charm quark mass.

The maximum square mass (virtuality) of partons initiating the two final parlon showers in a hard

scattering has been set to (3/4) Q2, where Q2 is the HeM-Feynman-Fox variable for the scattering

(3 Q2 = s at the Q2 threshold). The virtuality of timelike partons emitted in the initial showers is

determined by the kinematic bounds applying to them.

The Sudakhov form factors for the virious.parton species are calculated once and for all and

tabulated (it is a one variable tabulation). (Alternatively, one could set z™ and z, at some fixed,

extreme values so that the Sudakhov can be calculated analytically. One then corrects by rejecting

generated branchings which do not comply with the kinematic bounds. This procedure, though, is

rather inefficient because of the infrared singularities in z.)

Imposition of angular ordering, resulting from coherence effects, has been considered for

inclusion in the program. It turns out, however, that the ensuing suppression of soft partons is

quantitatively irrelevant for the energy flow. The effects on the panon multiplicity, not weighted by

energy, are appreciable but cannot be distinguished from those due 10 an increase of the (theoretically

arbitrary) panon mass cutoff [24], Collins and Gottschalk [25] have argued that the two effects can be

sorted out by looking at die evolution over a very large Q range, but they neglect to consider the

ambiguity in the choice of die initial parton virtuality. One should also note that angular ordering is

not Lorentz invariant In conclusion, no angular ordering on partons has been imposed in the

program.

Initial Parton Showers

Spacelike panon showers are calculated by an algorithm which reproduces die inclusive results

obtainable from the Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations within statistically accuracy. The algorithm is

formally die same as for timelike parton showers, with modifications required by die different

kinematic regime. In a panon splitting die Q2 of the parent and that of one of die secondaries are

negative (i.e. spacelike), whereas Q2 is positive for die other secondary (timelike). (The further

evolution of timelike secondaries is taken care of by die timelike shower algorithm.) The evolution

variable Q* is thus negative and increases in absolute value from some tow Qo2, at which die input,

unevolvtripir»ndensitieihivebMnexperinKmta!lydetennine4toaKvalueietbythehaidpirion

subprocess. By identifying Q2 widi the actual square mass of a parlon and z witfi the E+PL fraction,

one soil gets die kinematic bounds from die pr condition, formally identical to diatieen for timelike

showers. Now die z of die spacelike secondary can reach zero, as far as kinematics at the local

branching is concerned. An effective lower bound for z comes only from die threshold condition for

die hard subprocess. Another new feature is dial kinematic bounds from die pr condition no longer

require that die Qj* of die spacelike secondary be larger in absolute value than thit of die parent That

is die so called lack of strong ordering in spacelike parton showers. In other words, die standard

calculadonal scheme widi a monotonically rising Q2 does not reflect die actually less ordered structure

of die underlying Feynman diagrams. This difference may be of limited relevance for inclusive

calculations, but cannot be forgotten when using die calculation widi exclusive kinematics. The

treatment of exclusive kinematics is therefore ambiguous. Here are given details about how

kinematics and kinematic bounds have been treated:

i) z is generated widi a lower cmoff determined by the threshold condition for die hard subprocess.

ii) The pr of panon secondaries in a branching widi respect to their parent is calculated as

pr2 « z (1-z) IQ3 where Q2 is die value of die evolution variable for die parent.

The kinematic parameters of final (interactive) spacelike partons are obtained by setting their

masses to zero. Thus for diem E-PL = P T W + P L ) where Pr is the transverse momentum with respect

to die jet axis. Backward moving spacelike panons are not considered for interaction.
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From the Pr condition, the vinuality of timelike secondaries is set to maxCQr2) - (1-z) IQs2]

where z refers to the spacelike secondary, Q2 and Qs2 are the (negative) values of the evolution

variable for the parent and the spacelike secondary, respectively. The actual mass Mr of the timelike

secondary is set by the timelike evolution process. For gluon splitting into a heavy quark-amiquark

pair, the requirement that the right hand side be larger than ir%2, nth being the heavy quark mass,

represents a threshold condition. If it is not satisfied, the splitting is rejected and evolution goes on.

An important effect of this condition is that the timelike heavy quark carries a larger E+PL fraction

than the spacelike partner, on average.

The input for the unevolved parton densities comes from pairmetrizations obtained from fits to

experimental data. By default, the parametrization of EHLQ set I [26], is used. Also available are the

parametrization of EHLQ set 2, the parametrizations of Morfin and Tung [27], and a parametrization

obtained by the NA3 collaboration from a fit to their Drell-Yan data [28].

Parton Jet Fragmentation

Quarks and gluons are fragmented into hadrons independently, according to a modified Field-

Feynman fragmentation model extended to include heavy quarks and baryons. Gluons are fragmented

as a pair of light quark and anaquark jets of opposite random flavors, each one having half the energy

of the gluon and the same direction, and with parameters controlling x and pj. generation distinct from

those of quark jets. In e+e~ annihilation, jet non-penurbative masses are also limited by bounds to

(roughly) take into account global phase-space effects. The basic algorithm is corrected, so as to

insure generation of forward moving panicles only and to have exact energy conservation.

Starting with an initial quark or diquark, a quaik-antiquark or diquark-antidiquark paiv is

generated. One of its members recombines with the original quaricAiiquark to form a meson or a

baryon, and the left-over one is used to iterate the process. With the current defaults, the probability

of generating a-diquark-amidiquark pair is about 10%. Only u, d and s quark flavors ait generated,

with the same probablniyiorji « d d quarks and a suppressed probability for s quarks.

The hadron resulting from the qaatkjecombination carries a fraction x of the E+PL of the parent

quark/diquark, according to a given distributiofTffx)_dx. Its transverse momentum results from the

vector sum of the transverse momenta of the recombination .quarks.

For a light quark/diquark parent

dx

) } ]f(x)dx = (l-x)« min[l ; c + exp { -b m

where W is the E+PL of the parent quark/diquark, m is the mass of the generated panicle, and a, b, c

and d are free parameters. min[argi,arg2] is the minimum of argi and arg2. This form ensures scaling

at large x, while the second factor modulates the behavior near the x threshold (« m/W).

For a heavy quark/diquark parent, the form of Peterson et al. [29] is adopted

f(x)dx =

where the value of e changes with the heavy quark flavor.

The two members of the quaifc-antiquark or diquark-antidiquark pair are generated with transverse

momenta with respect to the parent balancing each other and with a Gaussian distribution

expGpr2/!!2). The transverse momentum P]* of the hadron resulting from the panon pair

recombination is given by the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the two partons.

The conversion of electrically neutral quaric-antiquark pairs into mesons is governed by

appropriate mixing parameters, which can be changed by the user (CMK). The conversion of quark-

diquark pairs into baryons is governed by the model of Andenson et al. [30], with the full

specifications given in JETSET [31]. The set of parameters used are those of TASSO [32]. The

parameters P0, PI, P2, P3, P4 of this reference correspond to the parameters PSQRK, PUS1,

PUD3, PUS3, PSS3, respectively, used in the program. Defaults for these parameters in the program

are from the global fit to experimental data of [33], with some modifications.

In e+e~ annihilation, in order to take into some account phase-space effects favoring small (non-

penurbative) jet masses, the latter are required to satisfy bounds which are dependent on the global jet

topology and on the quark/gluon type of the jets. The model we use for that is * necessarily empirical

one, and has been suggested by fits to data on the azimuthal particle distribution in 3-jet events. A

more thorough theoretical treatment should account for the competition between jet dynamics, which

in the independent jet fragmentation model tends to develop relatively large jet masses (mainly due to

soft, large-pt panicle generation), and phase-space effects on die multi-jet final state favoring small jet

masses. (In processes initiated by hadrons, such a competition is less marked because of the presence

of the beam jet component, acting like a sort of sponge.) The total sum of jet masses is required to be

less than (gEo,,+t). This bound is divided among jet masses proportionally to f irKEj^h), where

En, is the total c.m.s. energy, Ej* is the energy of the jet, and f, g, h and t are free parameters, with f

taking distinct values for quark and gluon jets. The finite value of t is meant to account for die gradual

transition to a spherical distribution of the particles when E^ gets very small.

The default values of the fragmentation parameters in the program have been obtained from fits to

experimental data [34,10,11].

Pan of the jet fragmentation code has been derived from [35].

Beam Jets
In pp and pp interaction events, the energy and momentum left over by the global hard

subprocess, including fragmentation of panon jets, arc convened into small py hadrons according to a

longitudinal phase-space model including leading baryon effects. The model has been constrained as

much as possible using small Pj data from ISR and CERN pp collider experiments (UA1 and UA5)

17]. A comparison made by the UA1 collaboration with their data at total transverse energy E, higher
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than 200 GeV [36] shows that the model adequately describes the underlying plateau in jet profiles

and its evolution with E,, as well as other features of high E, data for which its contribution is

relevant.

Leading baryons are generated with a longitudinal distribution exp(-0.7 XF), and a py distribution

exp(-PrV0.15), as indicated by ISR data.

Remaining hadrons are generated with a multiplicity distribution following the deGroot KNO

parametrizatkm [37]. Particle ratios are fixed according to the UA5 data [38].

Particles are generated with a uniform rapidity distribution and a pr distribution

exp {-c -ffyjz+nfi], where m is the particle mass and c increases with multiplicity, so as to

reproduce the rise of <pT> with charged multiplicity observed by UAJ (39].

Particle Decays

Particle decays are determined by a particle decay table modifiable by the user. Standard matrix

elements are used, when applicable.

For top, decay of the top quark is assumed to take place before its hadrciuzation, which is

appropriate for a large top mass. At the present stage of search of the tof quark, only the supposedly

prevalent weak decay mode t - » b + "W" is considered, where t is the top quark, b is the bottom

quark and "W" is a virtual W boson with standard decay modes. The appropriate V-A matrix element

and the W propagator are included. Quarks are then QCD evolved, and the corresponding panon

showers fragmented into jets. Attention is paid to setting the appropriate initial scales for panon

evolution, which gauge the phase space available for radiation. The virtual W mass and the mass of

the remaining (bottom) jet are sampled according to: i) the W propagator distribution for the W mass,

ii) the mass distribution resulting from QCD evolution for the jet, iii) the V-A matrix element, iv) the

two body, W + jet, phase space. The virtual W is decayed, similarly to a real W, with its primary

decay products correlated in direction to the remaining jet by the V-A matrix element QED multiple

radiative effects for the charged lepton from the virtual W decay are included, with a LLA treatment.

The Bom approximation for QCD and QED exactly reproduces the analytic results of [40], when

fragmentation is disregarded. Differences between the 0(0,) results of these authors and «he QCD

LLA treatment in the program are discussed in [41], which also presenu results for the QED radiation

effects on the spectrum of the "W" decay charged lepton.

Optionally, particle decay modes can be defined without specifying all panicle secondaries,

leaving to a decay model [35] the task of supplementing the missing information. That is meant for

handling groups of decay modes for which insufficient experimental information is available. That

can be done by placing among the secondaries one or two quark-antiquark or quark-diquark pairs.

4. Comparison wilh Data and other Parton Shower Event Generators

A relevant test bed for physics at SSC and LHC are hadron interaction data at large transverse

energies. The UA1 Collaboration has made a comparison of Cojets and Isajet with ibeir large

transverse energy data, £IET< > 200 CeV [36). The simulated events have been processed through the

Monte Carlo simulating the UA1 detector and the same selection procedures have been adopted for

them as for the actual experimental events. Fig. 2 displays jet profiles for two different Ejf" cuts. The

height of die plateau on which the jet is sitting gauges the contribution from QCD radiation and from

the beam jets. Fig. 3 shows jet multiplicity distributions for various cuts on ET)«. The abundance of

radiated jets is apparent Fig. 4 shows the jet inclusive distribution in Ei*". In the absence of QCD

radiation and of the beam jets contribution, this distribution would look like a narrow spike at Ex*" =

100 GeV with a tail extending above this value. The broadening of the peak and its shift to lower

values are due to the contributions to HEjl from QCD radiation and the beam jets. The large

contribution at small ErJ« is due to radiated jets. Kg. 5 shows the distribution for the fraction of lErl

carried away from the two leading jets. Again, in the absence of QCD radiation and of the beam jets

contribution, this distribution would look like a narrow peak around I. l ike in the previous case, the

broadening of the peak and its shift to lower values are due to the contributions IOSET! from QCD

radiation and the beam jets.

The most constraining data for the parton fragmentation model come from jet studies at LEP. In

particular, the OPAL Collaboration has recently presented quantitative evidence for quark-gluon

differences in jet fragmentation [42]. A sample of 3-jet symmetric events has been used, with the two

lower energy jets having an angle from the highest energy jet within the range 150±10*. One of the

lower energy jets is tagged as originating from a quark by requiring the presence in it of a

reconstructed secondary vertex. The data are compared with Cojets, Jetset and Herwig. Two versions

of Cojets are used: an older version, Cojets612, where quark and gluon fragmentations have the same

parameters, and the present version, Cojets623, where gluon fragmentation is softer. While Jetset and

Herwig had their parameters quantitatively tuned with full detector simulation to the OPAL data, for

Cojets parameters were left frozen at the values appearing in the published programs. The study of

quark-gluon jet differences is done considering the two lower energy jets, which have approximately

the same energy as determined from jet angles. Fig. 6 shows the mean energy of particles <E>

versus the azimuthal angle Y im the 3-jet event plane, measured from the highest energy jet on die

quark jet side (a) and the gluon jet side (b). Fig. 7 shows the panicle multiplicity distributions for

quark and gluon jets. Fig. 8 shows the distributions of quark and gluon jets in the variable fetfMO').

representing the fraction of the visible energy of the jet which lies within a cone of half-angle 0=10*

around the jet axis. It should be noted that the agreement of Cojets623 with the quark jet data can be

easily improved by tuning its parameters so as to make quark fragmentation slightly harder. Fig. 9

shows the ratio RfiwuAprt of the particle distributions in XE « E/B& for the gluon and quark jets,

where E^i is the visible jet energy.

The quantitative analysis presented by OPAL for symmetric 3-jet events makes justice of recurrent

claims concerning the "string-effect" in such events, according to which the data could only be
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reproduced by assuming the dynamics contained in the string fragmentation model and/or the soft

partcn angular ordering approximating parton coherence. A non-rudimentary independent jet

fragmentation model can reproduce the d m as well. It may be of interest to see what air the different

machineries for the parton-hadron transition which are at work in Cojets and Jetset when calculating

the azimuthal energy flow in 3-jet events. In Fig. 10 the solid line represents the familiar dependence

of this quantity, at the energy of LEP and with conventional cuts without the requirement of

symmetry between the lower energy jets. Black and white dots, for Cojets and Jetset respectively,

represent the azimuthal dependence of the ratio of the panon to the primary hadron (i.e. before any

hadron decay) energy flows. For Cojets the outcome is pretty natural: because of the smearing effects

induced by hadronization energy flow minima are filled up, and thus in this regions the ratio gets

much below one (right hand scale). For Jetset the result is puzzling: in the region of the deepest

minimum not only no smearing is present but the hadron energy flow gets even deeper than the parton

energy flow. Attribution of such an effect to color dynamics has not been justified. Some better

undemanding of it would be appropriate.

An important source of background at SSC and LHC is provided by bottom particle production.

For this reason at the LHC Workshop organized by ECFA in 1990, an extensive comparison has

been made of the predictions of the various event generators for the bottom yield at LHC [43], The pr

distribution for b quarks is reported in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows the pr distribution for muonj

originated by primary b decays as well as from other sources. Among the four parton shower event

generators considered, all those employing the Backward Evolution scheme (Jetset, Herwig, Jsajet)

give a b yield at small pr larger by about a factor 5 than the exact O(a»3) result of Nason et al.. On the

other hand, at small p,- Cojets, employing the Forward Evolution scheme, gives a result

indistinguishable from the latter. It is quite possible that the outcome of the Backward Evolution

scheme is determined by: i) the ill-defined forcing of the emission of a b partner when handling the

backward evolution of a b quark entering a flavor excitation process, which is dominant at small pr;

ii) the crude treatment of phase-space constraints for heavy quarks. As a matter of fact, the variance of

the results for the various Backward Evolution generators is pretty large: at large pj- the Herwig yield

is down by about an order of magnitude with respect to that of Pythia. Note that Fig. Sa in [43] is not

coiTect, a different definition of Tpj having been applied to Cojets and Pythia.

5. Installation and Running

COJETS is written in FORTRAN77. It is maintained with the PATCHY code management

system, which is a part of the CERN Program Library. (If PATCHY has not been installed, a simple

mock-up of it included in the program file, can be used instead.) It is supported for CRAY, IBM and

VAX machines

Cojets is arranged as a stand-alone program, but it can be easily adapted to work in slave mode,

called by other programs. In fact, it has been used in the latter mode of operation from within a

program making a tuning of its parameters to fit experimental data. (The tuning program is also

available upon request) In the standard stand-alone mode, running conditions and parameter

modifications are set by input cards. Output from the program is made available through the standard

common block /HEPEVT/ [44]. Panicle PDG codes for particles are used [45].

6. Future Plans and Availability

Future plans for applications at SSC and LHC include a tune-up for background calculations: at

top SSC luminosity an event as seen by the SDC detector is to be simulated as a composite of about

10 events, one of which may be the sought after signal (top, Higgs etc.) and the rest are background

events. A refurbishing of weak boson production, including production of weak boson pain, Higgs

etc. is in preparation.

COJETS is available from the CERN Program Library and on request from the author.
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Fig. 4 • Inclusive jet spectrum for all jets with f
10 GeV. Data points: UA1 data for SIE-fl > 200 GeV.
Solid histograms: Cojets predictions. Dashed
histograms: Isajet predictions. From (36).
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Fig. 6 - The mean panicle energy distribution, <E>
versus y , after correction for the quart and gluon jet
misidentiflcation. The corrections are not valid in the
region of the highest energy jet, shown by the hatched
areas. No correction is made for detector acceptance and
resolution. The Monte Carlo curves include full detector
simulation and the same selection criteria as the normal-
mixture data, except the quark and gluon jets are
identified using the Monte Carlo information. The errors
shown are statistically only, (a) The corrected quark jet
distribution, (b) the corrected gluon jet distribution.
From [421.
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Fig. 5 • Distribution of H2, fraction of BE-jH carried out
by the two leading jets, for all events with Morne Carlo
predictions. The single point for 0.2 £ H2 £ 0.4 is
Cojeis expectation with estimate of known losses. Data
points: UA1 data for EIETI > 200 GeV. Solid
histograms: Cojets predictions. Dashed histograms:
Isajet predictions. From [JOJ.
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Fig. 7 - (a) and (b): Corrected multiplicity distributions
of the quark and gluon jets, using charged tracks and
^associated clusters. From [42].
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Fig. 8 - (a) and (b): The corrected energy fraction of the
quark and fiaoa jets visible energy contained within a
cone of half angle 1(T around the jet axis. From [42].
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Fig. 10 - Ratio p of die parlon to die primary hadron
azmnnJial energy flow for Cojea and leuet in e*e~
annihilatiM 3 jet events at LEP. Primary hadrons are
those generated directly by die fragnenution model,
before any decay. Black and while circles represent
resoltt for p from Cojen and Jeuet. respectively (right
hand scale). The solid line represents * e primary hadron
azKMMM energy flow from Cojeu (left hand scale).
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Fig. 9 - Ratio of the corrected inclusive scaled panicle
energy distributions of the gluon and quark jets. From
[421.
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Fig. 11 • Inclusive b + b transverse monKMiMi
distribution after the full perturbalive treatment. i.e.
shower or higher order matrix elements. M (1) low and
(b) high transvene momemum pj<. From [43].
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Inclusive |x spectrum {full shower)

Fig. 12 • Inclusive muon pp distributions, after full
perturbative QCD, fragmentation and decay treatment.
The direct moons from b + b are shown in (a), whereas
(b) shows the muons coming from other sources (from
secondary b decays, or from charm production). From
[43].
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Disclaimer: From hereof this report deals exclusively with FRITIOF version 7.2.
Program size: 5500 lines

2 Introduction

Hadronic interactions are in general very complex processes, containing some general
"soft" low pi-mechanism and "hard" phenomena. FRITIOF implements the main
contributing processes, namely the soft momentum exchange, gluon radiation, and the
Rutherford parton scattering (RPS), in a string dynamics framework.

It was early realized that there are large similarities between hadron production in

(internet)
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hadronic collisions, deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and e+e~-annihilation ([8]). This
similarity can be understood if the hadrons are produced by strings stretched between
interacting partons. In FRITIOF these strings interact by exchanging momentums.
Soft momentum exchanges contribute mainly to a longitudinal momentum transfer,
while RPS disturbs the string state more violently by producing large transverse mo-
mentum transfer. The resultant excited string states will emit gluonic radiation and
finally fragment into hadrons.

The program is intended for simulating the general event structure and topology in
high energy hadrooic or nuclear collisions. Rare processes such as the productions of
heavy quarks and Zo, W have not been implemented at the primary interaction level
in FRITIOF.

The PYTHIA, ARIADNE and JETSET programs are used in FRITIOF to generate
RPS-partons, the dipole cascade radiation, and string fragmentation, respectively.

3 Physics Description

3.1 Basic assumptions

The basic assumptions in the FRITIOF model as presented in ref. [1] are the following:

A. During the collision between two hadrons there are a large amount of momentum
transfers, most of them rather small and uncorrelated. Treating the hadron like
a manless relativistic string, the result of many such momentum transfers qj is
essentially additive, i.e. the string reacts as if it had been worked upon by a single
momentum transfer Q = T.1j-

B. Due to the momentum transfers £ j ?j± = Q±< Ej fji = QL the two hadrons
with incoming energy momentum vectors in a lightcone basis

and $,P-
r

will be changed into

+ - P i + ̂ .^.Qx) »nd {pl,p.-Pi

(1)

(2)
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by the interaction, where P± are related to the longitudinal momentum transfers
Q±by

0)

C. There is no effective colour exchange during the process as a whole.

D. Based on the Feynman wee partonic spectrum we expect the distribution of Q±
to be

Q+Q- '
(4)

and in case we consider the transverse momentum exchanges as uncorretated we
expect a general Gaussian (^-distribution, containing a width parameter {Q±)
of the size of a hadronic mass.

With kinematical constraints

- Q-) > ">? + Q\ (5)

(where the mass parameters m'j > nij), the range for the momentum transfers arc in
the cms approximately ^ < p£ < W where W = y/s, the total cms energy. Taking a
logarithmic mean gives P± ~ m. Therefore in the typical final state the string masses
will be rather large

M{w ~ y/Wm. (6)

Due to the momentum transfers, two extended parts of the string moving in opposite
directions in the string rest frame. Such colour separation will according to the genera]
properties of gauge theories lead to gluonic bremsstrahlung. This is treated by means
of the Lund Dipole Cascade Model [9] (DCM from now on), which will be briefly
discussed next. There is also high pi-scattering of the Rutherford kind (Rutherford
Parton Scattering or RPS) which has to be incorporated into the basic FRITIOF
scenario. In the early version of the FRITIOF MC (version 1.6) neither the soft
radiation model nor hard parton scattering was implemented (in this version gluon
bremsstrahlung had a small tail at high Pt which could mimic the neglected hard
parton scattering to some extent). The old MC can fairly well reproduce experimental
data up to ISR energies. At the higher energies however the difference between the
brcmsstrahlung and hard scattering distribution becomes too large and this early MC
version cannot be applied.
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3.2 Treatment of Gluon Radiation and Rutherford Parton Scattering

In FRITIOF gluon radiation is treated with the Soft Radiation Model (SRM) [10] in
the dipole cascade scenario [9], and RPS is treated with the probabilistic QCD parton
model. A RPS with large PT would dominate over its underlying gluon bremsstrahlung,
and there is no ambiguities in this case. But in the region of phase space where RPS
cannot be so distinguished from bremsstrahlung, care must be taken to identify the
dominant behaviour.

In SRM gluon bremsstrahlung in a hadronic collision is treated similar to that in an
«+e~ annihilation, with special assumptions made in connection with the fact that
hadrons are extended objects. In analogy to a radiating antenna, only a fraction of
the extended emitting source is available for radiation, and the size of this fraction
is about the same as the radiation wavelength A ~ 1/Jtj-. If the extension of the
source is characterised by the inverse of a momentum scale parameter ft, then only a
piece of the source with energy fraction a(Jfcr) = (p/tr)° can radiate coherently. We
will take the dimensionality parameter a to be 1, consistent with the one dimensional
character of assumed hadronic strings. Using two symbols /<i and fit to denote the
inverse extensions of two string ends in a generic string with mass M, the (reduced)
phase space for the radiation is in its rest frame

k\t~*<H\M, tye" </jjAf. (7)

If the string has been acted upon by only many low Pj momentum transfer! (soft
collision), the string as a whole should act as a coherent emitter, and so we expect
/j, = /ij = jit where fto ~ 0.7 GeV is a parameter in the model characterising the inverse
of the hadron transverse size. The presence of RPS will break down the coherence along
the string, and we expect pi and /ij to be larger than fo (in practice we have used
/j, = /ij = 2/io). For the RPS cross section we use the well-known QCD parton
model expression 4OQCD ~ F(xi,Q2) ® F'faiQ^dir- This perturbative expression
is ill-defined at low PT and a cut off is normally needed. We wish to treat this cut
off dynamically in FRITIOF and make the model infrared stable, meaning that the
model should not be sensitive to a few soft parton scatterings. We note that for
a Feynman diagram with two incoming partons and a set of produced partons, the
propagator with the largest transverse momentum fcj. appears in the cross section
with the power k*L. This propagator corresponds to the momentum transfer in the
Rutherford scattering. The remaining propagators with smtlley kx appear in the
cross section with the power k\. They determine the transverse momentum for the
associated bremsstrahlung radiation. We then use a procedure that RPS-partons will
be included in the outgoing string states only if they are found to be harder than
the associated gluon bremsstrahlung. Since soft parton scattering will most likely be
irrelevant in this scenario, we need only to generate the RPS with the largest-possibie
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rrobin) = p(pr)exp(- f^' (8)

where p[pr) = (dcrQcD/dpr)/<Tr,d{s) with ani(a) being the hadron-hadron non-diffractive
inelastic cross section. In FRITIOF although a Prmi, parameter (VFR(12)) still exists,
the model shows very little sensitivity on this parameter in the range VFR(12)= 1-2
GeV/c.

3.3 Installation and Running

FRITIOF 7.02 is a FORTRAN 77 subroutine package. A test program called FRSAM-
PLE is included in the package. The random number generator used is the JETSET
function RLU [5]. FRITIOF 7.2 should be loaded together with JETSET 7.3 [5],
PYTHIA 5.5 [6], and ARIADNE 4.02r [7] (This differ* from the standard ARIADNE
4.02 by a renamed common block). To ensure a proper execution the correct version
numbers of these companion programs must be observed.

A user is expected to construct his own main program, in which he must set up a specific
collision environment and kinematics through the variable* in the main subroutine
FREVENT and also through certain common blocks. One event is generated each
time FREVENT is called. The full information on the event is stored in common block
LUJETS, through which the user may design specific trigger condition and perform
statistical analysis. The subroutine FREVENT and a few common blocks are normally
all that a user needs to know.

FREVENT contains four variables FRAME,BEAM,TARGET,WIN. It allows one to
specify 'CMS' or 'FIXT' target frame, BEAM and TARGET particles/nuclei, and the
collision energy WIN. Some common nuclei have been built in as selections. It is also
possible for users to enter an arbitrary nucleus by specifying its A and Z and its size
parameters.

Refer to the program manual for details about the switch controls and adjustable
parameters. The following is a list of main parameters.

VFR(6) (D=O.0I GeV2/cJ) The < Q\ > for the Gaussian distribution of soft trans-
verse momentum transfer.

VFR(7) (D=0.30 GeVa/cJ) The < Q\T > for the Gaussian distribution of primordial
transverse momenta on the string ends.
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VFR(8) (D=0.75 GeV) Soft radiation coherence parameter /i0 for projectile hadron
or nucleon.

VFR(9) (D=0.75 GeV) Soft radiation coherence parameter /i0 for target hadron or
nucleon.

VFR(lO-ll) Projectile-target nucleon total and elastic cross sections, respectively.
By default, they are taken from the parametrization of Block and Cahn [IlJ
(MSTP(31)=5 in PYTHIA).

VFR(H) (D=1.0 GeV/c) The «•«.,» for Rutherford parton scattering.

VFR(13-15) (D=l/6, 1/3, 1/2) The probabilities for assigning various spins and
flavours to the diquark end of the string. For example in a proton, VFR(13-15)
are the probabilities of finding a xid diqu'rk of spin 1, a uu diquark of spin 1, and
a ud diquark of spin 0, respectively.

3.4 Availability

FRITIOF 7.02 and a LaTeX version of the program manual can be obtained by anony-
mous ftp to thep.lu.se (130.235.92.159), in directory pub/LundPrograms/Fritiof7.02/.
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ABSTRACT

Band on QCD inspired models for multiple jets production, we developed a
Monte Carlo program to study jet and the associated particle production in
high energy pp, pA and A A collisions. The physics behind the program which
includes multiple minijet production, soft excitation, nuclear shadowing of
parton distribution functions and jet interaction in dense matter is discussed.

1. Introduction

One of the goals of ultrarelativistic heavy ion experiments is to study the quark-
gluon substructure of nuclear matter and the possibility of a phase transition from
hadronic matter to quark-gluon plasma (QGP)1 at extremely high energy densities.
Unlike heavy ion collisions at the existing AGS/BNL and SPS/CERN energies, most
of the physical processes occurring at very early times in the violent collisions of heavy
nuclei at RHIC/BNL and the proposed LHC/CERN energies involve hard or semihard
parton scatterings3 which will result in enormous number of produced jeto and can be
described in terms of perturbative QCD (pQCD).

The concept of jets and their association with hard parton scatterings has been
well established in hadronic interactions and they have been proven to play a major
role in every aspect of pp collisions at CERN SppS and Fermitab Tevatron energies.3

Experimentally, jets are identified as hadronic clusters whose transverse energy Ej-
can be reconstructed from the calorimetrical study4'* of the events. However, when
the transverse energy of a jet becomes smaller, ET < 5 GeV, it is increasingly dif-
ficult to resolve it from the underlying background,' though theoretically, we would
expect that hard parton scatterings must continue to lower transverse momentum. We
usually refer to those as minijets whose transverse energy are too low to be resolved
experimentally but the associated parton scattering processes may still be calculable
via pQCD. Assuming independent production, it has been shown that the multiple
minijets production is important in pp interactions to account for the increase of total

*Thit work i»» supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Division of Nuclear P b y » a of
th« Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE-AC03-7eSF00098.
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crost section7 and the violation of Kol>a-Nidsen-OU«en (KNO) scaling of the charged
multiplicity distributions.*1'

In high energy heavy ion collisions, minijetr. have been estimated' to produce
50% (80%) of the transverse energy in central he-.vy ion collisions at RHIC (LHC)
energies. While not resolvable as distinct jets, they would lead to a wide variety of
correlations, at in pp or pp collisions, among observables such as multiplicity, transverse
momentum, strangeness, and fluctuations that compete with the expected signatures of
a QGP. Therefore, it is especially important to calculate these background processes.
Furthermore, the calculation couid also provide the initial condition to address the
issues of thermalization and equilibration of a quark gluon plasma. In this respect,
the interaction* of high PT jets inside the dense medium is also interesting since the
variation of jet quenching phenomenon may serve as one of the signatures of the QGP
transition.10

To provide a theoretical laboratory for studying jets in high-energy nuclear inter-
action* and tot ing the proposed signatures such as jet quenching,10 we have developed
a Monte Carlo model, HUING (heavy ion jet interaction generator)," which combines
a QCD inspired model for jet production with the Lund model" for jet fragmentation.
The formulation of HIJING wa« guided by the Lund FRITIOF13 and Dual Parton
model14 for soft A + B reaction* at intermediate energies (-ft & 20 GeV/nucleon) and
the successful implementation of pQCD processes in PYTHIA'-" model for hadronic
collisions. HIJING is designed mainly to explore the range at possible initial conditions
that may occur in relativists heavy ion collisions. To study the nuclear effects, we also
included nuclear shadowing10 of parton structure functions and a schematic model of
final state interaction of high PT jets in terms of an effective energy loss parameter,
dE/dz."-n At pp and pp level, HUING also made an important effort to address the
interplay between low PT nonperturbative physics and the hard pQCD processes. This
Monte Carlo model ha* been tested extensively against data on » + p(p) over a wide
energy range, y/s = 50-1800 GeV and p + A, A + A collisions at moderate energies
•Ji < 20 GeV/n.11'1* However, in this version of HIJING program, the space-time de-
velopment of final state interaction among produced partons30 and hadrons was not
considered. . '

In this paper, we present a brief summary of physical motivations. We also de-
scribe briefly the overall structure of the program. Since the program uses subroutines
of PYTHIA to generate the kinetic variables for each hard scattering and the associ-
ated radiations, and JETSET for string fragmentation, we refer readers to the original
publication*1*111 for the description of these programs. The physics involved in HIJING
ha* been discussed extensively.11-10-17

2. Parton Product ion in pp Collisions

The QCD inspired model is based on the assumption of independent production of
multiple minijets. It determines the number of minijets per nucleon-nucleon collisions.
For each hard or semihard interaction the kinetic variables of the scattered partons
are determined by calling PYTHIA1* subroutines. The scheme for the accompanying
soft interactions is simitar to FRITIOF model13 with some difference in the successive
soft excitation of the leading quarks or diquarks and PT transfer involved. Since mini-
jet production is dominated by gluon scatterings, we assume that quark scatterings
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only involve valence quarks and restrict the subsequent hard processes to gluon-gluon
sr.iUrrin#i. Simplification is also made for the color flow in the case of multiple jet
production. Produced gluons are ordered in their rapidities and then connected with
their parent valence quarks or diquarks to form string systems. Finally, fragmentation
subroutine of JETSET is called for hadronization.

S.I. Cross sections

In pQCD, the cross section of hard parton scatterings can be written as32

(1)

where the summation runs over all parton species, j/i,yj are the rapidities of the scat-
tered partons and i i , i j are the fractioni of momentum carried by the initial partons
and they are related by xy - xT(en + e")/2, x7 = xr(c"w + e"w), xr = 2PT/T/S. A
factor, K as 2 accounts roughly for the higher order corrections. The default structure
functions, fm{x, Q7), in HIJ1NG are taken to be Duke-Owens structure function set I.33

In future versions some other new parametrizatiom might be included.
Integrating Eq. 1 with a low f r cutoff Po, we can calculate the total inclusive jet

cross section 07,,. The average number of semihard scatterings for a nucleon-nucleon
collision at impact parameter 6 is 0j«i7jv(t), where 7V(6) is partonic overlap function
between the two nudeom. In terms of a semiclassical probabilistic model,7*1'4 the
probability for multiple minijets production is then

.... (2)

We have then the total inelastic cross section for nucleon-nucleon collisions,

Similarly, we can also represent the soft interactions by an inclusive cross section <rM/f
which, unlike Ojtu can only be determined phenomenologically. The probability for only
soft interactions without any hard processes is then,

(4)

(5)

'.

(6)

= I (Pb\l - e-<'»/i+*».i)T»Wj4

Define a real eikonal function,

we have the elastic, inelastic, and total cross sections of nucleon-nucleon collisions,
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dti>[\ - « - * " ] , (8,

We assume that the parton density in a nucleon can be approximated by the Fourier
transform of a dipole form factor. The overlap function is then,

Xo(l)
(9)

with

Xo(O = ^ (10)

where /Jo = 3.9 and *bl(s) = <r0 = anj,(s)l2 is a measure of the geometrical size of
the nucleon. Tbe eikonal function then can be written as,

X(6, *) s x(f, s) = [1 + ffi«i(a)/o-«/i(»)]xo(0- (•!)

Pt ?z 2 GeV/c and a constant value of <TM/I(J) — 57 mb are chosen to fit the
experimental data on cross sections' in pp and pp collisions. We shall follow the equa-
tions listed above to simulate multiple jets production at the level of nucleon-nucleon
coUisioa* in HUING Monte Carlo program. Once the number of hard scatterings is
determined, we then use PYTHIA to generate the kinetic variables of the scattered
partons and the initial and final state radiations.

t.l. Jet trifftring

Because tbe differential crow section of jet production decreases for several or-
ders in magnitude from small to large PT, we often have to trigger on jet production
with specified PT in order to increase the simulation efficiency. The triggering can then
change the probability of multiple minijet production and thus the whole event struc-
ture. In particular, such rare processes of large PT scatterings most often occur when
tbe impact parameter of nucleon-nucleon collision is small so that the partonic overlap
is large. At small impact parameters, the production of multiple jets is then enhanced.

If we want to trigger on events which have at least one jet with Pj above PT"',
the conditional probability for multiple minijet production in the triggered events is
then,"

_

It is obvious that g'"'(b) returns back to gj{b) {Eq. 2) when &p* = Po. Summing over
j > 1 leads to the expected total probability for having at least one jet with PT > Pf,

S \ " l — * — C ' 1 , XL**}
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Since g'fi3(b) differs from g,(b), the triggering of a particular jet therefore has
changed the production rates of the other jets in the same event. This triggering effect is
.•specially significant whon we ronsiilfr large / ' ] " ' . It IMMOIIII'S more probable to produce
miiltiple'jets due to the triggering on a high PT jet. In HIJING, we implement Eq. 12
by simulating two Poisson-like multiple jet distributions with inclusive cross sections
a]ft(P0) -<Tjti(Pf'') and ajt,(Pf'3) respectively. We demand that the second one must
have at least one jet and convolute the two together. The resultant distribution will be
the triggered distribution.

2.3. Soft interactions

Besides the processes with large transverse momentum transfer which are de-
scribed by pQCD, there are also many small Pr exchanges or soft interactions between
two colliding hadrons. We adopt a variant of the multiple string phenomenological
model for such soft interactions in which multiple soft gluon exchanges between va-
lence quarks or diquarks lead to longitudinal string-like excitations. Gluon production
from hard processes and soft radiations are included as kinks in the strings. The strings
then hadronize according to Lund JETSET7.2 fragmentation scheme.

In the center of mass frame of two colliding nucleons with initial light-cone mo-
menta

5 & T ) , (14)
Pi Pi

and (pi +pif = 3, the excited strings will have final momenta

Pi Pi
(15)

after a collective momentum exchange P = (P+,P~,PT)- The soft interactions by
definition have small transverse momentum transfer, Pp < I GeV/c, while large effec-
tive light-come momentum13 exchange can give rise to two excited strings with large
invariant masses. Defining

• p j

the excited masses of the two strings wi!i be

(16)

(17)

respectively. If we require that the excited string masses must have a minimum value
A'cati then the kinematically allowed region of x* will be

* T ( 1 - * ± ) > M T « . I / « . (18)

where A/J ,̂, = A/*,, + P\. The condition for the above equations to be valid is

>A > 2AJW (19)
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This is the minimum colliding energy we will require to produce two excited strings
which can be fragmented into hadrons by the Lund string fragmentation model. We
have chosen Mat to IK? 1.5 GrV/r* in all <mr calculations involving iiiirlcon collisions.
When the energy a smaller than what Eq. 19 requires, we assume that the interaction
can be described by other processes like single diffractivo or N' (or />, K' in cases of
pion and kaon collisions) excitation. However, we usually do not expect that the model
if still valid at such low energies. Eq. 19 also serves as to determine the maximum Pj
that the strings can obtain from the soft interactions. If hard interactions are involved,
the kinetic boundary of string formation is reduced by the hard scatterings.

In order to best fit the rapidity distributions of charged particles, we choose the
following distributions for light-cone momentum transfer,

for nucleons and

(20)

(21)

for mesons, where c = 0.1 GeV is a cutoff for computational purpose with little theoret-
ical consequences in the model. For single-diffractive events whose cross section can be
obtained from an empirical parametrization," we fix the mass of the diffractive hadron
to be its own or its vector state excitation and find the mass of the single excited string
according to the well known distribution,

1
(xi + c'/s)""

(22)

which lead to the experimentally observed" mass distribution dM2/Af2 of the disas-
sociated hadrons.

Before fragmentation, the excited strings are also assumed to have soft gluon
radiation induced by the soft interactions. Such soft gluon radiation can be approx-
imated by color dipole model as has been successfully implemented in ARIADNE
Monte Carlo program.3* In HIJING, we adopted subroutines AR3JET and ARORIE
from FRITIOF 1.7'3 to simulate the dipole radiation which appear as gluon kinks in
the string. Since minijets are treated explicitly via pQCD, we limit the transverse mo-
mentum of the radiated gluons below the minijet cutoff Po = 2 GeV/c. The limitation
on the transverse momentum is a characteristic feature of induced bremsstrahlung due
to soft exchanges.17 The invariant mass cutoff for strings to radiate is fixed at A/^, = 2
GeV/c3 by default.

t.4- PT kid1 from soft interactions

As described in the above, hard or semihard scatterings in our model have at
least transverse momentum of PT > Pa. The value of Po we use is the result of a
model dependent fit of calculated cross sections to the experimental values. One can
imagine that the corresponding soft interactions, which are characterized by inclusive
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cross section <rm/,, will depend on />„• For such processes, we include an extra low
PT < Pa transfer to the valence quarks or diquarks at string end points. We assume
it ilislriliiitioii for the I'r kî 'k which extrapolates smoothly to the high PT regime of
hard scatterings but vary more slowly for Pj <. Pa,

hick(fr) ~ (23)

where c = 0.1 O V / c . In practice, the distribution will follow a Gaussian form when
PT > Po- Since diquarks are composites, we also assume that PT transfer to a diquark
is relatively suppressed by a form factor with a scale of 1 GeV/c.

This PT kick to the quarks or diquarks during the soft interactions will provide
an extra increase in transverse momentum to produced hadrons in order to fit the
experimental data at low energies.11 Otherwise, the transverse momentum from pair
production in the default Lund string fragmentation is not enough to account for the
higher PT tail in low energy pp collisions.

3 . Parton Product ion in pA and AA Collision*

One can extrapolate the above discussion to pA and A A collisions by including the
nuclear effects on jet production and fragmentation. Based on binary approximation,
we considered the EMC1' effect of the parton structure functions in nuclei and the
interaction of the produced jets with the excited nuclear matter in heavy ion collisions.
We will not discuss them in detail here and refer readers to Refs.11'17

4. Program Description

HIJING 1.0, written in FORTRAN 77 is a Monte Carlo simulation package for
parton and particle production in high energy hadron-hadron, hadron-nudeus, and
nucleus-nucleus collisions. It consists of subroutines for physics simulation and common
blocks for parameters and event records. Users have to provide their own main program
where desired parameters and event type are specified, and simulated events can be
studied. HIJING 1.0 uses PYTHIA 5.3 to generate kinetic variables for each b u d
scattering and JETSET 7.2 for jet fragmentation. Therefore, HUING 1.0 uses the
same particle flavor code (included in the appendix) as JETSET 7.2 and PYTHIA 5.3.
Users can also obtain more flexibility by using subroutines in JETSET 7.2 and changing
the values of parameters in JETSET 7.2 and PYTHIA 5.3 therein. We refer users to
the original literature15-31 for the documentations of JETSET 7.2 and PYTHIA 5.3.
For many users, however, subroutines, parameters and event information in HIJING
1.0 alone will be enough for studying most of the event types and the physics therein.
To save compiling time and to meet some specific needs of HIJING 1.0, PYTHIA 5.3
has been modified and together with JETSET 7.2 is renamed as HIPYSET. Therefore,
one should link the main program with III.IING and HIPYSET.

/ . /. Main subroutines

After supplying the desired parameters, the first subroutine a user has to call is
HIJSET. Then subroutine HIJING can be called to simulate the specified events.
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SUBROUTINE HIJSET (EFRM, FRAME, PROJ, TARG, IAP, IZP, IAT. IZT)
Purpose: to initialize HIJING for specified event type, collision frame and energy.
EFRM: colliding energy (GeV) per nuclcon in the frame specified by FRAME.
FRAME: character variable to specify the frame of the collision.

='CMS': nudeon-nucleon center of mass frame, with projectile momentum in
+z direction and target momentum in — z direction.

='LAB': laboratory frame of the fixed target with projectile momentum in +z
direction.

PROJ, TARG: character variables of projectile and target particles.
='P': proton.
='PBAR': anti-proton.
='N': neutron.
='NBAR': anti-neutron.

= ' P I - ' : X".
='A': nucleus.

IAP, IAT: mass number of the projectile and target nucleus. Set to I for hadrons.
IZP, IZT: charge number of the projectile and target nucleus, for hadrons it is the

charge number of that hadron (=1 , 0, - 1 ) .

SUBROUTINE HIJING (FRAME, BMIN, BMAX)
Purpose: to generate a complete event as specified by subroutine HIJSET and the

given parameters as will be described below. This is the main routine which can
be called (many times) only after HIJSET has been called once.

FRAME: character variable to specify the frame of the collision as given in the HIJSET
call.

BMIN, BMAX: low and up limits (fm) between which the impact parameters squared
4? are randomly and uniformly selected for pA and AB collisions. For hadron-
hadron collisions, set all to zero and the events are automatically averaged over
all impact parameters.

4-t. Common Mocks for event information

There are mainly three common blocks which provide users with important infor-
mation of the generated events. Common block HIMAIN1 contains global information
of the events and common block HIMAIN2 of the produced particles. The information
of produced partons are stored in common blocks HUJET1, HIJJET2, HISTRNG.

COMMON/HIMAIN1/NATT, EATT, JATT, NT, NP, NO, N01, N10, N i l
Purpose: to give the overall information of the generated event.
NATT: total number of produced stable and undecayed particles of the current event.
EATT: the total energy of the produced particles in c m . frame of the collision to

check energy conservation.
JATT: the total number of hard scatterings in the current event.
NP, NT: the number of participant projectile and target nucleons in the current event.
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NO, NO1, N1O, Nil: number of N-N, N-Nw,.nicd, N^n^i-N, and Nw<nniti-NwnM,d
collisions in the current event (/V, NK<,,.nj,d stand for niicleon and wounded nu-
clcon respectively).

COMMON /IIIMAIN2/KATT(130000,2), PATT( 130000,4).
Purpose: to give information of produced stable and undecayed particles.
KATT(I, 1): (1=1,- • -,NATT) flavor codes (see appendix) of the produced particles.
KATT(I, 2): (1=1,- • -,NATT) status codes to identify the sources from which the

particles come.
=0: projectile nucleon (or hadron) which has not interacted at all.
=1: projectile nucleon (or hadron) which only suffers an elastic collision.
=2: from a diffractive projectile nucleon (or hadron) in a single diffractive in-

teraction.
=3: from the fragmentation of a projectile string system (including gluon jets).
=10 target nucleon (or hadron) which has not interacted at all.
=11: target nucleon (or hadron) which only suffers an elastic collision.
=12: from a diffractive target nucleon (or hadron) in a single diffractive inter-

action.
=13: from the fragmentation of a target string system (including gluon jets).
=20: from scattered partons which form string systems themselves.
=40: from direct production in the hard processes ( currently, only direct pho-

tons are included).
PATT(I, 1-4): (1=1,- • -,NATT) four-momentum {pt,p,,px,E) (GeV/c, GeV) of the

produced particles.

4-3. Options and parameters

There are also common blocks for input parameters for HIJING which are used
mainly for specifying event options and changing the default parameters. It also con-
tains some extra event information. For detailed description, see Ref..3* Some parame-
ters are 3imply used to redefine the parameters in JETSET 7.2 and PYTHIA 5.3. Users
have to find the detailed explanations in JETSET and PYTHIA documentations.
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